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PRACTICAL POINTS.

TC33>Y this shall all know that ye are
JfJC2fc my disciples, if ye have love one
to another" (John xiii: 35). There is
no element of this principle of ''love"
more desirable as an ornament of character than forgiveness of those who
transgress against us. If we rightly
consider the matter we shall see how
important it is to be "followers of God
as dear children," in showing forth the
perfection of love exemplified in His
dealings with poor, weak humanity.
In fact, our very salvation depends
upon our apprehension and manifestation of this divine quality, as we learn
from the forcible words of Jesns in the
record of Mark xi: 25, 26, which declares: "And when ye stand praying,
forgive, if ye have ought against any;
that your Father also which is in
heaven may forgive you your trespasses. But if ye do not forgive,
neither will your Father which is in
heaven forgive your trespasses." These
solemn words of warning show the
imperative necessity of cultivating a
love that sliall be strong enough to lead
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captive every natural impulse inclining
towards resentment and such kindred
emotions, while encouraging a sweet
spirit of pily, forbearance, mercy and
patience, even unto absolute forgiveness of those who trespass against us
in any way whatever. We must do
unto others as we would have God do
unto us in all matters of complaint
and conciliation. There is true wisdom
in this, for nothing will so warp and
embitter an individual's character as
the harboring of thoughts that lead
step by step lo life-destroying hatred at
last. When we remember how much our
Father has forgiven and does forgive,
we should be moved to follow Him in
fullest measure of mercy towards our
fellow-beneficiaries of the divine favor.
It is a plan of incalculable benefit to
all who persevere in striving for the
heavenly standard, as it tends to
broaden the character by clearing it of
the selfishness that suffereth not. is
unkind, envieth, vaunteth itself, is
puffed up, behaveth unseemly, seeketh
its own, is easily provoked, thinketh
evil; rejoiceth in iniquity and not with
the truth ; beareth nothing and endur-
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eth nothing. When one is rid of these
degenerating influences he is not far
from the kingdom of God.
Pure love is manifest where there is
a constant readiness of mind to pass
over the shortcomings of others. It
does not always insist upon an express
confession of wrong-doing before it is
willing to grant absolution; it shuns
all that is calculated to embarrass or
humiliate the loved one that has been
overtaken in a fault; it goes more than
half way—if necessary it will go all
the way—for reconciliation and restoration in every matter which effects its
own personal interests that have been
trespassed against. Love like this excuses readily—often unasked ; it looks
for extenuating circumstances ("remembereth we are but dust"'); it gladly
finds a way to make advances and concessions, even if personal sacrifices are
required to insure the desired end ; and,
best of all, when it does forgive, it is
as free and full a pardon as it is capable of exhibiting while "a little lower
than the angels." This love never says:
"I forgive," and then adds, "but I cannot forget." That is a travesty upon
the sacred virtue. We greatly err if
we deem it permissible and right to
keep in memory the failings of those
we profess to love and forgive. Such
a course is to be avoided as a deadly,
blighting evil. Hate may delight to
conjure up from time to time grewsome
things of this sort, and may derive intense satisfaction in the possession of a
memory so keenly retentive as to hold
fast to such matters for a long time;
but love graciously hastens to put them
out of sight and out of mind so as to
insure a mutual rejoicing together in
the bonds of the gospel.
It may be possible to deceive the
brethren with loud and persistent protestations of love and mercy while at
heart utterly devoid of these sentiments, but such a course is absurd
passing under divine scrutiny. All

motives are read, every thought explored by Him who discerns the
thoughts and intents of the heart.
No one will be adjudged worthy of
eternal life at the tribunal of Christ by
the professions that have fallen from
the lips if the heart-inspired practices
were not in true accord therewith
always. On the contrary, such words
will stand against the unhappy author
of them as surely as mere lip-sen'ice
did against Israel in the days of old.
We know full well how decidedly they
were rejected and punished, and we
should profit by their example and experience, lest we, too, come under the
wrath of God for claiming to be what
we are not. But "Lord, how oft shall
my brother sin against me and I forgive him? till seven times'?" Jesus
saith in answer: "I say not unto thee,
Until seven times; but, Until seventy
times seven." This shows that our
compassion is to be as inexhaustible as
it is real and sincere. We are to be
guaged by the divine standard when
we stand before the judgment-seat.
"Shouldest not thou also have had compassion on thy fellow-servant, even as
I had pity on thee" (Matt, xviii: 33)?
For this reason we should re-examine
ourselves in regard to this question,
giving earnest heed to the exortation
of the Apostle Paul: "Let all bitterness, and wrath, and anger, and clamor,
and evil speaking be put away from
you, with all malice; and be ye kind
one to another, tender-hearted, forgiving one another, even as God, for
Christ's sake, hath forgiven you. Be
ye therefore followers of God, as dear
children, and walk in love, as Christ
also hath loved us, and hath given himself for us as an offering and a sacrifice
to God for a sweet-smelling savour."
How much there is in this! Who can
affectionately receive it ?
"For still in mutual sufferance lies
The secret of true living;
"Love scarce is love that never knows
The sweetness of forgiving-."— Wntttter.

G. T. W.

A CURIOUS CLAIM.

A CURIOUS CLAIM.
No, 24 UNDERWOOD STREET,
AUBURN, N. Y , Oct. 15, 1894.
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS: I feel
constrained to write lo you at this time
because of the serious aspect ecclesial
affairs have assumed on account of the
discussion upon thequestionof "Adamic
Condemnation;" also, because of your
making such strenuous efforts through
the ADVOCATE to make it appear that
Brother Roberts has changed in regard
to it, and that a "deeply imbedded
foundation-stone" is being disturbedHaving investigated the matter by
comparing his past •writings on the
various points at issue, I propose to
strike into the marrow of the contention, without entering into the controversy in detail.
I propose to show
First.—That you take precisely the
same, ground NOW as did the Renunciationists in 1873.
Second.—That Brother Roberts differs
with you sow on the same particular

point.

Third.—That Brother Roberts DIFwith the Renunciationists on

FERED

the same particular point in 1873.

The truth of the first and second proposition is self-evident—that is, that the
Renunciationists in 1873' taught what
you now teach, viz., that we are condemned for "Adamic sin." That "the
offense" of Adam is "imputed to his
descendants," and on that account we
all inherit the wrath of God.
What you now teach and what Brother
Roberts does not teach is clearly demonstrated in the debate, Question 415:
Are they not under condemnation
for the "offense" of Adam before they
do anything right or wrong ?
Answer. God condemns no man for
"Adam's offense" in the individual
sense.
Thus we think the point is briefly

3

and clearly stated. We shall now proceed to produce the evidence of the
third proposition. The evidence consists of a quotation taken from three
replies to three questions, to be found
in The Christadelphian for 1873, page

554. These replies, taken as a whole,
constitute a complete vindication of
Brother Roberts' present contention
upon the points in dispute. Our present purpose is to deal with the one particular point upon which all the others '
hinge.
Brother Roberts says:
"The case of His brethren was different. They were 'dead in trespasses
and sins' (Eph. ii: 1). It was not
merely that they were mortal because,
descended from Adam ; but they were
'alienated and enemies in their minds
by works' (Col. i: 21). They were
among the children of DISOBEDIENCE.
'Among whom,' says Paul, we all had
our conversation in times past in the
lusts of our flesh, fulfilling the desires of
the mind'' (Eph. ii: 3). It was this (to
which they were prone by nature) that
constituted them the children of wrath,
even as others; for 'the wrath of God
is revealed from heaven against all
ungodliness and unrighteousness of men'
(Rom. i: 18).
" T H E W R A T H OF GOD IS NOT RE-

VEALED tOWARDS US BECAUSE ADAM
SINNED (AS THE APOSTASY AND

RENUNCIATIONTSTS

TEACH),

BUT BECAUSE WE OURSELVES TRANS-

GKESS (emphasis mine).

"Believers were at one time subject
to wrath, BECAUSE, as Paul further says:
' We ourselves also were sometimes foolish, DISOBEDIENT,'" etc.
Thus you may see how clearly Brother
Roberts discriminated then between the
points in dispute now, and what he
means by "papal smoke," or rather
papal MOSS, which partly covers the
"deeply embedded foundation-stone"
from your spiritual perception. And
now, because this MOSS has been torn
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from around the stone, you imagine
that it is the stone itself that has been
disturbed. Not so, however. In this
you are very seriously mistaken, by
which you have been led to testify and
bear false witness against a LONOTKIJSD and

FAITHFUL BKOTIIBK.

In

justice to him, in justice to the Truth,
in justice to yourself, I plead that you
insert this correction in your next
issue.
By the grace of oni heavenly Father,
[ remain yours in the one name.
4
THOMAS TCKNKK.
ANSWER.

The command. -'Thou shalt not bear
false witness against thy neighbor,"
was against a willful and designing falsification. Ttie words are not applicable to the case of dispute between Paul
and Barnabas, nor to the mistake
Peter made for which Paul "withstood
him to the face." The fact that we
have taken exceptions to what Brother
Roberts has said of late in relation to
Adamic condemnation and the righteousness of Christ in no sense comes
under the charge of bearing "false witness." Tt would be quite as reasonable—rather
unreasonable—were
Brotlier Turner to charge Brother Itoberts with bearing false witness against
Dr. Thomas because he has come to differ from him on the beginning of the
dates of Daniel, etc. It is not a question of "false witness;" it is a question of who is mistaken.
The fact of one being a "long-tried
and faithful brother," whether you
write it in emphasized or doubly emphasized words, will not settle the issue.
There are other "long-tried and faithful brethren"—very many of them—it
being the rule and not the exception—
who see as we do on this subject; and
if that is to be the criterion the question is settled adversely to Brother Turner. Give all the credit due to every
"long-tried and faithful brother;" but
the "long-tried and faithful" Scriptures

must be our only authority in matters
wherein we differ.
There might appear to be a little
smartness in changing ''smoke" into
"moss," and in talking about "papal
moss" partly covering the "deeply embedded foundation-stone from our spiritual perception;" but really it is a
question if moss grows on deeply embedded foundation-stones. Perhaps it
would have been better to have left it
"smoke," and perhaps it would have
been still better if the "smoke" and
the "moss" had been left out.
To Brother Turner it is "self-evident"
that we "take precisely the same ground
now as did the Renunciationists in
1873, and that Brother Roberts differs
with you (us) now on the same particular point." There are things that are
"self-evident" to some that are not so
to others, it would seem. The matter
of one's belief, however, can never be
a self-evident thing with another num.
It must, be determined by whatever
external evidence exists and by the believer's testimony.
The "free life theory" was that flesh
is a good thing; not sinful, and that
sin is only affirmable of actual and personal transgression of law. Thus ignoring inherited sin. there was uo way
for them to apply Adam's sin to his
descendants except by separately in
each individual case transferring it,
similar to what was done by the priest
in transferring the sins of the people
to the animal to be sacrificed. To meet
this all our writings at the time went
to show that the only way Adam's sin
could reach us and Christ was by inheritance. The issue between us and the
advocates of "free life" was not as to
whether "we are condemned for Adamic
sin;" but, as regards us, how we mine
under Adamic condemnation, it being
rightly claimed then that we came
under it by being in Adam when he
sinned. The issue in regard to Christ
was that "free life" advocates claimed
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that He was not under Adamic condemnation, and therefore had a "free and
unforfeited life," while we all claimed
that He was under Adamio condemnation as much as any one of the race,
and that His life was forfeited in Adam
as fully as ours.
The latter position is the one the
ADVOCATE has taken all through and
still holds to; and how Brother Turner
can say that we ''take precisely the
same ground now as did Renunciationism in 1873" will be a mystery to our
readers. The free life advocates said
sin was not a matter of inheritance at
all"; we said it was. They said that,
sin not being a matter of inheritance
in any sense, Christ was free from
Adamic sin ; we said it was a matter
of inheritance, and therefore Christ
being one of the race did inherit it.
They said Christ was not condemned
in Adam and therefore He was not
under Adamic condemnation ; we said
He was as much condemned in Adam
as we were and therefore lie was
under Adamic condemnation. They
said God accepted an unforfeited life
in Christ; we said His life was not an
unforfeited life, and that if an unforfeited life was accepted for the redemption of forfeited lives, "something was
done that ought not to have been done."
From the right side of these issues
Brother Turner's letter departs to the
extent of denying that ''we are condemned for Adamic sin" and that we
'•inherit the wrath of God." To prove
his position these wox'ds are quoted:
"The wrath of God is not revealed towards us because Adam sinned (as the
apostasy and Renunciationists teach),
but because we ourselves transgress."
This does not help the matter; it only
shows that the mistake that is being
boldly advocated now was incidentally
made in 1873, at which time overwhelming testimony was given contradictory
of this quotation. In what do we see
the wrath of God revealed ? Is it not

in pain and death? Do not infants
and did not Christ suffer pain and
death? Do children suffer this revelation of wrath because they trangress ?
Did Christ suffer pain and death because
He transgressed? If not, whose sin
brought this wrath upon saint and sinner alike? If it is not Adam's condemnation and sin inherited and the
consequent wrath of God in this form
revealed, account for it if you can.
What law will lawfully take a man's
life? -'Death (came) by sin'1 (Rom. v:
xii). Is the death of children who
never sinned lawful? Who will say
no? You must say yes. What sin,
whose sin made it lawful ? Anybody
beside Adam's? Was the death of
Christ lawful? You must say yes; for
God demanded the death of Christ,
and He would not demand an unlawful
thing. Whose sin made His death lawful? If you say our individual sins,
then you teach that our sins, before
they were, committed, were transferred
to Christ, and that would be Christ's
death demanded because some had
committed individual sins and because
some would do the same. If this is
not substitution, then, as wo heard a
brother say a week ago, "Give it a
name." Again we ask, what sin made
Christ's death lawful r" The only answer that can be given is, that it is the
one sin of the race, of which race He
was an individual part. Having paid
the penalty of Adamic sin and thus removed the Adamic condemnation under
which He was born, He has now power
to forgive individual sins for all who
pass out of Adam into Him.
The work Brother Turner has undertaken is to try to show that Brother
Roberts said the same thing in 1873 as
we have opposed him for saying in 1894.
Now we are not going to deny that one
quotation given by Brother Turner says
precisely the same as we are finding
fault with now. If Brother Turner
succeeds in proving that the very same
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thing WHS taught in 1873 as is now
taught it will only prove that the false
position was taken in the former date
as well us in the hitter. To its it matters not when it is said nor who said it,
it is false all the same. Go a little further back, before Edward Turney championed the free life theory, and you
will find it taught in what was considered the soundest of Christadelphian
literature; but as soon as its falsity
was seen it was abandoned and opposed,
and it is the general teaching that followed we must take, not u few incidental statements stumbled into.
Our space will not admit of but a
small part of this general teaching, for
it is quite voluminous; but we will
give ;i few quotations to show that the

and be rescued from it after it is inflicted.
This required one in the nature of the
transgressor: for in God's ways sentence
upon muu eanuot he borne by angel or
beast, but by Him only on whom it lies.
Jesus was such an one, for lie partook
of the very flesh and blood of Adam's
condemned race through Mary"—page
329.
KKMAUKS ON THE ABOVE QUOTATIONS.

The first quotation says that the same
condemnation that fell upon Adam fell
also upon all his posterity. Therefore
n'Jiatevei1 the condemnation na.s that
fell upon Adam we inherit it. Was it
wrath upon Adam? If so, is it not
wrath inherited by us ?
The second quotation says that in
Adam mankind were involved in sin
position the ADVOCATE has taken is
and death and need deliverance from
the one fought for in contending against the sin and death; the one being the
the "free life" theory. All the quota- cause of the other. It also says that in
tions are from The C liristudelphiun for Jesus they are delivered from the sin in
1873 unless otherwise noted.
which they were involved in Adam, anil
1.—"Did this condemnation to death from the death—the effect of the sin—
fall upon Adam only, or on all his pos- in which they were involved in Adam;
and this without a subversion of the
terity also ?
Answer: On all his posterity also. law that condemned tliem IN ADAM.
Rom. v. 12, 19—'So death hath passed
The third quotation says that if man
upon all men. * * * By one man's is left to bear this condemnation himdisobedience many were made sinners' " self it destroys him, because his own
—page 316.
transgressions stand in the way of es2. - "Why was Jesus called the last cape. This seems to overlook the fact
Adam V
that it destroys thousands who have no
Ans: Because Tie was to sustain transgressions to stand in the way of
the same federal relation* to the race escape, and it says that God provided
of mankind that Adam the first did. one upon whom He inflicted it. The
In Adam mankind were involved in sentence was therefore carried out in
sin and death. In Jesus they are deliv- Christ.
ered from both without any subversion
QUOTATIONS CONTINUED.
of the lam thai condemned them in Adam''
4.—"Sin was first destroyed in the
(Italics ours)—page 317.
person of Christ (who was the first3.—"Man condemned in Adam must fruits), by His submission to death in
bear the condemnation, for God in His the nature condemned to death, which
ways is without variableness or shadow He had in common with all the seed of
of a turning, liut if man is left to Abraham (Hen. ii: 17). When He died
bear the condemnation himself it destroys the law of sin and death could exact no
him, because his own transgressions more of Him'7—page 331.
stand in the way of escape. Therefore
•5.—"But even if He were the MesGod provides him one who can bear it siah and did bear our sins, dying under
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the penalty of our transgressions, he
could not rise.
Anyone else that might appear, however sinless, dying under the penalty of
our transgressions, must, in like manner,
remain for ever under the dominion of
death"—page 359.

of sin and death. 'Lives' in such a connection is synonymous with 'persons.'
Who a person is and what are his relations depends entirely upon nature and
not on life in the abstract. * * *
Christ was the nature of David, Abraham and Adam (Heb ii), and you cannot speak of His life as something
KEMAKKS ON T H E AUOV\E QUOTATIONS.
The first quotation says that sin was separate from that nature. The sacridestroyed in the person of Christ. fice of His life consisted of the offering
What sin V The only answer that can up of His body, which was a living
be given is, Adamic sin. It says that body before and a dead body after cruwhen He died the law of sin and death fixion. That body, as the seed of
could exact no more of Him. which shows David, was a body of 'the flesh of sin,'
that the law could lawfully exact death and inherited tlie condemnation inhering
of Him. Whose sin gave the law the in the flesh of sin. 'Therefore he bore
right to exact death of Christ V The our sins in his own body on the t r e e ' "
only answer is, Adam's sin; and that (I. Pet. ii: 24)—page 398.
because in him all sinned.
9. -"The Adamic condemnation was
The fifth quotation says that, if on Him equally with the Mosaic and
individual"—page 399.
Christ had died under the penalty of
It is not necessary to add further.
our transgressions He would have remained under the dominion of death. We would call Brother Turner's attenUnder whose penalty, then, did Me tion to the frequent use of the word
condemnation and ask him to think out
die V Adam's is the only answer.
ihe meaning of this word. Tic will
QUOTATIONS CONTINUED.
6.—"He (the pope) decreed that the then see that it represents a relation,
woman Mary was of clean and holy and that mortality is the physical effect
of the carrying out of the law that
flesh, and therefore the thing born of
her was 'a holy thing,' spotless flesh condemned. One may suffer physical
untainted of Adam's sin, though in him effects of another's sin and yet not be
all sinned, which an unsophisticated under condemnation for that sin; but
mind would suppose included all liable in the case in hand we not only have
to death—Eli, Mary, her mother and physical effects from Adam's sin. but
Jesus all died, and must necessarily have we are under condemnation on account
been included federally in Adam7-—page of it. As the quotations given show,
we are under the penalty of Adam's
303, Dr. Thomas.
sin, and that penalty was "inflicted"
7.— a I told the doctor something of
the same sort, thus: How could Jesus upon Christ. If the penalty was inbe a sinner when He did not sin V He flicted upon Him, it must have been
replied: Jesus was constitutionally a lawful to do so from God's stand-point.
There was no other law that could lawsinner"—page 395, Sister Hags.
fully inflict a penalty upon Christ (ex8.—"A fair speech—In the death of
Christ (according to free life) God ac- cept the Mosaic, and that was for a
cepted the sacrifice of an uuforfeited technical reason) beside that expressed
life in order that forfeited lives might in the words "in whom all have sinned."
Therefore it is no use going in the face
not die.
Reflections thereon, showing the fair of facts and denying that we suffer and
speech to be a delusion: It is not lives, that Christ suffered for, because of, or
but persons that are condemned by the law on account of Adamic sin. In coming
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under the dominion of death the order
was: First, disobedience; socond, condemnation; .third, physical consequences. In redemption from this the
order is: First, obedience; second, removal of the condemnation (atonement); third, redemption from tl^e
physical effects.
There was no man that could render
the perfet obedience required to "'redeem his brother" or himself. Christ's
righteousness met the demands, and by
His righteousness, therefore, are we
saved, and we have nothing to glory in
save the cross of Christ.
Brother Turner seems to have overlooked the wording of the following
quotation: "It was not merely that
they were mortal because descended
from Adam." This admits that we are
mortal because descended from Adam,
which is the same thing in other words
as to say that we inherit mortality from
Adam. Now mortality is only another
word for death, and death is only another
won! for penalty for sin; and penalty
for sin are only other words for visitation
of God's wrath. The changing of the
name of the thing does not change the
thing itself. Now Brother Roberts said
to Edward Turney, You are wrong in
•saying that Christ was not under the
condemnation that came upon Adarn.
That condemnation did not come upon
Adam only, but upon us as well; and
Christ was under it equally with us.
Now what is condemnation ? Is it simply to inherit a physical condition called
mortality'r' A child inherits blindness
from its parents; but you do not call
that blindness condemnation. But
Brother Roberts insisted that condemnation was on Christ and the penalty
of it was "inflicted" on Him. If
Brother Turner thinks he did not mean
what he said, and that he used the
word condemnation when he should
not have used it, that is another thing;
but we are taking Brother Roberts at
his word, understanding him to mean

that Christ was under condemnation
when he said He was. You would not
'"inflict" a violent death upon a child
because it inherits blindness from its
parents. Would you inflict a violent
death upon Christ "merely" because,
He was mortal'? Must you not stand
your ground—the ground you took
against Edward Turney—and still say
that not only did Christ inherit mortality, but He was with us all under
Adamic condemnation. You are not
standing your ground now; and in
stepping off you cannot explain why
God demanded violent death of Him
who never personally sinned. You
must account for this upon the principle of justice, for it is of God. Violent death can only be justly '"inflicted"
for sin. For what sin was violent
death "'inflicted" (this is your own
word) upon Christ V
The answer to Question No. 415 of
the Roberts-Andrew debate is not so
clear as Brother Turner thinks it is.
Here it is: "God condemns no man for
Adam's offense in the individual sense."
Compare this with Quotation No. 9
above: "The Adamic condemnation
was on Him equally with the Mosaic and

individual." If the Adamic condemnation was on Him it was on an individual represented by the personal pronoun, Him. And if the Adamic condemnation was on Him equally with
the individual, then individual condemnation was on Him equally with
the Adamic; and pray what "individual condemnation" is this? You will
say our individual sins. Then I answer
that He was condemned for our individual sin; and if our individual sins
were "on Him" He was individually
under them and individually under the
Adamic, then what becomes of the answer to Question No. 415, "'God condemns no man for Adam's offense in
the individual sense ?"
The words "individual sense" cloud
the meaning. If it means that an

A CURIOUS CLAIM.

offense of one individual is not transferred to another in no way related to
the offender nor the offense, then it has
nothing to do with the issue aud was an
irrelevant answer. But the real issue
is, Was Christ an individual? Yes.
Was He under condemnation ? Yes.
Was He under Adamic condemnation ?
Yes, said Brother Roberts to Edward
Turney. For what sin? Adam's.
How? Because He was one of the
•'all" of the words "in whom all sinned." But, said Edward Turney, it
was life that was condemned; and
Christ having received His life direct
from God it escaped the condemnation.
No, said Brother Roberts; "it was not
lives, but persons that were con.
demned." Here is the issue, Brother
Turner. Every link of the great chain
of humanity was in the -'red earth" of
Adam. The condemnation was pro.,
nounced upon the iron in bulk. How
can you get links out of it without the
condemnation being upon each link?
Yes, you will say the iron was poor
and therefore every link is the same.
Yes, yes; this is true, but only part of
the truth. The iron was poor, but over
and above that it was placed under
condemnation. Is it that we are only
made of poor iron, or is it that we are
also under condemnation? Was violent death by shedding blood required
on account of poor condition, or was it
to remove the condemnation arid remedy
the poor condition ? And this again
brings us back to the question, Was
Christ only in a poor condition, or was
He under Adamic condemnation as well ?
Stick to your ground and we shall be
still with you as we were in the "freelife" contest and have been ever since;
and you do not know the chagrin it has
caused us to have you forsake us and
leave us to be laughed at by the survivors of the enemies we unitedly fought.
Perhaps Brother Turner does not know
that we are not alone in being forced
to see that there has been a change of
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front. Papers that had receded from
the position we all took in the "freelife" contest have been offering their
congratulations on the change that has
been made from the old contention
about Adamic condemnation, etc. And
we could fill one issue of the ADVOCATE
with letters from brethren who see the
same thing.
EDITOR.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON
ADAMIO CONDEMNATION.

Brother T. Turner has sent us several lengthy articles on the question of
Adamic condemnation. To publish all
of them would occupy too much space;
and as all that he sets forth is embodied
in the following questions, we give
place to them and deal with the subject
in the form of answers.
1.—Did not the chief advocates of
Renunciationism teach in 1873-4 that
the sin of Adam is imputed to his
descendants ?
Answer.—The chief point of difference between them and us was in the
question of whether Christ had a life
free from Adamic condemnation.
2.—Did they not teach that consequently we are held guilty of the one
offense ?
Ans. They did; but so far as the
race of Adam was concerned the difference was on the question of "sin in the
flesh." On the matter of being "held
guilty of the one offense" I do not know
of anyone on our side who at that time
departed from the position maintained
by Dr. Thomas, when he said that it is
only by recognizing the words of Paul,
"in whom all sinned," that we can
understand the sense in which we are
guilty of original sin.
3.—Did they not teach that we ail
inherit the wratli of God by birth ?
Ans. In that they did not differ from
the position we all took then, as expressed in the words of Dr. Thomas,
that babes and adults are under the
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sentence of death, under condemna- physical effects.
tion. On our side it was clearly set
JO.—Did they not teach that Adamic
forth that we '••are, by -nature, children ofsin is forgiven at baptism, and consewrath," and that we are "born in sin quently ''adopted sons" are made free
and shapen in iniquity."
from Adamic condemnation, based
4. -Did they not teach that we are, upon Bom. viii: 1, 2?
on that account, "worthy of death V"
Ans. I do not remember whether
Ans. They, like ourselves, recognized they did or not; but if they did teach
the self-evident fact that death is upon that "adopted sous" of God are free
us all on account of Adam's sin ; that from the condensation of the sons of
"by one offense the many were made Adam they were surely right; and if
sinners." And since it was so by God's they based their teaching upon Rom.
law that we were all condemned, of viii: 1, 2 they surely had a good basis,
course we believed it was so '•worthily." and we might well do the same.
11.—Do you not teach the same
5.—Did they not teach that we receive
a just punishment for the one offense V things ¥
Ans. Our answer to the foregoing
Ans. They, with us, saw that we received all the punishment Adam re- questions shall be our answer to this.
12.—Did not Brother Roberts contend
ceived—they could not help but see
that—and that the punishment is vis- in 1873-4 that Paul expressly isolates
ited upon millions who stood related Adam's descendants from Adam's sin ?
only to the ''one offense'' (all infants);
Ans. If he did, he went further in
and since this is so by God's law they the wrong direction than the "free-life"
were not presuinptious enough to say advocates went. They only isolated
it was an unjust punishment.
Christ from it and gave Him a free
7.—Do you not advocate precisely life. If we are all isolated from
Adam's sin, we ought to be isolated
the same things';'
Ans.- Where they are right we agree from his "sorrow" and death and conwith them; where they are wrong we demnation. I do not see how a brother
do not. Our answers above will be could prove that Christ was not isolated from Adam's sin by claiming that
our answer here.
8.—Did not the chief advocates of we are all isolated from it. No man
"Eemmciationism" teach that what can prove such isolation from Paul:
constitutes Adamic condemnation is for he says of us all in relation to
the state of God's mind towards us— Adam's sin, "m whom all sinned."
that is, wrath, etc.?
13.—Did he not advocate that the
Ans. Yes, and they confined it to new (Renunciationist's) argument "dethat; but we claimed that there was stroys a beautiful fact by huddling the
not only condemnation, alienation, millions of Adam's race all into one
non-reconciliation, none-at-one-ment, Edenic offender and makes them all
but that we also suffered the physical parties to the transaction?"—Christudelphian, 1873, page 409.
effects of the condemnation.
Ans. If we were not "huddled" in
9.—Did they not teach that condemnation is a relation and not a physical Adam, why does Paul say "in whom
all sinned?" If the "free-life" advocondition?
Ans. Yes; they allowed that our cates so huddled them, then they were
relation was one of condemnation, but properly in line with Dr. Thomas, who
denied that the condemnation had any had said that "babes were constituted
physical effects in us. We claimed sinners in Adam, though they had no
that there were both condemnation and hand in the matter." If Christ was
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not with all the race "huddled'' in
Adam when Ho sinned, then He was
•'isolated from Adamic sin,"' and "freelife" advocates were right in denying
that He had to offer for His own sin—
for He had no sin except Adamic—and
we were wrong in claiming that Christ
was a son of Adam and therefore in
Adam when He sinned, and therefore
was under Adamic cendemnation, and
therefore had to offer for Himself to
release Himself and us from Adamic
condemnation and all its effects. On
page 329 of the volume you refer to the
same writer says that the Adamic penalty is upon us all, destroying us, and
that that penalty was "inflicted" upon
Christ. He therefore did not generally
teach that we were "isolated" from nor
deny that we were "huddled" in Adam.
The few quotations you quote only
prove that while a man is advocating
the Truth in the main, he sometimes
stumbles into error.
14.—Did he not teach that the wrath
of God is not revealed towards us because Adam sinned (as the apostasy
and Benunciationists teach), but because we ourselves transgress 'i—Christadelphian, 1873, page 554.
Ans. The negative part of this is
another stumble. What means all this
suffering and death of millions who
never themselves transgressed if it is
not the result of God's wrath upon
Adam and all "huddled" in him ? If
it is only because we sin individually,
why are we sin-stricken and out of
Eden with a naming sword before us
before "we ourselves transgress?" If
the words of the question were intended
to mean that the wrath or' God is revealed towards all because we all sinned in Adam, they are in harmony
with Paul's words, "in whom all
sinned."
15.—Did he not teach that Adam
was condemned for his own sin; but because condemnation became a law of
physical dissolution, it passed on all his
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offspring, who inherit that nature; not
because they are guilty of the offense'/
— Chrii-ladelphian, 1874, page 480.

Ans. It is correct, if properly understood, to say that "condemnation became a law of physical dissolution;"
but it must be observed that the "law
of physical dissolution" is the effect of
which condemnation is the cause.
The condemnation put man out of atone-ment, alienated and estranged
from God; and it also inflicted physical
punishment in the form of "physical
dissolution." Now who made this
physical dissolution a law of our nature? Did this punishment or penalty
come upon us by chance ? Did the law
break loose and run away from the lawmaker? Did not God make this law
and attach its penalty, death? Is it
lawful to inflict the death penalty without sin V No, must be your answer.
Then God lawfully set this "law of
dissolution" in operation to slay us.
For what sin ? Adamic sin, in which
"all sinned."
Brother Turner here adds five questions that are precisely the same in
substance as some we have answered,
and to insert them would be tedious
repetition. He then says:
"Assuming that I am right" in my
diagnosis of the case I should be much
pleased to have you answer the following questions, which, I am convinced,
have a decided bearing upon the matter:
1.—Does "federal sin," "racial sin,"
"Adamic sin," as used by you mean
"original sin?"
Aus. Yes.
2.—If you say yes, then do you not
believe that we, as a race, are held
guilty of "original sin?"
Ans. Federally and racially, yes. I
believe the words of Paul, "in whom
all sinned."—Rom. v: 12; and of Dr.
Thomas, who says "we are guilty of
original sin," as shown by Paul's
words.
3.—Being held guilty with Adam, do
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we, as a race', babies and adults, suffer
with him the just punishment for his
offense?
Ans. "By one man sin entered into
the world, and death by sin, and so
death passed upon all men, in whom all
have sinned"—Rom. v: 12.
4 —Upon what principle of justice
do you call it a just punishment for what,
we personally never did?
Ans. Upon the principle of Divine
justice expressed* in the text above
quoted and in other parts of Scripture.
I find deatli to be a punishment upon
the race; I find it came upon the race
through Adamic sin, and I believe that
God so arranged it, and I believe that
what He has done is just. You must
believe that death came upon us all
by "original sin." You know that
death is punishment; you cannot deny
facts. You must believe that God arranged it just as it is. Will you say it
is unjust?
5. —We borrow a figure from the
ADVOCATE. A captain disobeys his
orders and wrecks his ship. Are the
passengers held guilty in law or by
common-sense ?
Ans. The head of a royal house is
condemned for treason and banished to
an unhealthy climate, where he and
his children, born after banishment,
are under the condemnation of the
reigniner king, suffering alienation and
all consequent hardship. By "law"
and by "common-sense" the guilt of
the father is on the children, to the exextent that they must be the subjects
of redemption before they can be called
citizens and allowed to return to their
home. This is human "law and common-sense." King David sinned in
numbering Israel (I. Chron. xxi: 17),
and his sin was visited upon his people
till there fell seventy thousand men
(verse 14). Achan's sin was visited
upon Israel to the extent that Israel
met with a humiliating defeat in the
battle with Ai, and suffered the loss of

about thirty-six men (Josh, vii: 1-7).
Though Israel did not know that a sin
had been committed and a search had
to be made for the sinner and the sin,
it is said, "The children of Israel committed a trespass in the accursed thing"'
(verse 1).
6.—Do their sufferings and loss entailed constitute a just punishment to
them for what the captain did ?
Aus. See answer to No. 5. We have
only to ask, Do the sufferings of millions, their loss of Eden and their being
shut off from the tree of life constitute
"a just punishment to them for what
Adam did ?" The facts are before us ;
we cannot deny them. They are facts
by God'sown arrangement as the results
of Adam's sin. They Me punishment,
as universal experience bitterly knows.
Since these facts are severe punishment
to man universally, and since they are
so by God's law as the result of Adam's
sin, nothing but a presumptuous disregard of facts and God's justice will
say that the sufferings are an unjust
punishment. If God had not provided
a way of escape it would be a sad picture, with no one to blame for it but
man. In that He has made such provision His mercy is seen and appreciated. -'Original sin" left a lost world,
hopelessly and helplessly lost.. Those
who recognize this fact will see that
"when we were without strength Christ,
died for us," He being a manifestation
of God's love.
7.—Does the law frown upon them,
"reveal" its wrath against them for
their helpless circumstances ?
Something frowns upon them surely.
Will you say "fortune frowns," or "as
luck would have it," or "they were very
unlucky?" What are these things
called "fortune," "luck" and "chance V"
Is there any such thing as law in the
universe ? If so, is there a law-maker
and a law-governor back of it? Pardon the question: Is God asleep and
the universe running wild ? You may
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say, "I cannot understand the principle
of the thing." Be it so; but because
you cannot understand the intricacies
of such marvelous works as those o£
the universe, is that a reason why you
should deny facts? There is a universal law that brings punishment upon
thousands as the result of one man's
sin, and it frowns and reveals its wrath
in many terrible forms, as universal
experience testifies. You may not like
the word "wrath;'' but call it by what
name you please and the facts will remain the same.
8.—If you say, O, but the difference
lies in Paul's statement ''in whom all
have sinned," were not the unborn
millions in Adam just as helpless as
were the passengers in the captain's
ship ?
Ans. Yes; Hie "unborn millions in
Adam" were "just as helpless;" nevertheless they are, as you admit, under
condemation and suffering the dreadful results, upon the principle expressed
in the words, "in whom all have sinned." I believe Paul's words. Why
don't you? Dr. Thomas says we were
all, babes and adults, constituted sinners, though we had no hand in the
matter. I believe he is right, because
he has Paul on his side. Why don't
you and those you assume to say have
never changed really agree with the
doctor as well as pretend to ?
9.—Or if you say it was upon the
same federal principle as Levi paying
tithes in Abraham, was there any merit
or demerit imputed to Levi on that
account ?
Ans. "Merit" and "demerit" are
words applicable to personal acts, not
to federal. There was, however, an
obligation imposed oil Levi by Abraham paying tithes to Melchisedec,
or else Paul's argument had no force.
His argument is that, since the Levites
had federally paid tithes to Melchisedec and received a blessing, and since
the lesser is blessed of the greater, it
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follows that they had federally acknowledged the superiority of the Melchisedec priesthood, and thereby they
were now obligated to personally acknowledge it. So the federal act imposed personal obligations in this case;
therefore the federal sin in Adam imposes personal obligations on mankind.
10.—If you say there was, then was
it not imputed to all Abraham's offspring, good or bad ? and in that case
would it not involve the apostle in
teaching an absurdity, viz., that Christ
the less was blessed of Melehisedec the
greater; that Christ the inferior highpriest paid tithes in Abraham to Melchisedec the superior high-priest.
Ans. That which was imposed upon
the Levites was imposed upon all Abraham's offspring, namely, the obligation '
to recognize the priesthood of Melchisedec as "greater" than and "superior"
to that of the Levites. There is no
"absurdity" in Christ federally paying
tithes in Abraham to Melchisedec.
He even received what rights and immunities the Levitical priesthood could
give; and surely if He could receive
blessing from the lesser priesthood He
could from the greater. You must
remember that the Melchisedec priesthood is older than Christ and greater
than the man, Jesus of Nazareth.
The superiority of the Melchisedec
over the Levitical priesthood contemplated in Paul's argument consisted in
the priesthood, not in one man over
another. In the flesh-born state iii
which Christ started out in His work
He was "inferior" to the Melchisedec
priesthood, but not to Melchisedec as a
man. If He did not pay tithes to the
Melchisedec priesthood in the sense of
Paul's argument in Heb. vii: 10, which
is based upon the words, "for he was
yet in the loins of his father," then He
was not in the loins of Abraham and
stood outside the race with a "free life,"
as was advocated by the free-life theorists. If He was not in the loins of
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Abraham and did not federally pay
tithes to Mekhisedec, then He was not
in the loins of Adam and was therefore not one of the "all" embraced in
tbe words "in whom all have sinned;"
and if He was not one of these, since
lie suffered the penally that catne upon
the "all," He must have suffered it as
a substitute, being one outside of them
and not one in with them all under the
condemnation; and this again lands
you in the "free-life" theory. Your
"absurdity," my well-meaning but mistaken brother, is the other way about
If you will distinguish between Christ
as a man and Christ as a High-priest
after the order of Mekhisedec, you will
not be frightened by the words "inferior" and "superior" as applied to
Him.
11.—But if you say there was neither
merit nor demerit imparted to them,
then why employ a merely permissible
form of reasoning to impute Adam's
sin to us'r1
Ans. I employ the "permissible form
of reasoning" because it is a permissible form of reasoning; apostolically so.
Is it not strange that with you it is not
permissible ?
12.—In either case, were not animals
slain in order to justification ?
Ans. This question seems so be a
disconnected link from another chain.
T cannot see what you mean by "either
case." Whatever justification to eternal life took place by "animals slain,"
in any case it received its efflcacy from
the sacrifice of Christ, reaching forward to it before, as our justification
by baptism reaches backward since.
13.—Do you believe this: "At that
time all the human race were, so to
speak, in the loins of Adam and Eve;
consequently in a certain sense they
wrere all justified in their first parents ?
—Christadelphian, 1873, page 433, by J.
Andrew.
Ans. I believe there was a time
when "all the human race were in the

loins of Adam." The "certain sense"
in which the writer says we were "justDed" would require explanation from
him before a proper answer could be
given. The cautious way in which he
words the statement would suggest
caution in putting a meaning upon it.
If he meant to say we were justified in
Adam federally for eternal life, his statement would yield a very erroneous conclusion. From his later writings I
understand bis view to be that Adam
deserved to be cut off the moment he
sinned ; and that had there not been a
"justification" allowing a lease of natural life he would have been so cut off.
The fact that Adam (and we in him)
was preserved from instant cutting off
and was allowed a lease of life, may be
due to such a1 "justification" as is contemplated in your quotation; but justification for eternal life is purely an individual matter depending upon faith
and obedience; the degree of intelligence in the one faith depending upon
the dispensation the subject may live
in.- When I read the "Blood of the
Covenant," by the author you quote
from, the claim set forth therein that
Adamic penalty was, aside from a merciful provision, instant violent cutting
off by blood-shedding, I took exceptions to it. But since reading The
Sanctuary Keeper on the reason why

violent death by blood-shedding was
required of Christ in redeeming from
under the penalty, I am inclined to
think he is right. It seems to clearly
explain a difficulty never before clearly
removed. However, if some do not
see it so, it is not a matter to strive
about. Take it for what it is worth,
and thank the author of it for his effort
rather than anathematize him and cut
him off as a heretic.
14.—If we were all condemned for sin,
and then all were justified from it when
in Bim, why is that sin imputed to us?

Ans. That we were all condemned
in Adam on account of "original sin"
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was the basis upon which the argument
against "free life" was sustained, showing that, since "by one offense condemnation came upon all" in Adam; and
since Christ was in Adam with us,
therefore upon Him rested the same
condemnation. Justification from this
condemnation to eternal life is not
in Adam nor in Christ so long as He
remained in Adam. Christ having
passed out from under it justification
is in Him only. When we pass out of
Adam into Christ, we pass from the.
"sentence of death to 'the sentence of
life,'' as Dr. Thomas puts it; and as
Paul puts it, "There is therefore now
no condemnation to them that are in

Christ Jesus," for the reason that ''the
law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus
(not in Adam) hath made them free
from the law of sin and death" (not the
physical effects yet). This is a justified state for eternal life, which life
will be received when we realize that
which we are "waiting for, namely,
the redemption of the body," or freedom from the physical effects of the
law of condemnation.
15.—But and if the condemnation
took hold of his very nature (dying
thou shalt die), does it not follow that
we can and do inherit that condemnation
without being held guilty of the sin f

Ans. If you mean "guilty of the sin"
in the personal sense, as one is guilty
of murder who personally commits the
act, your words are without meaning
in this discussion. If by "guilty of
the sin" you mean federal sin a,s expressed in the words "in whom all
have sinned," then, I say, we inherit
both the condemnation for that sin
and the physical effects of the condemnation. If we did not inherit the condemnation we should be born in a state
of conciliation with God instead of
aliens, strangers, without God and
'without Christ (Eph. ii). It is when
this condemnation is removed that we
are reconciled to God in Christ. We

are then "born again," and therefore
in "Christ Jesus" new creatures.
16.—Is not your whole contention
upon this matter based upon a "so to
speak," as expressed by Brother Andrew; or, as the Apostle Paul puts it,
"As I may so say" (Heb. vii: 9)V
Ans. No; my whole contention is
based upon the general teaching of the
Scriptures; and I say what I say because an inspired apostle says "I may
so say;" and I cannot allow you to say
"I may not, so say," in view of the fact
that an apostle says "I may so say."
17.—If Paul bases his argument as
pertaining to Levi paying tithes in
Abraham upon an "as I may so say,"
why do you use an "as-I-may-so say"
argument to prove a "so to speak?"
Ans. Because, if Paul could base an
argument upon an "I may so say," I
must accept his argument as true. If
it was not true even an apostle "may
not so say." A case that could be the
subject of an "I may so say" could
surely be the subject of a "so to speak."
18.— In other words, why do you employ a merely permissible form of argument to establish an inadmissible
factV
Ans. Since you allow that the argument is "permissible," why do you say
that the fact it establishes is "inadmissible ?" You cannot make a cotton
garment out of wool.
19.—Are believing parents at. baptism
justified from Adamic sin, made free
from the law of sin and death and no
longer under condemnation V
Ans. Of "believing parents" and
those not parents Paul says: "There is
therefore now no condemnation: * * *
for the law of the spirit of life in
Christ Jesus hath made me free."
20.—If so, then according to the
"I may so say" contention are not
their children justified in their parents,
"so to speak," and thereby born free
from the law of sin and death, free
from condemnation v
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Ans. If an inspired apostle had
used an "I may so say" of what you
have said I would have believed him;
but there is the trouble, my brother.
Where he does not say it you want to
say it; and where he does say it you
will not allow it.
21.—If you say no, then I would ask
how is the condemnation transmitted
from parent to child, seeing the parents
are free ?
Ans. In the technical sense you use
the word "transmitted" it is not transmitted. They were all condemned together in Adam when the "in whom all
sinned" took place. Neither parents
nor children are free in Adam; they
are free only in Christ. In the birth
of the flesh we are not born into Christ.
We must each be "born again" to be
free fci Christ.
23.—If such children grow up and
are baptized, what sins are remitted to
them ?
Ans. Supposing a child to grow up
without sin, what sin, from your standpoint, would be remitted at baptism V
Look at Christ and tell rne why lie
submitted to a baptism that was for
remission of sin ? In baptism the ''old
man is put off," and where his children
have performed any of his deeds they
are put off loo; but the "oW man" is
the one we must get rid of in baptism
and pass into the "new man," Christ.
Then we shall be out from under the
"old man" sentence of death, and be
under the "new man" spirit of life."
24.—Do '-sanctified," "holy" and
"clean" children inherit the wrath of
God, and does He "frown" down upon
them and hold them guilty of that sin
from which their parents have been
justified ?
Ans. "Sanctified" was applied to
Cyrus and his armies. "Holy" was
applied to first-borns in Israel; and it,
with the word "clean," is used by Paul
for legitimacy; but none of these were
free from the condemnation of the

Adamic race. You surely do not mear
to apply these words in the sense represented by "Sanctify them by thy truth ?''
"That ye should be holy and without
blame before him in love:" "Now ye
are clean through the word." If yon
would read Dr. Thomas' writings on
these words you would be better able
to discriminate in their application.
2o.—Do not the Scriptures uniformly
teach that at baptism it is individual
sins and all unrighteousness that are
forgiven ?
Ans. Yes, if by "and all unrighteousness" you mean the old man as
well as "individual sins."
26.—Do not "thy sins," "your sins,11
"all unrighteousness" mean individual
sins?
Ans. Yes; all sins are "individual"
in the start, but they become racial and
national sometimes. David's sin became national to the extent of the nation losing seventy thousand men.
Adam's sin became racial to the extent
of "condemnation" and "death passing
upon all men."
27.—Can you give one single quotation of Scripture to show that "original
sin" is remitted at baptism ?
Yes, many. We have already given
many. The scripture that says John's
baptism »as for the remission of sin
and that Christ was baptized by that
baptism is one proof; for He had no
"individual sins." All the scriptures
that speak off putting off the "old
man" and putting on the new are
proofs that the "old man's" sin is remitted, and the new man's righteousness put on. The original sin brought
the condemnation upon us; in Christ
we are free from it. Baptism is the
way into Christ, therefore baptism removes the "original sin." "Original
sin" alienated us all. Baptism into
Christ reconciles us; therefore the
original sin, the cause of the alienation,
is removed, or reconciliation would not
take place. "Original sin" put the race
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out of at-oue-inent with God. In Chirst
we are in at-one-raent. Baptism puts
ns there; therefore the original sin. the
barrier to atonement, is removed.
"Original sin'- made the race of Adam
unclean in the sight of God. In Christ
it is said ''ye are clean through the
word,'' ; 'the washing of water by the
word." Baptism puts us in this "clean"
state, taking us out of the Adamic
''unclean ;" therefore baptism removes
original sin. All the scriptures referred
to in these propositions are overwhelming proof. Ask yourself the question,
dear brother, Is the Adamic race in a
"lost," "alienated,"' "without-God,"
"without-Christ."
•'without-hope,"
"vvithout-streiigth" condition ? Then
ask, What sin put them there V and
your mind will be driven to the one sin
Adamic,; the personal sins after that
being an "abounding of sin." Then
ask. Are those who have been baptized
into Christ in the lost, alienated, without-God, without-Christ, wilbout-hope
state V and you will see they are not.
How came the change ? By baptism
into Christ is the only answer. This,
my dear brother, is the true import of
baptism. Death and burial came by
"original sin." Resurrection is what
we need, therefore. Baptism is our
symbolic death, burial and resurrection ; and in Christ the reason why we
die is not a legal one, but only a physical one. If Christ come before we die,
since the law of sin and death ca,nnot
claim us, and since He will change our
physical condition there will be no
physical reason for our de,ath.
28.—Finally, is there no difference
between death as a just punishment and
death as a sacrifice ?
Ans. Death may be a just punishment without being a sacrifice; but
death inflicted by God's law cannot be
a sacrifice without being or representing a just punishment. If God demands the suffering of death He does
it justly. Death, whether it be a sacri-

fice or not, is punishment. Sacrifice
has its root in sin. Sin is justly punished with death. If the death is, by
God's appointment, allowed to be a
sacrifice, it is by mercy and not by rigid
law. The Adamic penalty was inflicted
upon Christ. That was just or God
would not have required it. Christ's
death was allowed by God to be a sacrifice for "the sin of the world." That
was mercy, for which we should thank
God. In this we have the love of God
iirst, in making such a beneficent provision ; then we have the faithfulness
of Christ in yielding a life of righteousness that made His sacrifice acceptable.
As a result we see our helplessness in
and of ourselves, our dependence upon
the righteousness of Christ, and we are
tilled with love to God, in that "when
we were without strength Christ died
for the ungodly."

'I he (£hrvstadelphiar) <f\d locate.
JANUARY, 1895.

year 1894 has passed and
gone; yes, gone for ever, whether
it has been one in which we have used
our opportunities or abused them. History repeats itself; many things that
occur once may occur again and again,
but time that has passed has passed,
yes passed into the ages that have rolled
back into the great eternity behind us.
In our present state it is but a little
speck of time that is, at best, allowed
us out of the endless duration of time.
We seem to just open our eyes, hurry
along through a busy day of life's allotment and then lie down in our bed of
clay. Ages are moving; time is busy;
man is coming and going, coming and
going, one generation after another;
unrest, dissatisfaction, disappointmentments, sickness, sorrow, sadness eath,
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death, yes, death everywhere and all
the time.
Our days are shorter than a span,
A little point our life appears;
How f rail at best is dying nv.in'.
How vain are all His hopes and fears!

Many of our beloved pilgrims who
started out with us at the beginning of
1894 are now held in death's embrace;
their probationary career is ended.
Whatever they are that they are now,
and the next thing will be their appearance before the rigliteous Judge for better or for worse. How is it to be with
us in the year 1895 V Now is the time
to right the wrongs of 1894 if there are
neglected ones, and now is the time to
make our resolves for 1895. If there
is one tiling calling for special attention
more than another it is the matter of
begetting and cherishing greater love
and forbearance one towards another.
We have come out of the thralldom
of superstition into the light of the
Truth. In doing so we have had to
as it were fight our way out, having
had to face enemies on every hand.
As good soldiers we shall have to continue our battles against the enemies
of God and His truth; but in so much
use of the sword against such we must
be careful not to slay faithful brethren
and sisters. We must discriminate between friend and foe. A friend may
be mistaken, but he ought not to be,
slain for that. Whether he occupies
an obscure or a prominent position in
the ranks, it must be remembered he is
one of us; and he that is not against
us is for us. It is useless for us to
claim that we have learned all there is
to know. We can yet learn from each
other, and investigation and a setting
forth of the result is to be invited and
encouraged rather than discouraged
and condemned. Let us not make each
other feel that it is dangerous to suggest a new thought or set forth new
lig'jt discovered. Onward, onward, in
earnest investigation was always Dr.

Thomas' cry; and the Apostle Paid
surely intended that we should continue
to prove all tilings and hold fast that
which is good. "Let us go on to perfection'7 are his words. In pursuing this
coarse there will necessarily be discussion ; and here is where love and forbearance are needed. The brother who
is a reader and a student will always
rill himself up, us it were, and, as a result, he will be so rejoiced over what
he considers his progress that he will
hasten to tell it. to his friends. Smite
him not; say not that he "wants to
hear himself talk." Surmise not that
lie is ambitious to be a leader and to
kill somebody else. While there may
be some such men even in the Truth's
ranks, we had better let the righteous
Judge decide their case. Stifle investigation and soon we shall become mentally and spiritually stunted. Frighten
our brethren and sisters with the
thought that if they express themselves
upon matters that different opinions
may be held on they will be summarily
turned out of our ranks, and the result
will be that despotism in the hands of
a few will make slaves of the many.
There are doctrines weU rmderstood
as fundamental principles among us;
these we must maintain. There are
others not so clearly revealed, and upon
which differences exist and will exist.
In discussing these let us remember
that we are brethren, and that fairness
and kindness are not only rights that
we have a right to mutually demand,
but are what we should voluntarily
manifest towards each other. This the
ADVOCATE will continue to try to do.
and in the effort it craves the help of
faithful brethren and sisters.
KOTES, HEWS AND COMMENTS.

A card has come to hand announcing
the death of our beloved Brother
Samuel Cook, of Salt Lake City, late
of Longton, Kansas. He fell on sleep

NOTES, 1VE1VS AND COMMENTS.

September 11, 1894, aged 72 years.
Brother and Sister Cook learned the
Truth through Brother William Clement, Sister Williams' father. Hearing
one lecture from ''curiosity," they were
so impressed that they ceased not to
investigate till they found the way of
eternal life, in which they lr-ive walked
for many years. We had the pleasure
of their acquaintance at the time they
came into the Truth in South Wales
before they emigrated to I his country;
and of late years we have had the pleasure renewed by several visits to their
home near Longton, Kansas, where, by
their help, we set forth the way of life
to the people. As the result of. Brother
and Sister Cook's work several in that
locality now rejoice in the Truth.
Our bereaved sister has the hearty
sympathy of Brother and Sister Williams. We know that her conlidence in
the Truth and her willing resignation
to the will of God will strengthen her
in the few short years of lonely sorrow
she may have to wait before the bright
and cloudless dawn shall burst upon
this world of sadness.
As expressive of the sentiments of
Sister Cook and her children, who are
left to mourn the loss of a kind husband and father, are the following
words, neatly printed on the beautiful
card of "loving remembrance:''
Jesus, while our hearts are bleeding
O'er the spoils that death has won.
We would say, at this solemn meeting,
Calmly say, "Thy will be done."
Though oast down we're not forsaken,
Though afflicted not alone;
Thou didst give and Thou hast 1;iken,
Blessed Lord. "Thy will be done."

When we were in Doon, Canada, on
our recent tour, news came of the sudden death of our aged and respected
Brother Guim, of Walkerton. Death
came without warning, our brother
falling on the street, and, so far as we
could learn, never recovering consciousness. He was a man of strong conviction; and what faults he had. in seem-

ing to be given to extremes, were condoned for to quite an extent by the earnestness he manifested for what he believed to be right and the integrity displayed in a long life that had many
trials, He now rests in the sleep of
death. May it be, his lot to enter into
tliHt rest that remaineth for the people
of God.
On December 22d we were called to
the house of mourning to help perform
the last duties that, man can do for man
in this fleeting life. On the 20th our
aged and faithful brother, Henry Fish,
of Manchester, 111., breathed his last
breath this side the resurrection, the
years of his life having been a little
over eighty-six. In two respects he
was a man of long life—first in the
natural and second in the new.spiritual
life in Christ Jesus. From the year
1856 our brother had faithfully held
fast to the Truth in its purity and to
the hope in which for a short time he
has laid him down to sleep—a hope
that will yet be realized in days that
shall be long in the land which the
Lord our God will giv-e to him and to
all of like precious faith. Brother Fish
had the pleasure of a personal acquaintance with Dr. Thomas, the doctor having visited him in the house in which
tie died and in which we set forth to
the many friends assembled the only
faith that is worth living in and dying
in. l u a little burying-plaee on a bill
near his late home he now lies beside
Sister Fish, the partner of the greater
part of his life, and a helpmeet in
things spiritual as well as in things
natural. Soon to the living, and sooner
to the dead will they awake and spring
forth from the grasp of death into the
raptures of a life that will know no
sickness, sorrow, pain or death.
And still another gone into death's
unconscious and undisturbed sleep.
On the morning of January 2<1, 1895,
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just as we are getting ready to print
this number of the ADVOCATE, the
postman gives us a handful of letters,
among which is one claiming the first
attention, from the fact that it has the
mark of mourning "In memoriam''
are the lirst words upon the first page of
a neat folder. On the second page the
words, "Died, at Blair, (Out.), Saturday,
December 29,1894, Mrs. Margaret Renshaw, relict of the late John Renshaw,
in the sixty-first year of her age." It
see,ms "but a few days since we grasped
the hand of Sister Renshaw and said
"Good-bye, good-bye,1' and her expression indicated that she felt as we did—
that that was very likely to be the last
time we should grasp each other's hand
till we meet beyond the dark valley of
the shadow of death. Our heart-feit
sympathy is with the beloved ones that
are left to mourn the loss of a tenderhearted mother so soon after the loss
of a kind and affectionate father. But
let us cheer up. Light is breaking
forth above tin horizon.
Sister Deloziar writes: "Dear
brother, I am glad to see you act so
nobly in the late controversy. It is too
bad that some will try to make it appear
that you are trying to injure Brother
Roberts' usefulness. Surely he will
not think so."
We do not believe he can think so;
but his extracting from a letter from
Dr. Welch such reproaches and evil
surmisings as appeared in last month's
Chrintudelphiun is a matter we cannot
understand. It was very, very bad for
a brother to write so ; and if such outpourings are only extracts from a letter,
what must ttie letter-itself be?—for it
would be doing Brother Roberts an
injustice to think that he did not extract the mildest parts. Referring to
it the Visitor says: "One of the adulators of the editor of The Christadelphian
alleges that the charge of his having
changed is for the purpose of injuring
his position as a teacher, or of 'destroying The Christadelphian.- Did anyone
ever hear of such childish nonsense V"
If it were only "childish nonsense" it
would not be worth noticing; but is it
not a serious case of one "backbiting
with his tongue" and another "taking

up a reproach against his neighbor"
(Psa. xv: 1-8)? As our readers have
seen and testified, there is not one word
in anything we have written in the late
controversy to justify in the remotest
sense such evil thoughts. Wo have
openly rebuked what we believed to be
a cruel treatment of a worthy and able
brother, and we have spoken out boldly
against the advocacy of what wo believe
to be contrary to the Truth. But in
doing so others beside Brother Roberts
have been concerned. Why then this
attempt to make out that he is being
martyred ? Can we not correct wrongs
and discuss differences without being
subjected to su;;h evil thoughts, and
having sucii thoughts sent out to be
blown by the wild winds into all the
world ? In a letter from Brother Roberts to us in 1888 he says:
"The usefulness of a paper with local applications on the American continent must be
recognized by every disinterested servant of
the Truth. The difficulty has been to find an
editor inspired by the Scriptures and not by
the maudlin literature of the day, who would
have the fear of God and not the fear of the
brelliren before 7Wx. eyex (italics ours); who
would have sufficient originality o{ insight to
discern clearly, and sufficient independence of
character tn avnw fearlessly (italics ours) the
teachings of the Holy Oracles. * * * So far
as you may prove yourself an editor of this
stamp, with wisdom enough to avoid personalities, which always tend to bitterness and destrnetion, and spirituality enough to write
always, in matters great and small, under control of the law which enjoins kindness and
non return o!" railing for railing, you will be a
welcome fellow-laborer to every man who truly
loves our Lord Jesus Christ. * * * Believing
you to be a, man in considerable measure of
the right sort in these respects, ] am, with
every good wish in Christ Jesus oitr Lord,
Judge and friend, faithfully your brother,
BoliEUT KOUEUTS."

This is a good description of what an
editor should be. We have tried, are
trying, and will continue to try to live
up to this. Brother Welch and Brother
Roberts, won't you help us, by precept
and example? As Brother Andrew is
now publishing a paper himself he can
speak for himself: and those who have
read "The Blood of the Covenant" and
The Sanctuary Keeper have wondered
why such evil surmising and unjust
charges should be indulged against one
who, though eai'nest in advocating
what he believes to be the truth, never
condescends to personalities.

INTELLIGENCE.

INTELLIGENCE.
CHARLESTON, ARK.—I cannot do without
the ADVOCATE and GLKANEU. They remind

me of old t i i nes. L have hoard ])r. John
Thomas lecture a number of times and talk in
private of the thing's of the kingdom. It was
a feast of fat thing's. If you come to Arkansas in IS95 I have hopes of meeting- you.
J remain yours, waiting- for the soon return
of the nobleman,

S. G. CURTIS.

[We have promised to attend the fraternal
gathering in Mnrtinville, Ark., in 1893. The
Lord willing1 we shall be there and we hope to
set; you. Due notice will be given in the
ADVOCATE ;IS to time, etc.—ED.]

DENVER, COLO.—We havo the pleasure of
announcing to the ADVOCATE the obedience of
Mr. Clifford Mitchell, and his sister, Miss Laura
Mitchell, son and daughter of our much-loved
Sister Mitchell. Our new brother and sister
have been within hearing of the Truth from
infancy, and their obedience is the cause of
much rejoicing1 on the part of their mother,
who IIHS been in feeble health for many yearsAlter a good confession they were inducted
into the all-saving name through the waters of
baptism November 26th.
Our increase in numbers is not very rapid.
The ear of the multitude is very dull. Occasionally one will listen, another will hear and
ponder, while others will gladly indorse all you
have to say, but go no further. How like the
parable of the sower! Our heart's desire to
God is that the. two who have now united with
us will continue and hold fast the confidence
of their rejoicing unto the end.
Very fraternally in the hope of the appearing of our Lord, on behalf of the eeclesia,
THOMAS H. COLEMAN.

EAST BERKELEY, CAL.—My wife and 1
arrived safely here and 1 have opened an office
in Berkeley. The eeclesia here meets in Oakland and numbers twenty-four. We have recently orguni/.ed and started a school.
There seems to be great interest arising in
the prophecies here in San Kninciseo. Some
fifty or sixty were immersed recently at one
time by a sect who believe the times and seasons about- as we do. May the Lord uphold us
all until that day.
Yours in the one faith,

LVMAN T. WADE.

FILLEY, M0-—I have not renewed yet to
the ADVOCATE. I have not forgotten, no, but
will send you the money shortly. I write this
to telL you when you are making: up the January number not to leave my name out, but
send on the ADVOCATE to me, as I am pleased
with it, and believe it sound in doctrine in the
stand it has taken in the last year. I find many
things published in otber parts 1 don't like.

One says to speak of the human .race being
sinners in Adam is not to speak as the Scriptures speak, while another in the same paper
says "we ar,p all sinners in Ad;im; of course
we are, for we all possess his nature and it is
full of sin." It is now denied that. Adainit.es
are children of wrath by nature, as Paul says
(Eph. ii: 3), but disobedience is put in the place
of nature.
Uro. Welch speaks of a brother's son who
understood the Truth and wanted to obey il,
and because of his age, and age only, he was
not penn 11 ted to obey the gospel, his age beingthirteeu or fourteen. The boy died, pleading
during his sickness for baptism. According
to Bro. Welch's theory who is responsible, the
whole eeclesia, the parents or the boy? Tf he
is ever raised will he be a subject for immortality during the righteous reign?
Bro. Teas has been with us again, and assisted
Mr. A. M. Hartley, a nephew of mine, in put,"
ting on the righteousness of Christ, a covering
for sin. M;iy we all walk in th;it narrow and
strait way that leads to eternal life.
I h;ivc in my possession ti letter from Sister
Dr. Kelley, which says that they are going to
have a fraternal gathering at Windsor, Fla.
I know they would like you to mine. I am
anxious to go, but it takes so much money;
they will expect rue. It would be a treat to
meet them again.
Your sister with love, in the fjord,
MARY E. D

HAMILTON, ONTARIO.-We regret to announce the death of Bro. Robert Welshman,
who wua killed by being run over by a streetcar. We feel his absence very much, he having been an active and earnest worker for the
Master.
We are pleased to report the immersion
{August 12th) of Charles Lounslmry, son of
Bro. and Sister Lounsbury* who put on the
sin-covering name after having acknowledged
his belief in the kingdom of God and the name
of Jesus Christ. Charley has been a great sufferer for two years past. He is but fourteen
years old, and wo hope that the new life he has
entered upon and the knowledge of the prize
to be attained at Christ's coining will cheer him
up and enable him to bear his sufferings.
We are also pleased to report the addition to
our number of Sister Ada L. Henry, of Chicago, who was united in marriage to Bro. William Pnterson, of Hamilton.
Your brother in Christ,
P. PATTERSON, Secretary.

INDIAN CAMP, OHIO.—I had the cheering
intelligence a few days ago from one of my
daughters living at Blue Mound, Kansas, that
while her sister was visiting her in September
from the neighborhood ol Topeka they both
were immersed into the saving name.
My physical condition is very precarious;
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heart disease in some one of its dread forms
almost entirely iinQts mo lor any kind of work,
but the day of deliverance draweth near.
Your brother in Israel Hope, «

LONDON, ENGLAND.—(South London Ecclesia, Surrey, Masonic Hall, Camberwell).—We
were (twenty of us) originally members of the
Brixton Ecclesia, meeting at Gresh^n Hall;
but a proposition they brought forward refusJOHN SWAN.
ing fellowship to Bro. «L J. Andrew (and which
we opposed) practically expelled us, and hence
KEIGHLEY, ENGLAND.—I am pleased to
the separate meeting-. We have hud five addiinform you that we arrived here October 10th,
tions since we have been in Camberwell—one
making the passage f rorn New York in about
six and a half days. Sister Soothill was sea- by .joining and four by immersion, so that we
have much to be thankful for; and, like our
sick nearly the entire passage, and has been
Bro. Paul, "we thank God and take courage."
quite unwell for three weeks after our arrival;
We have, as far as we can tell, a pure meeting.
but I am thankful to say she is now much better. My own health is quite good. And the There is mutual love and confidence in our
midst, towards each other. Wo all speak the
Macedonian t r y is raised here and there,
same thing- and we are blowing the trumpet
"Corne over und help us," and in this direction
with no uncertain sound. I am not saying
indications are there will be plents' to do.
this in a boastful mood, but with a heart full
Best wishes for yourself and family.
of gratitude to our heavenly Father for His
Faithfully in the Lord,
exceeding love and kindness to us.
JOSEPH SOOTHILL.
We have been encouraged by the ADVOCATE,
and hope to be a source of comfort and enLONDON, ONTARIO.—We have liad a visit
couragement to yourself.
from Brother Williams, who delivered two lectYour co-laborer in the gospel of Christ, with
ures; one November 8th, "Christ is Coming— love,
GEORGE F. GITEST.
What lor and When?" the other November
!)th, "Man—What is He? Where is lie when
LOWELL, MASS.—Arriving home yesterday
Dead? And if He Dies Shall He Live Again?'
morning, after assisting one to put on the
In the first lecture he plainly showed from the name of Christ, a little miss (aged 12), thus
Word that Christ was the nobleman; that He
addressed me; "Now you must write to Mr.
would return, and that the promises made
Williams, aud say: Dear Bro. Williams, I am
with Abraham, the covenant with David and
glad to inform you that the ecclesia has another
the words of the angels, "Glory to God in the baby; that one more has put off the yoke of
highest, on earth peace, g-ood-will among men,''
Adam and put on the yoke of Christ, and we
would be the result of His coming-, and that
hope more will follow." I obey orders, adding
we are in the time when we must look for His that the baby is, physically, well developed,
return: that by the image kingdoms of Daniel
being above the average stature, a fact that
we are in the time that the toe kingdoms exist;
my little commander did not know; that its
that the decline of Turkey, represented by the name is Maurice Keene and was formerly an
drying up of the river Euphrates, and the overEpiscopalian.
KOBERT JUDD.
throw of the temporal power of the pope are
proper; that, the little stone will soon smite
MANISTEE, MICH.—The Inclosed tetter, rethe image and nations will learn war no moreceived December 2d, will partly explain an
In the second lecture he explained the nature
incident almost parallel with "Use of Opporof man and his lost condition; that man goes
tunities" in October ADVOCATE. I might furto the grave at death, there to remain until the
ther explain: A year or more ago 1 had handed
resurrection, when Christ shall come to judge
me a paper called The World's Hope, edited by
the quick and the dead.
J. H. Paton, Lapeer, Mich. In it was an article
We could only get a very few to hear these
on Besurrection, whicti was so far removed
lectures; but some have been benefited from
from the Truth that I wrote to the writer of it,
the teachings he set forth.
telling him of its erroneousness and offering
We have four more who, after witnessing a
to lend him some reading matter on the sub1
good confession, put on the saving name by
ject. His reply was courteous, and I sent
baptism, namely: on November 18th Alice
"Anastasis" and "The Great Salvation." In a
Gualehmai (aged 18), daughter of Bro. Humphfew days they were returned, with a volumirey G-ualehmai; and William Pyne, brother In
nous review that must have used almost a
the flesh to the writer (aged 22); and on Decem- whole writing1 tablet. I replied that I could
ber 14th Edward Whiting, formerly Methodist,
not undertake to review his letter, but rejected
and Charles Davis, who, after a hard struggle at length his contention for the final restorato prove all things, was again baptized, after tion of the wicked and also sent ''Christendom
being away from our meeting for a few months.
Astray." For several months I heard nothing
Hoping they will gain the prize they are
•from him, but recently bad several short comstriving for, I am yours in the hope of the
munications, in one of which he requested me
promises rerealed in the Scriptures of truth.
to send him all the literature I had or could
GEORGE PYME.
procure, as he said he was doing a work. I
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sent a parcel of pamphlets and a letter, to
which the following, received two days ago, is
a reply.

JAMES T. IRWIN.
NOVEMUISK 30, 1894.
JAMKS T. IRWIN, MANISTEE—Dear Friend

and Brother: Pardon me for intruding upon
your time and patience. Hut it gives me pleasure to write to you, realizing as I do that by
chance or by some fortuitous event we have
met in this waj'; and not only met by accident
or through Divine interposition, but that the
mccling- was an eye-salve applied to the at
least partially blind and now made able to see
men as trees walking, if not still more plainly.
I am not very apt to run off at tangents or
get over-excited either from books or talk; hut
1 must, with ati open, honest heart,acknowledge
my conversion, or at least a two-thirds change
of mind. * * * I am now in the sixty-third
year of my age. I was raised by an orthodox
mother and a Universalist father. I had careful raising and religious teaching on these
lines
[Here the writer gives an account of his long
and checkered career, passing from denomination to denomination—Presbyterians, United
Brethren, Campbellites, Baptists, Christian
Union, New Light Church, etc., among whom
he was "pastor" and "preacher" in various
parts of the country. E D ] He continues:
All this time 1 was drifting away in my mind
and doctrine from the orthodox idea of the
future state and the personality of satan. In
the going to heaven or hell at death I finally
got so bold in my public ministry as to preach
against the idea. I denounced publicly the
personality of a devil or of a local hell of eternal fire, but held the idea of heaven or the
heavenly kingdom, to which the good went
after resurrection and judgment, as being up
and beyond the systems of worlds above us
(if above us is a scientific expression). I also
held that man was mortal in his organization,
made imruortal at, the resurrection; but not
believing in an orthodox hell, I had to dispose
of the immortal wicked in this way: That the
restitution of all tilings implied the restoring
by kolasin judgment. That God's judgments
were reproving, refining (see Malachi), and
that God was the fire of Holasin judgment, by
which sin was destroyed arid the sinner saved.
So I drifted measurably into universal restoratiouism or larger hope. Having never run
across any of the Christadelphian literature, I
was as near them as I possibly could get on my
idea of restitution.
You will pardon me for giving so long an
account of my life, and I hope you will be
charitable in your deductions and rendering of
judgment; but I have had hard struggling
reading your tender arrest from my drifting"
along the stream of time unable to reach the
shore. You have been a beacon-light to my
almost stranded ship of life. I now wonder
why God did not give me more light sooner.

How glorious the thought that Christ's short
prayer, "Thy kingdom come," will be a reality
on terra flrma! "Thy will (tfcelo, purpose) be
done on earth as in heaven." Perhaps I have
done the best 1 could. I was called a heretic
and was rejected by the churches for, as they
called it, unscriptural views. * * * So, dear
brother, if [ am not adopted as a son, the son
of a nobleman, I shall some time die an orphan.
I should love to see you and have a talk with
you; but I am gutting old and am poorin property, a sojourtier and a stranger; not even a
place for my wife's burial, like Abraham; buL
1 shall do the works, hold on to faith, and leave
the rest with our heavenly Father.
The pamphlets and leaflets you sent to me
I think are grand and true. I am busily engaged in missionary work in my village and ]
find some ready to concede the scripturalness
of them; but there are wayside and stonygTOiind hearers whose ears leak. Many arc
called, but few will hear the welcome approbation.
LATER.

Writing under date of December 20th Brother
Irwiti says:
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS: At last our work

in Manistee has begun to yield fruit. Sunday,
December 16th, Frederick Monck (aged 27), formerly German Lutheran, yielded obedience to
the requirements of the gospel. It is a pleasure to say that our friend, A. P. Elton, of Midland {see ADVOCATE for 1893, page 149), has secured a position in Manistee and will probably
continue his investigation. Some others are
interested.
Yours faithfully,

JAMES T. IRWITJ.

MOKK1STOWN, N. J.—1 write to let you
know that we are still striving- to gain the
inheritance promised. It gives me joy to read
of those who are striving to gain the prize of
the inheritance among the saints in light. I
rejoice that there is harmony and good-will
among the brethren and sisters of Jersey City
and others. We had the pleasure some time
ag'o to meet with them to remember our dear
Master by partaking of the bread and wine.
O how glad we would be if we were so situated
in life that we could meet with them oftener!
Wo were pleased to see such a large number
on the way to the kingdom rejoicing in the
hope of soon seeing the coming King. I believe
that we have good reasons to lift up our heads
and rejoice at the signs of the times; that a
few years will terminate the Gentile rule. It
becomes us to be careful how we conduct ourselves and watch "that we may stand approved
at the judgment. To this end we live, to this
end we strive.
Your brother in the Hope of Israel,
D. H. LOSEY.
NBWBUliF, ENGLAND.—Grace to you and
peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus
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Christ; likewise to all the brethren "whorn^
having- not seen, we love," because of their
works and for Christ's sake.
I have been reoeivingTHE CHRISTADELPHIAN
ADVOCATE now for several months. I know
not tlie kind friend to whom I am indebted for
it. but 1 have been cheered in reading it arid
it luis been useful to me ivi my work. (Wo do
not remember who ordered it.—ED.) I have
pursued with much interest your article on Ihe
controversy in London, and regret the need for
the article as much ;is you do yourself. 1 hailed
with great pleasure your suggestion in the
September number, that a re union should be
brought about between the brethren by a mutual concession, and I cannot see why it should
not. I nf.nl the suggestion with a letter to Bro.
J. J. Andrew, who referred me to others. I
then forwarded it to Bro. Lake, who likewise
passed mo on, and then to Bro. Roberts, who
referred me back to Bro. Andrew. Tims.,
toother, the chances of any agreement beiiig
established seems remote, as no one will admit
Unit the responsibility of the division rests
with him. I do not know of anything- else that
can be done unless it were by a direct personal
mediation on the part of an independent
brother, say like yourself, though I do not
quite see how this is to be brought about. I
would willingly' give twenty shillings towards
the expense. The longer the split obtains the
wider it gets.
We, as an eeclcsia in Newbury, are very lew,
only seven; but two or three have been Drought
to the Truth by our menus and otUevs were
members of other eeeiesias, and we have only
been working in Newbury two years. I myself
was baptized two years ago last J une. 1 inclose
a prospectus of our lectures.
With love in the Truth and heartiest greetings in the name of J e s u s crucified, I am, dear
brother, yours in the hope of Israel and in the
patient waiting for Christ,
P e r m r E. D A VIES.

"KODfrERS, A l i K . - I have removed from
Oklahoma to this place, i nave found some
brethren here. My oldest daughter (aged 24),
two sons, one 18 the other Mi, have put on the.
Lord Jesus by being planted in the likeness of
His death in the watery g-rave: and are now
waiting for his return to bless them. I pray
that they may hold out faithfully to the end.
Since ] have come to this place I have lust a
daugter (aged 24). Her death was very sudden.
My only hope for her is in the restitution at
the second coming- of our Lord.
Do you know where Bro. John Banta is?
[No.
Will Bro. Banta answer?—'ED.1 Js your
post-office a Tnoney-oruev office or not? This
office does not know anything about sunh a
place. LYes; it Is Station O, Chicago.—ED.]
JVl. WlNCHESTEB.

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.-We have the pleasure of stating that Mr. Thomas M. Iteahard,
druggist, of Dayton, Ohio, was baptized into
Christ November 24th, and will meet with the
brethren here as frequently as possible.
Sincerely yours in Christ,
W. T. P A R K E R .
WOKCESTEU, MASS —It again becomes my
cluvy t o inform you t h a t Worcester Kcelesia
has added two more to its members and io the
household of faith. After a good confession
of faith and a knowledge of the g-ospel of the
kingdom of God, Bro. Carl Broman (aged 37),
his wife, Sister Johanna Tan Broman (aged ;{8),
were baptized December 8th, and were to-day
extended the right band of fellowship, Bro.
Carlson official ing- in bis native tongue. Bro.
and Sister Broman being? Swedes and understanding- very little English. They were formerly of the Swedish Baptist Church. Though
Bro. Carlson's language was a dead letter t o
us, we couki see by his countenance t h a t he
was in real earnest.
We have now seven members of our ecclesia from the Swedish Baptists. You may see
how we are placed for want of Swedish literat u r e . There are more interested, but it is only
our Swedish brethren who can talk with them
to any great advantage.
I remain your brother in Israel's glorious
Hope,
J O H N HOLLOWS, Secretary.
[We have heard nothing on the matter of
translating "The (Si-eat Salvation" into the
Swedish language, and unless the expense is
bmn^ we 'Are helpless.—En.l

ON THE THRESHOLD OF THE YEAR.
The year, the old year has fled,
With all its hopes and all its fears,
Its woes are numbered with the dead.
Forgotten are its sighs and tears.
The days, with all their hours of grief,
Have vanished, ne'er to greet us more;
Again, upon the march of life
We reach the Xew Year's open door.
The past, like many a fleeting dream,
Leaves much of sorrow and regret;
Time bears us on its rushing stream
And calmly bids us to forget.
But who, of all the mighty throng
Who crowd the threshold of a year,
Can find no place, 'twixt joy and song,
For some regretful sighs or tears?
Beyond the threshold joys may dwell
And pleasures rill the hand of time:
The old year's solemn funeral knell
May ring for thee a gladsome chime.
But who that mourn for loved ones dear,
With gentle memories crowding fast,
Can close the portals of the year
Tearless upon the silent past ?
Sister M. A. SHAW, Jersey City.
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THE PEOGEAMME OF EVENTS IN THE TEANSFOEMATION OF THE KINGDOMS OF THE WORLD INTO THE KINGDOM OF GOD.
»

A LECTURE BY THE EDITOK.

|RETHREN, SISTERS AND ERIENDS: The Scriptures declare
3 l that v'the "kingdoms of this world shall become the kingdom of
our Lord and of his Christ (Rev. xi: 15). Since God has predetermined
to effect such a marvelous revolution—a revolution that must necessarily take time and require perfect wisdom and omnipotent power—it is
reasonable "to believe that He has an arranged programme to be followed
in its execution. God is a God of order; and while we may in many
things fail to see into the intricacies of His wonderful works, and may
be impressed with the thought that all is confusion and the world's
machinery is irreparably gone to pieces, His plan is unerringly being
worked out, and what to us seems confusion is but the means in the
hands of the wise Master builder of erecting a beautiful city, whose
builder and maker is God.
Deeply concerned as we are in the sure and wonderful change that
will transform "the kingdoms of this world into the kingdom of our
Lord and of his Christ," we cannot but feel great interest in the programme of events in such a mighty transformation. Since God's purpose to accomplish such a work in the earth is revealed, it cannot be
unreasonable to conclude that He has in some form—it may be "here
a little and there a little"—given us the programme in general outline
of the course events will take.
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"The Apostle Paul says: "Now we beseech you brethren by the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, and by o u r gathering together unto him,
that ye be not soon shaken in mind," etc. (II. Thess. ii: 1). Here we
have the coming of Christ and also our gathering together unto him,,
our being called out. There are many gatherings of God's people
recorded in the Scriptures, and they are all preparatory to and typical
of the great gathering referred to in the text we have quoted. These
gatherings are a "taking out," and the taking out is of different kinds.
We may call them mental, moral and physical. The mind is excited
into action first, the heart next and the whole body next. Of this we
may take Abraham as an illustration: "Get thee out of thy country
and from thy kindred into a land that I will show thee" are words
that changed and moved the mind first; they inspired the heart into
faithful and loving obedience next; and the result was the whole man
was literally moved in the direction the mind and heart had first moved.
"Out of thy kindred" meant a withdrawal of the mind from idolatry,
and of the heart from the love of all that pertained to an apostate state;
and the man is thus mentally, morally and physically "taken out" for
Jehovah's name.
Coming down to Abraham's descendants in the bondage of dark and
idolatrous Egypt we see a repetition of Abraham's case; the man is
now a nation, and again in apostasy requiring a taking out, a gathering. Moses and Aaron are sent to preach the gospel of deliverance, to
change their minds, their hearts, and to literally remove them and bring
them into the "congregation of saints."
These and other cases of Israel's many national gatherings are types
of that "taking out" and "gathering together unto him" that is yet to
take place for the transformation of the kingdoms of this world into the
kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ. In the mental and moral sense
that is the work that is now going on among the Gentiles and will continue until the "fullness of the Gentiles be come in." "God at the
first," says James, "did visit the Gentiles, to take out of them a people
for his name" (Acts xv: 14). The gospel, acting as "the power of
God," turns the mind from modern idolatory, the heart from temporal,
transitory and corrupt things; and this in preparation for the "coming
of our Lord and our gathering together unto him."
Coming to the time of the gathering of taken-out ones of all ages to
the great congregation of the saints, when the words, "Gather my
saints together unto me, those that have made a covenant with me by
sacrifice" will go out, the first act in the programme is thus declared by
the Apostle Paul: "The Lord himself shall descend from heaven with
a shout, with the voice of the archangel and with the trump of God,
and the dead in Christ shall rise first; then we which are alive and
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remain shall be caught up (or away) to meet the Lord in the air, and so
shall we ever be with the Lord. Wherefore comfort one another with
these words" (I. These, iv: 16-18). Here we have the coming of the
Lord, the resurrection of the dead and their gathering with those who
are "alive and remain to the coming of the Lord" into His presence.
What next? Speaking of this gathering the same apostle says: "For
we must all appear before the judgment-seat of Christ, that everyone
may receive the things in body according to that he hath done, whether
good or bad" (II. Cor. v: 10). At this appearing or gathering there
are to be two classes—good and bad, and the judgment results in a separation. The few lights that, '"like a city set upon a hill," will be in the
world of "gross darkness" when the Lord comes will then be gathered
to one place; and the result will be that utter darkness will shroud the
world, which truly will be spiritually Sodom and Egypt. The "bad"
among the gathered ones will be found unworthy to remain in the beautifully illuminated chamber of the marriage feast, "not having on the
wedding-garment." "Bind them and cast them into outer darkness"
will be the verdict against them; and into the outer and utter darkness
they must go, where there will be "weeping and gnashing of teeth."
The rebels having been purged out from among spiritual Israel, as they
are to be from Israel after the flesh, from those who are in the presence
of the King a happy and triumphant response will go up to the words:
"Praise ye the Lord. Sing unto the Lord a new song, his praise in the
congregation of saints. Let Israel rejoice in him that made him; let the
children of Zion be joyful in their king" (Psa. cxlix: 1, 2). "So shall
they ever be with the Lord."
Before the "taking out" commenced the singers of this new song
were not of Israel; they were "aliens from the commonwealth of Israel
and strangers from the covenants of promise" (Eph. ii: 12). At that
time they moved about in a different "air" to what they do now in the
great congregation. They "walked according to the course of this
world, according to the prince of the power of the AIK" (Eph. ii: 2).
They had met that prince, as it were, in the "air," and so were they
ever with that lord. But now they have met the Prince, the Lord, and
are in a different air—that of "the new heavens and new earth wherein
dwellcth righteousness." In this condition and position they are "kings
from a sun's rising," the "Sun of righteousness having risen with healing in his beams," and they having been healed and blessed with the
heavenly balm and the light of a glorious immortality. Having thus
met the Lord in the air, "so shall they ever be with the Lord" and
"shine forth in the kingdom of their Father."
Where, the question might now be asked, will this gathering be (
Since the Lord is to come and we are to be "gathered together unto
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him," there must be a place on this earth where the members of the*
great congregation will meet each other and their Lord and King. The
place can be determined by discovering the direction of their victorious
march against the armies of the kingdoms of this world for their transformation into the kingdom of our Lord and of his Christ; and this
suggests another gathering, that of the nations whom God will plead
with in the valley of decision. Of this the Prophet Zechariah says:
'"Behold, the day of the Lord cometh, and thy spoil shall be divided in
the midst of thee. For I will gather all nations against Jerusalem to
battle" (Zech. xiv: 1, 2). Joel's prophecy declares: "For, behold, in
those days and in that time, when I shall bring again the captivity of
Judah and Jerusalem. I will also gather all nations and will bring
them down into the valley of Jehoshaphat, and will plead with them
there for my people and for my heritage Israel, whom they have scattered among the nations and parted my Jand1'(chapter iii: 1, 2). The
triple unclean spirits like frogs of apocalyptic symbolism are to ''go
forth unto the kings of the earth and of the whole world, to gather
them to the war of that great day of God Almighty," when as a thief
the Lord comes upon them; and they are "gathered together into a
place called in the Hebrew tongue Armageddon" (Rev. xvi: 11-15).
To the eyes of men this great gathering of nations is the result of
•'force of circumstances" and in the ''natural order of events." The
Eastern question is the magnet that draws the needle guns and
steel instruments of slaughter to the great centre of latter-day operations in" transforming the kingdoms of this world into the kingdom of
our Lord and of his Christ. The desoJator of the East must be overwhelmed by the Russian avalanche above him. "Dark Russia" is to
be a dark "cloud to cover the land. It shall be in the latter days, and I
will bring thee against my land, that the people may know me, when 1
shall be sanctified in thee, O Gog! before their eyes" (Ezek. xxxviii;
16). Knowing this determination of the king of the north to execute'
his evil thought, and seeing him coming forth with all his army, horses
and horsemen (verse 4), "force of circumstances" gather all nations for
the great contest which the Eastern question is to culminate in. In
spite of the combined forces of the opposing nations, the Russian hosts
will come down "like a whirlwind, with chariots and with horsemen and
with many ships; and he shall enter into the countries and shall overflow and pass over. He shall enter also into the glorioun land, and he
shall plant the tabernacle of his palace between the seas in the glorioux
holy mountain" (Dan. xii: 40-45). Leaving his opposers amazed and
bewildered, he rushes along in his tempestuous, and, so far, resistless
speed, stretching forth his hand upon the countries, the land of Egypt
even not escaping. To all human appearance the world's battle is won
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by the most despotic and cruel nation on the earth. Berlin and San
Stefano treaties,, triple alliance, Palestine colonization schemes, England
in Egypt and Suez Canal strategy and a hundred other precautions and
preventives are all lost, broken to pieces and blown to the wild winds of
disappointment, distraction and destruction, and the great latter-day
Nebuchadnezzar gets a prospective view of "this great Babylon that 1
have built." Puffed up with the pride of his great success, he is already
saying to himself: ''I will ascend into the heaven, I will exa.lt my throne
above the stars of God, I will sit also upon the mount of the congregation in the sides of the north (Zion, Psa. xlviii: 2), I will ascend above
the heights of the clouds, I will be like the Most High" (Isa. xiv: 12,
13). What now? Is the battle really lost? Is the victory won by the
worst of the world's despots? Is the world, with its teeming millions
of groaning sufferers, ready to fall into the cruel hands of darkest Russia?- Is there no voice, from the clouds? Will Heaven remain silent,
in this trying hour? Listen! "I will be sanctified in thee, O Gog!
before their (the nation's) eyes." "My fury shall come up in my face;
for in my jealousy and in the tire of my wrath have 1 spoken." "All
the men that are upon the face of the earth shall shake at my presence,
and the mountains shall be thrown down and the steep places shall fall,
and every wall shall fall to the ground, and I will call for a sword
against him throughout all my mountains, saith the Lord, God ; every
man's sword shall be against his brother. And I will plead against him
with pestilence and with blood ; and I will rain upon him and upon his
bands, and upon the many people that are with him an overflowing rain
and great hailstones. Thus will I magnify myself and sanctify myself:
and I will be known in the eyes of many nations, and they shall know
that 1 am the Lord" (Ezek. xxxiii: 18-2:3).
While the nations are gathered at Jerusalem to battle, and having
met with defeat at the hands of Russia in his whirlwind rush from north
to south, they are bewildered and amazed. While they wonder what
they can possibly do to recover lost ground and are almost convinced of
their helplessness, some of them allying themselves with the great hero,
(being "at his steps"), they hear of the terrible defeat the great monarch
receives at the hands of a power they know not of—one that has come
as a thief, they know not whence and what he is. They learn that at
the hands of this mysterious power meeting "Gog, the chief prince of
Meshech and Tubal" upon the mountains of Israel, he is stricken down.
News come of "a great shaking in the land of Israel," and that the cloud
of the Russian army that went down "covering the land" and leaving
desolation and destruction in its track has "been turned back and destroyed,
leaving only a sixth part. His bow out of his left hand is smitten and
his arrows fall from his right hand. The proud, haughty and cruel
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despot falls upon the mountains of Israel. He, with all his bands and
the many people with him, upon the open field has fallen, and is left
to the, ravenous birds of every sort and to the beasts of the field to be
devoured. Here is a wonderful defeat of the world's great hero, the
Philistinian giant, and not a single nation nor all nations combined can
have a shadow of a claim to the glory of the victory. Who can this be,
that has seemingly and suddenly sprung out of the earth to meet the
great Babylonian king and so suddenly checked his onward, victorious
march, and hurled him from the heaven of his power and glory? Truly,
they will say—more truly than they imagine—"Sheol from beneath is
moved for thee to meet thee at thy coming; it stirreth up the dead for
thee" (Isa. xiv: 9). The pomp of our mighty foe is brought down to
the grave "How," how, by what power "art thou fallen from heaven.
O Lucifer! son of the morning ? How art thou cut down to the ground
which didst weaken the nations!"
"How" they do not know. They turn to the chaplains of their
armies beseeching them to account for it. This power has come up
from the south, they say, and the map shows no nation there of any
importance—surely not one powerful enough to do what this mysterious
one has done. Our strategists who know every corner of this part of
the world are sure that this wonderful power is not an ordinary one—
does not belong to earthly nations and has never been heard of among
the world's great fighting powers. It must be a supernatural power that
has been sent down from heaven to sanctify Israel's God in the eyes of
all the nations—who knows, may it not be Christ returned to the earth i
Come, you chaplains, you scribes, what have the Scriptures you have
familiar knowledge of to say about such things ? To you, and to you
onlv must we look for an explanation of this mysterious aflair. "Who
is this that cometh from Edom, with dyed garments from Bozra?'1
"Christ returned to the earth indeed," reply the chaplains. Absurd!
absurd! Do you think He would come as a man of war and fight
against temporal powers? No, no; His work is all spiritual. Why,
you remind us of those despised Christadelphians, who have been
preaching that Christ is to come as a man of war and actually lead
forces to battle against all the nations of the earth, and that after a
time of trouble such as never was the kingdoms of this world are literally to become the kingdom of Christ. Nonsense! nonsense! It is too
literal for any use; banish such a thought from your minds. Rally your
forces and get ready for the fight and we will continue our prayers for
victory over this power. It can be only another Mahdi with a company
of savages who, by accident, has gained a victorv; and now that our
great foe is defeated let us rally and the victory is ours; and, after all,
we can settle the Eastern question. Rally they do and "the nations
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rage and imagine a vain thing. The kings of the earth set themselves
and the rulers take counsel together, against the Lord and against his
anointed, saying, Let us break their bands asunder and cast their cords
from us."
We ha\re said that the place of the gathering of the saints to meet
Christ in the "great congregation" might be determined by the route
followed in His triumphant march against the nations. The question,
"Who is this that cometh from Edom with dyed garments from
Bozra" (ISM. lxiii: 1)? is an indication; but there is a prophecy that
.seems to leave no doubt upon the subject—Hab. iii. This prophet
says: "O Lord! I have heard thy report and was afraid; O Lord!
revive thy work in the midst of the years, in the midst of the years
make known ; in wrath remember mercy." Then follows the prophecy,
which is both historical and prophetic, typical and antitypical. The
tense is therefore past and future, and the mind when reading can rush
from history to prophecy, from Moses to Christ, from Israel after the
flesh to Israel after the spirit; from the beginning to the end. "God
came (and shall come) from the south (margin) and his holy one from
mount Paran. His glory covered the heavens and the earth was (will
be) full of his praise. And his brightness was as the light (of immortality); he had bright beams out of his side and there was (to the
nations) the hiding of his power. Before him went the pestilence and
burning coals went forth at his feet. He stood and measured the earth,
he beheld and drove asunder the nations."
We have seen the nations gathered to the great war of God Almighty,
gathered against Jerusalem to battle. We have heard them crying out,
"Who is this that cometh from Edom with dyed garments from Bozra?''
and we have seen them rage and imagine a vain thing, saying, '"Let us
break his bands asunder and cast his cords from us." Now we see the
man of a multitude coming from the south, like Moses of old, from
mount Paran, where He has brought the children of the covenant into
its realization; and in being the "sword of the Lord" against Gog first
He leads on to the mighty victory we have described, when His garments are, as it were, dyed in the blood of the proud hero who aspires
to be ' 'like the Most High" by building his throne in the ' 'sides of the
north." Then He answers the question, "Who is this that cometh from
Eden?"—answers it by action rather than words, for the words of the
great drama are on the stage now in very deed—"I have trodden the
wine-press alone and of the people (nations) there was none with me
(all against him); for I will tread them in mine anger and trample them
in my fury; * * * for the day of vengeance is in mine heart and
the year of my redeemed is come. And I looked and there was none
to help, and I wondered that there was none to uphold; therefore mine
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own arm brought salvation unto me and my fury it upheld mo. And I
will tread down the people in mine anger and make them drunk in my
fury, and I will bring down their strength to the earth."
Onward in His march He drives asunder the gathered nations who,
as rivers of water, are rushing down to inundate the land and swoop into
oblivion the despised Nazarene, who now comes not as a "Lamb to be
led to the slaughter," but as the. "Lion of the. tribe of fJudnh." Ht"cleavcth the rivers of the earth." The mountains of mighty kingdoms
see Him and tremble, the overflowing of the waters pass by, while He
marches through the land in indignation and threshes the nations in His
anger.
• For the salvation of God's favored nation Ho goes forth—salvation
through His Anointed one. Walking through the sea of gathered
nations, the great King reaches the city of the great King—a city whoso
name is peace but whose history is war; a city whose name is now to be
peace; the city of peace in the hands of the Prince of Peace; a city
whose gates are the gates of the ages to come, through which gate's the
King of all the earth enters when He pusses into the city that is to be
the praise of the whole earth. "Lift up your heads O ye gates! and be
ye lifted up ye doors of the ages, and the King of glory shall como in''
—the King of glory who is the Lord strong and mighty, the Lord
mighty in battle. The doors of the ceaseless ages lift their lofty heads,
the King of endless cycles enters; He takes the stronghold of Zion,
beautiful for situation in the sides of the north, and from thence;, "in
His wrath remembering mercy," that divine gentleness of which He is
the very embodiment finds sweet expression in the words, "Kiss the
Son, lest he be angry and ye perish by the way." Notwithstanding
that their armies have been scattered and defeated, some, of the seats of
governments are still stubborn; and to them the "law goes forth from
Mount Zion and the word of the Lord from Jerusalem;" the "strong
nations afar off" are rebuked; they "boat their swords into plowshares,
their spears into pruning-hooks," and nation no more "lifts up sword
against nation, neither shall they learn war any more." The earth is
at rest, "the Lord is is his holy temple; let all the earth keep silence
before him." "The kingdoms of this world are become the kingdom
of our Lorld and of his Christ" and the earth is tilled with the glory
of God. Amen.
IAITS, HOPE AND LOVE.
The gospel marks a line of highest duty,
The gate is strait; the way is nowhere wide.
A rich, enduring faith when it is tried
But strengthens hope, though evils sore betide.
And renders love resplendent with its beauty.

G. T. W.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWEES.
DKAE BKOTHEB WILLIAMS: When
I was taught the "things concerning
the kingdom of God and the name of
Jesus Christ" a few years ago I was
also taught that knowledge brings responsibility and that resurrection is a
process, but I never had anyone explain
the process. So, by taking Paul as my
tutor in I. Cor. xv, I have studied the
instructions there given, until it appears
quite clear to my mind that the verse,
"That which thou sowest is not quietened except it die1' covers a very wide
scope.
How can it be, as some teach, that
the earth casting out her dead is the
sowing? None of us believe there is
another death between the resurrection
and the quickening, which would necessarily be the case were that correct;
nor can it be the burial of dead bodies
in the earth; for who, planting dead
seed, would expect to see the green
blades come forth? '•'That which thou

sowest is not quickened except it die,"

death taking place after sowing.
It seems plain to me that the sowing
or planting is in the waters of baptism.
"It is sown a natural body, it is raised
a spiritual body;" not a spirit body,
but spiritual, pertaining unto spirit.
"They are sown in corruption, they are
raised in incorruption." Considering
all the evidence I think Paul used the
word "raised" here just as we do when
we speak of raising our children from
babyhood to maturity. We come forth
from the water, he says, babes in Christ.
All subjects of a resurrection are considered incorruptible, for the germ of
that life which is "hid with Christ in
God" cannot be destroyed until Christ
Himself shall come and decide what
their fate shall be.
I do not pretend to limit the power
of God, nor say that He cannot resur-;
rect and bring to judgment whomsoever He will-; but. considering P-auV®
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I see no resurrection for unbap"As in Adam all die, even so in
shall all be made alive." Think
moment, who are in Christ V
and how came they in ?
h. S. JEFFHESS.
ANSWER.

The writer has evidently been studying the subject and has very nicely
stated the conclusion she has readied.
We take it that she sees that the dead:
will appear before the judgment-seat
of Christ "to decide what their fate
shall be," and that therefore they
emerge from the grave mortal; for if
they emerged immortal "their fate"
would be decided and for some to be
"destroyed" would be impossible. The
objectionable theory of "immortal
emergence" and consequent nullification of the judgment is therefore out
of the way. and the only question left
is. What does Paul mean by "sown a
natural body and raised a spiritual
body?" Whether one believes his
meaning is that set forth by L. S. J.
or the process of actual resurrection
from the grave is not a vital question.
Still it is better for us to see eye to eye
as far as possible. Considering the
subject in dispute in the church at
Corinth it seems to us the view that
Paul referred to baptism implies that
he forsook the subject in dispute and
dealt with one not in dispute. Those he
is writing to did not deny that baptism
meant a rising in Christ to a new life.
The words, "But some man will say.
How are the dead raised up and with
what body-do they come?" seem very
clearly to refer to literal resurrection :
it is difficult to see how such a question
can be applied to baptism. Suppose
one asking such a question in relation
to baptism and its inapplicability must
be seen. It would be the same as if
some one asked. How are the. spiritually
dead raised out of the waters of baptism
and with what body do they come outof trre'*ater¥ Surely no one would'
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ask such a question, for it involves a
matter that no dispute could possibly
arise about. This not being the matter
of dispute it was not the. question
asked, and therefore the answer given
did not refer to it. The apostle had
already shown the reality and literality
of the resurrection of the dead out of
the grave by proving the resurrection
of Christ. Having proven the fact in
the case of Christ and thereby the truth
in relation to all in Christ, he then
takes up the question of how and with
what body do they come; really two
questions, the first involving the possibility of the thing and the second the
mode; and perhaps it is in trying to
make the words "that which thou sowest is not quickened except it die" explain the mode as well as the possibility that the difficulty is created. We
are sometimes asked, How can the dead
be raised ? How is it possible, seeing
they have gone to dust? To answer
this we point to some manifest power
of God as a proof of possibility and
not necessarily of mode or process.
We might say, Look at the earih hung
upon nothing, implying thereby that
He who could do that could surely
raise the dead. In the case in hand
the apostle met the possibility difficulty
by pointing to the reproduction of vegetation. What is seen to be possible
in one is thereby proven to be possible
in the other. Letting this suffice for
his use of the words in question, and
not trying to make them answer the
process as well as the posibislity, we
can now leave them and go on to what
follows as illustrative of "with what
body do they come r"

which Christ is "the first-fruits" is not
obtained by burying dead bodies in thir
ground. Since they are in the ground,
and since they are to be the harvest of
the new creation, what must take place ?
"The earth must cast out the dead""
(Isa. xxvi: 19); or, using an agricultural
illustration, "it is sown" (cast out) a
a natural body and raised (full fruition)
a spiritual (or spirit) body."
All the dead in Christ, just and unjust, will be sown or cast out, but only
those who have the germ of eternal life
in them will bloom into immortality:
for the operation of the Sun of Righteousness will have two effects upon the
two classes—upon the one to make
them "grow up" and become "kings
from a sun's rising;" upon the other,
which is barren of the seed of eternal
life, the sun will have the effect of
withering, scorching and burning up.
While we think the view we have set
forth removes the difficulty set up by
L. S. J. in the words "that which thou
sowest is not quickened except it die,"
we are not prepared to admit that
these words are inexplicable in relation
to the mode or process of the "better
resurrection." Looking upon death in
the literal sense L. S. J. is of course
correct in saying that there is "not
another death between the resurrection and the quickening." But death
in the sense the apostle applies it to
vegetation is not the same as when
applied to an animal. If seed sown
were to die in the latter sense there
would be no quickening. The term
death is only accommodative when applied to the process of reproduction of
seed. Hold in your hand two grains of
The dead are in the dust. The apos- wheat. One of them has a germ that
tle has shown they will come out. will reproduce wheat, the other has not.
•'With what body do they come?" is Let them both be "sown" they both
therefore the next thing to consider; "die;" but is death the same in both ?
and his answer to this question is, "It No; the death of the germless grain, is
is sown a natural body." L. S. J. death; the "death" of the other is life,
sees that "sown" cannot mean buried, using the term in the latter case acfor the fruits of the new harvest of commodatively. Now what is this
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death in the case of the grain possessed
of a germ >
i It is a putting off of an
old condition and a putting on a new
by what is called "quickening." In
this sense the seed sown of the harvest
of the age to come is cast out of the
earth, passes through a death and is
quickened into immortal life; like the
germ-grain, they put off an old condition and put on a new. The spirit of
Christ dwelling in them, it will "quicken
their mortal bodies" (Rom. vii: 2) and
"mortality will be swallowed up of
life" (I. Cor. v: 4).
The fact that L. S. J. was taught
before baptism to believe that "knowledge brings responsibility" would do
no harm, provided it was not taught
as a means to frighten and hurry
her into baptism. We have met with
cases where this has been done, and
where the subjects have confessed that
they went into the water under influence and fear, and not in the mood of
"gladly receiving the word" nor of "believing with all thine heart." This is
the evil use of a theory that might
otherwise be harmless. The reason
some give for clinging to it is that it is
a weapon that can be thus used. But
when so used it becomes a detriment to
the Truth and all concerned; and where
there is a "believing with all the heart"
and a "gladly receiving of the word"
it is a useless "weapon." In the latter
case it is useless and in the former case
it is harmful, and therefore cannot be
an essential question; and the effort to
sustain it as a rule in God's arrangment has necessitated an attempt to
readjust well-established truths in relation to in covenant and out of covenant;
in Christ and in Adam, alienation and
reconciliation, etc.
L. 8. J. very pointedly says: "As in
Adam all die, even so in Christ shall
all be made alive." Think for a moment, who are in Christ ? When and
how came they in ?
EDITOR.

TO WAGE WAR ON INFIDELITY.
Catholic and Protestant Union.
BAY CITY, MICH., Jan. 16.—Some-

thing of A sensation has been caused
here by the union of Catholic priests
and Protestant ministers in a movement for the extermination of religious
intolerance and bigotry. A memorial
declaring the principles of the compact
has been signed by five priests and ten
Protestant preachers. After several
preliminary meetings a general invitation was extended to the clergy of
both cities, and a representative body
met at St. James rectory, at which the
situation was freely discussed, and all
admitted that much moral energy was
lost through prejudice and in consequence the cause of Christianity was
weakened.
It was acknowledged that all those
who believe in the divine mission of
Jesus Christ should direct their united
force against the common foes, infidelity and immorality. The memorial declares that it is unnatural that the
members of the same body should tear
one another to pieces. They should
protect and assist one another. The
means to attain this end are declared
to be of two kinds: Fraternal meetings
of the ministers of the different
churches, with a view to becoming better acquainted and for devising means
whereby to carry on our mutual work:
public lectures on "Christian Unity,"'
"Christian Tolerance," "Christian Charity" and kindred subjects, the lectures
to be delivered alternately by priest
and minister. It is said that this union
is without precedent in this country.
REDEMPTION is a deliverance from
the bondage of sin and death (Rom.
viii: 23). God is our Saviour (Isa. lxiii.
16) through Christ (I Tim. ii: 26).
Thus Christ becomes to us a Saviour:
first, by dying on our behalf. Second,
by God investing Him with life-giving
power to redeem or save us (John xvii:
2; Phil, iii: 21).
W. MITELS.
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A NEW YEAE'S GREETING.

DEAR

WATJNETA, Jan. ], 1895.
BROTHER: With much sis-

things that would deprive him of an
inheritance in the kingdom and never
warn him against such a course ?
In all the ten years the ADVOCATE
has been published you have kept your
belief in regard to the responsibility
question in the background {so much
so that your opponents speak of it as
the "new doctrine"), to avoid the appearance of opposing Brother Roberts.
And when he seemed to treat the
ADVOCATE with cool suspicion, almost
ignoring its existence, you bore it in
quiet meekness and he became convinced you meant him no harm and became willing to join with you as a colaborer. And in all these years there
has been nothing in the ADVOCATE to
indicate that it was a rival of the
Christadelphian. How absurd then to
talk about your "trying to injure Brother
Roberts as a teacher," "kill the C/irtstudelphianV etc.
Your sister in Christ,

terly love I gieet you on this New
Year's day, earnestly praying that hefore another New Year's day we may
be gathered out of this present evil
world. It' our understanding of the
numbers in Dan. xii is correct the time
is not far away.
I felt hurt to read Dr. Welch's letter
in the December Christadetphian, the
manner in which he misrepresents you.
attributing what you have said in the
ADVOCATE to a desire to injure Biother
Roberts. The many eccellent articles
I have read from his pen led me to believe him a more noble-minded brother
than to write anything of that kind.
In all that you have written in this
controversy I have failed to find any
indication of its having been prompted
by a spirit of malice or spite. You
have simply done what was a brother's
A. M. BYRNES.
duty; in a fair, just and kindly manner
tried to show the brethren where they
DEAR BROTIIEU WILLIAMS:
We.
were doing wrong. Dr. Welch speaks members of the body of Christ in
of -'brotherly love" prompting him to Waterloo, send you greeting; and by
search for Brother Eobert's reasons for so doing desire to express our approbasaying what he said instead of rising tion of the course you have so loyally
up as "an accuser." He seems to ig- pursued during the recent controversy.
nore the fact that you also ai'e a brother
We do not wish to send you flatterof the Lord; and, withholding broth- ing words of commendation—for we are
erly love, rises up against you as an told by Solomon that "a flattering
accuser. Paul warned the saints at mouth worketh ruin"—but simply show
Corinth against being "purled up for our appreciation of your efforts in beone against another." All brethren half of the Truth.
and sisters of the Lord should be very
We have not forgotten that it was
careful about grieving or injuring one from our midst the ADVOCATE went
another; for we read that the Lord forth upon its mission of promulgating
will say at the judgment: ''Inasmuch and defending the "things concerning
<ts ye have^done it unto the least of one the kingdom of God and the name of
of these my brethren ye have done it Jesus Christ." We have also watched
nnto me." Why do most people look its progress month after month and
upon you as their enemy as soon as you have been pleased to see it "increasing
begin to tell them their faults ? in wisdom and stature," and have reaAmong the brethren it ought not to be son to believe "in favor with God and
so. For how could one say he loved a man." That "it has ceased to be the
brother when he would see him doing mouth-piece of the American brethren"
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iss a very broad assertion, and we can
hut think that if the brother with whom
it originated had reconsidered the statement he would never have placed himself in so reprehensible a position.
We do not hesitate for a moment to
say, and earnestly believe we echo the
voice of the American brethren in general, that so long as it is faithful in
proclaiming the gospel of Christ, does
not speak evil of its neighbor and renders not evil for evil, that it will continue on its way bearing with it the
best wishes of the brethren of America,
and will by its own merits provoke the
hearty co-operation of our brethren
across the Atlantic and in the "isles
afar off."
1894 closes with the whole body of
Christ under a cloud; may the light of
a glorious morning, made brilliant by
the Sun of Righteousness, chase away
these dark shadows through which we
are passing.
May the God whom we reverently
worship guide your pen in always inditing a good matter, Brother Williams;
and let this trial of your faith work
out for you that patience of which
James so earnestly speaks: Always
"taking heed unto thyself and unto the
doctrine, continue in them; for in doing
this thou shalt both save thyself and
them that hear thee."

3"

Lord Jesus Christ and thereupon be
baptized, they pass from under Adam
and from the condemnation of death
into Christ and become new creatures.
Being made free in this manner from
the law of sin and death, they become
the servants of righteousness, and as
such, during the remainder of their
life, they are bound to serve Christ.
If they are obedient servants they will,
on Christ's coming again, receive eternal life, become like He is, a glorious
spirit-man, incorruptible and powerful,
full of knowledge and beauty. If disobedient servants they will at the
same time as the obedient ones receive
the reward, receive the fruit of their
wickedness, which is the second death
or everlasting destruction—complete
obliteration from the universe of God.
J.

U.

ROBERTBOTS, in

ADVOCATE,

1887, pages 273, 274.
A PASSAGE FEOM PEOFESSOE FAIEBAIEN'S "THE PLAOE OF OHEIST
IN MODEEN THEOLOGY."

The coming of Christ was necessary
to the completion of the race. This
cannot be done at once; man must be
prepared for it. The preparation begins with a promise. Man is to be
saved ; God is to save him. The promise is made to a person—Abraham—
who believes it. and his faith is counted
THE WATERLOO ECCLESIA.
to him for righteousness. But man is
THE BONDAGE OF COKEUPTION AND as yet too sensuous and infirm a creature to be saved by so gracious and genDEL1VEEAN0E.
tle a thing as the promise. He still
All men are in Adam naturally—held sins and the law is added because of
in the bondage of corruption on account transgression. This law comes in, not
of descent from a condemned progeni- to annul the promise, but to help totor—and should they die in that condi- wards its fulfillment, and is therefore
tion they will be for ever held in the occasional, provisional, tiansitional.
power of the grave; death's dominion It has many functions, some of them
over them will be complete and unend- most dissimilar and diverse, yet all of
ing. "They shall sleep a perpetual sleep them necessary. It is an institution
and not awake." But should they hear disciplinary and intended to restrain
the gospel of the kingdom of God and man from sinning; educational, tutoral:
learn the things which tell about the on the one hand it is the peadagogus or
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school-master of sons who are still
pupils, and on the other the "rudiments" by means of which they are
educated and drilled ; religious, emphasizing the reign of God and the duty
of obedience; symbolical, showing
what was necessary to the recovery of
man—impossible to him, possible only
through God.
But in order to the fulfillment of the
promise, i. e., the coming of Christ and
to the existence of the law, a people
was necessary; and as these were both
from God, the result of His free and
transcendental action, so the people
must also be His creation. He proceeds by the principle of election, selects Abraham, the man who believed
His promise, to be the father of the
faithful and of his sons, Isaac and of
his sons, Jacob and of Jacob's sons He
constitutes a state, giving to them the
institutions which were necessary to
maintain their separate being. They
are His adopted sons, and have the
presence, the covenants, the law, the
service of God and the promises. They
are His organ, intrusted with His oracles, and of them, as concerning the
flesh, Christ is to come. But they were
not equal to the honor they had to bear;
they took themselves and their institutions for ends rather than means.
Selected by A. I. W.

them for "trying to obey Him!" Do
you really mean it V Will you show
me a man who claims such a thing?
Yes. there is one of them; let us go
and ask him. Mr. A.—rather Brother
A.—here is a gentleman—rather a
brother—who says that you claim that
God will punish some men for trying to
obey him; that the "ground of resurrectional condemnation is obedience."
Can it be possible? Possible that I
claim that God will punish some men
for trying to obey Him! Do not insult
me. What mean you ? Do you want
to make me out worse than an infidel?
He is indignant at your charge. But
do you not teach that some who obey
in baptism will be raised to be punished ? 1 teacVi that some who by baptism put on the holy name of \ ahweh
and then dishonor and disgrace that
name will be judged by the law of that
name and punished for disobedience to
the law which the taking on of that
solemn name imposes; but a wicked,
wicked man should I be if I taught
that the ground of condemnation is
obedience or that God will punish some
men for trying to obey. Perish the
thought. What possessed you to ever
say that I taught such a thing ? But
do you not teach that those who refuse
to be baptized will go free? "Go
free?" ''go free?" I know of nothing
that will enable a man to "go free"
except the Truth. '"If the truth make
HONOE! HONOE!
you free, then are ye free indeed."
Come, come, my brother; you know
The supposed act of defending the very well that you have never had to
principle that "the ground of resurrec- "defend the principle that the ground
tional condemnation is not obedience" of resurrectional condemnation is obeis commended by one "J. W. T." Can ence; that God will punish some for
it be possible that a man can be found trying to obey Him." Do me and
upon the face of the earth who claims yourself the justice of making a fair
that the ground of resurrection to con- and truthful statement of my position,
demnation is obedience? who claims that whether you can agree with me or not;
men will be condemned for being obe- if not for my sake, do it for your own
dient f Yes, it is said, they claim that sake.
HONOR.
God will raise and punish some men
for "trying to obey him and let those
It takes honor and courage to fairly
who will not try go free." Punish state an opponent's case.

THE JEWS, THEIR LAND AND AFFAIRS.
SCATTERED.
"And the Lord shall scatter thee among all
people, from the one end of the earth even
unto the other. * * * And among these naions Shalt thou find no ease, neither shall the
sole of thy foot have rest"—Deut. 28: 64, 65.

GATHERED.
"Behold, I will take the children of Israel
from among-the nations, whither they be gone,
and will gather them on every side, and brinjjf
them into their own land"—Ezek. 37: 21, 22.

A LETTEE FROM JERUSALEM,

from Solomon's Pools. The Jews are
building a canal for sewerage which
will cost five thousand dollars. This
is outside the city on the northeast,
and it will be a great blessing to the
Jewish quarter, which is thickly settled.
When I came to Jerusalem fourteen
years ago there was not one flowergarden to be seen : now the interest in
flowers and their culture has become
quite the rage. Everyone who possesses a few feet of ground is trying to
make a fiower-gm-den American flowers are preferred. I have supplied from
my little garden nearly all the weddings
and funerals of Europeans for the past
four years. It seems that the more I
give the more I have in bloom.
The grass is beginning to look green
and soon the fields will be richly tinted
with the beautiful wild flowers.
The past summer has been the hottest ever known here. The death rate,
especially among the poor Jews, has
been unusually high.
American and European newspapers
are full of horrible things. The human
mind can scarcely comprehend the full
meaning of all that is being done on
this earth to-day. It is true that "men's
hearts are failing them for fear of what
is coming upon the earth.'"
The Brethren of Christ are sending
a box of clothing for the destitute Jews
here. I was surprised to hear about it.
Do you not think that Christ will remember this kindness to His brethren ?
If they could only see with their own
eyes how these clothes are received and
what suffering is saved they would be
well repaid. Many prayers are uttered

JERUSALEM, NOV. 26, 1894.
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS:
The
ADVOCATE came to-day. I expect to

have a treat when I read it. We have
had rain during the week and the poor
Jews are rejoicing; nearly all their
cisterns were quite dry. The clothing
which has been kept over the summer
for the poor Jews lias been distributed
very judiciously. Dr. d'Arbela has
sent a woman about to see where the
most destitute cases were to be found,
and lie says that about two hundred
poor souls have been made comfortable.
He wishes to return kind regards to
the people who have helped to contribute to the clothing of the naked and
helpless people.
There is much excitement among
the Jews about the death of the Czar
of Russia. They think the condition
of their brethren will be ameliorated
somewhat; time alone will tell.
The ancient city of Kerak, east of the
Dead sea, is now under the protection
of the Turkish government, and many
people are going there to live, especially
Jews. Everything there is cheap and
plenty. There are two boats belonging
to the government being fitted up to
carry passengers down the shore of the
sea to many places of interest to the
tourists.
There are many improvements being
made in and around Jerusalem. The
Turks have inclosed their cemetery
with a wall of masonry. It has always
been used as a common. They have
decided to supply Jerusalem with water
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to the God of Israel for those who have
remembered them in their affliction.
The restriction against the immigration of the Jews has ruined all the
banks and many of the effendis. There
is no sale for land, as only Jews buy
land here. The effendis are cursing
the government for their stupidity.
The poor Jews would leave Palestine
if there was any place for them to go
to obtain a living. How long. O Lord!
will this state of things continue? It
seems as if we must be nearing the
end. Everyone here would hail the
news of a great European war as a
means of deliverance.
The Jews are looking in great hope
for the coming of Elijah, to turn the
hearts of the children to the fathers.
He will do this most certainly. No
one else can do this work, and we have
a sure word of propViecy that He will
do it. We shall see real conversions of
Jews when He comes with the power
of the holy Pentecost Spirit, which we
must all be baptized with.
More soon. In hope, with kind regards to your wife.
A. E. DAVIS.

AN INTERESTING DIS00VEEY.

The Palestine Exploration Society is
busy excavating Tel el Hesy, in southwest Palestine. The now celebrated
mound is believed to be the site of the
Philistine Ladhish. It sounds like the
wildest romance, and yet is the sober
truth, that the structure 01 this bold
eminence consists of nothing else than
the remains of some eleven cities reared
in successive ages, each upon the ruins
of the last, the first and lowest dating
some four thousand years ago; and the
latest from about the fourth century
before Christ.
It was Dr. Flinders Petrie, who, as
the result of a hurried survey of the
mound with the skill of a trained archaeologist and excavator, divined its real

significance and value. His conjectures
as to what would be found there have
been entirely verified by the elaborate
explorations of Mr. Bliss, who, working
with a large body of native laborers.
has cut a section of the hill from its
summit right through the strata of cities
down to the earliest, evidently a settlement of the Pre-Israelitish Amorites.
The cities, in the varying character of
their buildings and remains, tell the
story of the different ages to which
they belong. The most precious of the
finds was that of a letter tablet, of probably the fifteenth century IS. C, with a
cuneiform inscription. For many years
Professor Sayce had believed that preIsraelitish Canaan possessed its libraries of clay tablets Hue Assyria and
Babylon. He told Mr. Bliss he would
find some in Tel el Hesy. The explorer's emotion may be imagined when
this precious tablet verified the prediction. Unhappily, it is the only one
found in the mound, but others may be
looked for in the same region as the result of further researches. We may
believe with Professor Sayce, "The
records of the past are about to speak
once more and tell us, it may be, of the
days when Abram, the Hebrew, pitched
his tent in the neighborhood of Hebron
and paid tithes to the King of Jerusalem."
JERUSALEM is going to have a portion of her ancient glory restored by
the reconstruction of the ancient water
conduits dating from the time of King
Solomon. The Turkish government
has appropriated the sum of two million
dollars for the work.

A German Evangelical Deaconess
Hospital was dedicated at Jerusalem
July 3d. The edifice with the lot cost
three hundred thousand francs. It has
accomodations for fifty or sixty patients.
The sick of any religion or nationality
are to be admitted.

THE ADVOCATE SUNDAY-SCHOOL CLASS.
~* Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth, while the evu d<iys come not, nor the years dratr
uh, when than nhatt say, Ihave no pleasure in them."—SOLOMON.
RULES.

1.—Answers must be your own and in your own writing.
2. —Write on one side of the paper only.
3.—State which class you belong to, and give your age on each paper you send.
4.—Answers must reach the examiner, Mr. Leask, by the 25th of each month.
Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions for Class
No. 1 iu December ADVOCATE.

Jessie Eblen (12), Robards, Ky., 90;
Homer J. Byrnes (10), Wauneta, Kansas, 85; Daisy Franklin (11), Elgin,
111., 80.

are equal to the angels, dying no more,
they must have eternal life.
JKSSIE E H L E N .
SECOND B E S T P A P E R , CLASS N O . 1.
ANSWERS.

My proofs for the tirst question are
1. Cor. xv. 53; John v: 24; Psa. xxxvii:
Below is given the result of examina- 29. I think I. Cor. xv: 53 proves the
tion of answers to questions for Class question, because immortality means
No. 2 in December ADVOCATE.
never dying. John v: 24 proves the
Pearl Eblen (16), Robards, Ky., 100; question, because everlasting life means
Harpending Eblen (14), Bobarrls, Ky., eternal life. Psa. xxxvii: 29 proves the
80; Bessie Williams (12) Englewood, question, because the righteous could
not inherit the land for ever if they did
111., 75.
J A M E S LEASK:.
not have eternal life.
LESSON N O . 23, CLASS N O . 1.
QUESTIONS.

1.—Give three verses containing
three different forms of words all proving that eternal life is to be given to
the righteous.
2.—State why you think the verses
prove the question V
B E S T P A P E R , ('LASS N O . 1.
ANSWERS.

1. -"Blessed are they that do his
commandments, that they may have
right to the tree of life"—Rev. xxii: 14.
••Neither can they die any more; for
they are equal unto the angels and are
the children of God, being the children
of
resurrection 1 '—Luke
xx: 36.
•'Blessed is the man that endureth
temptation; for when he is tried he
shall receive the crown or life, which
the Lord hath promised to them that
love him"—Jas. i: 12.
2.—If they eat of the tree of life and

HOMER B Y R N E S .
LESSON N O . 23, CLASS N O . 2.
QUESTIONS.

1.—Give three verses to prove thai
the rulers of the kingdom will be
immortal.
2.—What will be the difference in
nature between the rulers of the kingdom and the subjects ?
B E S T P A P E R , CLASS N O . 2.
ANSW r EKS.

I.—"The saints of the Most High
shall take the kingdom and possess the
kingdom for ever, even for ever and
ever"-—Dan. vii: 18. "The righteous
shall inherit the land and dwell therein
forever"—Psa. xxxvii: 29. "And the
kingdom and dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom under the whole
heaven shall be given to the people of
the saints of the Most High; whose
kingdom is an everlasting kingdom,
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and all dominions shall serve and obey
him"—Dan. vii: 27.
2.—The rulers will be immortal and
the subjects will be mortal, dying as
before, but their lives will be greatly
prolonged—Isa. lxv: 20; Ezek. xliv:
22, 25.

PEARL EBLKN.

SECOND BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 2.
ANSWERS.

1.—"The Lord shall reign over them
in Mount Zion from henceforth even
forever"—Micah iv: 7. "The saints of
the Most High shall take the kingdom
and possess the kingdom for ever, even
forever and ever"—Dan. vii: 18. "The
righteous shall inherit the land and
dwell therein for ever"—Psa. xxxvii:
29.
2.—The rulers of the kingdom will
be immortal and the subjects will be
mortal. "And I will make her that
halted a remnant and her that was cast
far off a strong nation. And the Lord
shall reign over them in Monnt Zion
from henceforth even for ever"—Micah
iv: 7.

HAKPENDING EBLEN.

LESSON NO. 23, CLASS NO. 1.
QUESTIONS.

1.—Give three verses from the Old
Testament to prove that God's people
hoped for resurrection and eternal life.
2.—State how you think the verses
given prove the question.
LESSON HO. 23, CLASS NO. 2.
QUESTIONS.

1.—Give three instances from the
Old Testament where the work of
Christ in both first and second coming
is spoken of in the same connection.
2.—Show where to divide that which
refers to His first coming from that
which refers to His second.
3.—Give a case where Jesus divided
an old Testament passage.
I he

(^hristadelphiar)

'Advocate.

FEBRUARY, 1895.

"l|j"ij,URING the month ever restless
JLBt' France has been causing anxiety
among the European nations by one of
her usual spasms. When, upon the
cruel assassination of President Carnot,
Casimer-Perier was prevailed upon to

become president, it is said he wept
when he realized the responsibility and
danger of his position. He deserved
sympathy and encouragement, hut. instead he received nothing but abuse.
The anxiety he must have felt can be
well understood when it is rememliered
that any moment he and his tamily
were liable to be blown to atoms by
dynamite. Under the criticism >f foes
and pretended friends he sought ;m excuse to step out and free himself and
family from slavery. When the ministry went out he instantly, and. no
doubt, gladly followed. This all woes
to show that political honors re too
expensive now for good men to covet,
and the result is that government is
forced into the hands of the baser sort.
This is hastening along the kingdoms
of men to their destined destruction
When the outbreak occurred resulting from France being left without a
ministry and without a president the
political and commercial upheavals exposed to view the inner corruption that
exists in high circles. This s, no
doubt, the cause of trouble in all the
world. It is ordinarily kept out of
sight of the masses, but it is there and
it is doing its deadly work. The fruit
of it is anarchism, socialism and a thousand other forms of protests. What a
spectacle it will be when these things
are revealed to the world by the righteous King of all the earth! There is
no hope of remedy till He come. He
is on His way, so to speak, and will
soon arrive. Let us be ready.
Those who have written us words of
sympathy and encouragement as an offset to words unkind and untrue will
not construe our silence to mean indifference or ingratitude. Thank you
all. Were it not for sucb words duty's
task would be harder than it is, and
we should feel like giving the field into
the hands of those who covet it for
themselves alone. "Our paper, one
paper" is the cry of such. That would
be all very well if we had an infallible
man to run one paper and other things
were equal. One speaker, one speaker
as the cry of each ecclesia would soon
lead us into distinctions of "clergy and
laity." Let not those who cry "one
speaker" domineer over and try to shut
the mouths of those who have a word
of exhortation and instruction; and
let not those who cry "one paper" fall
into the same mistake. God has, in
His ways among men, brought an age
in which the doors are wide open to the

EDITORIAL.
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platform and the press. What is said
by either may be proven to be wrong;
but he who would by law or influence

stifle this God-given freedom is far behind the times and belongs to the dark
ages of priestcraft.

INTELLIGENCE.

of this World into the Kingdom of God."
'Rgeneration—What is it and When Does it
Take Place?"
Conditions in the world are such as indicate
that we are nearing the end of Gentile times,
hence it becomes us to labor and watch, striving to make our calling and election sure.

BOSTON, MASS.—Our Sister Phillips has
again been plunged into grief by the death of
another daughter, Clara, by diphtheria, aged
16 years. We hope that Israel's God will
strengthen her in the hour of affliction.
We held our annual Sunday-school gathering"
December 25th. The exercises were as follows:
Address of welcome, dinner, speaking of pieces
by the children of the school, storeopticon
views of a journey by land and sea to Japan,
India, douth Africa and St. Helena; also views
in God's land, etc., by Brethren Whitehead and
Bruce. Then opening of the bower of beauty,
containing prizes for the scholars and gifts of
oranges and candy for the chilcfren. There
were about two hundred persons present,
including visiting brethren from Andover,
Lawrence, Lowell, Maynard and Mount Vernon, Maine. We all had a pleasant and profitable time.
Lectures for December. 2d, "The Secret of
Living for Ever." Bro. E. F. Mitchell. !)th,
"Christ is Coming lo the Earth to Reign.
When?" Bro. A. Pinel. 16th, "The Gift of
God. How to Obtain it." Bro. C. J. Fairbrother. 23d, "Christ's Rejection by the Clericals of the First Century and His Rejection by
the same Classs in the Nineteenth Century."
Bro. W. P. Hooper. 30th, "The Angels' Prophetic Song when Christ was Born.'' Bro.
Joseph McKellar.
Bro. Allen, from St. John, N. B., is on a visit
to Boston and met with us to-day, and exhorted
the brethren to continue rooted and grounded
in the one glorious faith.
JOSEPH MCKELLAR, Recording Brother.

[CAVENDISH, MO.—Intelligence sent by
Bro. M. L. Brooks has already appeared, sent
by Bro. Elsas.—ED/|
CHICAGO, ILL—We are pleased to be able
to report another as having put on the sincovering name in the appointed way in the
person of Miss Ruth Baldwin, who, after an
intelligent confession of the things concerning
the kingdom of God and the name of Jesus
Christ, was baptized January 23d. There are
several others interested whose obedience we
hope to be able to report before long.
Our lectures continue to be attended by a
few friends, and the attention manifested gives
encouragement to hope that the seed sown may
fall on good ground and bring forth fruit.
Subjects of recent lectures have been: "Redemption—What is it?" "The Programme of
Events in the Transformation of the Kingdoms

JAMES LEASK, Secretary.

COAL CITY, ILL.—We have been encouraged
by two additions to oureccelsia, in the persons
of George Hawkins and wife, who have been
"proving all things" for one year (most of that
time they had the able advice of Bro. P. Phillips) and are now obedient to Israel's hope.
They were immersed January 18th into the
saving name. Wo pray they may run the race
with patience, keeping in view the reward set
before them.
We are now ten in number. We were formerly that number, but James Black and wife
have gone buck U\ the Plymouth Brethren.
from whence they came.
I remain your brother in Israel's hope,
H. R. WlLKER.
COLBERT, INDIAN TERRITORY.—I am
here in a wilderness. 1 have been here four
years and have met with much misfortune:
worse than all have lost my companion in life,
who died February, 1894. We were the only
Christadelphians here. Now I am alone and
have much to contend with because of the
Truth. I have been called all kinds of names—
an infidel, etc; and I was forbidden to speak on
the Truth in a house I helped to build and
barely escaped serious trouble. The people
here are the most superstitious I ever met, I
cannot account for it unless they inherit it
from the Indians. Few of them will listen to
sound doctrine; they want something that is
mysterious. Well, the end is near; we must
not be discouraged; our redemption draweth
nigh.
I would like to know if there are brethren
near Denison, or Sherman, Texas, or in the
Chickasaw nation? [We do not know.—Ed.]
I would very much like to meet with you and
my brethren of old acquaintance at the fraternal gathering in Arkansas next summer, but
I fear it will be impossible.
My love to all. Yours in the hope of eternal
life,

W. C. CORDELD.

CONWAY, ARK.—A new year has dawned
upon us, and it is certain that our salvation
is much nearer than when we first believed.
During the last year we assisted in all ten persons to put on the sin-covering name, and do
thank our heavenly Father for the increase as
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well as encouragement. We do not feel
asha,m;d of these few, but foci that it should
he encouraging- to us all to know timt out of
the many there are a few wVio have ears to
hear and hearts to obey the things of God.
]n November we assisted Mrs. Gates (my
wife's mother), Mrs. Wilson, a sister in the
tiesh to my wife, Mrs. Mollie Dawson, and Mr.
Hickman to put on Christ in baptism; after
which we broke bread in commemoration of
the suffering and death as well as the second
coming" of our Lord.
There is a great field of interest here if we
Were only able to keep at work; but owing- to
the hardness of these evil times we are notable to do much. We hope, though, to do as
near as possible our whole duty, and pray for
that help so essential to our needs and weakness. May the Lord help us to hold up our
hands until the battle is over is our sincere
prayer. Tn the hope and contest we are yours,
JOHN W. TEAS.

herd, the stone of Israel." May we all strive
to become "Israelites indeed in whom is tut
guile" is the prayer of your brother in Christ,
.1. G. COSHNS.

GUELPH, CANADA.—Hro. Williams was
with us November 11th, 12th and Lilth. He
gave tliroe public lectures, which were fairly
attended by the alien and much appreciated
by the brethren. We were pleased to see lift).
Williams looking" so well. His lectures were
clear and vigorous enunciations of the Truth,
and those who have ears to hear could not fail
to profit by them. We find the people here artlike the Athenians of Paul's day—they wilf
gather to hoar something" i\i'\v, but the wisdom
and mercy of God does not touch their hearts v
and they soon return to their wallowing- in the
mire.
Trusting1 in the promises of God. we abide in
hope, waiting- "until the day dawn and the
shadows flee away."
JOHN BAUBKH.

HAWLEY, PA.—l have the pleasure to report
that the brethren here held a tea-meeting- January 1st. As we were late in making- arrangements the attendance was small and but seventeen brethren and sisters were present. Bro.
VanAkin, of Laekawaxen. delivered a lecture
and other brethren followed with exhortations.
It was heartily enjoyed by all the brethren, and
in unity with the Laka waxen brethren we deDOON, CANADA.—T announce the sad news
cided to hold our small gatherings quarterly.
of the death of Sister Renshaw, which, no
We will hold our next tea-meeting", if God will,
doubt, Bro. Williams, will not surprise you.
Yes, Sister Renshaw fell asleep, and it is the Sunday, April 7th, at the home of Hro. Norris
Compion, Hawley, Pa. We would be glad to
sleep that no other voice but the same loud
welcome any brethren who can make it convoice of Him who called Lazarus to come forth
venient to come.
that will awake her from her quiet slumber.
Since our last intelligence our ecclesia has
Sister Renshaw was in her sixty-first year:
she died December 21)th and was buried on the been increased by the removal of Bro. and Sister Compton from Port Jervis.
31st, 1894. There was quite a number at the
funeral, several of the brethren from Gait
On September 30th Bro. .1. F.Garing,of Hoadbeing- present,. Bro. David Cole g-ave a short
teys, and Sister Katie Stinehart,of Laekawaxen..
address at the house on T. Cor. xv. He tried to
were united in marriage. This added one more
impress upon the minds of those who are at to our ecclesia, as the brethren from HoaiHeys
present without "hope and without God in the meet with us.
world" that unless they belong" to Christ they
Our ecclesia now numbers eleven.
are depriving" themselves of a resurrection to
KATIE C.XH'KK, Recording-Secretary.
life in the ag-e to come. He also showed to
those who have put on the saving" name how
HUDSON, N. Y.—Being1 away from lioimwe have to walk If we would -ever expect to
when my subscription expired is the reason 1
enter into the rest that remains for the people
did not renew, but will do so HOW and would
of! God.
like to have the January number. The ADVOCATE formerly sent to Sister Turner please
I find from our ecclesial register that Sister
send
to me. Sister Turner is now Sister Myers
Kenshaw was immersed in 1S62. So she has
been in the Truth thirty-two years. She was and through her 1 have found the Truth.
always a brave soldier for the jrospel and could
We have been on a three-weeks' trip to New
wield the sword of the Spirit in a way that
Jersey, Worcester and Spencer, Mass., and had
showed she was a skillful warrior, and was a most enjoyable time. We saw most of thealways ready and willing to give to those who
brothers and sisters in those places, and the
asked her "a reason of the hope that was
Truth, I find, is a glorious thing- to have.
within her with all meekness and fear." Her
Our first breaking-of bread together was to"bow abode in strength, and the arms of her day. We are the only two in Hudson.
hands were made strong" by the hands of the
Our love to you and all the brethren from
mighty God of Jacob: from thence is the shepSister Myers and myself.
J. W. MYBKS.
DAYTON, OH 1O.—Sister Clara G regory
writes of her safe return from a three-months'
visit to England. She says: "1 had the pleasure of meeting- one Sunday morning- and evening- with the ecclesia, at Nottingham." Sister
Gregory expects to soon return to her old
home, Louisville, Ky.
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MASON, TEXAS.—Bro. Gerdes' letter of appeal in behalf of another is in type and would
have appeared here, but the one in whose behalf it was made asks that it be withheld.—Er>.

is ready for the time of Daniel's trouble out of
which the righteous are to he delivered.

OAK GROVE, LA.-The ATIVOCATK and
other papers and books are all we have to comfort us in this wilderness of darkness. The
darkness here has covered the earth and gross
darkness the people. We have not any brother
here to give us one word of comfort or to exhort us. Oh, brethren at large, you all ought
to thank God for the comfort of meeting1 with
good brethren arid of having- some to give
words of comfort to the weary!

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS.—Please insert in
the next number of the AOVOCATK, and thus
eonfer a favor on an afflicted brother, that 1
am still confined to my bed from the effects of
a surgical operation performed on my rheumatic knee. The operation was performed
November (ith and recovery is extremely slow.
I am not able to be out of the bed more than a
few minutes at a time. I am writing this prop,
ped up in the bed.
Yours in Israel's hope,
JOHN BANTA.
[Those inpuiring- hist month for Bro. Banta
may address him corner San Jacinto and Rivas
streets. San Antonio. Texas.—ED.]

We would be glad to have any brother call on
us. Tf any brother wants a home this country
is a good place to get one. Land is cheap,
wood and water plentiful. It is a good hogand cattle country.
T remain yours in Israel's hope,
J. M. SANDERS.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Since our last communication bearing intelligence of the Rochester
Ecclesi:] time has wrought several changes
among- us as elsewhere, and in our case more
of sorrow than of gladness.
Man's great
enemy, death, has also visited us. Bro. William
Culross (lied September IS, 1894, aged about (ill.
He had been in comparative good health, was
stricken with :in illness from which he seemed
to be recovering, but heart failure set in, and,
to the amazement of all, even the physician in
attendance, ho fell asleep. The next to fall
was Sister Jane L Morse, aged about 68. She
died December 10, 1884, after a long and very
painful illness of nearly twenty years duration.
Were it not for the sustaining- grace of God
and His glorious promises in the consoling
Word of Truth life would have been a burden
unbearable.
But at this stage we enter an oasis in our
desert life. Bro. Thos. Williams, of Chicago,
111., has recently given us a course of ten lectures upon the following- subjects: "The Nature of Man, His Condition and Destiny."
"God's Covenant with Abraham, Christ the
Seed." "God's Covenant with David, Christ
the Heir." "The Relation of the Kingdom of
God to the Kingdoms of Men." "The Vexing
Social and Political Problems of the Day."
"Resurrection and Judgment and Man's Relation Thereto." "Past, Present and Future of
the Devil." "What is the Gospel and Why the
Necessity of Baptism?" "Signs that Christ
is about to Appear and His Triumphant March
against the Nations." "The Refuge from the
Storm; or, What Must We Do to be Saved?"
Although the lectures were but fairly attended by the alien, they built up the body in
their most holy faith, and also assisted in eulminating- the obedience of Sidney S. Tooker
<aged 40), who on December 15th put on the
saving name; and now he is one of those who

J. D

TOMLIN,

Secretary pro tern for the ecclesia.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. -We have an ecclesia here of twenty-four members, and hoM
public lectures and meet for the breaking of
bread every Sunday morning- at California
Hall, Clay street, Oakland, at 11 o'clock. We
have three or four si rangers at nearly every
meeting;; and one of these, John Young, formerly atheist, put on the sin-covering name
by baptism if'cenfly.
More are interested.
Although tlKM'eelesia is small, we have brethren and sisters scattered all over the State who
weiv lormerly here.
We should lie g-lad to meet with any brethren coming this way. Bro. W. A. Clark can
always bo found at No. (558 Mission street, and
myself in Berkeley, just adjoining- San Francisco.
There is a small ecclesia in Stockton and also
in Sacramento.
We would lie glad to hear from isolated
brethren throughout the State, as Bro. Clark
is frequently traveling and would be glad to
meet them.
[looking for the near approach of Christ, I
am yours in the one faith,
LVMAN T. WADK, M. I).

SCAMMON, KANSAS.—It is with pleasure
we announce that on December 30, 18JH, we
immersed into the saving name Joseph Skittrel
(aged 4fi!, formerly neutral. May he with us
prove a successful candidates for the life thai
knows no ending, nor pain or sorrow there.
On New Year's eve the ecclesia held a teameeting at our place of meeting, receiving
good instruction from the Word by some of
the brethren. We were exhorted to watch and
wait for the coming of the Lord and to keep in
the strait and narrow way that leads to life
eternal. If the Lord delay His coming- may
we have, many such meetings, and thus learn
to love one another more and more and to love
His appearing, that we may be found of Him
in peace.
Yours in the one faith,
II. COOK.

THE CHKISTADELPHIAN ADVOCATE.
WAUNETA, KANSAS.—As I am always
deeply interested in reading- what the brethren
and sisters in other places are doing in the
cause of truth I will write some things I have
been doing: here. Although I can't see that
the Truth is making much progress, still I am
not quite sure but it is making a little impression in some places. Two persons have read
"Christendom Astray" since you sent it, Bro.
Williams. The wife of the school-teacher and
her father, both Campbellites. She said it w:is
pretty "sound doctrine" and her father said it
was good. They arc reading* "Nine Nights'
Discussion" now, and "Christendom Astray"
is in the hands of Dr. Hibbard, also a Campbellite. The Sunday-school superintendent,
who is a member of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, has a copy of "The Great Salvation,"
and a lady who attends the Sunday school has
"God's Purpose." I called on the Methodist
Episcopal preacher's family when they first
came here last March and asked them to read
some of my books. I sent them "Nine Nights'
Discussion" and "The Great Salvation." They
returned my call, brought the books back, said
they were good, but I never could get him or
his wife to talk on the subjects they treated of,
although I have been there once since. As
soon as I begin to talk on the Bible they have
nothing to say.
I have attended the Sunday-school during
the past summer, and part of the time have
had a class to teach. About the middle of the
summer there was such a scarcity of teachers
that the superintendent asked me to take the
young men's Bible class. * * * 1 took the
class, and my only regret has been that one
more able could not have my position. The
lessons are always in Acts, but that is as good
a place as any in the Bible, for you kuow the
apostles are always leading us back to Abraham, David and Moses, and all around in the
Old Testament. * * *
When 1 first came to this place two years ago
I loaned the "Life of Dr. Thomas" to Dr. Hibbard; also some of my magazines, but I never
knew they had made any impression on him
till one day this summer J heard him say to his
class in Sunday-school, "No one at the present
day has the Holy Spirit." You may get warmed
up and get to feeling good, but you don't have
the Holy Spirit. If you did you could do miracles as the apostles did." One Sunday after
that he delivered a lecture on that subject
which was in harmony with the Truth, and he
showed also how unscriptural it was to say
God was a being without body and without
parts.
Last Sunday there were so few at Sundayschool that Dr. Hibbard and his class, which
consists of elderly men and women, joined my
class for that day; and the class of boys who
are next younger than my class. The lesson
was Acts xvi, from verse 24 to end of chapter.
When we reached verse 30 I asked what did he

want to be saved from? The answer came
promptly from Dr. Hibbard, "From his sins."
I said yes, and told the class that was -why He
was called Jesus, which means Saviour, and
referred them to Matt, i: 21, and said he wanted
to be saved also from the penalty of sin. It is
the common belief, I said, that all mankind
have an immortal or never-dying soul, and if
their sins are not forgiven their soul goes to it
place of everlasting torment. And the preachers claim to be preaching to save these souls
from everlasting punishment; but there is no
place in the Bible where the soul is called immortal, or anything said about it to indicate
that it is a person that can think and reason
separate from the body. If a,nyone will show
me such a place I will Relieve it. Adam was
the first man that sinned and God told him the
penalty of sin. Let's turn back and see what
he said. 1 then turned back and l'ead Gen. iii:
17-19, and said. No mention is made hereof any
immortal soul to suffer everlasting punishment. Sa.id I, mankind die just as the beasts
die; one has no more life than the other and
the Bible says it. There were some astonished
looks in the class when I made that statement,
but no one said anything, so I turned over
and read Eccl. iii: 18-20, and also quoted Psa.
cxlvi: 0 and Eccl. xi: 5. Dr. Hibbard then
turned to the "spirits in prison" and asked me
to harmonize it with my views. He said Jesus
the throe days He was in the grave went and
preached to these spirits. That gospel, said I,
was not preached at that time; it was preached
in the days of Noah. Jesus was in the grave
three days the Bible says. Why, only his body
was in the grave. Then said 1, if Jesus never
died for us we are yet in our sins. Why.
doesn't it say? said he, and he went on to read
I. Pet. iv: 0. Well, it was preached to them
before they died, not when they were dead*
said T in a surprised tone. He then asked if
the Bible didn't say there was a natural body
and a spiritual. Yes, but not both in the same
person at the same time. First the natural
and then the spiritual. He turned to 1. Cor.
xv, and I followed Paul's argument there till
the superintendent, who does not like discussion, told us to stick as close to the lesson as
possible and try to avoid the controversial
points. I then explained to the class what
was meant by believing on the Lord Jesus
Christ, reading to them John iii: 3fi; Gal. iii:
6-8; Rom. iv: 20-25: and then comparing Acts
viii: 5 with verse 12.
I wish some lecturing brother could come
here. I feel confident he would have a full
house, and it might be the means of causing
some to do like the Bereans.
I wish to say, in closing, that I appreciate
very highly such letters as the one from Sister
Sarah Mitchell in the October ADVOCATK.
They can't fail to be a source of encouragement and strength to any sister situated as I

INTELLIGENCE.
am, obliged to spend most of her time at
"household drudgery," with no one to talk to
about the thing? wo are most interested in
from one month's end to another—that is, n:>
one who is interested in these things.
ANNA M. BYUNES.

THE TRUTH IN THE SWEDISH TCNGOE.
WORCESTER, Jan. 10, 189:>.

1 wish you would inform the readers of the
ADVOCATE that I have some tracts translated
into the Swedish language, among which are
"The Promised Kingdom," three dozen for
one dollar, ''The Gospel of The Kingdom,"
.seventy-five cents per hundred, and "Wh^t
Christadelphians Believe and Teach in all the
World" fifty cents per hundred, and "Who
Told the Truth?" fifty cents per hundred.
What is the prospect of getting "The Great
Salvation" printed in the Swedish language?
We need to get it very soon. Please inform
me as to what answer you get through the
ADVOCATE. Did you get any answer from the
t'cclesias? Are you going to g°.t it translated?
Your brother in the Truth,
A. W. CARLSON,

Box 140, Worcester, Mass.
[We have received no response to the notice
that appeared in the ADVOCATE.—ED.
DEAR

LATER.
BKO. WILLIAMS;

By

the

January

ADVOCATE we see you have not heard anything
regarding the translating and publishing of
"The Great Salvation" in the Swedish language. Our ecclesia voted to ask you to put a
standing advertisement in the ADVOCATE for
about six months, requesting all who have an
interest in Swedish Christadelphian literature
and who are willing to help in publishing the
same to remit their contributions to Bro. A.
W. Carlson, Box 140, Worcester, Mass.
There is a Swedish brother near Boston who
has translated "The Great Salvation" within a
Tew pages, and when finished we are thinking
about publishing the same, providing funds
enough can be raised for that purpose.
You must let me know the price of the advertisement and Worcester Ecclesia will remit,
as they are willing to pay for the insertion.
[No charge.—ED.]
December 25th was our yearly Christmas
gathering, when about eighty sat down to tea,
after which the children recited their pieces
with the aid of a magic lantern, representing
Joseph and his brethren, from the time Joseph
was sold to the Ishmaelites to the going down
of Jacob into Egypt. The way the scholars recited was a credit to their teachers. The magic
lantern was purchased by the scholars putting
rheir pennies together during the year.
Your brother in Israel's glorious hope,
JOHN HOLLOWS, Sec. Worcester Ecclesia.

[Sunday, January 20th, three intelligent men

of the Swedish nationality were at our meeting in Chicago. They seemed much interested,
and the brethren took ;tn interest in them and
received the information that on the previous
Sunday one of them sat beside a gvntleman in
a streetcar who was reading: The Truth GleAiner
(The Chicago Ecclesia give out one hundred
copies monthly) The paper in sight, his eye
caught a few words that struck him. "Pardon
me," he said, ''will you kindly tell me where
that paper is published?" "'Certainly" was
the response from the reader—who happened
to be Mr. Lee, an attendant at our meeting's
and much interested in the Truth—"certainly,
and I shall be pleased to let you have this copy:
and if you will come to my office tomorrow
morning-1 will give you a little book that will
tell you all about it." The following1 morning,
with Gleaner in hand, Swede No. 1 called on
Swede No. 2. "Look here," he said, pointing to
the advertisement of "The Great Salvation"
on the last pageof the Gleaner, "read this table
of contents!" The result was both started
down to the city to Mr. Lee's office. Sunday
morning they both, with Swede No. '6, were at
our meeting: with each a copy of "The Great
Salvation," declaring: "We think we have
found a belief that suits us." Sunday afternoon Swede No- 2, with "Great Salvation" in
hand, started out to find the author of the little book. He found him, and after a long- conversation went away rejoicing1 and declaring
his purpose to study the matter fully. If the
book were in their own tongue they could read
with better understanding1. They apologized
for their broken English, still they spoke the
language quite well.—Ed.]
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE CHRIST ADEKFHIAN AND THE CHIUSTADELPH1AN
ADVOCATE.
GREEN ISLAND, OTAGO, NEW ZKALAND,

July ir>. 1894.
BEAU

BRO. ROBERTS:

Accept,

fraternal

'greetings and love in the Lord to yourself, Sister Roberts and the faithful with you. Grace
and peace be unto you from God, the Father,
and our Lord Jesus Christ. 1 write to report
tne union in marriage of Bro. Halbert A. Jenkins, of Haw era, with our daughter Edith
Louisa Simons, which took place June I4tta.
I trust, dear brother, you will bear with me
in expressing" my sincere sorrow at tbe division
brought about by the responsibility question,
and I think it should not have been a forced
item in the basis of fellowship. I cannot think
that any servant of the Lord will. lose his position in the kingdom of God through taking an
undecided or neutral stand on this question.
Had it been an important item of the one faith
Deity would have caused it to have been clearly
re* ealed in His glorious Word of truth and
such does not appear to me to be the case. Inferences can be taken and much can be said on
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THJU 0HUISTADELPH1AN ADVOCATE.

i)oth sides without coming to any positive decision. Let me point out, with all brotherly love,
that the bulk of your quotations from the
Scriptures are from letters written from saint
to saints, the household of God, and sViould
not, I think, be applied to those; who choose
death rather than life, never having* entered
the race for eternal life.
It is quite certain, dear brother, that enlightenment brings responsibility, but is it absolutely necessary to bring them to that solemn
tribunal where Christ is judging His household?
This seems to me to cause confusion, and would
necessitate the presence of all the multitudes
To whom Christ and His apostles preached the
gospel, and where can the line be drawn? Let
us look at God's ways in the past. Has ever
His unerring justice failed? Has willful sin^
even in outsiders, ever escaped its merited
chastisement? No; .sin find sorrow ever go
hand in hand, and how often have I seen in
"thers and experienced the truth of this myself? Out of the many instances given in
God's Word let us take one. David sinned a
great sin. Thou art the man, said Nathan.
[ have sinned against the Lord, was David's
humble confession. Note the sentence: The
Lord will mitigate your punishment in so far
"Thou shalt not die." But did David escape
the results of his sin? Let the events of his
after life answer: The sword and evil truly
rose up against him in his own house. Psalms
r>l and other scriptures show the sorrow that
pierced his soul, and we could not for one moment suppose that God's justice will require
David to answer for his sin again at the judgment-seat of Christ, No, dear brother; and
just as God dealt in David's case so He can
with all sin, whether committed by those who
have entered into covenant or those outside;
and this seems to me to be the prevailing rule
with Deity.
1. Cor. 5: 13—"Those without God judgeth."
But when does this judgment take place? See
the context. Is it not. during the present mortal life? Yes, truly; though unperceived by
the eye of others yet keenly felt by the guilty
sinner. Gen. iv: ID—"The voice of thy brother's
blood cryeth unto me from the ground," calling
for vengeance in the case of Cain. This tells
us of God's never-failing laws—eye for eye,
tooth for tooth, blood for blood; and although
we are forbidden to put this law into practice,
yet it has never been repealed with God to this
day, and assuredly never fails. Sooner or later
''Their sin will find them out." "I will repay,"
saith the Lord. Yes, and how often are we
privileged to sec the truth of this in the present
life. I could give many instances, but will confine myself to two sad cases. When I first
came to New Zealand a most diabolical murder
had been committed by three men; one of
them, the worst scoundrel of the three, turning
king's evidence, was pardoned and escaped the
gallows, but not God's law. Truly was he a

fugitive and a vagabond in the earth, fleeing:
from place to place, always in fear of his miserable lite till ended by a more miserable death.
In the other instance a man committed a brutal
muvdvr at Richmond, "Nelson; but for want of
evidence to convict him escaped from human
laws, going to Sydney and elsewhere, seeking
rest and finding none, and at the vnd of seven
years of intense misery gave himself up. preferring death to a longer life in such wretchedness. Why was this? The mm was sate enough
from human hands but could not escape God's
law; this followed him to i he gra Vi\ like Pilate,
who condemned our Lord against his own conscience, and alter a few years of banishment
putting" an end to his own life by suicide. Similar cases could be produced by scores, including sin against light and knowledge—in fact,
we have now cases in our own neighborhood—
Presbyterian clergymen resisting the Truth
undergoing severe trials in a most marked
manner. Tf God judges sin as in these instances, may He not also deal with enlightened
rejectors? And if those to whom we point out
the way of truth are responsible to future retribution at the judgment-seat of Christ, would
it not make us very cautious and even fearful
in showing it to any. Again, let us tako two
cases, one the antithesis of the other. A person comes in contact with the Truth but receives the seed into stony ground, and having no root in himself d.ireth only for a time
and dies outside covenant relationship, an unbaptized, enlightened nyeofor. A young person
to whom the Truth was presented honestly accepts it, and after prayerful study of flu; Word
applies ?o\* iramevsion, ami is on her l>w\y to
visit a brother and sister for examination and
induction into Christ, but is taken suddenly ill
on the road and dies outside covenant, relationship, an unbaptized, enlightened acceptor. Jf
one is amenable to the judgment-seat of Christ
for condemnation and punishment, true justice
would also require the presence of the other to
receive commendation and reward; ami if so,
why could nob all bo saved and condemned
without baptism? This creates a paradox
which 1 am unable to solve, as it makes the
ordinance of baptism non-essential? Under
any circumstances, dear brother, I cannot
think it is right to make it a. cause of division.
There may be cases where Divine wisdom will
require the presence of aliens at the judgmentseat of Christ, but I think this matter should
be left entirely in His hands, and that we
should concern ourselves more with those who
we know must all appear to give an account,
viz., those who have entered into covenant:
and I must again express my sincere sorrow
that such a division has taken place amongst
those who should be working side by side.
May God direct that righteousness may result,
and with sincere love in the Lord I am, dear
Bro. Roberts, yours affectionately in the
anointed,

ROBERT SIMONS.

•

•

HAND-BOOK ON BAPTISM.
A book of 486 pp., nicely bound in clutb. Price, $1.50. To be bad at this
office.
This is an excellent work on the history and mode of baptism. The author, J.
W. Shepherd, of Tennessee, has in this work so collated history ami the delihitions of scholars as to'for ever settle the meaning of the word baptize.
In the introduction, written hy J. O. Harding, of Nashville. Term , he says:
"In addition to the points already noted, attention is called to the following
facts about the book:
1.—"The testimony of Qsiakers and infidels is given because they are disinterested parties.
2.—'-'The book has no RIVAL, for it includes Action, Subjects and Design..
3.—"Much of the matter given has never appeared in print before, as it-dscontained in letters written to the editor.
4.—''The quotations are taken directly from the original works of the authors
quoted.
5.—'"S"early five years were spent in gathering the material.
6.—"More than four hundred of the most learned men the world has produced,
from the apostolic times to the present day, have been quoted.
7.—"'Utmost care has been taken to give each quotation exactly as found in
the author's own work, even to punctuation. Italics, etc
«.—-'"The testimonies are all from disinterested patties, like the Quakers or inlidels. or from "the- party of the other part 1 —that is, Pedobaptists testify on the
action and subjects of baptism, while both Baptists and Pedohaptists testify on
the.design.
0.—'-The letters from living scholars which are given in this book are from
men who rank among the leading writers and educators of the world.. They are
in answer to the following questions:
(1) "" Is there precept for or example of infant baptism in the New Testament?'
(2) " ' W h a t bearings harfi the Abrahamic covenant and circumcision on infant
baptism f
(3) •'' What is the meaning of bitplizo in the New TeManient '•*'
(4) '• "PJeas* give inn your translation of fie, preposition cit in Aels ii: 38, and
your opinion, as a Greek scholar, as to the relation it sustains to the predicates
of the verse and the phrase, 'remission of sins.'"
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REGENERATION.
A LECTURE BY THE EDITOR.

jjRETHREN, SISTERS AND FRIENDS: We hear much talk
J C i among religious denominations about regeneration, and we find
it a subject very much misunderstood. To a large extent this is the
result of misconception on the subject of man's relation to God. "The
Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man" has come to be a popular phrase and is supposed to express the universal relation subsisting
between God and man. The idea it is intended to convey is that the
members of the whole human family are the children of God; that He
is the Father of all men regardless of whether regeneration has taken
place or not.
Of course God is the creator of all men, in the sense that He directly
created our first parents and implanted a law of reproduction in their
nature to be transmitted generation after generation. In this sense we
are "the offspring of God" (Acts xvii: 29); but this is not in a religious
sense—not by regeneration, but by generation, and pertains only to the
origin of our being.
In the Congress of Religions of the World's Fair the motto "Fatherhood of God and Brotherhood of Man" came into world-wide prominence. The motto at a religious congress was of course intended to
represent man's universal relation to man and all men's relation to God
religiously. In a souvenir of the "World's Parliament of Religions"
was a group of long-robed heathen priests represented as in the act of
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shaking hands with the chairman of the Parliament. Issuing from near
their heads was a flash-light, over which were the words:
"Have we not all one Father I''"
Hath not one God created us V"
This motto would be just as appropriate applied to a congress of infidels; for surely if the "fatherhood" is based upon the fact that God
"hath created us," all stand upon an equal footing.
The popular view of man's relation to God is that we are till His children by birth ; that when we become sinners we are disobedient children
of God; that when what is called conversion takes place it is the repentance of a child and its return to the Father. This is called regeneration. Now the mistake here is in confounding natural generation with
spiritual; it is a failure to discriminate between generation and
regeneration.
By natural generation no one is a child of God in the sense in which
the relation of fatherhood and childhood is so frequently spoken of in
the Scriptures. On the contrary, the Apostle Paul says we are "by
nature children of wrath" (Eph. ii: 3); in which condition he declares us
to be "without Christ, being aliens from the commonwealth of Israel
and strangers from the covenants of promise, having no hope and without God in the world" (Eph. ii: 12). This hopeless condition and alienated relation is because "we are Gentiles in the flesh" (verse 11); and
these words are expressive, not of what we become by personal sins
committed, but of what we are by birth. It is by natural generation
that we are "Gentiles in the flesh," and unless regeneration takes place
we remain in the condition that generation put us and die as "aliens,"
"strangers," "without Christ," "without hope and without God."
This is the natural condition of the Adamic race, and the cause of it
is found in such testimonies as the following: "Wherefore as by one man
sin entered into the world and death by sin, and so death passed upon
all men in whom all have sinned." "The judgment was by one offense
to condemnation." "By one offense judgment came upon all men to
condemnation." "By one man's disobedience many were made sinners." "Sin reigned unto death" (Rom. vii: 12-21). Man having poisoned himself by sin in the beginning, every generation is "born'in sin
and shapen in iniquity," and is made of flesh and blood in the degenerate condition into which it descended in the "fall of man" from that
status and "very good" condition in which he was created to the state
in which he is now found, where "flesh and blood cannot inherit the
kingdom of God" (I. Cor. xv: 5). Generation, therefore, does not produce children of God; and regeneration is consequently necessary to
develop a class that shall be fit for the kingdom of God. With this
view of the matter we are able to understand the distinction between
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''sons of God and daughters of men" (Gen. vi: 2); between the children
of God and the children of the devil.
In God's plan there are two generations, two creations, two births—
"first that which is natural, and afterwards that which is spiritual'' (I.
Cor. xv: 4f>). This might be termed creation and recreation, generation
and regeneration; being born and being "born again." Not only is
man to be the subject of this regeneration, but the whole world is to bo
subjected to its wonderful and glorious transformation. This is progression in the true sense of the term ; a progression in which while
man must do his part by the help offered him, is of God. lie is the
generator and regenerator. He is the power and wisdom that begins it
and that finishes it. He is the Alpha and the Omega.
In our hands is the Bible, God's revelation of creation and recreation. We open it and upon its first page we see generation; on its last
page regeneration; and in all its pages we read of the progressive steps
taken in the development of the latter out of the former. The first
book has been wisely called Genesis, because it gives the only . true
account that can be given of the generation or creation of this terrestrial world. The last book is the Apocalypse, and dramatically reveals
the end of God's great and glorious plan. In the generation we have
heavens and earth; in the regeneration we have the new heavens and
earth. In the generation we have Adam the first, and in the regeneration we have Adam the second. The first fell, the second l'ose. The
first disobeyed, the second obeyed. The first lost, the second gained.
The first cursed all in him, the second will bless all in Him. The first
brought dishonor, the second brought honor. The first brought alienation, the second brought reconciliation. The first brought bondage in
the grave, the second brought resurrection from the grave. The first
brought death, the second brought life. In generation it was Adam
who became a sinner first, afterwards they that are his and belong to
his sinful generation. In regeneration it was Christ who became righteous first, and it is therefore "Christ the first-fruits, afterwards they
that are Christ's at his coming" (I. Cor. xv: 28). It is "every man in
his own order," whether we consider man federally or man individually; and it is the world he inhabits in its own order too—first generated and afterwards regenerated.
When man and his world were generated everything was pronounced
"very good;" and if man had kept himself and his world in that very
good state, we might reasonably believe that it would have passed on
into a still better state. There would have been no "fall," no evil, no
death. In that event regeneration would have been a useless word,
expressive of no real fact. Man would have lived on happily and in
sweet communion with God. The earth would have yielded her bounti-
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ful increase, with no thorns or thistles to grow up and choke its spontaneous production of the useful and the beautiful. Sorrow would
have found no place in the hearts of Adam's offspring; the "very
good" would have passed on unto the very good—no regeneration would
have been necessary. The way to this glorious state was wide open to
man; only the way to evil and all its by-ways and highways was closed,
forbidden. Sin, however, opened the closed and forbidden way; man
entered and was lost', paradise was lost, a kingdom was lost, communion with God was cut off, life was lost—all was lost and man left "an
alien, a stranger without hope and without God in the world." Man's
house is left unto him desolate, and his children are led away captive by
sin to the ends of the earth, to find desolation and death wherever they
go. Thus the generation that God had produced "very good" had been
marred by sin and was rendered fit only for a temporary existence, and
regeneration was indispensable to reach the grand end in view, when
glory and honor should eternally crown the work of him whose word
shall not "return unto him void, but will accomplish that which he
pleases, and prosper in the thing whereto he has sent it."
Man was the first to fall, and he was the cause of the fall from the
''very good" state generation had produced. Therefore man must be
the first to be regenerated, and through him the remedy, regeneration,
is to be effected. When it is completed it is the regeneration of a
world, as it was a world that was generated and fell. The fall was in
and through a federal representative, and the rise is to be in and
through a federal representative. "As in Adam all die. even so in
Christ shall all be made alive" (I. Cor. xv: 22). By the offense of one
judgment came upon all men (in him) unto condemnation; even so by
the righteousness of one the free gift came upon all men (in Him—I.
Cor. xv: 22) unto justification of life" (Rom. v: 18). To the first man
we are related and suffer the consequences of his sin by generation; to
the second man we become related and receive the consequences of His
righteousness by regeneration.
(To he continued.)
THE "WANDERING JEW.

"Lo, now the moonlight lit his feature wan
With spectral beams, and o'er his hoary hair
A halo of brightness fell and rested there!
And while upon his face mine eyes were bent
In utterness of woeful wonderment,
Into mine ear the strange voice crept once more—
Tar have I wandered, weary and spirit sore,
And lo! wherever I have chanced to be,
All things save men alone have pitied me.'"

THREE UNCLEAN SPIRITS LIKE FROGS.

THPEE

UNCLEAN SPIRITS
FEOGS,

LIKE

"BOHN in the apocalypse says: "And
QL» I saw three unclean spirits like
frogs come out of the mouth of the
dragon, and out of the mouth of the
beast and out of the mouth of the false
prophet. For they are the spirits of
devils, working miracles, which go forth
unto the kings of the earth and of the
whole world, to gather them to the battle (war) of the great day of God Almighty. Behold I come as a thief.
Blessed is he that watcheth and keepeth his garments, lest he walk naked
and they see his shame"—Rev. xvi:
13-15.
Over eighteen hundred years after
this was written another John wrote
thus:
"I saw," says the apostle, "three unclean spirits like frogs come out of
these mouths." The interpretation, I
conceive, is this: The frogs are the heraldic symbol of a power, whicb at the

prophetic crisis is to be the proximate
cause of the several policies which characterize the demon-mouths. That is to
say, if this frog-power had not struck
out a new course of operation which
deranged everything, there would have
been no ground for the Sultan, the emperor and the pope to change their policy, and all things would have gone on
as usual. The frogs, therefore, and
the "spirits" stand related to each other
as cause and effect, the demons being
only the media through which the frogpower brings about the fatalities of the
two-horned beast and the false prophet,
and at the same time brings upon the
arena a power which is to overtop the
horns, repress the frog-power itself and
build up the image of Nebuchadnezzar
preparatory to its being shivered to
pieces on the mountains of Israel. In
other words, the scenery of the thirteenth and fourteenth verses of this
chapter is a symbolical representation

of the working of things unto the judgment, when ''they shall take away his
dominion to consume and to destroy it to
the end" (Dan. vii: 26). Who "they"
are to whom the work of destruction is
committed is obvious from the twentysecond verse, where it is written,
"Judgment was given to tlie saints"—
that is, in the higher sense, who do
their work coevally with "the people of
the saints," or saints of the holy city,
assuming the ruling judgment "under
the whole heaven."
Now, from the evidence I am about
to adduce I think I shall be able to convince the reader that "the frogs" are the
symbol of the democracy, the old enemy
of the beasts and their image. The
testimony to establish this is as follows,
gleaned from Elliott's "Hor. Apoc:"
Montfaucon, in his "Monumens de
la Monarchie Francaise," page 4, plate
6, gives a frog as one of the monuments
of the French king Childeric, thus writing respecting it: "Another medal representing a frog, which was also an
Egyptian symbol." This was found
A. D. 1623, at St. Brice, near Tournay,
with other things belonging to Childeric. He reigned A. D. 456. That is,
before the Franks acknowledged the
Roman bishop.
In M. Court de Gobelin's work, styled
•'The Primitive World Compared with
the Modern World," he says: "The
armorial bearings of Guyenne are a
leopard; those of the Celts (especially
of the Belgians) are a lion, and of the
French a frog. The frog represents
the marshes whence the French origin,
ated." And again: "The cosmography
of Munster has transmitted to us a
very remarkable fact of this kind.
Marcomir, king of the French, having
penetrated from Westphalia into Tongres, saw in a dream a figure with three
heads, the one of a lion, the other of an
eagle and the third of a frog. He consulted there, it is added, a celebrated
Druid of the country named Al Runus,
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who assured him that this figure represented the three powers which had
reigned successively over the Gauls—
the Celts, whose symbol was the lion;
the Romans designated by ihe eagle,
and the Francs by the frog because of
their marshes."
The banner underneath, having upon
it the three frogs, is from ancient tapestry in the cathedral of Rheims, representing battle scenes of Clovis, who is
said to have been baptized there upon
his conversion to Romanism.
The next engraving is from the Franciscan church at Innspruck, where is a
row of tall bronze figures, twenty-three
in number, representing principally the
most distinguished personages of the
House of Austria; the armor and costumes being those chiefly of the sixteenth century and the workmanship
excellent. Among them is Clovis,
King of France, and on his shield three

In the "Encyclopedia Metropolitana,"
on heraldry, it is stated that "Paulus
Emilius blazons the arms of France,
argent three diadems gules;" others
say they bear three toads, sable in a field
vert (ap. Gwillim. c. 1), which, if ever
they did, it must have been before the
existence of the present rules."
Such is the testimony I have to offer
in the case before us. The conviction
produced on my mind is, that the frogs
in the prophecy are the symbol of the French

democratic power. It will be seen from
the armorial shield of Clovis that the
frogs and the lilies were both used as
symbols. They are both indigenous to
wet or marshy lands, and therefore
very fit emblems of the French, who
came originally from the marshes of
Westphalia. But on the shield of
Pharamond, so far back as A. D. 420,
the frogs without the lilies appear in
the armorial bearings of the Franks;
fkur de Us and three frogs, with the words and in the medal of Childeric I. there
underneath: "Clodovceus der i Christen- is uo lily but the frog only. It would
lich hunig von Frankreidi"—that
is, therefore seem from this that the lilies
Clovis the first Christian King of were not in the original arms, but suFrance.
peradded many years after, and at
"Uptonus de Militari Officio," page length adopted by the Bourbons as the
155, states that three frogs were the symbol of their race in its dominion
old arms of France, without specifying over the frogs. These, then, represent
the nation, and the lilies or fleur-de-lis
what race of kings.
Professor Schott supposes the three the ruling dynasty. Now, if the aposfrogs to have been distinctly the orig- tle had said, "I saw three unclean spirinal arms of the Bourbons, bourbe sig- its like lilies come out of the mouths,"
nifying mud. This may have been the he would have intimated by such a sicase. When their family became the militude that the French Bourbons
dynasty of France they probably as- were the cause of the "unclean spirits"
sumed the frogs as their arms, being issuing forth from the Sultan, the emkings of the Franks, whose symbol it peror and the Roman prophet. But he
had been so long. The Bourbons arose does not say this; he says they were
out of the mud which is natural to like frogs. The truth, then, is obvious.
frogs, and by the revolution of 1848 In A. D. 96, when John was an exile in
Patmos, the Franks were savages in an
are deep in the mud again.
"Typoticus," page 75, gives as the unnamed country, living by hunting
device on a coin of Louis VI., the last and fishing like American Indians.
French king before Hugh Capet, the But the Holy Spirit revealed to him
first of the Bourbons, a frog, with the that this people would play a conspicuinscription, Mihi terra lacusque, land ous part in the affairs of nations; and,
oreseeing by what symbol they would
and water are mine.
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represent themselves, he symbolized
their nation by it and styled them
"••frogs." He informed him that under
the sixth vial their influence would be
remarkably apparent. That the frog
nation would have much to do with the
dragon, beast and false prophet; in
fact, that so intimate and direct would
their dealing be with them, that its
effect would be perceived in the warlike
tendency and influence of the measures
proceeding from the Sultan, the emperor and the pope; who, being so completely entangled in the complications
created by the policy of the frog-power,
would, in their endeavors to extricate
themselves, involve the whole habitable
in war, which would end in the destruction of the two-horned beast and the
false prophet, and in the subjugation
of the surviving horns to a new imperial dominion for a time.
Writing on the shamrock and other
national emblems a newspaper correspondent incidentally refers to France
and the frogs thus:
"Would the rabid Frenchman before
republican days have assented to the
statement that hisfleur-de-liswere really
frogs ? Yet such is the fact. Draw a
frog sitting with its back to you and
there need be no doubt about it. You
have drawn a very good fleur-de-lis.
For once upon a time Paris was Lutetia—the city in the mud, "where stagnant pools and quaking bogs swarmed,
croaked and crawled with hordes of
frogs"—but in Clovis' reign the grenouilles on the oriflamme were transfigured
by a miracle into the fleur-de-lis or the
iris, another and much prettier product
of the same froggy, muddy land."
The Truth Unwittingly Told.
A few Sundays ago a clergyman in
Ireland made the following announcement: ".Next Sunday, in this church,
the 'Rev.' Mr.
will renounce the
errors of Rome for those of Protestantism."

BAPTISM OP GENTILES.
From the ADVOCATE, Vol. V.

The ecelesia here is in a divided state
over the question of the baptism of
the Gentiles. Some claim that Gentiles not being under the law of God
are not sinners, and therefore are not
immersed for the remission of their
own sins, but to free them from Adam's
sin. Others regard this as a dangerous
departure from the Truth. They contend that as sin is the transgression of
the law of God, and as the Gentiles, in
a state of ignorance, are not under
this law, they are without personal sins
of their own to be forgiven, but that
they sinned in Adam and are baptized
to free them from that sin. We contend that Gentiles in darkness are not
sinners in the sense of having done
that for which they will be judged and
punished in the future, but that nevertheless they walk in sin in following
their lusts. That being ignorant of
the law of Christ they cannot see themselves as sinners; but that when they
hear and understand the Truth it enables them to see themselves as God
sees them, when they discover that they
have walked all their lives contrary to
His will. They then become guilty before God, and baptism is necessary to
enable them to "put off the old man
with his deeds and put on the new
man," even Christ, In putting on
Christ, by being baptized into Him, the
Gentiles receive forgiveness of their
past sins.
Now, Brother Williams, you have
our position in brief in regard to the
point of the controversy, and also the
position of the other party: and if you
can we would like for you to give us a
short explanation of the subject in the
ADVOCATE.

S. II. O.
ANSWER.

The matter in dispute between the
two parties is settled by the words.
"Seeing ye have put off the old man
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with his deeds, and have put on the
new," etc. The phrase "old man"
doubtless refers to the condemned condition into which the whole family has
passed by reason of Adam's sin. The
same thought is expressed in the words,
"By one man sin entered into the world
and death by sin ; and so death passed
upon all men, for that (or in whom) all
have sinned"—Rom. v: 12. This oldman state is one in which we are outside the pale of salvation, "without
strength," without reconciliation and
without religion (a binding anew to
God). Man must pass from this state,
change his relationship, step out from
under the frown or condemnation of
God and be inducted into Christ, the
Atonement, in whom alone he can become at one with God. This is expressed
by the words, "put off the old man and
put on the new." One who has been
the subject of this transition is said to
be in Christ; and of such Paul snys:
"There is therefore now no condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus;
for the law of the spirit of life in
Christ (not in Adam; for in him all are
in bondage to death) hath made me
free from the law of sin and death."
In passing, however, from Adam into
Christ there is more to be done than to
'•put off the old man;" and here is
where one of the parties have made
the mistake of stopping short of the
whole truth of the matter. AVe are to
put off the "old man with kis deeds."
Some lose sight of the "deeds" and
claim that baptism is simply to put off
the "old man;" others lose sight of
putting off the "old man" and claim
that baptism is only to put off the
deeds—for the remission of individual
sins. The Truth requires the putting
off the "old man WITH his deeds."
How, it will be asked, can men be
regarded as sinners, and what personal
sins can they have to put off in baptism when, as Gentiles, they are not
under law; and "where there is no law

there is no transgression ?" Wrong is
wrong and right is right, regardless of
man's knowledge of right and wrong.
An Indian who thinks it his duty and
an act of bravery to scalp a "white
man" does not know he is committing
murder; but hid ignorance does not
make the terrible deed right. We see
and hear of human beings ignorantly
and superstitiously doing things that
make our blood run cold. We cannot,
however, hold them amenable to our
laws, because they know nothing about
them. If they can be tamed, trained
and educated so as to be brought under
our laws, then we hold them responsible to the law and punish them in case
they disobey it.
Now, was there sin in the world, from
the divine stand-point, in the sense
illustrated, before the law was given V
Let Paul answer: "For until the law
sin was in the world"'1—Horn, v: 13.

The law "was added because of transgression"—Gal. iii: 9. "Death reigned
from Adam to Moses, even over them
that had not sinned after the similitude
of Adam's transgression"- Rom. v: 14,
which implies that they did sin in a
sense. "I had not known sin but by
the law" (Rom vii: 7), which implies
that there was sin, and it required the
law to make it manifest.
This proves that there is sin, from
the divine stand-point, where the sinner does not know the law; "but sin is
not imputed (it must exist before it can
be said not to be imputed) where there
is no law"—Rom. v: 13. When the
truth of the gospel and the commandmandments to be obeyed are understood
they become, as it were, a mirror, in
which men see themselves as God sees
them. They find themselves under the
condemnation that has passed upon
them and they discover that they have
been walking in ways displeasing to
God. What, now, must they do?
They must "put off the old man"
and remit—put away—their former

THREE UNCLEAN SPIRITS LIKE FROGS.

course of life, cease to "walk accord- establish his kingdom. Mr. Williams
ing to the course of this world .and put is unique in his teaching. Instead of
on the new man," whereby they are Christ making His visible appearance
freed from the Adamic condemnation in the sky while the world will be wrap(not, however, from its physical effects; ped in a great conflagration, as claimed
that will come by and by) and from the by other Adventists, Mr. Williams says
"deeds" they have performed contrary that His coming will be thief-like, unto God's law, and thereby are at one known to the world at large, while the
with God, reconciled to Him in Christ, dead who have believed the Christadelthe at-one-ment. In this condition phian doctrines will be resurrected,
they are redeemed (keeping out of sight and, with the living believers, will be
the physical effects of sin) to the rela- called to meet the Lord in some remote
tionship to God that Adam stood in be- and lonely corner of the earth—presumfore he sinned, and therefore start on ably Mount Sinai—to be judged accordtheir probation for life or death just ing to their deeds. The worthy will be
where he started; and if ever they made immortal and become cabinet
bring condemnation upon themselves officers under the new regime. The unit will not be Adam's fault, it will be worthy will be cast into outer darkness
their own for which they will be con- or among the nations, to finally perish.
demned. If, on the other hand, they
After the judgment Mr. Williams
shall, by a righteous course of life and has the route marked out that Christ
by availing themselves of the means and His "saints" will take from Sinai
provided in Christ for the forgiveness to Jerusalem—through Temart and
of short-comings, have maintained the Mount Paran, Edom and Bozrah. At
status expressed in the words, "There the latter place a bloody battle will be
is therefore now no condemnation to fought by those who have gathered to
them which are in Christ Jesus," they oppose the onward march of this myswill stand before the judgment-seat terious army.
uncondemned. and worthy of a physThe nations will begin to inquire:
ical redemption which shall free them "Who is this that comes from Edom,
from all physical effects of sin; a re- with dyed garments from Bozrah ?"
demption expressed in the words,
The kings of the earth will take coun"waiting for the adoption, to wit, the sel together, and a confederation will
redemption of the body"—Rom. viii: 23. be formed to overthrow this new power,
led by a possible Mohammed' of the
EDITOR.
desert.
Jerusalem being the objective point,
THE OHKISTADELPHIANS.
the armies of the world will be gathered
there to prevent its capture by the hero
What is Taught by the Masonic Hall of Bozrah. Indeed, so successful will
Meetings on Sunday.
they be that, in spite of the opposition
CHICAGO, 111., Jan. 26.—To the Editor: of the Jews, who will have gathered
A course of lectures is being delivered there from the four corners of the earth,
on Sunday mornings at the Masonic the city will be taken by the confederTemple by one Thomas Williams, a ates and half of its inhabitants will
representative of a body styling them- again go forth into captivity.
selves Christadelphians. Like many
At this crisis the conqueror appears
other "isms" that have sprung up within upon the Mount of Olives, which is bethe last fifty years, they teach the per- fore Jerusalem on the east. Quoting
sonal return of Christ to the earth to Zechariah as authority, Mr. Williams
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asserts that a great earthquake will
cleave the mountain from the east to
the west, half of it removing towards
the north and half of it towards the
south, while the valley to the south of
Jerusalem will be lifted up and become
a plain. A complete overthrow of the
armies of the world follows, and Jerusalem, the conquered and reconquered
city, is entered and becomes the capital
city of the world; from whence the
laws go forth to all nations, who will
be compelled to submit to this autocrat
of the East.
In that case democratic ideas will be
at a discount. There would be this advantage under such a regime: No troublesome questions of taxation for the
support of the government would follow, as the "royal house1' would not be
subject to the necessities of the present
mortal state.
The student of comparative religions
will find it interesting that the Christadelphians are peculiar in their belief
concerning the second advent and its
subsequent details.
It is also interesting to note that
other adventual bodies predict the rise
of an impostor, in much the same manner, who will deceive the Jews. Indeed,
the latter has been has teaching of the
mother church for a hundred years or
more.
[This is as good as we may expect
from a newspaper report.—ED.]
B. DOUGLASS AND HIS "PLURAL

GOD."

Trinitarian is very indignant
when we tell him that his theory
commits him to a belief in three gods,
and therefore an implied denial of the
words, "Hear, O Israel! the Lord our
God is one God." He sees that it will
not do to positively and directly deny
this clear Scripture statement; and to
hide his awkward position he says that,
while there are three—"God the Father,

God the Son and God the Holy Ghost"
—yet there is only one after all, for the
throe are one. This is not even ingenious; it has not the semblance of truth
or reason. And when we state the
case in its real form and expose its fallacy we are frowned upon indignantly
and told that we are treating a serious
matter irreverently, and that we must
understand that the subject is a mys-*<
tery. When there is a consciousness
of inability to explain and be reasonable there is an attempt to frown one
into an acceptance of an inexplicable,
unscriptural and contradictory theory
hidden behind the parrot-repeated word
"mystery." We are not to be frightened by an indignant Trinitarian when
God Himself invites us to "Come and
let us reason together." In fact we do
not believe there is anything sacred
about this "plural god," this triple god
that is one when it suits and three
when it suits, according as the exigencies of the moment call for. We have
no reverence for him or them; for He
who said, "Hear, O Israel! the Lord
our God is one God," commanded that
"Thou Shalt have no other god but
me" (not us). We are not a bit afraid
to walk right up and examine this
"mystery," and answer back when his
—their (singular and plural) admirers
undertake to ask that he—they be worshiped. Why should we fear, when we
are told that "an idol is "nothing?"
Heathenism and Judaism uniting
and trying to adapt themselves to true
Christianity necessitated very strange
inventions. It was seen that Christianity was destined to abolish Judaism
and sweep paganism before it as dust.
In Pliny's time the heathen temples
were almost empty, both in the cities
and villages, as a result of the progress
of Christianity. The only course open
was to compromise and change names.
Most of the names that were the copyrights of the Truth were stolen by paganism, and its crafty priests continued
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business, trafficking in the bodies and
souls of men under new names. The
compromise made upon the subject in
hand was like this: This innovation
that the Nazarene has set going says
•'There be that are called gods many
and lords many; but to us there is one
God, the Father, of whom are all things
and we in him, and one Lord Jesus
Christ." Now it will not do to deny
this, so we must adapt ourselves to it.
We will admit there is only one God,
but we will say there is God the Father,
and there is God the Son and ttiere is
God the Holy Ghost; and when the
people complain and say that God the
Father is one, God the Son is two and
God the Holy Ghost is three—one, two,
three—you have three gods, we will
meet it by saying that the three are
one; and if they shake their heads we
will tell them it is a mystery and they
had better not try to pry into it but
leave it for the clergy to deal with. By
this pretty conjuring the trinity stole
in and carried away believers of the
Truth into the idolatry of worshiping a
"plural god." When this so-called
Christianity—a monstrosity composed
of a little Judaism and much paganism
with Bible names—had enslaved the
people and became sufficiently powerful
to manipulate the government, it entered
the legislatures and fastened the shackles with the strong arm of the law.
Then an unholy and crafty priesthood
was ready for a flourishing business
without opposition that could cope with
it, and the great religious monopoly,
scripturally called "Mystery of Iniquity," had full sway till the "consuming of the man of sin" commenced and
the Bible became an open book.
The Bible open and Rome's hands
kept off, men have looked into the
book and many have seen the fraud
that had for ages been practiced; and
some have had the courage in the nineteenth century to re-echo the words of
the first century, the number of the
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gods somewhat reduced, it is true:
"There are that are called gods three
and lords three; but to us there is but
oue God."
J)o we hear a voice saying, You misrep_epresent us when you say "three ?"
Then we ask you to read an article
written by one B. Douglass in a paper
called I'/te Truth, published in Chicago.
He says of Dent, vi: 4: "That text
should read: 'Hear thou O Israel! Jehovah our plural god is one Jehovah,'
or each one of THE THREE is Jehovah."
He says: "If I am right in interpreting Elohim to mean three persons in
the Godhead, in all respects equal, consubstantial, measured, self-existent and
eternal, it seems to me Unitarianism is
upset and overthrown from the foundations." Again he says: "Before the
creation of the universe it pleased the
eternal three to create a race in a representative head aud to place him chief
over all things under a covenant of
works. Foreseeing that he would fail
they determined that one of THEIR own
number should become a second Adam.
* * * The three persons were equally
concerned and each one had his part to
perform. He whom we call the second
person of the Godhead took into his personality the child that was born of the
virgin, who grew up to be the man
Christ Jesus, who is therefore both God
and man."
This surely is a claim for three gods;
and what confusion Mr. Douglass
makes of it and how he confounds
his confusion! In all this he is trying
to explain the word Elohim, claiming
that it is not a word meaning "plural
majesty"—whatever that may mean—
but an "ordinary plural noun." He
calls to his help Dr. Boy's Lexicon, in
which "Rashi, the great Hebrew commentator, has to say on Elohim." Here
is what this Rashi says in explanation
of the mystery. How clearly it explains the reader will see. Here it is;
look at it: "Come and behold the won-
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derful mystery in the word Elohim;
there are three degrees, and each degree
distinct and by itself, and yet they are
all one, and formed together in one have
not divided nor separated from each
other."
How does it strike you, reader ?
Can you see the "three degrees, each
distinct and by itself" and yet not distinct, but formed together in one?"
('an you "behold the wonderful mystery
of three and yet only see one ¥" If
you cannot,you had better go with Mr.
Douglass to Babylon, where he finds
much help—help that causes him to exclaim: '"How beautiful they thus symbolized Trinity in Unity!" This exclamation of admiration bursts forth over
the following: "The Jews, on their return from captivity, about 457 B. C ,
had forgotten their own language and
spoke the Chaldee and wrote in its
characters. The Chaldees used to substitute for Elohim the singular noun
Jehovah, writing it with three gods and
a Ramaity, or long vowel under the
middle consonont!" Then, after the
exclamation given, Mr. Douglass adds:
"In the Targums the three gods used
to be generally employed to render
Elohim." This is sufficient to show
where the absurd and idolatrous "mystery" came from; and it shows, too,
what admiration a Trinitarian has for
Babylon.
Now, to clear away this Babylonish
dust, let us hear a scriptural explanation of Elohim. Following is what
John Thomas, M. D., has to say on the
subject, and we think the reader will
be better able to understand it than he
will to see three and yet only one, one
and yet three. The doctor says:
"The names of God which occur in
the Bible are not arbitrary sounds;
and one of the chief imperfections of
the English authorized translation, or
rather version, is the slovenly manner
in which all the names by which God
has been pleased to make Himself

known to His people have been rendered, after the fashion of the Septuagint, by the two words, 'Lord' and
'6rod.' These words do not convey the
ideas of the Spirit in its us« of terms.
Lord is of Saxon origin, and signifies
monarch, ruler, governor, something
supreme or distinguished. It fails to
represent the meaning of Ail. Eloah,
Elohim,

Shaddai,

Yahweh, for all of

which it is often, or, rather, most frequently and almost generally used.
The word Adon is properly enough rendered by Lord in the singular; but not
the other words, for which it should
never be used. Elohim, Shaddai and
Adonai are plural names of Deity, and
require terms of the same number to
express them.
"The common use of Ood in the English language is as little justifiable as
that of the word Lord. 'God' in Saxon
signifies good; a meaning which cannot
possibly be extracted from any of the
names recited above. God, while it is
a term expressive of the Truth, is not
a translation of any ol the vyoids before us; and where used in their stead
leaves the mind in the dark concerning
the things they were intended to convey.
" A I L is a primitive word, which to
the mind of the Hebrew always presented the idea of strength and power.
It is applied in the prophets to the
Former of all things when contemplating Him in His almightiness. The
meaning of the word is strength, might,
power, and when used of a person signifies a mighty one, a powerful one, a
strong one, a hero. The term is used
in a multitude of places in the Old
Testament, in the greater number of
which it is rendered 'God.' This, however, does not at all express its meaning, for goodness is no element of the
word. The Deity informs us through
Moses that it is a part of the name He
chose for Himself in his communications with Abraham. 'I appeared,'
said he, 'to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob
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by the name AiL-Shaddai; but by my
name YAHWEH (commonly but erroneously pronounced Jehovah) was I not
known unto them'—Exod. vi: 3. In
the English Version Ail-Shaddai is rendered -God Almighty;' but this does
not express the original.

SHADDAI is

a plural masculine, and derived from
the root shahdad, 'to be strong, powerful.' SHADDAI is the plural of shad,
'mighty, powerful,' and therefore signi-
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Israel out of Egypt the Elohim of the
Deity were sent to Moses to inform
him, among other things, of a new
name by which He was pleased to be
known to His people. In answer to
the question, What is His natnef the
Deity said to Moses by His Elohim:
'•Ehyeh asher ehyeh, I WILL B E WHO I
WILL BE ;

and he said, Thus shalt thou
say unto the children of Israel, EHYEH,
that is, I SHALL BE, hath sent me
fies the mighty or powerful ones.
unto you. This is my name to the age.
and this is my memorial to a generation
"ELOHIM is a plural noun, which in
the singular is written ELOAH. The of a generation.' In the name and
use of this in Hab. i: 11 shows that the memorial thus revealed at the bush the
idea of strength or power is the radical Deity declared that He would be a permeaning of the word; as to this one, his son or persons not then manifested. At a
strength is his Eloah, or the one in whom future period H E would manifest Himhe trusts. The three men who appeared self in persons of the Adamic race.
to Abraham were each of them an Hence, in view of this manifestation
Eloah, but not each of them Elolrnn; and to keep it constantly in rememthe three together were Elohim. The brance, He imposed upon Himself the
use of Ail and Eloah by Job would in- name EHYEH, ' / will be.' In regard
dicate that one and the same being is to this term Ehyeh, etymologically and
meant. Every member of the heavenly orthoepically, I may remark here that
host is an Eloah, but of all the Elohim it is the first person singular of the
ONLY ONE is the original and self-exist- future tense of the verb hahyah, "to be
ent AIL—the absolute, omnipotent and or become." It does not mean, and
independent power of the universe. never did, what it is made to signify
In many places idols are termed elohim, in the English Version, i. e., '2 owi.'
not because they were really anything The Deity did not give Himself this
of power, but were so esteemed by the name; but, on the contrary, said:.'My
name is 1 "WILL BE; and by this
idolator who styled them so.
"The words Ail, Eloah, Shaddai, name I was not known to Abraham.'
Adon, Adonai and Elohim are all ren"The English versionists have supdered with scarcely any discrimination pressed the name of the Deity wherby the Anglo-Saxon terms Lord and ever, in their opinion, it was not speGod. We have seen that power, might, cially emphatic, and have substituted
sovereignty are the ideas upon which the for it Lord, which does not at all exwords are based; and as the ideas are press the sense of the original. Where
absolute and underived in Him,'oirf of they have thought the name emphatic
whom and on account of whom and for they have represented Ehweh in its
whom are all things,' the Hebrew subsequent form, by 'Je/wvaft,' which
nouns expressive of power, might, sov- they have introduced only nine times,
ereignty are selected and appropriated though it occurs about sixty-eight hunby the Creator as representative signs dred times in the Old Testament!
or names of Himself in revealing the
"The form of the name which subseknowledge of divine power in its mani- quently prevailed over Ehyeh is profestation to men.
nounced Jehovah, according to the Ma"When the time had come to bring soretic pointing invented five hundred
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years after the time of Jesus. But all
philologists and theologians are now
agreed that Jehovah is a spurious pronunciation. It was devised by Jewish
superstition, which did not permit an
Israelite to pronounce this sacred name
correctly. All critics, however, are
now agreed that the true pronunciation
of the word is YAHWEH, which they
predicate on the fact of the word used
in Exod. vi: 2, 3, being the old form of
the third person, future tense. YAH is
the same in a contracted form and is
used of the Deity nearly fifty times,
one of which exhorts us to extol Him
by His name Yah. Yahweh or Yah, as
a noun, and signifying 'Be who will be,1
is then the memorial name the Deity
chooses to be known by among His people. It reminds them that H E will be
manifested in a multitude; and that in
that great multitude which no man
can number, of all nations and kindreds and people and tongues, which
shall stand before the throne and before the Lamb, clothed with white
robes and palms in their hands—Itev.
vii: 9.
"When the eternal Creator should
be manifested in the seed or nature of
Abraham the flesh-manifestation would
be the Christ, Messiah or YAHWEH-

This name was incipiently
manifested four years before the Vulgar Era, and was called by divine Command by the Hebrew name YAHSHUA,
He who shall be, the. Saviour, rendered
into Greek Yaisous, or Jesus. This incipient manifestation of Elohim was
'perfected1 on the third day after crucifixion, and taken up again into glory
forty days after being 'made perfect.'
The proximate manifestation of the

their emergence from their graves—
'the manifestation of the sons of the
Deity' at the near and thief-like advent
of CHRIST, THE KING. These all constitute the ONE YAHWKII ELOHIM, or

the Christ and His brethren, 'the saints;'
as saith Moses: 'Hear, O Israel! YAHWEH (He who shall be) our ELOHIM

(Mighty Ones) is ONE YAHWEH.' The
ultimate, complete and final manifestation of the JEHOVAH-NAME is the development, during the thousand years
ensuing upon the end of the times of
the Gentiles, of an intelligent, faithful
and righteous multitude, which shall
attain to perfection at the end thereof.
'The Deity, the Father of all, over all,
through all and in all men.'"
With this beautiful view of the matter what depths of wisdom we behold
in the words of Scripture, and how
utterly foolish appear such words as
those quoted from Mr. Douglass. The
use of the word elohim in the Scriptures
fully sustains the explanation of Dr.
Thomas, and those who cannot fully
enter into the philological sphere of it
are able by a comparison of scripture
with scripture to escape the folly of the
would-be wise who seem determined to
make the Hebrew words fit their heathen creeds.
EDITOR.

NAME.

NEW YEAE'S GREETINGS.
QUINCY, MASS.

Another
year has gone by and again we are notified that the ADVOCATE has fulfilled
its obligations for the past year and
now calls upon its supporters to come
forward and help along the good work
YAHWEH-NAME is the development, for another year; or, if it be the will
during the times of the Gentiles, of 'a of our Father, till the Master comes.
people for the name,' by the 'obediMy brother, I have often felt a burning
ence of faith' and the perfecting of this desire to see you face to face and talk
doctrinal and ecclesial manifestation, over the things you have had to conin the subjects thereof being made like tend for during the past several months.
^o what Jesus the Christ now is after I think I can realize the task it has
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS:

NEW YEAR'S GREETINGS.

been for you to take the stand you have
so nobly taken. And none have been
able to gainsay your noble defense for
Brother J. J. Andrew in "What is the
Matter with You Over There ?"
My brother, it is my prayer to our
Father in heaven that He will give you
wisdom and strength to continue your
worthy contention for the faith once
delivered, that those first principles we '
have been tanght to love so much, viz.,
the sanctification and relationship we
receive by coining out of Adam and
getting into Christ through the appointed way of the Father (Mark
xvi: 16).
Finally, permit me to exhort you to
be kind in your replies, with all longsuffering and brotherly love in the future as you have been in the past, bearing always in mind that if God be for
us, who can be against us ?
With love to you and Sister Williams
from Sister Pinel, who joins with me
in these sentiments, and believe me to
remain yours in Israel's hope,
ALFRED PINEL.
ROCKETT, TEXAS.
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS: I want

to tell you that I feel so pleased with
such a brother as you have shown yourself to be in the present controversy—
so kind, courteous and so staunch in the
Truth; you certainly are right in your
teaching of the Adamic condemnation.
We love the Truth and we love the
ADVOCATE and we want it for another
year.
We have removed from Waxahachie
and permanently settled here on a home
of our own.
With a brother's and sister's love, we
are yours in the one hope,
W. B. AND LAURA JEFFRESS.
SPOTTSVILLE, K T .
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS: I write
to say I wish you to continue the ADVOCATE to my address. I am well pleased
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with the ADVOCATE, and should deeply
regret the loss of its comforting and
strengthening words in this hour of
need. I might write words of commendation, but these would be of little
avail; such words from the Lord only
are of any real benefit. I am sure the
ADVOCATE will receive its share of
these when the day of accounts shall
come.
We are told that the ADVOCATE has
"ceased to be the moiith-piece of the
American brethren!" It is strange
why such a statement should be made,
as it is absolutely not in harmony with
the facts up to date. If it lias ceased
to be the mouth-piece of some it is perhaps because of what they utter; and
it might have been better had they
failed to find expression elsewhere to
some things that have appeared of late.
I would not write to wound a brother
and I am sure you do not; but a false
doctrine may be handled roughly, and
no true-hearted brother would be hurt
even if he did not see that his idea was
false; for then the missile would pass
him by, and if found to be false he
would be thankful.
I cannot but express my astonishment
that brethren should have written as
some have of late on a subject that has
been long understood by those who
"believe and know the truth," viz., the
subject of condemnation. We are told
that it is a mistake to make the apostle
affirm a present result in Rom. vii,
where he says: "There is therefore now
no condemnation;" jet we are told
it is true if we continue faithful to the
end. But how could such a thing be if
it all depends upon the end of probation ? Again we are told if we walk
after the flesh the condemnation returns! which implies, of course, that it
had gone. But all this is confusion.
What the apostle says is that there is
no condemnation now to those who are
in Christ Jesus; nor ever will be if they
walk not after the flesh; but if they do
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they will be condemned with the second
death at the judgment-seat of Christ.
It does seem that all who are illumined
by the Truth could see this.
Dear brother, do not be dismayed by
the jeering taunts of some who may
think it smart to do so. Such things
will cease by and by.
Hoping you may be spared to continue in the service of the Master, I am
your brother and companion in sorrow
and in hope, RICHARD C. GREEN.
AN EXPLANATION.
To the Editor of The
Advocate:

Christadelphian

The second question which you insert from Brother Turner in the January ADVOCATE, page 9, asks whether
Renunciationists "did not teach that
we are held guilty of the one offense"
of Adam V To this yon rightly say,
"They did," but do not specify in what
sense. They taught this guilt to be
moral. In a debate at Nottingham at
which I was present, and which was
subsequently published, Edward Turney said: "If he (Jesus) was really in
Adam he did sin;" "If Jesus were in
Adam he was a transgressor." This
view of "original sin" and the denial
of "sin in the flesh" were essential to
the Renunciationist theory. This must
be borne in mind in considering what
was then written by Brother Roberts
and others.
Some two years afterwards I wrote
as follows: "Though Adam committed
an unrighteous act deserving of moral
reprobation, it is not necessary that his
descendants be charged, on that account, with moral guilt. They were in
Adam's loins when he sinned, as Levi
was in the loins of Abraham when paying tithes. Adam's sin defined their
position in the sight of God; it did not
attribute to them his moral guilt;
otherwise they would all be called to
account, as he was, at the bar of God,

for partaking of the forbidden fruit."
The Christadelphian. 1876, page 58.

On this point the Renunciationist
theory was the same as the belief of
the Church of Rome, though without
that church's teaching concerning the
penalty for Adamic condemnation. It
was against this moral-guilt view of
"original sin" that Dr. Thomas wrote:
and this, with the accompanying doctrine of eternal torments, is the papal
smoke from which his labors have delivered us. The various gradations of
belief on this subject may be stated as
follows:
1. Romish Church.—Moral guilt involving eternal torments, and requiring the death of "the second person of
the trinity" to remove it.
2. Renunciation ism.—Moral guilt involving death, and requiring the giving
up of a "free life" to take it away.
3. Dr. Thomas.—Constitutional or
federal guilt or defilement involving
death, and requiring the sacrifice of an
obedient Son of God, made of sinful
flesh, to effect a cleansing.
4. Recent utterances in The Chrigtadelphian.—Death, but no guilt or defilement requiring the shedding of blood.
The third of these is the only one
that is scriptural. To this I adhere; I
have advocated neither more nor less.
The fourth view necessarily puts Christ
—who did nothing Himself requiring
blood-shedding—into the position of a
substitute, and makes His death a declaration, not of Divine righteousness
(Rom. Hi:' 25), but of Divine unrighteousness. That is to say, it in effect
accuses God of injustice in slaying His
Son as a sacrifice. It is an indisputable axiom that an act of injustice
cannot be the basis for a justification.
God must be "just" before He can be
the "justifier" of believing sinners
(verse 26). The basis for our justification is the crucifixion of Christ; therefore that death must have been necessary as a matter of justice before Christ
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could be delivered from His inherited
condemnation in Adam From this it
follows that Adam's descendants re- .
quire Christ's sacrifice to free them
from inherited condemnation as well
as from their own wicked works.
This is the pitli of the subject now
under controversy; when once it is
grasped all that flows from it is comparatively easy, and the most ordinary
intellect should have no difficulty in
comprehending it.
If, as Brother Turner contends.
Brother Roberts is now teaching .the
same as he did twenty-one years ago,
then it follows that in opposing Renunciationism he was merely advocating
one form of substitution in preference
to another. If this be true, it is surely
less creditable than to change from
non-substitution to substitution.
Brother Turner asks whether you
agree with a statement of mine when
writing on the Mosaic curse. The
words he quotes on page 14 are certainly calculated to convey a wrong
impression, but they would have been
clearer if the preceding sentences had
been included. This is the whole
passage:
"Immediately after the fall of Adam
and Eve God 'made coats of skin and
clothed them' (Gen. iii: 21). To do
this necessitated the slaying of animals. Inasmuch, therefore, as sin was
to be put away by the shedding of
human blood, this was a typical justification. They had sewn 'fig-leaves together' (Gen. iii: 7) for the covering of
their sin, and so justifying themselves
in the sight of God; but this was not
Jehovah's method; it involved no shedding of blood; so He superceded it -by
the skins of animals. Without this or
some other mode of justification the
sentence of death would doubtless have
been inflicted upon them immediately,
in which case they would have had no
descendants. But their Creator had a
beneficent object in view; he intended

to extract good out of evil. Therefore
He provided them with a provisional
justification which enabled them to appear in His sight, accompanying it with
a prediction that the seed of the woman
would bruise the seed of the serpent in
the head ; a promise which necessitated
their having offspring. At this time
all the human race were, so to speak,
in the loins of Adam and Eve; consequently, in a certain sense, they were
all justified in their first parents."
The Christadelphian, pages 427, 428.
The last sentence is obviously based
upon the suggestion that without a justification death would immediately
have been inflicted on Adam and Eve
—another way of saying that the penalty incurred was a violent death (to
which no exception was then or subsequently taken by anyone). It was.
however, incorrected worded; it should
have said that the descendants of Adam
owe their existence to the justification
of their first parents.
J. J. A N D R E W .

THE SWEET STOEY 0 1 JESUS.
Have you beard the sweet story of Jesus.
Of how He once suffered and dietl,
After which He ascended in glory
To remain :i,t his Father's side—
Until, in the time appointed.
He will come to the earth again.
To sit on the throne of David
Fora thousand years' peaceful reign?
Well, the day of His coming approaches.
The signs of the times cry aloud;
Long in darkness the nations have stumblei
God's bright, light obscured by a cloud.
But soon with heavenly splendor
And angelic messengers bright,
He will come for ever dispelling
The shadows and gloom of the night.
The glad anthem of praise to Jehovah
And peace and good-will upon earth
That was sung in the land of J udea
When angels rejoiced at His birth,
Is still a matter of promise
Replete with God's mercy and love
To all awaiting in patience
Till Jesus returns from above.
Having heard the sweet story of Jesus,
That His. judgments will soon begin,
Use the "talents" He left in your keeping.
To lazily hide one is sin.
Then, when you hear of His advent.
Neither shame nor fear need you bear.
For joy and life everlasting
With Him you will evermore share.
G. T. \V.

THE JEWS, THEIR LAND AND AFFAIRS.
SCATTERED.
"And the Lord shall scatter thee among: all
people, from the one end of the earth even
unto the other. * * * And among these nations shalt thou find no ease, neither shall the
sole of thy foot have rest"—Deut. 28: 64, 65.

GATHERED.
"Behold, I will take the children of Israel
from among the nations, whither they be gone,
and will gather them on every side, and bring
them into tbeir own land"—Ezek. a7: 21, 22.

Urim and Thummim." She opened
the Bible at a venture, and whatever
JERUSALEM, Jan. 15, 1895.
verse struck her eyes this was the reveThe ADVOCATE has just arrived. lation which God had given her. Then
Many thanks. It seems like a friend she interpreted the verse. All the peoin my lonely hours. It is indeed a ple present held blank books and wrote
blessing to know that there are some it down. This revelation was to be a
of God's children with whom we can guide for the day. They said this was
sympathize in His precious truth. The done every morning. They told me
Truth Gleaner has also been received. that they were the only holy people livThe present number, I regret to say, ing. Mr. Spafford said "his wife was
contains an article, "Colonists from Je- the greatest prophet that had ever lived
rusalem in Chicago." I feel it my duty in this age." I asked her if she beto tell you all I know about this people. lieved that Christ was coming to set up
I know well that you have accepted all His kingdom ? She replied very sweetly
this as truth through your love for Je- "that He had already come, and that
ftsalem. This Spafford company ar- no one in the world knew it but that
rived in Jerusalem just three weeks company." They then joined in prayer
after I landed at Jaffa. They came and prayed that I might at once be
here with the appearance of being rich, healed. I said after that I must have
and a very holy, religious people. They some medicine. They told me that
soon heard of me and came to me. they never had a physician and never
I was then taken ill with lung fever. took medicine, and that to do so was a
My room was a very bad one. The great sin. I said no more, but decided
rain came through the roof, and there that it would be a sin to remain longer
were three or four inches of water in in that house. I prayed very earnestly
each corner of the cold stone floor. My about it, and in the afternoon an Amersituation was as miserable as could pos- ican gentleman called, who was on his
sibly be. I had no one to do the least way to China. I ventured to speak to
thing for me. These people came and him and found an opportunity to tell
saw how I was suffering, and told me him all. He told me to remain quiet
that I must come to their house, which and he would fetch a donkey at 4
was then the best house in Jerusalem. o'clock and take all the responsibility.
I thought they seemed just like angels I was never so thankful before in my
and was glad to accept their offer. life, I think. He came as he said and
They sent for me and I went. The took me home to my room, got some
next morning they told me that they good, dry wood and made me as comwere to have a meeting and wished me fortable as possible. He told me that
to attend it, and they gathered in the he had been to the house several times
next room and took me in. Then they during his stay here and that he had
did what I never saw done before. the same feeling that I had. We deThey said "Mrs. Spafford was their cided that these poor people were held
A LETTEE PROM JERUSALEM,
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under a terrible delusion and we felt
sad about it. He soon left Jerusalem,
warning me not to be charmed by these
seeming angels. I could not give them
up they were so kind to me, and brought
me food every day until I got better.
They said nothing about my leaving
them. I continued to visit them and
sometimes attended their meetings on
Sundays, which they claimed was the
"Sabbath." Soon after this Mr. Spafford's adopted son died very suddenly.
They had made a great claim that not
one of the company would ever die. It
was a great shock to them when this
really good young man died. Then
they said ''he was not a believer at
heart." Soon after this I received a
letter from Chicago from a Mrs. Day.
She begged me to show this letter to
the people of Jerusalem, and told me
that she had herself been led astray by
these people; that she had been one of
their company eight years. She told
me that they celebrated a supper in
Chicago, and that they laid a plate for
Christ and that He came and supped
with them. She was present and it
seemed to her to be blasphemy. She
wrote eight pages telling me a great
many things. Ten of this company
died in a few years. Mr. Spafford died
and also his sister, Mrs. Lee. One
woman, Mrs. Paige, whose husband is
still living here, was sick and dying
with consumption. * * *
I have written this in great haste for
this post. I will now tell you something better. Mr. Rothschild has sent
his agent, who is now on his way here,
to colonize ten thousand Jews. These
Jews will be sent to the Hauran, where
land has been purchased for this purpose. Dr. d'Arbela has been advised
and is getting ready for his reception.
My tent will be sent with them and is
capable of sheltering many people until
houses can be built. I am so glad to
be able to do a little to aid in this glorious work. It is sure to be a success.
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To-day I have, with the help of Mr.
Silberman, clothed two naked families,
I cannot tell you of the gratit.ude with
which these poor souls received the
warm clothing. They thanked God
and kissed the clothes which were to
cover them from the cold and rain.
The places in which they live cannot
be described Often they come to me
and ask for three cents only to buy
bread for their families. I often give
my last cent and half my bread. I
cannot help doing this and no one
could. All will be changed soon. His
Almighty arm will bring salvation, as
He has promised. The world is in a
state of distraction; men's hearts fail
them, for there is none to help; all
wisdom of men is foolishness, but truth
is more precious than ever.
To-day we hear that there has been a
"crisis" in the Turkish government.
* * *
The fields are looking green and the
flowers are beginning to bloom. There
will be more tourists this year than
ever.
The Germans are building the most
beautiful church that has ever been
erected in this age. The Emperor will
come at its dedication.
The poor Armenians here are greatly
troubled about their friends and relatives in Armenia. One patriarch has
been banished to Jerusalem. Armenians are liked very much here. They
are honest and helpful to the country.
I do admire the stand which you have
taken in Notes and Comments in regard
to Brother Welch's letter. * * *
Truth will endure as long as God endures; this will be for ever. We are
told to "buy the truth and sell it not,"
and to "dig for truth as for hid treassures." It must be sought for, as with
everything of value. Christ was killed
because He had the courage to tell them
the Truth. Truth has conquered and
will evermore.
Yours in hope,
A. E. DAVIS.

THE ADVOCATE SUNDAY-SCHOOL CLASS.
•'Rememher now thy Creator in the cktys of thy youth, while the evil days come not, nor the years draw
niyh, when thou Shalt my, I have no pleasure in a«m."-Sor,osr()N.
RULES.

1.—Answers must be your own and in your own writing.
2. — Write on one side of the paper only.
3 —State which class you belong to, and give your age on each paper you send.
4.—Answers must reach the examiner, Mr. Leask, by the 25th of each month.
Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions for Class
No. 1 in February ADVOCATE.

Daisy Franklin (12), Elgin, 111., 100;
Jessie "Eblen (12), Robards, Ky., 90;
May Spencer (9), Avondale, Hi., 90;
Walter Field (11), Providence, R. I.,
90: Alfred Taylor (11), Providence. R.
I., 85; Mabel Field (9), Providence, R.
I , 85; Homer J . Byrnes (10), Wauneta,
Kansas, 75.
Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions for Class,
No. 2 in February ADVOCATE.

BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 1.
AN.SWEKS.
1.—"For T (Job) know that my Redeemer liveth, and tliiit lie shall stand at the hitter day
upon the earth. And though after iny skin
worms destroy fliis body. ynl, in my flesh shall
1 see God. Whom I shall see for myself and
not another, though iny reins be consumed
within mo"'—Job Nix: 2:Vfs'7. "If a, man die
shall he live asi-ain? All the days of my appointed time will 1 wait fill my change w)mi'.
Thou shalt call and I will answer thee; thou
wilt have a desire to the work of thine lumds"
—Job xix: 14, 15. "As for me (David), I will
behold thy face in righteousness; I shull be
satisfied when I awake with thy likeness"—Psa.
xvii: In.
2.—Job knew that he would see God though
tho worms did destroy his body, so he must
have had hope in the, resurrection. David
knew that he would see God's face when he
awoke. He had hope to the resurrection.

Pearl Eblen (16). Robards Ky., 95;
DAISY FBANKLIN.
Alma Field (16), Providence, R. I , 95;
Florence Field (14), Providence, R. [., SECOND BEST PAPER, CLASS N O . 1.
90; Bessie Williams (11), Englewood,
ANSWERS.
1.—"He (God) bath made with ine ap everlastHI., 90; Harpending Eblen (13), Ro- ing"
covenant, ordered in all things and sure:
bards, Ky., 90.
for this is Jill my salvation and all my desire,
though he make it not to yrow" (in my lifeThrough the probable miscarriage time)—TI. Saml. xxiii: 5. "Thou, which hast,
mo great and sore trouble, shalt quicken
and consequent failure to receive the showed
me agrain, and shalt brin# me up ayain from
December

ADVOCATE

the following

answers were too late to appear last
month, and as it was through no fault
of the scholars it is only justice that
their answers should appear:
CLASS N O . 1, DECEMBER LESSON.

Walter Field (11), Providence, R. I.,
85; Mabel Field (9), Providence, R. 1.,
85; Alfred Taylor (11), Providence, R.
T.. 85.
CLASS N O . 2, DECEMBER

LESSOX.

Alma C. Field (16), Providence, R.
[., 100; Florence Field (14), Providence,
II. I., 95.
JAMES LEASK.
LESSON N O . 23, CLASS N O . 1.
QUESTIONS.

1.—Give three instances from the
Old Testament where the work of
Christ in both first and second coming
is spoken of in the same connection.
2.—Show where to divide that which
refers to His first coming from that
which refers to His second.
3.—Give a case where Jesus divided
an old Testament passage.

the depths of the earth"—Psa. lxxi: 20; Gen.
iii: 15, viii: 13-14.
2.—If God made with David an everlasting
covenant, though He made it not to KTOW (in
David s life-time), he could not inherit it unless
he was raised. So David must have hoped for
resurrection and eternal life. In Psa. lxxi:
20 David said that God would raise him up
from the depths of the earth, which proves
that he hoped for resurrection. In Gen. xv: s
Abram said: "Lord, God. whereby shall I know
I shall inherit it!"' "And God caused a deep
sleep to fall upon Auram" (Gen. xv: 12-141,
which showed that there would have to be a
resurrection before he could inherit it.
J

LESSON N O . 23, CLASS N O . 2.
QUESTIONS.

1.—Give three verses from the Old
Testament to prove that God's people
hoped for resurrection and eternal life.
2.—State how yon think the verses
given prove the question.
B E S T P A P E R , CLASS N O . 2.
ANSWERS.
1.—Isa. lxi: 1-4; Mai. iii: 1-4; Zeeh. ix: !), 10.
2.—"The Spirit of the Lord God is upon me;
because he hath anointed me to preach good
tidings unto the meek; to hind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives,"
etc. (]sa. Lxi: 1, 2; Mai. iii: 1; Zeeh. i x : 9 have
reference to His first coming). Luke iv: 18, 1—
Matt, xxi: 4, 5. lsa. Jxi: 3; Mai. iii: 2-4; Zech.
ix: 10 have reference to His second coming, for
they have not yet been fulfilled.
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3.—"And when he had opened the book he
found where it was written, The Spirit of the
Lord is upon me; because he hath anointed
me to preach good tidings to the meek," etc.
"And ho closed the book and sat down, and he
began to say unto them, this day is this scripture fulfilled in your ears" (Luke iv: 17-32).
PEARL EBLEN.

SECOND BEST FAPEB, CLASS NO. 2.
ANSWERS.
1.—"For unto us a child is born, unto us a
Son is given; and the government shall bo
upon his shoulder; and his name shall be
called Wonderful, Counsellor, the Mighty God,
the Everlasting- Father, the Prince of Peace"—
lsa. ix: 6. "The stone which the builders refused Is become the head-stone of the corner"
—Psa. exviii: 22; lsa. liii: 10-12.
2.—"For unto us a child is born, unto us a
Son is given," refers to the first coming; the
remainder to the second. "The stone which
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the builders refused" refers to the first com
ing', and "the head-stone of the corner" to His
second. The first two verses refer to His first
coming-, and the remaining- verse to the second
coming-.
Luke iv: 18-20 is a case where Jesus divided
the Old Testament passage, which is lsa. Ixi:
1-3.

ALMA FIELD.

The scholars of both classes have
done excellent work in their last answers. The questions are quite interesting and they test the thinking and
discriminating powers of the scholars;
we have therefore concluded to continue them for another lesson. You
use the same questions but give other
verses in your answers.
EDITOR.

INTELLIGENCE.
BOSTON, MASS.—Our meetings are fairly
attended. A few are deeply interested in God's
wonderful plan of salvation.
The lectures for January have been as follows: 6th, "The Angels' Prophetic Song- when
Christ was Born." Bro. Joseph McKellar.
13th, "The Burning of the Heavens and Earth."
Bro. E. T. Mitchell. 20th, "Is the Gospel
Preached Believed by Modern Christianity?"
Bro. C. T. Fairbrother. 27th, "The Thief on
the Cross." Bro. W. P. Hooper.
JOSEPH MCKELLAR, Becording Brother.

CHICAGO. 111.—On February 3d, at the close
of our meeting for worship, L. N. Thompson
gave evidence of his understanding the first
principles of the Truth and on the same day
was assisted in putting on the sin-covering
name in the appointed way. Others are interested and studying and we hope will ultimately
obey.
Bro. V. Barnes, who for several mouths past
has been visiting in Iowa, has returned to this
city.
Subjects of recent lectures have been:
"Death," by Bro. C. Williams." "The Holy
and Most Holy Places and Their Significance."
Bro. Thos. Williams.
j . LEASK, Secy.
CKEAL SPRINGS, ILL.—It is our duty to
report the sad news of the death of our Sister
Martha Roberts, who was also our sister in the
flesh, aged 42.
On the morning of the 6th we, in company
with Bro. Albert Dugger, Bro. P. Phillips and
Sister McCormick, started on a visit to our
sister's home, which was some fifteen miles
away. When we had gone about half way we
were met with the sad news, which was quite a
surprise and shock to us, as we had not heard
of her being sick. So our expected joyful
visit was turned to one of sorrow and mourning-. We arrived at her place in time for Bro.
P. Phillips to conduct the funeral. She leaves

a husband and five small children to suffer her
loss. Her husband is not in the Truth, being a
follower of one Barber, of Rochester, N. Y..
who is an advocate of the so-called fair-chance
theory.
Yours in the patient waiting for our Lord's
return,

B. S. COCKE.

CAMPELLO, MASS.—The ecclesia here might
he considered in a prosperous condition, judging by the attention it is attracting among the
Gentile worshipers and the consequent large
attendance at the lectures. We realize that
the Lord has a people to take out for His name
even in this place. It gives us great reason to
rejoice to see that the seed so abundantly
sown by the brethren who have so earnestly
labored in this field (many times at a great inconvenience to themselves) is yielding so rich
a harvest. May they have an abundant entrance into the kingdom of our Lord in reward
for their labors.
During the last j'ear five new brethren were
added to the body, making us at present ten
brethren and lour sisters. We expect soon to
increase this number, by extending the right
hand of fellowship to those who have long
been investigating, and we hope, having- been
convinced of the Truth, will soon render obedience to the command of the Lord.
The recent lectures (which are delivered in
Franklin Building) have been as follows: December 30th, "The Gift of God and How to Obtain it." Bro. Charles Fairbrother, of Roxbury, Mass. January 6th, "Christ's Past Rejection by an Unbelieving Jewish World, and His
Future Rejection by an Unbelieving Christian
World." Bro. William Hooper, of Cambridgeport, Mass. January 13th, "The Kingdom of
God Soon to Be Established on the Earth."
Bro. Walter Pinel, of Quincy, Mass. January
20th, "The Great Secret—Where Are the
Dead?" Bro. Robert Bigg-ar, of Quincy, Mass.
January 27th, "Positive Proof from the Bible
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that the Devil is not a Personal Being." Rro.
Alfred Pinei, of Quincy, Mass. February :id,
"The One Faith." Bro. It. A. Collins, of
Quincy, Mass. February 10th, "The Glories of
the Reign of Christ on the Kurt h." Rro Joseph
MeKellar, of Boston, Mass. There were nineteen aliens at this lecture.
We are very much indebted to these brethren, as we have had to depend on them entirely
for our lectures, not having1 a resident lecturing" brother among us as .yet; but we hope to
soon.
Hoping1 that we may all be faithful to the
end, I am your brother in the Lord,
ENOCH J. JOHNSON, Recording Brother.

DOON, CANADA.—The young members of
our ecelesia have organized a young people's
mutual improvement society. We commenced
the meetings the first Sunday of the New Year,
and at present the prospects are bright that it
will prove a success. I hope it may continue,
as it haw commenced so that we may "become
vessels unto honor, sanctified and meet for the
Master's use and prepared unto every good
work." There are five of us appointed to open
the meeting and other five brethren appointed
for speakers. When we have each filled an appointment we reverse the order, and those
who acted as presiding brethren have to take
their turn as speakers. The speaker is supposed not to exceed fifteen minutes, the whole
time to occupy one hour, allowance being
made for fifteen minutes extra in case of necessity. After the speaking1 we either take up
the time in criticising what the speaker lias
said or have a Bible class on the chapter read
at the opening of the meeting.
J. G. COSENS.

GEORGETOWN, DEMARARA, BRITISH
GUIANA.—I greet you in the Lord as becometh those that are sanctified in Christ Jesus.
Grace be unto you and all the faithful, and
peace from God our Father and the Lord Jesus.
1 thank God that I have been privileged to see
an extract from the ADVOCATE on the relationship between Adam and Christ with respect to
the race, on the relationship between those, in
Adam and those in Christ, and 1 have been
much edified thereby. Your argument is most
sublime, and it makes Bro. Andrew's pamphlet so much clearer that it is utterly impossible for a careful reader to go astray. It is
all right to the point and it is worthy of notice
by those who have on the saving1 name of Christ.
"To him that is able to keep us from falling,
and to present us faultless before the presence
of his glory, to the only wise God our Saviour
be glory, power and dominion, both now and
for ever." Amen.
Yours in the only true and eternal hope of
Israel,

H. PILGRIM.

From the same place Rro. Melbourne writes:
This is my first letter to you, and 1 hope it will

not be the last. We give some lectures hero,
in-door and out-door by the help of Rro. IJlenman, who brought the Truth all the way from
England for us. By the help of tin1 Father we
have made great inroads in our midst. Uritish
Guiana bei;ig" a large country we have many
districts and villages to attend to. It is a large
field. I have found the distribution of tracts
as an introduction to a new tield of labor a
useful thing, and an excellent way to obtain a
foothold in a new sphere; for after distribution I lecture on the subject of the tract. I
therefore ask you, dear brother, should you
have any tracts by you or old pamphlets you
don't particularly cure for to think of me and
let me have them, which kindness I assure you
I shall never forget
I am keeping a sharp lookout for your journal. I cannot refrain from saying that 1 much
approve of your vindication of Rro. Andrew.
Poor brother! almost the whole Christadelphian world would seem to turn against him,
and yet he shows deep and clear reasoning" and
gives substantial scriptural proof on the resurrection, Adamic and Christ questions. And
as to your last pamphlet on "'Adamic Condemnation," I don't know how anyone is going to
get over the argument.
Trusting you are well, dear brother, and all
with you, I remain, ever true and faithfully
yours in the one true and only Israelitish hope,
E. V. MrcijisouitNE.
GREENE, IOWA.—The ADVOCATE is a welcome visitor. We would not like to do without
it.
We have been enjoying the company of Bro.
V. L. Barnes, of Chicago, this winter.
We meet together every first day to remember our Lord, showing forth His death till He
come again.
We have been very lonely since Bro. RncHth'-;
death, and it is a great pleasure to have brethren visit us, to strengthen and encourage us in
the Truth.
With kind love to you and Sister Williams, in
which Bro. Barnes joins, I remain yours in the
one hope,

MATTIK SNKATH.

JERSEY CITY, N. J.—Without any outward
demonstration, the Truth has again shown its
effective work in the obedience which it calls
for. Several weeks since our young brother.
ReginoM Evison, was duly immersed into
Christ. (If I mistake not this intelligence was
forwarded some time ago, but has been mislaid, perhaps.) As a member of the Bible class
he showed unusual intelligence, and his evidence of his love for the heavenly knowledge
is shown in his obedience.
A little later it was our pleasure to immerse
a Mr. Myers, of Hudson, N. Y., who was
greatly aided in the step he took by the faithful efforts of his wife, a sister. He seemed
greatly to rejoice in the step he has taken.

INTELLIGENCE.
On Sunday, February 10th, Mrs. Agnes Wilson, wife of Bi-o. David Wilson, rendered the
evidence of her faith in the work and salvation
wrought by Christ, by being baptized into His
inline. It is a step she has greatly desired to
lake, unil we cannot doubt that the quiet, gentle spirit that has dominated her hitherto will
be as an ornament to a faith ''perfect and enJirc, wanting nothing." This step has given
cause for great rejoicing with those, who have
anxiously looked for and aided her in making
"choice of the good part."
There has been much sickness among1 the
members of the ecclesia. As yet grim death
has taken none for a prey, though we have frequently feared his approach was near. Al
though this is true of the members, yet he has
invaded the homo of our firo. and Sister Johnson, of Bayonne, N. J., and taken from them
their youngest child, an infant, who died of
pneumonia. The writer did what lie could,
under the distressing1 circumstances, to set
forth to the stranger friends assembled at the
funeral February (>th the truth in relation to
a future life. It is a sad time to witness for
the Truth, but we have no choice in the itiatter. Our consolation is m the thought tluit a
day is coming- when there will "be no more
thence an infant of days;" when human
hearts will not break and tears will not flow
because of the decay and loss of these treasures of love and beauty which, like flowers,
seem now to fairly fade away in our hands as
we hold them,
C. C. VREDENBUKGH.
NOKFOLK, VA.—We rejoice to be able to report the obedience of three other candidates
who have come out from the world arid entered
the race for the prize set before them in the
gospel. After a good confession, proving'
themselves familiar with the things necessary
to be understood to warrant them in taking
the first step, they put on the sin-covering
name in the appointed way: Mr. Warren W.
Clifton (formerly Primitive Baptist) January
;id; Mrs. Hannah K. (). Arndt, wife of Bro.
Arndt (formerly Presbyterian) January 17th;
Mrs. ttituriah Shipp, wife of Bro. B. F. Shipp,
January 24th. They were given the right hand
of fellowship and broke bread on the first day
of the week following their immersion.
We have also to report with much pleasure
that Bro. William B. Owen has returned to our
fellowship, he having- seen his way clear to a
scriptural understanding of the doctrinal
points that caused his separation from us, and
confessing that he was tired of wandering
about without the association that can be enjoyed only by a clear understanding- and sincere belief of the Truth. He was received
back and broke bread with the ecelesia Sunday,
January 27th, for the first time in nearly eighteen, years. May the remainder of his days be
spent in the Truth, in an humble walk before
His Master, redeeming the time, arid from this

time on prove himself worthy to enter into
that rest promised to all those who strive lawfully is the earnest desire of all.
On March 16th last the ecclesia sustained a
loss by removal to Baltimore, Md., of Sister
JVTaUic R. Forrest. By her removal the ecc/esia, in the above city This gained a devoted member. Our sister was a constant attendant at
the meetings mid a/ways ready to hear testimony to the Truth wherever opportunity presented itself.
We continue to hold our regular Thursday
evening Bible meetings with but a slim attendance of the alien. Ignorance and superstition
s?em to have u great hold upon the people in
this section. Many systems of so-called religion seem to prosper with them, and for that
cause, if no other, they have no time to devotv
to the Truth. Still wo arc encouraged by the
gradual growth of the ecelesia to continue, as
much of it is due to these meetings.
Trusting shortly to be able to report the obedience of others to the household of faith, we
remain your brother in the hope of Israel,
B. F. DOZIEK, Secretary.

ORANGE, MASS.—We arrived at our destination all right and have enjoyed a measure of
good health since arriving here.
I have visited Worcester and Fitchburg. So
far vis I have seen the brethren of Massachusetts I be]ieve them to be alive to the interests
of the Truth in a most special manner, having
a zeal of God according to knowledge.
So far as the alien are concerned here in the
East, they appear to he wholly indifferent fo
the intereats of the Truth. Profanity is the
principal characteristic of the common herd,
while tho.se who accept the popular teaching
appear to be perfectly satisfied where they are,
choosing rather to be allowed to float along
with the crowd than to be disquieted from
their self-righteousness. I have, however, had
the privilege to unfold the Truth to a few I
have chanced to meet.
Your brother in the one hope,
J. M. PAUL.

0SA.GE, IOWA.—The ADVOCATE has the
right ring to it to suit me. 1 am pleased with
the position you took in regard to the trouble
in London. I am surprised and grieved that.
others of good ability and knowledge in the
Scriptures should make such blunders on the
subject under discussion. It seems to me it
does not require the massive intellect of u
Wesbter or a C! arfleld to understand the Scriptures on the subject under dispute.
I hope those who oppose you may come to
see their mistake on the subject before long
and not pull down what has been so long in
building.
We are not increasing in numbers, neither
are we decreasing. It is a hard matter, here as
elsewhere, to get the people to read or listen.
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They are so carried away with this world they
have no time for anything- e!so.
We are all well at present, and hope these
few lines may find you and yours the same.
I remain your brother in the one hope,

I hope to be able to enter the lecture field
again by the time spring opens, if it be the will
of God.
Your brother in the one hope of life,
JOIIN BANTA.

J. W. ELLIOTT.

REDLAND, CAL.—I left Harvard, 111., in
company with my daughter, Sister Smith, November 9,1894, and after a pleasant visit with
the brethren in Chicago started l'or this place.
On our way we got into controversy with a
Methodist Episcopal local preacher, quite an
agreeable gentleman, and we had quite a combat on Scripture subjects. Some of the passengers became quite interested and inquisitive,
and we embraced the opportunity to present
the Truth. We exchanged addresses with some
and hope to hear from them in the future. Our
objective point was San Bernardino, whence
we came here, about ten miles, where our
friends gave us a hearty welcome. We are not
disappointed in the country. We did not expect to nnd a paradise, for the time has not
come for a "restitution of all things " This
country is much better suited to my temperament than a colder one.
Eedland is a small oity in a beautiful valley
called Blair Valley. This is truly the land of
sunshine; but there is one thing lacking for
us—the company of brethren and sisters, my
daughter and myself being the only Cbrista(lelphians here. If there are others near or
should there be some passing- this way, we
hope they will call on us.
Your brother in the faith, CYRUS LEWIS.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS.—It is sad to have
to report to you another case of need. We are
in receipt of a letter from Bro. J. 0. Banta, of
Centre Point, stating that while at the school"
house teaching their house caught fire burning
everything they had. We are doing all we can
here to help them, but times are very hard in
this part, and I fear we will be unable to meet
all their wants. If any brethren feel able and
willing to help we are sure their little mites
would be thankfully recieved, Bro. John O.
Banta is a faithful young: brother, and has a
young sister wife to share the misfortune.
Address Centre Point, Kerr county, Texas.
ISAAC T. BANTA.

[We are not acquainted with the writer nor
the one appealed for. We presume they are
sons of Bro. John Banta, as the letter came
from his present address.—ED.]
LATER.

Bro. Banta, writing February 15th, says; I
am still confined to my bed, and perhaps will
be for several weeks yet. My knee mends very
slowly and I may have to submit to another
operation before it gets well, as there seems to
l>e a collection of pus forming below the knee
joint, which may require opening.

SPOTTSVILLE, Ky.-We send you words of
cheer in this cloudy day, when "household
foes" seem to be rising up again here and there
and sending forth evil thoughts. But if we
were to try ever so hard to give expression to
our cordiaJ support of your position through.
out the present controversy, we could make
no improvement upon the warm and earnest
message of the Waterloo Ecclesia, every word
of which we heartily indorse, and can assure
them and brethren everywhere that the constituents of the one body in Henderson county
emphatically repudiate the statement of "J.
W. T," in reference to the ADVOCATE. Tbe

conviction we had at the first, that it would
fulfill a much-needed mission in this country,
still grows with its progress, and we are quite
certain it is
"Still sound in the doctrine,
Still strong- in the faith,
Preserving in its brightness
The two-edged sword."
We have had considerable sickness among
our families, and Bro. Claude Williams has
suffered the loss of a son. We are nearly all
well again, however.
Yours faithfully in the bonds of the Truth,
W. J. GREEN, Secretary.

WINDSOR. FLA—Once more our hearts
have been gladdened. On January 27th Mrs.
L. F. Harris, formerly Methodist, aged 51, alter
a confession of faith in "the things concerning
the kingdom of God and the name of Jesus
Christ," by baptism put on the sin-covering
name, and is now rejoicing with all of like precious faith, in that she has "put off the old
man" and has "put on the new man." Sister
Harris is the mother of Bro. W. A. Jones, our
recording brother, and we rejoice with him
that she is now of the "household of faith,"
"which is everywhere spoken against," and is
no longer alienated from tbe commonweaith
of Israel and the covenants of promise. We
are hopeful thai, others will come out of
darkness.
The indications are that only a few visiting
brethren will be present at our fraternal gathering, which we very much regret. May we
soon have the pleasure of meeting all the faithful in a grand fraternal gathering in the kingdom of God.
The recent freeze destroyed our oranges*
killed our trees and left us in a distressed finan"
cial condition; but, thank the Lord, our faith
is stedfast, and we long for the glorious kingdom of the "anointed one."
Fraternally,
J. LAWRENCE KELLEV, M. D.

HAND-BOOK ON BAPTISM.
A book of 486 pp., nicely bound in cloth. Price, $1.50. To be had at this
office.
This is an excellent work on the history and mode of baptism. The author. J
W. Shepherd, of Tennessee, has in this work so collated history and the definitions of scholars as to for ever settle the meaning of the word baptize.
In the introduction, written by J. O. Harding, of Nashville, Tenn , he says:
"In addition to the points already noted, attention is called to the following
facts about the book:
1.—''The testimony of Quakers and infidels is given because they are disinterested parties.
2.—"The book has no RIVAL, for it includes Action, Subjects and Design.
3.—"Much of the matter given has never appeared in print before, as it is contained in letters written to the editor.
• 4 —"The quotations are taken directly from the original works of the authors
quoted.
5.—"Nearly five years were spent in gathering the material.
6.—"More than four hundred of the most learned men the world has produced,
from the apostolic times to the present day, have been quoted.
7.—"Utmost care has been taken to give each quotation exactly as found in
the author's own work, even to punctuation, Italics, etc.
8.—"The testimonies are all from disinteresied parties, like the Quakers or infidels, or from 'the party of the other part'—that is, Pedobaptists testify on the
action and subjects of baptism, while both Baptists and Pedobaptists testify on
the design.
9.—"The letters from living scholars which are given in this book are from
men who rank among the leading writers and educators of the world. They are
in answer to the following questions:
(1) " 'Is there precept for or example of infant baptism in the New Testament V
(2) "'What bearings ha^'e the Abrahamic covenant and circumcision on infant
baptism ?' .
(3) "'What is the meaning of baptizo in the New Testament?'
(4) "'Pleasd give me your translation of the preposition eis in Acts ii: 38, and
your opinion, as a Greek scholar, as to the relation it sustains to the predicates
of the verse and the phrase, 'remission of sins.'"
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REGENERATION.
(Continued.)

T

HE generation of man.was the formation of a physical being possessed of mental and moral powers; but there was nothing that
could be termed mutual in it; it was entirely the work of the Creator.
In regeneration, while it must necessarily bo of God, the work is
mutual. There is a careful maintaining and guarding of the Divine
power and majesty, ;ind yet scope is allowed for the work of man's
mental and moral functions; and this brings man's attitude into relation
to merit and demerit. It makes him a responsible creature.
The larger part of the human family stand related only to generation—this world or Kosmos/ and they are responsible only to such
laws and regulations as God sees fit to enforce in the workings of this
world. So far as the future is concerned, the regeneration, they are
•'without hope and without God in the world." They are "men of the
world, which have their portion in this life" (Psa. xvii: 14). They have
the "honor" of this life, but in relation to the future they are "like the
beasts that perish" (xlix: 12, 20). Many of them are "wise and prudent" (I. Cor. i: 19), but only in matters of the present. Mentally and
morally they are all unfit for regeneration, and the things pertaining
thereto are therefore hid from them and t4revealed unto babes."
The work of regeneration is therefore a taking out of a people for
God's name. "Simeon hath declared," says James, "how God at the
first did visit the Gentiles, to take out of them, a people for his name"
(Acts xv: 14). In the process there is first the mental, secondly the
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moral and thirdly the physical. In the fallen condition in which man
finds himself in the generation state he is not in harmony with God,
not in communion, not in atonement. Regeneration is therefore necessary to bring him back into harmony and at last to make him a partaker of the Divine nature (II. Pet. i: 4). In this work there are
truths to be believed, and that which is not truth to be rejected; there
are right things to be done and wrong1 things to be left undone; there
must be mental and moral harmony with God, who is a God of truth
and righteousness.
But how are we to know what truths to beheve and what acts are
right to perform in order that regeneration might result ? The answer
is, The holy Scriptures and the holy Scriptures only "are able to make
us wise unto salvation through faith which is in Christ Jesus" (II. Tim.
iii: 15). •'Without faith it is impossible to please God," says the Apostle Paul in Heb. xi: 6; and the faith of which he is speaking is denned
in the first verse as the "substance of things hoped for and the evidence
of things not seen." Things hoped for must necessarily be things promised, and the promises must be found in the Scriptures of truth. Therefore it-is said: "Faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of
God"—Rom. x: 17. ' This shows us that there must be a degree of intelligence in those who become the subjects of regeneration—an intelligence exercised by promises and principles revealed in the word of God.
Indeed regeneration, as we have already seen, is first a matter of mind.
Men whose "understanding is darkened" are "alienated from the life of
God through the ignorance that is in them, because of the blindness of
their heart" (Eph. iv: 18). In this state of darkness, ignorance and
blindness regeneration can never take place. Its first work is to open
the eyes of understanding and give light to darkened minds, to "deliver
us from the power of darkness" and "make us wise unto salvation."
In the "regeneration" so glibly talked of by religious people generally it is not a matter of instructing and enlightening men. It is a matter of impulse and excitement. It is an instantaneous thing produced
by the spur of an expert "evangelist," aided by the charms of music
or fright from a vivid picture of "hell torment." For this work a
plain, matter-of fact man will not do, be he ever so well informed and
able as a teacher. A teacher is not wanted. He is too slow. He is
not fiery enough. He can only deal with the mind, and by a process
of reason deal with evidence that will change the mind and instruct it
what to believe and do. For modern methods of "regeneration" this is
eighteen hundred years behind. It is not quick enough, not excitable
enough; it will not get the crowds necessary to build and maintain fine
churches with tall steeples. It will not support fine orators in the pulpits who can sing sermons charming to those who wish to "heap to
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themselves teachers having itching ears" for fine sounds without sense.
No, no; this will never work popular "regeneration." Send for an
expert, advertise and get the people excited about ''Boy preacher" so
and so, or "Blind" or "Black" so and so—blind and black in more
ways than one in many cases. Hire for a consideration in cash a good
choir, good for singing sounds; never mind whether they can si'ig
praises or not. Everything ready, a large crowd assembled, work up
the excitement in the whole house and let it mesmerically and magnetically concentrate upon the feelings of the most excitable; not the intelligent, reasoning element, for they are not moved that way. A, B and
C have "come to church" out of curiosity, just to see the doings and
hear the singing, and because everybody else was going. They knew
nothing about the teachings of the Bible before they entered. The
''evangelist" taught them nothing, but he played upon their feelings and
excited them. They "felt queer," and he saw it and took advantage of
it to tell them that it was "conversion." They do not know any better
and give themselves up and into the hands of the church. They are
pronounced "regenerated" and go home "feeling good," but just as
ignorant of the "things concerning the kingdom of God and the name
of Jesus Christ" (Acts viii: 12) as they were before they went to the
"revival meeting." What a farce!
Before generation took place there was no man; to produce man it
required formation and life. Before regeneration takes place there is
no "new man;" to produce one it requires formation and life, or begettal, development and birth. The Apostle Paul says he "travailed in
birth again uutil Christ he formed in you"—Gal. iv: 19. In this formation the apostle is not speaking after the flesh. In writing to the Corinthians he says: "Wherefore henceforth know we no man after the flesh.
* * * Therefore if any man be in Christ, he is a new creature / old
things have passed away, and behold all things are become new"—II.
Cor. v: 17. This "new creature" is "Christ formed in us;" but what
do these words mean? They mean that Christ is an embodiment of the
Truth. He is the Truth. His existence was the indispensable necessity
of the Truth, and His life was and is a manifestation of it in word and
deed and fact. For Christ to be formed in us, therefore, is for our
minds to change from that which is not the Truth to that which is.
This is repentance, which means a change of mind. The mind must be
changed from believing in three gods, co-equal and co-eternal with each
other, to a belief that '"the Lord our God is one God.'"1 It must change
from believing that Christ was God, immortal and deathless, to a belief
that He was "made in all things like unto his brethren," and that He
died, was buried and was raised again from the dead. . It must change
from believing that the Holy Spirit is one of three gofls to a belief that
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it is the Spirit of the One God, the effluence proceeding from Him and
medium of His power, by which He is omnipresent. It must change
from believing that there is an immortal, indestructible devil, to a belief
that through Christ being made flesh and blood He will ''destroy him
that hath the power of death, that is the devil." It must change from
believing that man is immortal by generation or by nature, to a belief
that immortality is only for the regenerated after "seeking for glory,
honor and immortality." It must change from believing that eternal
life is the possesion of all men to believe that the gift of God is eternal
life to the righteous only. It must change from believing that we have
"never-dying souls" to a belief that souls are dying and salvation is to
save souls from death. It must cease trying to fit immaterial souls for
the sky and try to be of the "meek" who "shall inherit the earth"
(Matt, v: 5). It must stop trying to "sing its title clear to mansions in
the sky," and try and prepare to sing, "Thou hast made us unto our
God kings and priests and we shall reign on the earth." It must cease
talking about the kingdom of God in the heart and seek to have an
"abundant entrance into the kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Christ." It must no more believe that Christ is gone to heaven that
He might receive us there, and must believe that "to them that look
for him shall he appear the second time without sin unto salvation."
It must stop the folly of despising the restoration of Israel and Israel's
kingdom and believe that God "hath put it in His own power to restore
again the kingdom to Israel." No longer must it delude itself that we
are the children of God by nature, by generation; but it must come to
see that to those only who believe and obey the Truth God will give the
"power to become the sons of God." No more must it imagine that
there is hope in Adam, but it must see there is none other name given
among men whereby we must be saved but the name of Jesus Christ."
It must change from believing that sprinkling a few drops of Water in
a baby's face will make it ' 'a member of Christ, a child of God and an
inheritor of the kingdom of heaven," and believe that only upon obedience to the gospel by being "buried with Christ in baptism" and rising to a new life can we become "heirs of the kingdom which he hath
promised." When the mind bas undergone these changes a new creature mentally is begotten and formed; and when in baptism the person
emerges from the water there is a "washing of water by the word"
(Eph. v: 26) and there is a "birth out of water" and a new creature in
Christ Jesus is the result. Regeneration has taken place by the "washing of regeneration," and the "new creature" is "clean through the
word," in a state of conciliation with God, in the atonement.
We have se*en that man's state of alienation and condemnation is the
result of sin. All men are born in this state by reason of our first par-
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ents having sinned and brought death." "'By one man sin entered into
the world, and death by sin, and so death passed upon all men, in whom
all have sinned"—Rom. v: 12. When death was pronounced upon
Adam it was pronounced upon the Adamic race; for he was the federal
head of the race. Therefore when paradise was lost to him it was lost
to us. "When the way to the tree of life was closed against him it was
closed against vis. Hence we find the entire race outcasts, under condemnation to suffer sickness, sorrow, pain and death. These are the
inherited evils that are all men's portion in this life. This is the sense
in which man is lost; and it is therefore to save man out of this state
that salvation is by God's love offered.
In offering salvation, however, God's love was not allowed to conflict
with His attribute of justice. While He was to be the justifier He was
also to be just (Rom. iii: 26). Through and in the federal head of the
race He had, on account of sin, condemned all to death; and there was
no man that could ''redeem his brother nor give to God a ransom for
him." If the sentence that had passed upon the race were allowed to
remain all were lost; and yet there was no man able to remove it. Why
did not God unconditionally and without a process make one complete
sweep and pardon all? some ask. We answer, He could not. Could
not! some exclaim. No, He could not. God cannot stultify His own
attributes. He had decreed that the sin of a federal head should bring
death upon all the descendants of that head; and since this decree was
by Divine justice it could not be set aside by any means out of harmony
with Divine justice. The predicament in which man was found, therefore, required a wonderful combination of love and wisdom, such as
God only possessed; and all that man could do was to "stand still and
see the salvation of the Lord," for "salvation belongeth uuto the Lord"
(Psa. iii: 8). Since Divine justice had decreed that disobedience in a federal head should plunge all in him into the seething sea of death, the'
same justice could accept obedience in another federal head as a ransom.
So that upon this principle as all had gone down into death in the first
federal head, all could be redeemed out of death in the second federal
head. In other words, ' 'By man came death, by man came also the resurrection of the dead" (I. Cor. xv: 21). Left to die in the first federal
head death would eternally hold its victims; because by Divine justice
the "one offense" (Rom. v: 17, 18) gave death the right to hold all who
remained in the state and relation in which generation produced them.
Escape therefore could only be by obedience through and in a federal
head who could meet the demands that would admit of Divine love
co-operating with Divine justice.
There was not a man to be found equal to the task of rendering the
obedience that would antidote the disobedience of the first federal head;
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for the obedience must be perfect, else Divine justice could not accept it
as a ransom and still be Divine justice. This necessarily left man helpless and hopeless, "without strength" (Rom. v: 6). What was to be
done? O say some, you represent God as a tyrant demanding full pay
as a ransom. No, no; not as a tyrant, but as a just God demanding
what His attributes must of necessity require—right in place of wrong,
righteousness in place of unrighteousness, obedience in place of disobedeince; for God cannot save men in their sins; and if they were saved
they would be worthless. Therefore what God requires is not only in.
harmony with His attribute of justice, but it is necessary as a means of
making those who are saved useful after they are saved; for in the end
sinners will be of no use to God. The righteous only "He will preserve; the wicked he will destroy."
What is needed now is a redeemer; and since man cannot provide
one here is place for the love of God to be manifested—manifested in
such a wonderful manner as to show that God can unite love with justice, mercy with truth; be just towards sinners and yet justify sinners.
Well might we exclaim: "O the depth of the riches both of the wisdom
and knowledge of God!" To meet the requirements of the case the
redeemer must redeem in the most literal, real and practical sense. The
first federal head was not only the cause of all in him being lost, but he
himself fell experimentally. He was thus the way into death. So the
one to redeem must himself be practically and experimentally the way
out of the lost and condemned state back to the "well-pleasing" state
with God. He must be a manifestation of redemption in himself, as
Adam was a manifestation of alienation in himself. As Adam in the
loss passed under condemnation, so the second Adam in regaining must
pass out from under the condemnation. As the first passed into sorrow
and pain, so the second must pass out. As the first passed into death
and the grave, so the second must pass out. As the first passed out of
paradise, so the second must work his way back. And since all in the
first Adam passed into condemnation, sorrow, pain, death, the grave
and out of paradise, he being the way, the sin and the death, so it is
only in the second Adam we can pass out of condemnation, sorrow,
pain, death, the grave and into paradise, he being '•'•the way, the truth
and the life."
But, brethren, sisters and friends, where does this lead us to? What
are the logical sequences of these truths? Here they are: •
1.—Before Adam could pass into condemnation he must have been
free from it; therefore before a second Adam could be the way out from
under Adamic condemnation, he must be under that condemnation.
2.—Before Adam could pass into sorrow, death and the grave he
must have been free from them; therefore before the second Adam
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could be the way out he must be a "man of sorrow," under the dominion of death and go into the grave.
3.—Before Adam could be cast out of paradise he must have been in
paradise; therefore before the second Adam could be the way back from
out of paradise into paradise he must have been outside to start with.
Therefore the one to redeem must begin where the one that made
redemption necessary left off. So an angel will not do for a redeemer,
neither will a man in the condition and relation of Adam before he sinned; for it would not be in harmony with Divine justice for either of
these to be afflicted with sorrow and death. Therefore the redeemer
must be a man / yes, a man "made in all points like unto his brethren"
(Heb. ii: 17), yet a man possessed of a power that no other man ever
possessed, and that no man could ever possess by natural means, and
therefore a power that could come only from God. Consequently in
the initial sense the power to redeem was of God; but in its ultimate
manifestation we behold it developed into a life of perfect obedience in a
second federal head whose name is the "only name given among men
whereby we must be saved" (Acts IV: 12), and that is the name of Jesus
the Christ, the second Adam, the Redeemer.
Before Adam sinned he had the moral and mental power in himself to
attain to the prize set before him. After he sinned this power had
become so weakened and his proclivities to do evil so strengthened that
the obedience necessary to redemption was impossible. What was
needed therefore was mental and moral help, or rather the power to
develop these. This was the help rendered to human nature in the
begettal of Christ as the Son of God. It was not the purchase price
that would ransom- from death, such as the theory of "free life once
claimed. It was not a something forced into Christ's possession like
immortal soulists force immortality into the possession of all men without merit. No, no; it was the gift of mental and moral possibilities,
latent in the start and their usefulness for the purpose intended dependant on their exercise and development in a life. Yes, in a LIFE; but
not in a life physiologically, but in a life biographically, which when
complete was a life of perfect obedience, and that, yes, THAT, my
friends, was the offering that went up to heaven as a sweet-smelling
savor unto God, accepted for redemption, for ransom, for regeneration.
Yet the glory is to God for making such a glorious end possible; and
shall there not praise and honor be due to His Son in faithfully perfecting the help laid upon Him I
In this procees in Christ two things must be kept in view—Christ suffering and yet Christ righteous and approved. Christ crucified and yet
Christ not crucified. This may appear to be a contradiction of terms,
but it is not. It was j ust for God to require the crucifixion of Christ,
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•else He would not have required it; and yet Christ was without sin, and
one without sin ought not to be crucified. God's justice must be seen
here, and yet His love must find place. The explanation of this paradox is found only in a discrimination between the life of Christ physiologically and His life biographically. Physiologically His life was
Adamic—the life of the flesh of the Adamic race, every member of
which was condemned in Adam, Christ (considered as a descendant of
Adam, as a man and not as a character) included; for if a chain is condemned every link in it must necessarily be.
O, say some, how you dishonor Christ when you say He was under
Adamic condemnation and that He needed cleansing and perfecting!
Superficially viewed it may appear so; but look here my well-meaning
friend; come with me to the Garden of Gethsemane; look over there at
the Son of God bowed in sorrow, bathed in tears, sweating as it were
great drops of blood. Come along with me to Calvary, and I will only
ask you to glance at the spectacle of our beloved Saviour; it is really
the Christ Himself that is nailed to yonder cruel cross. I will not ask
you to go close to the sad scene nor to hear the heart-sickening words,
"My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?" Let us turn back
and I will now talk with you about this matter of dishonoring the suffering Christ by saying that He was not perfect and holy by birth, but
had to perfect Himself in an imperfect, sin-stricken nature. I confess
to you, my dear friend, that, judging after the manner of men, I am
inclined to say as you do, yes, and to go as far as some have who have
declared Him immaculate. Thinking of Him as the Son of God only I
would naturally, yes, naturally rush to the belief that He was as pure
as Adam was before He sinned; yes, as good as an angel of heaven.
But then what about the scenes we have just witnessed ? Were you to
see Adam before he sinned on the cross what would you say? Were
you to see an angel crucified, if it were possible, what would your
inmost soul exclaim? Would you not declare it ought not to be, it
ought not to be? And I would answer you, It ought not to be; and if
Christ was as Adam before he sinned, I would say of Him on the cross,
"It ought not to be." Now, then, since He was crucified according to
a pre-arranged plan of God, I am bound to say it ought to be; but how
can I intelligently say so ? Shall I blindly say so, or shall I accept the
Spirit's offer, "Come and let us reason together?" When we do this,
my brethren and sisters and friends, we shall see that Christ considered
in His relation to Adam, Adamic condemnation that passed upon all in
him, and Adamic nature, I say, Christ considered legally and physically,
typified by Moses lifting up the serpent, a symbol of sin; typified by
the scarlet of the dividing vail of the tabernacle, typified in many of
the Mosaic shadows of sin condemned in the flesh that committed it;
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when, I say, Christ upon the cross is considered in these relations we
can see how, according to God's plan, it ought to be. But Christ considered in relation to developed character, "holy, harmless and unrtefiled," and this side only kept in view, it ought not to have been. Let
u.s keep both sides before us and all will be as clear as the "great mystery of godliness" can be to our weak and finite capabilities.
It was therefore Adamic life that was taken because of sin. It was
Christ's life legally and physiologically, if you will allow me the expression, that was crucified, and that because of His relation to Adam's sin;
and thus God's justice was manifested in "condemning sin in the flesh."
Biographically Christ's life was not Adamic; it was of God, heavenly.
It never was under condemnation; and as soon as this life, as a new
mental and moral creature came to the birth in being "born out of
water" Heaven's approving voice declared: "This is my beloved Son in
whom I am well pleased." When Christ had finished His work in overcoming the evils the first: Adam had entailed upon Him and thus He
passed out, on and up to redemption. He passed "through the vail—
that is to say his flesh," into glory, honor and immortality, and became
federally for all in Him the "way, the truth and the life."

PEAISE.
Now let us join with heart and tongue
And raise the voice in grateful song;
As faithful sons our praises briner
In songs that saints delight to sing.
To praise the Lamb that once was slain,
He felt the anguish and the pain
Of dying 'midst His cruel foes;
He took our nature, bore our woes.
'Tis finished and He bows His head.
In death's embrace entombed He laid;
All darkness, silent in the grave,
Is this the One who came to save ?
Ah! yes; that glorious work was done,
Death and the grave their race had run :
The fetters burst, arose in power,
A glorious end to death's dark hour.
In humble faith we see Him stand
Exalted high at God's right hand ;
Our great High-priest, our future King,
These are the themes we love to sing.
Behold us, Lord, a feeble band,
In conflict with the foe we stand ;
We sing the triumphs of thy name,
All human glory here is shame.
R. SIMONS, Otago, N. Y.
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AN OLD AND ABLE WOEK ON THE
APOCALYPSE.
our late visit to Springfield, Ohio, Sister Wood called
our attention to the oldest book in a
large and valuable library which
Brother Wood has collected. Being in
the stationery business and making a
specialty of buying and selling rare
books, Brother Wood has found many
works that standard libraries quite
I'eadily purchased at high prices.
Among one of his purchases he found
Mede's "Exposition of the Apocalypse,"
which was published in 1643.
Referring to this author, Dr. Thomas,
in the preface to "Eureka,'' Volume
III., says: "Mede first published his
"Clovis Apocalyptica" in 1627 and his
"•Commentary" in 1632. He was regarded by his contemporaries in England as a man almost inspired for the
exposition of Apocalyptic mysteries;
and assuredly in comparison with all
his predecessors who had written upon
the subject he was a great light shining
into thick and incomprehensible darkness. In several important points he
much advanced the science. He interpreted the prophetic periods on the
year-day principle; made the resurrection and ascension of the witnesses an
ascent to political eminence; made the
Sixth Head, under which John lived,
the Imperial Csesars; adopted Latinos
as the Beast's name and number; explained the sun of the fourth vial of
the German Dynasty as the chief luminary in the Papal Imperial system ; indicated Rome as the throne of the
beast upon which the fifth vial would
be poured; interpreted the drying up
of the river Euphrates as the exhaustion of the Ottoman power; and coincided with Justin, Irenseus and others
of the earliest date in the first resurrection being the literal resurrection of
the saints to be developed on Christ's
coning to the Antichrist's destruction,

after which the millennium will be
introduced "
From this brief summary of the author's work it will be seen that all the
principle features of the Apocalypse
were understood and expounded by him;
and to read this book, which is only
about one hundred and fifty pages,
seems like reading "Eureka" in a condensed form, and is, as the doctor says,
quite refreshing.
In many ways the book is a curiosity
-the style of type, the orthography,
the diction, etc. In the days when it
was published a legal routine had to
be followed that would seem quite a
hardship for publishers in our times;
and indeed it is questionable if some
of the literature of the Truth would
ever have got into print if the legal restrictions had not been removed. Following we give the first page of the
book, except that we cannot imitate the
ancient style of type:
Commons House
Munday Febr 21. An. Dom. 1641.
It is this day Ordered by the Committee for Printing and Pubishing of
Books, &c. That Mr Jackson Minister
of Saint Michael ii: Woods:reet London,
be desired to peruse Mr Mora his Translation of Mr Mede his book on the Revelation, this day presented to the said
Committee to be licenced, and to report
to the said Committee his opinion
therein, and concerning the Printing
thereof.
John White.
I Have according to the Order of the
Committee for Printing, &c, read over
Master More his Translation of Mr
Mede his booke on the Bevelation, and
finde it to be exactly Translated, and
that the book it selfe gives much light
for the understanding of many obscure
Passages in that sweet and comfortable
Prophecie, and though Master Mede's
opinion concerning the thousand years
of the seventh Trumpet be singular
from that which hath beene most gener-
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ally received by Expositors of best SOPHISTRY OF HIGHER CRITICISM.
esteem, and I conceive hath no just
ground, yet he therein delivers his
tVie above heading apjudgement with such inodestie and
peared in the Microcosm for Febmoderation that I think the printing ruary, 1893, the following excellent arof it will not be perillous: and there- ticle by Capt. R. Kelso Carter, of San
fore conceive that the publishing of Francisco. We have had it in mind to
this Translation is a good work, and give it to the readers of the ADOCATE
may with Gods blessing yield much ever since its appearance, but the opporcomfort to many.
tunity has not opened till now. However, since so called higher criticism is
April 18. 1642.
Arth. Jackson.
still at its evil work, and since some of
It is ordered by the Committee of the
our brethren have not escaped its pitCommons House of Parliament confalls, this pointed criticism will not be
cerning Printing, this eighteenth day
inopportune now.
of April 1642 That the book Intituled
THE AKTICLE.
the Key of the Revelation, &c. be Printed.
After an absence of several years
John White.
from the columns of the Microcosm I
Then follows the title page, which wish to offer a few simple words on the
reads:
above topic. I lay down the axiom that
The Key of the REVELATION, error con be always met on its own
searched and demonstrated out of the ground and its ov\ n reasoning turned
Naturall and proper Charecters of the against itself. Failure to show the
Visions, WITH A Coment thereupon, error demonstrates our lack of ability,
according to the Rule of the same Key, not the truth of the argument. With
published in Latine by the profoundly this brief introduction let us see if the
Learned Master Joseph Mede B. D late higher criticism uses sound logic in its
Fellow of Christs Colledgein Cambridge, reasoning.
For their use to whom God hath given
1st.—I notice that the higher critic
a love and desire of knowing of search- claims to be a believer in inspiration,
ing into that admirable Prophecie. but in the next breath he begins to
Translated into English by Richard deny the inspiration of portions of the
More of Linley in the Countie of Salop, Bible. He does not deny all, but only
ESQUIKE, One of the Burgesses in this
parts If we ask which parts ? he
present Convention of Parliament.
proceeds to point them out. When we
With a Praeface written by Dr. Twisse inquire upon what grounds? we are
now Prolocutor in the present Assembly told the "internal evidences" decide the
of Divines.
matter in his mind. Suppose we ask
Printed at LONDON by B. B. for internal evidence in what? He must
Phil. Stephens, at his Shop in Pauls reply, "in the Bible itself." But the
Church-yard at the signe of the gilded Bible itself most distinctly makes the
Lion. 1643.
claim of inspiration for the whole of
A preface to the book is written by the Old Testament at least. He must
Dr. Zwisse, "showing the method and then limit his field for the "internal
excellency of Mr. Mede's interpretation evidences" to the passage in question;
of this mysterious book of the Revela- for if he admit the whole Bible his case
tion of St. John." From this preface is gone at once. Let this be clear: If
and other parts of the book we intend the higher critic claim that the "evidences" are found in the whole Bible,
to give further interesting extracts.
he exposes himself to the contradiction
EDITOR.
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of the explicit declarations that the
Scripture is inspired. To avoid this
absolute failure of his case, at the very
outset he is compelled to rule out at
least all those portions of the scripture
which make any such claim, and to decide that all such passages are certainly
uninspired. That is, he is compelled
to insist that the only book in the world
claiming to be specially inspired by
God, specially and particularly lies just
where this claim is made. Certainly
this is a very poor way to discover any
inspiration at all.
2d.—It is now in order to inquire, if
the testimony of the Scripture to its
own inspiration is directly false, where
will you find your warrant for believing
that any of it is inspired ?
How is it possible for the inspiration
of a book to be known ? If the book is
inspired it will certainly tell the truth
about itself as well as about all other
things open to omniscience. Certainly
it is unreasonable to expect the book
to keep repeating the declaration of its
inspiration in every paragraph. Surely
no one would claim that this declaration is called for more than once or
twice. But we find the writings of
Moses continually asserting the direct
word of the Lord and the writings of
each prophet doing the same thing.
But, by the principle adopted by our
"critics," we are compelled to regard
as untrustworthy all these declarations
that "the Lord said" or "the word of
the Lord came to me," etc.; for all such
assert the inspiration of the book, and
as certain declarations which assert the
inspiration of the whole collection of
books have been ruled out of court, by
the same logic these must follow. But
if the inherent statements of the book
are rejected on the point of inspiration,
what in the world are its other statements good for ? If a book cannot testify to its own inspiration, or if one
inspired book cannot testify to the inspiration of another, pray who can
testify?

Are we to be the final judges? And
are we to decide upon the ground of
our opinion of the subject matter of
the book ? How in the world are we
to decide when we confessedly do not
believe all the writer says ? As the
writer supplies us with pretty much all
the information there is in the premises, and as we do not believe him when
he claims to be reporting what God
said to him, how can we possibly believe
him anywhere else? If we believe the
writer was inspired in spots, but never
in the spot where he said he was, or
where he said another writer was inspired, what sort of confidence can we
conjure up in him at all? And how
can we hope to decide when the very
source of our information is unreliable ?
If we are to base our opinion on the
matter of his writing, how can we tell
that he was inspired in places where he
made no special claim, when we decide
adversely when he did make such a
claim ? But if "internal evidences"
mean anything at all, this is the situation to which they bring us.
The "higher critics" do not profess
to be inspired. Moses, Isaiah, Jesus,
Paul, Peter and the rest did profess inspiration. We are then asked to take
the judgment of men who deny their
own inspiration as to the inspiration of
those who directly claim to have it.
While at the same time we are asked
to reject as uninspired many of the direct declarations of the supposed sometimes inspired men. This is certainly
getting badly mixed. If a man is inspired he certainly knows it. At least
he would not make the positive claim
"the things I write you are the commandments of the Lord" without knowing he was then inspired. Would he
be likely to say "all Scripture is given
by inspiration of God," or "holy men
of old spake as they were moved by the
Holy Ghost," without being conscious
that he was inspired when he said these
things? But if he was uninspired
when discussing the very subject of his
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or another's inspiration, at once all other
subjects are vitiated and worthless.
The imaginary situation of the writers of the Bible in the light of this
"criticism" is very like that of the
snake which had been "killed" by an
Irishman but was still squirming. "Is
be dead?" asked a by-stander. "Yis,
he"s dead, sure enough, but he's not
quite conscious of it." These writers
were inspired or not inspired, sure
enough, but they were not quite conscious of it, because their words indicate just the reverse. What folly!
4th.—Would not the absence from a
record of any claim to inspiration be
first-class ''internal evidence" against
it? The presence of such a claim is
certainly consistent. And what better
evidence of consistency than the action
of Jesus, who claimed inspiration, in
appropriating the word of Moses, who
also claimed it? Again, what proof of
inspiration could be given except miracle and fulfillment of prophecy? So
we find these very proofs continually
used by the prophets, Jesus and the
apostles. If we are to decide on the
matters, as we cannot work miracles,
we can only hunt for prophetical fulfillment and examine the evidence of the
reported miracles. But in this latter
evidence we find very prominent the
testimony of the prophets, Jesus and
the apostles. Vitiate their testimony
to the miracles and all of it goes overboard at once. Discredit Jesus' indorsement of Jonah's three days and
what faith can be placed in His three
days? Criticise Peter's statement
about Noah's flood and what faith can
be placed in his flood of ''fire?" Throw
away confidence in Moses, who "wrote
of Jesus," and what can be said of
the "Song of Moses and the Lamb ?"
Finally, how can anything but inspiration be a correct judge of inspiration ?
In the very nature of the case is it not
impossible for an uninspired judge to
decide? Who will not admit this?
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By his own admission he has not the
quality* of "inerrancy," therefore his
decision can never be "sure." And,
as every other man is in the same condition, no decision can b3 considered
final except inspiration steps it and
utters its voice. This is the simplest
science. There is not the least loophole of escape on this point. We may
consider the general weight of evidence
as to the authenticity of a narrative,
but there our powers stop. We cannot
be final. How, then, can we logically
undertake to discuss a question, when
we rule out in advance the only possible final judge ?
If it be scientific that, because of
the universal law "after his kind,"
only the spiritual "discern" or understand the spiritual, may it not be possible that the reason why the "higher
critics" continue to squirm so much,
while declaring their inability to grasp
the inspiration of the whole Bible, is
because, like the Irishman's snake, they
are "dead, but not quite conscious
of it?"
AWKWARD PKEOEDENTS

HERE is often more harm done
W
in laying down awkward and
false precedents in the attempt to sustain a favorite, vague theory than in
advocating the theory itself. The controversy in support of the theory that
Gentiles out of Christ will be raised to
appear at the judgment would not have
been seriously objectionable if it had
not made so many misapplications of
Scripture and resorted to far-fetched
arguments, and thus laying down precedents which, if followed, would cause
both sides of the controversy much chagrin in dealing with other subjects.
For instance, much has been based
upon what has been called "numerous
cases" of resurrection in the past.
Those "numerous cases" (?) have been
used as precedents upon which to es-
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tablish a rule, while they have not
been relevant to the point in hand at
all. The issue has been about resur-

The fact is that the repeated phrase
"numerous cases" is an exaggeration
begotten by a hard-pressed case. If
rection in and through, Christ, to whose reference is made to those who were
work of redemption incidental cases of raised at Christ's resurrection, let it be
resurrection before His birth and before remembered that it was "the bodies of
He became "the resurrection" stood in saints that rose," a fact that could be
no way related. If it is right to say no precedent for resurrection of those
that there have been "numerous cases" who never pass under any law of resurof resurrection before Christ, therefore rection, but die under the condemnamany will be raised by Him to judg- tion, "Dust thou art and unlo dust
ment who are not in Him, by the same shalt thou return."
reasoning it might be said "numerous
A logician will never use an argucases" of resurrection have taken place ment that proves too much, knowing
before and independently of Christ, well that it is suicidal. It is like runtherefore resurrection does not depend ning so fast that one tumbles heels over
upon Christ and no line can be drawn head and thus runs over himself as it
anywhere, not even at the point of were. The Apostle Paul in dealing
"intelligent rejection."
with men who denied the resurrection
The awkwardness of the precedent altogether did not cite them to "nuwill be realized quite forcibly in dealing merous cases" of resurrection in the
with believers in the resurrection of past; because he was proving the reschildren. They will meet us in this urrection which is a set purpose of God
way: \ o u say that "numerous cases" by a laic He has set in force. And to
of resurrection out of Christ have taken have attempted to establish this law of
place in the past, therefore the same resurrection by random incidents in the
will take place in the day of resurrec- past would have logically taken him
tion. Granted, we derive much conso- beyond the limits he is so careful to
lation from your argument, in that chil- guard in the entire chapter (I. Cor. xv).
dren have been raised to life in the Had he used the past cases as premises
past, therefore our children will be the logical conclusion would have carraised in the day of resurrection; for ried him beyond bounds and given uniyou will remember that the one whom versal resurrectionists the advantage
Elijah restored to life was a child (I. they seek. Therefore holding Adam
Kings xvii: 21); and in the case of as the cause of death by law in contrast
Elisha with the son of the Shunamite with Christ as the cause of resurrection
it was a child she "took up" in her by law, the apostle guards the truth
arms. The precedent here would prove and force of his argument, and he beinfant resurrection if it proves any gins, not before Christ with incidental
random cases of resurrection, but with
rule for the future at all.
In the New Testament we have the Christ, the point and pivot of the whole
case of the ruler's daughter, of whom plan (Verses 3 to 11). Having started
Jarius said: "My little daughter lieth with the precedent he proceeds: "Now
if Christ be preached that he rose from
at the point of death" (Mark v: 23).
Even if cases in the past were prece- the dead, how say some of you that
dents for the future it would be diffi- there is no resurrection of the dead?"
cult to find one where a Gentile was Those who were raised before Christ
raised; and therefore the conclusion depended not upon His resurrection.
based upon assertion of "numerous Their resurrection was a fact whether
cases" rests upon a mere assumption. He was ever raised or not. But the
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resurrection Paul is speaking of, being
one that is governed by a law God has
seen n't to empower to draw the line, is
the resurrection of which Christ is first
and therefore the nucleus.
Any position that will nullify an
apostle's argument must be false. To
illustrate, Paul in L. Cor. xv: argues;
•'If there is no resurrection of the dead
then is Christ not risen; and if Christ
be not risen, then is nur preachiug vain
and your faith is also vain (Verses 13,
14). Now with the popular theory that
the dead are happy in heaven used as
a premise Paul's argument would be
utterly without force Such a theorist
could say, No, Paul; it does not follow
that our faith is vain if there is no
resurrection of the dead, for we go to
heaven independently of resurrection.
If we had no other way of knowing
that the popular theory is wrong except
this nullifying effect upon an argument
of an inspired apostle that would be
enough.
Now the force of the apostle's argument in this chapter in behalf of the
doctrine of resurrection (not incidental

cases) is made to depend entirely upon
the resurrection of Christ. But if the
"numerous cases" of past resurrectiou
can be used as a premise in any sense
related to the doctrine of resurrection,
one could reply to Paul that resurrection does not depend upon Christ's resurrection ; for numerous cases occurred
before Christ and independently of
Him, therefore numerous cases will
occur again outside and independently
of Christ. It is clear, therefore, that
the "numerous cases" that are not at
all numerous cannot be used HOT
abused in an attempt to sustain a law
of resurrection for any out of Christ.
If one should claim that God has raised
to life some who never came within the
scope of the law governing the resurrection generally, and what He has
done He may do again, that would be
another thing, a mere harmless opinion

that would not be worth while disputing about. Avoid awkward precedents.
EDITOR.

TEANSIENT TKOUBLES.

Most of us have had troubles all our
lives, and each day has brought all the
evil that we wish to endure. But if we
were asked to recount the sorrows of
our lives how many could we remember? How many that are six months
old should we think worthy to be remembered or mentioned ? To-day's
troubles look large, but a week hence
they will be forgotten and blurred out
of sight.
If you would keep a book and every
day put down the things that worry
you and see what becomes of them
it would be a benefit to you. You allow
a thing to annoy you, just as you allow
a fly to settle on you and plague you,
and you lose your temper (or rather get
it; for when men are surcharged with
temper they are said to have lost it);
and you justify yourselves for being
thrown off your balance by causes
which you do not trace out. But if
you would see what it was that threw
you off your balance before breakfast
and put it down in a little book and
follow it out and ascertain what became
of it, you would see what a fool you
were in the matter.
The art of forgetting is a blessed
art, but the art of overlooking is quite
as important. And if we should take
to writing down the origin, the progress and outcome of a few of our troubles, it would make us so ashamed of
the fuss we make over them that we
would be glad to drop such things and
hurry them at once into eternal forgetfulness. Life is too short to be worn
out in petty worries, frettings, hatreds
and vexations. Let us think only on
whatsoever things are pure and lovely
and gentle and of good report.
Selected by R. G. H.

THE JEWS, THEIR LAND AND AFFAIRS.
SCATTERED.
"Add the Lord shall scatter theo among- al!
people, from the one end of the earth even
auto the other. * * * And among these nations shalt ttaou find no ease, neither shall the
soli; of thy foot have rest"—Deut. 28: 6<f, 65.

LETTERS FROM JERUSALEM.
JERUSALEM, Feb. 5, 1895.
DEAR BROTHER: Yours of January

8th is received. Many thanks. I will
write by next post. The ADVOCATE
(January number) is very interesting.
The editorial for 1895 is just what I
expect from you.
We are having the first rain for seven
weeks. The people are rejoicing. The
poor Jews have been fasting and praying for rain.
Many tourists are arriving every day.
Jerusalem is a busy place just now.
I hope this will find you in good
health.
Yours truly in hope,
A. E. DAVIS.

Could you send me some old stamps
of any kind for the poor Jews who ask
for them every day? Old Columbian
will be thankfully received or any foreign stamps.
A. E. D.
[If any of the friends can respond
to this request, address care of United
States Consul, Jerusalem, Palestine,
Asia. - E D . ]
JERUSALEM, Feb. 12,1895.

I have
sent a postal card in reply to your letter, which is very thankfully received
by many besides myself.
I have been able to keep my poor,
lame and blind Jews from starving this
winter; but now, I thank God, I am
able to add a few comforts, which is a
real pleasure for me.
The weather has been favorable for
us poor people this winter. It has not
been as cold and wet as it was last winDEAK BIIOTHEK WILLIAMS:

GATHERED.
"Behold, I wi/1 take the children of Israel
from amon g the nations, whither they be gone,
and will gabtier them on every side, and brinn'
them into their own land"—Ezek. 37: 21, 22.

ter but rain is greatly needed, and the
poor Jews are praying and fasting for
rain. No rain means terrible suffering
for the poor people here.
We have beard of the tenible fate
of the Elbe and her unfortunate passengers. The German consul received
a telegram, and this event has cast a
gloom over the German population here
and Europeans as well. There are so
many horrors crowding upon each other
that everyone asks, "What next?"
Many hundred tourists are expected
this month, and the dragomen are hiring exery vacant room in the city
for their accommodation. Mr. Clark,
of New York, will bring four hundred
from that city.
I think I have told you that Mr.
Shied, the Rothschild agent, will take
my tent to the Ilauran to shelter a part
of his thousands of colonists until better accommodations can be supplied. I
am hapyy to know that the tent can be
of so much use to our poor people.
How little those.dear friends in America thought when this nice tent was
sent to me of its real future use! I am
sure they will be very happy to know
that it will be of such important
service.
I was quite surprised to see the letter
in the ADVOCATE from Brother Irwin.
I am so glad to know that he has written to the editor of The World's Hope.
I have received that paper regularly
every month during the past twelve
years. I have never acknowledged the
receipt of it nor has he written to me.
I have seen that he was in great error,
but I thought he was honest. Now I
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am so glad that he will be willing to
see the Truth, and I think he will.
Poor man, may his eyes be opened to
see the whole Truth.
I like your article, "Editorial," in the
January number more and more. It is
noble and high-minded and dignified.
I do like to read such articles to my
friends. Such ideas are appreciated by
intelligent, right-minded people, and
we are profited by reading such articles
when self-confidence is not the leading
theme.
This is the birthday of the Sultan.
The flags of all nations are flying in
honor of tlie event. The efflendis
must pay visits to the Pasha, drink
much coffee, and the band is playing
the tune of Yankee Doodle in the public gardens. The soldiers dance and
all are quite joyful. However, I think
they do not care a fig for the Sultan.
It is the custom.
The streets are crowded with pilgrims
and tourists. There are thousands of
Russian pilgrims here. All these peopie find accommodation in the .Russian
buildings. It is a strange sight to see
all these people going out aud into the
church. All seem to be devoted worshipers.
Within the grounds are stores for the
sale of good Russian butter and fish,
bread, etc. There is a well-kept restaurant, where one can dine well for one
franc.
The Russians have the finest location
for their public buildings of any in this
city. They are well kept, with public
gardens, and covered summer houses
for the public, beautiful walks and fine
views. One sees all the pretty babies
with their nurses there every pleasant
afternoon. The gates are never closed
by day nor evening.
I hope to have something more interesting to write soon.
Poor Friend Roberts! I have just
got The Christadelphian. I see what
trials he has and I do like him very

much. I am so glad that you have
shown such a spirit of kindness towards
him. He needs your sympathy. May
the dear Lord help him is my prayer.
Dr. d'Arbela will help me to give
the money sent for the best good.
I am glad that you are an American.
Sincerely,
A. E. DAVIS.
[In the foregoing Mrs. Davis makes
two mistakes; first, in regard to Brother
Irwin's letter; and second, in taking
us for an American. It was a correspondent to The World's Hope that
Brother Irwin wrote to, not the editor.
Prom later report said correspondent
was still progressing and his obedience
seemed to be not far off.' We are not
an American, but a Welshman. We
have sojourned in these United States
since 1872.—ED.]
Beturning Home.
The agitation in favor of a return to
the land of their fathers has become a
fixed factor and force in the religious
thought of modern Judaism. The
"Zionites" are more or less organized
and have developed a literature of their
own, both in book and pamphlet form
and in periodical journalism. To a
large extent the rapid increase of the
Jewish population of Palestine is the
result of this movement. In a late
issue of the journal of the German
Palestine Society Dr. Daltnan reports
the entire Jewish population of the
country at forty-three thousand seven
hundred and eighty-three. Of these
forty-one thousand one hundred and
seventy one are in thirteen cities, while
twenty-six hundred and twelve are distributed among the twenty-eight Jewish agricultural colonies, which, during
recent years, largely through the efforts
of Sir Moses Montefiore, the Rothschilds and others, have been established
and are maintained in various parts of
the land. These last figures are, however, incomplete, as no reports of membership are extant from twelve of the
colonies.

SELECTED.
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Not only may we rejoice at the work
that "The Great Salvation" is doing of
T3fcjj™HE plan adopted by the eomrnit- itself, but its advertisement of "Chris•M. tee ir> charge of the distribution tendom Astray" brings that book before
of the literature of the Truth at the the attention of the pet>ple; and from
Congress of Religions of the World's it a more complete exposition of the
Fair has proven to be quite successful. Truth is had by many who otherwise
It was a concentration of the power may never have heard of it.
put into their hands. Had they made
A brother who gave, among other
a distribution of general literature the works, a copy of "The Great Salvation"
same results could not have been ex- to a person lie happened to meet, lias
pected, for there would have been noth- just received a letter from which we
ing definite before the people. It would extract the following:
have been a fragment from here and a
DEAR FKIEND: "I received the tracts
fragment from there in the hands of and the books you kindly sent me. L
one here and another there and our have not read them all, but I have read
efforts would have been to no particu- through 'The Great Salvation,' by T.
lar point, and our detached items of Williams, of Chicago. I think it is the
truth would not have distinguished us best and most truthful work on the
I ever read; and the Scriptfrom other bodies who have parts of Scriptures
ures are so clearly explained. I intend
the Truth but hold them not as a sys- to send for another copy; also a copy
tem having the "power of God unto of 'Christendom Astray.' I have heard
salvation."
of the latter, but did not know before
In concentrating the forces at their where I could get it. I feel so thankdisposal in the distribution of one book, ful to you that I cannot express myself.
briefly and yet comprehensively setting The day I read 'The Great Salvation'
forth the first principles of the one faith, the Church of England clergyman
called to see my son. He asked me if
the committee got the attention of the I was well enough would I go to his
people; and when the book was read church, and partake of the bread and
the reader knew where it came from wine I answered, No, sir. * * * I
and what "Christadelphians believe and did not believe in the communion of
teach in all the World." Of course it liviug saints with dead ones, nor that
had two effects—it aroused wrath in the dead know more than the living.
some and created hearts of gratitude I asked him how that theory looked
in others. That the book was doing along-side of this: 'The dead know not
its work soon became manifest when it anything:' 'There is no device, nor
was being distributed at the Congress wisdom, nor knowledge in the grave,
whither thou goest?' Then I told him
of Religions; for the "clericals" looked that no such words as 'immortal soul'
like thunder clouds, while among the are found iu the Bible, and that their
'•laity" many wanted '-another of those burial service said that immortality
little books, 'The Great Salvation.'" will be put on at the resurrection,
We are still often hearing of the effects pointing out that Paul says we must
of the little book, either from copies seek for immortality. I am striving for
distributed at the Congress or others' the faith of the gospel which Christ
that have since been given out iu vari- and the apostles preached, and which
ous parts by the brethren, We have Abraham and all the Old Testament
saints believed in and died in, and
only a few left out of twenty thousand hope
that I might yet 'sit down with
copies that have been printed, and we Abraham and Isaac and Jacob in the
are now printing a new lot that will kingdom of God, which Christ will set
make a total of twenty-one thousand up at His appearing. Again I thank
five hundred.
you.'
Yours,
.
THE GREAT SALVATION AT WORK.

THE ADVOCATE SUNDAY-SCHOOL CLASS.
"Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth, while the evil days come not, nor tlie years draw
nigh, when than shalt say, I have no pleasure in them."—SOLOMON.
ROLES.

1.—Answers must be your own and in your own writing.
2. —Write on one side of the paper only.
3.—State which class you belong to, and give your age on each paper you send.
4.—Answers must reach the examiner, Mr. Leask, by the 25th of each month.
Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions for Class
No. 1 in March ADVOCATE.
Daisy Franklin (12), Elgin, 111 . 90;
May Spencer (10), Avondale, 111., 85;
Allie Taylor (11), Providence, R. I , 80;
Mabel Field (9), Providence, R. I., 75;
Walter Field (11), Providence, R. I.,
75; Homer J. Byrnes (10), Wauneta,
Kansas, 75.
Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions for Class
No. 2 in March ADVOCATE.
Alma C. Field (16), Providence, R. I..
85; Pearl Eblen (15), Robards, Ky.,
85; Harpendiner Eblen (13). Robards,
Ky., 75; Bessie Williams (H), Englewood, III.. 75; Florence Field (14),
Providence, R. I., 75.
Next month prizes will be awarded
to the two who have the highest average in each class since the last prizes
were awarded, and merit cards will be
given to all who have answered the
questions every month. The scholars
will please send their full address with
their next answers.
J. LEASK.
LESSON NO. 24, CLASS NO. 1.
QUESTIONS.

1.—Give three verses from the Old
Testament to prove that God's people
hoped for resurrection and eternal life.
2.—State how you think the verses
given prove the question.
BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 1.
ANSWERS.

1.—''In his (Christ's) days shall the
righteous flourish, and abundance of

peace so long as the moon endureth" —
Psa. lxxii: 7. '"Wait on the Lord and
keep his way and he shall exalt thee to
inherit the land; when the wicked are
cut off tliou shalt see it"—Psa. xxxvii:
34. "And the Lord said unto Abram
after that Lot was separated from him*
Lift up now thine eyes and ook from
the place where tliou art, northward
and southward and eastward and westward. For all the land which thou
seest to thee will I give it and to thy
seed for ever"—Gen. xiii: 15.
2.—The songs and hymns of a country are the sentiments of that country;
the Psalms are the sentiments of Israel;
and if David sang them he must have
believed in the resurrection.
We know that Abraham didn't possess all the land while he was alive,
so he would have to wait until he is
resurrected.
"And he believed in the Lord, and
he counted it to him for righteousness"—Gen. xv: 6.
DAISY FRANKLIN.
SECOND BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 1.
ANSWERS.

"But the meek shall inherit the
earth and shall delight themselves in
the abundance of peace"—Psa. xxxvii:
11. "For the Lord loveth judgment
and forsaketh not his saints; they
are preserved for ever; but the seed
of the wicked shall be cut off"—Psa.
xxxvii: 28, 29. "The righteous shall
inherit the land and dwell therein for
ever" (verse 29). "Surely he shall not
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be moved for ever; the righteous shall
be in everlasting remembrance"—Psa.
cxii: 6 "But the righteous shall dwell
(or live) in the promised land, and shall
be glad and delighted with the glory of
the Lord"—Psa. xxxvii: 11. "The Lord
loveth the righteous; they shall be
blessed with eternal life, and the
wicked shall die at the coming of
Chrisf'^Psa. xxxvii: 28, 29. "Surely
he (the righteous) will live in Jerusalem for ever and shall be ever remembered"—Psa. cxii: 6.
MAY SPENCER.
LESSON NO. 24, CLASS NO. 2.
QUESTIONS.

'• 1.—Give three instances from the
Old Testament where the work of
Christ in both first and second coming
is spoken of in the same connection.
2.—Show where to divide that which
refers to His first coming from that
which refers to His second.
3.—Give a case where Jesus divided
an old Testament passage.
BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 2.
ANSWERS.

Zeeh. ix: 9, 10. The ninth verse refers to His first coming, and the second coming is referred to in the tenth
verse. Isa. xi: 1-4. The iirst verse refers to His first coming, and the second
to fourth verse refer to the second
coming. Micah v: 2—"But thou Bethlehem Ephratah, though thou be little
among the thousands of Judah," refers
to His first coming; and "Yet out of
thee shall he come forth unto me that
is to be ruler in Israel, whose goings
forth have been from of old, from everlasting," refers to His second coming.
Luke iv: 18-20 is a case where Jesus
divided the Old Testament passage,
which is Isa. lxi: 1-3,
SECOND BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 2.
ANSWERS.

1.—Jer. xxxiii
Micah v: 2, 4.

Zech. vi: 12,13;

2.—"In those days and at that time
I will cause the Branch of righteousness to grow up unto David." "Behold
the man whose name is the Branch;
and he shall grow up out of his place."
Micah v: 2 has reference to His first
coming. "He shall execute judgment
and righteousness in the land." "He
shall build the temple of the Lord;
and he shall bear the glory, and shall
sit and rule upon his throne." Micah
v: 4 (in fact the rest of that chapter)
has reference to His second coming.
3.—Matt, xii: 17-22, which is Isa.
xlii.
PEARL EBLEN.
LESSON NO. 25, CLASS NO. 1.
QUESTIONS.

1.-What good man do we read of in
the Old Testament as a great sufferer'{
2.—Give three instances where he
shows that he had hope in the resurrection.
3.—Since the word resurrection is
not used by him, show by what words
you know he means resurrection.
LESSON NO. 25, CLASS NO. 2.
QUESTIONS.

1.—Give one scripture having a
double application in the past.
2.—Give three instances where Old
Testament scriptures are applied to
events in the past work of Christ and
His apostles, and that are also applicable to future events.
3.—Explain why the Bible can speak
of two future events in the same language, while other books cannot speak
correctly of each event until after it
occurs.
The Effect of Trouble.
Sufferings make or mar one's character.
Troubles make men either love or hate God.
Grief will turn them into either optimists or
pessimists in proportion's they see an economy, a ministration in suffering. Pain will
sweeten or sour their disposition in proportion
as they see a service in it. Sorrow may make
men melancholy and morose; and it may give
them a chastened joy, a refined happiness.
We can oniy justify suffering in that we see in
it a purpose.a mission, necessary and beneficial.
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E are stepping into the springW
time of the year 1895, having
passed through a winter remarkable
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craft upon the foaming waves may
hope for nothing else but wreck and
ruin. Even great leviathans are not
safe on Atlantic's mountain-waves;
and when we think of small crafts
risking themselves upon the angry sea
we shudder at the thought. Men of
millions and syndicates of unlimited
wealth at their command are not safe
on the wide and wild sea of speculation, and these treacherous times they
are keeping quite close to the shore.
Let not tfie "poor of this world" dream
of gigantic schemes and great commercial enterprises. They were never intended for such; and now of all times
if, yes, if -for even this is a question
with many—we can have only food and
raiment, let us learn therewith to be
content.

for distress in forms too numerous to
mention and calamities too horrible to
harbor thoughts of. AH parts of the
world have had their share, and some
are trying to sympathize with each
other while others are cursing; the
hearts of many are failing them and
escape is seen only in suicide here and
suicide there, while others are feasting
and fattening and reveling upon their
extortionate gains ground out of the
bones of the poor and the helpless.
Suffering the biting frost of a cold
winter and the painful pangs of misforNOTES, NEWS AND COMMENTS.
tune and want, thousands have been
wondering whether gentle spring-time
Our esteemed Brother Goddard, of
would breathe life into the lungs of a Worcester, Mass., writes as follows:
consumptive commerce and bring bread
"I have wished many times that you
to the doors of the starving millions. would publish in a pamphlet those lectPerhaps there is a little more stir; but, ures headed, 'Man in Relation to the
O dear! what is it compared with the Law of Sin and Death and of Life
needs and necessities of the times? If and Immortality,' appearing in the
these are not the last days of Gentile GLEANER. TO me and many others
times—if the last days are to be much they are the most convicting and conworse than these—let us pray that they vincing of anything we have ever read
may be shortened; for if those days from anyone. They show all the false
are not shortened all flesh must perish. and unscriptural doctrines of the orthoWell, the day of release is, no doubt, dox teachers; and if any man begins
near; and so let us not despair. But to read he will read it all. no matter
this one thing let every watcher re- what his former belief. At the end of
member and take warning: that while the pamphlet put in the whole of your
the world's great seas are roaring and last lecture, which is the best summary
raging and swallowing up ships large ever published. Should you be inclined
and small, and drawing down into the to publish it in pamphlet form I will
ocean's mighty deeps hundreds of our take five dollar's worth for distribution.
fellow-creatures; while, I say. all this I wish to give them to my orthodox
dreadfulness is now shocking the friends. I think it will open their eyes.
world, let every watcher remember that Do not try to alter it for the better, for
the sea of commerce is just as angry it is perfect as it is. May God bless
and treacherous; and he who would and help you, as the ADVOCATE has
now be reckless enough to hoist the helped me to understand the Truth as
sails of speculation and run a frail revealed in the Bible."
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Many others having expressed a de
sire to see the matter referred to by
Brother Goddard in book form, we
have been printing as we have gone
along while the matter was in type.
It will not be long now till we finish
the work and then we will announce
"Now ready." Will Brother Goddard
inform us whicli lecture he refers to as
a '"summary?" Perhaps we can comply with his wish.

1

from the old year to the new, gives a
description that all men everywhere
sadly realize to be true He said:
•'Optimists, happily fur them, most
men are. We are apt to treasure
the conviction that as the years roll by
men become better. The yew about
to expire may shake our assurance.
Europe is still an armed camp. The
Russian Jew is still the innocent and
helpless victim of persistent cruelty
based on narrow patriotism of Russian
nationalists. The Armenians' cry has
filled the heavens. And the poor negro
of Georgia is the third in this trio of
Brother James Grimshaw, of Boston, voices witnessing to aught but the triwrites angrily because we did not pub- umph of humanity.
"Again the dying year has emphalish a letter previously sent on the sepsized more than any of its predecessors
aration of himself and eight others the
fact that there is a thorn in the
from the ecclesia on the •'free-life" the- flesh of our civilization whicli so far
ory. Not one only, but several lengthy has baffled the efforts to remove it.
letters came to us, Brother Grimshaw, Dynamite and assassin in Fiance,
strike and railroad burning in America,
and we could not find room for alJ and have
emphasized the presence of disdid not want to seem partial. So we turbing elements. Everywhere the so
made what statement seemed neces- cial problem is in the foreground. By
sary, comprehending all that the letters many it is argued that this vexation
said of importance to the brethren gen- will haunt mankind as long as man
abides on earth. These point to the
erally. Our brother says: "Discontinue failures attending so far all attempts to
sending the ADVOCATE to me, as I and find a solution. They would credit, if
others have been misrepresented." capitalists, the trouble to the wicked''We will not be tied down by fallible ness of their neighbors, to vice and intemperance, to demagogues, and with
men, here or anywhere else " "We did these
factors out of the way, so far as
not believe that Christ was defiled and natural inequalites permit, they are
had to offer for Himself." "He was confident that social peace will be re'holy, harmless and undefiled and sepa- established. Others among the dispossessed lay the blame to the greed and
rate from sinners' and His blood was heartlessness,
the intrigues of the
precious; and He only offered and monopolists and capitalists. With
died once and for us." Our brother, these deprived by law of the opportuwith the eight unfortunate ones with nity to do harm humanity will triumph.
him, have fallen back into the labyrinth Put yourself into your brother's place
not remembered by either party to
of the "free-life" theory, in which he is
the contest."
fails to discriminate between what
The doctor then proceeded to explain
Christ became morally and what He that if there were greater efforts to
was legally and physically. We are perform duty and not so much claim of
"rights" the desired reform would soon
sorry, but what can we do ? No doubt come.
But the "'if" is the question.
the brethren in Boston did all they Men generally have no disposition for
could, and so the matter must be left duty. Selfishness is the mainspring of
for the infallible Man, Christ, to settle. human action, and this is what has
torn the machinery in pieces. There
is no hope of reform before revolution,
and then only by the guiding hand of
A Thorn in the Flesh of Civilization.
Him whom Dr. Hirsh's ancestors put
to death, and whom his brethren of the
Dr. E. G. Hirsch, speaking of the present day will praise and by whom
condition of the world as we passed the nation will be Messed.

INTELLIGENCE.

INTELLIGENCE.
BOSTON.—We have improved our opportunity of witnessing for the Truth by accepting an invitation from a "liberal llnitaiian
clergyman to deliver a lecture in his church
on the topic, "Why I Am a Christadelpbiam,"
Bro. F. C. Whitchead spoke. The church was
large and well filled. All of ttie audience were
given leaflets at the close, and the Truth was
publicly presented for the first time in the
town of Marblehead, seventeen miles from
Boston, with a population of twelve thousand
inhabitants. Theinvitation was given through
tlie efforts of a Mr. Martin, who is interested
in the Truth. A lengthy report of the lecture
was given in the local paper. We pray that
good may be the result.
I am pleased to report the obedience which a
knowledge of the Truth demands of James
Smith, a native of Scotland, and Louisa Peterson, a native of Denmark. The last named
not being able to speak English, was examined
through our Bro. Grasstroff, as interpreter,
and Sister Hooper acting as witness of the accuracy of the answers given. Both gave evidence of being completely dead, and were buried in the waters of baptism February 27th.
Lectures for February have been as follows:
3d, "Is Death the End of Man?" Bro. Joseph
McKellar. 10th, "Faith in the First and Nineteenth Centuries." Bro. B. F.Mitchell. "17th,
The Gospel, or Thoughts for Bible Students."
Bro. A. Pinel. "24th, The Seven-headed andTen-horned Dragon of Revelation." Bro. C. IBairbrother.
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JACKSONVILLE, FLA.—The Jacksonville
Ecclesia is making strenuous efforts to proclaim the Truth. We have lately been encouraged by an addition to our numbers as follows:
Bro W."Brooks, Second Advent preacher; Bro.
F. Chase, member of the same church: Sister
FoUett and Sister Chase (mother of Bro. Cnase)
who have put on the saving name and have
be,en regularly admitted into fellowship. We
are now determined to make known the Truth
more than ever and have begun a course of
Sunday night lectures, and so far we have reason to be thankful for the encouragement we
have received.
We have been visited within the last month
by Bro. Norton, of Chicago; Bro Dolph, of
Rochester, N. Y., and Bro. J. L. Kelley, of
•Windsor, Fla. The first-named brother was
the means of the increase in our ecelesia, as
he made things warm for the Adventists, and
thoroughly convinced our new members what
their duty was in relation to God.
Yours in hope,

CHARLES BOOTE, Sec.

[We are sorry to say Bro. Norton has not
been connected with the Chicago Ecclesia for
over twenty years. About two years ago there
was an effort made to remove the difficulties
that then stood in the way of his return (Bro.
Norton having changed his views since his
separation), but on account of his holding- the
"free-life" theory and patient effort to get him
to see his error failing, the desired end was
not reached. It is to be hoped the brethren in
the reported cases of obedience followed the
injunction, '"Let every man take heed how he
builduth thereupon."—ED.]

JOSEPH MCKELLAB, Kecording Bro.

AN APPEAL.
GAYNSVILLE, FLA.—I,, is with a sad heart I
write to you to day. I am in great distress,
not knowing1 where to get assistance except
among my brethren. I am isolated here and
out of work. Dress-making is my occupation,
but it is between seasons now for that, and I
have an invalid husband and four small children, and one grown son out of employment
nothing to get to do all depending on me. I
love the blessed truth. I am glad that I no
longer sit in darkness. "I know that my Kedeemer liveth." Praise to His name my heart
is full to-day. Pray for me, 1 beg of you, that
I may be faithful in all my duties as a true sister in Christ.
I thank you very kindly for the ADVOCATE,
which contains substantial food for the spiritual mind, which I eat of with a thankful heart.
Please let me hear from you early.
Your sister in the everlasting hope of eternal
life,

MRS. OBIN HILLARD.

[We can assure the brethren that this appeal
deserves their help. The case would have been
cared for by the brethren in Windsor, Fla., but
the frost having killed the orange groves they
are all hard pressed and much suffering is
(eared in the state.—ED.]

LONDON, ENGLAND.-South London Ecclesia, Surrey, Masonic Halt. Camberwell, New
Hd, S. E.
We are pleased to report that one more has
been added to our number, viz.. William Reynolds, formerly Church of England, who, after
witnessing a good confession of the one failh,
passed through the waters of baptism January
29th.
THOS. B. CLIFFORD, Recording Brother.

MOUNT VERNON, ARK.—DEAR BRO.: 1
must say I am well pleased with the manner
and spirit in which you have handled the late
controversy. 1 think some of the brethren
have misjudged and said unkind things about
you; but 1 think I know you are generous
enough to forgive them and brave enough ta
still expose their errors.
I am glad the brethren of Arkansas are generally at one on all first principles. Oh, how 1
long for the return of our elder Brother to
inaugurate that kingdom foretold by the p"rophets, in which we will all see eye to eye and
speak the same thing!
Well, a few words in regard to our ecclesia.
It is getting along nicely. I lectured at Bro.
Weeks' last Sunday. Subject: "What Is the
Gospel?" There was a good congregation and
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close attention; but whether any good will result to the alien I am unable to say. The brethren and sisters felt benefited, and I think we
ought to feed the sheep if the goats starve.
Bro. and Sister Piikington are in great trouble just now over the death of their son Edgar.
We are to hold a meeting at Martinville to
arrange for our fraternal gathering in August.
We want you to be sure to be with us at that
time.
Sister Lively joins me in love to you and Sister Williams.
Hoping that we may meet at the fraternal
gathering, I remain your brother in hope of
Israel's King,
J. M. LIVELY.
WARNING.
RICHMOND, VA.—Please insert a warning
in the ADVOCATE of one Benjamin Sawden,
who came here a month or so ago. While
claiming my hospitality and assistance for
several weeks he left the house in the night,
taking all the money he could lay his hands
on. He is an Englishman of small size, thin
features, bad teeth and slight mustache of
straw color. He is well acquainted with the
brethren on either side of the water and talks
well.
Affectionately yours,
J. W. PENNELL.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS.—Please say to the
brethren through THK CHUISTADELPHIAN
ADVOCATE that I am still improving, and hope,
throjgh the mercy of our heavenly Father, to
be able to travel and resume my humble labors
in the Lord's vineyard soon, perhaps in three
or four weeks.
I also thank those brethren and sisters heartily who have contributed of their means to
my relief during my long and painful affliction.
Yours in Israel's hope,
JOHN BANTA.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.-We have had six
lectures given in the Temperance Hall of this
city by Bro. Williams, which were greatly appreciated and thoroughly enjoyed by us all;
and though no outside results are yet manifested, it is hoped that in the day of Christ it
will be seen that the effort was not barren of
results.
There has been a movement towards the
unity of the two meetings in this city, which
has been in progress for some time, and in
which Bro. Williams took a lively interest
when he was with us; but it has not yet terminated in anything definite. There is yet some
ground for the hope that the faith of the
Anoipted One may at some not far-distant date
he represeted here by one body.
We in this city earnestly hope that you, Bro.
Williams, may see your way to a speedy termination of the discussion of and correspondence
on the responsibility question in the columns
of the ADVOCATE. We are among those who
think you made a mistake in permitting the

question to enter. We are not ignorant of the
difficulties under which you labored, and in
view of these we do not wonder that you considered it your duty to enter the conflict that
was being- carried on on the other side of the
Atlantic. But we still think it was a mistake,
and wish you had stedfastly adhered to your
original intention not to admit tin) discussion
of the question i:i however small a measure
into the pages of your paper. There are always
those among both friends and foes who are too
ready to misrepresent, misjudge, and even to
call or tliink bad names. Personally we do not
stand with you on the responsibility question;
but we are far from thinking you a coward or
unfaithful, or that you are influenced by considerations of self-interest, etc.; and we sincerely pray that you may not be provoked by
the suggestions of either friends or foes to
take up cudgels on a matter that should be
permitted to remain where it has remained
among the brethren for the past forty years.
Our united love to Sister Williams and yourself, and believe us, as ever, yours in the Lord.
W. T. FAKKEIi.

[We give all due respect to what Bro. Parker
says, and we know it is the faithful expression
of his feelings, though in Springfield all do not
see alike in the matter of responsibility nor on
the question of whether our part in the late
controversy was the best course to pursue.
Bro. Parker makes a mistake when lie speaks
of our part in the matter as if we entered the
'discussion of the responsibility question. We
did not re-open that question. What we did
was to enter our protest against the absurd,
unfair and false methods employed against
Bro. Andrew directly and many others indirectly. In this we still believe we did our duty
and most of the readers of the ADVOCATE
think the same. Had we not done what we did
we should not feel that we bad a "conscience
void of offense." Our next protest wasag-alnst
the advocacy that we are not by nature children of wrath and that God does not hold us
under condemnation by reason of Adamic sin;
only for our own personal sins, and therefore
Christ, having no personal sins, was not under
condemnation, and therefore, to us, this was
to make out the deatii of Christ an injustice.
It was a surrender of the very ground we had
held in the "free-life" controversy; and to
make such a surrender or silently allow any
man in our ranks to make it we could not and
never will whatever the consequences may be:
and we feel sure that the brethren in Springfield will not, for there the free-life question
has done much evil work. If condemnation
only comes upon us indirectly through Adam's
sin, as the new theory claims—that is, that
Adam's sin made it impossible for us not to
sin, and that when we do sin then we are condemned, if, I say ; this is the way we come
under condemnation or wrath, then children
are not under condemnation and therefore
must be acceptable to God; and further, Christ
was not under condemnation, did not die to
remove Adamic condemnation, only our personal sins. In that case he must have died as
a substitute for us, and not because there was
anything in Him that necessited death for
Himself first and for us representatively.—ED.]
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THE TRUTH IN THE SWEDISH LANGUAGE.
•J'heic i sq u i i c a d e m a n d f o r t h e l i t e r a t u r e o f t h eT r u t h i n t h eS w e d i s h lang u a g e , e s p e c i a i h i nW o r c e s t e r . M a s s .
Abrother has nearly completed t h e trails
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Box 1-Ki, Worcester Mass.
For further particulars sec Worcester intelligence in February
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A i>V"r.vi r;.

HAND-BOOK ON BAPTSSM.
A book of ls.<> p p . nicely bound ii; cloth. Price. $1,50. T o be hud a t ihss
ouice.
This is an excellent work on t h e history a n d mode of baptism. T h e author. -I
W. Shepherd, of T e n n e s s e e , has in this work so collated history a n d I h e d e l i n j .
t ions of scholars a s to for ever settle t h e m e a n i n g of (he word baptize.
In t h e i n t r o d u c t i o n , w r i t t e n by .1. O. H a r d i n g , ol Nashville. T e n n . he s a \ s :
•'In addition to t h e points already noted, a t t e n t i o n is called to t h e foliowiiu:
facts about t h e book:
I. --The testsmouv of <A>;takcrs and inlidels is given because t h e ) a r e disinterested p a n ics.
'1. ••The book h a s no liiv.M,. for il includes Action. Subjects and Design.
;;.- -'•.Much of t h e m a t t e r given h a s ne-»er appeared in print before, as it !>e.>n• ained in letters written to t h e editor.
4 - " T h e ((notations a r e t a k e n directly from the, original works of t h e author^
(inotcd
-">. '"Nearly live years were spent in jiatiicrin^t t h e m a t e r i a l .
ii. " M o r e than four h u n d r e d of t h e most learned men t h e world has produced,
from t h e apostolic t i m e s to t h e present da>, have been quoted.
7. " I ' t m o s i care h a s been taken to give each quotation exactly as found in
t hi.1 a u t h o r ' s own work, even to p u n c t u a t i o n . Italics, e t c .
;•*. ""The testimonies a r e all from disinterested p a r t i e s , like t h e Quaki-i s or intidcls. or from "the pailv of (he other part" t h a t is. l'edobaptisfs testify on tinaction a n d subjects of b a p t i s m , while both Baptists and Pedobaptist.s testify on
t h e desiun.
!•. " T h e letters from living scholars which a r c given in this book a r e from
men who rank a m o n g t h e leading \vrit"is and e d u c a t o r s of t h e world. They a r c
in a n s w e r to (lie following questions:
I " 'I.> there precept for or e x a m p l e of in t a u t b a p t i s m in t h e N e w T e s t a m e n t y"
'Z " • W h a t bearings have t h e A b r a l r u u i c covenant a n d circumcision on infant
baptism ?'
:,;ii " • W h a t , is t h e m e a n i n g of baptizo in t h e N e w T e s t a m e n t 'f
(4) " ' 1 ' l e a s e give me your t r a n s l a t i o n of t h e preposition i.is in Acts ii: ;!s. a n d
your opinion, as a Kreek scholar, a s to t h e relation it s u s t a i n s to the- predicates
of t h e verse a n d t h e tihrase. 'remission of s i n s / ' "
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EEGENEEATION.
(Concluded.)

JOW in the crucifixion of Christ there was the shedding of blood,
without which there is no remission of sins. That God should
require the shedding of blood is what causes many to stagger; and this
arises from a failure to see the relation of the race to the law of sin and
death. The law condemned the whole race in Adam because flesh and
blood became unclean in the sight of God through Adam's sin. By the
one sin of Adam flesh-and-blood man passed into a state in which the
natural tendency of the flesh was sinful and therefore unfit for eternal
living existence. God being holy and flesh-and-bood man being unholy
in his natural tendency, the justice and purity of divine law lawfully
required the crucifixion of the flesh, the taking of life from it by the
shedding of its blood. This was the only way that God's justice could
ever admit of His mercy saving one who descended from Adam. But
the shedding of the blood of a mere son of Adam would not admit of
redemption, if the one whose blood is shed is a.personal sinner as well
as a sinner in Adam, neither justice nor mercy can save him; justice
cannot save an actual sinner, and mercy cannot interfere in his behalf
without colliding with justice, which would place one attribute of God
against another. There must be a situation formed in which justice can
be met by the shedding of the blood of one of sin's flesh and yet the one
be saved. No man could form such a situation; only God could do it,
and in doing it He is the Saviour and His goodness and mercy are manifested. This is what He did through Christ. Christ being one of the
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race, so related to Adamic sin that without the shedding of the blood of
Adamic flesh, of which He was made, there was no remission; His
blood must be shed in order that God "may be just;" and He personalally being "holy, harmless and undefiled," God could also "be the justifier." In Christ, then, the problem was solved, and regeneration made
possible for the sons of a sinful race.
Oh! cry some, where is mercy if God requh*ed and would accept of
nothing without the shedding of blood ? Well, suppose we cannot show
this horrified inquirer a spark of mercy, the fact that God did require
the shedding of blood is a fact. Suppose we hand the matter over to
the inquirer and let him settle it, what will he do with the fact that God
did require that the blood of Christ be shed ? If he never sees mercy in
the matter, he must see the blood shed, and he must admit that, according to God's law, "without the shedding of blood there is no remission
of sin." But the trouble with some is that they look for mercy in the
wrong place; they look for it where justice and not mercy belongs.
Justice finds its proper place in the shedding of the blood of Adamic
man, while mercy began its work long before. Mercy began when God
sent it down from heaven empowered to beget out of Adamic flesh and
blood one posssesed of heavenly mental and moral powers equal to the
task of producing a holy character in an unholy nature—a new man in
an old man, a heavenly man in an earthly man, a regenerated man in a
generated man—in short, a man that was worthy of immortality, while
the outer man, the mere flesh, deserved to be and was by justice put to
death by the shedding of blood. When the blood was shed the justice
of God was manifested and satisfied; but there being a new man, in the
sense of character, developed as the result of God's mercy in making it
possible and of the faithfulness of Him in whom it was made possible,
the problem of salvation is worked out and complete in Christ as our
federal representative. He is therefore our Saviour, and no man is his
own saviour; for no man has the power to produce a holy character in
an unholy nature, and that is the only nature the sons of Adam have.
Christ having passed out from under the law of sin and death and out
of death itself into life, He is now the Captain of our salvation.
Now let me ask, Whose righteousness brought salvation to Adam's
race. O, say some, God's righteousness. Yes; of course it was God's
righteousness, but where is Christ? Where is Christ's righteousness,
my brother? Was not Christ's life a manifestation of God's righteousness ? And if you say that God's righteousness is imputed to us but
that Christ's is not, do you not make out that Christ's righteousness
was not God's and vice versa? Whose righteousness, we again ask,
brought salvation to us ? What answer can be given except that it was
Christ's righteousness ? Let me tell you right here, brethren and sis-
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ters and friends, God could not righteously save a single son of Adam
unless there was a life of absolute righteousness. I could not produce
such a life, you could not; no man who was a son of Adam only could.
Only one could. Who was that? Christ. Was the righteousness of
Christ for Him and for Him only? If so, alas! for us. By His righteousness He obtained the power and the right to save us; and when we
become united to Him in the way appointed the salvation His righteousness attained to will be ours. Therefore we do not all have to be crucified as He was. Our blood does not have to be shed as His was, and
yet it is true of us that without the shedding of blood there is no remission of sin. Whose blood? His.
The sentence we are all under is a sentence of death and return to the
dust, and die we must and be buried we must. If we wait for literal
death and burial it will be too late; for then the power of death and
hades will hold us and "prevail against us."' The only way Christ
could pass out from under the condition He was in through Adam's sin
was by dying, being buried and being raised again; and this is the only
way we can do it; yet if we wait for real death and burial we shall not
pass out. Is this a contradiction? No; we must die and we must be
buried if ever we hope to be saved. How? Do not wait till death
and the grave get a lawful hold upon you without any other law having
a claim", else they will hold you eternally. Die now, be buried now,
voluntarily as Christ did; but not literally as He did, else every man
would die for himself and it would not be Christ dying for us. If not
literally how can we die and be buried ? I answer, Symbolically, by
being "buried with Him, Christ, by baptism unto death; that like as
Christ was raised from the dead by the glory of the Father, even so
we also should walk in newness of life. For if we have been planted
in the likeness of his death we shall be also in the likeness of his resurrection; kuowing this, that our old man is crucified with him, that the
body of sin might be destroyed, that henceforth we should not serve sin.
For he that is dead is free (margin, justified) from sin." This is regeneration now in its first stage; and it will be complete when "redemption
of the body" takes place. So if you do not want to be an eternal captive in the hands of death and hades (which you will if you do not die
till you have to) you must voluntarily die and be buried in the way the
apostle describes; then Christ will be to you "the resurrection and the
life." Have you died? Have you been buried and raised? If so, you
are in Him who is the resurrection and the life and death has no claims
upon you; and when the Lord arrives there will be no law of death that
can claim your life, for Christ has died for you and you have by a sym.
bolic death passed into His death, died with Him, passed into His resur.
rection, been raised with Him.
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But, the question is asked, why do we die after all? We answer,
Because the Lord is not here to give us deathless bodies. If He were,
you need not die. Whereas if you had not died symbolically you
would have to die even if the Lord were here, because you would still
be in Adam and not in Christ. If you do die after you have been baptized into Christ you are one of whom it may be said, ' 'Blessed are the
dead that die in the Lord.'1'' If you ask in whom could you die except
in the Lord, I answer, In Adam; and it makes all the difference in the
world whom you die in. Against the sweet words, "Blessed are the
dead that die in the Lord," you may place the words, Cursed are the
dead that die in Adam. Make haste, then, and die out of Adam now,
voluntarily, and be raised with Christ to a new life; then a new life will
at last be given to you "more abundantly."
When the blood of Christ was shed and the law of sin and death
removed it was only removed in Him. If we wish to pass out from
under that law now we must go to the place, as it were, of freedom
where there is a law of liberty. That place is not in our native home.
It is not in Adam. IT is in Christ only. So we must change our relation from bondage to liberty; from alienation to reconciliation; from
mere generation to regeneration. Here we are condemned, there we
are not. Here we are without Christ, being aliens from the commonwealth of Israel and strangers from the covenants of promise, without
hope and without God in the word;" there, in Christ Jesus, we who
"sometimes were far off are made nigh by the blood of Christ" (Eph.
ii: 11, 12); and we are no longer "strangers and foreigners, but fellowcitizens of the saints and of the household of God" (verse 19). We
must now "Stand fast in the liberty wherewith Christ hath made us
free" (Gal. v: 1). Being free, "There is therefore now no condemnation to them which are in Christ Jesus;" and if you do not walk "after
the iiesh but after the spirit" you will never come under condemnation.
"The law of the spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath made us free from
the law of sin and death" (Eom. viii: 1, 2). Now, "having been born
again," we are free-born citizens, and where is the man who will say we
are under condemnation? Let him wait the judgment of this "born
again," regenerated family, and then and there condemnation will find
those who, having been reconciled to God by the blood of Christ, have
"crucified to themselves the Son of God afresh." God forbid that such
condemnation should find any of us.
Now that regeneration has turned aliens into citizens, may we ask the
question, When did our alienation begin ? Will any man say that it
began when we committed our first personal act of sin ? If so then we
were not aliens before; and if not aliens what were we? Citizens? If
so, then generation can make citizens of the commonwealth of Israel as
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well as regeneration. Where shall we trace our alienation to and where
shall we trace our reconciliation to ? The former to the first Adam the
latter to the second Adam, with baptism as the transition from the
former to the latter.
Being now in Christ we have access to the altar, on which the One
great offering was ' 'once for all made." Do you through weakness sin ?
''Without the shedding of blood there is no remission." What shall be
done? Shed blood again? No; that was done once for ally Go to
the altar then and to the priest, confess and forsake our sins, and "the
blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth us from all sin" (I. John i: 9). Despair
not then. When we in our struggles to overcome sometimes slip and
fall we can reach up our hand to Him whose helping hand is always
outstretched and always will be for such struggling ones so long as the
day of salvation lasts. Sweet thought is this, my brethren and sisters,
for poor, weak humanity, and with it let us take courage and press on,
press on to the end, when the righteous "shall renew their strength,
mount up with wings as eagles, run and not be weary and walk and not
faint." God grant that we may be thrilled with the joy of this glorious regeneration.
"FOEGIVE AND FORGET."
"I forgive the offense but cannot forget,"
How often the language I've heard,
And felt that forgive, in such company set,
Was a vain and meaningless word.
Remembered offenses must canker the heart
And poison the fountain of love;
They rise like an icicle to keep us apart
Wherever our footsteps may rove.
At least I confess, when my heart is made sore
And my feelings indignant I find,
The only true method my peace to restore
Is to banish the cause from my mind.
I must seek to forget or I cannot forgive
However my reason may strive;
For it whispers, if just, the resentment should live
While I keep the remembrance alive.
And I turn with a resolute will from the thought
Whenever it enters my brain,
Till my spirit should find the tranquillity sought
And no angry emotions remain.
And I pray that the seal of oblivion thus set
No future remembrance may break;
'Tis then I forgive, for the fault I forget
No longer resentment can wake.
Selected by L. J. Z.
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SIMPLICITY.
"WJtjUT I fear lest by any means your
J E P minds should be corrupted from
the simplicity that is in Christ (I. Cor.
xi: 3). It is a well-founded fear. In
an old-time Christadelphian is this excerpt from Mosheim: "The bishops of
those primitive times (earlier part of
second century) were plain men, remarkable rather for their piety and
zeal than for their learning and eloquence; but this venerable simplicity
was not indeed of a long duration ; its
beauty was gradually effaced by the
laborious efforts of human learning,"
etc. This is a danger. How avoid it ?
Why, turn to the never-failing Scripture. The Bible itself points the way
cieariy. Says the great Lawgiver:
"These words which I command thee
this day shall be in thy tie.irt. and thou
shalt teach them diligently unto thy
children, and shalt talk of them when
thou sittest in thy house, and when
thou walkest by the way, and when
thou liest down and when thou risest
up," etc. We must even do as David
did: "Thy word have I hid in mine
heart." "I will delight myself in th
statutes." "I will not forget thy word.''
Jeremiah found that "Thy word was
unto me the joy and rejoicing of my
heart." Then "let us search and try
our ways and turn again to the Lord.
Let us lift up our heart and our hands
unto God in the heavens. We have
transgressed and have rebelled. All
our enemies have opened their mouth
against us." Why? Because of not
holding strictly to the simple, the true,
the one measurement. "Search the
Scriptures," the Lord commands, and
Paul adds: "Let the word of Christ
dwell in you richly in all wisdom."
"Thus saith the Lord," and shall we
not heed ? Why has Deity made a revelation of His will if we need not studiously seek the knowledge of it ? Why
try to know it if other words do just as
well?

"All Scripture is given by inspiration
of God, and is profitable for doctrine,
for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness, that the man of
God be perfect, thoroughly furnished
unto all good works." "The prophecy
came not in old time by the will of
man, but holy men of God spake as
they were moved by the Holy Spirit."
''We thank God without ceasing, b3cause when ye received the word of
God, which ye heard of us, ye received
it not as the word of men, but (as it is
in truth) the word of God."
The Bible is Deity speaking to man,
and with all the authority of the everlasting ages says search it. What
guilt in his sight if we obey not. "The
secret things belong unto the Lord our
God; but those things which are revealed belong unto us."
Now, what the evidence if we go
back near the beginning of New Testament times? Why this: there were
those of that era who gave testimony
that it was not only a right, but a duty
for all believers to read and judge for
themselves. They earnestly studied
and besought others to seek and fmd.
Where ? In the Word that fails not.
Chrysostom says: "It is absurd that in
money matters men will not trust to
others, but in spiritual affairs they are
lead and drawn away by the opinions
of others, and this when they have an
exact rule, viz.: the declaration of divine laws. Therefore I entreat and
beseech you all that, not minding what
this or that man may say about these
things, you would consult the holy
Scriptures concerning them."
Even the Emperor Constantino before the Council of Nice saw that
"The books of the apostles and the prophetic oracles plainly inform us what
opinions and sentiments to entertain
concerning God; therefore laying aside
all unfriendly contention, let us prove
the things in question from the revealed
writings." Then Tertullian said: "I
do not admit what thou bringest in of
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thine own without Scripture.'' Moreover Tbeodoret exclaims: "Do not offer
reason and arguments that are human
and drawn from the authority of men.
I believe and obey only the holy Scriptures " Basil seems almost to be speaking to ourselves: '"Let the divinely inspired Scriptures determine the whole
controversy among us.'' Justin Martyr
adds: "We must know by all means
that it is not lawful or possible to learn
anything of God save out of the prophets who teach by divine inspiration."
Next Augustine: "Take and read the
Scriptures, for whatsoever is in them
is high and divine; there is verily truth
and doctrine most fit for the refreshment and renewing of men's minds."
Fenelon in his letter to the Bishop
of Arras in the proof of the general
obligation to study the Word writes:
''I think that in our day persons have
taken useless trouble to prove what is
incontestable, to-wit, that during the
primitive ages of the church lay persons were accustomed to read the
Scriptures. To be convinced of this
we have only to open the works of
Chrysostom. He says in his preface to
the Epistle to the Romans that he feels
a lively sorrow because many of the
faithful do not understand Paul as
they should. He adds that "this discord proceeds from the fact that they
are unwilling to have his writings in
their hands assiduously. Those," he
says, "who do not turn their eyes towards the light of the Scriptures fall
necessarily into error and into frequent
faults."
"The secret of success," says Jules
Simon, "is to be free. If one is free
soul and body he can do whatsoever he
will." Anyway one thing is very certain, the mind must be free in spiritual
matters—for one not to do "whatsoever
he will," but to do God's will. The
Bible liberates the conscience but all
the same teaches humility. But don't
make a mistake; humility, yes, but ser-
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vility never. There is a vast difference. Yet some by greatly loving a
supreme sense of power or pre-eminence are never content unless others
are bent in cringing sycophancy at
their feet. It will not do. Each must
have liberty of thought and freedom
to inquire; in fact, left unbiased to do
his own thinking. Let first principles
be settled with great care, then held
most firmly. Yea, even with David be
it said, "I have stuck unto thy testimonies," and with Paul, "Prove all
things; hold fast that which is good."
Moreover, "let every thought and imagination be brought into captivity to
Christ and call Him only Master."
Well did Lord Bacon say: "Disciples
do owe unto masters only a temporary
belief and suspension of their own
judgments till they be fully instructed,
and not an absolute resignation or perpetual captivity."
It is a driving age. The very school
children hurrying along the streets with
grave, intent faces, are absorbed in
thinking how to get on in the world.
Life has become such a complex thing
that it takes high-pressure striving to
keep abreast of the times. Bible simplicity! Why, there is not time to so
much as look at it. Men, women, children drive, drive, drive. Bound to
business, driving, driven, and no interest in nobler things. All the powers
of mind and body centered in the pursuit of selfish ends. Low ambition,
the gratification of the senses holds
the lash, bidding drive, drive until
with exhausted mind and tremulous
hands the finis. And what gained?
O God! in thy infinite mercy break all
our earthly fetters from off us, and
give us that glorious liberty with which
thy truth makes free.
Children of Deity should break away
from this mad rush, this round of
worldly cares. There must be time to
think and to deeply consider the great
issues reaching onward into the eternal
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ages. How? By taking into the mind
the Bible, the most profound book
known to men. Other books are but
the thoughts of men. Here are God's
thoughts. It teaches of the beginning
and the end of things. "Events that
have occurred in remotest antiquity
and events that shall occur in latest
futurity are alike familiar to inspired
men." Time in the long past and time
in the far future; the high thoughts
which are divine and the deep things
taught of the Spirit; Deity's mercy
and long-suffering and forbearance to
the children of men, and man's sinful
nature and blood-guiltiness in the sight
of God. Indeed, what is not to be
found between its lids? Commandments to be obeyed, sinfulness to be
resisted; duties to be performed and
to overcome all thfit is forbidden;
things glorious and tuings terrible.
"How readest thou?" Thus: the supremest end of this mortal life is to
perfectly obey all its requirement.
How lofty the trying, how dangerous
not to heed. "If they escaped not who
refused him that spake on earth, much
more shall not we escape if we turn
away from him that speaketh from
heaven." "He therefore that despiseth
despiseth not man, but God." "Wisdom is too high for fools."
The Bible can strengthen feeble
minds, and even little children by its
study can be made wise. Some with
idle flippancy are wont to say that
Scripture truth will not do for strong
minds. Some of the profoundest intellects have owned with true humility to
these weightest of all writings. Oranmer is said to have been able to repeat
the whole New Testament from memory. Luther was one of the most indefatigable students of the book the
world has produced. Lord Bacon
placed it above all of philosophy. Sir
Eobert Boyle says: "The Bible is a
matchless volume. It is impossible we
can study it too much or esteem it too

highly." Sir Isaac Newton: "We account tfie Scriptures of God the sublimest philosophy." Milton: "There
are no songs comparable to the songs
of Zion." Locke: "The gospel has
God for its author, salvation for its end,
and truth without mixture of error for
matter." Even poor Byron from out
of the depths of his wasted life wrote:
"Indisputably the firm believers of the
gospel have a great advantage over all
others, for the simple reason that, if it
be true, they will have their reward
hereafter; and if there be no hereafter,
they can but be with the infidel in his
eternal sleep, having had the assistance
of an exalted hope through life."
"Within this awful volume lies
The mystery of mysteries.
Happiest they of human race
To whom their God has g-iven grace
To read, to hear, to hope, to pray,
To lift the latch, to force the way;
And better they had ne'er been born
"Than read to doubt or read to scorn."

In a righteous study of the Bible
there must be spiritual-mindedness.
There is sometimes prejudice as to certain doctrine, and men try to prove by
the Word not what it teaches, but that
it don't teach the thing unwelcome to
them. In truth, "The carnal mind is^
enmity against God." The different
books that make up the whole must be
made to harmonize. They all must
stand or fall together. If one is not
true, neither is another. We must
have the whole or none. "The Scriptures are so penned that they who have
a mind to know may know; and they
who have a mind to wrangle" can find
great plenty to incite strife. It is not
the intention of the book to aid men
of perverse spirit. "The book of the
law shall not depart out of thy mouth;
but thou shalt meditate therein day
and night, that thou mayest observe to
do according to all that is written
therein; for then thou shalt make thy
way prosperous." To gain a sure and
stedfast knowledge a good rule is: "A
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little at a time and often repeated."
In agriculture a rotation of crops is
said to be an excellent plan; in physical labor to change from one task to
another is to rest; in mental endeavor
to keep out of a groove and freely exercise the different organs of the brain is
to enlarge and strengthen the capacity
of thinking. Every power of body
and mind was given us to lawfully use
but not to abuse.
Is reverence a necessity in the way
of righteousness? "Sanctify the Lord
of hosts himself and let him be your
dread." "To this man will I look,
even to him that is poor and of a contrite spirit and trembleth at my word."
A lack of veneration in the things pertaining to the Most High is profanation. A perverted taste is opposed to
the simple, energetic, true, clear, pure
wisdom that is from above. Of those
who dare trifle, jest, or use levity in
connection with sacred matters well
merit Luther's rebuke: "Whom God
would destroy he first permits to sport
with Scripture."
"If any man lack wisdom, let him
ask of God, who giveth liberally and
upbraideth not." "Men ought always
to pray and not to faint." Is it possible to become wise unto salvation, to
become mighty as a Bible student without prayer ? Is it not with earnest crying one gains the wisdom of the just?
"Teach me thy statutes." "Open thou
mine eyes that I may behold wondrous
things out of thy law." "Give me
understanding." How are we to learn
the will of Deity without help from on
high ? Present time and eternity, life
and death, sin and holiness, salvation
or destruction are matters not to be
finally adjusted by arrogant self-sufficiency or Pharisaical self-righteousness.
Some of the ablest men in scientific
research have been the least assertive.
Sir Isaac Newton, after his most successful effort, said: "I seem to be walking on the shore of a boundless ocean
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and only to have picked up a few pebbles." Then do not the weak limitations of finite minds call for moderation ; nay, more, for modesty when
dealing with the sublime thoughts of
the Most High ? How reasonable is an
unaffected simplicity in considering the
most solemn and momentous things
that concern us.
"We walk by faith." The truly enlightened mind will believe on evidence, just as the same mind will refuse to believe without Bible testimony
on a vital question. The character
will shine forth the most resplendant
the more steadily one keeps the "golden
mean." To be blindly credulous or
daring by disbelieving are the extremes. Some doubt because of what
men say and do, forgetful of the fact
that Deity cannot lie and that the
word that hath been spoken must be
fulfilled. To have unfaltering faith
one must have a simple, sincere, honest-hearted love of truth. The Truth
at every and all cost. No progress can
be made in the knowledge of divine
things if one's own opinion or party is
made of more importance than what is
indisputably true. This is what Dr
Thomas says: "This is not the way we
ought to handle Scripture. We must
not 'wrest' it and make it speak what
we wish or conceive it ought to speak,
but give it its own proper application
according to the scope of the discourse." The way to do this is to "receive the engrafted word with meekness." Moreover it requires reflection.
The Psalmist says: "I will meditate in
thy precepts." "O how I love thy lawl
it is my meditation all the day." "Then
shall I not be ashamed when I have respect unto all thy commandments." "I
will keep the commandments of my
God." "If any man will do his will
he shall know of the doctrine whether
it be of God." "Whoso looketh into
the perfect law of liberty and continueth therein, he being not a forgetful
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hearer but a doer of the work, this man
shall be blessed in his deed."
It is not only permissive, but fitting
for us to get all the help we can in
these important matters. If one has
the time for the Hebrew and Greek
so much the better; but, as Dr. Chalmers says, "Many a cottage patriarch,
with no other medium than his mother
tongue, becomes a greater proficient in
the wisdom and doctrine of the Bible
than the most accomplished linguist or
grammarian." One ought to gratefully
accept truth wherever found. If the
views of others, if they coincide with
Scripture, even though the persons be
inferiors, take their help and be thankful. "Appolos learned the way of God
"more perfectly" from Aquila and Priscilla. The simple or single-minded
can measure by that highest reason
under heaven—is it right in the sight
of Almighty God, is it the Lord's will ?
The Bible standard is milk for babes
and meat for strong men. But with
the Holy Spirit as teacher minds of
limited capability may be strengthened
and enlarged in capacity. "The entrance of thy words giveth light. It
giveth understanding to the simple."
One may even come to exclaim with
David: "Thou through thy commandments hast made me wiser than mine
enemies. I have more understanding
than all my teachers, for thy testimonies are my meditation. I understand
more than the ancients because I keep
thy precepts." "Thy testimonies are
wonderful." "O the depth of the
riches both of the wisdom and knowledge of God!"
We may gladly use the writings of
great and wise men, but they lack the
authority and force of God's Word.
"The law of the Lord is perfect converting the soul (or understanding);
the testimony of the Lord is sure making wise the simple; the statutes of the
Lord are right rejoicing the heart; the
commandment of the Lord is pure

enlightening the eyes." The word of
the % Lord abideth for ever." "The
Scripture cannot be broken." "The
Lord is not slack concerning his promise " Here is the only safe guide.
Without this anchor both sure and
stedfast man will be driven about by
every wind of dootrine. Men change;
cosmos waxeth old and fadeth away;
the foundation of the earth may be
moved; but no change of time or place
or future can change His counsels,
which of old are faithfulness and truth.
"For whatsoever things were written
aforetime were written for our learning, that through patience and comfort
of the Scriptures we might have hope."
We speak of the dead languages, but
this oldest book is not a dead letter.
It is spirit and it is life. "Sanctify
them through thy truth; thy word is
truth." "Hold forth the word of God."
"Let him that heareth say, come; and
let him that is atbirst, come ; and whosoever will let him take the water of
life freely."
O. L. TURNEY.

Ugliness,
Poverty alone does not produce the
vulgar type. Destitution, suffering,
want of leisure for mental culture,
want of money for sanitary means of
living have produced types of manhood
and womanhood in whom beauty occurs
only as an accident. Intellectual indolence, vice, evil communications, hygienic indifference are the source of
personal uglinesss. Buskin says all
along the social ladder may be found
features seamed by sickness, dimmed
by sensuality, convulsed by passion,
pinched by want, shadowed by sorrow,
branded with remorse-, bodies consumed
with sloth, broken down with labor,
tortured by disease, dishonored in foul
uses; intellects without power, hearts
without hope, minds earthly and
devilish.
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SINFUL

FLESH IN EELATION TO
BAPTISM.

From ADVOCATE, Volume V.

I have a favor to ask of you. Some
of the brethren from the South with
whom I have come in contact claim
that those that have put on Christ are
still under Adamic condemnation and
have got to die out of it, and that only
past personal transgressions are washed
away in the waters of baptism. This
theory, I think, is unscriptural and
ought to be expounded to them, if possible, in the ADVOCATE, where the
most of those holding the theory can
be reached. If we are still under
Adamic condemnation, as they say,
then Brother Moyer would be justified
in his argument that we are not yet
sons of Yahweh. We would then be
the flesh of sin (unfortunately translated in the A. V. "sinful flesh;" but
this is not so, for Paul says that our
flesh or body is the temple of God (I.
Cor. iii: 16). If there were such a
thing as sinful flesh, what would be the
use of Paul saying: "If any man DE-
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ter, he could do all things "through
Him that strengthened Him."
A. M.
ANSWER,

The subject that A. M. wishes us to
deal with is treated of briefly in our
answer to S. II. O ; but in requesting
that one error be dealt with A. M. falls
into another. The question he asks
might be put in this form: Are we redeemed from Adamic condemnation
when we are immersed into Christ ?
The question raised by the error into
which he falls might be stated thus:
Are we sinful flesh or "sin's flesh" after
we are immersed into Christ ?
It is a great mistake to deny that we
are redeemed from under the condemnation of Adam by induction into
Christ. It virtually denies that the
"truth makes us free." The whole
Adamic race is Adam multiplied.
Adam in the garden of Eden was the
whole race in one individual. What is
true of Adam individually is true of
him racially. Keeping this in view a
few questions and answers will simplify
the matter. Why did God condemn
FILE the temple of God," etc. If we Adam? Because he sinned. What
are SINFUL flesh we should be defiled did the condemnation result in as realready and there would be no need of gards the relation existing between
warning us. Flesh of sin is simply God and Adam ? It resulted in a breach
figurative speech, which can be seen in the union that had previously existed.
by the words of Paul: "Know ye not How long would that breach continue?
that to whom ye yield yourselves serv- As long as the pronounced condemnaants to obey his servants ye are?" tion remained. What was necessary
Servants to sin (their master) are owned to be done for Adam's salvation ? Reby sin, and therefore styled "sin's flesh" move the breach, the condemnation.
or flesh of sin; but if we are servants What would such removal result in?
of righteousness we are not sin's flesh or .Re-conciliation. When reconciliation
sinful flesh, but the flesh of Yahweh or had taken place how would Adam
temple of God. God reigns in us instead stand as regards his relationship to
of sin, and therefore we bring forth the God ? He would stand where he stood
fruits of the Spirit, which, when we were before he sinned, at one with God,
in the flesh (as Paul states in Horn, vii: with no breach between. Could Adam
5) we could not bring forth ; for in that be a child of God, reconciled to him,
state the good which he would do he redeemed and yet be under the condemdid not; but after he had been freed nation—wrath or frown—of God ? No.
from the carnal mind and had learned Then, in order for Adam to obtain salto cling to the spirit and not to the let- vation, must he not obtain forgiveuess
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for the sin he had committed aud for
which he had been condemned? Yes.
Then would not the Adamic sin be forgiven ? Yes. Seeing that what is true
of Adam individually is true of him
racially, are not men redeemed from
under Adamic condemnation when
they are inducted into Christ, the atone-ment ? Undoubtedly.
Now suppose that Adam had been
left till he was nine hundred years old
before God offered him terms of reconciliation; he would have added many
more sins to the one that had condemned him. What would have been
necessary before reconciliation could
take place ? Adam would have had to
remit all his sins, of whatever character
they may have been, and whatever
might have been his relation to law
while the sins were committed; for, as
will be seen by the Script1 tr-s quoted in
our answer to S. H, O.. sin is sin from
the Divine stand-point, whether the
sinner knows it or not.
The language of Paul is to the point
here again and it is no use trying to
evade its force: "There is therefore
now no condemnation to them which
are in Christ Jesus; for the law of the
spirit of life (the Truth) in Christ Jesus
hath made me free from the law of sin
and death."
Are we "sinful flesh" or sin's flesh
after we are immersed into Christ?
A B's remarks are somewhat vague.
There would seem to be a contradiction
in what he says. The phrase, ''if there
were such a thing as sinful flesh," would
seem to convey the idea that he does
not believe that there is such a thing
as sinful flesh, while the statement,
"But if we are servants of righteousness we are not sin's flesh or sinful
flesh but the flesh of Yahweh," would
imply that A. B.'s idea is that we were
sinful flesh at one time but now we are
not; that now we are the flesh of Yahweh! If the latter statement expresses
his idea, the mistake may be seen by
asking the following questions: Does

our immersion into Christ produce any
change in our flesh—in our physical
nature or condition ? Is the flesh any
more free from sickness, pain and
death, and are its tendencies to do
wrong any the less? Do we not have
to "crucify the flesh with its lusts"'
throughout our whole probationary
career? Are we crucifying the "flesh
of Yahweh" or are we crucifying the
flesh of sin ? When our "vile body" is
changed and made like unto Christ's
glorious body is it the "flesh of Yahweh" that is changed; and if so, into
what kind of flesh or nature is it
changed ? Seeing the body to be
changed is termed "vile," is the flesh
of Yahweh vile? The answers which
these questions suggest we think will
show A. B. his mistake. It is the same
error that the Renunciationists fell
into, that of confounding the moral
with the physical, "Sinful flesh" expresses the physical condition of all
men—saint or sinner—a condition
which is the result of sin. Literally
speaking sin is transgression of law;
but Adam's transgression of law produced certain physical results—sickness, sorrow, pain and death. Therefore sin in its effects is said to dwell iu
the flesh. Hence Paul says: "I know
that in me—that is in my flesh—dwelleth
no good thing;" and realizing how he
was encumbered with sinful flesh he
exclaimed: "O wretched man that I
am! who shall deliver me from the
body of this death ?--Rom. vii: 24.
Redemption may be viewed in a twofold sense. First as a bringing of man
back into that relation with God that
he lost by the transgression of law;
and, second, "the redemption of the
body." The first is accomplished in
the transition from the "old man" into
the "new man," so far as legal or moral
relationship is concerned; and the second will be realized in the transformation of the mortal body into consubstantiality with Christ.
[A. M. having been partly led into
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the "free-life" theory by B. C. Bingley,
made the mistake his question indicates. Subsequently he passed through
Chicago on his way to Europe and conversed with Brother Leask upon the
same subject. The result was that
before he reached the other side of the
Atlantic he saw his error and wrote
Brother Leask, thanking him, and
asked him to inform us of his change
and us to excuse him for troubling us
with the questions.—ED.]
IN ADAM AND IN OHKIST.
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS: I was

pleased to read your simple and succinct replies to S. H. O. and A. M. in
the May number of the ADVOCATE. I
cannot see how, having regard to facts
and the plan of redemption which is in
Christ, it would be possible to answer
much otherwise.
It surely cannot but be of the utmost
importance for us to know whether at
baptism we are freed from condemnation or not. It does not follow that
because the fruits of release and forgiveness of the old man and his deeds
are not immediately apparent that we
must still be under condemnation. We
know that Christ's death took place for
the redemption of the transgressions
that were under the first (or Mosaic)
covenant; nevertheless the gates of
sheol still prevail over those thus
redeemed.
God has appointed a day when he
will raise, change, perfect and glorify
together all His ransomed ones.
I do not take it that baptism is a
mere ceremonial adjunct to a man's
belief that the Son of God is to return
and reign on the earth, but that baptism into Christ is a baptism into His
death—that is to say, presuming or
involving the knowledge, on the part of
the baptized of Christ's relationship
to sin in its constitutional sense and
its condemnation in Him; thus count-
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ing himself as racially and representatively crucified with Him, and rejoicing, furthermore, in His perfectly righteous character and obedience, by which
He was accepted and glorified by God,
and that the Father, of His great mercy
and grace, extends the participation in
the benefit through faith and obedience.
It is well for us to remember that
death to the unredeemed is for ever,
and that descent into the grave of
saints and sinners is not under the
same conditions; there is, indeed, no
need for the physical death of the
former; but until the Redeemer comes,
by reason of the inherent weakness of
their nature, they fall asleep. Multitudes of righteous saints who are alive
when He who is the resurrection and
the life appears will not sleep.
The idea of those that are in Christ
needing to die out in order to escape the
Adamic condemnation it seems to me
is altogether inadmissible. Christ died
for our sins; if believers could literally
die twice over, as some have done, it
would avail them nothing. Some
eighty thousand of the mere sons of
Adam die daily, but only to remain in
the vast congregation of the dead.
It is, however, imperative for believers to die; that is, to be conformed to
the likeness of Christ's death as enjoined in baptism. This is the death
that is counted (on the basis, of course,
of an Abrahamic faith) to them for
righteousness; and if rising, in symbol
of the Lord's resurrection, to a newness of mental and moral life they remain dead thenceforth to sin, resurrection or change to immortality is
theirs at the redemption of the body,
for which they wait and look for the
Saviour from heaven.
It is mostly known to the brethren,
no doubt, that the passage in Heb. ix:
27 ("It is appointed unto (the) men once
to die but after this the judgment") is
not a statement of general fact, which
a little reflection reveals to us, because
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it is not appointed for all of woman
born to die, neither is judgment after
death appointed for all men ; there is,
for instance, no post-mortem life, consequently no resurrection or judgment,
for the class spoken of by Isaiah (xxvi:
14). Evidently the allusion is to the
sacrificial representative and provisional death of the priests under the
law, as the context shows, and with
which the believing Hebrews were acquainted; and the judgment having
reference to the acceptance or rejection
—the condemnation or blessing—of the
Mosaic offerers with their gifts and sacrifices, typical of the things concerning
the name of Jesus Christ.
Much, of course, might be said, and
many testimonies considered bearing
on the essentially important matter of
our present constitutional salvation
from the time of induction into Christ,
the Redeemer, till the mortal body is
"swallowed up of life."
Groaning in the present tabernacle
and longing for the change of the vile
body, if happily we may be found acceptable in Him,
Yours truly.
C. H. EVANS.
From ADVOCATE for 1889.
ANNOUNCEMENTS OF EOOLESIAL
MEETINGS.

It has frequently been suggested that
a standing notice of the meeting-places
of the ecclesias in the larger cities
should appear on the cover of the
ADVOCATE for the information of the
brethren generally, as it frequently happens that business or other reasons lead
brethren to visit various parts of the
country, and through not knowing the
location of any ecclesia in the neighborhood they may be visiting they are
deprived of the privilege of meeting
with those of like faith.
The editor of the ADVOCATE has
kindly consented to devote a part of
the cover to standing notices of the

time and place of meetings of any of
the ecclesias that would care to have
such notice of their meetings appear,
and we commence this month with a
notice of the Chicago Ecclesia's meeting, trusting others may see their way
to send similar notices for future issues
of the ADVOCATE.

JAMES LEASK.

DIRECTORY OF SUNDAY
MEETINGS.

ECCLESIAL

Chicago, 309 Masonic Temple, 10:30
A.

M.

[When we receive other notices place
will be set apart on the cover for all.—
ED.]

"What a Miracle Is.
We are led to define miracles as an
effect in nature which, as dependent
upon controlling will and due to the
action of that will, is as natural in
every sense as all other observed actions, which are all likewise similarly
dependent; but an effect also, which,
in so far as it is the result of unique
conditions, stands alone among other
observed effects, and thus emphasizes
to us the direct action of that divine
agency which underlies all effects. * * *
We find them in the history of the
earth and man. The beginning of life,
the origin of consciousness—these are
the well-established miracles of science.
They are natural as the inevitable result of antecedent conditions; they are
unique in that those conditions cannot
be duplicated. As the unique result of
unique conditions they are miraculous,
and yet they are strictly natural.—
"What Has Science to Do with Religion ?" in December Century.
Patience.
Be patient and the tide will turn,
Shadows will flee before the sun;
These are the hopes that live and burn
To light us till our work is done.

THE JEWS, THEIE LAND AND AFFAIES.
SCATTERED.
"And the Lord shall scatter thee among all
people, from the one end of the earth even
unto the other. * * * And among: these nations shalt thou find no ease, neither shall the
sole of thy foot have rest"—Deut. 28: 64, 65.

GATHERED.
"Behold, I will take the children of Israel
from among the nations, whither they begone,
and will gather them on every side, and bring
them into tbeir own land"—Ezek. 37: 21, 22.

only government in Europe that can
promptly float a loan of any magnitude
It is claimed that the Unites States among its own people. * * *
government is the last great power to
"The Rothschilds are believed to
put itself into the financial hands of control most of the prominent financial
the Bothschilds, and now it is said by papers in Europe, and some of the influthe newspapers that the Jews control ential political newspapers also, parthe finances of the entire world. The tieuarly in Vienna, Paris, Frankfort
Rothschilds control all the gold, so that and London ; and it is not an insignifievery nation is forced under obligation cant fact that the successor to Gladto them; and even the prophecy of stone as prime minister of England is
Jacob is applied to this wonderful Lord Rothschild's son-in-law. * * *
financial power: "The scepter shall
"Each of the sons became famous.
not depart from Judah, nor a lawgiver Each became the prop of a throne, and
from between his feet until Shiloh by their united capital and abilities, in
come." The following extracts from obedience to the dying injunction of
a lengthy article by William E. Curtis, their father, they have been able to
the Washington correspondent of The control almost interruptedly for threeChicago Record, reveals facts that are quarters of a century the money marsurely indicative of the approaching kets of Europe. The Naples house
end of Gentile times and the beginning was abandoned after the death of the
of Jewish national prominence. Mr. youngest son, but the establishments
Curtis says:
in London, Paris, Frankfort and Vienna
"It is well understood among diplo- have grown in wealth and influence.
mats that the peace of Europe has for Although independent in a measure,
several years practically depended upon they have always kept in close co-operthe Rothschilds and their associates, ation, and in matters of financial policy
and many interesting tales are told have acted as a unit.
around the embassies at London, Ber"The families have largely intermarlin, Paris and St. Petersburg of the ried. The wives of more than half the
influences that have been exerted from Rothschilds have been their own coustime to time by those quiet and solemn- ins, but the well-known theory of hefaced bankers to cool the patriotic indig- redity does not seem to have applied
nation and quench the military ardor to their race. Their physical and menof the soldiers and politicians. None tal vigor has not been impaired. Acof the great nations of Europe except cording to the custom of the Jews the
France, or England perhaps, could go oldest member of the family has always
to war without borrowing money, and been treated as the patriarch, and as
none of them could get it except one and another have passed away the
through the Rothschilds and their asso- veneration which was paid them has
ciates. France is believed to be the been offered to the next of age without
THE JEW'S SOEPTEE OF GOLD.
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ever a question. And they have been
equally faithful to the law of Moses;
and although Hannah, the daughter
of Lord Eothschiid of London, married
Earl Roseberry, there was a contract
that at least one-half of their children
should be educated in the Jewish faith.
'•Nearly all the family have at one
time or another received decorations
from the governments they have served.
In 1815 the Emperor Francis of Austria conferred upon them a hereditary
title of nobility, and in 1822 raised
them to the rank of baron. In 1846
Queen Victoria conferred the baronetage upon the English branch of the
family and Louis Philippe upon the
French.
"It was at the chateau of Baron Alphonse Rothschild that the Emperor
Louis Napoleon met the kaiser of
Germany to negotiate the treaty that
terminated the Franco-German war,
arid the homes of the other members
of the house have been for half a century honored resorts of kings and
princes.
"The government loans they have negotiated during the last seventy-flve or
a hundred years would aggregate billions of dollars. There is scarcely a
government on earth with which they
have not had financial transactions,
the United States being the last to
enter its name upon their books.
"It was Sir Lionel Rothschild, for
many years and until 1879 the head of
the London house, who made the fight
for the recognition of his race in the
political system of Great Britain, and
his remarkable and persistent efforts
to secure the removal of the civil and
political disabilities with which the
Jews in England were hampered is historic. The law required every officeholder to swear allegiance to the Established Church; and although Gibbon
and Charles Bradlaugh, both atheists
who denied the existence of a God and
repudiated the Holy Scriptures, were

allowed to take seats in Parliament,
Sir Lionel Rothschild was not, because
he declined to take that oath.
"In 1847 he was first elected, and,
being refused a seat, went before the
people again and was re-elected by a
majority of seven thousand votes. In
1852, in 1853, and annually thereafter
until 1858 Sir Lionel presented himself
before the bar of the House of Commons with a certificate of election, but
on being offered the ordinary form of
oath declined to' be sworn,"except as a
Jew upon the books of Moses.
In 1858 a bill passed Parliament
omitting the offensive words from the
oath, and Sir Lionel, after more than
ten years' contest, was sworn on the
Old Testament and allowed to take his
seat.
"He continued to represent the city
of London in the House of Commons
until his death, but never took a prominent part in politics, and is not known
to have ever delivered a speech. But
his quiet, unobtrusive influence upon
legislation, and particularly that relating to the finances of the united kingdom, was greater than was exercised
by any other member of Parliament.
He continued to manage the affairs of
the firm up to the very eve of his death,
which occurred without the slightest
warning June 3, 1879. Since then the
business has been managed by his
sons, who equal him in ability, and
Queen Victoria, during the jubilee
year, was pleased to raise Sir Nathaniel
to the peerage, so that he was the first
Jew that ever entered the House of
Lords.
"The Vienna house has exercised an
influence and enjoyed a prominence
fully equal to that of the London
family, and has had the leading part
in all the great financial operations in
Austria during the last half century.
The same may be said of the Paris establishment, which began its career
during the financial confusion which
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followed the overthrow of Napoleon,
and has not only been the most prominent financial agent of the government,
but has exercised a greater influence
than any other firm upon commercial
and industrial undertakings. Baron
James Rothschild was the father of the
railway system of France, and his son,
Baron Alphonse, has again and again
come to the relief of the government
when it was in desperate extremities.
"The business of the Paris firm has
been more extensive during the last
twenty or thirty years than that of any
of the others, and has embraced not
only loan operations but commercial
undertakings of every description. It
was through Baron Alphonse that the
payment of the indemnity to Germany
was made at the close of the FrancoPrussian war, and, as I have already
stated, it was under his roof that the
German and French officers found neutral ground.
"The Rothschilds have always been
noted for their philanthropy as well as
for their riches, but at the same time
have inherited from the founder of their
house habits of frugality and exactness
which have made them objects of ridicule among frivolous people.
"They tell a story of the late Sir
Lionel which illustrates his economy
as well as the quality of his wit. He
rode from his office to his residence one
day in a hansom cab, and, arriving
there, handed cabby a shilling, which
was the lawful fare. The latter took
the coin and with a sneer remarked:
"'Your son always gives me at least
half a crown when I bring him home.'
" 'He can afford to,' was the baronet's
retort, 'for he has a rich father, while
I have not.'"
Eeal Estate in Palestine.
Many persons labor under the impression that laying up tresures in real
estate in Jerusalem—not the new Jerusalem, but the old one in Palestine—
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will be a paying investment. Ground
there has advanced in value at a rate
that would make even a Chicago real
estate speculator turn green with envy.
An acre of ground in Jerusalem that
sold for one thousand dollars in 1865
brought in 1891 twenty-four thousand
dollars. A plot that in 1890 went for
four hundred and thirty-five dollars an
acre sold in 1892 for two thousand one
hundred and seventy-eight the acre.
An acre that in 1872 was purchased
for forty dollars brought, twenty years
later, twelve thousand dollars. These
plots of ground are within a mile of
the city itself. The tremendous rise is
partly accounted for by the fact that
Jewish immigration to Palestine has
occurred to a considerable extent in the
past decade.
SELECTED.
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F dates can be relied upon the Lord
3
is near at hand. If the situation
of the political world is understood the
Lord is near at hand. What is there
lacking to show that the Lord is near
at hand? Surely the world is bad
enough. Surely the groaning millions
need His presence and His help. May
we not hope and pray that the Lord is
near at hand ? Through the kindness
of Brother J. J. Andrew we have had
the privilege of reading quite a full account in the London papers of the terrible Armenian outrages; and, O dear,
how shocking! how dreadful! Misererable, wicked, brutish wretches on the
one hand; poor, suffering, crushed and
tortured creatures on the other hand!
One's blood boils, then it freezes in
reading of these dreadful things. What
a creature man is! What depths is he
not capable of descending to ? What a
world we are in! What shall we do?
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One moment the hand involuntarily
rises as if to strike down the murderous villains, the next moment it reaches
out to help the poor, suffering men,
women and children; but how far
away from its reach they all are. How
helpless are we to help. What shall
we do? All we can do is wait and
weep and pray and hope. The only answer there is to our distress is that the
Lord is at hand. Come, Lord; come
and change the scene. King down the
curtain, then let it rise to manifest the
sweet fields of Eden filled with the
comforted, the blessed, the joyful, the
happy, the redeemed.
May we not give a sigh of relief with
the thought that the more shocking the
crimes and cruelties the sooner they
bring their end? Shall we not hope
that these horrible Armenian, unmentionable crimes will bring the destruction of that curse of the earth, the
Ottoman, wicked and abominable
power? We have reasons to so hope.
From Brother Evans, of Guelph, comes
a copy of the Toronto Mail and Empire,
containing dispatches from London
dated April 18th, which reveal reliable
facts concerning preparation among
the Armenians, aided by others, for a
general outbreak that shall avenge the
blood of the slain. Theatrical performances and public performances of
every description have brought money
plenty to help the downtrodden Armenians; not to rebuild the desolations
their oppressors have made, but to arm
for a final struggle for freedom and the
placing of Turkey in Europe in other
hands. This comes from one who has
traveled over the very ground of the
atrocities. It would be futile for the
comparatively few Armenians to attempt such an undertaking alone; but
they are not alone. Russia is with
them, and we all know what that will
lead to.
The correspondent, after a lengthy
account, says:

"To one who considers this movement by the tangible facts alone it has
the appearance.of unutterable madness. A mere handful of untrained
Armenians to deliberately begin a fight
with the three hundred thousand regular troops of the Turkish empire is
folly too colossal for human conception ;
yet one must take into account the underlying motives of the revolutionary
leaders before passing final judgment.
The purpose is not to bring Turkey to
terms in a fair fight, but to secure a
settlement of the quarrel by the intervention of European powers. Before
the revolution is three months old the
powers, it is believed, will be compelled
to interfere; for the cruelty, atrocity,
the outrage, the blood-lust and butchery of the struggle will be so unthinkably horrible that Christian humanity
will rise in wrath and demand that it
cease. Then Armenia, it is hoped, may
get her freedom, and the Turkish empire may be torn limb from limb and
thrown piecemeal to its expectant
neighbors Thus there is a possibility
that what the Crusaders of old failed
to do may be done now, and that Palestine, the birthplace of Christianity,
may at last come into the possession of
a Christian nation."
No, no. It will "bring all nations
against Jerusalem to battle," and then,
yes, and then the Lord will be here.
Let us be ready, brethren.
NOTES, NEWS AND COMMENTS.

We have contributions from Brethren
Browning, Bennett, Moore, Sanders,
Greer, Campbell and Simons (of New
Zealand), Sister Tansey, and selections
and clippings from others. All will
please accept our thanks. Some of the
contributions deal with the same subjects and to use them all would cause
repetition. Others deal with matters
that have already received much attention of late and they throw no new

NEWS, NOTES AND COMMENTS.

light upon the subjects. We must ask
to be allowed to use or not use, and to
select as we may deem most profitable
for our readers, a request, which, no
doubt, will be willingly granted.
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supposed. However, the important
side of His wonderful life is the more
transceudantly interesting; and that is
fully revealed and can be known without depending upon infereuce.

To Brother Hagley, of Gravenhurst,
The blasphemous power of the East
Ont., we are indebted for a newspaper says: "There is one god and Mohamclipping giving an account of a lecture med is his prophet." That of the West
by Mrs. Lydia von Finkelstein Mount- says: There are three gods and the
ford, a native of Palestine, the title of pope is their prophet. All the words
which was, "Behold the Man!" The that should be used to express the dilecture deals with the domestic history vine attributes have been applied to
of Christ, which necessarily makes it the representatives of these abominaof a speculative character. She says ble systems. W. E. Curtis, in The
that in the "light of Jewish custom Chicago Record of March 11th, says:
Joseph and Mary were well-to-do.
"I have before me a recent edition
That Mary was in independent propof
a Turkish journal which contains in
erty-holder was plain, since she had
double-leaded
type an announcement
come up to Bethlehem from Nazareth
of
which
the
following
is an accurate
to pay taxes and also to procure her
translation:
marriage and name her husband Joseph
'"To-day our paper reaches the thiras thenceforth her legal representative.
teenth
year of its existence, and we
That they had quarters in the stable
was no indication of poverty. In Jew- celebrate this anniversary in the reign
ish cities at the present time it is the of the finest pearl of the age and the
custom of innkeepers in times when esteemed centre of the universe; at
there is a press of business to betray whose grand portal stand the camels of
their Jewish extraction by charging an justice and mercy, and to whom the
extortionate rate for shelter in stables." eyes of the kings and the people in the
West have been drawn; the rulers there
The lady further said that "artists finding an example of political prowess
had persistently misrepresented Christ and the classes a model of mercy and
in our eyes. As an infant He was kindness; it is our lord and master,
shown lying in straw, whereas He was the Sultan of the two shores and the
attired in the red-ernbroidered swad- high king (Khakan) of the two seas;
dling-robes of a first-born. As a man the crown of the ages and the pride of
they showed Him lean and poverty- all countries, the greatest of all khastricken, whereas He must have been lifs; the shadow of God on earth; the
a beautiful man and a golden-voiced successor of the apostle of the Lord
orator to talk to thousands on the sea- of the Universe, the victorious conshore. He was a richly-attired man, queror (Alghiz), Sultan Abdul Hatnid
too; the seamless garment He wore Khan; may God protect his kingdom
was certain testimony of that."
and place his glory above the sun and
This must all be taken with a certain moon, and may the Lord supply all the
amount of reserve. Still, Christ being world with the goodness which proceeds
of royal descent, it is possible that from His Holy Majesty's good intenthere is truth in what the lady says; tions.' "
and the words "Though he was rich,
for our sakes he became poor," may
Is this not disgusting ? One cannot
be more literally true than is generally help wondering at God's forbearance.

THE ADVOCATE SUNDAY-SCHOOL CLASS.
"Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth, while the evil days come not, nor the years draw
nigh, when thou shalt say, I have no pleasure in them."—SOLOMON.
RULES.

1.—Answers must be your own and in your own writing.
2.—Write on one side of the paper only.
3.—State which class you belong to, and give your age on each paper you send.
4.—Answers must reach the examiner, Mr. Least, by the 25th of each month.
Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions for Class
No. 1 in April ADVOCATE.
Daisy Franklin (12), Elgin, 111., 95;
Maria Laird, Innerkip, Ont., 90; Maude
Clarke (12), Chicago, 111., 90; May
Spencer (9), Avondale, 111., 90; Homer
J. Byrnes (10), Wauneta, Kansas, 85;
Ruth Blake (12), Wilson, Ky., 85.
Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions for Class
No. 2 in April ADVOCATE.
Bessie Williams (11), Englewood,
111., 95.
This month we failed to eet the answers of a number of our scholars who
are generally very punctual. We regret that in one case death has ended
the studies of one of the brightest of
our little ones, namely, Jessie Eblen,
of Robards, Ky., whose parents and
sisters have our sympathy in their bereavement. Death comes to the young
as well as to the old, hence the wisdom
of the young in giving themselves to
the study of that Word which is able
to make them wise unto salvation.
The object of our Sunday-school is to
assist in attaining to the knowledge of
God's purpose and plan of salvation;
and we trust the scholars will so apply
themselves that they may attain to this
knowledge and become obedient to the
requirements of the gospel, and thus
become candidates for that life which
knows no end, and which God in His
love offers to each one of us on condition of our complying with what He
requires of us.

As promised last month, we announce
the names of those who are entitled to
prizes since our last distribution. In
Class No. 2 they a r e Pearl Eblen, Robards, Ky.; average
standing, 90; Alma C. Field, Providence, R. I., 87.
CLASS NO. 1.—Daisy Franklin, Elgin,
111., 91; Homer J. Byrnes, Wauneta,
Kansas.
There are some in Class No. 1 whose
average is higher than Homer's, but
they have failed to answer the lessons
for this month, which reduces them
below him ; they are, however, entitled
to cards, which will be sent them on
learning their addresses.
Next month we commence a new
course of lessons, when, we trust, renewed interest will be manifested.
JAMES LEASK.
LESSON NO. 25, CLASS NO. 1.
QUESTIONS.

1.—What good man do we read of in
the Old Testament as a great sufferer ?
2.—Give three instances where he
shows that he had hope in the resurrection.
3.—Since the word resurrection is
not used by him, show by what words
you know he means resurrection.
BEST PAPEK, CLASS NO. 1.
ANSWERS.

1.—"For I know that my Redeemer
liveth, and that he shall stand at the
latter day upon the earth. And though
after my skin worms destroy this body,
yet in my flesh shall I see God; whom

THE ADVOCATE SUNDAY-SCHOOL CLASS.

I shall see for myself, and mine eyes
shall behold and not another, though
my reins be consumed within me"—
Job xix: 25-27.
2.—"If a man die shall he live again ?
All the days of my appointed time will
I wait till my change come. Thou
shalt call and I will answer thee; thou
wilt have a desire to the work of thine
hands"—Job xiv: 14, 15.
3.—I think he means resurrection
when he says, "In my flesh shall I see
God, though the worms would destroy
this body." And he said: "All the
days of my appointed time will I wait
till my change come." He also said
that when the Lord should call He
would answer Him.
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LESSON NO. 25, CLASS NO. 2.
QUESTIONS.

1.—Give one scripture having a
double application in the past.
2.—Give three instances where Old
Testament scriptures are applied to
events in the past work of Christ and
His apostles, and that are also applicable to future events.
3.—Explain why the Bible can speak
of two future events in the same language, while other books cannot speak
correctly of each event until after it
occurs.
BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 2.
ANSWERS.

The following are my answers to the
questions for this month:
1.—"When Israel was a child then I
loved him, and called my son out of
Egypt"—Hosea xi: 1. This has reference to Israel. "And was there until
DAISY FRANKLIN.
the death of Herod; that it might be
SECOND BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 1.
fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord
by the prophet, saying, Out of Egypt
ANSWERS.
have I called my Son"—Matt, ii: 15.
1.—Job was a great sufferer both in This
Scripture refers to Christ. The
mind and body. In Job i. we read he verse in Hosea is the only one that the
lost all his children and all he had. In verse in Matthew can refer to. The
Job ii: 7: "So went satan forth from son in Hosea is Israel, and in Matthew
the presence of the Lord, and smote it refers to Christ.
Joel ii: 28 is applied to the past by
Job with sore boils, from the sole of his
the Apostle Peter. See Acts ii: 17.
foot to the crown of his head."
But the verse that follows in Joel shows
2.—Job xiv: 13-15, Job xix: 25-27.
3.—Job xiv: 13—To hide him in the that the prophecy must refer to when
grave was to let him die and turn to Christ comes back to the earth. Psalms
dust; and that God would remember ii: 1 is quoted in Acts iv. 25, and was
him and have a set time for him was applied to Herod and Pilate; but the
that God was to remember him at the rest of the Psalm must be future, beday of judgment. The judgment-day cause God has not set His King on the
was the appointed time. Job xiv: 14— holy hill of Zion. Joel ii: 32 says that
The change that was to come to Job is "whosoever shall call upon the name
when he is made immortal. Job xiv: of the Lord shall be saved;" and this
15—God shall call him in the day of is found in Acts ii: 21; but the verse
resurrection, and Job shall awake and in Joel must also refer to the future,
answer Him. Job xix: 25—Job's Re- because it says "in Mount Zion shall
deemer was God, and Job says he knows be deliverance," etc.
3.—The reason why the Bible can
He shall stand upon the earth at the
latter day. The latter day was the day speak correctly of future things is beof resurrection. In xix: 26 Job says cause it was written by inspired men.
after his skin worms destroy his body For proof see II. Tim. iii: 16; II. Pet.
he shall see God in his flesh; and to do i: 21. Men cannot tell what will be in
BESSIE WILLIAMS.
so he would have to be raised from the the future.
dead. In xix: 27 Job says he shall see
Him with His own eyes. And to see LESSON NO. 26, CLASS NOS. 1 AND 2.
Him with his own eyes is a proof that
QUESTIONS.
he must be raised from the dead, for
1.—Name the works of creation for
Job knew he would die, and did die each day of the creation week.
hundreds of years ago.
2.—What was the condition of the
works of creation when finished V
MARIA LAIRD.
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THE CHRISTADELPHIAN ADVOCATE.

INTELLIGENCE,
AMARILLO, TEXAS.—I inclose two dollars
lor the ADVOCATE for 1895. You have still sent
it. I have not missed a number, though I had
not sent any money nor asked for it to be continued. But I thought you would send it and
now I have the money and am glad to send it.
I will not try to do without the ADVOCATE
while I can pay for it. It is all the Christadelphian works I feel able to subscribe for and
there are none of the faith among- my acquaintances in the State. Jt comes to me as a friend
and an old acquaintance. Sometimes I even
hope (that is more than to wish) that some one
with whom I have been reasoning and who has
shown some interest may be led by a better
understanding of the Word to know the Truth
and acknowledge it; but so far all my efforts
have failed.
We have heard to-day the small-pox is in our
town. I am trying to be always ready.
Dear brother, continue to work on as you
have been doing. Sow the seed and the harvest
will come. The reward is for the faithful.
Your sister,

PBEBE E. WEBSTER.

[This is how many express themselves in regard to the ADVOCATE being sent them without special order and remittance at the first of
each year. Those who prefer the plan of discontinuing as soon as their subscription has
expired are such a small minority that it would
be unwise for us to adopt a different plan. We
are pretty well acquainted with our subscribers, and there is little danger of the ADVOCATE intruding or of it not being paid for by
those who are able. As for those unable to
pay, we send as many copies free as we are able
with the help of those who are able—ED ]
BOSTON.—I have to report a visit of Bio.
Paul of the Waterloo Eeclesia, who stayed with
us a few days, and who spoke to us words of
comfort at our Sn nday and week-day meetings.
I am sorry to report our withdrawal from
Sister Margaret Brown, who believes that our
Lord in the days of His flesh was not under
Adamic condemnation, and did not offer on his
own behalf after the type of the high-priest
under the law.
The great enemy of man has again made his
appearance among us. Our Bro. William H.
Forbes left his home Friday, the 22d, in good
health. He felt unwell and came back, and
died of heart disease within thirty minutes
from the time he left his home. This was a
great shock to his sister wife. Our brother
leaves a wife and three children. They have
the sympathy of this eeclesia. The writer had
the opportunity of speaking the Truth to a
large company at the funeral.
The lectures for March have been as follows:
3d, "The Second Personal Coming of ChristUnerring Signs that the Great Event is Near."
Bro. W. P. Hooper. 10th, "The Devil and Satan,

Who are They?" Bro. Joseph McKellar. 17th,
"Hell—What it is and Where it is." Bro. E F.
Mitchell. 24th, "Will the Dead Rise? If so.
When?' Bro. Alfred Pinel. 31, 'The Destiny
of the Earth and Man upon it." Bro. C. .1.
Pairbrother.
JOSEPH MCKELLAR, Recording Brother.

BUFFALO, N. Y.—Intelligence from this eeclesia has been neglected for some time. However, we are not silent or negligent in the work
which we have before us. We are sowing the
seeds of the Word in whatever field we are
able to find. But the seed falls into stony
places, and by the wayside it yields nothhing,
it bears no fruit. Though we may be discouraged with the results of our efforts,it its strength
to know that God's Word will not fail to accomplish the purpose for which it was sent.
It is with pleasure that we are able to report
the immersion of Lot H. Cooke (son of Bro.
and Sister Cooke), who put on the saving name
a short time ago. It is a source of comfort to
Bro. and Sister Cooke to see their family growing up in the Truth. It shows the result, of
patience and constantly impressing upon their
children the importance to them of knowing,
understanding and obeying God's Word, as
this is now their third son who has come into
His grace.
Our Bro. Strickler has returned from his
annual lecturing tour through a portion of
Canada and western New York. He reports
the stedfastness and expectancy prevailing
among those of the different ecclesias which
he visited and which we hope to see continue.
Though nothing may result as far as the alien
are concerned, yet much can be accomplished
by building up and encouraging each other in
the faith. Later we have heard that some of
the seed sown by Bro. Strickler has borne fruit,
which gives courage for further efforts.
Bro. Harmon, who removed from this place
about six months ago to Costello, Pa., a small
village in which Bro. Harmon was making
noble efforts to introduce the Truth and meeting with varied success, was stricken down
with sickness, from which he was not expected
to recover, as he was alone among strangers
and could not receive the proper care. From
later reports we are pleased to state that Bro.
Harmon is in a fair way to recovery through
the care of Sister Ruth Dean, for whom Bro.
Harmon sent. Bro. Harmon and Sister Dean
were to be married during the coming summer,
but were married during Bro. Harmon's sickness. We hope for Bro. Harmon complete recovery, and wish them happiness together in
the Truth, until the appearing of that glorious
time in which we shall experience no sorrow
or pain.
Z. A. COOKE, Secretary.
CHARLESTON, ARK.—Seeing your inclination to publish your lecture now appearing in
the ADVOCATE entitled "Regeneration," I will
take at least ten copies, and more, if necessary,

INTELLIGENCE.
as I think it is a subject that is understood
only by a tew. There are a few here learning
the Truth. I am anxious that they get a right
start, as the twig is bent so the tree is inclined.
There are five copies of ''The Great Salvation" in the neighborhood; also "Bible Questions for Professing Christians," "What Christadelphians Believe and Teach in all the
World."
I think you are the right man in the right
place; you have no pets, but truth. It takes a
strong mind to advocate the Truth at all times
and under all circumstances.
Your brother in Israel's hope,
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and had no existence before His mother. In
1869 several members of the ecclesia said they
would leave the body unless we would believe
that Christ was God, which they did on our
refusal to join with them and formed a new
ecclesia, thereby leaving-our ecclesia, the regular body of Chicago. A few years after the
seceding ecclesia had a division on the same
subject, some adopting the views that we held,
yourself being among the latter number.
About ten years ago our ecclesia, obeying the
admonition to add to our faith knowledge, concluded that sin was not a principle inoorporated in our flesh, but the transgression of
God's law by persons, thereby rejecting the
8. G. CURTIS.
notion that Christ's flesh was sinful flesh, and
CHEKBY SPRINGS, TEXAS.—It was decided
that He died for Himself as well as the race on
at our last year's fraternal gathering in Bas- account of the sin He inherited from Adam in
trop county that we would hold our next anHis own flesh.
nual fraternal gathering at or near Marble
About two years ago an attempt was made
Falls, on the Colorado Hiver, in Burnet county,
to unite the two bodies on the above question,
near the terminus of the Burnet and Marble
but it failed, although agreeing on the proposiFalls Railroad, which connects with the Austin
tion that caused the first division.
and Northwestern Railroad at Burnet. BrethThere has never been anything but the best
ren from a distance can attend the gathering of feeling between the two bodies, and I sinby coming by rail to Austin, and there take
cerely hope will never be otherwise.
the Austin and Northwestern Railroad to BurYours respectfully,
D. NORTON.
net and Marble Falls.
REMARKS.
The meeting will begin on Friday, August
What we said is true. What is now the Chi23d, and continue until Sunday night, August
cago Ecclesia has always been the Chicago Ec25th, or longer if the brethren wish after get- clesia; and Bro. Norton's claim that he and
ting together.
the four or five with him are the original eccleAll the brotherhood are cordially invited to
sia is too tech nical to talk about. We have reaattend and bring their interested friends with
son to believe that Bro. Norton's separation
them.
was caused by a few advocating the theory of
It will be the aim of the brethren in attend- the dual nature of Christ rather than by his
ance to build each other up in our most holy
believing in what was then called "mere manfaith, and avoid the vain jangling and bitter
ism;" and had he not gone into the free-life
contentions over the unseriptural crotchets theory ten years ago he might have been in
introduced in 1890.
fellowship with the Chicago Ecclesia now. He
Your brother,
JOHN BANTA.
now teaches that Christ considered alone did
not have to die for Himself, and he therefore
CRBAL SPRINGS, ILL.—We have the pleasdenies that the Abrahamie covenant was
ure of reporting the obedience of Mrs. Annie
brought into force for Christ through the death
Phillips, wife of Bro. Eugene Phillips, who
of the covenant sacrifice. If Christ, the first
was immersed March 31st. Bro. Phillip Phil- and chief beneficiary in the covenant, could
lips has gone to Scammon Kansas, where he have realized the benefits of the covenant
has found employment, and he expects to
without His death, then Paul's words are withremove his family there soon.
out force when he says that the covenant is of
Yours in Israel's hope,
B. G. COCKE.
no force while that which ratifies it is alive.
Bro. Norton also denies that there is such a
JACKSONVILLE, FLA.—Bro. Norton, of
thing as sinful or sin's flesh and thereby
Chicago, writes as follows:
teaches that the flesh ought not to be crucified.
CHICAGO, April 17,1805.
These are the errors that keep him out of fel"
To the Editor of the Christadelphwm Advocate:
lowship here now, and it was a fear that he left
DEAR BRO. : In an editorial notice in connec- these flaws in the faith of those he immersed
tion with a letter from Jacksonville, Fla., in
in Jacksonville that imposed on us the duty of
your April number you stated that I had not
penning the words of warning he complains
been in fellowship with the Chicago Ecclesia
about.
EDITOR.
for over twenty years. The facts as to that
statement are briefly as follows: Five or six
LOWELL, MASS.—It is not often that Lowell
years before 1869 the Chicago Ecclesia (of which
appears in the intelligence columns, especially
I was a member) had been in existence, which in the matter of additions to the number of
body held as one of the first principles of their
the faithful, though perhaps that may be a
doctrine that Christ was a man, the Son of God,
rather strong way to put it, as time alone can
the Son of Mary and of the seed of Abraham
tell if the "additions" are "faithful." In any
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INTELLIGENCE.

event 1 am pleased to bo able to report the addition of some who we hope with us will be
found faithful by Him who will "not judge
after the sight of his eyes neither reprove
after the hearing* of his ears; but with righteousness shall judge the poor and reprove
with equity for the meek of the earth."
Since our last report we have had three
immersions as follows: March 7th Miss Nellie
Roche, aged 18; March 21st Maurice Boche,
aged 22, brother of the above. March 28th
Mrs. Susan Keene, aunt of the above and wife
of Bro. Keene, whose immersion was reported
recently.
Though there are no immediate prospects of
further additions there are a lew indications
that others may ultimately take the all-important step. In some cases it takes an enormous
amount cf time to root out the old doctrines
and plant in the new. Should Christ return,
as I believe, in the spring of 1896, I am afraid
many will be left to repent their tardiness.

BOCHESTKR, N. Y.—Again our ecclesia has
been visited by man's great enemy, death—the
third time within five months; this time under
very peculiar circumstances. February 10th
Bro. George B. Dobson was lecturing in his
usual appointment. He had spoken about
forty minutes and seemed fully as well as
usual. His last audible sentence was, "Brethren and sisters are known by the company they
keep." This he repeated three times; his articulation began to be muffled and each second
grew worse. We put him into a chair. Two
brethren went for a doctor, a third went to inform Sister Dobson. The city ambulance was
sent for and he was taken home but never
spoke again. Thus our dear "brother Dobson
was stricken with that fatal disease, apoplexy,
and died Thursday, February 14th, aged 68, in
the faith lie dearly loved and faithfully lived.
What a warning! "For in such a.n hour as ye
think not the Son of man cometh." His next
conscious moment will be. He h:is come.
Bro. A. D. Strickler, of Buffalo. N. Y., officiROBERT JUDD.
ated at the funeral very acceptably to the
brethren and sisters, and many alien heard the
glorious gospel set forth, 'n which Bro. George
MORRILTON, A B K - I have just reached
3. Dobson, a native of Gnlashiels, Scotland,
here to begin a three nights' discussion with a
died.
J. D. TOMLIN, Secretary.
Mr. Robinson, who is a Presbyterian. I affirm
WASHINGTON, D. C—Our little ecclesia
the fifteenth and sixteenth propositions o£ has
experienced a great sorrow in the death of
tract, "What Christadelphian Believe ana
our beloved Bro. William T. Hiidley. This sad
event took place at 2:45 A. M. March 20th. Bro.
Teach," and he denies.
Hadley was 39 years old and has been in poor
Much interest has been and is now manihealth for several years past; for the last six
months he has been confined to his room. He
fested, and we hope in our weakness to do
been in the Truth for more than thirty
some good for the Truth we love and teach. had
years, his mind having been enlightened under
I came here from the lower part of our county,
the teachings of Bro. Dr. John Thomas, and
he has remained sound in "the faith once delivwhere I delivered three lectures the past Sunered to the saints" during the whole of that
day to a large Campbellite congregation. Of
period. He leaves a sister wife, also eight chilcourse the preacher was aroused and at- dren to mourn his loss, five of whom are daughters, all married; one. Sister Ella Ray, is in the
tempted to mar the beauty of the Truth, but
Truth, as is also her husband, Bro. Lewis Ray.
we soon cut him off and put him to silence.
Three others of the daughters are interested,
and I think will soon put on the sin-covering
We have much to do—in fact, more than we
nume; and three boys, all minors, two being
are able to reach, but our whole duty is all that
quite small. But "we sorrow not as others
is required at our hands.
who have no hope." for we know that our
I hope to visit Missouri and Kansas in May brother will live again.
and June, "the Lord willing "
Yours in the one hope,
I left my family at home (Conway) not well
L. H . HOLLINBERGER,
and this burdens my mind. Pray for us that
WORCESTER, MASS —1 have received the
we may be found worthy.
ADVOCATE, and see you Intend to soon print in
book form the article, "Man in Relation to the
With much love we are yours in the one
Law of Sin and Death and of Life and Immorhope,
JOHN W. TEAS.
tality." 1 have taken the ADVOCATE from its
first issue, and in it I saw the first of the above
that I wrote of last month. I loaned
BOBARDS, KY — It becomes my duty to in- articles
many of my ADVOCATES and lost them, with
form the readers of the AdvoCATE of the death
"Generation" and "Regeneration" at the end it
seems to me the book would carry everything
of little Jessie Eblen, of Bobards. She died
before it. I will take ten dollar's worth of the
on the night of April 11th of some complicated
books to distribute among my old Methodist
friends. I think it will open their eyes if anynervous prostrations and pneumonia, which
thing will; besides, it will clear the minds of
bid defiance to human aid. The readers of the
many searchers for truth.
ADVOCATE are familiar with her name on the
Very truly your brother in the one hope of
Sunday-school page. She -was a bright girl of
the gospel,
J O S U H BODTIABD.
thirteen years and a model in her daily deport[.The book is now printed and will soon be
ready to go out. We had completed it before
ment; and, considering- her age, she was well
receiving this, so "Regeneration" will not apinformed in the Truth. All we can say is,
pear; but the closing chapter will meet the
case, we think. There is a demand for "Regen"Thy will be done." The deceased was a
eration" in pamphlet form, and we hope to be
daughter of Sister Eblen. Expressing sympaable to reprint it before long. Let those who
thy to the bereaved family, we remain your
wish to help by taking so many copies make
their wishes known.—ED.1
brother,
JAMES M. CHEANEY.

HAND-BOOK ON BAPTISM.
A book of 486 pp., nicely bound in cloth. Price, $1.50. To be had at this
office.
This is an excellent work on the history and mode of baptism. The author. J
VV. Shepherd, of Tennessee, has in this work so collated history and the definitions of scholars as to for ever settle the meaning of the word baptize.
In the introduction, written by J. O. Harding, of Nashville, Tenn , l»e says:
"In addition to the points already noted, attention is called to the following
facts about the book:
1.—"The testimony of Quakers and infidels is given because t"hey are disinterested: parties.
2. —"The book has no RIVAL, for it includes Action, Subjects and Design.
3.—"Much of the matter given has never appeared in print before, as it is contained in letters written to the editor.
4 —"The quotations are taken directly from the original works of the authors
quoted
*
5,—"Nearly live years were spent in gathering the material.
6.—"More than four hundred of the most learned men the world has produced,
from the apostolic times to the present day, have been quoted.
7.—"Utmost care has been taken to give each quotation exactly as found in
the author's own work, even to punctuation. Italics, etc.
8.—"The testimonies are all from disinterested parties, like the Quakers or infidels, or from 'the party of the other part'—that is, Pedobaptists testify on the
action and subjects of baptism, while both Baptists and Pedobaptists testify on
the design.
9.—"The letters from, living scholars which are given in this book are from
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PROBATION BEGINS AT IMMEESION.
(Dr. Thomas, "Eureka," Vol. II., page 239.)

^HERE are in the arrangements of Deity two bodies of life—that
is, two kinds of body through which life is manifested; the one
body in its organization is essentially perishable, the other essentially
imperishable. Each body is formed or organized before it is made the
medium of the life peculiar to it. At this crisis they are simply
nephesh^ psyche, or soul / but when the mechanism of each body is put
into motion, the one becomes nephesh khayyah, psyche tzosa, living soul
or natural body; and the other, soma nuematon, a spiritual body,
"spirit," or holy spirit nature. But these bodies of life are not absolutely independent of one another. Their relationship is similar to that
between the wheat standing in the field in winter time and the same
plant in harvest. The perishable body is projected from the earth in
the resurrection period, when it stands a body of life, waiting for the
Deity to give it a body according to his own good pleasure (I. Cor. xv:
30; John v: 21); to give it a white robe if approved. No body of life
is resurrected except such an one, whose organization will give expression to a character extant before death. Such a corporeally expressed
character is the restoration of personal identity. The resurrected body
of life thinks, remembers, feels and acts like Paul, or, it may be,
Judas; therefore it is Panl or Judas to all intents and purposes. But in
this stage of the affair the resurrected bodjr of life, so named because of
identity, is a body capable of perishing again if left to itself, or of
becoming imperishable eternally if acted upon by the power of Deity.
This alternative, then, has to be determined by the Judge. Paul
informs the saints of both classes—of that class who have "walked
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worthy of their high vocation" and of that who have "walked after the
flesh" since their immersion—he says to both these: "Everyone of us
shall give account of himself to the Deity;" "for we must ail appear
before the judgment-seat of Christ; that everyone may receive through
the body the things according to that he hath done, whether good or
bad"—Rom. xvi: 12; II. Cor. v: 10. Hence Paul and Judas will both
be there to tell the story of their lives in a previous state of existence.
While they are giving account of themselves they are both of them
bodies of life, like two plants of the same species in the field; the one
may perish by frost or other cause, the other may be unaffected by evil
and yield fruit in harvest. The fate of Paul and Judas will depend on
the nature of the account given by each. The rule by which the causes
will be adjudicated is laid down by Paul in Gal. vi: 7, 8: "Whatsoever
a man soweth that shall he also reap." A man sows before death; ho
reaps after rising from death. "He that soweth to his flesh shall of
the flesh reap corruption; but he that soweth to the Spirit shall of the
Spirit reap life everlasting." This is the rule, which is also illustrated
by Paul himself and Judas. The last "sowed to his flesh," and in his
account he will abundantly show it. The sentence upon him in the
resurrection period will therefore doom him to "reap corruption of the
flesh"—to "receive through the body according to what he had done;"
and as this was bad, he will, through the body he acquires in the future,
receive "bad," or corruption. The body of life, then, named Judas, as
a type of his class remains perishable, and ''when cast into outer darkness" reaps all the evil of which it is susceptible.
But Paul's case is differently disposed of. He also may represent a
class. In his previous state of being instead of betraying the Truth or
perverting it to his own fleshly purposes, he "sowed to the Spirit."
By reading the New Testament it is easy to see how he did this. He
will give account of himself in accordance with what is written of him;
and he had great confidence that it will be accepted. Being accepted,
then, he will "of the Spirit reap everlasting life." A white robe, as it
were, will be presented to him. The power of the Deity will change
or transform the body standing at the tribunal in the twinkling of an
eye; even as Paul testifies, the saints living at the advent who may be
approved shall be changed without tasting of death—I. Cor. xv: 51, 52.
Thus the body by this transformation is ' 'clothed upon" with incorruptibility and immortality, by which "mortality is swallowed up of life"—
II. Cor. iv: 4; and thus will be verified in his own experience his own
testimony, that ' 'this corruptible must put on incorruption, and this
mortal must put on immortality," when "death is swallowed up in victory"—I. Cor. xv: 53, 54; and when this process is completed Paul in
victory is spiritual in the highest sense, a body of life eternal.

BAPTISM INTO CHRIST.
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BAPTISM INTO OHEIST.
(From The ChrietadelpMan, 1886.)

are the important and essential significances of baptism.
A proper subject thereof is a possessor of the knowledge "of
the way of life," and of a disposition such as was found in Abraham
and such as Jesus Christ Himself commended (Matt, xviii: 3). He is
an inquirer of good and honest heart concerning the will of God (I.
Pet. iii: 21).
A nineteenth-century Gentile of the unmeasured court which "is
without" (Rev. xi: 2), while in essence a constitutional sinner by nature
and practice, like those who "lived from Adam to Moses," is unimputed
as such. In Adam the way of death he lives, moves and has his being;
in him he returns for ever to his earth. But the God of Israel, rich in
mercy, has graciously "visited the Gentiles to take out of them a people for his name" (Acts xv: 14). The begun work of Simeon in the
house of Cornelius is till now. Thus it comes that a "sinner of the
Gentiles" visited by the light of life is made manifest (Eph. v: 13). As
with the Jew under the law so with him; he is made to know sin—it is
made to him exceedingly sinful. As a prisoner in darksome dungeon
to whom is given a lamp, all is revealed—his noisome cell and evil environment, his filthy rags and his own vile person. He finds himself
related to an alienated and prescribed race; for in Adam he sinned; like
as Levi in the loins of Abraham paid tithes, so in like manner was he in
the loins of his federal head; he finds that he himself has committed
deeds worthy of death, and moreover is possessed of a nature biased
and prone to sin. Wretched man that he is, who shall deliver him ?
He hears the voice of the Spirit, "He that believeth (the gospel) and is
baptized shall be saved" (Mark xvi: 16). "Whosoever believeth in
Jesus Christ (and is baptized) shall receive remission of sins" (Acts x:
43). Receiving spiritual sight, like Paul the great teacher of the Gentiles, he ariseth and is baptized, and now how great the change! He is
no longer in Adam, but in Christ, a new creature; "the old man of the
flesh" is renounced "and put off;" flesh is cut off; he is spiritually circumcised and in covenant relation with God. He is healed of the
breach made in Eden, and washed, covered and clothed, a reconciled,
pardoned, justified and sanctified son of God, dwelling no more in the
"tents of wickedness," but of "the household of faith," a branch of the
"righteous Branch," a participant in Israel's commonwealth.
But though having died and being made "free from sin" he is "mortal still (Rom. vi: 7); although adopted son of the Most High and heir
of immortality he as yet dies. Shall we say for this, as some have said,
he is not wholly forgiven, and so contend that at the instant of immer-
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sion immortality should have been flashed upon him, and so do away
with the needful scope for proof of obedient sonship and for continuance in the "goodness of God?" or is he not rather "complete" in his
righteous and ever-living Head, an awaiter in patient and pure, bridelike attitute of the coming of the absent Lord, like Job, till his
"change" be come (Job xiv: 14)?
True he may sin, but the exhortation speaks to him on this wise:
"Let not sin reign in your mortal body" (Rom. vi: 12) (an exhortation
applicable also to the body at large of which he is a member; and for
this that it may not prevail will everyone that is godly pray and strive).
He will not, however, and "cannot" as the begotten of God practice
sin (I. John iii: 9), but is swift to repair, as the godly in Israel of old,
to the constituted Priest at the Father's right hand, merciful and faithful. Although he dies it is not in Adam (though on his account), but
as dead in the' Lord, at the resurrection to be blessed (Rev. xiv: 13);
asleep in Christ, the Lord of the living and the dead. Having believed
into the Son, he is not perished, for though dead, "Yet shall he live"
(John iii: 15, xi: 25.) In life the temple, body of the Holy Spirit or
truth; not his own, but God's (I. Cor. vi: 19, 20). In death a constituent of the Spirit's dead body he will arise (Isa. xxvi: 19). All, however, shall not sleep or die (I. Cor. xv: 51), but be subjects of the great
"change"—the body of death be swallowed up of life, the flesh and
blood of humiliation be exalted and transformed quick as lightning flash
at the judgment-seat, and fashioned like unto the glorious body of God's
Most Mighty Son, the Lord the Spirit.
Guelph.
C. H. E.
*

THE LIFE THAT IS PELT.

A tender child of summers three,
Seeking her little bed at night,
Paused on the dark stair timidly.
O motherl take my hand,1' said she,
"And then the dark will be all light."
We older children grope our way
From dark behind to dark before;
And only when our hands we lay,
Dear Lord, in thine, the night is day
And there is darkness nevermore.
Reach downward to the sunless days
Wherein our guides are blind as we,
And faith is small and hope delays;
Take thou the hands of prayer we raise,
And let us feel the light of thee.
JOHN G. WHITTIER.

THE WAY OF HIS COMING.

THE WAY OF HIS COMING.

much is being said of the
day of Christ's coming, a little
as to the way of His coming might not
be without interest. Brother W. J.
Greer gives a short sketch that, though
giving perhaps a new touch here and
there, is in harmony with the views
generally held by the brethren. The
article following, Brother Greer's, entitled, '-Who is This that' Cometh from
Edom V ' has been in our hands a long
time. It presents a "new departure11
from the lines usually followed, and
we give it place to arouse investigation
on a very interesting subject, withholding comments for the present, and leaving the Held open for others if they see
fit to commend or condemn.
BKOTHKK GKBBB'S SKETCH.

The coming of Christ is a period of
time that includes several manifestations at different times, and not, as
some contend, an instantaneous event,
like lightning, to be seen by every mortal eye, and yet as a thief in the night
and all over in a moment of time.
First, the signs of His coming are
plainly seen by every enlightened eye.
but the blind can't see. After we see
the signs of His near approach we do
not still expect to see Him next, but
we expect the angels to silently come
and take us from the plow, mill or bed,
and then, with the resurrected, go to
Sinai for judgment. After we arrive
there Christ makes His appearance to
His household as the lightning shining
out of the east unto the west, and, no
doubt, every eye there assembled will see
Him, but none will be assembled there
but the enlightened; for He says IJe
will send his angels to gather His elect.
not the world. So He appears only to
them at first. For Peter says "judgment must begin at the house of God."
Therefore only His household will be
assembled there for Him to appear to.
After this appearing, while oo His way
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to Jerusalem, He makes a thief-like
onslaught on the enemy at Bozrab.
Thence, with all of His saints. He
marches to Jerusalem (Zech. xiv: 15) as
a thief to all nations there assembled;
and, as in the days of the flood, "they
knew not until it came and took them
all away,'' so it is to be in this case.
That this is after He has gathered and
judged His saints is clear, for they all
come with Him. Then He sets His
feet on the Mount of Olives, and it
cleaves in the midst, and He destroys
the Gogian host, delivering a remnant
of the Jews that will be assembled
there at that time, and who will look
on Him whom tjiey have pierced and
will ask Him. "What are these wounds
in thy hands V and He will say,
"These with which I was wounded in
the house of my friends'' (Zech. xii: 10,
xiii: 6). The Jews at Jerusalem do not
see Him until after He gathers, judges
and comes with the saints to Jerusalem. Neither will all the Jews scattered among the Gentiles see Him when
He comes to Jerusalem; for He is to
take of them that escape and send them
to their brethren among the Gentiles
that have not seen His glory nor heard
of His fame (Isa. lxvi: 19); and they
are to declare it among the Gentiles.
From Kzek. xxxix: 21. it seems that
this wonderful overthrow will be declared to the Gentiles as well as Jews.
What a host of inspired preachers is
soon to be sent out from Jerusalem to
their brethren scattered in all the world
to declare His glory unto them that
have not seen His glory nor heard His
fame! They can then declare to their
brethren that the prophecy of Bzek.
xxxviii and xxxix has been fulfilled in
their sight; that everything did shake
at His presence and the Mount of Olives
was removed, half of it towards the
north and half towards the south, leaving a very great valley. They will be
able to tell their brethren that He
showed them the scars in His bands
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and told them after Jerusalem is turned
into mourning for Him and seven
months have passed in burying the
Gogian army in the valley of Hamongog messengers will be sent to those
who have not seen His glory nor heard
of His fame to tell them to come and
see His glory. Then they may refer
them to Isa. lxvi: 19 to show them that
supernatural power was at their command. What a zeal will then be kindled in them! and it may be if our
children are left that they will be obedient to these heavenly messengers and
join in the march to Jerusalem; and
probably a great many Gentiles, especially those that have been aroused
by our mysterious disappearance a-few
days before Who knows but what
some of Mrs. Davis' acquaintances may
be in this heavenly host?
W. J. GBEBR.

WHO IS THIS THAT COMETH FKOM
EDOM?

prophecy so dramatically set
forth in the first six verses of
Isa. Ixiii: should be compared with
Deut. xxxiii: 2. The mighty hero seen
in vision by the Prophet Isaiah is the
Lord Jesus Christ, who was foreshown
to Moses as coming from the same region—from Seir, from Mount Paran,
from Edom; not from the peninsula
of Sinai. This is the region bounded
so far by the desert of Paran, and it is
well to fix and define the site, the geography of the vision before we go any
further. Petra is in Edom, Mount Hor
is in Edom, Seir includes more than
Idumea and embraced the land and
people of the Midianites, Amelekites,
Edomites and Kenites, the latter being
Moses1 friends. While the mount of
God. the mount of the law or Horeb is
Mount Paran, not far from the ancient
city of the rock, the Kenite city of
Petra Botzrah is about forty miles north

of Petra, between Edom and Palestine.
Moses knew this region well, for he
was shepherding there, a sheik and the
son-in-law of a graat sheik. It would
be very interesting to know if Isaiah
had ever been in Petva or if Lie had
ascended this Mount Sinai. Surely his
studies in Deut. xxxiii would have
fired him with the burning desire to see
the holy mountain and to return by
way of Botzrah to his own people.
Moses was on this mount for twice
forty days and forty nights fasting, and
so was Elijah there too, upon Horeb
forty days and forty nights fasting.
So I ask another question—Did not
Jesus go on to this same mount and to
Petra after His immersion, and was
He not there with the wild beasts in
the solitary locality about Petra and
fasting on the same holy mount, to
Him so full of history and prophecy?
He had read, studied and understood
both the prophecy of Moses in Deut.
xxiii and this prophecy of Isa. Ixiii.
It was written of Him, to Him and
for Him. In the spirit He could have
passed from Jordan to the Sekh River
in three days or less, and it was in the
wilderness and on this mount that He
fasted, as did Moses and Elijah before
Him. So with the redeemed of all
ages gathered before Him prospectively. Eating itself was gross with
such holy, spiritual thoughts daily
swelling up before Him in vision; for
this was to be the place of meeting,
the judgment-scene, the secret place of
the Almighty, where He would meet
His future Rebekah, His Leah and His
Rachel. Jesus we are sure could not
•resist the blessed desire to see such
holy places, and all so saci'ed for Himself and for the bride, the Lamb's wife
to be. There, in and around Petra and
upon this Mount Sinai did Jesvis spend
His furlough and fasting Flis forty
days, the time all too short, yet filled
in with the bridal picture of the saints
as He leaps from this mount to meet
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them as they come to Edom. He
meets them in the air.
The foregoing remarks will help to
open up the subject and will serve to
mark off the time of the prophecy; and
this is not at His first, but at the second
appearing of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Further, it should be clearly understood
that Israel's Messiah returns from
heaven to the same place, even to the
Mount of Olives, from whence He ascended. He does not come from heaven
to Edom directly nor does He come to
Edom first. Nor is there any loss or
lapse of time between His descent upon
the Mount of Olives and the destruction of Gog and his hosts. He comes
down from heaven accompanied and
conveyed by hosts of angels; say by
twice 10,000 angels of his power; and
when they land their august passenger
upon one of the forks of Olivet then
work in this matter is ended but only
to enter upon another service. They
do not help Jesus to tread down the
Gogian grapes. He does the work
'•alone and of the people none with
Him." He causes the earthquake and
the great hail, the dread pestilence, fire
and brimstone by supernatural power.
He operates to fering about mutual
slaughter on the part of the invading
hosts. So too the deliverance of the
Jews, His own people, His own tribe,
is a Divine work appointed by Jesus
ana no man with Him. The glory is
for Him, the deliverance is by Him and
is on a scale of grandeur and terribleness unexampled in all past times.
The destruction of Gog and his hosts
on the one hand so terrible and disastrous ; on the other hand the completeness, the glory of Jewish deliverance
is so wonderful, so far exceeding the
coming out of Egypt, that the new passing over will be remembered and the
former take a lower position, and the
new memorialized annually for a 1,000
years.
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owed in Gen. xlii: 6 is the interview
of Jesus with the elders of His people.
They bow down before Him as the
great Messiah, their great deliverer at
this first interview. The obeisance
which they render to Him is not to Him
as Jesus, but as the Lord Messiah, the
long-expected, loug-waited-for Prince
coming to their help as a man of war,
a Divine man coming and seen in the
act of descending from heaven. Iiev.
i: 1.
At this point of time Jesus does not
abide in Judah (Psa. ex: 6); He leaves
His word, how to dispose of the dead
bodies (Ezek. xxxix), where to bury
Gog, and how to complete the burial
and the cleansing of the land for His
return. He gives them to understand
that He has a secret work on hand, and
that Fie will return to them again and
be away for twelve months. Jesus
does not delay after this. He goes on
His way or transports Himself in the
air by leaps and bounds and crosses the
Jordan alone to get a wife, as did
Jacob (Gen. xxix: 1). He arrives at
the trysting-place at Petra first; He is
just on the spot to welcome His saints.
And just here, at this place and at this
time, not more than twenty-four or at
latest forty-eight hours, He is in Edom
—i. e., after His descent from heaven
and after Gog's destruction. This is
the climax of the prophecy. As Jesus
looks around and as He waits the saints
of a former generation, the Leah class,
those who lived and died before the days
of John the Baptist and Jesus, who
were buried in the land of Palestine
and in the countries adjacent thereto,
they come, or rather they are brought
by the angels on foot or in the clouds
singly and in groups Edomward.
Among the companies that are being
brought from Palestine and from the
Tomb of the Prophets is Isaiah and
presumably others with him, accompanied by one or two angels, who lead and
The next thing typically foreshad- guide them to the great place of assem-
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bly. The direction from Jerusalem
would be southeast. Just at this point
Jesus meets Isaiah's company coming
from Palestine, and as they approach
Botzrah on the way to Edom Isaiah
asks the question, "Who is this that
eometh from Eden, with dyed garments
from Botzrah V" Isaiah asks the question of the angel, just as RebeKah asked
the same question of Eleazer (Gen.
xxiv: 65). Indeed we might say that
the twenty-fourth chapter of Genesis
portrays and typifies this self-same vision granted to Isaiah. This glorious
person is seen by Isaiah and his company walking or flying in the air, and
as He approaches He is seen to be "glorious in his apparel and traveling in
the greatness of his strength." Isaiah's
question is heard and Jesus replies in
these words, saying: "I that speak in
righteousness, mighty to save." The
answer prompts another question full
of deep interest and wonder; for if He
be the Messiah mighty to save, or Jesus,
Homenem, Salvator, why, it is asked, or

''Wherefore art thou red in thine apparel and thy garments like him that
treadeth in the wine-fat ?'" And Jesus,
ever calm and courteous, answers at
once and fully to the queries of Isaiah
and the minds and thoughts of that
whole company. And here it is well
to study and write down what Jesus
says from the Revised Version rather
than the Authorized Version, inasmuch as the Revised Version giveg
what Jesus says in the past tense.
Thus verse 8: "I have trodden the winepress alone and of the people there
was no man with me. Yea I trod them
in mine anger and trampled them in my
fury; and their life bloood is sprinkled
upon my garments and I have stained
all my raiment."
Here the wine-press is the land of
Palestine, or that portion of it covered
by the armies of Europe on the day of
His descent from heaven. The grapes
"trodden'' or trampled by Him and by

Him alone are the rank and file of
Europe's chivalry. Jesus does this
work and does it alone without the
help of man or the saints or the angels.
But yet further He expresses His own
inward thoughts before execution and
before His descent in saying, 'Tor the
day of vengeance was in mind heart."
A day of darkness and gloomines it
will be, a day of twenty-four hours foretold by all the prophets. This day is
"the day of the Lord." great and terrible (Ezek. xxxix: 8). It had come and
gone and a new thing was before the
Lord Jesus, even the days of His espousals, framed in those beautiful and
affectionate words, "The year of my
redeemed is come." Not the day of
His redeemed, but the year of her
bridal joys. The law described here
and applying to Christ and the saints
is found in Deut. xxiv: 5. For Jesus
will be with these holy ones, His bride,
and free from war for one year. It is
the year of His redeemed. But He
adds yet more: "I looked and there was
none to help, and I wondered that there
was none to uphold; therefore mine
own arm brought salvation unto me
and my fury it upheld me. And I trod
down the people in mine anger and
made them drunk in my fury, and /
poured out their blood on the earth."
This recital of what He had done
accounts for the blood-stained raiment
at this point of time. While the summary of His answer gives us to understand that Gog and his hosts are destroyed before this meeting takes place
and before the saints are judged; before
He leads them into Edom, before this
meeting "in the air."
The sign of Christ's coming is the
dread advent itself—His coming in
great power and glory with the holy
angels. His descent upon the Mount
of Olives is with all the holy ones, not
saints, but all the holy angels with Him,
as He says in Matt, xxv: 31. So that
Zech. xiv: 5 should read angels, not
saints.
JOHN CAMPBELL,
Otago, New Zealand.

AN OLD WORK ON THE APOCALYPSE.

AN OLD WORK ON THE APOCALYPSE
PRINTED IN 1643.
A Preface Written by Dr. Twisse, Showing
the Method and Excellency of Mr. Mede's
Interpretation of this Mysterious Book
of the Revelation of St. John.

shall run (or pass) to and
and knowledge shall be increased (Dan. xii: 4). I lighted sometimes upon a witty interpretation of
this passage in a certain manuscript,
and the interpretation was this: That
the opening of the world by navigation
and commerce and the increase of
knowledge should meet both in one
time or age. The observation is justified by experience, however divines
may judge as they see cause of the congruity thereof unto Daniel's text. And
this increase of knowledge which these
latter times have brought forth appears
in nothing more remarkably than in
the interpretation of this mysterious
book, the Revelation of St. John. And
as the, mother of Solomon saith of the
virtuous woman whom she describeth
(L'rov. xxxi: 29): '"Many daughters have
done virtuously, but thou surmountest
them all.'' In like sort may it be said
of Mr. Mede in reference to his expositions of the Revelation. Many interpreters have done excellently, but he
sunnounteth them all. Neither should
this seem strange, that being advantaged by the labors of those that went
before him, he hath added something
of his own wherein he hath surpassed
others yet without disparagement to
any; any man may add something to
the labors of others; by these means
art grows to perfection. Thus we salve
the credit of ancient writers, though
in some tilings many of the present age
do excel them; for they have carried
us on their shoulders to a great height
by their instructions, and for us to soar
a little higher it is no great advancing
of our abilities; certainly no disparagement at all to them by whom we have
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profited in an high degree. Thus a
dwarf lifted up on a tall man's shoulders may easily discover much more
than he, thanks be to the tall man for
it. Thus a wren carried on an eagle's
shoulders to the highest pitch of her
soaring aloft; if, when the eagle is
weary, the wren springs up somewhat
higher, this is no great glory to the
wren, much less any dishonor to the
eagle.
Yet, to confess a truth, Master Mede
hath many notions of so rare a nature
that I do not rind he is beholding to
any other for them, but only to his own
studiousness and dexterity, with the
blessing of God upon his labors.
1. And here, first, I do observe God's
direction of him in the course that he
hath taken.
(1.) As hist, in his'lClavis Apocalyptica.'the key of the Revelation, wherein
he hath drawn together the homogeiieal
parts of it, dispersed here and there
yet belonging to the same time, the indistinction whereof may expose many
to no small error ere he be aware, conceiving all the passages in the Revelation to be ordered in place, according
to the order of time wherein they were
fulfilled, which is found to be otherwise, as in the key manifested, representing many particulars mentioned in
different places yet belonging to the
same time.
(2.) Secondly, the author gave himself
to write specimen essays, wherein he
goes over every part of this book (excepting the three h'rst chapters), taking
a general view of each as he goes.
(3.) Thirdly, he proceeds to a more
full commentary from the fourth chapter to the fourteenth; that which followeth from thence to the end contains
only his former conceptions, which he
calls specimen essays or first adventures.
2. Secondly,whereas, in performances
of this nature, two things are necessarily required. 1. A right discerning of
the meaning of the words and phrase,
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which for the most part is figurative
and tropical, the more exactly to find
out the sense of the prophecy thereby2. A right accommodation of each part
unto the proper time of the historic
concerning the accomplishment of
things foretold.
(1.) As for the first of these, the
whole body of the Eevelation for the
most part being carried along by figurative expressions, it is requisite to
observe the genius of Scripture phrase
in this kind, wherein Master Mede excels; and hereby the sense is cleared
in such sort as to give great satisfaction. As in opening the mystery of
the battle in heaven (Bev. xii.) and the
casting down of satan to the earth, he
shows that states and kingdoms in the
world political are indeed much answerable to the condition of the world natural and accordingly represented in
Scripture; for as the world natural
consists of heaven and earth, so in
each State a kingdom is found somewhat answerable hereunto, and that is
the nobility and the laity. And as in
heaven there are sun, moon and stars
of lesser and greater magnitude, so in
every kingdom there is a king and
queen and nobles, and that in great
variety of degrees and magnitude.
And as in the earth there is great variety of creatures, as of trees of various
sorts and of herbs and flowers, so in
the people of any commonwealth is
found great variety of differences.
And upon this ground and by this
course of interpretation which he taketh, whereas other writers many times
give pretty interpretations which the
reader perhaps could wish to be true,
Mr. Mede by his grounds and manner
of proceeding convinceth the reader of
the truth of that sense and meaning of
the text which is delivered by him even
to admiration.

by him unto its proper time this requireth great skill in history; and I
have found that Master Mede's friends,
who have been acquainted with the
course of his studies, would give him
the bell for this, as herein outstripping
all others.
3. Thirdly, I have observed some
notable distinctions in this commentary
of Master Mede which have given me
great content, as giving great light to
the clear understanding of many things
which otherwise would prove very obscure. As for example:
(1). The distinction between the book
sealed with seven seals, which he calls
the greater book, the contents whereof
indeed are very large, containing an
history from the beginning of the
preaching of the gospel to the end of
the world; and this he saith contains
fata imperij the fortunes or destinies of
the empire (2), and the little book mentioned (Bev. x.), which he saith contains fata ecclesia, the fortunes or destinies of the church. The first contains
the seven seals and the seven trumpets;
for the seventh seal produceth the seven
trumpets.
(1.) The six first seals contain the
story of the empire's continuance unto
the days of Constantine included; in
whose days there being a strange metamorphosis of the empire from heathen
to Christian; this change is represented
in such a manner as if it were the ending of the world and the beginning of
a new; which in my conceit seems very
judiciously delivered by him.
(2.) Then the seven trumpets (which
are the contents and matter of the
seventh seal) represent the judgments
of God upon the world for standing
out against the gospel and shedding
the blood of the saints.
(1.) By the heathen emperors, and
for that cause ruin was brought upon
(2.) And when this is done, as for the empire by degrees until it was rent
the accommodation of the matter of and torn into ten kingdoms; which is
fact in this prophecy thus interpreted set forth by the parts thereof in four
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degrees, and accordingly that fills up
the material contents of .the four first
trumpets.
(2.) The other three trumpets are
called woe trumpets, containing the
judgments of God upon the Antichristian world, the degenerate States of
Christendom (1) by the Saracens, the
contents of the 'first woe trumpet.
(2) By the Turks, the contents of the
second woe trumpet (chapter ix). (3)
By the end of the world (Rev. xi: 15).
(21) Another distinction there is men
tioned by him, and which carrieth great
light with it, of great use for the clearing of the state of Christ's glorious
kingdom here on earth; and that is
Rev. xxi: 24) And the nations that
are saved—that is, which excape the
fire or are saved from the fire at Christ's
coming—shall walk in the light of new
Jerusalem; by which it appears that
new Jerusalem is one thing, and the
nations that escape and are saved from
the fire wherewith the earth and all
the works thereof shall be burnt in the
day of Christ's coming (II. Pet. 2;
I. Thess. i: 2); these, I say, are another
tiling, and must be distinguished from
new Jerusalen. For in the light of
this new Jerusalem those nations shall
walk, as is expressly testified. And
the distinction Mr. Mede conceives to
he this: By new Jerusalem is meant
Christ and his raised saints, who are
called the saints whom he shall bring
with him (I. Thess, iv); and by the nations are meant all the faithful servants
of God who shall be found here alive
at Christ's coming.
(3.) And I find that the want of distinguishing these, the ancient fathers,
and particularly Epiphanius, have discoursed very wildly against the glorious
kingdom of Christ here on earth, yet in
just opposition to the Corinthians,
whose guise it was to discourse very
carnally of the glorious kingdom of
Christ; the consideration whereof
moved Austin to relinquish the doc-
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trine of Christ's coming here on earth,
which formerly he embraced, as himself
professeth in one of his works, "Decivitate Dei," where he treats thereof.
Yet Mr. Mede hath (in my judgment)
exceeded in merit all others that went
before him in this argument; so others
after him may go beyond him in some
particulars; as to instance in a particular or two or three:
(1.) The discovery of the true meaning of the number of the beast 666 by
Mr. Potter, wherewith Master Mede
himself was exceedingly taken even to
admiration, professing it to be the
greatest mystery that hath been discovered since the beginning of the world.
(2 ) The same Master Potter hath
often strange mysteries to be discovered
out of the same number, and especially
out of the fraction thereof, which as
yet he hath not made public.
(3.) So likewise in explication of the
mystery of the two beasts mentioned
(Rev. xiii.) he differeth from Mr. Mede.
And I have seen an excellent discourse
thereupon, but as yet he hath not communicated it to the world* What cause
have we to bless God for bringing us
forth in these days of light; may we
not apply that of essay unto these
times ? When darkness covered the
earth and gross darkness the people,
the Lord hath risen upon us and his
glory hath been seen upon us.
(1.) Not only in respect of the great
Reformation wrought in this western
part of the world an hundred years ago
and more, God awaking as it were out
of a sleep and like a giant refreshed
with wine, and the Lord Christ awaking and stirring up His strength for the
raising up of Jacob and restoring the
desolations of Israel, and blessing us
with a resurrection of His gospel and
discovering the man of sin and blasting
him with the breath of His mouth;
(3.) But also opening the mystery of
the slaughter of the witnesses, which
we have just reason to conceive to have
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been on foot divers years, not by judicial proceedings only in the martyrdom
of God's saints, but by the sword of
war; first in the low countries then in
France; after that in Bohemia then in
Germany (which how long it should
continue Mr. Mede professeth to be uncertain); and now amongst us first in
Ireland then in England, and that by
the Antichristian generation, with so
manifest opposition unto truth and
holiness under a Protestant prince as I
think the like was never known since
the beginning of the world.
Aftei this strange war and slaughter
of the witnesses which hasteneth to a
period the continuance of it shall be
but three years and a half, in which
space of time they that dwell on the
earth shall rejoice over them and make
merry and send gifts to one another,
because these prophets tormented them
that dwelt upon the earth. But after
three days and a half, when the spirit
of life from God should enter into them
and they stand upon their feet great
fear should fall upon them which saw
them ; and a voice shall be heard from
heaven saying unto them. Come up
hither. And they shall ascend up to
heaven in a cloud and their enemies
shall behold them. But certainly when
that comes to pass the same hour there
shall be an earthquake and the tenth
part of the city shall fall. This city
undoubtedly is Rome, which Master
Mede proveth curiously to be at this
day precisely the tenth part of the city
of Rome, as it was in St. John's day
when this prophecy came forth ; and in
the earthquake shall be slain of men
{of names of men) seven thousand,
which Master Mede interpretelh men
of quality.
It followeth the second woe is past;
now that woe was the plague of the
Christian world by the Turks, whereby
is signified the destruction of the Turks;
which people I take to be all one with
Gog and Magog in Ezekiel, represented

there as the great enemies of the Jews
invading the land of Jewry. And the
Hebrew doctors conceive that war of
Gog and Magog to be yet to come.
Here it may be objected that the
Turk is lord of the land of Canaan
already. I grant it; but when the time
shall oome for the calling of the Jews,
which Master Mede conceived should
be wrought in a strange manner, by
the appearing of Christ unto them as
he appeared unto Paul at his conversion; St. Paul acknowledging that
grace to have been showed to him first,
implying that the like grace should be
showed to others after him. Then, 1
say, upon this their conversion they
shall gather themselves together from
all places towards the land of Canaan,
where shall be the place of Christ's
throne in His glorious kingdom here
on earth; upon which coming of the
Jews into the land of Canaan the grand
seignior will be moved to raise all his
power gathered together out of all nations under him to oppose them, and at
first shall prevail, as we read (Ezek.
xxviii, Zeeh. xiv.) in the beginning;
but in the issue the Jews shall prevail.
For saviours shall come up on Mount
Zion and the kingdom shall be the
Lord's (Obad. xxi). "Thither shall
the Lord cause his mighty ones to
come down. Let the heathen be awakened and come to the valley of Jehoshaphat; for there will I sit to judge all
the heathen round about"—Joel iii: 11.
12. "And the Lord shall be king over
all the earth; in that day shall there
be one Lord and his name one"'—Zech.
xiv: 9. So that this implies the calling
of the Jews a little before. And
whereas both Gog and Magog shall be
destroyed by fire (Ezek. xxxix.) and the
man of sin by fire (II. Thess. ii), Master Mede was of opinion that all this is
but one and the same fire, even the fire
that shall be at Christ's coming (II.
Thess i: 8, ii: 8). Then follows the
second resurrection of the dead and
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Christ's kingdom, the contents of the
seventh trumpet (Rev. xi: 15). Even
so come. Lord Jesus: come quickly.
WILLIAM TWISSK.

AN OLD MANUSCRIPT.

The Bible manuscript found in 1892
in Mount Sinai Monastery by Mrs.
Lewis and her sister has been translated into English text and the translation has just been published. It purports to be a complete copy of the four
gospels, and is thought to give us the
Oldest known text of these gospels.
The manuscript found in Mount Sinai
is a Syriac translation (made about 400
A. D.) of a Greek text written about
150 A. D., which antedates all other
versions of the New Testament so far
recovered. In those days, when all
writing was done on parchments, they
became in course of time comparatively
costly and scarce, and the monks were
accustomed to take an old parchment,
rub out the writing on it so far as they
could and then write over it whatever
they had in mind to write. Nearly all
the ancient Bible manuscripts are in
this form, palimpsest being the term
applied to such a manuscript; and to
get at the first writing the later writings have to be obliterated to a greater
or less extent by chemical means and
then the old characters are deciphered.
This explains the long delay in translating the newly recovered manuscript.
In common with others of the most ancient manuscripts, this one omits entirely the last twelve verses of St. Mark.
It omits also the story of the woman
taken in adultery (John vii: 53, viii:
II), the account of the bloody sweat in
Gethsemane (Luke xxii: 43, 44), and
the prayer on the cross (Luke xxiii: 34):
"Father, forgive them, for they know
not what they do." Pilate's question
(Matt, xxvii: 16) reads as follows:
"Which will ye that I release unto
you, Jesus Bar-Abba, or Jesus that is
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called Christ ?" In the raising of Lazarus (John xi: 39) Christ's command to
remove the stone is followed by Martha's query: '"Why are they taking
away the stone?"
Selected by H. L. B.
1'he Chicago Record of March 12th

says:
"Dr. J. Rendell Harris, a very distinguished biblical scholar from the faculty
of Cambridge University, England, is
spending a few weeks in Washington,
making his head-quarters at the Smithsonian Institute, where he is pursuing au important line of inquiry. Dr.
Harris has the credit of making the
most important discovery in biblical research for many years, having found
at the Convent of St. Katharine, on the
top of Mount Sinai, an ancient manuscript of thfi Holy Scriptures written in
the Syriac language probably in the
second or third century. The Convent
of St. Katharine is sixteen hundred
years old, having been founded in the
third century after Christ. In the
sixth century it was remodeled and
converted into a fortress by Justinian,
the great Byzantine emperor, who with
Belisarius conquered the Persians and
the other nations of the East, and published what is known as the Justinian
code. During the long wars that attended his reign it is supposed that the
books and records of the neighboring
monasteries and converts were transferred to St. Katharine for protection,
and the monastic; orders being practically exterminated during those turbulent years, a wealth of biblical treasures
and historic records were stowed away
in its casements and towers and have
not been disturbed until now.
'•In overhauling them Dr. Harris
brought to light this manuscript in Syriac, more properly called Christian
Aramaic, which was the oiigiual language of Mesopotamia at the time of
Abraham, and the first language into
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which the New Testament was translated. Dr. Harris thinks there is no
doubt that Christ spoke that language,
and that in its musical tones He delivered the Sermon on the Mount. The
manuscript has been examined, translated and photographed by Agnes Smith
Lewis and Mrs. Jane Wise Gibson, two
English women who are famous for
their linguistic accomplishments and
their familiarity with ancient manuscripts, and their work has been reviewed by the late Dr. Bensley, Professor of Aramaic in the University of
Cambridge, and F. C. Burkett of the
same institution."

T he

©iristadelphian

Advocate.

JUNE, 1895,

E have again been favored durW
ing the month by Brother J. J.
Andrew with clippings from the London papers, giving full accounts of the
Armenian outrages. To describe the
shameful, sickening deeds of the Turkish soldiers and their commandeis is
beyond the power of tongue or pen.
That human beings could do such things
is hardly conceivable; and when the
facts are exposed beyond question, and
the diabolical, fiendish deeds are seen
to have been committed by beings of
human flesh and blood, one cannot help
feeling ashamed that he is physically
made of the same nature.
If the facts now making the world
blush with shame do not arouse action
beyond mere mass-meetings and paper
resolutions, let civilized nations no
more talk of counage, honor or decency. They cannot excuse a failure
to forcibly act by the plea that it is not
their business, for it is their business;
they have made it their business by

treaties and obligations that honor, not
to say humanity, cannot ignore. The
"independence of the Ottoman Empire" is a child of European national
alliance, and they are responsible for
the brutish and disgraceful acts of their
shameful offspring. The commission
of their own appointing has sent home
the facts. Now what are they going
to do about it? To demand reform
from a government that could countenance such unmentionable deeds in the
name of its religion is a farce; and reform is too late now; the deeds are
done, and no promises will ever wipe
out the stains of blood that brutal
hands have shed nor hide the shame of
men whom to call beasts would be an
insult to the beasts of the Held.
The masses are aroused. Mass-meetings are being held and protests being
made; but shame upon humanity if it
stops at this. Surely the crisis has
come, the time to strike a deadly blow
at the abominable thing called the
"Turkish Empire." If the time has
uome we can understand these outrages.
It is the "iniquity of the Amorites become full," and we may hope for the
deliverance and cleansing of the land.
If the Bulgarian atrocities were a cause
for war, surely the Armenian's unmentionables are a just cause for all decent
nations to rise in arms. Will they? is
now the question.
At a mass-meeting in London, presided over by the Dnke of Argyll, the
voice of the "grand old man" was
beard; and he knows and declares that
promises from the Sultan are of no
use. Let us hope that his words will
come true—that the countries immediately concerned "will not shrink from
their duty," and that this terrible thing
is destined to hasten the immediate
removal of the abomination that stands
in the way of the cleansing of Jehovah's land and the restoration of his
scattered nation under their now rejected but then accepted Messiah.

EDITORIAL.
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The Turkish government has been
trying to place the responsibility upon
the Kurds, but the investigations made
May 5, 1895.
have prevented that, and shown that
MY DEAR DUKE OF ARGYLL:
I hope that the meeting over which to strike the viper on the head the govyou have bravely undertaken to preside ernment itself must receive the blow.
will produce an effect proportioned to The powers concerned cannot shirk
the gravity of the causes which have their duty, for the facts are made too
stubborn. One correspondent says:
led to its being summoned.
"It is a fact which the British govWhat I desire is peace and tranquillity through the whole world; and it is ernment can verify by consulting the
with most sincere grief that now, when report of Mr. Paton, an official of the
it appears that the extremes of shame- British consul at Tebris, Persia, that in
ful outrage in Armenia can no longer several cases the Turkish officials in
be treated as matter of doubt, I, for the devastated district of Armenia
one, contemplate the infatuation of the tried hard to save the Armenians from
Turkish government determined, it death and their property from destrucwould seem, to do everything it can to tion ; but when they protested against
the murderous raids of the troops the
produce its own ruin.
It seemed reasonable to hope that officers read to them the orders of the
the crimes in Bulgaria of the year 1876, Sultan and so nothing could be done.
together with the signal retribution In many cases the officials of the vilthey brought upon Turkey, would have lages warned the Armenians a day bethe effect of preventing a repetition fore the soldiers appeared in order
of like, and perhaps even more flagrant, that the poor people might have a
chance to escape."
horrors in Armenia.
PREPARING FOR REVOLT.
The duty incumbent on all Europe—
A dispatch from Kars, Bussia, says
to place no reliance upon mere words,
but to prevent, by effectual measures, that preparations are being made for a
any further occurrence of such terrible general revolt; and in this we may see
delinquencies—seem clear enough. I reason to hope that the great powers
feel confident that this country will not will be forced to act, resulting in a
shrink from her duty; and I trust also further fulfillment of the "drying up
in her having the firm co-operation of of the river Euphrates." Let us hope
Trance and of Bussia. If other great it will bring the end of this terrible
governments remain inactive, it is, per- corruption.
haps, to be regretted on theit own
The correspondent says:
account.
"During the past three weeks I have
I will not trouble you with many had unusual opportunity for obtaining
words, but 1 could not help sending an additional confirmation of the facts
expression of my strong sympathy, and contained in my announcement of the
of my hope that by the use of moral impending uprising of the Armenians
means, if possible, and if not, then by in Turkey next month. I have traveled
o^her means rather than not at all, many miles upon and down and across
ample security will now be taken the border in search of certain facts,
against any fresh resort in the future and as a result I have had the satisfacby the Sultan and his advisers to these tion of actually seeing and handling
some of the rifles now being smuggled
deeds of shame.
I remain, my dear duke, ever yours, across the Turkish frontier by the
agents of the revolutionary party.
W. E. GLADSTONE.
MR. GLADSTONE'S LETTER.
IIAWARDEN CASTLE, CHESTER,
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Moreover, the plans of the party have
been more fuliy explained by some of
the most active and intelligent of the
leaders of the eastern wing of the
movement, and I am now entirely satisfled that unless unforeseen and uncontrollable circumstances arise the upyising- will take place as announce:!. The
exact date (if the uprising has not yet
been fixed, owing, for the most part,
to the fact that the extreme eastern
section of the revolutionary party is
not ready for active operations.
Whether or not the central section will
wait for the eastern wing longer than
the month of May I do not know,
nor has the matter actually been decided. I am led to believe thai the
eastern wing cannot he ready for hostilities iu May. and possibly not before
the 1st of July. The eastern wing has
been and is having a hard time of it,
owing U> two circumstances over which
the leaders have no control. In the
first place the mountain passes leading to Van have been blocked with
snow for months, so that only special
messengers, following the regular
routes of travel, could get through.
And therefore it was impossible to
forward guns and ammunition from
Russia and Persia to the districts
about Lake Van. In the second place,
the Armenians in the eastern end of
Turkey are in a condition bordering on
starvation. On this point a leading
executive officer of the revolutionary
party said to me three days ago: 'We
must first feed them before we can expect them to fight. When we can get
food enough on hand to last two
months, then we shall show the world
how Armenians can fight.'".
While we are talking of the coming
of the Lord let us remember that '"talkis cheap." Something more than talk
must be done before we are ready. A
theory without backbone is a weak,
helpless thing. The Truth is a theory,

but it is more than that, ft is a thing
to be believed and to talk about. But
if the belief and talk are not strengthened by solid bones of practice all will
end in disappointment.
From a late publication entitled "The
Blood of Christ,'" there is e-sideiiee of
gliding back to the old foundation respecting some of the questions so much
discussed of late. Though not characterized' by the frankness of the rule.
"Do toothers as you would have others
do to you,'" it is better than to remain
on the shifting sands that could not
withstand the waves of truth and reason. Heb. ix: I-' is now. as in days of
yore, seen to be in the middle voice.
and that means that redemption was a
thing worked out experimentally in
Ohrirt, Himself. This has the right
ring. The righteousness of Christ now
is seen to be somebody else's; and.
while it is called a "wing'' instead of
righteousness, it is under this "wing"
and nowhere else that salvation can be
had. Let us be thankful for this —
what shall we call it V not change, for
that seems to be refused, even to the
extent of a "hair's breadth"-call it
what you please; ••recoil," if you like,
just so t'-ere is a return to equilibrium.
But this only touches the theory of
the thing. There is something to be
done. Comrades have been thrown out
of the ranks and evil-treated. They
are out still. If there can be return to
old lines of march in theory why not in
practice. "Now that there is an admission that Christ Himself, in Himself,
WHS a subject of redemption, and that
therefore Christ' •'considered alone"
had to die for Himself, there will be no
collision. Now that it is admitted that
the righteousness of Christ is the righteousness that, makes salvation possible
for us there will be no collision. If all
this is as it appears where is the breach
now? There is no more of a breach
now than there was before the trouble
arose, for the difference on insurrectional responsibility existed before and
was not a breach. The only breach
now is in the " Ashdod,"' "vapal sluoke,'*
•'kill The Christadelphiun,'" etc. Whut
will remove these V The simplest babe
in Christ knows. Here is the place for
the practice to put backbone into the
theory and then we shall be in a better
position to say, "Come, Lord Jesus,
come quickly.'"

EDITORIAL.

Sister Williams and the editor had
hoped to be able this summer to visit
t'n,eir old home in England, desirous of
Seeing once more in this life those of
our relatives whom deatli has not yet
captured.
We had also invitations
from a few places in England and
Wales to lecture in behalf of the
Truth. Some have lately been inquiring when we expected to go. and to all
concerned permit us to say the way for
the present seems closed against us.
When the time we had thought of going
arrived we. as usual, found our hands
so full that it seemed impossible to
pull away from our work. This might
have been overcome, but we with all
others have suffered the effects of ''hard
times." and linancial matters were
(juite cloudy to venture out of the ordinary routine. Then, again, the situation formed across the waters by the
late controversy had not the most
inviting appearance, and our motive in
going under the circumstances might
have been misconstrued as other tilings
have. Taking all into consideration
prudence seemed on the side of postponement, and so we concluded to jog
along in our work in office and on platform as we have for over ten years
without a single vacation. Indeed we
do not see that there is hope of vacation for us if we attend to all that presents itself as seeming to us imperative
demands.
A month ago we received the sad
news of the death of Sister Matliews
and Sister Hayward, mother and sister
of Brother John Matbews, of Mumbles,
Wales. Brother Mathews i« the husband of Sister Williams only surviving
sister in the flesh. Death's work among
those tve dearly loved saddened us and
revived the feeling that we must go;
and when to this news was added that
this only sister was sick and her recovery scarcely to be hoped for our desire
to go was almost irresistible However,
we have concluded to wait till more
favorable opportunity appears. If the
Jjord is not here and we can so control
circumstances we hope to make the
trip next spring. Perhaps by that time
the situation will be more inviting and
we may be able to visit a few places in
behalf of the Truth while we are on
the other side without being subject to
suspicion and evil surmisings. To our
sorrowing loved ones in Mumbles-our
hearts go out in deep sympathy; but let
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us sorrow not as those who have no
hope. Brother Matliews. Brother Hayward, try and bear up, and thank (iod
that a morning of joy is yet to come
and the night of sorrow to pass away
forever.
Among the Adventists in Kankakee,
III., several had become doubtful of the
soundness of their positions ; and by
contact with the brethren of Bontield
(near Kankakee) they were very much
disposed to the belief that Christadelphiaus had the Truth. Efforts t o r e tain them in the Advent Church were
met with a request that a representative man be sent to meet the editor of
T H E OH RISTA DELPHI AN ADVOCATE in

public debate, so that the matters might
be tested. An appeal to the conference
at Battle Creek asking for a representative man was refused on the ground
that to Mrs. White, their "prophetess,"
it had been revealed that the day for
public discussion had ended. After
other futile attempts had been made to
bring about a debate, a Mr Parker returned to Kankakee from abandoned
missionary work in Newfoundland.
He was appealed to, and finally graciously consented to hold a discussion
in a private house for the benefit of the
few doubters. The members of the
church were warned against the dangers of attending on the grounds that
they would be led astray by the Christadelphian arguments.
For the sake of the few concerned
we consented to this boycotted arrangement, spending live sessions, of two
hours each. On the pre-existence of
Christ, the devil question and the Sabbath Mr. Parker did as well as his
theory would admit of; but on the
kingdom of God and the restoration of
Israel he was utterly unable to take
hold. His manifest labor to kill the
time was no less distressing to his hearers than it was to himself. It is needless to say he did not remove the doubts
from the doubters, unless it was that
they no longer doubted the unsoundness of the Adveutist theories. We
hope for gRod results.
Since the debate Mr. Parker has
wiitten lengthy letters to the one who
was the principal doubter and who
brought about the discussion. We
hope to deal with these letters in the
ADVOCATE or The Truth Gleaner.

THE ADVOCATE SUNDAY-SCHOOL CLASS.
"Rememher now thy Creator in tlie day* of thy youth, wh ilc the evil tlays come not, nor the years
nigh, when thou shalt say, I have ni> pleasure in them,"—SOLOMON.
KOIKES.

1.—Answers must be your own and in your own writing.
2. —Write on one side of the paper only.
3.— State which class you belong to, and give your age on each paper you send.
4.—Answers must reach the examiner, Mr. Leask, by the 25th of each mouth.
Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions for Class
No. 1 in May ADVOCATE.

Ruth Blake (13), Wilson, Ky., 95;
Daisy Franklin (12), Elgin, 111., 95;
Maria Laird (10), Innerkip, Canada,
95; Alma C. Field (16), Providence,
R. I., 90; Pearl Eblen (16), Robards,
Ky., 90; Ilarpending Eblen (14), Robards, Ivy., 90; Florence Field (14),
Providence, R. I., 85; Bessie Williams,
(11), Englewood, 111., 85; Allie Taylor
(11), Providence, R. I., 85; Mabel Field
(10), Providence, R. I., 85; Walter
Field (12), Providence, R. 1., 85;
Maude Clarke (12), Chicago. 111., 85;
May Spencer (10), Avondale, 111., 85;
Homer J. Byrnes (11), Wauneta, Kansas, 85.
While in the main the answers to the
questions this month are very good,
quite a few of the scholars have made
the mistake of giving the creation of
the heaven and the earth as a part of
the work of the first day of the creative
week, whereas, if they will look again
at the words in Gen. i: 1, they will see
that it is there said, "In the beginning7'
God created them—that is, at some
time previous to the events recorded as
occupying the six weeks of creation.
When the creation work was commenced the earth was without form
and void and darkness was upon the
face of the deep. The earth was submerged in water, hence another mistake a number have made in regard to
the work of the third day. In a number of the answers a part of the work

of that day is given as the "creation of
the earth.1' Now they will see from
Gen. i: 1 that the earth was already
created, and what was done on the
third day was a gathering together of
the waters and causing the dry land to
appear; the gathered waters He called
seas and the land He called earth; so
that, instead of the earth being created
on that day, there was simply a separation of the waters from the face of a
part of the earth so that the land appeared. This will become more apparent as the scholars think over the matter a little more.
JAMES LEASK.
LESSON NO. 26.
QUESTIONS.

1.—Name the works of creation for
each day of the creation week.
2. — What was the condition of the
works of creation when linished V
ANSWERS.

1.—"God said let there be light and
there was light. And God called the
light day and the darkness he called
night. And the evening and the morning were the first day.''
"And God made the firmament, and
divided the waters that were below the
firmanent from the water that was
above the tirmanent. And God called
the firmament heaven, and the evening
and the morning were the second day."
"And God said let the water under
the heaven be gathered together unto
one place and let the dry land appear.
And God called the dry land earth and
the gathering together the water called
he seas. He made the earth bring
forth grasses and herb yielding seed,
and the fruit-trees yielding fruit whose
seed is in itself. And the evening and
the morning were the third day."
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"And .God said let there be light in animals and all creeping things. He
the firmament of the heaven to divide made man after his own image and
the day from the night. And God gave the man all the things which he
made two great* lights; the greater had made."
light to rule the day and the lesser light
2 —"When God had finished his work
to rule the night. He made the stars he saw that it was all 'very good.'"
also. And the evening and the mornDAISY FRANKLIN.
ing were the fourth day."
ANSWERS.
"And God created great whales and
every living creature that moveth that
"On the first day God divided the
the water brought forth abundantly, light from the darkness. The light he
and every winged fowl that mayflyin called day and the darkness he called
the open firmament of the heaven. night."
And the evening and the morning were
"On the second day God made the
the fifth day."
firmament, and divided the waters
"And God made the beast of the which were under the firmament from
earth after his kind and the cattle of the waters which were above the
the field after their kind, and every- firmament."
thing that creepeth upon the earth
"On the third day God gathered the
after his kind. And man in his own waters together and caused the dry
image after his likeness. And God land to appear. And God caused the
gave man dominion over all the earth. earth to bring forth grass, the herb
He gave them his blessing and a few yielding seed and the fruit-tree yieldcommandments. And the evening and ing fruit."
the morning were the sixth day."
"On the fourth day God made two
"And on the seventh day God ended great lights; the greater light to rule
the work which he had made and the day the lesser light to rule the
rested."
night. He made the stars also."
2.—"And God saw everything he had
"On the fifth day God made all the
made and behold it was very good."
fowls of the air. God made every living creature that liveth in the waters."
RUTH BLAKE,
"On the sixth day God created
cattle and creeping things. He also
ANSWERS.
man and gave him dominion
1.—"On the first day God separated created
over the fish of the sea and over the
the light from the darkness. He called fowl
the air, and over the cattle and
the light day and the darkness he over of
the
earth, and over everything
called night "
that
creepeth
ijpon the earth. He
"On the second day he made the firmale and female."
mament and separated the waters below made
"On the seventh day God had finthe firmament from the waters above ished
the work, so he rested."
the firmament. And the firmament
2.—"God saw everything that he had
he called heaven."
"On the third day God gathered the made and behold it was very good."
MARIA LAIRD.
waters together unto one place and
caused the dry land to appear; the dry
land God called earth and the waters
LESSON NO. 27, CLASS NO. 1.
he called seas. He also made grass
QUESTIONS.
and green herb and trees to grow upon
1.—How were our first parents
the earth."
"On the fourth day God made two created ?
2.—What law was first given to
great lights which he put in the heavens ; the greater light to rule by day man ?
and the lesser one to rule by night.
LESSON NO. 27, CLASS NO. 2.
The greater light God called the sun
QUESTIONS.
and the lesser light he called the moon.
1.—How were our first parents
He made the stars also."
"On the fifth day God made the created? Give the meaning of the
fowls of the air so that they could fly words soul, spirit and life.
2.—What law was man first placed
above the open firmament of heaven.
under?
He also created the fish of the sea."
3.—Why was man placed under law?
"On the sixth day God created the

THE JEWS, THEIE LAND AND AFFAIRS.
SCATTEHED.
"And the Lord shall scatter thee among1 all
people, from the one end of the earth even
unto the other. * * •* And nmonjr these nations sluilt thou find no ease, neither shaN the
sole of thy foot have test"—Deut. 28: 04, 65.

GATHERED.
"Behold. T will take the children of Israel
from amonjjr the nations, whither tiu\v be U-OIH\
and will ynther them on every side. au;l bumr
them into rheir own iarni" Ezek. -i": ~i, 'J2.

LETTEE FROM JERUSALEM.

that has happened for many years.
The poor Jews, who are never allowed
to enter that place, laugh and say,
•'Allah is good; we shall get the job
now to repair the crown." Is it a
wonder that these suffering people do
not wish to be Christians? I think it
would be safer to run to the Moslems.
Some of them are very good. Our
nearnest neighbor is a Moslem Effendi,
and his servants are instructed to protect us in every way when we need it.
They do not like missionaries, but we
are a quiet people and they like us as
Americans.
Well, ray pleasure is in looking after
my poor, blind, sick Jews. It is a
blessing to be able to help the helpless.
So many missionaries are coming
every month that the Jews say, "There
will soon be more missionaries than
Jews."
The Jew is much sought after—not
to minister to his physical wants but
to "save his soul."
1 receive by nearlv every post huge
packages of printed matter and charts
about the coining of Christ. All these
sects believe that they are the bride;
that they will be caught up with Christ
and leave all the rest to perish. 1 feel
very different, for 1 could not be happy
anywhere knowing that any human
being was suffering. I think, however,
that most people would enjoy seeing
those whom they consider their enemies
tormented. It is human nature, and
has been the history of human nature
through all history. It is an old institution, f know that you are far in advance of all these false, theories, and I
thank Goil that I can sometimes tell
you about it.

J E R U S A L E M , April 22. 1895.
The ADVOCATE and

Trut/i Gleaner

arrives safely every month. Many
thauks for all your kindness. 1 assure
you that I appreciate all that you do
for rne and our dear ones here who have
so few friends on the earth.
1 saw an item in The London Time*
saying that the American government
had ordered two war-ships to the Holy
Land to protect their subjects, as it
was expected that there would be a
massacre of Christians by the Moslems.
We have heard rumors hut nothing
definite. The American Consul General is here but our consuls v\jil tell us
nothing. We hope that there is no
foundation for the frightful rumor. I
told Dr. d'Arbela that in ease such a
terrible event came to us that I would
be a Jew. " N o , " said he, "do not do
that, for if you do the Christians will
kill you."'
On Easter, in the so-called holy sepulcher, there was a brutal fight between
the Latins and Greeks. The Greek
patriarch attempted to enter the tomb
against the known rules of the orders,
when the Latins seized him, threw him
down on the stone floor; his crown of
diamonds and gold fell from his head
and was broken into three pieces.
They then stripped all the gold ornaments from his clothing and he was
taken away more dead than alive.
The Turkish soldiers- came and with
their guns and swords beat the people
indiscriminately. Many were injured;
some have died since. This is considered to be the most disgraceful affair

THE JEWS, THEIR LAND AND AFFAIRS.

I regret to hear of the terrible illness
of our dear Friend Roberts. I have
written him a letter of sympathy. I
love him very much, because I know
that he is one of Christ's sheep, and all
his terrible afflictions will work for him
an "eternal weight of glory." I have
been through those awful histories
myself, trusting in false friends, and I
have wept until I have no more tears.
I never suspect anyone of evil when
they appear friendly. The world appears to be full of roaring lions.
The Austrian princess is here now.
She is a Catholic, of course, and believes all the humbug she hears. She
will leave a large sum for the priests.
There are several hundred tourists
here now, and next week two hundred
Austrians and Italians are expected.
There is no work for the Jews, nor
will there be until Jews are permitted
to come and build houses.
I have just got an order from Germany for some pictures of the Jordan
and Mount of Olives. Yours will come
this summer if God will. I do not forget you. I have also another order for
an album of twelve pictures; it is for
some noted person in Europe. I am
not yet told who it is.
Our dear brother and Sister Irwin
are doing a great deal for Jerusalem.
They take as much interest in my work
as I do myself, and do all they can to
sell my pictures and cards and they are
very successful. What a God-given
blessing true friends are in this present
evil world! I pray to Him that I may
ever be worthy of the trust and confidence of such friends. I have a love
for all the Christadelphian brethren.
I think they are so good and true to
their faith and to each other.
One old man, a clergyman of some
sect, has come here to convert the Jews.
He tells me that he has been sanctified,
and, I suppose, considered holy. He
has had many thousand tracts printed
in Hebew for the Jews to read "His
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"message to the Jews." He had hired
several men to go about and distribute
them among the -Jews. In a few days
I saw them lying all about the streets
and fields. He has learned that these
poor, starving, naked Jews need bread
as well as tracts. Perhaps he will return to America a wiser man. I hope
so.
We are having much rain this month
and it is a blessing. The crops are
looking finely and bread is cheap.
We have just heard that one warship has arrived at Beyrout, and also
of the terrible earthquakes in Italy
and Austria. Rome, the seat of the
beast, will soon be destroyed.
Yours faithfully,
A. E. DAVIS.
Solomon's Temple,
The cost of Solomon's Temple and
its interior decorations and other paraphernalia was one of the wonders of
the olden times. According to Villalpandus the talents of gold, silver and
brass used in its construction were
valued at the enormous sum of £6,879,822,000. The worth of the jewels is
generally placed at a figure equally as
high. The vessels of gold, according
to Josephus, were valued at 140,000 talents, which, reduced to English money
(as has been shown by Chapel's reduction tables) was equal to £57-5,296,203.
The vessels of silver, according to the
same authorities, were still more valuable, being set down as worth £694,344,000; priests vestments and robes
of singers, £2,010,000; trumpets, £200,000. To this add the expense of building materials, labor, etc., and we get
some wonderful figures—10,000 men
hewing cedars, 60,000 bearers of burdens, 80,000 hewers of stone, 3,300
overseers, all of which were employed
for seven years, and upon whom, beside their wages, Solomon bestowed
£6,733,997.
If their daily food was worth two
shillings each the sum total for all was
£63,877,088 during the time of building. The materials in the rough are
estimated as having been worth £2,545,337,000. These several estimates show
the total cost to have been £17,442,-442,168, or $77,521,665,926 in United States
money. .
Copied from The Toronto World April
1,1895,

By SISTER HAGLEY.
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EASTEE IN THE HOLY LAND.
The Bethlehem manger, the Garden
of Gethsemane and the cross, these
tell the story of the world's saddest
tragedy, and mark the beginning and
the ending of the one life which dominates the ages. Their historic interest,
associated as they are with the historic
Christ, increases rather than diminishes
as men come to understand more and
more intelligently what that life meant
to the race. Pilgrim feet turn towards
them from all lands, and the imagination of the thoughtful and devout of
every faith clothes them with a dignity
and pathos which attach to no other
places anywhere in the world. Even
skepticism does homage to Him who
faced and conquered the agony of the
olive garden on Olivet, and made Golgotha sacred by loftiest sacrifice.
As the city of the crucifixion and
the resurrection Jerusalem has a special interest at Easter. It is then that
the narrow streets present ;i spectacle
as unique as it is impressive, and one
which illustrates most significantly how
in the eyes of Christian and Moslem
alike it is a holy city—the religious
center of the world. At this time the
number of pilgrims often reaches a
total of 5,000.
The European and American tourist,

the Turkish Nizam, the hooded Armenian, the long-haired Greek monk,
mingle with the native peasants in yellow turbans and striped mantles, with
Armenian pilgrims wearing broad red
sashes, Jews in Oriental costume with
the fur cap and love-locks of the Pharisee, Russians in knee boots and padded
robes—each contributing to the picturesqueness of a scene that, once witnessed, will never be forgotten. Bethlehem, now a village of 3.000 or 4,000
inhabitants, usually catches more or
less of the overflow of this Easter visitation, the grotto of the Nativity having
a special interest for many of the pious
pilgrims.
During the present season the tide of
travel to the Holy Land has been exceptionally large, owing to the excursion facilities afforded by the great,
steamship companies of this country
and England. Probably 1,000 excursionists have gone from American ports
alone, and many of these will be in
Jerusalem and its vicinity during Easier week. It is not improbable that,
as a result of this invasion of Palestine
by modern tourist enterprise, the peculiar conditions of life which have obtained for thousands of years will presently be essentially modified, and that
the stupor which now rests upon it
everywhere will give place to the busy
and prosperous activities of an intelligent population. —Leslie's Weekly-

INTELLIGENCE.
BALTIMORE, MD.—You have not heard
from me for quite a while, as there has been
nothing of a particular note to communicate
until now. Last week our young arid esteemed
brother, Frederick Grese, passed away after
muoli suffering. He was the first-fruits of Sister Young's Sunday-school class and a most
exemplary character, for he was so correct in
his walk and exhibited his faith at all times by
his works. We will do well to follow his beautiful example. The day previous to his death
Sister Young and I had a very satisfactory
talk with him and read the Bible, the effect of
which brightened up his whole countenance,
he was so fond of the Truth. The loss is a sore
trial to us, but thanks be to God we sorrow not
as others who have no hope.
A few others are interested in the Truth, and
1 trust will soon lay hold of the good things
pertaining to the kingdom of God before it is
too late.

Hoping you and Sister Williams are well and
with much love to you both, I am,
Your sister in the blessed hope,
CARRIE WILLIAMS.

BOSTON.—I am pleased to report the obedience of George L. Mclver, a native of Scotland, who, after giving the good confession,
was immersed April 24th.
Our Bro. and Sister McKay sail for Glasgow,
Scotland, May 4th. They intend to remain
there permanently and will meet with the
brethren in that place. We recommend them
to the fellowship of all true believers.
I have also to report a visit from Bro. W. H.
Wood, of Springfield, Ohio, who spoKe to our
edification.
We have commenced a series of lectures in
the neighboring city of Chelsea. The attendance has been quite satisfactory.
The lectures for April have been as follows:
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INTELLIGENCE.
7th, "The End of this World and tbe Beginning
oftheNext." Bro. W, p . Hooper. i4tb,"Come
See Where the Lord Lay. Did Christ Really
Die and Hise Again?" Bro. Joseph McKellar.
21st, "Does Salvation Depend on What We Believe?" Bro. F. C. Whitehead. 28th, "If Ye Be
Christ's Then Are Ye Abraham's Seed." Bro.
Alfred Pinel.
JOSEPH MCKELLAR, Recording Brother.

CHICAGO.—Since our last intelligence we
•are pleased to announce the following as having put on the sin-covering name in the appointed way, namely: William Williams, son
of Bro. and Sister Thos. Williams, who, after
giving- evidence of an understanding of the
first principles of the Truth, was baptized on
the 7th inst. He left here a day or two later
for Doon, Canada, where he will meet with the
brethren. Also on the 21st inst. Edgar McDonald was planted in the likeness of Christ's
death and rose to walk in newness of life.
Bro. McDonald was living in Grand Forks,
North Dakota, and there being no brethren
within several hundred miles of where he was
he made application to the Chicago Bcclesia to
assist him in becoming obedient to the Truth.
He had been in correspondence with the editor
of the ADVOCATE, who was instrumental in

enlightening him on several points of the
Truth. In response to our inquiry he sent us
a very comprehensive statement of his faith,
which showed us that he had an intelligent
grasp of the Truth and was well qualified to
take the step he desired. In the absence of
any brethren within his reach he followed the
example of Dr. Thomas, by having an alien of
good repute bury him in the waters of baptism
and now rejoices in the one hope of the gospel.
Our new brother has removed to Wenatehee,
Washington.
Bro. J. Johnston, Jr., and Sister Ruth Baldwin have been united in marriage.
Subjects of recent lectures have been as follows: "The Holy Spirit—Do Men Possess it
Now?" "Within the Vail." "After Death,
What?" "How are the Dead liaised Up and
with what Body Do They Come?" AH by Bro.
Thos. Williams.
JAMES LEASK, Secretary.
H AWLEY, PA.—We cannot report any progress among the alien here. "The heart of this
people is waxed gross and their ears are dull of
hearing-." We cannot hold public lectures.
We held our tea meeting April ?th according
to appointment. The attendance was small
and but seventeen brethren and sisters were
present. Bro. VanAkin, of Lackawaxen, read
an interesting lecture written by Bro. Tichenor, of Newark, N. J. After this we had
breaking of bread, followed by a short lecture
by Bro. Terwilliger, of Hawley, and exhortations by the brethren.
We could not have an evening meeting, the
brethren departing after tea.
We shall hold our next tea-meeting, if the

Lord will, at Lackawaxen July 7th, and will be
glad to welcome any who can come. Those
who come to the tea-meeting please notify the
writer,

KATIE COOPER,

Hawley, Pa., Wayne County.
JERSEY CITY.—Once more it is a pleasing
duty to convey the information that two more
souls are in the race for unfading life. On
Sunday, April 28th, Mrs. Emma Swain, of Troy,
N. Y., and Mr. T. Arthur Walker were duly immersed into the saving Name, both having previously witnessed a good confession. Sister
Swain is practically isolated, but there is no
fear she will not stand faithful, as she has
already given evidence of both courage and
stability even before obeying the Truth in baptism. Bro. Walker, though young in years,
has found in the one faith the thing he sought
for in vain in his association with the forms of
popular misbelief. To say that he is rejoicing
only expresses in a feeble manner his joy and
comfort in having laid hold upon something
that satisfies both mind and heart. The Truth
alone does this, and his obedience to it gives
the practical evidence of his conviction in that
direction. There are a number of young believers in our ecclesia, so that he will have a
companionship in them that will greatly aid
him in his struggle for the life to come.
A public effort has again been made in the
city of Newark, N. J. The attendance has not
been large. This is the Truth's day of small
things. The people have no ear for truth. A
lie sweetly told goes down without a tremor,
and they will only feed upon what they like,
and this they get and pay well for it, too. The
Almighty Lord alone can take away the vail.
His brethren are at this time little better than
a laughing-stock in their effort to effect an
entrance for the Truth in men's minds.
We had a visit from Bro. Wood of Springfield, Ohio, who gave us good words in his short
exhortation to hold fast. Also from Bro.
Brooks of Jacksonville, Fla.
C. C. VREDENBURGH.

LOWELL, MASS.—Once more I have the
privilege to announce an increase in our numbers, though not to the Name. Bro. S. Evison,
Bro. R. Evison and Sister M. Evison of Jersey
City have returned here.
We have also had the company of Bro. and
Sister Hale, of Waterloo, Iowa, who made a
brief visit to Lowell. As they expect to return shortly we hope to enjoy more of their
company.
We still continue our public meetings, but
can arouse little or no interest.
R. JUDD.
MARTINVILLE, ARK.—I notice in The Coming Nation a statement that our fraternal meeting will commence August 4th. This is a mistake. The Arkansas fraternal gathering will
commence Friday night before the first Sun-
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day in August, which will be the second day of
the month, not the fourth. Let all please bear
this in mind.
Tour brother in hope of eternal life,
E. H. MILLER.

MOERTLTON, ARK.—We have had quite an
interesting debate here for three nights. Bro.
John W. Teas represented the cause of truth
with one "Rev." W. M. Robinson (an evangelist
of the Cumberland Presbyterian persuasion
and of considerable note in several surrounding- Statesi as the champion of the immortalsoul theorists. Bro. Teas affirmed that "Death
is the Extinction of Life, and Man in Death is
Unconscious and Dependent on Resurrection
for a Future Life. Also that Man in His Present State Being Destitute of Immortality, if he
Remains in Ignorance of the Way of Life Will
For Ever End His Existence in Death." Then
Hobinson affirmed that "Man is Immortal in
Spiritual Essence or Soul, both the Wicked and
the Righteous; and Both Live in a Conscious
State after the Death of the Body." Mr. Robinson resorted to abuse and drew on the sympathies of the people, and tried to slnw us up
in as bad a manner as possible. He said if
Christadelphians were right it would make of
none effect the teachings of so-called Christendom. Of course what scripture he quoted was
far from proving his propositions. We had
the Opera House full every n g-ht. Bro. Teas
used no hard words, but manifested a spirit of
meekness throughout and made an able defense for the Truth. Brethren Martin and
Coleman were in attendance from Martinville.
Also there were present Brethren W. W. Scroggin, Wash Riggs.
I think we have made a defense for the Truth
in such a manner as to get the good-will to
some extent from free-thinking people here.
Your brother in hope of the Master's near
coming.

IRA L. WALSH.

PONTOON, ARK.—As I like to here from
all the brethren so well through the ADVOCATE
I will write a few lines. I am here alone, not a
brother or sister within twenty miles, and it is
only through the pages of the ADVOCATE and
Coming Natvm that I can hear from those of
like precious faith. To hear thus is a great
source of pleasure to me in this wilderness of
darkness. The darkness here has covered the
earth and gross darkness the people. O dear
brethren at large, you should all thank God
for the comfort of meeting with good brethren
and sisters. I would be very glad if any
brother could come and see me.
yours in the one hope,
X. A. SLOAN.
SPRINGFIELD, OHIO.—We have the unspeakable pleasure of communicating to you
and the readers of the ADVOCATE the good
news that on May 19th our second eldest son,
Ernest Alfred Parker (aged 23), was baptized

into the saving name of the anointed for the
remission of sins. This makes the third in our
family within thirteen months whom God has
graciously inclined towards Him and His ways.
"Not unto us, O Lordl not unto us, but unto
thy name be the glory."
Your brother in the patient waiting ior the
kingdom of God.

W. T. PAKKER.

WORCESTER, MASS.—It again becomes my
duty to inform the household of faith (through
the ADVOCATE) that two more have come out
of Gentile darkness into God's most marvelous
light of the gospel of the kingdom. After a
good confession of faith showing a thorough
knowledge of the promised kingdom Leonard
H. Nason (aged 22), and Thomas H. Sharpe
(aged 26), both formerly Trinity Methodists,
put on the sin-covering name May 2d, and
were extended the right hand of fellowship
Sunday, May 5th.
Your brother in Israel's hope,
JOHN HOLLOWS.

AN APPEAL.
Sister Carr, Secretary of the Sisters' Relief
Society, has forwarded us a letter from Sister
Josie O'Connor, of rian Antonio, Texas, appealing in behalf of her mother, Sister Helen M.
Surber, of Center Point, Kerr County, Texas.
It will be remembered that an appeal was
made for Sister Surber some time since, and,
we believe, it was responded to. The situation
now as described by Sister O'Connor is as
follows:
"Sister Surber is blind, sick and destitute.
Her husband (who is my step-father) has been
in very bad health for many years and is now
down sick unable to do anything. The only
dependence for work indoors and out is my
poor little sister who is not yet sixteen years
old."
Perhaps it would be wise to send contributions to Sister Carr and ask her to take charge
of the case.—ED.
CHR18TADELPHIAN FRATERNAL GATHERINGS.
There will be one annual fraternal meeting
at or near Fairland, Burnet County, beginning
Friday, August 23d, 1895.
Another will be held at Verde Creek, S. H.,
twelve miles from Kerrviile, below the Kerrville and Baudera road, beginning August 2d,
1895.
All are cordially invited to attend and hear
what we have to say in regard to the teaching
of the inspired oracles on the important subject of human salvation.
The brethren from a distance can reach the
former place by the Austin & N. W. R. R., and
the latter by the S. A. & A. P. R. R., getting off
at Ganahl or Kerrviile. Come one, come all.
JOHN BANTA.
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NOTES.
INFORMATION WANTED.— Can any ADVOCATE render, in Texas or neighboring

Slates, inform me whether or not the Finn FoundHliwi, of Austin, published my
"limply to A. McGaiy?" This "•Reply'' was written in response to a leading article, by Mr. McCiary as chief editor, in which he urgently called upon me to answer
a number of questions concerning the. Christadelpliian faith. I have thus far
failed to ascertain whether my "Reply"' was published or not. .V subsequent letter of inquiry was ignored. If the ''Reply'' has been suppressed I desire, in the
interests of the Truth, that the fact should be made known to any Finn Foundation readers within reach. If the publishers suppressed the ''Reply" the reason
ii apparent. In that event, Ohristadelphians cannot afford to allow the Truth to
remain under the charge of having been silenced or discredited, especially in
view <>f Mr. McGary's broad challenge to all Christadelphians contained in his
editorial. Any Firm Fnimdntion readers who regard Mr. MeGarys questions to
myself as unanswerable may be satisfied to the contrary by addressing
E. MAODOXALD, Wcna'cliee, Wash.
[We should be pleased to hear what the facts are in this case; also to see the
Firm Fimndntion referred to. — E D . ]
EDITOR'S APPOINTMENTS. -After our fraternal gathering in Chicago we go to
that at Martiiiviile, Ark. (see Intelligence). From there we go to Clinton, Ark.,
thence to Seaminon. Kansas, thence to Cavendish, Mo., thence home. This tour
takes us into the hot S >uth ami over long distances; but if we can maintain the
health and strength l.ve have been blessed with of late we shall experience no
hardships. Of course it will be a pleasure and a, help if Sister Williams can
accompany us; but there are domestic matters to be considered, and then, too,
there is that question that always comes up with the "poor of this world."' You
all know what that is. Just now it is squeezing us a little hard.
WK have received a copy of a forty-one page pamphlet by L. T. Xichols, sent
by Z. I) Bryant, who says:1 ""Pleas;1 review and set forth the errors and send me
a copy."' We have not had time to read the pamphlet., only to glance over it. Its
author makes another step backwards; this time in the denial of the national
restoration ol Israel. If we can b:1 of help to anyone in danger oE beiuj; led
astray we will try and do as the sender requests, otherwise it would be a waste
of time; and time is what we find ourselves short of for meeting profitable
demands.
Tue editor has been from home two weeks out of the month. We were called
by telegram to Riverside. Iowa, where our old friend and brother, Boyd lay sick
nigh unto death. Sister Williams accompanying us we hastened there and found
him quite low. Our presence seemed to cheer him and he commenced to improve ;
and now. after four weeks, we, Ue.av lie expeels to bw able in ;\ Vew days to go Vo
Waterloo to receive treatment at the hands of the Brethren Bickley. From
Riverside we went to Waterloo and tilled an appointment we had several times
postponed.
H E M 1 WANTED.—O. Hillard, of Gainesville. Fla., appealed for help several
months since. Not being acquainted with her, before publishing her appeal we
made special inquiries of brethren who knew of her situation, and we were
assured thai the case w;is a deserving one. Sister Hillard sent us a letter thanking those who had contributed, but its publication was overlooked. Recently
Brother Leask received another letter from Sister Hillard asking for further help,
in responce to which a little was sent, but not enough to meet the necessities of
the case. If contributions are sent to Brother James Leask, No. oH2 (il'd Street.
Chicago, 111., they will be properly attended to.
C. F . O. O.—Before we cotdd send the addresses and publish your request it
would be necessary for you to make yourself known through an ecclesia or other
brethren known to us. Please do not misinterpret our demands. Experience

teaches us that it is necessary.
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IS THE ABSAHAMIO COVENANT THE NEW COVENANT ?

W

HIS question has never been discussed in Ohristadelphian writings. In the whole curriculum of
Christadelphian literature no one lias
ever attempted to prove by comparison,
induction or deduction that what is
called tbe "Abrahamic covenant" is
the ''new covenant " It has only been
accepted.
ISy the Abrahamic covenant is meant
the covenant confirmed of God 430
years before the law concerning Christ
as the grantee of the land of Canaan.
By the new covenant is meant the covenant of which Christ is the mediator
and sacrificial victim in its ratification,
and to which He refers when He instituted the feast by which lie is kept
in remembrance in His absence, when
He says: "This is my blood in the new
covenant which is shed for many for
the remission of sins."
A few here and there still cling to
Dr. Thomas' interpretation of Heb. ix:
16, which is to the effect that Christ

died instead of God the "testator," to
secure a legacy that all Christadelphian
writers agree was "an unconditional
gift, and which would still be an unconditional gift even though they all denied it. If I were to give my own
opinion of that interpretation it might
cause unnecessary offense (anyone curious to know it, read The Christadelphian,
1874, page 505); and yet, with only
the King James' translation before ns,
it would be difficult to give another
explanation : for the Abrahamic covenant is the only one that has any appearance of being a "toiM;" and Uievefore one would instinctively identify
that covenant witli the new. But when
we learn that the translation is erroneous and entirely misleading, and that
"testator" is "mediator," an entirely
different office, that could only find
place in a covenant that could not possibly suggest to our mind the Abrahamic covenant, then if we still continue to associate the two covenants as
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one it is not because we have arrived at
that as a conclusion from inductive or
deductive reasoning, but because of
habit, acquired by long association of
the two covenants as one in the "tei7J"
interpretation.
But it is not at all a self-evident
truth; on the contrary, a very slight
comparison will discover to us a fundamental difference. For instance, concerning the Abrahamic covenant it is
said: '"The same day God made a covenant with Abraham, saying, To thy
seed have I given this land ;" whom
Paul informs us is Christ (Gal. iii: 16).
But of the new covenant Paul says:
"He (Christ) became the mediator;
* * * that by means of death for
the redemption of the transgressions
under a former covenant they that are
called might receive the promise of
age-lasting inheritance." In other
words, that the called might have their
sins lemitted, so that they could have
age-lasting life and age-lasting inheritance in the estate that was deeded in
fee simple to the seed (Christ). How is
it possible to define the object and nature of the two covenants more clearly ?
One is a title-deed of a certain tract of
land, the boundaries of which are described in the deed, the other to make
reconciliation for sin, that the reconciled, having sold themselves to the
reconciler and taken His name upon
them, might be counted worthy to share
His inheritance in the same way that a
woman obtains inheritance in a man's
estate—by giving herself to him and
taking his name upon her. Not a
word in the new covenant about Christ
purchasing a title to the land. That
was secured to Him by God Himself in
the Abrahamic covenant. But the further one pursues the comparison, the
more one is confirmed in the understanding that they are two separate
covenants, relating to different subjects
and having different objects in view.
In fact, it is not possible to detect a

shade of resemblance; and it is only
by finding close and intimate resemblance that one could be justified in
calling them one and the same.
1.—One is a land-grant covenant
(Gen. xv: 18), the other a sin-covering
covenant (Rom. vii: 3; Heb. ix: 15).
2.—One is confirmed by God alone
(Gal. iii. 17), the other by "a mediator
between God and man."
3.—One lias no place or office for a
mediator; the other a mediator has
both place and office.
4.—In one a mediator is neither expressed nor implied, in the other the
name and office of the mediator is expressly mentioned and pointed out
(Heb. ix: 15, xii: 24).
5.—One is the unconditional gift of
the land of Canaan to Christ (Gen. xv:
1«), the other is a covenant between
God and man, whereby those entering
into have their sins forgiven and obtain
joint-inheritance in the land ("heirs of
God, joint-heirs with Christ" Rom.
viii: 17).
6.—The blood of Christ was shed to
take away sin (Rom. viii: 3; I. Cor. xv:
3; Acts xx: 28. If it was shed to purchase the land of Canaan, it would be
so stated in Scripture.

But while there is no resemblance
between the Abrahamic covenant and
the new, a comparison between the old
covenant and the new reveals as much
resemblance as one might expect to see
between a body and its shadow.
The first covenant had its mediator,
"also ordinance of divine service," a
"worldly sanctuary" or tabernacle, flgure-worship, i. c, figures worshiping, a
priesthood and "somewhat to offer;"
that figuratively put away sin ; all of
which was a type of the new covenant
system or "good things to come" under
a greater and more perfect tabernacle
or constitution, in which the laws are
stamped in the very nature of the worshipers and their sins and iniquities
are completely blotted out; when the
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priesthood is unchanging and the offering sufficient to cleanse from all sin.
And what is all this for? Ans. To
develop companions for the Christ, the
one Seed through whom all the families
and nations of the earth will be blessed.
If the first covenant had been competent for that work, then, says Paul,
"would not place have been sought for
the second." But that is not saying
that if the "Mosaic covenant had been
faultless then would no place have
been sought for the Abrahamic covenant." Yet that must be what Paul
means if the Abrahamic and new covenants are the same.
It is easy enough to see that the new
covenant was to supersede the old, and
that if the old had been perfect then the
new would not have been promised (Jer.
xxxi: 31-34). But how the "old covenant" could, under any circumstances,
have made void the Abrahamic is a
question for those to solve who believe
that the Abrahamic and new covenants
are one and the same. The chief fault
of the "first covenant" lay in that it
could not make reconciliation or '"purge
the conscience from sin." This defect
is remedied in the new covenant, which
is, says Paul, "established on better
promises" and "with better sacrifices."
The better sacrifices being the "body
of Christ once offered for all; and the
better promises are contained in the
document of the new covenant itself.
"Their sins and their iniquities will I
remember no more."
The granting of a title-deed of the
land to the seed (Christ) implied- eternal life to the grantee; and there was
no provision made in that covenant for
multiplying the seed. The covenant of
circumcision, made afterwards, promised to multiply nations of Abraham ;
but in the "oath" (Gen. xxii: 17), one of
the two immutable things that givej us
"strong consolation," we have a clear
and positive promise to multiply the
spiritual seed, with the intimation that
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it will be accomplished through the
death of the "Seed" in the offering of
Isaac, in whom Abraham had been assured of God that the Seed should he
called, and receiving him from the dead
in a figure.
The words of the oath are: "Because
thou hast done this thing * * * *
that in blessing I 'will bless thee, and
in multiplying I will multiply thee;
* * * and thy seed shall possess the
gate of (have dominion over) his
enemies."
The grant of the promised land to
"o«e" would not be of much interest
to us without the promise of multiplying, as immutably confirmed as the
land-grant itself. Paul quotes the
words of the oath (Heb. vi: 14) not as
a confirmation of the land-grant covenant, but as a confirmation of a promise to multiply the seed, and adds that
it (the oath) was given that we might
have "strong consolation who have fled
for refuge to lay hold of ihe hope," i. e.,
the hope of heing joint-heirs with the Seed.

I said the covenant of circumcision
was to multiply nations out of Abraham. But that statement is a little
indefinite. It was confirmed on the
part of God by changing Abram's name
to a name that signified the thing covenanted—"A father of many nations."
and on the part of Abraham by cutting
off the flesh of his foreskin, signifying
the cutting off of the old man of the
flesh, "circumcision of the heart;" for
the very first and essential condition to
render circumcision "profitable" is the
command of God when He was about
to make the covenant (Gen. xvii: ]):
"Walk before me and be thou perfect."
Hence Paul says: "Circumcision verily
is profitable if thou keep the law (walk
perfect before God); but if thou break
the law thy circumcision is made uncircumcision." It follows that the covenant of circumcision contained a promise for multiplying the spiritual seed,
under conditions, however, that proved
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inaccessible to any save the one seed.
Christ; for He is the only one that ever
maintained a perfect walk before God.
Nevertheless, "God, willing more
abundantly to show to the heirs of salvation the immutability of his counsel,
continued it with an oath, saying, 1
•will multiply

i/iee."

When God confirmed the title-deed
of the land to Christ 430 years before
the law, nothing more was needed, and
nothing more was added by way of further continuation. Having been confirmed of God, there it stands as firm
and sure as God Himself; and our consolat ion in the matter is not in a further confirmation of that confirmation,
but, seeing that the covenant with all
the blessings, glory, honor and long
life appertaining thereto are to "OSTK,"
our consolation in the matter is centered
in God's promise to multiply the seed,
confirmed with an oath, saying, "I will
multiply thee."

How God will accomplish to fulfill
His oath to multiply the seed and give
them dominion over the world is the
burden of Moses and the prophets, and
is exemplified in the life, death and
resurrection of Jesus Christ, and realized (in hope) in the ministry of the
apostles; in a word, through the new
covenant of which they were ''able ministers." The death of Christ was to
purchase redemption for us, thereby
multiplying the seed, and not to purchase the land of Canaan.
Referring to the Abrabamic covenant Paul says: "Though it be but a
' man's covenant, yet if it be confirmed
no man disannuleth or addeth thereto."
Query, haven't we been adding a whole
covenant to it?

H. L. BAKER.

REMARKS ON" THE FOREGOING.

By the intelligence appearing in this
issue from Scammon, Kansas, it will
be seen that by Brother Baker's new
departure on the subject treated a division has been caused. Anticipating,

no doubt, the intelligence referred to,
Brother Baker sends with his article a
somewhat lengthy explanation of the
causes leading up to the division. Since
there is no material difference between
the two accounts, we have thought that
fairness only required the publication
of the foregoing, which is intented as
a statement of Brother Baker's case
and given as a justification thereof.
Brother Baker asks us to give his
article our "candid criticism ;" but his
position is not very clearly stated, a
fact which we think is largely due to
its erroneous character. The attempt
seems to be to confine the Abrahamic
covenant to what is called an unconditional land-grant, and then to show
that it is not the new covenant, because
the latter needed confirmation, irliiJe
the former, as claimed, did not. In
other words, the claim is, as we understand it, that God promised Abraham
to unconditionally give Christ the land
of Canaan for an everlasting inheritance and lie confirmed that promise
by an oath, it needing no further confirmation through Christ. That this
promise is the Abrahamic covenant
and not the new covenant. Brother
Baker is not so clear in defining what
he understands the new covenant to
be, and we can only judge of his position by six propositions attempting to
show a contrast between the Abrahamic
covenant and the new covenant, there
being, he says, "not a shade of resemblance between the two." Perhaps our
best plan is to examine these propositions first.
1.—"One is a land-grant covenant,
the other a sin-covering covenant (Bom.
viii: 3; Heb. ix: 15).
Answer. This is an artificial division of one covenant into parts for the
purpose of trying to make two covenants in an attempt to draw a desired
contrast. If Brother Baker will substitute some of the other words and
phrases of the Scriptures used to ex-
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press the same tilings as the promises
to Abraham he will see his mistake.
For instance, the Apostle Paul says
that God preached the gospel to Abraham (Gal. iii: 8). Now where shall we
find the gospel preached to Abraham ?
Suppose we make the same division of
the gospel that Brother Baker makes
of the covenant, would that give us
two gospels, between which there would
not be "a shade of resemblance?"
What is the gospel, Brother Baker?
Define it, and the lirst thing yon will
have to do is to show that it promises
man an inheritance; that inheritance
you will say is the land, the earth (Psa.
xxvii ; Matt. v. o); call it a "landgrant" if you like. But to define the
gospel you must go further than this
and show that it provides a sin covering. Now are you willing to say that
there are two gospels—one a land-grant
gospel and the other a sin-covering
gospel ? You cannot make known the
gospel without making known the inheritance of the land; neither can you
without setting forth that it provides
for sin covering. So it was when, as
Paul says, the gospel was preached to
Abraham the land was promised and
the sacrifice of "the seed," Christ, for
sin covering, without which the promise of the land could never be realized,
was shown. It takes the two things
you place in contrast to constitute che
gospel, and the same is true of the
covenant: for gospel and covenant are
but two words to express the same
thought.
2.—"One is confirmed by God alone
(Gal. iii: 17), the other by a mediator
between God and man."
Ans. It is not clear whether Brother
Baker claims that the mediatorship
and what he calls the sin-covering covenant was entirely omitted in all the
promises made to Abraham. If this is
his claim he will deny that the gospel
was preached to Abraham. The text
referred to under the first part of this
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proposition does not prove the statement made. It proves the contrary.
The statement is that the covenant was
"confirmed by God alone," but the
text says it was "confirmed before of
God in Christ.1'' Brother Baker may
hope to get rid of the words "in Christ"
because they are omitted in the Vatican manuscript; but to ignore them on
such grounds would be very unsafe and
would lay down a dangerous precedent.
When Abraham asked the question.
''Lord, God, whereby shall I know that
I shall inherit it"—the land (Gen. xv:
7, 8)? he was not answered in words,
but by typical offerings pointing to
Christ. This surely shows that the
inheritance of the land depended upon
Christ as a sacrifice and a mediator.
To see this Brother Baker has only to
ask himself, Could anyone ever inherit
the land without the sacrificial and
mediatorial work of Christ ? And he
may ask further, Could Christ Himself
ever have come into possession of the
land if He had not submitted to the
death of the cross ? The inheritance
of the land by Christ and all others
absolutely depended upon Christ's
death to bring into force the everlasting covenant; and instead of there
being any proof that the Abrahamic
covenant was "confirmed by God alone"
and not through Christ, it is said that
"Christ was a minister of the circumcision for the truth of God to confirm
the promises made unto the fathers"
(Bom. xv: 8). If the apostle had viewed
the matter as Brother Baker does lie
would have said part of the promises.
The "truth of God" here is the same
as "the faith of God" in chap, iii: 3;
that is the one faith or one gospel,
which of course includes the promise
of the land. Of this truth or gospel
Christ was a minister, and confirmed it
as contained in promises made unto
the fathers.
3.—"One has no place or office for a
mediator. In the other a mediator has
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both place and office" (Heb. IX: 15, their sins forgiven and obtain jointxii:24).
inheritance in the laud; heirs of God,
AJIS. This might be dismissed as
joint-heirs with Christ" (Horn, viii: 17).
assertion without proof; but we will
Ans. Here is an admission that our
submit that a sacrifice and mediator inheritance in the land is through the
was made necessary by the fall of new covenant called the "other." "The
Adam. The loss of paradise was as other is a covenant * * *
*
much a part of that fall as the loss of whereby those entering into it * * * *
life. Now God is our Saviour and it obtain joint-inheritance in the land."
is He that will give us eternal life. So Then there must be "a shade of resemit is He who will restore paradise; but blance" between the "land-grant covedoes He not do all this through Christ? nant" and the new covenant. Now,
He gives Christ—and us through Him Brother Baker, do we not enter into
—eternal life, because He. Christ, the kingdom of God through the name
worked out salvation from the results of Jesus Christ? And to preach the
of Adam's fall, and in this is included gospel of this is to "preach the things
the earth as well as dominion and life. concerning the kingdom of God and
To separate these things is to tear the the name of Jesus Christ" (Acts viii:
gospel in pieces.
12). Can you have the kingdom of
4.—;lIn one a mediator is neither ex- God without the "land-grant ?" When
pressed nor implied. In the other the Philip preached these things did he
name and office of the mediator is ex- not preach the gospel or the new covenant ? Why do you divide them and
pressly mentioned and pointed our."
Ans. There is no "express mention" say there is not a shade of resemblance ?
of Christ as a mediator anywhere in You assert that the gift of the land to
the Old Testament. Will Brother Christ was unconditional, but you do
Baker deny that he is the subject of not prove it. You may quote the promthe one gospel as set forth in the Old ises and say that no conditions are iu
Testament? His mediatorship is im- some places stated ; but that would be
plied in the promise in Eden and in a very unsafe way of proving anything.
the coats of skin ; in the excellent sac- One form of the promise is, "Thy seed
rifice of Abel and in the sacrifice offered shall possess the gate of his enemies"
by Abraham to show him how he could (Gen. xxii: 17). No conditions are
inherit the land. For Paul to say that stated here; but surely "for the joy
"He is the mediator of the new cove- that was set before him," there were
nant," was as if he had said he is the conditions that He must "endure the
mediator of the gospel; and the gospel cross and despise the shame;" and
includes the inheritance. Hence he surely this "joy" includes His inheritcontinues, "that by means of death for ance of the land, the very foundation
the redemption of the transgressions upon which all the glories of his kingthat were under the first covenant (and dom must rest.
in that they lost the land), they which
6.—The blood of Christ was shed to
are called might receive the promise of take away sin (Horn, viii: 3; Acts xx:
eternal inheritance'" (Heb. ix: 15), the 28). If it was shed to purchase the
everlasting inheritance promised to land of Canaan it would be so stated
Abraham (Gen. xiii: 14-17).
in Scripture.
Ans. The blood of Christ was also
5.—"One is the unconditional gift of
the land of Canaan to Christ, the other shed to take away the effects of Adam's
is a covenant between God and man, sin; and one of those effects is seen in
whereby those entering into it have a lost paradise, a cursed earth. The
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nant did have much to do with the
Abrahamic.
Brother Baker cannot see how the
old covenant could be supposed by the
Jews to make void the Abrahamic,
and says "it is a question for those to
solve who believe that the Abrahamic
and new covenant are one and the
same." It would be just as reasonable
for us to ask Brother Baker to solve the
question how the old covenant could
make void the new. Our answer is, It
valid when that which ratifies it is alive" could not; hence the unreasonableness
(Ileb. ix: 14), "Diaglott" Translation). of some in Galatia returning to the law
Now, Brother Baker, are you prepared and forsaking the gospel, which in this
to say that the Abrahamic covenant, very connection Paul says was preached
which you call a "land-grant," was to Abraham. In this very connection,
"valid'1 and in force independently of too, he shows the difference between
the death of Christ. You surely will the Abrahamic covenant, represented
not, in the face of facts and testimony, by the free woman and her son, and
the Sinaitic, represented by Agar and
say such a foolish thing.
After giving his propositions, in her son. See next chapter, Gal. iv.
which he contrasts what he calls the The Jews expected a Messiah that
new covenant and the Abrahamic cov- would restore again the kingdom to
enant, Brother Baker proceeds to make Israel under the constitution of things
a comparison between the old covenant obtaining under the old covenant; and
and the new, indicating that to him this was a question of restoring to them
the Abrahamic is neither the one nor the land of Canaan, which had fallen
the other. Paul, however, takes Isaac into the hands of the Romans. Their
to represent the covenant with Abra- tenacity to the old covenant largely
ham and Ishmael the covenant at Sinai, made void the promise to Abraham;
"which things," he says, "are an alle- for that was an everlasting inheritance,
gory; for these are the two covenants; obtainable not under the law of Moses,
the one from Mount Sinai, which gen- but under the law of faith—the one
dereth to bondage, which is Agar. faith. This faith Abraham and the
* * * But Jerusalem which is above ancient worthies died in, and it is the
is free, which, is the mother of us all. one faith defined by the apostle in the
* * * Now we, brethren, as Isaac words "Faith (the one faith) is the subwas, are the children of promise" (Gal. stance of things hoped for and the evidence of things not seen." What is
iv: 22-31).
Many things Brother Baker says need this one faith but the gospel, and what
no reply, and some things he says seem is the gospel but the new covenant?
to admit what in other parts he denies. "If the inheritance," says Paul, "be
For instance he says: "The granting of the law it is no more of promise ;
of a title-deed to the land to the seed but God gave it (the inheritance) to
(Christ) implied eternal life to the Abraham by promise" (Gal. iii: 18). It
grantee." This is an admission that is the question of this inheritance that
the gospel of eternal life was preached Paul is arguing when he speaks of the
by implication in the land-promise, Judaizer's attitude towards one covewhich is to admit that the new cove- nant making void the other covenant.

blood of Christ was also shed to restore
Israel and Israel's land—the land of
Canaan promised to Abraham; and it
is stated in Scripture, and that too in
relation to the "eternal inheritance,''''
which must include the inheritance of
the land; I say it is stated in Scripture
concerning this very inheritance that
''where a covenant exists the death of
that which has ratified it is necessary
to be produced; because a covenant is
firm over dead victims, since it is never
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The new covenant is therefore the one
made with Abraham, and is the one
great covenant reaching from paradise
lost to paradise restored; the old—
old because it "waxed old and vanished
away"—was additional, a parenthesis,
as it were, serving to help the faithful to reach the spiritual and eternal from the natural and temporal. In
the new covenant we are "not come to
Mount Sinai when it burned with fire"
(Ileb. xii: 18)— the old covenant; "but
we are come to Mount Zion, and unto
the city of the living God, the heavenly
Jerusalem, and to an innumerable company of angels. To the general assembly and church of the first-born which
are written in heaven, and to God the
Judge of all, and to the spirits of just
men made perfect, and to Christ the

regarded with the charity of contempt.
He is meek, say they, and therefore to
be buffeted; lowly, and therefore to be
spurned. But what a radical misapprehension of the real meaning of the
term lies here! Patience, according to
the biblical interpretation, is not a
negative but a positive quality. It has
to do with suffering, but it is not passive. It is not the insipid placidity of
the sheep, but the stern self-control of
the strong man under great provocation.
Patience has nothing to do with
goody-goodyism, excepting in so far as
it is called into exercise by contact with
people possessing the latter disagreeable
trait. Yet there is a sentiment abroad
that patience is a cloak under which
cowardice and unmanly docility seek
to masquerade. Many people call themmediator of the new covenant, and to the selves patient, and are regarded as such
blood of sprinkling that speaketh better merely because they lack the aggressthings than that of Abel." * * * iveness to assert what they know to be
Wherefore, "w;e receiving a kingdom," right. Others cultivate a bigotry under
etc. (Ileb. xii: 8-28). In this new cov- the name of patience which is as intolenant we receive a kingdom; and the erant as it is intolerable—a bigotry
kingdom has territory, and the territory which takes the form of coiitumaciousis the "land-grant" to Abraham; and ness, developing into a low obstinacy
a covenant that does not give us a which makes the possessor a source of
"place to receive for an inheritance" mischief wherever he may be. But
(Heb. xi: S) is one that fails to meet the how unjust to regard such perversions
requirements of the case.
as illustrative of so glorious a virtue!
Christ
was patient, but He was not a
We hope this may help Brother Baker
to see the error of his way. He says coward. He never shrank from doing
in his letter, "Some of the brethren what was right, and yet conscious of
here have not decided the question for the possession of an infinitude of power
themselves yet, but are looking to you He endured the buffetings of men withfor help." We have promised to go to out a murmur.
Scammon from Arkansas in August.
The patient man is not he who lops
Meanwhile we hope our remarks will off the unruly member, bnt Vie who so
help those Brother Baker speaks of.
controls and educates it that all the
good which it is capable of giving forth
EDITOR.
shall be reaped and all its possibilities
for evil be repressed. When overtaken
WHAT PATIENCE IS.
by affliction he flees not away but
Of all the virtues that of patience is strives to turn it to good account. Let
the most deliberately misunderstood by it ever be remembered that fortitude
the masses of men. It is stamped with and self-control are the essentials of
the ignominy of cowardice, and the so- true patience. "It is wrong for me to
called "patient man" has come to be light," says the coward, "therefore I'll

WHAT PATIENCE IS.

run away." "The wrong shall not prevail," says the patient man, "therefore
will I stand, and by force of example
and Christian persuasion strive to overcome." The patient man is a man of
self control, of determination—a true
soldier.
A LETTEE FEOM AFAE.
Misapplication of Scripture Pointed Out—
Thoughts on the Way of His Coming.
GHEES ISLAND, OTAGO, N. Z.,

March 8, 1895.
MY DEAR BROTHER: It gives me
great pleasure (in compliance with
Brother Campbell's wish) to write and
acknowledge receipt of your letter avid
the safe arrival of books as per your
inclosed account. * * * We hope
this will reach you safely and find you
and all with you enjoying the blessings
of Divine Providence, both temporal
and spiritual. Now that other arrangements in postal affairs are made we
may hope that books, etc., may be delivered more promptly. * * *
We entirely sympathize with you,
dear brother, and are pleased with the
attitude you have taken in the late deplorable muddle at Birmingham.
Wherever any harshness or hardness
may have been used it is most certainly
not from you, and I am sorry I cannot
say the same of those who take the
opposite view. Let Paul's exhortation
(I. Cor. *8 etc.) prevail, although it is
difficult at all times to give the practical manifestations it demands, and I
am sure these trying circumstances you
must have felt. I confess I have felt
quite angry with some quoting portions
of Scripture and giving tliem a meaning quite out of harmony with the context, and in some cases quoting them
in a sense quite at variance with their
former teaching. Notably is this the
case in The Christadelphian, No. 361,
July, 1894, page 272. The answer to
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A. O., Question No. 1, is no answer
whatever. It surely must be known
that Paul in Rom. i: 29-31 refers to
outside sinners without understanding
(see verse 31); while in chapter 2 he is
addressing those within, and shows
that the Gentile converts at Rome were
practising the law (love to God and
their neighbor—Matt. xxii: 40),
although not brought up and schooled
under it like the Jew. Still they
showed the law written in their hearts,
having accepted Christ; while the Jew,
with all his advantages and boast of
the law, was dishonoring God. This
has nothing to do with Gentiles out of
Christ unenlightened or not.
Answer to No. 2. The passages appear to be given haphazard, without
the least regard to context or discrimination. I. Cor. v: 30—''God judgeth
those without." Truly, but when ?
Clearly it is not at Christ's judgmentseat. Acts xvii: 30 is quoted to show
when. Well, dear brother, during the
many years I have been reading Christadelphian books this passage—both by
Dr. Thomas and Brother Roberts—has
always been given in the sense of "ruling the world in righteousness." Why
apply it otherwise now? Most of the
other passages are outside the question.
Answer to Question No. 3 is truly astonishing. To say that Eph. v: 6 applies to outside disobedience and not to
those within because they have been
obedient in baptism implies that once
baptized disobedience ceases. Paul is
addressing saints at Ephesus as dear
children (verse 1), and cautions them
to avoid the sins practiced by the outside world (verses 3-5). Some weak
brothers had fallen, being deceived
(verse 6), even as some do to-day, and
on such children of disobedience the
wrath of God would come. What has
this to do with outsiders, enlightened
or otherwise ? and what has Rev. xiv:
19, and more especially Rev. xix: 15 to
do with the question ?
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Answer to No. 4 I. Cor. v: 13. "God
judgeth those without," but when V It
is asked, "Does He judge or not judge
them?'' Most certainly He judges
them, but when ? Not at the judgment-seat of Christ, nor do any of the
passages quoted prove it.
If this had been left an open question,
seeing it is not clearly revealed, a great
deal of trouble would have been saved
and brotherly love and unity maintained. There are other points that
appear most unscriptural, but space
forbids further criticism. If the matter were now viewed as it was in 1870
(see Christadelphian, pages 120 186) all
would be well.
THE WAY OF HIS COMING.

But now, dear brother, there is another subject I wish to draw attention
to, and hope you will give it unbased
consideration. It is a point in which
time has proved Brother J. U. Robertson's "Vision" (see page 117) and all
other time periods relating to our Lord's
coming to be wrong; and this is not
surprissng, as I feel sure Scripture does
not bear out their views. The general
belief is that when our Lord descends
upon the Mount of Olives (Zech. xiv.)
the saints are with Him; and they base
that idea on the closing clause of the
fifth verse. "Saints" is a word more
correctly rendered, as in the Revised
Version, "holy ones," and in other passages of the Old Testament applies to
"angels" of God, as in Dan. xiv: 13,
etc.; and this is in harmony with New
Testament teaching on the subject.
See Matt, xvi: 27, 24: 30, 31. xxv: 31;
Mark xiii: 27, viii: 38; Luke ix: 26; I.
Thess. iv: 16; II. Thess. i: 7, ii: 1.
There can be no doubt as to the teaching of these passages. Our Lord
comes for His saints, not with them.
There are not two descents; one only
is taught and one only required. Our
Lord descends with the mighty angels
upon the Mount of Olives. The de-

struction of Gog then takes place as
shown in Ezek. xxxviii and xxxix.
Note the wording of verses 21, 22. No
saints there; the work is done by
Christ alone—Isa. lxiii: 1-6. The
angels are sent to gather His elect—
Mark xiii: 27, etc., for judgment to
Mount Sinai, to which place our Lord
travels, as shown in Hab. iii: 3. Note
JSloali, not Elohim. (See "Eureka,"
page 546. Twelve months our Lord is
occupied with His bride in the desert
(after the type, Deut. xxiv: 5). During
this time the land is being cleansed
(Ezek. xxxix: 12-16), etc. Seven
months burying and seven months
searching. Our Lord had revealed
Himself to the Jews at Jerusalem
after the destruction of Gog as their
Messiah, their deliverer, but now He is
made known to them as Jesus whom
they crucified (Zech. xiii: 6) and the
great mourning takes place (Zech. xii:
10-14); and the Jews, thus humbled
and penitent, become fitted for Yahweh's battle-ax and weapons of war.
The Divine organization of Israel after
the Spirit and Israel after the flesh
takes place and the work of subduing
the nations commences.
This is only a very rough outline of
events and requires details filling in,
which I shall be very pleased to do at
a future time if opportunity is given.
It is quite true that our Lord comes
as a thief in the night (I. Thess. v: 2)
to the world, but not so to His brethren
(except they sleep). They will not be in

darkness that that day will overtake
them as a thief (I. Thess. v: 4), etc.
The day and the hour will not be
known, but when we see the mighty
army of Gog moving on to the mountains of Israel as a cloud to cover the
land, then we may know most assuredly that the day and the hour is at
hand.

May we all be ready with wed-

ding garments.
Accept, dear brother, our united love
in the Lord to yourself and all with
you, and believe me, yours affectionately in the one hope,
ROHERT SIMONS.
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one flesh or one perfect man (Christ
and His bride) male and female? Is
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS AND TO
this not the pair that God promised a
WHOM IT MAY CONCERN OF THE ONE
perpetuity of life substance (Gen. i:
FAITH: After Christian salutation I
29)? Is this not the pair that God
want to ask a few questions. In Gen. intended should have dominion over
i: 26-31 we have this statement: "And all the earth ? Will not God on the
God said, Let us make (implying a proc- seventh day (or age) take a rest and
ess and some material from which to turn over the kingdom to Ilis Son ? Is
make) man in our image after our like- this not the pair that shall be in the
ness, and let them have dominion," etc. image and likeness of Himself? Is it
God blessed them and said unto them, not this perfect state of things that
"Be fruitful and multiply and replenish God will pronounce very good ? In
the earth, and subdue and have domin- conclusion, did God ever pronounce the
ion," etc. Behold I have (see Rom. iv: first Adam good (when we leave off the
17, last line in verse) given you every testimony in the first chapter)? Now
herb bearing seed, and every tree in the when I hear from the brethren I may
which is the fruit of a tree yielding have something to say on God's great
seed; to you it shall be for meat." In law of gradation. How from the dust
verse 30 it is said of the animal crea- creation God will develop a perfect
tion: "I have given every green herb for state of things in the earth, commencmeat." In verse 31: "And God saw ing with Adam, the dust-formed man.
everything that he had (see Rom. iv: Iience the necessity of placing the first
17 again) made and behold it was very Adam under law.
good."
Now, brethren, I have not writteii to
Now the questions: Did this testi- stir up strife or contention, but that
mony have reference to the first Adam ? we may grow in knowledge and goodIf so, why did Adam fall? Can a per- ness as we see the necessity of it, in
fect thing fall ? Has that which is order that we may be pronounced perperfect already come ? If this was the fect at the end of the creation. May
first Adam, why place a perfect thing or we hold fast to our high calling, waitman under law (as was the ease of the ing and watching for the near appearfirst Adam)? If the first Adam was to ing of the Bridegroom, who will rehave dominion over all the earth, why deem us from dust to spirit substance.
did he not do it ? Is God unable to
Y our brother in the one faith,
enforce His decrees? In Gen. ii: 2 we
IRA L. WALSH.
are told that "o?i the seventh day God
ended his work which he had (see again
REMARKS ON THE FOREGOING.
Bom. iv: 17) made; and he (God) rested
If Brother Walsh had not emphaon the seventh day," etc. Has God sized one side of the question to the
ever rested (see Acts ii: 35)'? Now, exclusion of the other no fault could
brethren, did the first Adam ever and have been found. There are two sides
in any way fulfill this mold as laid to the question—the natural and the
down in Gen. i: 26-31 ? Would it not spiritual, the typical and the antitypilook better to apply this language to cal. In dwelling upon the spiritual
the second Adam, the one whom God the natural is overlooked, perhaps not
really blessed and acknowledged as His intentionally, but by the force of an
Son, in whom "I (saith He) am well uncontrolled enthusiasm. If the forpleased," and to His bride when united mation, dominion and very good state,
with the Bridegroom and constituted etc., of Gen. i. apply to the new creaQUESTIONS ON THE OEEATION.
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tioq only, then we are left without any
history of the old creation and have
nothing but prophecy of the new. Confine the account of the creation to the
future and what can we know of the
past ? There is a first Adam as well
as a second, a dominion lost as well as
a dominion to be regained, a fall as
well as a rise, a paradise lost as well as
a paradise to be regained. In this the
order is—first that which is natural,
afterwards that which is spiritual (1.
Cor. xv: 45-47).
The account of the creation recorded
in Genesis is the history of the formation and dominion of the natural man;
but, no doubt, the words which give
this history are also prophetic of the
formation and dominion of the spiritual man. We might say, therefore,
that the work described is not complete
till the spiritual man and his wife shall
have dominion. This can be said of
the history of Israel's deliverance from
Egypt. There is a future to it; but
there is a real past too.
THE QUESTIONS ANSWKRED.

1.—Did this testimony have reference to the first Adam ?
Answer. Yes ; for it says so. Of the
first man and his wife it is said: "Let
them have dominion over the fish of
the sea and over the fowl of the air,
and over the cattle and over all the
earth, and over every creeping thing
that creepeth upon the earth"—verse
26. That this was fulfilled is clearly
declared in the eighth Psalm. The fact
that it is capable of a prophetic and
wider application is no obstacle in the
way of it being a fact of the past.
ii.—If so why did Adam fall? Can
a perfect thing fall ? Has that which
is perfect already come ?
Ans. It does not say that Adam was
perfect. The statement is that "everything was very good." Beyond "good"
there is room for the comparative, better, and the superlative, best. "If, how-

ever, the word "perfect" is used of the
natural man there is no objection ; but
we must distinguish between the different spheres of perfection. A perfect natural man is lower than a spiritual man. When we are made spiritual we shall be "equal unto the angels"
(Luke xx: 36), and that will be superior
to Adam when lie was created, for he
was made "a little lower than (or inferior to) the angels" (Psa. viii.). That
a "very good" natural man can fall we
know, for the record says that Adam
was very good and the same record
says he fell. When we have reached
the perection of the spiritual state we
cannot fall.
3.—If the first Adam was to have
dominion over all the earth, why did
he not do it ? Is God unable to enforce
His own decrees'?
Ans. For thou hast made him a little lower than the angels, and hast
crowned him with glory and honor.
Thou madest him to have dominion
over the works of thy hands; thou
hast put all things under his feet; all
sheep and oxen ; yea, and the beasts of
the field; the fowl of the air and the
fish of the sea, and whatsoever passetli
through the paths of the sea"—Psa.
viii: 5-7. See also Gen. i: 29-31.
It is a fact that God rested or ceased
from work (Douay translation) on the
seventh day; but that this typified the
day of "rest that remaineth for the
people of God" (Hob. ix: 9) is a beautiful truth. Let us keep the past and
the future in view and all will be clear.
We cannot climb the lofty height of
the future except over the ladder of the
present.
"I AM NOT AS OTHKII

EDITOR.
Mia."-

Some are saying, Look at me; I learned
the Truth through the works of Brother
So and So; others did not. "I thank
God I am not as other men." Be careful, brethren; you know what Jesus
said about the Pharisee and the other
man.

THE JEWS, THEIE LAND AND AFFAIRS.
SCA.TTttK.EO.
"And the Lord slmll scatter thee a,mon^ all
people, from the one end of the earth even
unto the other. * * * And unionjr those nations shalt thon find no ease, neither shall the
sole of thy foot have rest"—Deut. 28: (>4, (>5.

"Behold, I will take the children of Israel
from among- the nations, whither they be #one,
and will gather them on every side, and brin.v'
them into their own land"—Ezek. !17: 21, 23.

of the Yiddish language or dialect ?
How many recognize it as an important
branch of civilised speeeU'i Ee.v? \wftUably. And yet in the city of New York
alone Yiddish is the every-day tongue
of a 100.000 people; six daily newspapers are printed in it; and it is
spoken regularly at three theaters, occasionally at others.
The significance of these statistics —
which we cite on the authority of the
New York Sun — lies in the fact that
Yiddisli (the name is corrupted from
'•Judisch,7' the German for "Hebrew'')
is the language of the newly-landed
Jewish immigrant. Properly speaking
it is not a language at all, but a jargon
—a compound of German and Polish,
with stray words gathered everywhere.
It is spoken by the army of Hebrews
that have recently come to America
from eastern and southeastern Europe.
It is owing to the great volume of this
immigration that it has become one of
the important languages of our cosmopolitan metropolis, ranking next after
English and German in the extent of
its usage. As compared with German
it represents a far more alien element
of the population. Few Teutonic immigrants fail to become Americanized ;
very few neglect to learn the language
of the country soon after they reach it.
On the other hand, tens of thousands
of those who speak Yiddish are tenacious ya<A\\\gv&g to UWM K/AStwn j crtgrm.
There is nothing that more emphasizes the evils of superabundant immigration than the refusal of immigrants
to use the common speech of the land
in which they find an abiding-place.
The Yiddish Tongue,
How many of our readers ever heard In the case of the Yiddish speaking

The Jewish Colony in China.
It is quite possible that the conclusion of peace between China and Juyan
may be the means in the near future
of enabling some clearer light to be
thrown on the Jewish colony in China.
One of the five ports to be opened to
the outside world is that of Kai-fengfoo, in the province where the last remnant of the ancient Jewish settlement
exists. Since their first discovery several attempts have been made to open
up communication with them, but so
pronounced is the fanaticism of the
Chinese that all efforts in this direction
have failed. It should not now be
long, as a result of the complete transformation which the whole of China is
bound to undergo, before trustworthy
information as to the condition of the
Jews of Kai-feng-foo can be obtained.
It is, moreover, quite within the bounds
of probability that other Jewish colonies, or traces of their existence, should
be found in the hitherto inaccessible
parts of the interior. The Kai-fengfoo colony was surely not the only one
t\iut was formed in CYiina pertiaps
more than 2,000 years ago. The expedition which traveled from the Euphrates to the Yellow Kiver must have
been very considerable in numbers, and
its history, if it ever could be known,
would be sure to possess extraordinary
and romantic features. In a country
so literary there may he some wvittew
records, both Jewish and native, which
would be of inestimable value to Jewish
history and science.—Jewish Chronicle.
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population, none is more fully alive to
the situation than the leading Jewish
citizens of New York, who have set on
foot active and effective agencies to
counteract the racial isolation to which
ignorance or English inevitably tends.
Libraries, debating societies, lectures,
schools, gymnasia, kindergartens—a
long list of such institutions in the
densely crowded east side of New York
are at work with this special object in
view. No form of philanthropic effort
is more worthy of support than these
that are fighting against heavy odds to
Americanize a great body of alien
immigrants.
THE MUSIC OF ANCIENT ISEAEL.

The Splendor of the Service in the Temple in the Days of King David.
The musical performances in the
temple of Jerusalem in ancient ages
were of varied character, and, in trying
to get an idea of them in modern times,
it is necessary that account should be
taken not only of the instruments then
in use, according to the Bible, but also
choral and orchestral music and the
Levitical musicians. There have been
many speculations upon the subject,
and there are many books about it, but
it would be hard to find a more satisfactory digest of existing knowledge
concerning it than that recently prepared by a musical scholar, Rabbi
Wolfers, for publication in a British
periodical.
The first biblical reference to a musical instrument is in the book of Genesis: "Jubal was the father of all such
as handle the harp and the organ."
The "khenor" or harp was employed
by Egyptians and Assyrians as well as
by the Israelites upon joyous occasions,
such as consecrations, festive assemblies and triumphs. It was used by
King David when singing songs of
praise, and he danced as he played

upon it. The Levites also danced to
its music. Though there is no exact
description of it in ancient records, it
is known that it was small and light;
that the frame of it was of wood, that
it had ten strings, and that it was
played not with the fingers, but with a
small stick, plectrum or quill. It is
often called the pleasant harp.
The organ or "engal" of antiquity
did not resemble the modern instrument of that name, though the Hebrew
word by which it was known bears evidence that it was a wind instrument.
According to tradition it was composed
of a number of slender reeds or pipes
strung together and played with the
mouth. These two musical devices,
the harp and the organ, are all that are
associated with the illustrious name of
Jubal.
Many other musical instruments
came into use in Israel after Jubal's
time and were employed in the sacred
services. The "naibel"1 bore some resemblance to the modern guitar. It
was an instrument of ten or twelve
strings, was made of fir-wood, was
played with a plectrum, was used in
sacred music in the time of David, was
exceedingly popular for ages, and was
probably of Phoenician invention. It
is spoken of in the Bible. Its name
leads to the opinion that it bore the
shape of some of the primitive Phoenician jars. The instrument known as
"thof"' was like the tambourine of modern times. It was of shallow or saucerlike shape, its body of leather or parchment and its rim of wood, in which
jingling disks of metal were inserted.
It was held in one hand and beaten
with the other. It served as an accompaniment to the Song of Moses on the
shore of the Bed Sea and its sounds
were evoked by David in days of gladness. The piped instrument "chalil,"
which was blown only upon twelve
days of the year, was made of bone and
wood, and was heard upon sorrowful
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its well as upon joyful occasions. The
Prophet Isaiah speaks of it repeatedly
(in the English translation of the Bible)
as "the pipe." There was in the temple service an instrument called '•metzaltzin" or the cymbals, a pair of shallow metal plates which, when struck
together, produced a ringing, musical
sound or series of sounds. "David and
all the house of Israel played on cymbals before the Lord." The ram's horn
or '"yobel" was the ancient trumpet of
Israel and its sound proclaimed the jubilee. There were two other kinds of
trumpet, one of which was ordinarily
used in the musical services of the temple, to be played, not by the Levites,
but by the priests. Moses was commanded to make two trumpets of silver,
and the object of blowing one or both
of them at different times, according
to Divine order, are set forth in the
tenth chapter of the Book of Numbers.
Several of the instruments referred
to in the Bible cannot be described, as
their character is wholly unknown.
No knowledge of them is to be obtained
from the writings of the ancient rabbis.
In Israel, however, as may be seen by
the accounts here given, there was a
sufficient variety of musical devices.
It does not appear that the musical
art had grown beyond its simpler forms
up to the time of Moses, but it was
evidently advanced in the days of Job,
who speaks of the organ, the harp and
the timbrel. During the reign of David
in Jerusalem there were many stringed
and wind and other instruments of high
quality. Rabbi Wolfers believes that
the power of prophesying was closely
associated with music, which seems,
indeed, to have been an indispensable
feature of the prophetic function.
There are allusions to this peculiarity
in the first book of Chronicles and the
second book of Kings.
The instrumental music was performed mainly by the Levites, one
class of whom formed the temple musi-
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cians. A full choir consisted of as
many as 24,000 men, divided into three
great bands, and separated one from
another upon vast platforms. This
enormous body was instructed by 288
masters, who were themselves under
the direction of three superiors, the
names of whom—Asaph, Heman and
Yeduthun—are prefixed to some of
David's Psalms. The Levites appointed to sing or play had no other
duties to perform, and were thus enabled to devote the whole of their time
to the perfection of their art.
After setting forth the result of his
researches into the ancient music of
Israel, Rabbi Wolfers speaks of its
spiritual power. "No adequate idea,"
lie says, "can be formed of the grand
influence of the temple music upon the
worshipers. The melodious strains of
the thousands of instruments, coupled
with the trained and harmonious voices
of the host of singers as they chanted
the noblest sacred songs of any people
in any age of the world, swept beyond
the walls of the temple and could be
heard far away."
I he

(°,hristadelphian,
JULY, 1895.

•)IK NUMBER of war clouds are
Jt&ik scattered over the political sky
at present. The Armenian question is
still a threatening one and will not be
solved without severe measures against
the Ottoman power. The cry of the
masses from all civilized nations cannoi be silenced till the Turk is punished
for his wickedness. The powers having made their demands, must enforce
them or their honor and prestige are
gone.
Then there is a Macedonian cry for
help that must be answered in a practical manner if it is to be prevented from
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growing more and more serious. It is
claimed that Use condition of things in
Macedonia equals that of Armenia,
"if, says a correspondent, "it does not
lival it in actual horror." These evils
cannot be touched without progression,
to some extent, iu the drying-up process of the Euphrates.
Of course Britain is the most concerned about the outcome, having the
greatest interest at stake, and having
assumed the greatest responsibilities in
guarding the Turkish power. To add
to her anxiety, Russia is again meddling
with the Pamir question, and getting
too close to India to admit of composure on the part of Britain. It is announced that the Trans-Caspian Railway will soon extend to within eightyfive miles of British territory. Correspondents say that English bluffs count
no longer in holding Russia back.
It may be that the sudden fall of the
Liberal party and the return to power
of the Conservatives in England, which
has taken place during the month, is a
providential preparation to meet t'.ie
aggressive attitude of Russia; for it
seems to require the bold front of the
Conservatives to deal with foreign
affairs. If Russia count on "English
bluff" and instead be met with English
bravery Hie clash will come.
It is a question if Russia's daring
and dishonest interference with Japan
will not help to hasten a crisis. The
latest report is that she has been secretly preparing to keep Japan entirely
out of China and Corea, and appropriate the results of Japan's hard-fought
battle to her own use.
The opening of the German Canal
connecting the North and Baltic seas
has brought out cries of peace from
the great men, while the great ships of
war were right before their eyes.
France could not well refuse to send her
ships; but instead of restoring friendship it intensified the bitter animosity
between France and Germany, and the

former harbors more than ever her
quenchless spirit of revenge. Altogether the sky is quite threatening.
Let the storm come. It is very sultry,
and the foul air must be blown away
to give health and happiness to an evilstricken world.
NOTES, NEWS AND COMMENTS.

A copy of Islington Gazette (London)
sent by Brother Walter Andrew gives a
report, almost in full, we judge, of a
lecture in Barnsbnry Hall by Brother
J. J. Andrew. The "old country"
papers seem to be more liberal with
Christadelphians than those of this
boasted "fair-play" country."
In a copy of the Now York Sun sent
us marked by Brother G. T. Washburne,
is a lengthy article on the translation
of the Lord's Prayer, referring to what
appeared in the Contemporary Review
by Mr. A. N. Jannaris. The gentleman is said to have spent his life in
"studying his native language in its
classic and post-classic stages." Of
the words. "Thy kingdom come," he
says, we should have, "Thy dominion
come"—that is, thy sway be extended
from heaven to this world, now ruled
over by the adversary. For "Thy will
be done in earth" we should have, "Thy
(fixed) purpose be done."
From a copy of The Evangelical
Churchman, sent by Mr. W. Monson,
we learn that "the church" has concluded that missionary work having
for its motive "the rescue of the perishing" is useless and a failure, and the
motive is now changed to "education."
It is late in the day for this conclusion
to be reached. Even now, however,
we may not hope that "the church"
will see that the conversion of the
world cannot be effected by missionaries until "the times of restitution of
all things spoken by the prophets."

THE ADVOCATE SUNDAY-SCHOOL CLASS,
"Remember now thy Creator in Ute days o/ thy youth, while the evil liiys come not, nor the years draw
ijli, when thou ,s/mlt say, I have no pleasure in tliem."—SOLOMON.
KULES.

1.—Answers must be your own and in your own writing.
2.— Write on one side of the paper only.
3.—State which class you belong to, and give your age on each paper you send.
4.—Answers must reach the examiner, Mr. Leask, by the 2">th of each month.
Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions for Class
No. 1 in June ADVOCATE.

Maria Laird (10) Innerkip, Ont., 100;
Ruth Blake (13), Wilson, Ky., 100;
Homer J. Byrnes (11), Wauneta, Kansas, 100; May Spencer (10), Avondale,
III., 100; Maude Clarke (12), Chicago,
111., 100; Fanny E. Arvin (11), Pembroke, Ky., 100; Eusebia T. Arvin (13).
Pembroke, Ky., 100; Daisy Franklin
(12), Elgin, 111., 90.
Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions for Class
No. 2 in June ADVOCATE.

Bessie Williams (13), Englewood, 111.,
90; Pearl Eblen (16), Robards, Ky., 90;
Maude Cocke (16), Creal Springs, 111.,
90; Ethel Cocke (14), Creal Springs,
111., 90; Ben Epperson (18), Mossy
Rock, Wash., 90; Harpending Eblen
(14), Robards, Ky., 85; Leah Epperson
(14), Mossy Rock, Wash, 80.
In Class No. 1 the answers are nearly
all perfect this month, and, in selecting
the papers to publish, the neatness of
writing and expression had to be taken
into account. There are a few in Class
No. 1 who are over the age limit for
this class, and their answers warrant
their answering the questions in Class
No. 2. All who are twelve years old
and over will please answer the questions in Class Xo. 2 in the future.
JAMBS LEASK.
LESSON N O . 27, CLASS N O . 1.
QUESTIONS.

1.—How were our first parents
created ?
2.—What law was first given to
man ?

B E S T P A P B H , CLASS N O . 1.
ANSW1CKS.

1.—Gen. ii: 7, 21, 2 2 - " A n d the Lord
God formed man of the dust of the
ground and breathed into his nostrils
the breath of life; and man became a
living soul. Atid the Lord caused a
deep sleep to fall upon Adam and he
slept; ami he took one of his ribs and
closed up the flesh instead thereof; and
the rib which the Lord God had taken
from man made he a woman and
brought her unto the man."
2.—Gen. ii: 16, 17—''And the Lord
God commanded the man, saying, Of
every tree of the garden thou mayest
freely eat; but of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil thou shalt not
eat of i t ; for in the day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die."
This law was given in Eden, therefore it is called the Edenic law.
MAMA
SECOND

BEST

LAIRD.

P A P E K , CLASS N O .

1.

ANSWERS.

1.—"The Lord God formed man of
the dust of the ground and breathed
into his nostrils the breath of life, and
man became a living soul. And the
Lord caused a deep sleep to fall upon
Adam, and took one of his ribs and
closed up the flesh thereof. And the
rib which the Lord took from man
made he a woman."
2.—"And the Lord God took the
man and put him into the Garden of
Eden to dress it and to keep it. And
the Lord commanded the man, saying,
Of every tree of the garden thou mayest freely e a t ; but of the tree of knowl-
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edge of good and evil thou slialt not eat SECOND BEST P A P E R , CLASS N O . 2.
of it; for in the day that thou eatest
ANSWERS.
thereof thou shalt surely die."
I.—Adam was formed of the dust of
RUTH BLAKE.
the ground in the image of God—Gen.
ii: 7. Gen. i: 27.
LESSON N O . 27, CLASS N O . 2.
Eve was made from a rib of Adam
QUESTIONS.
1.—How were our first parents —Gen. ii: 21, 22.
Soul is the body. It also has refercreated ? Give the meaning of the
ence to the life and the mind, and
words soul, spirit and life.
2.—What law was man first placed sometimes animals are called souls —
Psa. 1: 39, 4 8 ; Num. xxxi: 28; Job
under V
xii: 10. The spirit is the life, mind or
8. —Why was man placed under law?
disposition of a living thing—Psa. civ:
BEST P A P E R , CLASS N O . 2.
29, 30; Jas. ii: 26. The life is the
ANSWEKS.
breath —Gen. ii: 7.
My answer to the first question is:
2.—The law that they should not eat
The way in which our first parents
of the tree of the knowledge of good
were created is shown in the following
and evil —Gen: ii: 17.
verse: ''The Lord God formed man of
3.—Because without trials there can
the dust of the ground and breathed
be no exaltations. No rewards can be
into his nostrils the breath of life, and
obtained without certain requirements.
man became a living soul" —Gen ii: 7.
PEAKL EBLEN.
My answer to the second question is:
The primary meaning of the word sou!
LESSON N O . 28, CLASS N O . 1.
is creature, but it is used in the Bible
QUESTIONS.
to show the different ways in which
1. —What did God say should be
man may be spoken of, sucn as person,
Adam's punishment if he disobeyed?
body, life, mind, breath, etc.
.2.—What did Adam and Eve do that
To the third question I should answer:
God said they should not do?
The primary meaning of the word
3.—How came they to disobey?
spirit is breath; but it is used in the
LESSON N O . 28, CLASS N O . 2.
Bible to represent a being, disposition,
QUESTIONS.
air and life.
1.—How
was
man led to transgress
Webster gives the meaning of life as
the following: "That state of animals the law in Eden ?
2. — What was the penalty of the
or plants in which its organs are capa- law and the sentence pronounced for
ble of performing their functions." disobedience ?
3.—What reason was given for not
When dead man cannot see, hear, think
allowing man to remain in the Garden
and feel."
of Eden; and how does the reason
To the fourth question I would say: given affect a certain popular doctrine
The first law under which man was of our times?
placed is given in the following verse:
RESUHRECTIONAL P E A R . — Y o u may
"But of the tree of knowledge of good
and evil thou shalt not eat of i t ; for in frighten one by fear of resurrectional
responsibility into a loud confession
the day that thou shalt eat of it thou and a hurry for baptism, but if his
shalt surely die."
heart be dumb God will be deaf.
N O T OF P A U L N O R APOLLOS.—The
They were placed under this law to
test their obedience to God, and to question is not whose works you held in
one hand with the Bible in the other
teach them the difference between when learning the Truth; it is, Did
good and evil.
BESSIE WILLIAMS.
you learn the Truth f
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INTELLIGENCE.
BERLIN, ONT.—Several years have elapsed
since any intelligence has appeared in the
ADVOCATE from here. Bro. and Sister Renshaw and myself liave been connected with
the Doon Ecclesiii, but becoming: alive to the
great responsibility that- rests upon us in proclaiming that everlasting gospel to the dyingsons of Adam, and which is our only balm in
this day of universal darkness, we have formed
an ecelesia to be known as the Berlin and Waterloo Eeclesia, meeting every Sunday morning" at 10:;i0 A. M. on the corner of King and
Queen Streets, Berlin.
Our first meeting" was held June 2d. Bro.
Kenshaw addressed us on "The • Christian
Hope." The attendance was not very encouraging, and though slig'htly disappointed we
were not discouraged and will press onward,
awaiting with confidence the glorious appearing of our Saviour Jesus Christ.
Your brother in the one hope,
K. H. E. CHART, Secretary-Treasurer.

BOSTON.—I have to report a visit to this
ecelesia of Sisters Jennie Holt of Taunton,
and Isabel Hampton of St. John, N. B.
Further communications will be sent by our
Bro. J. B. Rileigh, who has been elected recording brother for the ensuing year.
Lectures for May have been as follows: 5th"Tho Dead Gone, Where To?" Bro. W. P.
Hooper. 13th, "The Lord's Day." Bro. C. I.
Fairbrother. 19th, "Pray for the Peace of
Jerusalem—Why?" Bro. Joseph McKellar.
2Bth, "The Rightful Owners of the Earth."
Bro. E. F. Mitchell.
JOSEPH MOKELLAR, Recording- Brother.

CALIFORNIA.—The writer desires to testify
that Mr. Charles F. Collins {formerly Congregationalism, after :i diligent investigation of
the Truth and an intelligent confession of its
first principles, has been baptized into Jesus
Christ. Bro. Collins was led into the Truth
primarily through reading "The Great Salvation," by which excellent tract he was inspired
with a determination to search the Scriptures
whether these things were so. "with the result
stated. Bro. Collins' address is Dinuba, Tulare
County, Cal. Brethren in California will
kindly note this fact.
Your brother in the hope of life.
E. MACDONALD, Wenatohee, Wash.
CAUBOND AL.E, PA.—Never has anything in
the shape of intelligence appeared in the pages
of the ADVOCATE from this place. Up to
within a few months ago there has only been
one brother residing here, but many from the
body have been visiting here from time to
time. The first brother of the Christ adelphian
body tlv.it ever lectured here was Bro. Brittle,
of Mahanoy City, Pa., and that was some nine

or ten years ago, in company with Bro. J. \V.
Tichenor and several others not known then
to the writer. In tha,t lecture delivered then
by Bro. Brittle some good inpressions were
made on the writer's mind that never could in
after years be annihilated.
Since the writer has been in the Truth several brethren and sisters ha.ve visited this
place—Bro. and Sister Tiohonor, Bro. and Sister Strickler, Buffalo, Bro. and Sister Jones
Clifford, Bro. and Sister Aston, Moosic. Bro.
A. Mackay, now in Scotland, and others.
Some two months ago Bro. and Sister Aston
removed here from Moosie, Pa., together with
Sister Williams, mother to Sister Aston.
Since they came here we hold regular meetings, meeting for the breaking of bread at
10:;!0 o'clock Sunday morning", and Sundayschool at 3 o'clock in the afternoon for the
children, a,nd as many as wish to come to be
taught the things concerning the kingdom of
God.
On May 26th Bro. and Sister Jones Clifford
met with us, and their company was to us a
source of great comfort.
Now as we are four in number, we would
like to have others of the same precious faith
call and see us. We hold our meetings at the
home of Bro. and Sister Aston, No. 142 Archbald Street corner 8th Avenue.
Waiting" for the blessed hope,
J. W. EDWARDS.

FUATEB.NA.L GATHERING IN CHICAGO.
The Christadelphians of Illinois and surrounding States are hereby notified and invited
to attend the fraternal gathering", for the three
days' meeting on Saturday, Sunday and Monday, 27th, 28th and 2i)th, in the Masonic Temple,
corner of State and Randolph streets, Chicago.
The room selected to hold the meetings in is
No. 613, being situated on the sixth floor, easy
access being furnished by good elevator
service.
Those coming from a distance are requested
to notify their intentions to Bro. Thos. Williams, 83+ 61st Street, or to the undersigned,
that arrangements can be made for their
accommodation.
Those able to address the meeting will please
mention the subjects they would like to speak
on, thereby helping the committee to make out
the programme.
Hoping a\l N\'U\ come pvepavert to build and
to be built up in our most holy faith, and that
well wishers and partially instructed seekers
after the Truth will come to learn the way of
the Lord more perfectly.
On behalf of committee,
JAMES WOOD, Secretary,

6603 Morgan Street, Chicago.
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ELMIRA, N. Y-— As 1 intimated in a former
letter that I would have some good news to
send you soon. I will now relate it, as it has
become a matter of fact. On Sunday, June
9th, my elder won, Charles T. Spencer (aged ;i2),
formerly neutral; also J. A. Raymond, a colored man (aged f>:-!>, formerly a Baptist preacher,
put on the sin-covering t;;irne of the Deity by
baptism in the witters of Newt own Creek.
Bro Andrew Hall of Corning, N. Y , willingly
came liere, and after examining both candidates as to their belief in the "things ot the
kingdom and the things of the Name of the
Deity," baptized them.
My son has been reading the Bible for some
years past, and together with the works of Dr.
Thomas and my help has lovingly embraced
the Truth and also understands well what it
requires—the putting of the "old man to
death and the putting on the new man created
in Christ after the image of him who created
him." I rejoice and give thanks to God that
two of my children are now striving to obtain
eternal life. Another son is looking into the
Truth earnestly. T hope, he will soon be prepared to obey asit is commanded in all honesty
of heart, for the "door" will soon be closed for
this aion.
Bro. Raymond has been a preacher in the
Baptist denomination (colored) in Illinois, Missouri and in Elmira for over fifteen years. He
says that he could not harmonize the doctrines
tliat he was required to preach with what he
believed the Holy Scriptures taught. Still he
remained with them and at times preached doctrines he believed the Bible taught, but he became obnoxious to the church. While in this
place as pastor of the Baptist Church he became convinced of the error of the doctrines
he had been preaching and left his pulpit. He
soon becamean agent for the Prudential Insurance Company to earn his living. It was while
in this vocation that the writer eame in contact with him, being also an agent for the same
company, I soon put bim in the way of finding the Truth. By the aid of Bro. Thomas'
works, "Elpis Israel" and ''Eureka, 1 ' all his difficulties have been removed, and in honesty of
heart he embraced the saving truth of the gospel of the "kingdom and of the Name."
We all rejoice that the adding to our number
of these brethren has been the occasion of the
uniting or reunion of some who formerly for
years have broken bread and drank the wine
in commemoration of our Lord's death and
resurrection at their homes.
Now, Bro. Williams, rejoice with us that we
can send this item of intelligence to the brethren at large. We have obtained the Knights
of Honor hall on Lake Street, where we can on
the first day of the week publicly assemble to
show forth the Lord's death till. He come and
where we can publicly proclaim the Truth.
We are commanded to let our light shine. We

believe we have the light, therefore let us walk
in the light, for we are of the "day" and not of
the "night." We shall not have to wait long.
We are watching for our Lord from heaven as
He has foretold us.
We believe in the infallibility of the Scriptures, the wholly inspired Bible, and will not
fellowship any who believe otherwise.
The brethren of this eeclesia are Bros. J. FSykes, J. A. Raymond, C. T. Spencer and N, II.
Spencer; Sisters Sykes, Newton, Sterling and
Spencer.
We hope others will see their way clear to
meet with us in the bonds ot the "peace of
God" as manifested in the face of Jesus Christ.
We ^hank our much-esteemed Bro. Andrew
Hull of Corning for the help he has rendered
us,
Your brother in the on^, faith and hope of
Israel,

N. II. SPENCER.

[It is necessary to say that there has been
much trouble among the brethren of Elmira
in days gone by: and to this is attributable the
scattered condition hinted at by Bro. Spencer.
AH through, however, there has been an eeclesia whose meeting's have been (we believe) regularly kept up in the house of our aged Bro.
and Sister Walker. As we understand the situation now there are two meetings. We do not
know of any difference between them in doctrine; and if there is another cause it would
seem that this is a good time to remove it, as,
perhaps, there is a better feeling existing than
has in times past.— En.]
LOUISVILLE, KY.—After a long silence I
write to communicate to the, body at. large the
only encouraging news we have had to send
for a long time. On Sunday, May l!)th, Miss
Itosa, Myer, formerly Bapiist, was assisted by
the writer in putting on Christ by baptism into
His name.
Our new sister's case is one of those over
which we can rejoice with a joy unmixed with
fears that the soil might prove unproductive.
In her there is a strength of mind and a fixedness of purpose, with a hungering ami thirsting after righteousness which leads us to have
confidence and feel that she has not "believed
in vain." We find ourselves ready at the first
impulse to ask why are there so few that are
willing to "taste and see that the Lord is good,"
and so many to "love simplicity and hate knowledge." But we catch ourselves in time to call
to mind the fact that all these things are revealed to us, so that we know "the god of this
world hath blinded their eyes;" and in this
clay of increased "spiritual wickedness" the
mighty are drunken with the "wine" of the
gaudy and attractive false woman. All these
facts and considerations, although in one sense
discouraging, must clearly indicate the nearness of the end.
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We hope to yet be able lit some time in the
near future to have the editor call upon us and
give a course of lectures for the benefit of a
number of persons here who have read some
and partly believe with us, but who require a
special shaking1 up in order that they may
awaken thoroughly to a realization of their
position, and to a sense of the obligation laid
upon all who know the Truth to come out
openly and actively upon its side.
Faithfully in the patient waiting1 for Christ,
J. W. PEAKE.

FRATERNAL GATHERING.
MAKTINViLLE, ARK.-The brethren here
desire me to inform, through the ADVOCATE,
those who contemplate attending1 our fraternal
gathering ami who will come by rail, that they
will be met at Plumnierville, on the Little Kock
and Fort Smith Railroad, on Friday, August
3d, and conveyed thence to Martinville. The
daily passenger trains going west pass Plumnierville about 11 A. M., while those going east
pass about 12 M. The brethren will only go one
trip to Plummervilie with teams, so that those
who expect to reach Martinville by this arrangement must be at Plummerville on the
date above named.
While our gathering will be held on the selfsustaining or camp-meeting1 plan, those who
cannot come prepared to tamp can obtain
board and lodging in private familes at fifty
cents per day. Brethren who desire to avail
themselves of the above arrangmenfc will please
notify Bro. J. F. Cagle, secretary.
We would be pleased to have any brother
and sister in Arkansas attend our next gathering, which commences Friday night before the
first Sunday in August, which will be the second
day. Those of like precious faith in Texas,
Florida,, Missouri and elsewhere are cordially
invited. Of course we look for you, Bro. Will"
iams and Sister Williams. The brethren desire
me to say that they expect you.
We look for much good to the brethren as a
result of our next gathering, expecting1 to be
huit up in our most holy faith.
Your brother in hope of eternal life,
E. H. MJLLER.

NORFOLK, VA.—It becomes my painful
duty to report that our common enemy, death,
visited us April 5th, taking from our number
the* youngest member of. our eeclesia, Sister
Ada M. Matthias (aged 20 years and 6 months),
beloved wife of Bro. John B. Matthias and
daughter of Bro. J. F. Dozior; also my sister
in the flesh. After an illness of several weeks,
which confined her to the bed, she yielded up
her life to Him who said, "1 am the resurrection and the life," in the hope of a glorious
resurrection to a nature incorruptible and immortal and that fadeth not away.

There was quite a large gathering of friends
and neighbors at the funeral, whom Bro. Keid
addressed, reading from I. Cor. xv. and commenting thereon, calling their attention to the
things our sister rejoiced in while in health
and her consolation during her illness; also
speaking words of comfort to her sorrowing
husband and father and brothers and sisters.
We deeply feel her loss, but we sorrow not as
others which have no hope, because it is written, "Blessed are the dead which die in the
Lord."
I am pleased to report since our last intelligence the addition of four others to our number, who, after giving evidence of a clear understanding of the things of the kingdom of
God and the Name of Jesus Christ, were baptized in His name for the remission of sins:
Mr. George B. Owen (son of Bro. William
Owen) March 11th; Mr. Charles W. Curhart (son
of the late Sister Carhart of Baltimore, Md.),
May 30th; Mr. Robert C. Henley (son of Sister
M. E. Henley) and his wife June Oth, Several
others are interested whom wo trust to be able
to report in our next letter.
Sineo our last report our eeclesia has lost by
removal to Baltimore, Md., Sister C. V. Vellines.
Hoping that we may all prove faithful and
be made one united family, I remain youi
brother in the hope of eternal life,
B. F. DOZIEU,

Recording brother to tlie Novf ol
PLEASANT PLAINS, ARK.—I have just
finished reading some old copies of the ADVOCATE given me by a brother. I wish to say to
you, Go on with your noble work of assisting
honest hearts in coming to a knowledge of
"the truth." Myself and sister wife were baptized into the "one name" last October by Bro.
W. H. Lenox. Our desires are to honor the
confession we have made. I had never heard
the name Christadelphian until a short time
before our l>ax>tism; had never united with
any of the so-called churches or societies. My
wife was a Baptist. We have a copy of "The
Great Salvation." It is, indeed, enough to
cause the unthinking to stop and think. There
are a few who seem to be interested here. Bro.
Lenox has had a very good and attentive congregation the last few appointments, but there
are many "scoffers." We rejoice to know "His
sheep hear his voice."
My motives in writing this are to greet you
with ;L word of encouragement and brotherly
love.
Your brother in the patient waiting and one
hope,

BOBEHT FREEMAN.

. QOINCY, MASS.—I write the ADVOCATE to
make known to the household of faith the glad
news of six more who have put on the one saving Name in the way appointed l»y the Master.
The facts of the case were as follows: On May
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5th Sister Armstrong, of Boston, informed me
that she had received a letter from Bro. Armstrong- (brother to tier in the flesh as well as in
the ±aitb), in which he said there were five persons who desired to be baptized, and he being
young1 in the Truth did not feel like taking1 the
responsibility upon himself, so inquired of
Sister Armstrong- if there was not some brother
in the Boston Ecelesia who could assist him.
She informed mo that she had asked Bro.
Mackellar, but ho being- so situated could not
leave his business at that time, so I was asked
to go. On May 22d I started from Quincy at 5
p. M., arriving1 at Forest Station, Maine, at
10:15 A. M., the next day, a distance of 350 miles
froin Boston. Here I was pleased to meet Bro.
Armstrong-, who had his team in waiting1 to convey me to my destination, Brookton, a distance
of three and a half miles. Arriving- at our
brother's home at 11 A. M., I was cordially received by his wife (though not a Christadelphian), who had kindly prepared those things
which are necessary for the natural man.
Then Bro. Armstrong: and I visited the candidates for examination at their work, and made
arrangements to examine two that night.which
we did, and were pleased to find them in a condition to forsake all and follow Him who died
that we might live. We then left their house
at 11 p. M., feeling that the day's work was a
good one; the two examined were Mr. and
Mrs. Moody, husband and wife. We then arranged for another to come to Bro. Armstrong's house the next afternoon that we
miglit witness to his confession, which wTe did
and found that he also was ready for baptism.
We then started for Mr. Moody's house, and
there met one more waiting to do likewise, and
after one and a half hour's questioning found
that he was well versed in the gospel of the
king-dom of God. We then returned to Bro.
Armstrong's house, as he had work to do before the lecture, which was advertised for 7:30
p. M., the subject being "The Soul and What
Becomes of it at Death," which was delivered
to a large audience. Thus ended the second
day's work. The next day being Saturday we
went to the house of a Mrs. Deelley, who also
desired to be examined, and we found that she
fully believed to the satisfaction of Bro. Armstrong and myself, so that we could not refuse
water. We then returned to Bro. Armstrong's
house, taking dinner, after which wo went to
the lake where the immersion was to take
place, a beautiful spot for the purpose. S/iturday night we again visited Mr. Moody, where
we found two or three waiting to speak on the
tilings of the kingdom, one being the wife of
one that had been examined. She had confessed that she had fought against the T/uth
as long as she could but that now she must
g-ive in. She wanted to know if I would examine her while her name was on the book of
another church and I told her it made no difference if she could give an intelligent answer

for the hope that she now had being the one
hope. So we then made arrangements lor her
examination on Sunday morning at 8 o'clock,
the time having been set to baptize the others
at 11 A. M. and she desiring to be immersed
with them. The result was that there were six
willing to come out of the world. About 10:30
we started for the lake, which is known us the
Jackbrook Lake; arriving at which 1 was surprised to see many people coming through the
field notwithstanding it was raining, their
number being about seventy-live or more. All
being ready we formed a half circle at the edge
of the water and the writer then ottered prayer
suitable for the occasion and then went down
into the water, the three men following. The
question was then asked them individually if
they believed the things concerning the kingdom of God and the Name of Jesus Christ,
to which they confessed they did and were
baptized for the remission of their sins, after
which they returned to the shore and escorted
the three ladies into the water, when the same
questionswero asked them, and being answered
they were baptized. I then announced that
we would meet at 2:30 in the Town Hall to
break bread and drink tnc wine in obedience
to the Master's command. At the meeting we
had about forty or fifty strangers. In opening
the meeting the fourth chapter of Ephesians
was read, after which we were glad to hear
from Bro. Armstrong, who exhorted to keep
true to the Master's commandments, and remember that men were not to live by bread
alone, but by every word that proeeedeth out
of the mouth of God. I was then called on to
give a word of exhortation, which 1 did, telling
our young brethren and sisters to keep close
to the Word of God, that they might learn to
love one another, and by this that all men
might know them to be Christ's disciples.
For the evening it had been announced that
1 would lecture on the subject, "Why I Was
Baptized." Arriving at the Town Hall 1 was
pleased to see such a large number who were
willing to listen to what 1 had to say; the hall
was full and a large number could not get in.
I tried to show to the best of my ability why I
was baptized, that I might become joint-heir
with Christ to the promises inade of God unto
the fathers, closing our meeting at !l p. M. and
trusting that our labor was not in vain. The
next morning, being Monday, 1 had a pleasant
talk with Mrs. Arm strong on the Truth. I then
visited the brethren and sisters, bidding them
good-bye, as I was to start for home at 3:15
p. M. I arrived home at Quincy at 10 A. M.
next day, where I was received with "welcome
home." The names of the brethren and sisters
areas follows: Bro. and Sister Albert V. Moody,
Bro. J. A. Blanchard, Sister Bertha B. Blanchard, Bro. Oscar T. Nason, Sister Deelley.
Brookton is a small town of about 450 inhabitants, and 1 wish to say that they were very
kind to me, and seemingly very anxious to
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know what we believe, an indication that Bro.
Armstrong- has been at work since be came to
Boston about a, year ago seeking* some one to
baptize him. May our Heavenly Fattier give
him health and strength to keep the bright
light shining1; and 1 can only repeat their request to tell the brethren and sisters everywhere to pray for them; yes, brethren and sisters, let us pray tor one another that we may
receive the blessing, even life for ever more.
Your brother in Christ, and with love to all
in Christ,

WALTER P. PINEL.

KEDMOND, WASH.—1 write to let the faithful know the need of getting" "The Great Salvation" printed in the Swedish language.
My sister and I have lived here in isolation
over seven years, except four months that
Bro. J. K. Magill spent with us, and we have
tried hard to show the English-speaking people
the Truth by letting' them read and talking to
them; but we have never aroused but little
interest, and that has so far seemed to dio out
after u while. Some months ag-o I concluded
to try some of our Swedish neighbors. Although they can't understand English very
well, 1 succeeded in showing' a few what wo believe and why we believe it; and to my surprise they nearly all seemed interested. But
as they could not read our English books so as
to get the full sense of them, I sent to Bro.
Ctirlsou and got some tracts in tbe Swedish language and have had several road them. I will
now tell you how a few express themselves
concerning the tracts. Mr. Olson (Lutheran):
"I have read them two or three times and like
them very much, only they are too short."
Mr. Robstou: "I like that doctrine better than
any I ever beard. It is all Riblo." Mr. Sidoen
(infidel): "Well, I don't know much yet, of
course, but I think a great deal more of God
than I did before I heard this." Mr. Hanson
seems favorably impressed and has been contending for the Truth. Mr. Solberg read
"Christendom Astray" a year or two ago and
said ho liked it, but he left the country soon
after. He has now returned, and as ho came
back called and asked for the "Thirteen Lectures." There are three others that are or have
been reading whom I have not heard from.
More than half of the farmers here are Scandinavians and can all read Swedish; but only
few can read our English books and understand them. Now if any of the faithful are
able to help the Swedish brethren get "The
Great Salvation" published in the language
they will be casting bread on the waters.
Your brother in the hope of eternal life,
A. M. FERRELL.

LFiro. Helmgreen, who is translating "The
Great Salvation," writes that the work goes on
slowly, having only after working hours to dovote to it. He hopes to complete as far as to
the end of part throe by the fall; but he fears
he will not be able to undertake part four. He
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thinks it would be much better to have the
book complete and asKs if there is anyone who
will undertake to translate part four.
To some who were interested in our account
of the. three Swedish gentlemen who were
broug-ht to our meeting- in Chicago by the reading of "The Great Salvation," we are pleased
to say that "Swede No. 1" is a regular, interested and enthusiastic attendant at all our
meetings, and the prospect is that he will become obedient. He is hoping the work of the
translation and publication of "The Great Salvation" will be carried out, believing it will do
good amoug his countrymen. ED.]
BOUGH BOCK, TEXAS.—We have the pleasure of reporting seven additions to our ecclesia since the last intelligence from here. Sister
Sarah Crider returned to fellowship after an
absence of several years, and the rest have
been added by immersion. Bro. Allen Crider
and his wife, Sarah Crider, were immersed last
fall; and Sister Nancy Tanner, daughter of
Bro. G. V. Kirk, and Sister Nora Kirk, daug-hter-in-Iaw of Bro. G. F. Kirk and Sister Pearl
Watts were immersed into the only saving
name the first Sunday in May. Sister Martha
Bogart was buried in the symbolic grave the
second Sunday in May. She is also a daughter
of Bro. Kirks. Wo now number twenty,
though we are considerably scattered over
about twenty-two miles of territory. Still the
most of us meet nearly every Sunday for exhortation and worship. We prepare our dinners on Saturday and bring- them together in
our wagons, and all spread together and have
a g-ood dinner as well as a good meeting. A
great many of the aliens too bring their dinners and all have one table on the ground, the
topic of conversation being the good tbing-s to
come and how to prepare for them.
Bro. Sykes' pamphlet has a strongholu on
the brethren here, but they cannot see their
way to say that the types will become as dirty
blanks if Christ does not come in 18!)8, though
they have strong expectation for their deliverance at that time.
Your brother in the hope,
W. J. GREEK.
[Some have inquired why wo have had so little to say about Bro. Sykes' pamphlet. We will
say that, so far as the claim for 1896 is concerned, he is not alone. It is the extravagant
claim to special personal privileges that is very
distasteful to us and some of the remarks are
beyond all bounds of propriety. These evils
do much to obscure the goou the* pamphlet
contains, and they rendered it impossible for
us to recommend the general circulation of the
book.—ED.]
SCAMMON, KANSAS.—Brethren Baker,
John and a few others have withdrawn from
us on account of our teaching that Christ confirmed the Abrahamic covenant, which they
deny, stating, in their own words, that we have
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no more to do with the Abrahamic covenant
than with the Mosaic covenant, and the principal tenet they hold is that God lias boon personally on this earth and will be hero again personally to subjugate the nations and then hand
the kingdom over to Christ, while we believe
and teach that Jesus and the saints will subdue,
the nations, and when Christ has destroyed
the last enemy He shall then give up the kingdom to God, who shall be all and in all. As regards the Abi-ahamic covenant they state it is
only a land grant and nothing- more. The majority of the eeelesia called a meeting' and gave
them two nights to talk on theses matters, and
afterwards held a meeting- for the purpose of
showing them their inconsistency, desiring
them to withdraw from us or we would be
compelled to withdraw from them. When the
meeting was convened they stated that it was
not necessary to take action as they had made
up their mind to withdraw.
In looking over the troubles for the past few
years we can trace back very easily till the
time that Stearns was here previous to your
visit when we had trouble on the name
question.
I have received a letter from a brother in
Cavendish, Mo., stating that you were to bo
there in the fall. I placed the letter before the
eeelesia, and they desire your presence here
while you are coming- to Cavendish, lie sure
and let us know previous to your coming so
that we can properly advertise your presence
here.
Since the trouble above recorded we have
had two additions to our eeelesia in the persons oi' Thomas Fcws and Mrs. Ewart, wife of
Bro. Ewart, who, after making- the g-ood confession, put on the sin-covering name Monday
evening-.
As our recording- brother is among the departed ones we do not know whether he reported tlio baptism of Bro. J. Pullen and Sister
Mrs. Alice Clark, that occurred about four
weeks ago.
Although wo have passed through a troublesome time, yet it would seem that the brethren are more determined than over to let their
light shine before men, so that they might, if
possible, assist others to become Abraham's
seed and heirs according to the promises.
Following is a list of those who have doparted from us: Bro. Baker and two Sisters
Baker, Ilro. John avid Sister John, Sister Limb,
Bro. B. Cooke, Bro. Holman.

school-house some three miles east of Mount
pleasant; also two at Stoney Point some five
miles south of Spring-field, and two on theordi"
nance of baptism at the water, when assisting
nine persons in putting on the sin covering
name, the only name under heaven whereby
man can be saved, viz.: Stanton L. Patterson
(aged 42), neutral, husband of Sister Susie Patterson; Mr. John N. Patterson (aged 52), neutral, husband of Sister Isabell Patterson; Mrs.
Annie Gooeh (aged HO), neutral, wife ot Bro.
Grant A. Gooch; Mrs. Ellen Thurber (agred 40):
Mrs. Martha Samuel (aged IU), neutral, wife of
Bro. William Samuel; Mr. Charles L. E. Mack
(aged 34), Christian; Mrs. Allio Mack (aged 31),
wife of Charles L. E. Mack; Misses Virginia
Ada and Nancy A. Cannefax (aged 24 and 19
respectively), daughters of II. H. CnimaVax.
The lectures wore well attended and much interest manifested.
Bro. Teas went from here to Cedar County,
thence to Kansas, leaving us much rejoiced.
Hoping he may soon return, your brother in
Israel's hope,
B. K. CANNKFAX.
TOItONTO, ONT.—Since last writing Mrs.
Linton and Mr. William Hanes (if this city
have been immersed into the sin-covering
Name. There is not much else of interest to
report. We have a few strangers who attend
our meeting- occasionally, and we are endeavoring to let our light shine through the darkness that prevails over mankind.
W. H. HARDY, Secretary.

WAUNBTA, KANSAS.—liro. John W. Teas
has just delivered three lectures in this place.
The subjects of the lectures were: 1st, "The
Gospel of the Kingdom- What it is, and the
Necessity of Believing it in order to be Saved."
2d, "The Kingdom of God as it was in the Past."
;id, that grandest of all grand subjects, "The
Restoration of Israel and the Kingdom of Got!
as it will be in the Near Future." The attendance at the lectures was very fair and the audience very attentive. Several wrote down the
references as Bro. Teas gave them. There
were four preachers present—a Presbyterian,
a Quaker, a Protestant Methodist and an Episcopal Methodist, but none except the Methodist Episcopal preacher came the second time. I
never heard the Truth more clearly and forcibly set forth than it was by Bro. Teas in his
lectures-, and if Van Lord has any people in this
place it will certainly open their eyes and start
PETEH GRAHAM,
i
them searching the Scriptures.
>
Pmr,r,rPT iiin.iPS, V Managing Brethren.
Bro. and Sister Edwards, of Long-ton, came
JOHN ZlMMEKMANN, )
with Bro. Teas and remained to the lectures.
Their visit afforded me much pleasure. I know
SPRINGFIELD, MO.—I have the pleasure of
reporting a visit from Bro. J. W". Teas, of Con- it is not as interesting to the brethren and sisters to visit one old sister as it is to visit an
way, Ark., on Saturday evening- before the
eeelesia; but if they knew what a pleasure it
third Sunday in May. He gave four lectures
is to the old sister I am sure more of them
at Mount Pleasant school-house some ten miles
would do so.
A. M. BYRNES.
south of Spring-field, Mo., and three at Dodson
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NOW READY.
The lecture by the editor on "Regeneration" that has appeared in the ADVOCATE lately is now printed in pamphlet form. It is a neat book of sixteen pages,
price 10 cents per copy. Its appearance in this form is due to earnest requests
and expressions of firm belief that it would clear up the question of what man is
by generation and what change is effected by regeneration.
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TYPOLOGY OF SOEIPTUEE HISTOEY.

Isaac, Eleazer, Rebekah—Gen. xxiv.
[If this cannot all be read as real, it may as a beautiful, truth-inspired dream.—ED.1

TYPOLOGY is a branch of Divine knowledge that contains within
itself hidden treasures, and convoys its own evidence of Divine
providence, forethought, consecutiveness, purpose and design. All students of the Scriptures, all Christadelphians, should be open to consider
and to weigh the claims of scriptural analogy. The book of Genesis in
particular is full of types. We might say that the analogies found in
this book alone make it a special department of biblical knowledge.
The types of the Scriptures we are sure may be safely placed on a par
with the general analogy of nature throughout the universe, while the
sphere of thought is capable of exciting the deepest interest and the
truest pleasures. It seems to exalt the Deity in our minds when He is
known thus to be the originator, the creative Logos, that enstamps the
revelation of His mind and will and purpose upon men and women passively operated upon to give light and foretell things concerning Christ.
In Genesis it is very certain that Moses and David and all the prophets
have dug and delved for precious truth. Typology is a language that
all intelligent Christadelphians should study to acquire.
It is freely admitted that the first Adam was in some, if not many,
respects like unto the second Adam; and that Shem or Melchisedcc, he
who was made the Jirst-horn of a new creation, typifies Christ. Just
here we desire to emphasize this fact, for it is not a theory; Jesus is a
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Royal Priest after the order of Melchisedec or after the order of firstborns who preceded the Levites in secular and sacred things; and this
key opens up every text relating to Melchisedec; for every first born
was a royal priest.
No one can doubt that Joseph is pre-eminently the t}'pe of our Lord,
from the time that he is found preaching the gospel of the kingdom in
his father's house until he is exalted as the great despot of Egypt; yea,
beyond the time when he gives up the kingdom to Pharaoh, that thereafter Pharaoh may be all in all, as Christ will do at the end of His
times. Compare Gen. xli: <£0; I. Cor. xv: 27, 28 with I. Cor. xv: 27,
28. But Joseph was not done with even when he died—his bones, his
dead body was carried by the congregation of Israel all through the
wilderness journeyings. Don't we do the same ? Is not this laid upon
us by our Lord (I. Cor. xi: 26)?
Moses as a servant is divinely admitted to be like unto Christ as a
son. So it is with Joshua and Samuel and David and Solomon and all
typical personages, not omitting the characters found in the Book of
Esther. Have we not there a Haman, a Zeresh with their ten sons,
that are typical of Gog and hi§ wife, the papacy, and their ten sons, the
ten toes, the ten horns or kings of Europe as ere long to be visible, and
who shall "think an evil thought" against the Jews (Ezek. xxxviii: 10)?
So if we give prayerful and diligent heed to the reading and the understanding of Gen. xxiv. we shall find there many very beautiful and
unexpected truths—gems sparkling with light on the knowledge and
wisdom of our God, as simple as they are profound.
So now we can enter into this wide domain and take up so much of
the typical lives of Abraham and Isaac, Eleazar and the beautiful Rebekah as we find in this one chapter alone, adopting with confidence the
style of exposition used by Joseph and Daniol and Jesus, as follows:
1.—That Abraham in this revelation represents God as the Father of
that seed (Isaac-Christ), to whom the promises are made.
2.—That Isaac is Christ.
3.—That Eleazer sent by Abraham to get a wife for Isaac represents
the angels of God sent on the mission to raise the dead, and to give
notice to the living saints, as they will do, that Christ has come, and
further, to appoint them a place and a time, a day and an hour when
they shall be taken away in clouds.
4.—Eleazer coming to a well means the angels coming to an ecclesial
meeting where living water is drawn. This visitation of angels with
their message is on the very day of Christ's return. The class or sect
so visited is indicated by the names of the members of that household
where Eleazer came to Bethuel, or the house of our God and Laban,
pure and white. The angels come to a house of cleansed or righteous
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ones, and they may be found on a Sunday morning waiting and watching at the ecclesial door. Who will ask them in? Abraham, we know,
went out to invite angels into his tent, and Lot, he had to "press them
greatly" before they came into his house. A word to the wise is ••suffif?
cient. Rebekah, too, as her name implies, is very significant. It
means engaging, captivating or bound, as all saints are by the Truth.
Beloved of Christ as His sister and spouse. The angels don't go to the
houses of Baal. The Lord led this Eleazer "to the house of his master's
brethren" (Gen xxiv: 27).
5.—The presents. Eleazer gave Rebekah an ear or nose jewel of gold
and two bracelets for the arms of great value (verse 22). These presents mean Spirit gifts given to the living saints and for a purpose.
The object and privilege of such gifts as healing and prophecy given to
Christadelphians as a token of the Divine favor are an evidence of
Christ having come, and to aid them in their zeal to bring many into
the Truth. But those so brought in during the following set time are
not of the bride community, whose number is complete on the day of
Christ's return. But those gathered in at this point of time who are
they? What place do they occupy in the Divine arrangement? They
are the brides-maids united to the marriage feast of the Lamb, and well
represented in the beautiful allegory by the damsels who went away
with Rebekah (Gen. xxiv: 61).
(1—The damsels they rode upon camels and followed the man.
Rebekah is the bride elect. But the damsels given to Rebekah and who
went with her as maids or brides-maids they also would enter into
Sarah's tent. The Psalmist in Spirit takes up the same ideal personages
when singing the praises of this king's daughter, "all glorious within."
Her clothing "is of wrought needle-work. She shall be brought unto
the King in raiment of needle-work." But the bride enters not alone
into the presence of the great King (Psa. xlv: 9, 16). The damsels who
went with Rebekah as "the virgins, her companions that follow her,
shall be brought unto thee" (the Messiah). Will the living saints bring
these with reluctance or fear? No. "With gladness and rejoicing shall
they be brought;" they shall enter into the King's palace as honored
-members of Christ's Davidic house (Psa. xlv: 15). But the same truth
concerning these added ones can be gathered up and presented for accurate knowledge from various other typical incidents. Thus: (A) Lot
had the privilege granted to him of saving other besides himself, wife
and two daughters. "Lot went out and spake unto his two son's-inlaw," who were warned and invited by him to flee from the coming
wrath upon Sodom (Gen. xix: 12-14). The like favor will be upon the
living saints at the coming of the Lord; for they are not "taken away"
at once. (B) "A mixed multitude" went up out of Egypt with the chil-
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dren of Israel (Gen. xii: 38). (C) So was Kahab saved, but not alone.
Her father and her mother, her brethren and sisters, with all her father's household (Josh, ii: 13-18). (D) And so it came to pass in the
days of Esther, and when Mordecai was exalted, that "many people of
the land became Jews" (Esth. viii: 17). So shall it be at this point of
time. Many of the relatives and friends and acquaintances of Israel
after the Spirit shall become Christadelphians. Many secret sympathizers and devout persons shall then be joined unto them, for the fear of
this holy people shall fall upon them. Those accepting the proffered
grace and truth, though coming into the vineyard so late in the day,
shall get their penny (Matt, sx: 9).
7.—To get at the interval of time between the resurrection and the
taking away of the saints one must study Lev. xii, although it takes us
away for a little from Gen. xxiv. But we do so to give a reason for
the faith and the hope expressed in the foregoing "set time." Moses in
Lev. xii. supplies the typical weeks of Jesus after His resurrection; and
not His time only, but the weeks of the living saints from and after the
resurrection morn and from the day of their visitation by the angels.
The rule of interpretation is, first the natural and then the spiritual.
The ceremonial law of this chapter was duly observed by Joseph and
Mary at and after the birth of Jesus, but its spirituality is upon Jesus
after He rose from the dead. This it where it comes in typically, and
the space of time is forty days (Acts i: 3-12). The female child has the
same significance. The male becomes the Bridegroom and the female
become the bride, and her period of cleansing and separation unto holiness is just double the time of her Lord, or say eighty-four days. These
twelve weeks will be fully occupied in worship and in teaching and in
inviting men and women to the marriage. They will have done with
the flesh. These words will then apply: "Come, for all things are now
ready, and yet there is room'' (Luke xiv: 17-22). Such a period is
required, if we but consider that the resurrection of many requires to
be proved, and witnesses of the resurrection must needs be left behind;
yea, the cemeteries visited by newspaper reporters and doubting
Thomases and the resurrected interviewed by the same and by others
of their acquaintance, to convince and convert many that the time of
the dead has come, and there they are in propria personal, and in sure
evidence that Christ has come and awaked His sleeping dead.
8.—Bebekah's departure. On the eighty-fourth day the living saints,
with the resurrected ones and with the addition of the aforesaid damsels, virgins or brides-maids, will surely be found wending their way to
the appointed place on the day and at the hour mentioned. They will
be followed by a multitude of friendly, interested, believing and possibly some unbelieving witnesses of their ascension. It was so with
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Enoch, Elijah and Jesus. Enoch was not found by his searchers, and
Elijah was followed by at least fifty-one deeply interested sons of the
prophets. Now were there only three to see Jesus being "taken up?"
We might surely say that at least 503 witnesses saw Him as raised
from the dead and in the act of ascending up into heaven (I. Cor. xv:
(!) on the afternoon or evening of that eventful Sabbath day. From II.
Kings ii: 5 and in the case of Elijah we are given to understand that
these witnesses were acquainted with the fact and the date of their master's translation. Would it be otherwise with Enoch and Jesus our
Lord ? No. It shall be the same on the day of the taking away of the
saints; a big crowd shall see them off. On the appointed day and at
the hour stated they shall be lifted up from off the earth and a cloud
shall receive them out of the sight of the onlookers below; for "that
which is to be hath already boon'- (Zech. iii: 15). Those clouds manipulated by angelic agency or by a word are transformed into roomy carriages. They are God's provided chariots to bring home the bride and
her damsels to this Isaac;, this Hridegroom of the heavens. Angels will
be the conductors, the drivers, the charioteers, who shall lead and pilot
their living and precious passengers to the appointed place of meeting,
in Seir, in Edom, to the sacred and silent city of the rock, to Petra, the
future Kadesh (Ezek. xlviii: 28; Deut. xxxiii: 21). Isaac meets Robekah by the way; so also will Jesus. The interest of Isaac in the
approaching cavalcade with the bride as led by Eleazer must have been
intense and all-absorbing as he came to meet them. Can it be otherwise
with Jesus as His holy ones draw near or when the appointed time is
expiring ? There, on the shining, rocky top of Mount Hor He shall be
found awaiting those clouds as they come, as they concentrate to the
mount of God. Can His love be restrained? Can He stand still? No.
He rises up "and meets them in the air.''' This will thereafter be the
medium and the mode of travel adopted by the saints in the age to
come. Hence we affirm that Gen. xxiv: 62, f>3 is the type of and is
parallel with I. Thess. iv: 17. Rebekah and her antitype the saints are
both met by the way, the one on foot the other "in the air."
9.—Rebekah's question and her fears find their antitype in the bosom
of each and all of the passengers in those clouds, those God-provided
chariots. As they draw near and as they look out and see this Man,
this Glorious One, (heir espoused Lord, coming as He comes to meet
them in the air. shall not one and all of these be found askibg the very
same question, with fear^tnd trembling too? Yes; Rebekah's question
to Eleazer and the questioning of the saints or by them to their angel
guides is this: Who is this that cometh to meet us in the air? The
answer will be: "It is my Lord," Jesus the beloved. And what shall
they think or say or do as they approach this glorious personage. His
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face and His raiment shining as the sun, resplendent in the glory and
embroidery of holy spirit nature? They must do as Rebekah did—
"she took a vail and covered herself" (verse 65). And some covering
will be needed, no doubt.
Will this Bridegroom assist the bride as she alights from her wedding
coach or chariot ?
Can we speak of the rapture of this presentation; is it not too sacred
and awe-inspiring \ Oh, the rapture of the glory of that meeting and
of that marriage, when the bride has made herself ready, and then and
ever after to be associated with the Lord! The time is so near; soon
shall the voice be heard in all ecclesial chambers, Arise, "rise up, my
love, my fair one, and come away." The Lord is at hand.
J. C G.
MY YOKE.
"Take my yoke upon you and learn of me"—Matt, xi: 29.

No, Lord, I cannot wear this yoke
Thou offerest me; 'tis rest I seek of thee;
Best for the weary frame that bows and bends
Beneath tbe load that weighs so heavily.
Some other way I'll prove my love; but this
Hard, galling yoke upon my neck would lend
No help to me; and I should fall, nor hope
To rise to shake it off till life's sad end.
I turned away; when lo! before me still
He held the yoke, and in His voice divine
I felt His love to me: "Come, tired heart,
Come unto me. Take thou this yoke of mine."
Sadly I heard. To learn of Him bow sweet;
But why this badge of servile labor bear ?
Gladly I'd toil to be His brother, friend,
The soldier's armor mine; His yoke I cannot wear.
Still that kind tone: "Come thou to me and learn
How sweet is life when self is all forgot;
Learn that the richest guerdon love can bring
Is service low, with faith that doubteth not."
Yielding at last, I turned that He might place
The yoke upon my neck; when, wondrous sight!
His shoulder bore the heavier end! I%aw
His pierced hands my burdens take. Now light
From His fair face, as side by side we go,
Makes all the way seem bright.
SELECTED.

IN ADAM AND IN CHRIST.

IN ADAM AND IN CHRIST.

jm, BROTHEB writes in The ChrisJlfcSIl, tadelphian that he has been pondering over the two phrases "in Adam"
and "in Christ," and that he finds an
amount of haze has recently been developed around them which he thinks he
can dissipate by a few simple reflections. Among these haze-dissipating
reflections he gives the following:
"Though saints are 'in Christ' it is only
in a preliminary sense. Christ is glorious nature. No one can be in Christ
as he is in Adam till he is of Christ's
nature. This is a self-evident truth.
The inference to be drawn from it
would clearly be that the phrase "in
Christ' cannot have the same import as
the phrase in Adam until a future event
takes place. * * * At present our
being in Christ is, and can be, only a
state or condition of relationship."
Now the question is, Where is the
"haze?" It must be that it, is in the
brother's imagining that some claim we
are now in Christ in the sense of being
of His physical nature. When he says
that we are in Christ in the sense of
state or relation, he is saying what those
he pretends to be opposing have been
saying all the time. Where is the
"haze? ' To tell us that we are not in
Christ physically is as consistent as to
tell us that the moon is not made of
green cheese. It is to deny what no
sane man ever affirmed. Where is the
"haze?" It is nowhere else but in the
brother's imagination. He has persuaded himself, and is trying to persuade
his readers, that those he pretends to
oppose teach that we are now in Christ
physically. This is purely haze of his
own making; and if he succeeds in
"dissipating" it he will probably cease
putting his brethren in a false light.
Those being opposed have said and repeated that baptism puts us into Christ
in the sense of relation and that we
must wait for the redemption of the
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body. It is "haze" that has prevented
this from being admitted and caused
some to say that it is a mistake to
claim that baptism puts us into Christ.
Now does this brother and those he is
united with in "dissipating haze" admit
that baptism puts us into Christ ¥ He
says: "Though saints are 'in Christ' it
is only preliminary." What does this
mean ? Does it mean that we are in
Christ or that we are not in Christ?
Are Paul's words to be taken as they
are, or are they to be supplemented
by the words "only preliminary?" He
does not say 'Tor as many of you as
have been baptized into Christ only
preliminary have put on Christ only
preliminary." The "only preliminary"
is the "haze" that needs "dissipating."
The phrase "in Christ" is a phrase denoting the relation we come into by
baptism into the One Name; and when
we thus "put on the new man" we "put
off the old man;" and therefore the
inference is not that the phrase "in
Christ" cannot have the same import
as the phrase "in Adam;" but it is
that it expresses relation in both cases;
"in Adam" expresses one relationship and "in Christ" expresses another. When the latter is put on the
former is put off. Hence the attempt
on the part of this brother to confine
the phrase "in Adam" to nature" and
exclude relation, and to apply the
phrase "in Christ" in' a two-fold sense
is a total failure, unless mere assumption makes it a success. "In Adam"
expresses relation to a sin constitution,
and "in Christ" expresses a relation to
the constitution of righteousness. If
for convenience you wish to apply the
phrase in the two-fold sense we have
no objection ; but you shall not insinuate that those you oppose believe that
the phrase "in Christ" means now to
the baptized more than relation; at
least you shall not without having your
insinuations and sophistry exposed.
When this writer says "It is a seri-
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ous blunder to interpret the phrase in
Christ' otherwise than one of relationship" he insinuates that those he is opposing have made the "serious blunder." Let him or anyone else quote a
sentence to justify this insinuation if
they can. They cannot. He cannot.
Then why put brethren in such a
false light and try to make them out
simpletons ?
"By baptism into His name," says
the writer, "we are brought into a relation of reconciliation or favor." Just
so; this is what those you are opposing
have said all the time. Now where is
the issue ? What have you been opposing? No sooner than this admission is
made, however, the writer falls back
into the pit he for the moment had escaped and says: "It would be wrong to
interpret it ('in Christ') as expressive
of present results." Here is haze that
surely needs dissipating. We are first
told that to be baptized into Christ is
to be brought into "a relation of reconciliation or favor with God," and then
we are told that baptism into Christ
brings "no present results." Why is it
these men will not see that there are
present results of a character that calls
for our deepest gratitude? To be in
"a relation of reconciliation or favor
with God" instead of being in Adam
under condemnation is surely a present
result of baptism. What mean these
contradictory statements that we do in
Christ become reconciled and yet "in
Christ" expresses "no present results?"
If it means that there are no present
physical results then there is the same
insinuation that some are stupid enough
to say that there is a physical change;
and to contend against such a silly
thing that no sane man ever dreamed
of claiming is beyond the dignity of a
fair-minded man. The fact that those
the brother is opposing have been placed
in the false light of claiming that there
are present physical results by baptism
into Christ is proof that they cannot

find a point to attack them on in the
position they really and truthfully
take. Their position is simple as the
truth and it does not require minds of
supposed high grade to comprehend it.
They simply say that Adam's sin
brought condemnation and alienation
and mortality upon the whole race;
that as we are born in Adam we are
related only to him in alienation and
under condemnation. This is our relation; and in addition to this we are
mortal as the result of the sin that
brought the relation. Then, on the
other hand, they claim that when we
"put off the old man and put on the
new man" by baptism we pass out from
the relation to condemnation and alienation and become related to Christ, in
whom we are in a state or relation of
reconciliation and favor—not alienation
and condemnation. Then, when Christ
comes, the mortality we inherit from
Adam will be swallowed up of life.
Surely this is easily understood, and is
in perfect accord with Dr. Thomas'
way of stating it in "The Revealed
Mystery," which we have given several
times, but which it is claimed does not
mean what it says. It does mean just
what it says and it is the truth; and if
it were not for "haze" it would be accepted without so much "interpretation." Here it is again in the doctor's
own words: "In this life, then, there
are two states in relation to God and
the children of Adam—the one a state
of sin and the other a state of favor; the

former is occupied by "constitutional
sinners' of all ages, from the babe to
the old man, of every shade and variiety; and by illuminated transgressors,
whose sin is not only constitutional but
voluntary; and the latter state is composed of persons who were not only constituted sinners and voluntary transgressors, but who, by obedience to the
laws of God and to Christ, are constituted righteous. In regard to the righteous, they are delivered from the fear
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of death, because, having obeyed the
Truth, they have passed from death to
life; but this is not the case of constituted sinners and intelligent transgressors. These are both under the sentence
of death eternal."
If this is not enough to dissipate the
haze from before our brother's eyes, let
him ponder over the following from
"Twelve Lectures," pages 95, 96:
THE LINE CLEARLY DRAWN.

"Abraham the idolater was his own ;
his own to live like the insect of the
moment, his own to die and disappear
in an irrevocable grave. Abraham,
the called of God, was no longer his
own, but bought with the price of God's
promises. He entered upon a higher
relation of being. He w;is exalted to
a higher destiny, and had imposed
upon him Godward obligations unknown to his former condition. Success or failure in the ord< ring of his
life was of greater moment than before.
Faith and obedience would constitute
him the heir of the world and the subject of resurrection to immortality;
unbelief would make him obnoxious to
a severer and farther-reaching displeasure than fell upon Adam. In this respect the children of Abraham by
faith—that is. ihose 'who walk in the
steps of the faith which Abra.iam had.
being yet uncircumcised' (Rum iv: 12),
who being Christ's are Abraham's seed
(Gal. iii: 29). through believing the gospel and being baptized into Christ, are
like their father. By nature children
of wrath, even as others, they were in
the days of their ignorance 'without
God and without hope in the world"
(Eph. ii: 12),'strangers from the covenants of promise' (ibid), 'aliens from
the life of God through the ignorance
that was in them" (Epli. iv: 18). living
without law, and destined, as the result
of that condition, to perish, without leiw
in Adam; inheriting death without resurrection—death without remedy; having neither the privileges nor the responsibilities of

a Divine relationship (italics ours). But
when called from darkness to light by
the preaching of the gospel they are
'not their own.' They neither live nor
die to themselves as formerly. They
have passed into a special relationship
to Deity—extra Adamic—in which
their lives, good or evil, come under
Divine supervision, and form the basis
of future accountability (italics ours) unknown to their state of darkness at
which God winked. This is neither
more nor less than the responsibilities of
Abraham transferred to them ON BECOMING HIS SEED BY ADOPTION (emphasis

ours).
"The law of faith, established by the
promises made to Abraham, constituted a center, around which responsibilities of this description developed
themselves. All who acquired Abraham's faith came under Abraham's responsibilities " Here the line between
"in Adam" and "in Christ" is clearly
drawn, and the present results of passing from one to the other fully shown
without any haze to dissipate.
EDITOR.

A CHALLENGE ANSWERED.
Reply to A. McGary.
SIR: I understand that you have not
published my "Reply" which you received some months ago. The said
•"Reply"' was written at your own urgent request, in response to your editorial in the Firm Foundation, entitled,
"A Parting Request," in which you
called upon "Brother E. MacDonald"
to kindly answer a number of questions. In failing to publish the requested "Reply" you place me before
your readers as being either unable or
unwilling to answer your queries.
However. I trust through the kind endeavors of Christadelphians in Texas
and neighboring States to reach at
least a few readers of your paper.
In reply to your first query, the
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"'good thing" which I profess to have
found among Christadelphians is the
only saving gospel and the obedience
thereto. The instrument through
whom the complete restoration of that
ancient gospel was effected in our times
was the late Dr. Thomas, at one time
associated with Alexander Campbell in
the "Current Reformation," but denounced as a "re-baptist" by those who
esteemed numbers and popularity
above God's truth, and who was finally
driven by unreasonable opposition of
former friends to investigate, embrace
and defend the hope of Israel
Three minor questions which you
raise may be considered collectively, as
they are intimately connected. These
cover the name, officers and identity of
"the church." You remind me that
"the disciples were called Christians
first at Antioch," and ask where they
were first called Christadelphians."
As to the former it is simply an item
of history. By whom were the disciples
called "Christians ?" I deny that the
title has any Divine authority. That it
was a popular title of reproach is indicated by Peter's exhortation that if any
man suffer as a "Christian" his deportment should be such as to make the
title honorable. The disciples were
also "called" the "sect of the Nazarenes." After the restoration of the
gospel, the disciples, about A. D. 1864,
being under legal necessity during the
war of designating themselves, chose
the title "Christ's brethren" (or, in the
more convenient form of a single word,
Christadelphians), as setting forth
their true relationship to Father and
Son—a scriptural title which embraces
all minor . biblical names. You, sir,
are troubled with some of the vain
philosophy of the "Keformation."
The advocates of "Christian Union,"
so called, proceed on the flimsy assumption that a name necessarily endows
the wearer with all it implies. As to
"officers" in the "churches" the Mor-

mons are more "scriptural" (?) than
any of us. They have "apostles!"
You and we have no "apostles" and
cannot impart spiritual gifts to endow
"elders," deacons," "evangelists," etc.;
and the mere assumption of such titles
carries no assurance of authenticity.
You ask what apostle ever wrote an
epistle to a "Christadelphian church V"
I reply that no apostle ever addressed
an epistle to any ecclesia (church) of
Christ's brethren now existing. The
"churches" then addressed have since
ceased to exist or have become hopelessly corrupted. Much less did any
apostle ever address those deluded visionaries the "Christian Scientists,"
though they miscall their organization
the "Church of Christ;" nor will the
mere fact that you share that form of
words identify you with those to whom
the apostle wrote. A much more vital
question would be, Does anybody now
extant hold the faith on which those
apostolic churches were founded ?
This brings me to a consideration of
your remaining and more important
questions. These contain repetitions;
and as all bear on the same point I
shall consider them collectively. To
economize space allow me to condense
these several questions. 1. What is
there in any of the discourses delivered
by Peter on Pentecost and at Cornelius'
house, Philip to the Ethiopian, etc
which the Christadelphians teach and
you omit? 2. Were the obedient hearers on those occasions saved ? 3. Will
not those also be saved who obey similar preaching in our day? I would
reply: 1. I never heard any of your
brethren, or Christadelphians either,
repeat any of the discourses named, and
I have no hesitation in saying that I
would consider such proceeding a gross
and stupid misuse of language. 2.
Yes. 3. If ALL the circumstances of
the case are exactly similar, yes; if
otherwise, no. The faith is essentially
Jewish, or Abraharnic rather. If you
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prefer the designation "a conglomeration of Judaism, Materialism," etc., I
do not object, so long as "Judaism"' is
merely your term for "'the hope of Israel," for which Paul was in chains;
and "Materialism" be nothing worse
than a belief in God's sentence of condemnation pronounced in Eden against
the human race, and a firm conviction
that out of Christ there is no hope of a
resurrection to future existence. So
far as known to me Christadelphians
teach nothing more than the above
or what is therein implied. The apostolic message consisted of two grand
items, viz.: the things concerning, 1.
"The kingdom of God," and 2. "The
Name of Jesus Christ" (Acts viii: 12,
xxviii: 31). The "things of the kingdom" as a matter of promise were held
by all faithful Jews, and were preached
before Christ's death and resurre lion
occurred. 'The Jews to this day look
for the glorious kingdom of Messiah
foretold in prophecy. But so-called
"Christians" who hold the pagan-Romish myths by which the early "church"
was desolated, such as the "soul's immortality," etc., have long since "spiritualized"1 the kingdom of God out of
their faiths. A F T E R the ascension
of Christ and beginning on Pentecost
the '-things concerning the Name of
-lesu.s Christ" were added to the gospel
of the kingdom, and these TWO items
constituted the burden of apostolic
preaching
thenceforth.
Apostles
preached in accordance with the needs
of the auditors -enlightened Jews or
pagan Gentiles. To apply these historical discourses indiscriminately would
be unwise. The Jews of old, including
even Christ's own disciples, overlooked
the prophecies concerning Messiah's sufferings, and their faith in Him perished
at His death. It required the evidence
of His resurrection to convince them.
In apostolic discourses Ike things concerning Jesus Christ are much more prominent
than the things of the kingdom.- The rea-
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son is obvious. The gospel of the
kingdom had been proclaimed prior to
Christ's death and the matter was
never disputed by Jews. It was, therefore, natural that the efforts of the
apostles should be directed towards announcing and defending the things concerning Christ (His resurrection especially), which the Jews denied.
Many who regard the "New Testament" as a complete and independent record of all essential Divine revelation,
and who regard Jesus as the author of
a new religion called "Christianity."
embrace the wrong conclusion that
apostolic discourses elaborate all the
truth on every occasion. These overlook the fact that the "Old Testament"
books contain vastly more than the
"law of Moses."
That law was
"added" and "taken away," but the
everlasting covenant of God with
Abraham and his seed (Christ) was
made long before the Mosaic law was
"added," and continues since that law
was "taken away." The Bible is a
unit. It presents a connected historical and prophetic narrative from Eden
lost in Adam the first to Eden regained
in Adam the second. The books commonly styled "New Testament" are
but the continuation and completion of
the Jewish scriptures. Thus the socalled "Christians" of to-day reject
"the tilings concerning the kingdom of
God." which the Jews accept, while,
the Jews reject "the things concerning
the name of Jesus Christ." which
"Christians"' accept (in a corrupted
form). The Galatians appear to have
lapsed into legalism and sought salvation in the law of Moses. Read Gal.
iii. Paul shows that the promise to
Abraham is the basis of faith; that the
Mosaic law, which was added (because
of Israel's transgressions) 430 years
later, cannot set aside the Abrahamic
promise; that the law, having been
nailed to the cross and thus taken out
of the way. is obsolete; and by the
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death of its testator, Jesus Christ, the
Abrahamic covenant has been confirmed and cannot be effected by the
old law; that Jew and Gentile become
IIEIRS according to the Abrahamic
promise (yet to be fulfilled in Canaan)
by a union with Abraham's seed
(Christ), to whom that promise is made,
by immersion into Him. ''He that
believeth (THE—not a—GOSPEL) and
is (afterwards) baptized shall be saved."
To those of your readers who may be
interested I would commend "The
Great Salvation" (price 12 cents), published by the ADVOCATE, 834 61st
Street, Chicago, 111. My own address is
Wenatchee, Wash.
"Yours respectfully,
E. MACDONALU.

IS CHRIST DIVIDED?
"WT had been declared to the Apostle
JIH Paul that there were divisions in
the ecclesia at Corinth, and this caused
him to write to them as follows: "Now
this I say, that everyone of you saith,
I am of Paul, and I am of Apollos,
and I of Cephas, and I of Christ. Is
Christ divided? Was Paul crucified
for you? or were ye baptized in the
name of Paul? I thank God I baptized none of you but Crispus and
Gaius"—I. Cor. i: 12-14. What the
apostle was concerned about was that
men were being exalted and praised to
such an extent as to cause the household to be divided into cliques, one contending with the other as to which
man should be most admired and
praised, and which should have the
greatest honor and prestige.
The apostle's rebuke in this case is
perfectly in accord with the warnings
so frequently given throughout the
Scriptures; and the need for it has
been fully shown in the history of the
church from the first century to the
nineteenth. The present condition of
the religious world is the church in

apostasy, and each sect has some man
whom it is of. Those who have come
to a knowledge of the Truth in our
day are unsparing in their condemnation of this state of things among those
without; but are we not closely approaching the same dangerous ground
within, if, indeed, some are not already
there? And I must confess that I feel
this moment that I am broaching a
subject fraught with the danger of
bringing upon me frowns and misrepresentations. It is a subject that has
come to be so dangerous to talk about
that there is fear of a sober warning
or a faint cry of danger being met with
abuse and denunciation. A word of
warning is necsesary, however, and he
who shirks a duty because of fear of
frowns is a coward.
The danger of repeating what the
apostle condemns in the church at Corinth lies in such deliverances as the following: "In the providence of God Dr.
Thomas placed the literature of the
Truth in my hands." "I am a Dr.
Thomas man dyed in the wool." "One
who said he learned the Truth without
reading Dr. Thomas' works is no longer
a brother, having, like many others,
followed in the pathway of false doctrine." "Is it any wonder, then, that
1 give vent to my boast in an opposite
direction ? I rejoice that I learned tin*
Truth through the works of DY. Thom;\s.
There will not be many who have
reached the understanding of the
Truth through the labors of Dr. Thomas
that will be found in the by-paths of
crotchets and false doctrines." "God
has given me a clear and comprehensive understanding of the Truth so far
as it is revealed in His Word."
Now these expressions only indicate
what is a general tendency among
some, and what are we to understand
by them ? To say that "in the providence of God" a certain trust was committed to me is to claim that what was
done was done by God; and to use this
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as an argument in favor of one side of
a question in dispute is the same as to
say " I have the custody of the Truth
by Divine appointment;" and if this is
so it ought to end the dispute; for who
would contend against one who is
moved and appointed by God ? If it is
true, dictation and not discussion is in
order; if it is not true then what
about the claim? If because one refuses to say " I am a Dr. Thomas man
dyed in the wool" he must be put
under a cloud of suspicion that he is a
heretic or a crotchetarian, then no
sober man is safe in the ecclesia from
being made to appear as a black sheep
to be marked out as dangerous company. To insinuate that because one
learned the Truth without reading Dr.
Thomas' works he went into the pathway of false doctrine, while but few of
those who learned it through his works
wTill be found in the by-paths of crotchets and false doctrine is to insinuate
that there is a magic in the names of
some men that is not in others, though
the same Truth be learned in either
case. If the writer of this absurdity
had been in touch with the workings of
the Truth during the last thirty-five
years his observations would have
taught him to b" wiser and more discreet in his statements. I have in my
mind now about half a dozen who
learned the Truth through Dr. Thomas
almost exclusively and who at one time
would have claimed to be ''dyed in the
wool,'" yet to-day they are infidels. Even
those who learned the Truth from the
lips of Moses fell away; and many who
learned it directly from the apostles
departed into the "by-ways of crotchets
and false doctrine." If there is anything in this claim for the safety of
those who have happened to learn the
Truth through one particular man in
the nineteenth century, then the apostles must stand rebuked when a comparison of supposed results is made.
When one entering upon the discus-
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sion of a subject with another is met
with the claim, ''God lias given me a
clear and comprehensive understanding
of the Truth so far as it is revealed in
His Word," he must either believe he
is opposing a God-given, clear and comprehensive understanding of the Truth
so far as it is lvvealed, or he must
change the subject and take issues on
the claim made. If the claim be true
then the opponent cannot think that
he is the subject of such a God-given
gift; for that would be putting God
against Himself.
JSTOW the trouble with all this is there
is too much exaltation of man, and the
consequence is that the same evil is
among us as was the subject of apostolic rebuke in the church at Corinth.
Whenever a subject comes before the
body for discussion we have to submit
to men giving "vent to their boast" of
the superiority of their position, either
on the ground of their having learned
the Truth through a highly-esteemed
man, or that the providence of God is
with them, which, of course, is to say
it is not with you; or that they are
possessed of a higher quality of mind
than those "away down;" or that God
has given them a clear understanding
of the whole of revelation, etc., etc.
In tlie late discussion on the responsibility question and the Adamic condemnation question this has been the
cry; and from present appearances in
some quarters it is to go on; but it is
time for sober men to cry out, Danger!
XIIW, if precedents are to be taken,

we might expect that these few words
of warning and rebuke will call out
from some, privately, at least, "There
you are again ; down on Dr. Thomas,
down on Dr. Thomas." This is the
unfairness that prevails to a very large
extent among us, and it is very similar
to the methods employed by politicians
when one man is trying to put down
another. I t is a method, however, that
every brother of Christ should regard
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as far beneath the dignity of the cause would bring all to a resurrection to
of truth. No, no; those who agree judgment, whether they obeyed the
with the sentiments herein expressed commandments or not. I am almost
love Dr. Thomas for his work sake as fully convinced that Brother Andrew
much as do those who boast so much is right on this subject, and from what
about it, and their gratitude to him for I see you publish you believe the same
his hard labor in digging the Truth as myself.
out of Roman rubbish is quite as
Brother Roberts is an able brother,
deep. But no man is infallible. To but his answer does not convince me
claim that Dr. Thomas was right in that Brother Andrew is Wrong. The
everything is a claim too extravagant discussion of this subject has brought
to make for any man; and if claims into prominence the subject of Adamic
had not been so extravagantly made, condemnation, on which both you and
their surrender afterwards on several Brother Andrew have proven that there
questions would not have made the has been a change on the other side.
mistakes so remarkable in the eyes of
If we do not get out of Adam spiritenemies. Let there be more modera- ually and enter into Christ spiritually at
tion, then, in this matter; and whether baptism, what change do we undergo?
the subject under consideration be the Certainly we do not undergo any physresponsibility of rejectors or any other, ical change Wo are still mortal flesh
let the law and the testimony be our and blood and therefore die as others
authority, free from the influence of as the result of Adam's transgression,
any man ; for if one take a certain posi- which all inherited from him. The
tion because another does and not be- change, then, is spiritual, which is all
cause fie has studied it out for himself, I see published. If more is implied it
he is one of those whom Paul's words is not staled. I think this difference
rebuke. Read the works of Dr. ought to be so stated between the natThomas and of anyone who can be of ural and the spiritual; it would make
help towards the understanding of the the subject plainer.
Truth; but let no man be exempt from
I understand by knowledge, faith and
the test commanded in the words "Try baptism we get out of Adam spiritually
the spirits.'"
EDITOK.
(wholly, not partly, as claimed by
Brother Roberts), and enter into Christ
THE CONTROVERSY READ AND RE- spiritually; we are then bought with
His precious blood and enter into the
READ AND THE RESULT
holy place or temple of God. If we
afterwards defile the temple He will
N E W CHILEANS. May 19, 1895.
condemn us to die the second death.
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS: I have
lately gone over all that has been pub- This being certainly true, I do not see
lished in the ADVOCATE, The Christa- by what law or what scriptural testidelphian and The Sanctuary Keeper on mony we have to show that God will
the late controversy, including Brother raise any other to judgment. If those
Roberts' reply to "The Blood of the out of Christ do not come under God's
Covenant." I have read the periodi- law, by what other law will they be
cals as they came out but had not taken judged V We all know that God is able
much interest in them, not fully under- to do anything; but He is a God of
standing the subject until I read "The order and works by fixed laws. God
Blood of The Covenant." That I only will surely judge His own people Israel
got afterwards. Heretofore I have in spirit. As for the nations that have
always believed that enlightenment not entered into covenant we know

THE CONTROVERSY HEAD AND REREAD AND THE RESULT.
that He has judged some of them in
former times for their iniquities. May
he not do so in all cases?
I agree with you that Brother Andrew
has been misrepresented and not treated
fairly. I find his writings very plain
and the shortest to the point that I
ever read, yet Brother Roberts says
just the reverse about him. * * *
It will not do for one man to think that
he knows all. I do not think any man
can have all knowledge in God's Word.
Faithfully yours in Israel,
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and so on. Standing related to different circumstances they must be judged
and punished accordingly. They are
not left over to be all judged by the
same laws and punished with the same
penalties.
Now if this is so with nations why
does not the eternal fitness of things
require that it be so among individuals? Has it not been so with a Nebuchadnezzar, a Herod, a Pilate, a Nero
and so on? If we cannot see justice
meted out in every individual case, we
can see enough to assure us that God
S. T. BLESSING.
is not asleep, and that it is not necessary for men to invent and prescribe a
EESP0NS1BILITY DISOHAEGED WITH
certain time when some who are of the
PENALTIES OF THE TIMES.
world and who are supposed to have
HEN Assyria had been used as escaped the universal working of the
the rod of God's anger and the hand of justice must be restored to life
staff of his fury to punish Israel, who to be killed again, though they have
had "decreed unrighteous decrees and already died under one penalty.
turned aside the needy," God in turn
The "discharging of responsibility
punished Assyria, and the reason given with the penalties of the times" used
is: "Howbeit he meaneth not so, nei- to be advanced among us as a reasonther doth his heart think so; but it is able thing, but of late it has come to be
in his heart to destroy and cut off na- termed an "outrage" to entertain it.
tions not a few" (Isa. x: 7). "Where- In "Twelve Lectures," page 94, we
fore it shall come to pass, that when read: "So far as we have any informathe Lord hath performed his whole tion no one became responsible to a
work upon Mount Zion and in Jerusa- resurrection of condemnation in prelem. I will punish the fruit of the stout Noahaic times. Responsibility was
heart of the King of Assyria and the discharged with the penalties of the
glory of bis high looks" (verse 12).' time."
True this is changed in
This principle runs all through God's •'Christendom Astray" to read, "So
dealings with the nations of the earth. far as we have any information few
The Medes and Persians inflicted God's became responsible to a resurrection
penalties upon the Babylonians, the to condemnation
in
pre-Noahaic
Macedonians upon the Medes and Per- times;" but as the author declares that
sians, the Romans upon the Macedo- he has not changed a hair's breadth
nians. The Goths and Vandals were we may conclude that the meaning is
used to punish the stout hearts of the the same, whether we read "no one beRomans and the Saracens to scourge came responsible" or "few became rethe apostates. So the justice of God sponsible." At any rate at one time it
is vindicated as time goes on and was thought reasonable to believe that
meted out at such tribunals as God when the gospel was preached in presees fit to appoint and as circumstances Noahaic times "no one became respondemand. There is a tribunal for Baby- sible to a resurrection of condemnalon and one for Medo-Persia, and one tion ;" and yet that there was responfor the Grecian and one for the Roman sibility, and that the "responsibility

W
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was discharged with the "'penalties of
the time." Now there never was but
one gospel preached. The same gospel
was preached in pre-Noahaic times as
is preached to-day. The gospel in
those times enlightened some who, it
is admitted, will be raised to life. If
it was possible for some to believe so
as to obey, why was it not possible for
others to believe and yet not obey?
Since some did not obey and yet became
responsible, having been "discharged
with the penalties of the time," why is
it an "outrage" now to believe the same
thing?
The fact is, no doubt, that the grounds
of responsibility have always been the
same. Those who were of the world
only and were never reconciled to God
were responsible to the laws pertaining
to the outside world, and their "responsibility was discharged with the penalties of the time." But those who were
brought out of the world, coming into
relation to a law that was above the
laws of the world, became responsible
to it, and their responsibility will be
discharged with the acceptance or penalties of the tribunal set apart for them.
In any event, if some do not see it
necessary to revise the statement of the
matter of over twenty years ago, but
honestly think it better than any revision that has been made to sustain a
theory, is that a reason why they
should be cast out from that fellowship
and communion which to every true
brother of Christ is so sweet and which
he has a Divine right to claim ?

of Belus was built, was begun fortytwo generations before the time of
Nebuchadnezzar—that is, reckoning
between thirty-five and forty years to a
generation, as was commonly done
about sixteen hundred years before—a
date that carries us back to the years
when men were scattered over tbe face
of the earth by the confusion of
tongues.
But we shall give the inscription in
full. It was deciphered and translated
by Oppert, a man of great learning,
sent out by the French government in
1857. It is Nebuchadnezzar's own composition apparently:
"The temple of the seven lights of
the earth—the planets—the ancient
monument of B irsippa was built by an
ancient king: since then are reckoned
forty-two generations. But he did not
reach the summit of it Men had left it
since the days of the flood, which, confused

their language. Earthquakes and thunder had shattered the bricks and thrown
down the tiles of the roof. The bricks
of the walls were cast down and formed
heaps. The great god Merodach had
put it into my heart to build it again.
1 have not altered the place nor disturbed

THE TWEE OF BABEL.

tlie foundations. In the month of Salvation, on the auspicious day, I pierced
the unburned bricks of the walls and
the bricks of the casings with arches.
I inscribed the glory of my name on
the frieze of the arches "
Is not the discovery of this cylinder
under the rubbish of Babylon like the
raising up of a witness from the dead
to attest the truth of the ancient history
of the tower of Babel V
Selected bv R G. H.

It has been discovered that Nebuchadnezzar reared his temple of Belus
on the foundations of the original tower
of Babel. An inscription in a cylinder
has brought this to light; and the
inscription declares that the old tower,
on the foundation of which the temple

SOFIA, July 19.—A serious light has
occurred on the Turko-Macedonian
frontier between a force of insurgents
stated to have numbered 5,000 and a
body of Turkish troops. The latter
was defeated with a loss of 600 men.

EDITOR.

THE JEWS, THEIK LAND AND AFFAIRS.
SCATTEBED.
"And the Lord shall scatter tliee among- all
people, from the one end of the earth even
unto the other. * * * And among-these nations slialt thou find no ease, neither shall the
sole of thy foot have rest"—Deut. 28: (>4, 65.

GATHEltED.
"Behold, I will take the children of Israel
from among- the nations, whither they he gone,
and will gatlier them on every side, and bringthem into their own land"—Ezek. ;JT: 21, 22.

attack from behind on this wing. This
was a complicated and bold turning
A Trench Scientist Comments on the Tac- movement, very difficult to execute,
and something quite out of the comtics He Used.
At the last meeting of the Academie mon for the age in which it was carried
des Inscriptions et Belles Lettres, M. out. M. Dieulafoy, who had discovDieulafoy, the well-known explorer in ered the theater of operations and had
Persia, read a very interesting account made use of the general topography of
of his visit to the scene of the decisive the region in order to reconstitute the
encounter between King David aud the principle phases of the battle, pointed
Philistines in the Valley of Rephaim. out that this movement presented a
says London Public Opinion. M. Dieu- striking analogy with those executed
lafoy described how, after the capture by Frederick II. at the battles of Mollof Jerusalem by David and the estab- witz and Rossbach and by Napoleon at
lishment of the Israelite monarchy, the Austerlitz. In the conduct of this
Philistines resolved to crash the nascent operation David gave evidence of the
kingdom and how, after alternations of highest capacities, taking advantage of
success and failure, they occupied the all the inequalities of the ground, formValley of Rephaim, situated at the foot ing his troops afresh in the wood and
of the slopes which led from the west charging impetuously, and M. Dieulato Jerusalem. It was then, according foy insisted very strongly upon the simto M. Dieulafoy, that David, constantly ilarity of his military genius to that of
attacked by his enemies, executed one Napoleon.
Gleaned by Brother J. NORMAN.
of the finest military maneuvers recorded in history. M. Dieulafoy, while
indicating the various advances made JEWS AND SPANIARDS CONTRASTED
by military art and having shown that
before the wars of the Medes no nation Difference Between the Political and the
had any acquaintance with the rules of
Eacial Decay of a Nation.
higher tactics and strategy, dwelt upon
The political decay of a nation does
the fact that David was the first of the not necessarily imply the racial decay
Israelite leaders to form drilled and of the individuals of which it is comdisciplined troops, and pointed out what posed. The Jews, for instance, are
good use the king made of this army in probably more vigorous and numerous
the Valley of Rephaim.
than at any time during their past hisThe plan of the battle, very clearly tory, and have preserved, in a remarkdescribed in the Bible, which ascribed able degree, their racial characteristics.
the conception,of it to Jehovah, com- Perhaps the struggle for existence which
prised a flank march, a rapid change of they have carried on while dispersed
front, the rapid encompassing of the among other nations has increased
left wing of the Philistines and an rather than diminished their pristine
KING DAVID AS A GENEEAL.
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vigor. The example of Spain shows
how a nation may degenerate; but
whether this may be due to the emigration of the most capable individuals at
the time of the discovery of America
or to the selective action of the Inquisition, whose 340,000 victims were
probably among the more advanced
thinkers of the nation, it is difficult to
decide.— Westminster Review.
A PLEA FOE THE JEWS.
BY LOUIS O. FARINGIiV.

Is there no help for Abraham's descendants
Who dwell in Russia, Poland, Turkey, Rome?
Has more than thousand years abject
dependence
Them not entitled to tlieir ancient home?
From Czar to Muijik, all assume the power
To torture and to rob a Hebrew;
They do not realize, at this late hour,
That from this noble race came Jesus Christthe Jew.
The Turk has always shown in his feeling's
Towards the Jew a deeply seated hate;
He gets the upper hand in all his dealings
With him, and says: ''Allah be blessed."
The Human pontiffs have through many ages
Confined them in a swampy, narrow street;
Subjected them to most horrid outrages
To satisfy their avaricious greed.
They hawk about some bones of Mary's mother,
Expose them in the churches to view;
Though gentle Ann. 710 doubt, in regular order
Was born and bred and died a Hebrew.
It seems no help 1vom any earthly nation
Can Israel expect now any mure;
Jehovah makes already preparations
To gather them on Galilee's shore.
So, Israel, take heart ami be contented.
Your years of suffering will be but few.
And speedily your troubles will bo ended;
For He is coming—Jesus Christ, the Jew.
Junction City, Kansas.
Selected by Brother JOHN COOPER, who says
the author is a blind man.
CONSTANTINOPLE, July 21.—The
l'orte has requested the powers to
insist that the Bulgarian government
suppress the revolutionary committees
of the Macedonians at Sofia and elsewhere. The rapprochement of Kussia
and Bulgaria is causing anxiety here.

I 'he

(Shristadelphian

•Adv'ocate.
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is the day when, spealting
after the manner' of men, the
unexpected is happening. It is a time
of anxiety because it is a time of uncertainty. .The ordinary data cannot
now be depended upon in forming conclusions. There seem to be so many
hidden uncertainties in everything that
experience shows it to be unsafe to rely
upon certain causes yielding certain
results. The fact is new diseases have
set in and the world's condition consequently baffles the skill of its political
and social physicians. The world is in
a burning fever and old opiates have
no effect in quieting the patient. It is
tossing from side to side; now it is
here, then it is there, and wherever it
is it cannot rest, but talks and acts
deliriously and breaks out in spasmodic
violence that strongly indicates insanity
bordering closely on raving mania.
Being alike with patient and doctor,
there seems no hope, but a sure indication that mutual conflict and destruction must result.
A few years ago one of the political
parties of this republic was seemingly
secure in its hold upon the reins of
government; but the unexpected happened and there was a -'political landslide." In a short tivne this was reversed. Now uncertainty pervades the
whole system. The same tossing about
has been characteristic of other nations,
especially of Britain. Suddenly, and
by a trivial stubbing of a toe, as it
were, Lord Rosebery at the head of the
Liberal government falls and is unable
to rise. The giant strength and skillful manipulation of a Gladstone are no
more, and consequently the fallen remains fallen, and a mad rush is made
by the Conservatives that astonishes
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the world with another "land-slide."
The result is that a government, that
gives most of its attention to domestic
reforms and is quite apathetic on foreign matters has been put out of the
way to give place to one whose foreign
policy is more in line with the requirements of predicted events. From present indications the returns of the elections now in progress in England will
give the Conservative party power to
act unhampered, which renders it
almost certain that a more aggressive
attitude will be taken in Eastern affairs.
That this remarkable turn of affairs
should come so suddenly now, simultaneously with the friction between Eussia and Japan, the Armenian outrages
and the Bulgarian troubles, all of
which plays into the hands of llussia,
if indeed she is not the direct and indirect cause of them, cannot but be viewed
as a dark cloud for the world and a
bright star of hope for Zion's watchers.
In a letter just received from Brother
J. J. Andrew he says:
"With the newspaper clippings sent
by this mail (not yet to hand.—ED.) I
inclose a few about the change of government here to enable you to see how
it was brought about. The quantity of
smokeless powder in reserve was ihe
ostensible cause, and both parties were
surprised at the result of the question
being raised. Coming at a time when
the Eastern question is again to the
front it looks as if there was work to
do for which ihe Tories are better fitted
than the Liberals. Next week the
kingdom will be in the throes of a general election; and from a variety of
circumstances there is likely to be a
Tory majority. Owing to measures
which the Liberals have been promoting they will have arrayed against them
the whole of the beer interest, the moneyed classes and a large section of the
Church of England. Added to which
there is a section, not very decided, who
believe in giving each party a turn of
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power. The European press is already
speculating on the consequences abroad
of Lord Salisbury's return to the premiership. It will not, it is generally
considered, be conducive to the aims of
Russia."
The assassination of the ex-Premier
of Bulgaria is another of those treacherous and cruel crimes for which the
present age is so remarkable. In this,
too, is to be seen the intrigue of that
wicked and barbarous power, Eussia,
who is ever busy in all parts of the
world preparing for the execution of
the prophetic "evil thought." The
reason for the hatred that led to the
assassination of Stambuloff is that he
was very rigid in his use of power
against conspirators, which made him
an enemy of Russia. A dispatch from
Sofia, Bulgaria, says:
"After the election of Alexander I.
as Prince of Bulgaria he (Stambuloff)
became a leader of the Liberal party.
In 1884 we was elected President of
the Sobranje, and remained in that position for two years. When the conspiracy of 1886 came to a head at Sofia
he and Karaveloff started a counter
movement to the, revolutionary Zankoff
government. Thereafter lie became a
most prominen1 K.-jiire in Bulgaria,
lie opposed a Russian interference and
strove to have the autonomy of Bulgaria
recognized by the great powers
"July 4, 1887, the Sobranje elected
Prince Ferdinand, of Saxe-Coburg and
Gotha, as prince regnant, and Stambuloff became chief adviser and prime
minister. He sternly repressed the
frequent plots against Prince Ferdinand. Major Panitza was shot and
later Karaveloff was imprisoned and
put to death."
On the situation in connection with
the assassination a dispatch from Berlin dated July 18th says:
"It is considered in well-informed
circles here that the scandalous taking
off of Stambuloff has added another
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dark cloud to a horizon already sufficiently overcharged. Franco-Russian
intrigues in Abyssinia, the request
made by the Czar's government to
Japan for its early withdrawal of troops
from Chinese territory, the re-inforcement of the Russian fleet in the far
East, and the ever growing arrogance
of French Chauvinism are all factors
rendering the present situation precarious."
So the storm portends. Let us watch,
wait and be ready.
NOTES, HEWS AND COMMENTS.

The editor's household, especially
Sister Williams, has been suffering the
sadness and sorrow lhat death's dark
cloud brings with it and leaves behind
it in its ceaseless visitations. As will
be seen by the intelligence from Mumbles, South Wales, the sad news has
reached us of the death of a dear sister, the one we so hoped to see once
more in this life and on whose account
principally we were so anxious to visit
England last spring. While our sorrow
is deep and distressing we have room
in our hearts for inexpressible sympathy for our bereaved and lonely brother,
John, who has lost the wife of his youth
and the companion of his life. One hv
one our relatives and the friends of our
youth across the sea are passing away.
A few are left. If we do not meet them
all soon at 1 he one great meeting appointed we shall hope to be allowed, ere
long, to once more in this life see the
few whom death has yet spared.
Brother Boyd, of whose sickness we
spoke last month, continued to improve,
and we learn that he is now in Waterloo and able to be around, attending
the meetings, etc. Still he is very
weak and we must not be overhopeful,
lest it sharpen the edge of possible
disappointment.

The time of our fraternal gathering
in this city is near by. We may not
hope for a large attendance this year,
for the hard times are upon our brethren everywhere. Scattered as we are
in this country of great distances it is
beyond the financial power of most of
us to avail ourselves of the pleasure of
fraternal gatherings. But we must
put up with things for a time as we
find them: it will not be long till we
can have them to our liking in the highest sense of the words.
Sister J. G. Bickley, of Waterloo,
Iowa, is visiting at the editor's home
and will remain over the gathering.
Brother Dr. J. G. her husband and
three or four others of Waterloo are
expected to arrive next week to attend
the gathering.
The editor expects to reach Plummerville, Ark., Friday, August 2d, whence
we go to Martinville to attend the fraternal gathering there. It seems that
we made the mistake of supposing a
letter of invitation from Brother Curtis, of Charleston, was for the same
appointments as one from Brother Dr.
Iline of Clinton, Ark.; a:id so Charleston was not counted in our tour as
given last month. Brother Curtis
feared we had slighted the Vneivls, at
Charleston ; but not so by any means.
By a little more careful division of our
time we hope to yet visit both Clinton
and Charleston after the gathering at
Marlinville and before going on to
Scammon, Kansas.
Brother Edwards, of Longton, Kansas, writing for the ecclesia there,
presses us for a visit in the interests of
the Truth. Though it will prolong the
time of our tour beyond our calculations, we cannot refuse and will try to
arrange satisfactorily and give due notice by mail.
We have arranged so that The, Truth
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Gleaner for August will go out on time
notwithstanding our absence. We
may not be able to do so with the
ADVOCATE for September, since our
tour has been lengthened beyond what
we expected. Will our readers please
bear with us?
Sister Williams unites with us in
returning thanks to those who have

sent us congratulations on the immersion of our second son, Willie. This
is the second of our children who has
taken on the name. We believe and
hope the others will follow if the days
of God's '•long-suffering" admit. In
any event, our aim is that they shall
act voluntarily and from an understanding and love, not from parental
pressure.

THE ADVOCATE SUNDAY-SCHOOL CLASS.
"Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth, wh lie the evil days come not, nor the years draw
nigh, when thou shaft Say, I have no pleasure in them."—SOLOMON.
RULES.

1.—Answers must be your own and in your own writing.
2. — Write on one side of the paper only.
3.—State which class you belong to, and give your age on each paper you send.
4.—Answers must reach the examiner, Mr. Leask, by the 25th of each month.
Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions for Class
No. 1 in July ADVOCATE.
Maria Laird (10), lnnerkip, Out.,
100; Homer J. Byrnes (11). Waunota,
Kansas, 95; May Spencer (10), Avondale, 111., 90.
Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions for Class
No. 2 in July ADVOCATE.
Pearl Eblen (16), Robards, Ky., 95;
Euse,br,\ Thoraas ±Vvvin (1H) Pembroke,
Ky., 95; Daisy Franklin (12), Elgin,
111.. 95; Bessie Williams (18), Englewood, 111., 90; Harpending Eblen (14),
Kobards. Ky.. 90; Ben Epperson (18),
Mossy Rock, Wash., 90; Leah Epperson (14), Mossy Rock, Wash., 90; Rosina Reynolds (12), Wauconda, 111.,
80; Gertrude L. Judd (13), Lowell,
Mass , 75.
In answering the questions some of
the scholars simply quote the texts
which supply the answer without any
comment. If they will please answer
the questions in their own words and
then give the texts in proof of their

answers it will be more evident that
they understand the subjects.
JAMES LEASK.
LESSON NO. 28, CLASS NO. 1.
QUESTIONS.

1.—What did God say should be
Adam's punishment if he disobeyed?
2.— What did Adam and Eve do that
God said they should not do?
3.—How came they to disobey?
BKST PAPER. CLASS NO. 1.
ANSWERS.

1.—God said if Adam disobeyed he
would surely die. Proof: Gen. ii: 17—
••For in the day that thou eatest thereof
thou shalt surely die."
2.—Gen. ii: 17—They ate of the tree
of the knowledge of good and evil.
3.—Eve was deceived by the serpent
and was also led astray by her own desires, and ale of the tree and gave also
un!o her husband and he did eat.
Proof: Gen. iii: 1-6—"Now the serpent
was more subtle than any beast of the
field which the Lord had made. And
he said unto the woman, Yea, hath
God said, Ye shall not eat of every
tree oi the garden? And the woman
said unto the serpent, We may eat of
the fruit of the trees of the garden,
but of the fruit of the tree which is in
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the midst of the garden God hath said.
Ye shall not eat of it neither shall ye
touch it, lest ye die. The serpent said
unto the woman, Ye shall not surely
die. For God doth know that in the
day ye eat thereof, then your eyes shall
he opened, and ye shall be as gods,
knowing good and evil. And when the
woman saw that the tree was good for
food, and that it was pleasant to the
eyes and a tree to be desired to make
one wise, she took of the fruit thereof
and did eat, and gave also unto her
husband with her and he did eat.
MAKIA LAIRD.
SECOND B E S T P A P E R , CLASS N O . 1.
ANSWERS.

1.—"God said unto Adam, In the
day that thou eatest thereof thou shalt
surely die"—Gen. ii: 17.
2.—Adam and Eve ate of the tree
that God said they should not"—Gen.
iii: 6.
3.—The serpent "beguiled the woman"'
(Ten. iii: 5.

HOMEU J. B Y R N E S .

ADVOCATE.

cause thou hast hearkened unto the
voice of thy wife, and hast eaten of
the tree of which 1 commanded thee
saying, Thou shalt not eat of it, cursed
is the ground for thy sake; in sorrow
thou shalt eat of it all the days of thy
life. In the sweat of thy face shalt
thou eat bread till thou return unto the
ground; for dust thou art and unto
dust shalt thou return"—Gen. iii:
16-20, 23.
3.—The reason is found in Gen. iii:
22.—''And the Lord God said, Behold,
the man is 'become as one of us, knowing good and evil; and now lest he put
forth his hand and take also of the tree
of life and eat and live forever, therefore the Lord God sent him from the
Garden of Eden."
It shows that the popular doctrine
is an untruth, and that man is not immortal, but a creature of the dust and
dies.
SECOND

PEARL
BEST

EBLEN.

P A P E R , CLASS N O . 2.
ANSWERS.

1.—The serpent beguiled Eve and
LESSON N O . 28, CLASS N O . 2.
she ate of the forbidden fruit; she gave
to her husband and he at•• also.
QUESTIONS.
2.—Death is the penalty. •'Unto the
1.—How was man led to transgress woman
he said, I will greatly multiply
the law in Eden"?
thy
sorrow
and thy conception. Urito
2.—What was the penalty of the Adam he said.
Cursed is the ground
law and the sentence pronounced for for
thy sake: in sorrow shalt thou eat
disobedience ?
the days of thy life. In the
3.—What reason was given for not of it all
of thy face shalt thou eat bread
allowing man to remain in the Garden sweat
of Eden; and how does the reason till thou return again unto the ground;
given affect a certain popular doctrine for out of it wast thou taken ; for dust
thou art and unto dust shall thou
of our times?
return."
3.—"Lest he put forth his hand and
BEST P A P E R , CLASS N O . 2.
take
also of 1he tree of life and live
ANSWERS
for ever"—Gen iii: 22-24.
1.—Eve was beguiled by the serpent,
It shows that man is not immortal
who said, "Ye shall not surely die- until after resurrection
For God doth know that in the day ye
EVJSEIUA THOMAS AUVIN.
eat thereof yoi.r eyes shall be opened,
and ye shall be as gods knowing good
LESSON N O . 29, CLASS N O . 1.
and evil. And when the woman saw
QUESTIONS.
that the tree was good for food, and
1.—What are the remarkable trees of
it was pleasant to the eyes and a tree
to be desired to make one wise, she the garden of Eden called?
2 —What did each represent?
took of the fruit thereof, and did eat
LESSON N O . 29, CLASS N O . 2.
thereof, and gave also to her husband
QUESTIONS.
and he did eat" —Gen. iii: 4.
1.—What did the tree of life in the
2.—Death was the penalty—Gen. ii:
17. "Unto the woman he said, I will garden signify? Give, testimonies regreatly multiply thy sorrow and thy ferring to it.
2.—Compare what is said of "every
conception ; in sorrow thou shalt bring
'forth children, and thy desire shall be tree of the garden'' with the fact that
to thy husband and he shall rule over this is called the tree of life, and state
thee. And unto Adam he said, Be- the meaning Of the difference.
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INTELLIGENCE.
BUFFALO, N. Y.—Since oar last report we
have had the privilege of a short visit of Sisters Ava A. Went worth of Seneca Falls, N. Y ,
and Hattie Culross, of Penfleld, N. Y.; also
Bro. J. F. Williams, of Newport News,
Virginia.
Our small company has again been cheered
by the obedience of Ruth and Esther Little,
daughters of Sister Little, who put on the
name of Christ and became subjects of God's
favor by the waters of baptism June 14th.
Sisters Ruth and Esther have been regular
attendants of our Sunday-school since its
organization.
On the following Sunday we had the pleasure
of hearing strengthening words of exhortation
delivered by Bro. Striekler, which were well
adapted lor the occasion of fellowship.
We have increased in numbers by the addition of Bro. A. Cook and family of Scammon,
Kansas, and Bro. Thomas Riches of Mahanoy
City, Pa., who also expects to locate his family
here. We now have a very pleasant ecelesia
here, numbering about thirty-five members.
We have lectures every Sunday afternoon at
'6 r. M. at Equitable Aid Union Hall on Mohawk
Street, followed by the breaking- of bread.
Our Sunday-school meets every Sunday morning at the home of Bro. A. D. Strickler, which
is well attended. Thursday evening we have
Bible class at the same place; and Saturday
evening at the home of Bro. Joseph Cook we
endeavor to improve ourselves by practice in
singing.
J. A. COOK, Secretary.
CREAL SPRINGS, ILL.—We have the pleasure of reporting the obedience of one more,
Mrs. Emma Cocke, wife of Bro. Mark Cocke.
She JV'HS immersed July 7th, and received inio
fellowship the same day fit our meeting for
breaking of broad. Our ecclesiu now numbers
twenty-six.
Yours in the one hope.
B. G. COCKE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.—On Sunday, July 7th,
an event of an unusual character took place
in our meeting-house, namely, the baptism of
six young persons. It does not often happen
that so many yield obedience at OIKS time in
these days of darkness and indifference, so
that the occurrence made the day one of rejoicing. All had given evidence of the faith
they held by good confessions, and their sweet
young faces, aglow with the joy within, formed
a beautiful contrast to the sombre robes of
black (symbols of death) which clothed them
from head to foot, as they ranged themselves
on the platform preparatory to the good work
of burying them in the likeness of death at the
hands of Bro. J. M. Washburno. After this
ceremony was finished and they again took
their seats the ecclesia gave them its loving
benediction by singing anthem 19. Immedi-
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ately afterwards the hand of fellowship was
given them by the brother presiding, who gave
them loving words of encouragement, commending them to the euro of Him who knoweth His own and calloth His Name upon them.
And now they stand in His strength. The
names are as follows: Mrs K. Griffiths, sisterin-law of our Bro. J. M. Washburne; Misses
Bertha and Margaret Bruce, sisters of our recording- brother, and Ethel Vredenburgh,
daughter of Bro. H. L. Vredenburglr, Masters
Walter Scott, youngest son of Bio. J. Scott,
Sen., and George Hamlin, son of Bro M. V
Hamlin. As will be seen the^e are all lour
families in which the Truth had already found
a place, and the three last named are members
of the Sunday-school class in which the writer
has the honor of a place as teach or. Class
work has been found very effective.
While we have gained those above mentioned
we have lost Bro Evisori and family, who have
removed to Lowell, Mass. This is an undoubted
gain to the latter ecclesia, as it is a certain loss
to us. We greatly regretted their leaving-, but
did so with the feeling and knowledge that
temporal advantage tnusjL sometimes weigh in
the affairs of life.
C. C. VREDENBUKGH.
KANSAS CITY, MO.—We are glad to report
the obedience to the Lord of Bro. William Dan.
iels, of this city. Being myself a cripple we
had to seek the assistance of Bro. F. Henderson, of Olathe, Kansas, about twenty-one
miles distant. Bro. Henderson is a veteran in
the Lord's vineyard, always ready. Cedar Creek
is a few miles west ot .Olathe, and the weather
being unfavorable five of us went there in a
wagon and Bro. Daniels put on the saving
name. We had afterwards an enjoyable meeting at the home of Bro. Elston. The neighbors
were called in. ami we talked concerning1 the
one faith and the one hope. We hope ere long
to make another report.
There nee £onir Swedes in this city who have
been much interested in your writings. One
of them i.Mr D.dilin) speaks English. In
company with Bro. D.uiiols I visited him. He
£' much enlightened and a devoted Bible reader;
both his Swedish and his English Bibles are
copiously marked. On the nature of man. the
kingdom of God and the name he appears to
be sound. He regards the Ten Commandments as .still in force and has also rather peculiar views concerning the two witnesses in
Revelation.
Several years ago a Swedish writer, Charles
Lee, wrote a book entitled "The Dual Plan,"
and one in English called -'The Human World."
Through this means many Swedes have made
advance in Bible thought. Mr. D.ihlin desires
to read more of your books.
Do the brethren at Scammon, Kansas, who
have separated from us really desire to be
strangers to the covenants of promise? [We
hope not.—Ed.]
Yours in hope,
J. T. BROWNING.
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LONGTON, KANSAS.—It has been some
time since we have had eeclesial work to report
that would be of interest to the fraternity.
We have been edified and the alien enlightened
by a course of lectures delivered by our beloved brother John W. Teas, commencing June
1st and continuing till June 6th. Bro. Teas is
a "workman that needeth not to be ashamed."
His systematic way of rightly dividing the
Word of truth" is distressing to the latter-day
scoffers, who prefer walking1 after their own
lusts. Some few arc seeking knowledge. Our
prayer to God is that they may be saved. The
attendance was fair to commence with and
steadily increased until the close of the

Our lectures are not very largely attended at
the present time, and not much interest is
manifested in those things which are about to
revolutionize the world.
Vours in the one hope,
R. J. CIIANSHAW, Quincy Ecclesia.

SCAMMON, KANSAS.—Since our last communication we have been cheered by the addition to our family in the persons of Mrs. E.
Yews, wife of Bro. Yews; Mrs. N. Skitterall,
wife of Bro. Skitterall; James Clark, husband
of Sister Clark; Matthew Walters and his wife
Mary, who, upon making the good confession,
were immersed into the sin-covering name.
meetings.
A. C. EDWARDS.
We are very well pleased with the manner
in which you handled Mr. Baker's letter. It
MORRISTOWN, NEW JERSEY.—I have
leaves him no ground to stand on. Yet he 8ays
thought of writing a few lines to you and the you didn't answer his arguments. There is
little flock of the Deity to say that we think of
also a statement in his ietter that no one here
the dear ones whose walk is Zionward with pa- gives credence to—that is, that some of the
tience, looking unto Christ who is the author
brethren here have not decided the question
of our faith, and who will be the finisher of
for themselves. These brethren must associthe same if we continue in the thing's that we
ate with him, for wo are a unit on that subject.
have heard and do not neglect so great a salvaWe hope to hear from you at least two weeks
tion. We are glad to say, Look up, for it is before your arrival in August.
clear the Master will soon return. The clouds
I remain your brother in the Abrahamic
are passing away and the light of truth is be- faith,
PETER GRAHAM, Secretary.
coming brighter and brighter day by day.
SAD NEWS FROM ACROSS THE SEA.
Very soon we shall see Him whom we love.
We feel very thankful to those who sympathize
Before you receive this letter you will have
with us in our isolation. We are so far away heard from Clem (editor's eldest son) that Mary
from those of our faith that we cannot moot
(Sister Williams' only sister and the writer's
with them but once a month. We enjoy the
wife) was gradually getting weaker So you
visits of THE CHIUSTADELPHIAN ADVOCATE,
will be prepared for me to tell you that she fell
Tt cheers us onward in the way of eternal life.
asleep in Jesus June 19th, a couple of days
after J wrote Clem. She had passed through a
I remain yours in the only hope of Israel,
long
and painful sickness, and I hope I shall
D. R. LOSEY.
never experience such a trial again. But now
she is at rest till the Master comes. It is a
OAKLAND. CAL.—We have the pleasure of
release for her; and while we cannot help but
announcing' that another lias taken on the sincovering name. On June :29th, after examina- grieve over our loss, wo must not sorrow as
Uio^e without hope. Yes, she is gone to sleep
tion and giving* acleur understanding in regard
for a little while to await the resurrection
to the kingdom of God and the things concernmorn. 1 do nol think she will have long to
ing the name of Jesus Christ, and of a desire
to take upon himself tlu; responsibility of the wait. She was quite prepared to go. She had
lived i;i hope of seeing you this summer, but
narrow way, Lars Furm.-in (sea captain) was
her hope was blighted by death. We buried
inducted into the sin-covering" n:i,m.c of the
her on Saturday in the cemetery alongside
Anointed One.
The eoclesiu here for San Francisco and Oak- Mary (the writer's sister); that was her wish,
for they were, like Jonathan and David, knit
laud meet in Oakland at California Hall, Clay
Street, every Sunday morning at 11 A. W.; and together in love. Brother G oldie spoke words
of comfort at the funeral mu\ many brethren
we would be glad to see any of the brethren
and sisters were present. * * * J. R. (one of
coming this way. We have lectures* to the
Sister Williams' brothers), has h?id another sepublic every Sunday morning.
vere trial in losing Mary; he feels it very
LYMAN T. WADE, M. D., Berkeley, Cal.
much. He was with her when she died and
has been very kind. My sister ami her children
QUINCY, MASS.—On July 4th this ecclesia
have been here all the winter and have not
joined with the Boston Ecclesia at a fraternal
allowed Mary to want for anything. No
gathering at Quincy Point, and had it not boon
strangers have been in attendance. You must
for the heavy rain which began about noon
tell Clem, the one she so loved and thought so
we should have had a very pleasant time.
much of. I cannot any more. My love to you
However, we were very much pleased to meet
all from your your brother,
quite a number of brethren and sisters whom
we had not soon for some time.
Mumbles. Wales.
JOHN MATTHEWS.
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Mohawk Street. Every Sunday at 3 P. M.
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ADDEESS AT THE CHICAGO FRATEENAL GATHEEING.
BY BROTHER JAMES LEASK.

NOTHER year has passed since we last assembled to hold our
annual fraternal gathering—a year which has been full of
change, trouble, distress of nations and events which, taken altogether,
are calculated to confirm us in our belief that we are nearing the close
of the times of the Gentiles. We have been passing through a period
of universal distress of nations with perplexity, men's hearts have been
failing them for fear and for looking after those things which are coming on the earth; and there is nothing in the political, industrial or
commercial worlds which would warrant anyone in taking a too sanguine view in the immediate or permanent improvement of existing
conditions generally. True, there may be here and there an indication
that things arc brightening, which indications are magnified by the hope
that they may be but the forerunners of times of peace and prosperity;
and while the masses may be buoyed up in their hopes by these indications, yet to one who does not place his hope and trust in appearances,
which are often deceptive, there is not that in the existing condition of
things, viewed from a worldly stand-point, which would justify taking
other than moderate views of the immediate outlook. And when we
come to view them from the Divine stand-point, which is the only true
and infallible stand-point, we can see no hope for the permanent
improvement of things till the One appears upon the scene for whom we
are looking, and of whose appearance these very conditions which are
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causing perplexity to the nations of the earth are signs which speak
with no uncertain sound to the one who gives heed to what has been
revealed by God to man concerning His purpose in the earth. To those
who have come to know the purpose of God as revealed in His Word
the arrogant boasting of men in power among the peoples of the earth
regarding the greatness and the perpetuity of their various institutions
sounds as idle tales; because God having spoken they know it shall
surely come to pass, and having this assurance they are not deceived by
the imaginings of men who arc' vainly puffed up in their own estimation. In other words, they do not put their trust in man when they see
that he is in opposition to the declared purpose of God. Now this same
principle should be exemplified by believers of the Truth not alone as
pertaining to existing institutions and conditions among mankind generally, but on all questions of duty or doctrine that may arise. We
have an infallible standard for our guidance, asid when we see in the
political world leaders of the people claiming that their particular policy
if put into force will be instrumental in bringing about that good time
of peace and prosperity for which all peoples are yearning, we know
that their claims are delusive, because God has made known to us
through His Word that man's efforts in this direction will result in failure, and that the times of blessing, peace and prosperity will be brought
about only by the intervention of God in the affairs of men when He
shall send Jesus Christ from the right hand of the Majesty on High to
set up that kingdom which will subdue all other kingdoms, the affairs
of which will be administered with Divine anil unerring wisdom and
when all nations shall be blessed in Him; "when many shall go and say
come ye and let us JJO up to the mountain of the Lord, to the house of
the God of Jacob, and lie will teach us of His ways and we will walk
in His paths; for out of Zion sh'dl <jo forth the law and the word of the
Lord from Jerusalem. And he shall judge among the nations and shall
rebuke many people; and they shall beat their swords into plowshares
and their spears into pruning-hooks; nation shall not lift up sword
against nation, neither shall they learn war any more." What a mighty
change must be effected among the nations of the earth before this is
brought to pass, and yet this is the revealed purpose of God, notwithstanding which we see the nations of the earth divided into different
political camps, each claiming the ability to give a panacea for all the
ills with which the world is afflicted; we see Republicans and Democrats, Liberals and Conservatives, socialists and clericals and many
other parties putting forth claims for the superiority of their various
remedies which they would apply for the amelioration of the existing
ills of the body politic; and when the different parties in turn are placed
in power how far short they come in performing what they promise.
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They give practical illustrations of their inability to supply that remedy
which is needed for the blcssjng of mankind, and yet in the face of this
the masses are wedded to their idols, and continue their trust in an arm
of flesh for the accomplishment of that which can only be accomplished
by Divine, wisdom. In this land of boasted freedom and enlightenment
it is the proud claim that we have a government of the people, for the
people and by the people—in other words, it is a government of man for
man and by man; man is the Alpha and Omega; man's wisdom is exemplified in its administration as in all other forms of human government
in which mankind generally place their trust.
Now in view of the fact that God has spoken and made known His
purpose in regard to the earth and man upon it, it would seem almost
incredible that there should be such an almost universal departure from
Him were not the facts before us in existing conditions, and this too in
view of His Word, which says: ''Cursed be the man that trusteth in
man and maketh flesh his arm and whose heart departeth from the
Lord." This departure from God and trusting in man is characteristic
of human nature in all ages from the very beginning of the history of
mankind. We see it strikingly exemplified in the history of the children of Israel in their deliverance from Egypt, who, notwithstanding
the fact that God had so signally displayed his power and mercy
towards them in delivering them from the yoke of Egyptian bondage
and in leading them in safety through the Red Sea and had promised
them that "He would bring them into the land concerning which he did
swear to give it to Abraham, to Isaac and to Jacob." And he said, "I
will give it to you for an heritage; I am the Lord;1' yet, in view of all
this, on the report of the spies being made known to them on their
return from viewing the land all the congregation lifted up their voice
and cried and murmured against Moses and Aaron, and said: "'Would
God that we had died in the land of Egypt, or would God we had died
in this wilderness;" and they proposed among themselves that they
"•insike a captain and return into Egypt," thus showing their lack of
trust in God and their trust in man, which brought upon themselves the
just displeasure of God, which was visited upon them, in that their carcasses fell in the wilderness and only Joshua and Caleb, who trusted in
the Lord, of the whole adult congregation, were permitted to enter the
promised land. Now some may say the children of Israel were less
excusable in thus showing a lack of trust in God than are men of the
present dispensation, in that they had the visible presence of God among
them, and had evidence of His power and favor shown towards them in
His bringing them in safety out from their state of bondage. It is true
we have no visible manifestation of the Divine presence; but does it follow that because we have not we are without evidence sufficient to jus-
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tify us in trusting in the Lord ? By no means. We have the strongest
kind of evidence—we have but to look at Israel after the flesh and compare their condition for past generations with the Divine utterances
regarding them, made thousands of years ago, and see how exactly the
Divine Word has had its fulfillment in their case. Then we have but to
look into history and read of the rise and fall of nations and compare
history with the prophetic utterances regarding these same nations, and
see how complete has been the fulfillment. Again we have in Moses,
the prophets and the Psalms testimonies and prophecies which have had
their fulfillment in the life, sufferings, death and resurrection of our
Lord. All these, with numerous evidences of a similar character, which
it is needless to enumerate, are before our eyes, and leave us as much,
if not more so, without excuse, if we fail to trust in God, as were Israel
of old; for when we see written in the history of the past so much of
His purpose that has become accomplished fact it would be folly and
presumption on our part to doubt but that what remains of His revealed
will will be brought to pass in His good time. Arhile this lack of trust
in God is so genera] among mankind in things pertaining to the world,
if we look into the realm of religion we will find a similar condition
existing. The Word of God has been made void by the traditions of
men, the lie of the serpent is given more credence than is the Divine
verdict passed on man when he transgressed the Edenic law. Papal
superstition has its thousands of votaries where the Word of God has a
single one. Man's decrees as embodied in the teachings and traditions
of the church are given heed to in preference to a thus saith the Lord.
Try and reason out of the Scriptures wTith a devout believer in the papal
system and you will be invariably met with what the church teaches, and
seldom will they try to defend their position from the Scriptures of
truth. Early education may in a great measure be responsible for this;
but whatever the cause the condition is before us and affords a striking
example of man's perversity in turning from the Lord and trusting in
man. And when we come to the dissenting bodies of the professing
Christian world the only difference is in degree ; let one of their leaders
proclaim some doctrine that is taught in the Scriptures and which is not
in harmony with the articles of his church and how soon will he lie
silenced by the cry of heresy. The appeal will not be to the law and to
the testimony, but to the confession or the Thirty-nine Articles, or whatever standard his particular body may be governed by; and when it is
proven that his teaching is out of harmony with that he is cut off as M
heretic, even should his position be more scriptural than is that of those
who may be his judges. While this is so of the leaders what can be
said of the followers who constitute the rank and file of the various
religious bodies, how many of them are where they are from conviction
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resulting from a patient and careful investigation of the teachings of
God's Word. Is it not a fact that the groat majority are there simply
because they have been brbught up as Baptists or Presbyterians or
Methodists or whatever they may be by profession ? They have been
taught certain things which have been believed by their parents; and on
the principle that what was good enough for them is good enough for
their children, they are found indoctrinated with the traditions of men
which make void the Word of God; in other words, they are trusting
in man instead of trusting in God. And what do we find when we
come into the realm of the Truth ? Is there an utter absence of trusting
4n man and an implicit trust manifested in the Lord in all that He has
made known to us through His Word ? In so far as the first principles
of the Truth are concerned the babe in Christ has through the study of
the Word learned sufficient to be able to give a reason for the hope that
is in him and to warrant his being inducted into the sin-covering name;
he has been begotten by the Word and born of water, and is now in a
position where he has to feed on that spiritual food which God has so
richly supplied that he may grow and be strengthened thereby. As a
lack of sufficient nourishment will result in the stunted physical growth
and development of the child, so in things spiritual; unless there is a
regular partaking and assimilation of the food provided for our spiritual
sustenance we will not have that growth which it is calculated to produce, but instead will be weak and sickly, peevish and fretful, seeing
offenses and slights where none are implied or intended, manifesting a
spirit of contention and partisanship as exemplified in the church at
Corinth, where some said: "I am of Paul, and I of Apollos, and I of
Cephas and I of Christ.'" Is it not a fact that in the body of believers
there is a similar spirit manifested at the present day? And not to
speak of living writers do we not constantly hear and see appeals to the
writings of Dr. Thomas in support of propositions that may be advocated, a course which, were Dr. Thomas living, he would be the first to
rebuke, and direct that the propositions contended for be established
from the law and the testimony. With a high appreciation of the work
of Dr. Thomas and other living writers who have done noble service in
the cause of the Truth, yet, give them their place, there are none of
them who would lay claim to infallibility; but we have an infallible and
unerring standard of authority; to it, then, let us turn as our court of
final appeal. Let our trust and faith be founded on what is there
revealed; and this in turn necessitates a patient study and comparing of
spiritual things with spiritual things and a following after the apostolic
injunction to Timothy when he says: "Study to show thyself approved
unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing
the word of truth." This injunction is applicable to each individual
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believer. We are commanded to "grow in grace and in the knowledge
of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ." We have the testimony which
is sufficient for our enlightenment on all matters of doctrine and practice and by a patient study of which we may grow in knowledge; not
only may but must grow if we are to maintain a healthy spiritual life.
And right here is where we have to guard against the tendency so prevalent in the political and religious worlds—the tendency of putting our
trust in leaders; or, in other words, trusting in man. While it is true
that so far as the first principles of the Truth are concerned there is a
practical unanimity among the believers concerning them, yet there are
certain phases of truth on which there is not this unanimity—phases
which may be termed advanced or beyond the first principles, and on
these the tendency is apparent to manifest that spirit of partisanship
which is so much to be reprobated. It is so much easier to allow some
one else to do the thinking and digging on a subject and then adopt
their conclusions without weighing the evidence upon which these conclusions may be based, that many fall into this habit and may thus be
guided by sentiment instead of reason in the position they take on questions in controversy. While availing ourselves of all the helps we can
have from brethren who are gifted in elucidating the Truth, do not let
us become followers of this or that brother without first satisfying ourselves from that infallible standard of authority that what is presented
for our acceptance is fully sustained bv the Word of God. This is a
duty we owe ourselves; in the Truth there are no masters; all are brethren, and all hiive an individual duty in seeing that what we accept as
truth is truth indeed. If we follow this course we will not be of those
who trust in man; but our trust will be in the Lord, of whom it is written: ''Blessed is the man who trusteth in the Lord and whose hope the
Lord is; for he shall be as a tree planted by the waters and that spreadeth out her roots by the river and shall not see when heat cometh; but
her leaf shall be green and shall not be careful in the year of drought
neither shall cease from yielding fruit." Ler us take as our only leader
and our example the Captain of our salvation, whose delight it was to
do his Father's will, and concerning whom the Spirit in the Psalms says:
"O how love I thy law! it is mv meditation all the day; thou through
thy commandments hast made me wiser than mine enemies, for they are
ever with me. I have more understanding than all my teachers, for thy
testimonies are my meditations. I understand more than the ancients
because I keep thy precepts." Let us follow this example, having our
minds stored with the commandments, the testimonies and the precepts
of the Lord and allow them to guide us in all our affairs, and we will
not be in danger of placing our trust in man.

TIIE TIMES OF DAN. XII.

THE

THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED
AND NINETY DAYS.
Dan. xii: 11.

"ffP the setting up of "tbe abominaJ8L tioi) that tnaketh desolate," (Dan.
xii: 11) is correctly identified as the establishment of Pope Boniface III. as
the ''head of all churches,7' by the
Roman Emperor Phocas, noted in the
Scripture of truth as '-the dragon giving him his power and his seat and
great authority" (Rev. xiii: 2), we have
the key to the understanding of the
times revealed by the angel in Dan xii.
The conclusions to be drawn are of
au extremely momentous character;
most solemn yet joyful to those who
"pray for the peace of Jerusalem," and
the destruction of "Babylon the great,
the mother of harlots and abominations
of the earth." For it is indeed true as
regards the saints of the Most High,
that they at present have "no continuing city," but are "strangers and pilgrims on the earth;" that '"if in this
life only they have hope in Christ they
are of all men most miserable;' and as
regards the world, that it still "lieth in
wickedness," and "that the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain together until now."
While the exact date of the issuance of the Phocan decree is unknown,
there is consensus of testimony for the
year 606 A. D. We have, however, a
limit to the time when the desolating
abomination was set up, in the important fact that the Bishop of Rome, who
was made "spiritual chief of all
churches" by the dragon emperor, occupied the papal chair from February
18th, 607 A. D., to November lOlh of
the same year, when he died.
Of course it would be equally reasonable to believe that Boniface received
his power and great authority at the
middle of his term of popeship or even
at its commencement; but the important fact remains that the limit of the
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commencement of the 1290 days is in
November 607 A. B., aud consequently
its full solar ending must also be limited to November 1897 A. D.
It is superfluous to remark that there
was in the Divine counsels a day that
commenced the 1290 days, as there
will also be a day that will mark the
last of these days.
It might be contended by some that
the setting up should commence from
the time when Phocas, that basest and
most wicked of the rulers of the present darkness, sent forth His decree;
certainly it would do so dc jure if not
de facto, aud the result would be to regard the end as in 1S96, a f<vv short
months from the present time.
The words of the angel as recorded
in Dan. xii: 11 are: ''There shall be a
thousand two hundred and ninety
days"—that is, from the setting up.
To this it may be said that the statement is elliptical and ambiguous, which
is true, and we might be inclined to
infer that the end of the days would
lead to tbe accomplishment of a further
stage of the Divine "wonders" previously rehearsed by the angel; or that,
as the beginning of the days saw the
setting up of the blasphemous and
Giid-dishonoring abomination, so the
end would see the casting of it down.
Hut we think tbe inference is strong
and reasonable that the ellipsis will be
fearfully and gloriously fulfilled in the
mighty events of the Lord's return,
the resurrection, the judgment of the
quick and the dead, and the commencement of the great and terrible work of
world judgment to be connsiimmated
by the rainbowed angel of Rev. x. In
evidence we would refer to the events
to come to pass under the sixth and
seventh vials (Rev. xvi: 12). Under
the latter we read that "great Babylon
comes in remembrance before God, to
give unto her the cup of the wine of
the fierceness of his wrath." In Rev.
xviii. we learn of the torment, sorrow
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and destruction of the great city Babylon, and that the people of God are to
be the agents thereof, and the holy apostles and prophets are to rejoice over
her at their avengement; all of which
goes to show that the Lord has returned, that the dead have been raised
and immortalized, and are with Him
at their head executing the judgments
written ; accomplishing, in other words,
the work of the heaven descended,
tlp
mighty angel clothed with a cloud."
It is clear and conclusive, then, that
the Lord and His faithful servants are
on the earth in spirit nature to inflict
the wrath and judgements of the
seventh vial: and it is as an event to
occur under the sixth that it is written,
'•Behold, I come."
Of the three measures of time in
Dan. xii. one only—that of the 1290
days (years)—has an event associated
with it to mark its beginning; but if
so be that the "time, times and a half"
(verse 7) and "the thousand three hundred and five and thirty days'' of verse
12 are related or connected with it and
possess a commencement in common,
we of course have the clue to the ending of both the 1260 years and the 1335
years—that is to say, if the 1290 terminate in 1897, the 1260 must have
terminated in 1867, and the 1335 will
likewise end in 1942, or forty-five years
beyond 1897.
It is permissable and reasonable to
suppose tliat the expiry of the 125)0
may mark the exhaustion of the sixth
vial, and the final forty-five years be
the allotted period for the seventh vial,
during which God will "gather together
in one all things in Christ," who will
"subdue all things unto himself."
"The fullness of times" having arrived,
the whole face of the politcal heavens
and earth will be changed and renewed,
with the glorious result that there will
"be no more curse," for the throne of
God and of the lamb will be in the
earth. His servants shall serve Him

"and they shall reign for ever and ever."
Historical events of 1867 fully justified the view of the "time and times and
dividing of time," during which the
saints were given into the hand of the
papal horn, then coming to an end.
Dr. Thomas in "Eureka," Vol. III..
pp. 578 and 579, after narrating the
facts, and quoting from the press of the
time, amongst other things how the
French assumed the political and military direction of the city of Rome, and
emptied the prisons choked with the
victims of papal tyranny, goes on to
say: "We may now know that A. D.
607 is the true date of the confirmation
of the papal institution by Phocas."
In like manner, also, we have no
doubt the events to occur in some two
years more or less will loudly and unmistakably proclaim the expiry of the
1290 years and the commencement of
the seventh vial. Unless we are altogether on wrong lines and mistaken in
our conception and interpretation of
the "signs of the times," we are rapidly
approaching a supreme crisis of the
affairs of God's great purpose in Christ,
and when "the words of God shall be fulfilled," and the arena wherein the wonders revealed to Daniel, and more fully
shown and symbolized to John will be
displayed, and '•the faith and the patience of the saints" be realized.
Much and devoutly to be desired is
the complete evaporation of the power
of the once "great River Euphrates,"
and the preparation of the way of the
children of the resurr.ction and kings
of righteousness to the judgment of
the Antichrist, tliat man of sin the son
of perdition, tog tlier with all the workers of cruelty, pride and oppression, and
the corrupters and destroyers of the
earth, collectively the devil and all its
works.
With the end of the forty-five years
and the events of fclie seventh vial, the
times of restitution, and the times of
refreshing will have come, the close of
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the 1335 years, and the inauguration of
the 1000 years, during which the saints
reign with Christ. Having completed
the work of judgment and subjugation,
they rest from their labors, and with
Daniel stand In their lot or inheritance;
or, in the words of their Lord, they "sit
down" (or recline) with the patriarchs
and prophets "in the kingdom of God,"
and as kings and priests of the Most
High sing praises for their redemption
through the blood of the Lamb, and
ascribe "Blessing and honor and glory
and power unto him that sitteth upon
the throne, and unto the Lamb for ever
and ever," together with the angels of
God and all the families of the earth,
then blessed in Abraham and his Seed.
Guelph, Ont.
C. H. E.

THE NEW COVENANT AND THE
PEIESTHOOD OF OHEIST.

E have just received the
W
and take particular notice
of the article, "Is the Abramamic cove-

ADVO-

CATE

nant the new covenant?" Brother
Baker is mistaken in saying no one has
ever attempted to prove the Abrahamic
to be the new covenant. There is a
long article on the same subject entitled, "The Abrahamic Covenant and
its mystery," written by Dr. Thomas
and published in the Christadelphian,
beginning in the October number, 1884,
and continuing through the eight numbers.
I am rejoiced to see the scriptural
reply you gave Brother Baker. If consistent I would like to add a few more
testimonies on the sacrificial offering
typetied to Abraham to make sure the
promise. In order to bring out the
point I wish it will be necessary to reiterate some things you have plainly
shown. As you explain, so I understand, the Abrahamic covenant to be
the new covenant because it was confirmed, or made sure as the plan of God
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for salvation after the Mosaical had
served its time as a schoolmaster to
bring them to Christ, Christ nailing it
to the cross. In the first place, What
was the promise to Abraham needing to
be made sure ? "In thee and in thy
seed shall all nations be blessed ? Did
not the fulfillment of that promise depend on the character of Christ V And
what was that character ? Condemnation of sin in the flesh, a willing
sacrifice. "He offered himself without
spot to God." An atonement, a sinoffering, and through the atonement
only the promise to Abraham can be realized. Through it we become Christ's
and the seed in whom all families will
be blessed. Seeing that the iwndemnation of sin in the flesh by Jesus,which
was the sin-offering that Paul says redeemed them from the curse of the law,
Christ being made a curse for us, that
the blessing of Abraham might come on
the Gentiles through Jesus Christ, (Gal.
3: 13, 14), I say seeing that this sacrifice
by Jesus completed the plan of God for
salvation, is it not evident that the new
covenant was made sure by the priesthood of Christ ? The holy, harmless,
undefiled One, separate from sinners
and made higher than the heavens, was
such a high priest as became us. " Who
needed not as those high priests (of the
old covenant) to offer up sacrifices daily,
first for his own sins and then for the
people's, for this he did once when he
offered up himself." His whole life was
one of doing the will of God. "For the
law maketh men high priests without
an oath which have infirmities, but the
word of the oath which was since the
law maketh Christ a high priest who is
consecrated forevermore" (Heb. vii:
26-28). Then again in verses 21 and 22:
"The Lord swear and will not repent,
Thou art a priestf rom ever after the order
of Melchisedec." By so much was Jesus
made a surety of a better covenant. By
the oath of the Lord, or by his priesthood, Jesus became a surety of a better
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testament. 1 ' For verily he took not on
him the nature of angels, but he took
on him the seed of Abraham. Therefore it behooved him to be made like
unto his brethren that be might be a
merciful and faithful high priest iu
things pertaining to God to make reconciliation for the sins of the people'"
(Heb. ii: 16, 17), thereby constituting
those reconciled Christ's and Abraham's
seed, heirs according to the promise.
"Wherefore remember that ye being in
times past Gentiles in the flesh, who are
called uncircumcision; * * * that
at that time ye were without Christ.
being aliens from the commonwealth of
Israel and strangers to the covenants of
promise, without God or hope in the
world." But now in Christ Jesus ye
are made nigh by the blood of Christ,
for he is our peace and hath broken
down the middle wall or partition between us, having abolished in his flesh
the enmity, even the law of commandments contained in ordinances for
to make in himself of twain one new man
so making peace, and that he might
reconcile to God both in one body by
the cross (Eph. ii: 11-17). He was a
minister of the gospel to make sure the
promises to the fathers (Rom. xv: 8).
This WHS a ministry of ihe sanctuary and
true tabernacle which the Lord pitched
and not man; is a more excellent ministry than that of Moses; for Christ was a
mediator of a better covenant, which
was established on better promises, for
if that lirst had been faultless then
should no place have been sought for
the second. The iirxt had sprinkling of
blood for an atonement. "'But Christ
being come a high priest of good things
to come (a high priest of the better
promises to Abraham) by a greater and
more perfect tabernacle not made with
hands, neither by the blood of goats
and calves, but by his own blood he
entered in once into the holy place,
having obtained eternal redemption.
For if the blood of bulls and goats

sprinkling the unclean, sanctifieth to the
purifying of the flesh, how much more
shall the blood of Christ purge your
COJ) science from dead works to serve
the living God ? And for this cause
Jesus is the mediator of the new testament, or covenant, that by means of
death for the redemption of the transgressions that were under the first testament they which are called might receive the promise of eternal inheritance" (Heh. ix: 11-16). What a glorious
hope ! Brethren, "having boldness to
enter into the holiest by the blood of
Jesus by a new and living way which he
hath const-crated for us through the
vail, his flesh" (through the condemnation of sin in the flesh), "and having a
high priest over the house of God, let
us draw near with a true heart in full
assurance of faith, having our hearts
sprinkled from an evil conscience." "For
we have not a high priest that cannot
be touched with the feeling of our infirmity, but was in all points tempted
like like as we are, yet without sin." So
also Christ glorified not himself to be
a high priest which cannot be touched
with the feeling of our infirmity, but
was in all points tempted like as we are
without sin. "So also Christ glorified
nothiiriself to be mndealiigh priest, but
he that said that unto him. Thouartmy
Son, to-day have I begotten thee, said
also in another place. Thou art a priest
for ever after the order of Melchisedee.
Being made perfect he became the
author of eternal salvation to all who
obey him." Because of the perfect
manifestation of the righteousness of
God he became the mediator of the new
testament, and when he instituted the
supper he said, "This is the blood of
the testament; the blood that prepared
the way to salvation ; the blood that
made sure the promise of Abraham obtaining the seed by a blood-sprinkled
covenant, a wonderfully beautiful plan
for our redemption from Adam.
It seems evident that by means of
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this sin offering (the shadow of whicli
could only be made by a duly consecrated priest) we are brought in view of
the covenant which musi be seen before
we can take on the name. Indeed an
understanding of the kingdom promised
to Abraham and the things of the duly
consecrated high priest, or in other
words, the name of Christ, and faithfull obedience thereto is the taking on
of the name and then are we sprinkled
with the blood of the covenant in baptism. It is the only name given under
heaven whereby we can be saved. And
to deny that Christ has ever acted as
priest or ever will till the kingdom age,
as some have done here in Texas, is an
evidence that they do not understand
the things of the name.
I still entertain a hope for some who
were separated from us on this subject,
and for their good as well as for others I
am glad to see it come out in the ADVOCATE. I would like for you or some
one else to take up the types of the consecration and duty of the high priest of
the old law, and explain the anti-type
found in the life, death, ascension and
return of Christ.
Hoping that you may continue to the
end in a scriptural support of the glorious hope, 1 remain with love, your
sister, in hope of eternal life,
BETTIE GREEK.

EDITOR'S TOUR SOUTH.

noon August 1st
WEtoleftattendhometheatfraternal
gathering

at Martinville, Ark. By traveling day
and night we arrived at Plumerville,
Ark. at ten o'clock on the second,where
vehicles of various discriptions were
sent to convey visitors across the
country, a distance of nearly twenty
miles, to Martinville. Among the
passengers overland were Brother
Kelley, senior, of Windsor, Fla. and his
wife, who has been known till recently
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in the ADVOCATE as Sister Mary E.
Deloziar; also Brother Teas, of Conway, Ark. After an experience of the
roughness of Arkansas roads we
arrived at our destination in time for
the first meeting that night. A goodly
number were present; but not till the
next day did all the visitors from the
surrounding country arrive.
We make our home with Brother and
Sister Martin, who have a large summer
house situated upon a high hill, where
we get the benefit of every breeze that
blows. Brother and Sister Martin's
home is in Con way, but out here where
they have a large farm they spend the
summers. The house resembles a hotel,
for everybody seems welcome, and during the time of the gathering it might
be literally said that the doors are
never shut. There is one respect, however, in which it is in contrast with
hotels, and that is in the fact that the
manifest cheerful welcome to all is not.
forced into the expression of the host
and hostess by the '"money there is in
it." The welcome is the real thing,
that one knows and is made to fed is
inspired by the love of the Truth and
the good cheer it begets for those who
are interested in its progress. There is
"no money in it" here; but there must
be considerable money out, if one may
judge by the number of guests and the
iiostpitable care bestowed upon them.
But it is a case where the two words
able and willing are companions. The attendance was very good, and the meetings interesting and profitable. Many
of the aliens who had attended the
meeting last year were present and it
was manifest that they had acted the
part of the Bereans, ten giving an intelligent answer of the one hope and
being baptized during the progress of
the meetings.
Much progress has been made by the
brethren of Arkansas. When we made
our first visit there, about eight years
ago, the few who had embraced the
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Truth seemed in a quandary, not knowing what to do nor how to do. They,
had not yet come to understand what it
was to come out from the world, neither
did they yet realize the necessity of
forming themselves into an ecclesia for
the regular assembling of themselves
together to memorialize the Lord's
death. An occasional meeting would
do, just when it would happen to be
convenient, and the convenience l'argely
depending upon a chance visit from a
brother able to lecture. Few at that
time could see the e%'il of exercising the
"sovereign right of citizens'' in helping
the principalities and powers and civil
wickedness in the heavenlies of the
diabolos run their affairs according to
the course of this kosmos. Indeed,
some stoutly maintained that it was
their duty to help the world run its
affairs. But they were a teachable
people, and time has shown that many
of them were possessed of a " broken
and contrite spirit that trembles at
God's word." It did not take them
long to see that there are dead to bury
their dead, and that they could not
serve God and diabolos. So they fullymade up their minds that one line of
politics was enough for them, and now
the politics of God"s kingdom engage
their attention to an extent quite refreshing to an observer who lias witnessed the progress made.
A good sized '"shed"' lias been built
at Martinville by the brethren in which
to hold the fraternal gathering, the
little meeting house being too small. It
is so constructed that it protects from
the rain and sun and yet allows a free
current of air Standing as it does
upon a high hill, it always catches a
pleasant breeze that is a great relief
from the sultriness of many parts of
that southern climate.
The gathering lasted five days, tliree
meetings each day, except the first. The
tirst hour of each meeting was devoted
to reading, singing, prayer and short

addresses. Every brother that could
was expected to say a few words, and
the subjects were mostly of a practical
character, sometimes dealing with evils
in quite a blunt, manner and yet taken
by those rebuked in a kindly spirit.
Indeed, they do not ''rebuke sin afar
off " down there. They generally speakto be understood by those for whom it
is intended.
One feels sometimes that a little more
polished method would lighten the
blows; but they understand each other
and the true spirit of Christ is seen to
prevail, so that all comes out well in
the end, and an hour is spent in a very
profitable manner. This preliminary
meeting over, we were expected to
occupy from an hour to an hour and a
half in a lecture, the subject generally
being selected for us, and intended
to deal with questions asked by inquirers
or with difficulties this brother or that
brother was not able to solve. This,
with considerable conversational work
between the meetings, kept us quite
busy, and many times we had to retreat
to our room for a much-needed rest.
Two or three times Brother Teas came
to our help and gave a couple of excellent lectures; for he has become a
'"workman that needeth not to be
ashamed.''
From Martinville we were to go to
Clinton, twenty miles farther in the
country, forty miles from the railroad —
the farthest we ever were from a railroad before in our life. We had arranged to go from there to Charleston
before going on to Kansas, lint Brother
Teas, knowing of the country roads and
rough distances of Arkansas, pointed
out that we had given ourself a task
impossible to be performed. Charleston
was a new place to us, and we had not
estimated the difficulty of the journey
of twenty miles in the country in an
opposite direction from our course,
Clintonward. What should we do V It
would be a disappointment to the
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Charleston folks, as we well knew by
the tone of letters indicating the pleasure at the prospect of our visit. It
would be very humiliating to us to fail.
What could we do ? Here again Brother Teas came to our help, and kindly
consented to go in our stead. That
will be just the thing, said the brethren
from Morrilton ; now you can give us
two lectures at Morrilton upon your
return from Clinton before you take
train for Scammon, Kansas, and we
will have all arrangements made for the
lectures at the Town Hall. All well,
and we are off for Clinton with Brother
Dr. Huie. Twenty miles, we are told,
is the distance, but in this they do not
count the ups and downs, nor do they
make any allowance for roughness.
They talk about twenty miles just as if
there were roads to drive over instead
of stones and stumps. Notwithstanding, we started, we kept going, and, at
last, we got there—to Clinton ? A
town V No indeed, but into the densest
forest we ever struck. Here was a
solitary house in a valley, surrounded
with tall trees, trees, trees; and here
the doctor lived, with his office and dispensary in the yard; but where the
patients were to come from was a
problem. But they came. The doctor
had been from home a few days. Perhaps that was why the patients had
lost ground and become numerous.
Here they came, dragging one foot
after the other. One of them—poor
fellow, he did look sickly, but the poor
horse that carried him ! The chorus of
the old Welsh Christmas carol came
into our mind—"Poor old horse, let
him die." We were reaching the conclusion that we were in a very unhealthy
country. Away down in a valley, with
nothing to see but trees, a hot, heavy,
damp and sultry air bearing down upon
us ; the doctor busy, and patients coming and going, it must be unhealthy
here. But there was relief in the
thought that you cannot judge of the
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health of a country by being at a
doctor's office, nor by a visit to an
undertaker's shop. So we will take
courage.
The night passes, the day passes, and
the time arrives to drive two or three
miles to the school-house where the first
lecture is to be given. Here an arbor
had been built near the school-house
and this is upon higher ground, with
more pleasant surroundings than in the
valley. Quite near by is the house of
Brother and Sister Leonard, of whose
hospitality we are to partake during our
sojourn. This is quite convenient as to
distance and spares us the roughness of
travel over stones and stumps. The
arrangement is, to give three lectures
each day for four days—morning and
afternoon in the arbor and night in the
school-house. It was soon found, however, that the school-house would not
nearly hold the people, and the arbor was
lit up for night use. They came and
they came, but where from the eye
could not tell, for nothing could be
seen but woods; and the people could
not be seen coming, only^when they had
come. Here they are, about four hundred strong, on horses and on mules
and in buggies and wagons. Many
covered wagons are arranged in a row
and the people camp during the whole
time of the meetings. We are away
from the doctor's office now and the
people appear healthier. Many of them
healthy, strong and robust. There is a
rough exterior to everything and to
nearly everybody; but one is agreeably
surprised to find that these choppers of
wood and tillers of the soil are very
much more concerned about the future
life and how to obtain it than are the
more outwardly polished people of city
life. Indeed they are a people who
reverence the Bible to the extent that a
"thus saith the Lord" is accepted as a
settlement of every question concerning
man's future possibilities. Many people are under the impression that the
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back woods of Arkansas are inhabited
by a wicked and dangerous lot of outlaws ; but from our experience and
observation we believe it safer to travel
through those woods than it is to walk
the streets of the great cities. During
the two weeks we spent in Arkansas we
did not hear a profane word uttered;
and only one man did we see under the
influence of intoxication, and even he
very politely raised his hat when he
met us.
The lectures were given four miles
from Clinton, it being more central for
the brethren than the town. We gave
thirteen lectures, and the interest
never waned ; and we were assured that
many were fully convinced of the truth
of what was set forth, and that they
would continue to study until their
knowledge would be sufficient for obedience. The work, however, was too
hard for ub under the conditions. The
weather was extremely hot and of a
sultriness we never before felt. The
country is also one of innumerable insects of various kinds, which seemed to
have no regard for a visitor of thin
and tender skin. Our appetite failed
and we could not sleep. So we labored
under great difficulties; and when our
work was done we were nearly worn
out, and began to fear we might be
compelled to postpone our visit to Kansas and Missouri and hasten home
for rest. When we reached the last
meeting we felt sorry to leave a people
so anxious to hear the Truth, and yet
leave we must. When we had finished
our lecture we bade all good-bye ; but
the people were not to he put off with
a wholesale good-bye, they must pass
out in single file and shake hands. This
over we had the night to rest peparatory to an early start upon a rough ride
of forty miles to Morrilton, a journey
which took the entire day to make. Here
we are again on a railroad, in a town
of about two thousand inhabitants. We
are to partake of the hospitality of

Brother and Sister Walsh, and we are
made quite comfortable—as comf ortabl e
as we could be in our exhausted condition, suffering from the poisonous
bites of insects as we were. Two
lectures on two nights is all the work
we have to attend to here. If we felt
improving during our stay we would
risk going on to Kansas and complete
our tour; if not, postponement would
be the alternative. We continued to
feel quite miserable, not having sufficient energy to work to our satisfaction,
and this, with a fear that we might
break down, caused us to decide to telegraph and write the brethren in Kansas
and Missouri postponing our visit till
we could feel better able to fill the appointments. While this caused extra
travel of several hundred miles, the
convenience in making connections is
better; for we were informed that going
north from Arkansas in the west would
require a number of changes of trains
and much loss of rest.
Very few attended the two lectures
at Morrilton ; but Brethren WaJstt and
Scroggin seemed satisfied with it as a
start, hoping it might be the opening of
the door for future efforts. They expressed a wish that we give one more
lecture, but we felt that we had better
hurry home for rest. Leaving Morrilton at eleven o'clock A. M. we arrived
in St. Louis at seven the following
morning. Leaving St. Louis at nine
o'clock the same morning, we arrived
at home at live P. M.
A Sermon in Brass.

A good story is told by an exchange.
A certain minister when preaching on
cleanliness mentioned how he had seen
a brass monkey in his town set up in a
store with a cigar in his mouth. The
cigar was lighted, and by machinery the
monkey could draw the smoke from the
cigar and puff it out again. The works
stopped on oneoecnsion, and the monkey
was taken apart to discover the cause,
when the works were found to be clogged
and in a filthy condition. The moral
was drawn by the preacher thus: "If
tobacco smoke will stop the works of a
brass monkey, what will it do for you V
Let our weed-indulging people rise in
answer."

THE JEWS, THEIR LAND AND AFFAIRS.
SCATTERED.
"And the Lord shall scatter tlioe among- all
people, from the one end of the earth even
unto the other. * * * And among these nations shalt thou find no ease, neither shall the
sole of thy foot have rest"—Deut. 28: 04, B5.

LETTER TROM JERUSALEM.
JERUSALEM, July 24, 1895.
It is a long time since I have been
able to write to you, or anyone. I have
been very sick with the terrible disease,
influenza. I visited a family of sick
Jews every day for a time who were
suffering with this disease, and was
seized suddenly myself. I feel sure
now that it is infectious. I was confined to my bed most of the time for
live weeks. I suffered with the most
terrible cough, pain ,in my side and
general weakness. Before I was able
to walk I was obliged to move from the
room which I have occupied for the
past six years. The family with whom
I lived were obliged to change and I
could remain no longer with them.
A kind friend sent a servant with a
<lonkey and took me to her own house
where I was cared for kindly until she
herself was seized with the same illness,
from which she has not yet recovered.
There have been thousands of poor
Jews as well as all other nations suffering from this disease. I am now much
better, but very weak, and this is the
second attempt which I have made to
write to anyone. I do not like the room
where I am now living, but it is among
the Jews and I am safe.
I have one item of good news, which
is this: A Belgian company have commenced to build an aqueduct from beyond Solomon's Pools to Jerusalem.
There are many beautiful fountains on
the way which will be captured and
brought along with the main one. It
will follow the railway track for several

GATHERED.
"Behold, I will take the children of Israel
from among" the nations, whither they be g"one,
and will gather them on every side, and bringthem into tbeir own land"—Ezek. 37: 21, 22.

miles before entering the city. The
poor people are rejoicing over the prospect of having pure water and plenty
of it. All physicians agree that the
impure cistern water is the cause of the
sickness, for otherwise this city is
healthy. There are now hundreds of
poor Jews who have not one gallon of
water per day. They suffer more for
want of water than for want of food.
This was one reason why I was so
sorry to leave the house where I have
lived so long. I was able to supply
from our cistern about seventy families
every year without cost. Now the
Moslems have the place and they will
give to no one without money.
The Truth Gleaner has just come. I
have read it to my neighbors and now
it will be sent to the little Jewish reading room where the Jews are learning
to read English. They beg me to give
them all the books and papers I can
spare. ' Such reading matter as you and
our dear friend Roberts send is appreciated by the Jews. It makes me happy
to read everything you write, because I
am in sympathy with these precious
truths. There is freedom in believing
the truth. This is a principle that,
Christ taught, and we know it is true.
May God give you health and strength
and more and more knowledge of His
blessed truth and enable you to teeach
others.
The news from Macedonia is causing
much feeling among the Turkish officials
here, and soldiers are being sent away
no one knows where. I am told that
there are at present thirty-two war
ships at Alexandretta.
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The Turkish-Jewish subjects are
building a new city near where I am
living. It seems like magic to see all
these nice tiled houses built where four
years ago not one building was seen.
One Jew has been building a house
which will shelter one hundred families.
I do so admire this trait in the Jewish
character. They help each other.
Crops are good and the market is full
of vegetables and fruits of all kinds,
and they are very cheap. Mr. Howard
has paid $5,000 for the new hotel for
the coming year. He expects his house
to be full all the time. There are now
thirty-five clergymen tourists stopping
there. They came from Germany.
They are all Lutherans. There are
also four or five new hotels, large and
small, opened to the public this year.
What a contrast to the year '81, when I
came here and there was but one miserable place called a " hotel."
Mr. Clark is intending to arrive here
with several hundred tourists by the
middle of October.
I was obliged to go to work before I
was able to sit up, making albums and
pictures which were promised before I
was taken sick. They are for a lady in
Berlin, Germany. She wished them
for wedding gifts to friends who were
to be married in July. She very kindly
waited and I felt obliged to do the work,
but it has been pretty hard. I am gaining strength every day under the kind
care of good Dr. D'Arbela and his
dear wife. I could not have children
who would be more kind. I thank God
for their friendship. It is of Him, I
know. Mrs. Dickson, the wife of the
English Consul, has just been here to
ask how I am. She says Mr. Dickson
is also ill. The English people here all
seem just like our own Americans, all
are friendly.
I think I have written a long letter
without saying much of anything. I
will try in my next, if possible, to give
ou something more interesting. When

I began to make my sketches, I found
that I had quite forgotten what colors
to use. My health seemed to be
perfect all the past winter and I was
able to accomplish all that I undertook.
which was a delight to me. I am glad
to know that our dear friend Roberts is
so much better. He is a good, beloved
child of our blessed Saviour, and as
such I love him, and all His beloved
ones who are so brave in testifying to
his glorious cause.
When I fail to write to you you may
be sure there is some serious thing to
prevent.
Yours in hope,
A. E. DAVIS.
THE SIGHS OF THE TIMES.

The encouraging signs are so numerous now that to particularize seems
useless. The last days of the Turkish
political life have surely come. England's new Premier has returned to
power just in time to carry out the
positive demands of his party and tq
maintain the bold front in eastern
affairs that is prophetically allotted to
the British nation in the latter day.
Turkish reforms are not simply asked,
but they are demanded in a tone that
cannot be mistaken. This is to demand
the impossible, for Turkey knows no
reform. A destructive power it has
been and essentially is; and bring its
own destruction it will sooner or later.
It is reported that the Sultan bitterly
complained of England's uncompromising demands, and that he lias appealed
to Russia and Prance, the two powers
that united with England in making
the demands. This seems strange; but
in view of Russian intrigue in the
Turkish provinces, one might be prepared to find her in this case "running
with the hound and holding with the
hare." In any event, the world is
trembling and ready to fall before the
accumulated and pent-up forces about
to explode.

EDITOR.

THE ADVOCATE SUNDAY-SCHOOL CLASS.
"tiemember now thy creator in the days of thy youth, while tile evil days come not, nor the years draw
nigh, when thou shalt say, I have no pleasure In them."—SOLOMON.
RULES.

1.—Answers must be your own and in your own writing.
2. —Write on one side of the paper only.
3.—State which class you belong to, and give your age on each paper you send
4.—Answers must reach the examiner, Mr. Leask, by the 25th of each month
Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions appearing
in August ADVOCATE:

lived here till some six weeks ago, when
she removed to Hilton, N. J. She always seemed a strong, healthy girl, and
the news of her death on the day we
CLASS NO. 1.
Homer J. Byrnes (ll),Wauneta, Kan., looked for her answers was quite un90; May Spencer (10) Avondale, 111., 85; looked for. Death comes to the young
Maria Laird (10), Innerkip, Ont., 50. as well as the old, hence the wisdom of
(Maria answered only one of the ques- the young applying themselves to attions which accounts for her low mark taining to the knowledge of God's plan
of salvation and availing themselves of
this month).
His offered mercy, so that if death
CLASS NO. 2.
should claim them, his triumph would
Daisy Franklin (12) Elgin, 111., 95; only be temporary. Brother and Sister
Bessie Williams (13), Englewood, 111., Clark have our sincere sympathy in
95; James S. Magill (13), Mossy Rock, their affliction.
JAS. LEASK.
Wash., 90; Gertrude L. Judd (13),
QUESTIONS.
Lowell, Mass., 85; Pearl Eblen (16),
LESSON NO. 29, CLASS NO. 1.
Bobards, Ky., 85; Harpending Eblen
1.—What are the remarkable trees of
(14), Robards, Ky., 80; Ruth Blake (13),
the garden of Eden called?
Wilson, Ky., 75.
2.—What did each represent?
The following answers were received
ANSWERS.
too late hist month for publication.
CLASS 1.

Ezra Cocke (11). Creal Springs, 111.,
{95).
CLASS 2.

Maud Cocke (16), Creal Springs, 111.,
95; Ethel Cocke (14). Creal Springs, 111..
90.

BEST PAFEK, CLASS NO. I.

1.—The remarkable trees of the garden of Eden are the tree of life and the
tree of knowledge of good and evil.
2.—The tree of life represents Christ
- Gen. iii: 22-23; John vi: 47-51. The
tree of good and evil represents sin—
Gen. ii: 16, 17, Rom v: 12.
HOMEK BYRNES, Wauneta, Kan.

REMARKS—SAL) NEWS.

SECOND BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 1.

Scholars will please try and have
their answers here not later than the
25th of each month so as to ensure their
publication, should they prove to be
best. We are sorry to again have to
announce the death of one of our scholars, who died quite suddenly a few days
ago—Maud Clark, 12 years old, who

1.—The remarkable trees of the garden of Eden are the tree of life and the
tree of knowledge of good and evil.—
Gen. ii: 9 and Gen. iii: 24.
2.—The tree of life represents eternal
life, because if Adam and Eve ate of
that tree they would live forever.—Gen.
iii: 22.
The tree of knowledge of good and
evil represents sin and disobedience; if
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they ate of that tree they would be disobeying God.—Gen. iii: 3, 5.
MAY SPENCER, Avondale, 111.
QUESTIONS.
LESSON N O . 29, CLASS N O . 2.

1.—What did the tree of life in the
garden signify? Give testimonies referring to it.
2.—Compare what is said of "every
tree of the garden" with the fact that
this is called the tree of life, and state
the meaning of the difference.
ANSWERS.

BEST P A P E R , CLASS N O . 2.

1.—God gave to Adam the fruit of
the trees of the garden of Eden for food
to keep him alive. Col. iii: 4 says that
Christ is our life, and Rev. xxii: i4 says
that those who do his commandments
have the right to eat of the tree of life.
So the tree of life in the garden of Eden
signifies Christ. Proof—John vi: 33, 35,
and I. John v: 12.
2.—God gave Adam every tree of the
garden of Eden for food, and in order
for Adam to keep alive he had to continually eat of these trees. If Adam
had eaten but once of the tree of life he
would live forever.
The meaning of this is that with the
use of every tree of the garden he obtained life, and with the use of the tree
of life he would obtain immortal life.
D A I S Y F R A N K L I N , Elgin, 111.
SECOND BEST P A P E R , CLASS N O . 2.

My answer to the first question is
that the tree of life signifies Christ in
that He is our life, [n Gen. iii: 22-23
it says: -'And the Lord said. Behold,
the man is become as one of us to know
good and evil: and now lest he put
forth his hand, and take also of the tree
of life and eat and live forever ; therefore the Lord God sent him forth from
the garden of Eden to till the ground
from whence he was taken. This proves
that if they had eaten of the tree of life
they would live forever.
Christ is spoken as the tree or life in
the following words: "He that hath an
ear let him hear what the spirit saith
unto the churches: To him that overcometh will I give to eat of the tree of
life which is in the midst of the paradise of God"—Rev. ii: 7. And Christ
says in John vi: 48-58. " I am the bread
of life, and whosoever eateth my flesh
and drinketh my blood hath eternal life

and I will raise him up at the last day.'"
etc.
My answer to the second question is:
Every tree in the garden of Eden was
meant for food for natural life, except
the tree of life and tree of knowledge
oi good and evil. But the name tree of
life teaches that more than natural life
is meant by this tree. The tree of
knowledge of good and evil would give
death and all the. other trees were good
for food. In Gen. iii: 3 the woman said
to the serpent, " We must not eat of the
the tree of life which is in the midst of
the garden, for God hath said, Ye shall
not eat of it neither shalt thou touch it
lest ye die," and after they disobeyed
they were driven out lest they would
eat of the tree of life and live forever
whilst they were sinners. So now we
cannot get eternal life while we are
sinners. We must do what God tells
us, and then Christ will give us eternal
life.

BESSIE W I L L I A M S .

[Bessie makes the mistake of saying
"tree of life" instead of "'tree of knowledge of good and evil."]
LESSON N O . 30, CLASS N O . I.

QUESTIONS.

1.—What are the names of the first
two sons of Adam ?
2.— What did they bring as offerings
to the Lord ?
3.—Were both offerings accepted and
if not why?
LESSON N O . 30, CLASS N O . 2.
QUESTIONS.

1.—What are the first words of promise after the transgression V
2.—What is meant by the seed of the
woman and the seed of the serpent V
3. —What is the meaning of 'i>nising
the head" and "brusing the heel?"
BLAMED THE WRONG MAN.
A well-meaning brother writes Brother Leask that he thinks lie "errs in
judgment in asking children of ten or
twelve years of age the signification of
the trees of life and of the knowledge
of the good and evil.1" If there is any
blame in the case it must fall upon the
editor; as Brother Leask only examines
and grades the answers. The brothei
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says. "To Adam in innocence the trees
had no significance," and adds that
•'children of such tender years do very
well indeed if they know and understand the simple literal things of the
Bible. Hidden or recondite significations will come with enlarged ability to
grasp mental perceptions."
The brother has taken an incorrect
view of the object of the questions. It
was not with the expectation that the
children would go into the " hidden or
recondite," but that by the two trees as
object-lessons they might learn that
one represented death and the other
life; and to help them to see that the
tree of life pointed to Christ. The
answers given will show that the children understood it in this way and that
the questions were not beyond their
••ability to grasp mental perceptions."
The brother well says, " I desire my
child to grow in the knowledge of God's
Word, but we must be careful that it
is the children and not the parents through
the children who are answering the
Sunday-school questions." The answers
must be the children's, but the children
must learn through the help of the
parents.
It will be remembered that when we
started the "ADVOCATE Sunday-school"
we said. Get all the information you
can from your parents and Sundayschool teachers, and let the parents and
teachers give instructions, but let the
answers he those of the children as the
result of what they learn from all
sources. If this course is not followed
—if the children are left without any
help, they are not to be expected to
to answer the most simple questions.
They must learn tirst. Indeed, the object is in giving these lessons to start a,
subject upon which the parents can
talk to their children and refer them to
texts of scripture that, will suggest
thought on the lesson, ask them questions, and thus start the children to
think. When this is done they have
gained the information which is the
object of the question. Then, when it
becomes time to send in the answers,
let the children, of their own accord,
give, in their own way, the result of
what they have learned, that is, let the
answers be their own.—EDITOR.
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Present Retribution.

The reign of Herod, usually called
the great, was remarkable for domestic
calamity as well as public peace and
happiness. Urged by suspicions he
put to death his mother, brother, grandfather, uncle, wife (Mariamne) and two
sons.
The effects produced upon the mind
of the king by the murder of his queen,
Mariamne, are powerfully described by
Lord Byron and the author of "The
History of the Jews." "All the passions," says the latter, "which tilled the
stormy soul of Herod were alike without bound; from violent love and violent resentment he sank into as violent
remorse and despair. Everywhere by
day he was haunted by the image of
the murdered Mariamne; he called
upon her name; he perpetually burst
into passionate tears. In vain he tried
every diversion —banquet, revels, the
excitement of society. A sudden pestilence broke out, to which many of the
noblest of his court and of his own personal friends fell a sacrifice; he recognized and trembled beneath the hand
of the avenging Deity. On pretense of
hunting he sought out the most melancholy solitude, till the disorder of his
mind brought on disorder of body, and
he was seized with violent inflammation and pains in the back of his head,
which led to temporary derangement."
—Vol. ii, p. 107.
"O Mariamne! now for thee
The heart for which thou bled'st is bleeding,
llevenge is lost in agony.
And wild remorse to rage succeeding1.
0 Mariamne! where art thou?
Thou canst not hear my bitter pleading;
Ah! couldst thou, thou wouldst pardon now,
Though heaven were to my prayer unheeding.
"Anil is she dead? and did they dare
Obey my frensy's jealous raving-?
My wrath but doomed my own despair;
The sword that smote her 's o'er me waving.
But thou art fold, my murdered love.
And this dark heart is vainly craving
For her who soars alone above,
And leaves my soul unworthy saving.
"She's gone, who shared my diadem;
She's sunk, with her my joys entombing;
1 swept that flower from Judah's stem
Whose leaves for me alone were bloomiug':
And mine's the guilt and mine the hell.
This bosom's desolation dooming;
And I have earned those tortures well
Which unconsumed are still consuming.'
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INTELLIGENCE.
BOSTON.—On July 4th the Boston Bcelesia
held a fraternal gathering atQuincy with the
Quincy and Campello brethren and sisters.
The place of meeting was in a pretty cove of
the Quincy bayou and everything looked quite
promising in the morning for an enjoyable
day with those who, having come out from the
world, did not desire to be with the mass in the
noise and confusion, the chief aim of the inhabitants of this land on that day; but prefer
to be with those of like precious faith to talk
of the good time so near at hand, and exhort
each other to take heed lest some man take
their crown. There was a goodly assembly of
the brethren and sisters, with some interested
alien who were invited to spend the day with
us; but, alas! for human plans. Just as we
began our afternoon meeting the rain came on
and continued well into the night, causing us
to seek our homes as best we could, realizing
how helpless we are in this age, and how liable
our plans are, when based»n our own wisdom,
to fail; and this makes us prize the more
highly the things that are sure, even the coming of the King.
We are pleased to report the obedience of
Mrs. Mary Melver, wife of Bro. Mclver, who
was immersed on the 31st of July (after a good
confession) into the only name that saves from
death.
Wo have had the pleasure of a visit, during
the month, from the following members of the
body; Sister B. Reid, from Americus, Georgia;
Bro. A. Thompson, from Sowele, Mass; and the
sisters E. and J. Blair, from Brooklyn, N. Y.
The lectures during the month at No. 7 Park
Square have been on the follwing subjects:
July 7th, "There shall be One King over all
the Earth." Bro. A. Pinel. 14th, "The Coming
Struggle and the Refuge from the Storm." Bro.
F. C. Whitehead. 21st, "The Fifth Universal
Empire." tiro. C. J. Fairbrother. 28th, "Resurrection or No Life Beyond the Present." Bro.
A. Pinel. Your brother in hope of eternal lift1,
JOHN B. RII.EIGH,

Recording brother to the Boston Eeclesia.
BROOKTON, MAINE.—It is the first tim»
you have received intelligence from this place.
But those of the household of faith will bo
pleased to know that there is here a small
company of earnest seekers after the truth as
it is in Jesus, and that where one year ago all
were led about by every wiud of doctrine or
cunningly devised fables, there are now seven
that have united themselves with Christ by
baptism after an intelligent confession of the
one faith. They are now rejoicing in the
knowledge and light of the true gospel of
Christ. One word of explanation will be sufficient for some of the brethren to identify the
writer, who will vouch for the genuineness of
this report if necessary. The writer is the

same Armstrong that was immersed and reported by the Boston Bcelesia August, 1894,
and has been in isolation most of the tim«
since. But thanks to our Heavenly Father,
for his word shall never fail and all his promises
are sure; for the harvest will come to those
that faint not.
Much credit is due to Bro. Walter Pinel, of
Quincy, Mass., who kindly and freely offered to
leave his business and come down to Maine, a
distance of 370 miles, to assist the following in
putting on the only name given by which we
can be saved: Albert P. Moody (age 35); Mrs.
Anna Moody (age 34, wife of Albert P. Moody);
Albert Blanchard (age 31) Mrs. Bertha Blanchard (age 24) wife of Albert B.); Oscar Nason
age 32) unmarried; Mrs. George Dwolley (age
46). All of the above formerly neutral except
Mrs. Blanchard, who was a Baptist.
Their baptism took plaee Sunday, May 26th,
at eleven o'clock A. M.
[For matters omitted here see Bro. Pinel's
letter in ADVOCATE for July.—ED.1
Our Bro. Pinel went home with our prayers
and the good wishes of others, and if the
Master delays his coming and it is our Father's
will that our brother should visit us again he
will be welcomed by many who now seem to
have kindly feelings toward the truth.
We meet for the breaking of bread at Bro.
Moody's house for the present, until some
better place is provided. There are several
that are interested in the Truth here. We try
to do all we can to hold forth the word of life.
We are three miles from the direct line of the
Maine Central R. R., between Boston and StJohn, with stage connections with all trains,
and we would be glad to have any of the
brethren that might, be passing call; or any
brother that might have a desire to take a trip
into the country, we invite to come and see us.
There is a good chance to spread the Truth.
Good halls for lectures free.
J. N. ARMSTHONd,

Brookton, Maine.
CAMPErXO, MASS.—We have the pleasure
of reporting the obedience of three, Mr. Niles
P. Person (age 33), his wife Mrs. Emelia Person
(age 31) and Miss Alma Johnson (age 30). Miss
Johnson was formerly a mem her of the Swedish
M. E. Church. They were all immersed into
that all-saving name. Our Ecclesia in Campello has a membership of l(i. We have public
lectures every Sunday, and try to spread the
Truth which is able alone to make wise unto
salvation. Yours in the one hope,
H. H. HASEY, Recording Sec'y.
DELRAY, MICH.—It is our privilege to report the obedience of Emma Monk, wife of Bro.
Monk, formerly German Lutheran, at Manistee. Also our removal from Manistee to
Delray, near Detroit, thus leaving Bro. and
Sister Monk in isolation.
Yours faithfully,

JAMES T. IRWIK.

INTELLIGENCE.
BLMIKA, N. Y.—It is with much thankfulness to our Father that I can send you this
item of intelligence. My youngest son, Edward
E. Spencer, after a thorough examination of
his belief of "the tilings of the Kingdom and
of the Name of the Deiety" put on the sineovering name, by baptism on the 14th of July.
This makes throe of my children in the faith.
I pray that they may hold fast to the "horns
of the altar" (Christ Jesus) until He ramies aud
pronounce our sentence unto life evermore.
Since the reunion of our Ecclesia, we have
reason to rejoice for the love manifested
toward each other, the carefulness of each not
to offend in word or deed, thus fulfilling the
spirit of the commandment of Christ—"As ye
have done it unto one of the least of these my
brethren ye have done it unto me," Theattendance from without has been very good and
attentive. Many are inquiring the way of life.
Bro. Minerly, of New York City, was here
visiting us in July, and at the breaking of
bread encouraged us by a good exhortation on
the "Name." Brethren from Corning, N. Y.,
were here at the time.
Youi- brother in Christ,
N. H. SPENCEK.

GALENA, KAN.—The brethren here desire
you to make known to the brethren through
your Magazine the death of Bro. Henry Gandy,
at the age of 71. He was baptized into the
saving name by a Bro. Smith twelve years ago.
Though deprived of the society of brethren
and of the stimulus of ecclesial activity he appeared to have maintained his mental hold
upon the fundamental principles of the Truth
till nearly the end. About three years ago his
health broke down visibly enfeebling his mind.
Since that date he could only struggle under an
overpowering and increasing bnrden of mortality Quite ii number of neighbors, farmers
and relatives, attended the funeral on Sunday,
July 14th, when the writer read selections from
the scriptures and made a short address on the
Kessurection.
Your brother in hope of life,
SAMUEL DAVIS.

Formerly of Swansea, Wales.
G CJELPH, ONT.-We hear.witb sorrow of the
great loss sustained by Bro Harris, of Shallow
Lake, Out., in the death of his Sister wife. Our
-sympathies are with the husband, whose house
is thus desolated, and with the motherless children. So, the "night of sorrow continues, and
so whilst we await in faith for the morning,
for Jesus our Lord, and the day of rightousness. peace and joy; the love that "never faileth" will strengthen and sustain the children
of God.
With thankful hearts, and praises to the
Father of all mercies, we continue to meet in
remembrance of the Lord, and lo hold forth
the word of life to those who have ears to hear.
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The usual picnic of the Sunday-school was
held on July 1st, and was rendered pleasant
and enjoyable, both by favorable weather and
a large attendance of brethren and sisters, and
several friends who attend our meetings.
We feel much cheered and encouraged by
the undoubted sign in the eastern heavens,
and look for great developments of divine
work in the near future. The wise will keep
their lamps well trimmed, for surely the bridgegroom cometh. "Lest coming suddenly he find
you sleeping, and what I say unto you I say
unto you all, watch."
J. BARBER.
GEORGETOWN, DEMEftAEA, BRITISH GUIANA.—With pleasure do 1 read your productions, and with especial interest have I
observed the many letters of commendation
received by you on your undoubtedly revolutionary work "The Great Salvation." As you
may be aware, British Guiana is an extensive
field, and since the introduction of the Truth,
about three to four years, we have been blessed
with an eccleslal strength of about two hundred—and many whose religious opinions have
been revolutionized are known. To meet in
square light the religious darkness enshrouding the land we have formed ourselves into a
society entitled "The Christadelphian Outdoor
Lecturing' Society of Georgetown," and since
its formation, six months ago, we have no reason to regret the step. The Truth is making
headway so far as we can see, and we indeed
have cause to rejoice in being permitted to
occupy the position of ambassadors of Yah weh
in the latter years. Amongst our Isrtteliti&li
community we are keeping a sharp lookout,
and are endeavoring to keep the fold tidily
against the arrival of the Shepherd. I must
not omit here to express my gratitude for the
kindly and liberal way in which you have dealt
with us. Permit me to state how beneficial your
publications have been to me. I have introduced The Truth Gleaner to the Christadelphian
Improvement Society for subscription, which
has been accepted, and I expect shortly to see
it in the hands of the members.
The Lecturing Society already mentioned,
determined to combat with the apostate darkness of the land, having heard of your work,
"The Great Salvation" and its powerful effect,
have decided to send for some. The members
are waiting eagerly for this first batch to take
them up, then to forward succeeding orders by
earliest steamers. The work is being done
through the society, and the request is, that to
meet the demand which is awaiting the work,
both by brethren and sympathisers, you will
kindly establish an "agency" with us to keep
your works in supply, especially "The Great
Salvation.
Yours, etc.,
E. V. MKLDOBKSI.

HAWLEY, PA.—We held our quarterly teameeting, as was appointed, at the home of
Bro. VanAkin, Lackawaxen, on July 7th.
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The meeting was opened with the breaking of
bread, alter which Bro. Tichenor delivered an
excellent lecture on "The Signs of the Thieflike Coming of Christ Now Visible in the Heavens." There were eighteen brethren and sisters
present. Those attending from a distance were
Bro. Tichonor, of Newark, and two Sisters
Inglesby, of Brooklyn.
Our meeting was necessarily short. Being
scattered about the country and so few we
hold these meetings with difficulty, and we
have to have them short; but wo recognize the
command to "exhort one another, and so much
the more as we see the day approaching."
We hold our next tea-meeting, if the Lord
will, at the home of liro. J. F. Garing, of
Hoadleys, and will he glad to see any brethren
who

can come.

KATIE COOPER.

JERSEY CITY, N. J.—Not often do we have
to record so sad an event as that which has
just occurred (Aug. 22) in the family of Bro
and Sister Clark, recently of the Chicago eeclesia, to whom the intelligence of the death of
Bro. and Sister Clark's oldest daughter, Maud,
will be a surprise; and painful shock. She was
taken with that deadly disease, diphtheria, and
was sick but a few days when she died. It is
impossible to describe the grief of the stricken
parents, which is rendered doubly great because of the promising future that seemed to
lie ahead of this budding- life. Her close attention to the things of the scriptures rendered
her peculiarly dear to those about her, and the
one; thought that filled all hearts was that she
would soon be obedient to the truth. Now all
this is past, and naught is loft but the consolation and strong support of the word to help the
sorrowing parents through the evil day. But
their cup seemed destined to be again filled,
for on Sunday another, a dear boy, was taken
from them. Others are down with the dreadful
scourge, and there is no knowing when the
harvest of death will end. Surely these broken
hearts have the prayers and sympathy of all
who know of their distress. We can only commeiifl them to the "God of all cotnforl," and
mingle our tears with theirs. By-and-bye there
will be no more crying. Hasten, bright day, a
groaning world awaits thy dawn.
C. C. VRKDMNHKUGH.

MORR1ST0WN, N. J.—I noticed
to the ADVOCATE, the last issue,
made. 1 should have said once a
to worship, I said once a month.
Yours in the only hope,
D

in my letter
a mistake 1
year I meet
R. LOKEV.

ROAERT LEE, TEX.—We have just had a
visit from Bro. J. A. Tunnel, who delivered
three lectures to the aliens and also met with
us to commemorate the Lord's death. These
are the first lectures that have been given
here. There is some interest in the Truth here,
but most of the people are going along in

blindness, "having no hope and are without
God in the world." However, we hope before
long to be ableto report some havingcome out
of darkness to walk in the light of God.
It seems from the signs of the times that we
may lift up our heads and rejoice, for our redemption draweth near. Yes, "Christ is coming, quickly coming, sweetly now we sing,
Zion's king our eyes shall sec Him soon with
healing in His wings." With love to you and
the brotherhood everywhere, we remain your
brother in patience waiting for Christ,
T. B. ANDREWS.

ROCHESTER, N. T.-Wc are gratified to inform the household that in June we had a visit
from Bro. and Sister W. A. Clark, of San Francisco, Cal , while they were en route to their
native home, Scotland. Through Bro. Dr.
Wade, we prevailed upon Bro. Clark to deliver
six lectures, four of which were upon the following subjects : "The Covenants of Promise
and the Gospel of the Kingdom the Keys that
Unlock God's Mode of Salvation to Man." "Are
the Accepted Theories Regarding the Soul of
Man, the Spirit, and tin1 Holy Ghost, in accord
with Bible Teaching?"
" Bible Conversion
versus What Evangelists Call Conversion."
"The Returning of the Jews to Palestine a
Vivid Sign of the Approaching End of the Age.
The Time of Trouble Spoken of in Daniel xii. 1.
shown to be Given as a Warning to this Generation, as Noah's Building of the Ark was to
the Antediluvians." Bro. Clark showed himself to be a workman that needeth not to be
ashamed, having- such a happy faculty of dividing the word of Diety's truth, being well
calculated to catch the bearer "with guile."
There was quite an attendance of the alien to
the lecture, but we will be obliged to wait
longer to see the fruit.
Ecclesias that can
secure Bro. Clark's services will tind one that
is especially endowed with those so much
needed qualities, viz: qui>*k perception and
power to reason from cause to effect very
accurately, and hence a builder up of the
household in faith and good works.
We have had the following visitors this season: Bro. Wm. Karrar, of Hamilton: Bra. and
Sister Alex. Kenshaw. of Berlin, Out.; Sister
John B. Renshaw and Sister Lizzie Renshaw.
of Blair, Out., and Sister Fannie Pedder, of
Doon, Out,
Our Sunday-school had a very pleasant basket picnic outing at Sea Breeze lately, which
was enjoyed by the brethren and sisters as
well as the scholars; but we hope to seea larger
attendance next time. The day was exceptionally fine and reminds us of our need of gratitude to the giver of every good and perfect
gift for all blessings.
In the one hope of Israel for the Ecclesia,
J. I). TOMLIN .

SCAMMON, KAN.— Your telegram and letter
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both received, and wo were all sorry for your
sickness and not seeing you. The excessive
hot weather the last two weeks is, no doubt, the
cause of your trouble. But we hope that some
rest find careful nursing at home will bring" you
back to your normal condition. The middle of
September, the time you speak of, will suit, us
very well. But we desire your presence here
at least one week or longer if you can stay.
We had several visitors here, Sister Byrnes,
Bro. Warner, Hro. and Sister Adams. We have
been also eheered last week by the addition to
our number, Jas. Titus, F. J. Poor and Ida May
P0011, his wife, who, upon ma-king1 the good
confession, were immersed into the saving
name. We have also to report that Bro. and
Sister Clark have left here to locate at Halsted,
Harvey County, Kan. They would be glad to
have a visit from any of the brethren passing
that way. We would be glad to hear from you
concerning" your health and contemplated
visit. Love to all.
Yours in the one hope,
P. GHAKAM.

21-r,

WATERLOO, IOWA.—Since our last messago
to you our Ecclesiahas had two more added to
their number. On the 27th of July Mrs. Mears
and Mrs. Bertha Hodge were baptized into the
name. Mrs. Hodge is the youngest daughter of
Bro. Geo. Ellis, and it will be a great comfort to
him to have her with him in the things pertaining to the future life.
We have had several visitors at our meeting's
during the past year. Brethren from different
localities have cheered us by their presence
and words of encouragement.
Sister Snashall, of Adel, Town,, has been several weeks in Waterloo, and has about decided
to make it her future home. Under a cloud of
grief over the death of her husband, which occurred last spring, and without any associations in the Truth, at Adel, she longs to locate
where she can have the advantage of the meetings and be at liberty to talk over the things
pertain ing- to our hope of the coming kingdom.
With the hope of a speedy return of the
Master, 1 remain your brother in ''the Faith,"
J. G. BLCKLEY.

SEAKCY, ARK.—1 have thought for some
time that every brother and sister, wherever
they may be upon the face ol the globe, if they
believe what is plainly taught in the "Holy
Scriptures," should manifest it now, by u word
of encouragement to you. 1 have read every
ADVOCATE that has been published by you,
except one or two, and they were lost in transit, and from the first to the last they have
had the same "ring" on "Free Life, Priesthood
and Responsibility questions." You teach the
same to-day that you have ever taught, and no
man can successfully show otherwise, and as I
understand the Holy Scriptures,you have never
failed to declare them on all occasions. To say
that you have denounced those doctrines
wo:il<l not be too strong, but the fact is you
hitvt* exposed them, and done it with '"kindiicss.' '* * ** In regard to cases of raising
' he dead in t he past, such as Lazarus, the
widow's son at the gate of the city, and Elijah
and the boy, those were all miracles. But
•Christ is the first fruits of the resurrection,
and if these wore ressui-ectod in the sense
that Christ was then he is not the first fruits.
They all fell asleep again, and those of them
who are responsible are waiting for the resurrection, (iod served his purpose with them,
and if they never came into covenant relation
with Christ, they will never be raised. There
can be no reason for resurrecting men and
women out of Christ or out of covenant relation. God is a God of law. Sister Byrnes
touched the chord that vibrates in the affections of every brother and sister in the United
states. Oui1 love to you, Sister Williams and
family.
Hoping to meet you in the kingdom, 1 remain
your brother in Christ.
S. W. PlLKINQTOS.

WORCESTER, MASS.—1 havea°-ain toinform
the household of faith through the ADVOCATE
that two more have loft Gentile darkness and
are now living- in God's most marvelous light
of the gospel. Amasii W. Stevens, Mary Jane
Stevens, husband and wife, both 04 years, put
on the sincloansing name, by baptism, July
27th, and were extended the right hand of" fellowship by the Worcester Ecclesia July 28th.
Worcester eeelesia enjoyed their annual
gathering" July 4th at Bro. Goddard's farm on
Winter Hill, about four miles from the city.
Wo had a grand and glorious time. The chief
topic seemed to be "The signs of the Times and
near approach of our Lord and Master, coming
to meet his bride." The article, in the ADVOCATE this month is good. We had with us on
tin; occasion Mr and Mrs. Stevens, of East
Brooklteld (now ISro. and Sister Stevens); Bro.
IJijrger and two sons, from Quincy, Mass.; Bro.
ami Sister Hobker, also two more brothers and
sister from Boston, Bro. Vosiour and Sister
Vosiour; Hro. Clough, from Lowell; Bro.
Eastwood and Sister Bradley, from Lawrence,
Mass. "With kind love from Worcester Ecclesia
J remain yours in Israel's glorious hope,
JOHN HOLLOWS, Sec.

ZION, KY.-Mr. R. G. Huggins reports the
death of Sister Bartlett, wife of Hro. James I).
Bartlett, of Luther, Buncombe Co., North
Carolina, after a lingering and painful illness.
She learned and obeyed the Truth in 1S7IS.
through Bro. Robert H. Gresham, of Jefferson
ville, Ind., and has been a living epistle "read
and known of all men" since then. It is,,no
doubt, a heavy blow to Bro. Bartlett. May
"the God of glory" be his "shield" and "exceeding great reward."
Doubtless many brethren will be glad to
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know that my dear old mother, Mrs. Lankford
Hug-gins, of Upword, N. C, still builds her
hopes on God's inimitable promises, and is
looking (or the Master to come and invite us
into the haven of rest.
With love to the dear ones in Christ "scattered abroad."
ft. G. HnGGiNS.

THE

FEATEKNAL GATHERING IN
CHICAGO.

The series o( meetings according to the previous notice took place, commencing on Saturday, July 27th, at 10:30 A.M. Bor. James Wood,
who presided, gave a brief history of our
yearly gatherings since the first time we met in
Wauconda, Lake County, in 1878, to the present
time, this being the 18th occurrence of these
meetings, fourteen of which were held continuously at Wauconda, one at Waterloo, and
this being the third in this city.
The object of these gatherings of brethren
and sisters and the children and friends from
surrounding districts is for mutual exhortation ; and acquaintance with those of like
precious faith, and the memories of visits from
brethren in Wisconsin, Iowa, Indiana, Ohio,
Michigan, Pennsylvania, New Brunswick,Canada, and even from England, were recalled to
mind, and the conclusion always arrived at was
that they were beneficial.
The attendance was small this year at the
commencement, as was anticipated, owing to
the depression of business throughout the entire country; but after the first meeting additions were made, which tended to create an
interest, and by increased exertion and all
taking part the meetings wore interesting
and profitable. This and all following meetings were opened with singing praises and
reading a portion of the scripture and offering up prayer, closing in same manner with
occasional hymns and anthems, interspersed,
in which all joined.
At 2:30 p. M. Bro Spencer, who presided, explained and showed some of the beauties contained in the eighth Psalm, after which Bro.
Samuel Norman gave an elaborate discourse
on "the Patience and Faith of the Saints."
At. 7:30 P. M. Bro. James Leask gave a discoruse, dealing with matters of a practical
character (See the address herein.—Ed ), after
which Bro Spencer called attention to an explanation of the 85th Psalm, beginning with
the prophetic utterance, "Lord thou hast been
favorable unto the land; thou hast brought
back the captivity of Jacob." Thus ended the
first day's meetings.
Sunday morning at 10:30 Bro. Thomas Williams presided, and spoke upon the subject
of the " Types and Shadows of Heavenly
Things." This embraced a largo field, in which
many sparkling gems of thought were brought
out in comparing the precious stones of the

High Priest's ephod and breastplate, in their
separateness and distinctness, as lights or
Urim, and in their position and relationship together making a completeness orThummim.
The prophetic anti-types of these lights being
the saints, who, with Chirst at their head are
the lights of the world, even now, but bow
much more in the future glorious administration of the world to come.
The breaking of bread and drinking of the
cup, in remembrance of the suffering of the
Christ was then attended to, and thus we had
the shadows and types of the sacrifices of the
offerings under the law, and the one great offering brought to view, and the brightness of the
character of Christ and the glory that should
follow.
At 2:30 p. M. Bro. John Norman presided, and
gave some remarks on "Order," followed by
Bro.William Allen on "Fraternallntercourse."
Bro. H. Franklin gave an interesting discourse
on "Fulfilled Prophecies as the Ground of
Faith," which was listened to with great pleasure,this being1 the first effortat public speaking
by this young-brother. Bro.V. L.Barnes gave an
interesting discourse on "Our High Calling,"
which was good, and will be profitable if acted
out. Bro. A. Anderson contributed his share
to the mutual interest and edification of the
meeting.
At 7:30 the meeting was devoted to the Proclamation of the Truth, Bro. J. Leask presiding.
Bro. T. Williams gave a lecture on "What
Christadelphians believe and teach in all the
world." The meetings all day on Sunday were
well attended.
Monday morning, at 10:30, Bro. Samuel Norman presiding, after giving some preliminary
remarks, Bro. Reynolds, of Wauconda. gave an
exhortation,which was followed by Bro. North,
and then Bro. F. Nungasser addressed the
meeting.
On Monday afternoon, the weather being
very warm, it was thought desirable to change
the program somewhat, and the time was given
for a conversational intercourse in groups inotherwise.
At 7:30 P. M., the last of the services, Bro.
Spencer presided, when he gave his principal
discourse, being "The City which Hath Foundations," being an exposition of the faith au;t
expectation of Abraham as quoted by the
writer of the Hebrews in chap, xi: 10., after
which Bro. John Norman spoke from Titus
ii: 3-5. This brought the discourses to a close.
The possibility of another Fraternal Gathering
for two days next year was provided for by
appointing Bro. John Spencer, James Leask
and James Wood as a committee to act, should
circumstances seem favorable. Due notice of
such action to be published in the May number
of ADVOCATE for 1806.

On behalf of Committee,
JAMBS WOOD, Secretary.
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NOTES.
EDITORIAL APPOINTMENTS.—Louisville, Ky., Oct. 6th

and 7th. Creal Springs,
111., 16th to 22d., Little Rock, Ark., 24th to 27th, starting for home on the night
of 27th.
Intelligence from Moosic, Pa., New Orleans, Richmond Va., Searcy, Ark.,
and Worcester, Mass., is in type, but through a mistake in making up pages it
had to be held over till next month.
The editor during the month visited Longton and Scammon, Kansas and
Cavendish, Mo., in accordance with programme given last month, returning home
on Sept. 26th. This accounts for our being a couple of days late with this issue.
We may find room next month for an account of our tour.
Thanks are due to G. B. Swanison, of Elmira, N. Y., for calling our attention
to the fact that the word "material" should be immaterial in "The Great Salvation," p. 92, line 21. We will correct before next edition is issued, which will
be quite soon, as our last edition, making twenty-two thousand, is nearly exhausted,
and orders coming fast from all parts of the world.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.—This department of the ADVOCATE has of late
been displaced by other matters We hope next month to resume it and deal
with all the questions now on hand, and whatever others may come from month
to month. We had promised one brother to answer his question this month, but
absence from home prevented.
A FINAL APPEAL
TO THE BRETHREN SCATTERED ABROAD, GREETING
• To you in the name of Jesus Christ, we, the members of Worcester Ecclesia,
Mass., beg to say, We desire your assistance and co-operation with us in a work
of the truth and labor-of love.
In our country we find many Swedes who are interested in the truth, and some
few who have intelligently complied with its commands by baptism into Christ
and are walking worthy of their-holy calling.
We find there is a demand for works of the truth in the Swedish language in
order to meet the requirements of this people, many of whom cannot understand
the English language enough to get a clear knowledge of God's plan of salvation.
Now we have "The Great Salvation" by Brother Thomas Williams, translated
by Brother Gust Holingern, all ready for publication. The printing and binding
will cost $183.00, for six thousand copies.
This Ecclesia will raise fifty dollars. Will you help us to sow the good seed
among this God-fearing people ? Will you assist us and our Sweed brethren to
reach this people in their own language, and so make the labor easier to instruct
and to lead them out of darkness into the light, and from the power of darkness
unto God ?
They are all calling for literature upon the truth in their own language; we can
help them if you will help us. It is also requested that some' brother in each
Ecclesia will please bring this before the brethren.
Any individual or Ecclesia subscribing to this good work will receive their
amount in copies at five cents per copy of "The Great Salvation" in the Swedish
language if desired.
Trusting those who read this appeal and desire to contribute in so noble a work
will act promptly by communicating to our beloved brother, A. W. Carlson,
Worcester, Mass. Box No. 140.
The above read and approved by Worcester Ecclesia, 566 Main St., Worcester,
Mass.
Brother I. N. JONES,
A. W. CARLSON,
C. C. MANN,
J. HOLLOWS,

Committee.
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SHADOWS 01 THE GLOBY AND BEAUTY OF HEAVENLY THINGS.
AN ADDRESS BY THE EDITOR AT THE FHATERNAL GATHERING, CHICAGO.

T I N a sense the word Israel is the most remarkable word in the Bible.
Jj|[ We cannot think about the word without thinking of God and all
His wonders of the past and of the future as revealed in the wonderful
book of Israel—the Bible. The pronounciation of the last part of the
word—ael or ail—brings God to view as the one supreme omnipotent
spirit-power of the universe, who dwells in light unapproachable; for the
meaning of ail is strength or power.
The name Israel was given to Jacob because he prevailed in his struggle
with the angel. "Thy name," it says, "shall be called no more Jacob,
but Israel; for as a prince hast thou power with God and with men, and
hast prevailed" (Gen. xxxii: 28). This is a peculiar incident, one which,
when we limit our view of it to the mer-e facts, appears trivial. It cannot be that its importance, which was sufficient to give it place in the
Divine record, consists of what happened in the described wrestling between Jacob and the angel. It is one of those narrations that has a
moaning beyond and above itself; and this meaning is to be found in the
word Israel. Jacob was a prophetic man, prophetic of a nation created
by God, of a man begotten by God and of another nation of a higher
character begotten of God. Speak we of Jacob, his name is Israel,
because he prevailed in a lower sense and will yet prevail in a higher sense.
Speak we of the nation that sprang from Jacob, its name is Israel
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because it did prevail in a lower sense and will yet prevail in a higher
sense. Speak we of Christ, He is Israel because He did prevail in a
lower sense, and will prevail in a higher sense. Speak we of the ecclosia,
it is Israel, because it did prevail in a lower sense, and will yet
in a higher ; and when all culminates in the grand end signified by the
word Israel, Ail will have glorified and magnified His name in all the
earth, and will have given every surviving creature to realize that He is
the One Great Supreme and eternal Spirit, out of whom are all things
and by whom and for whom all things subsists, He being "all and in all."
In the lower sense, every descendant of Jacob is of Israel; but in the
higher sense "they are not all Israel which are of Israel" (Rom. ix: 6).
Jacob was a " supplanter," so was the nation that sprang from him ; so
was Christ, so is the ecclesia. Jacob supplanted a faithless Esau. The
nation supplanted the iniquitous Amorites. Christ supplanted sin,
manifested in a national Esau; and the Ecelesia must supplant sin in all
its Esau characteristics ; and at last Israel will find its exemplification in
the development and manifestation of a glorious man, and a great nation
against whom the gates of hades cannot prevail; but who will have prevailed to become princes with Ail. Beginning just as the name of a man,
Israel became a word representing a nation, every individual of which
was a living letter entering into the orthography of Jehovah's name as
manifested, called upon, made great in Israel, and revered by nations
that heard of it and of its mighty power and wonderful works. Beginning in the man Christ Jesus the name Israel is being written by the pen
of Ail, and when completed will consist of living letters sparkling with
the effulgence of heavenly light and glory, and shining out in the perfection of the fullness of measure of heavenly beauty and splendor—the
Urim and the Thummim of Israel's High Priest.
The High Priest of Israel was the nation in one man, as it were. He
represented the nation. The names of the tribes were written upon the
wonderful breastplate and worn upon the heart of the nation's representative, judge and intercessor ; and in this mysterious thing there is a
hidden mystery that will be found to shadow the glory and beauty of
heavenly things.
The manner in which the Urim and Thummim was made is given in
Ex. xxviii: 15, "And thou shalt make the breastplate of judgment with
cunning work ; after the work of the ephod thou shalt make it; of gold,
of blue, and of purple, and of scarlet, and of fine twined linen, shalt thou
make it. Four square it shall be being doubled; a span shalt be the
length thereof, and a span shall be the breadth thereof. And thou shalt
set it in settings of stones, even four rows of stones : the first row shall
be a sardius, a topaz, and a carbuncle ; this shall be the first row, and the
second row shall be an emerald, a sapphire, and a diamond. And th e
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third row a ligure, an agate, and an amethyst. And the fourth row a
beryl, and an onyx, and a jasper; they snail be set in gold in their
enclosings. And the stones shall be with the names of the children of
Israel, twelve, according to their names, like the engravings of a signet;
every one with his name shall they be according to the twelve tribes."
Then follows a description of certain attachments, etc., till we come to
verse thirty which says: "And thou shalt put in the breastplate of judgment the Uriin and the Thummim ; and they shall be upon Aaron's
heart when ho gooth in before the Lord ; and Aaron shall bear the
judgment of the children of Israel upon his heart before tho Lord continually."
The word Urim signifies lights, and the word Thummim perfection or
fullness. It is clear from the directions given that the breastplate consisted of the materials mentioned in tho description ; but the Urim and
the Thummim were to be "put in the breastplate" (verse 30). Here we
have food for thought. Here is difficult work for men of art to do by
Divine guidance, which when done would produce the wonderful effect
of perfection of glory and beauty. Perfect in number, in symmetry, in
light, in colors, in glory, in beauty—perfect. The Urim and the Thummim were to be put into the breastplate. That is, light and perfection
were to be put into it. How could this be done ? There were precious
stones enough and there was light enough, but unless these stones were
cut aright and the light made to shine and focalize aright so that there
should be the proper refraction and reflection, the Urim and the Thummim would not be in the breastplate. The Urim and the Thummim are
an effect resulting from an artistic following of Divine directions. Give
a piece of canvass and all tho necessary paints and brushes to one who
has received no lessons from an artist and who is no artist and he cannot
paint a picture and put Gladstone's expression into it. He may paint a
certain form with various colors, but he cannot blend the colors and
form the features in such a way as to put the expression into the form.
It will require the skill of the artist to form the fullness of measure that
will outline the face and to put the light into the eye that will combine
with the form and reflect the face of Gladstone. So with the Urim and
the Thummim, they were dependent upon material, form, combination,
and light, and when these were attended to according to Divine direction
Urim and Thummim—light and fullness—resulted.
In verse 16 it is said, "Four square it shall be, being doubled," etc.
Why doubled ? Is it not reasonable to believe that in it is to be found
a double meaning—the lessor and the greater, the natural and the
spiritual—a beauty to be found in many of the Old Testament prophecies ? Here we have Israel after the flesh and Israel after the spirit.
Here is first that which is natural and afterwards that which is spiritual.
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"The breastplate was to be worn upon the heart of the high priest, as if
the names of the tribes were written upon his heart. Love is the thought
that strikes us when we speak of the heart, and do wo not behold the
love of God in redeeming and upholding the nation, and the love of the
nation because it had boon redeemed? Hero love meets love in the heart
of a mediator. But in this theUrim and the Thummim are but shadows
of the glory and beauty of heavenly things beyond and above. To sec
the names of Israel written upon the heart we must look at Him who
said, "Greater love hath no man than this, that he lay down his life for
his friends." In Him we behold the love of God ; for "God so loved
the world that he gave his only begotten Son" (John iii: 10). In Him
we see also His own love for us. In Him we see love meet love—the
love of God and the love of man. God's love is there, is ours ? Let us
not forget that only precious stones, living stones (I. Pet. i: 5) were in the
breastplate on the heart; and it is only for such- stones that glisten with
truth and righteousness and upon which is engraved Israel—only for
such is there love in the heart of Him who so loved that He gave His life
to save those who were lost. Here, brethren and sisters, is the lesson of
love for us—love that is engraved, that is down deep in the heart. It is
in His. Is it in ours ? If so, then it is mutual, and many hearts are
united, as it were, in one that gives life to all; "in Him we live and
move and have our being" in the spiritual as well as in the natural
sense.
In the shadows of heavenly things we find the high priest was a
judge and teacher of the law. In Lev. x: 11 it says : * * * "And
that he may teach the children of Israel all the statues which the Lord
hath spoken by the hand of Moses." In Deut. xvii: 8, 9 we read, " I f
there arise a matter too hard for thee in judgment, between blood and blood,
between plea and plea and between stroke and stroke, being matters of
controversy within thy gates ; then thou shalt arise and got thee up into
the place which the Lord thy God shall choose ; and thou shalt come
unto the priests the Levites, and unto the judge that shall be in those
days, and enquire ; and they shall show thee sentence." In the appointment of Joshua as a leader of Israel, he was to be brought before Eleazer
the priest, who was to ask counsel for him '••after the judgment of Urim
before the Lord?'1 It is evident that the Urim and Thummim were used
by the priest in asking counsel of the Lord in behalf of subjects and
rulers in the kingdom ; in such cases, for instance, as recorded in Judg.
i: 1; xx: 18-28; I. Saml. xxiii: 9-12. Of Saul's inquiring of the Lord it
is said, "The Lord answered him not, neither by dreams, nor by Urim,
nor by prophets" (I Saml. xxviii: 6). How the Urim and Thummim
were used is a mystery. A Jewish description is as follows: "When
they inquired the priest stood with his face before the ark ; and ho that
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inquired stood behind him, with his face to the back of the priest. And
the inquirer said, "Shall I go up ? or shall I not go up ?" And forthwith
the Holy Spirit came upon the priest, and he held the breastplate, and
saw therein, by the vision of prophecy, 'Go up,' or 'go not up,' in the
letters which showed forth themselves upon the breastplate before his
face." Their belief was that out of the names of the tribes engraved
upon the precious stones letters would seem to stand out and shine forth
in which could be read the answer. This may be speculation ; but it is
clear that there was some mysterious way by which there was
oracular response to consultation with the Lord through the Urirn and
Thummim ; and that when an answer was refused after using them it
was an evident token that God had-turned away from the inquirer.
Now the lesson to be learned from this is, that the Urim and
Thummim represented truth and righteousness. The priest wearing the
breastplate was to be truthful and righteous and the inquirers were to
be the same ; and they could bo sure that truthful and righteous judgment
would come to them from Him whom they approached through Urim
and Thummim.
Now there was truth and righteousness in the manner of making and
wearing the Urim and Thummim and in asking for oracular responses
through them, because God had given specific directions to follow which
was to believe truth and to do right. But beyond this are the beauty
and glory of heavenly things. Not only was the priest who wore the breastplate a type and shadow of Christ, but the signification of the Urim and
Thummim being truth and righteousness in the light and fullness of
heaven, where shall we look for the substance but to Him who said, " I
am the way, the TRUTH and the life ? Who can it be but Him of whom
it is said, "But of Him are ye in Christ Jesus, who of God is made unto
us wisdom, and RIGHTEOUSNESS, and sanctification and redemption"
(I. Cor. i: 30)?
That the Urim and Thummim were shadows of Christ is clear from
the words: "And of Levi he said, Let thy Thummim and thy Urim be
with thy holy one, whom thou didst prove at Massah, and
with whom thou didst strive at the waters of Meribah" (Deut.
xxxiii: 8). The apostle Paul in referring to this strife and proving says, "And (Israel) did all drink the same spiritual drink ; for they
drank of that spiritual Rock that followed them; and that Rock was
Christ'''' (I. Cor. x: 4). They strove against God through Moses. When
Moses stood upon the rock the spirit, which was afterwards to be manifested
in Christ by the logos being made flesh, pervaded the rock and the water—
that was to Israel water of life—gushed forth. That rock, with Moses
standing upon it and the spirit of God in it was a shadow or type of
Christ the Holy one with whom they representatively strove. He was
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the Holy Man who would bo the beauty of Divine light and the fullness
of Divine measure—the Urim and Thummim. Therefore, '•'Let thy
Thumtnim and thy Urim be with thy Holy One, whom thou didst prove at
Massah, and with whom thou didst strive at the waters of Meribah."
After Judah's return from Babylon, when the children of the priests
sought their register among those that were reckoned by genealogy, there
were some who could not trace their relationship ; and of them it is said,
"that they should not eat of the holy things, till there stood up a priest
with Urim and Thummim''' (Ezra ii: 63). The Jews say that among
other things the Urim and Thummim was not in the temple after its
re-building. Indeed, there is nothing said about it in connection with
the consecration of the temple by Solomon. The words of Ezra ii: 63
prove by implication that, while there was a high priest, the Urim and
Thummim was not there to be worn. The priest could not •' stand up
with Urim and Thummim." Yet these words show an expectation that
one should sometime so stand up. When He does, He will decide all
questions that have baffled the skill and power of ancient days, and will
give light and beauty and measure in fullness. When we intelligently
think of the breastplate of Israel's high priest we see judgment, rulership, mediatorship, truth, righteousness and love. The view retrospectively only gives these in shadow ; we see them comparatively
clouded, as if we were looking "through a glass darkly." But the view
of them prospectively is one that is all aglow with the glory and beauty
of each and every function concentered in Him who is the fullness of the
Godhead bodily.
As a judge He is brought to view in the following testimonies :
Ps. ix: 8—"But the Lord shall endure forever; he hath prepared his
throne for judgment. And he shall judge the world in righteousness, he
shall minister judgment to the people in uprightness." Is. xi: 14—"And
(the spirit of the Lord) shall make him of quick understanding in the
fear of the Lord ; and he shall not judge after the sight of his eyes,
neither reprove after the hearing of his ears; but with righteousness shall
he judge the poor, and reprove with equity for the meek of the earth.'1
John v: 22—"For the Father judgeth no man ; but hath committed
all judgments unto the Son." Rom. ii: 16—"God shall judge the secrets
of men by Jesus Christ according to my gospel."
As a ruler Christ is referred to in the following :
Is. ix: 6—"And his name shall be called * * * Prince of Peace.
Of the increase of his government and peace there shall be no end, upon
the throne of David, and upon his kingdom, to order it and to establish
it with judgment and with justice from henceforth even forever."
Luke i: 32—"He shall be great, and shall be called the Son of the
Highest; and the Lord God shall give unto him the throne of his father
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David ; and he shall reign over the house of Jacob forever, and of his
kingdom there shall be no end,"
As a mediator, He is spoken of in the following:
I. Tim. ii: 5—"For there is one God and one mediator between God
and men, the Man Christ Jesus." I. John ii: 1—" * * * "And if any
man sin, we have an advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous."
As the Truth he is presented in the following testimonies:
John i: 14—"And the word was made flesh and dwelt among us (and
we beheld his glory, the glory as of the only begotten of the Father) full
of grace and truth." John xiv: 6—"Jesus saith unto him, I am the
way, the truth and the life."
As Righteousness He is thus spoken of:
Jer. xxiii: 6—" * * * "And this is the name wherebv he shall be
called, THE LOED OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS." Mai. iv: 2—"But
unto you that fear my name shall the Sun of righteousness arise with
healing in his wings." I. John ii: 1—" * * * "We have an advocate with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous."
As the embodiment of love we have only to remember that His life
consisted of acts of love toward the afflicted and distressed, and He
crowned it all by a death that manifested the greatest love that ever was
shown to man. Thus is He before us as the Urim and Thummim. There
have been many judges who have judged righteous judgment comparatively; but in Christ only is righteous judgment to be found superlatively,
so with rulership, modiatorship, truth and love.
Again we arc reminded that the Urim and Thummim was upon the
heart of the high priest; and in this is our hope ; for if we stood before
a judge of truth and righteousness who had not our names upon His
heart, so that He could combine love with all the rest, alas! for us. Were
we to be treated by the rigid demands of law hopeless would be the case
of poor, frail, mortal man. But set in the golden settings of tried faith
are all the living and precious stones upon which are written the names
of all who constitute Israel according to the spirit, and all are worn upon
the heart of Him who holds our destinies in His hands. In Him justice
and mercy are companions, and when He shall have judged His people,
"Mercy and truth will have met together; righteousness and peace have
kissed each other," for has He not "done justly, loved mercy, and
walked honorably with His God ? "
While the breastplate is a beautiful representation of Christ, showing
forth in the gold His tried faith, the stones and their adjustment, His
strict observance of His Father's requirements, and the effect—the Urim
and Thummim—the fullness and light of the Divine character, He now
being the only means through which we can make our requests to God;
while, I say, Christ is thus shadowed forth as the most glorious and
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beautiful of heavenly things, there is a lesson here for us to learn in
relation to ourselves. Gold is not a common thing ; it is hard to obtain.
Men have to dig and dig ; and even when it is found much labor and
skill are necessary to separate it from the dross, and to re tine it fit for
sotting of precious stones. Still tho sookor for gold does not complain, if
he gets gold. Nothing is too much trouble if gold is at last found.
"Wherefore let us greatly rejoico, though now for a season, if need bo,
we are in heaviness through manifold temptations; that tho trial of your
faith, being much more precious than of gold that perishoth, though it
be tried with fire, might be found unto praise and honor and glory at
the appearing of Jesus Christ." The sparkling gems of truth can shine
out only when properly sot in a gold-tried faith ; and if the truth is
"rightly divided" and properly set Urim and Thummim will bo the
effect.
Iu making the breastplate for tho high priest artists had to be
employed, and they must obey orders. Only the great Artist who conceived and planned the masterpiece knew what effect of light and fullness
would result from proper selections and adjustments. To the men
employed it was a case of "walking by faith and not by sight." "It
had not yet appeared to them what it should be, but when it did appear
it would be like Him"—complete in beauty and measure, light and fullness.
To "put the Urim and Thummim into the breastplate" the instructions
must be followed. Otherwise, while they might have gold and precious
stones, they would not have Urim and Thummim. Had they followed
a course that "seemed right unto a man," and said why not put this
row of stones here instead of there and do this instead of that, failure
would have been the end. This is the trouble with many in our day.
They ask "What's tho difference? " Some of them have gems of truth ;
but they are thrown promiscuously together with errors into confusion.
The elements must be properly combined in order to have the Truth, the
gospel which is the power of God unto salvation. One small misplacement will spoil the whole effect. Our lesson here is therefore care
in "going on unto perfection, till we all come in the unity of the faith,
and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the
measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ" We must be artistic in
moulding and shaping stubborn minds and wilful passions into a character that shall reflect the life of Him who was "holy, harmless and undefiled," a work that can be accomplished only by a careful following of
the instructions. The gold must be properly prepared ; the precious
stones named must be used, and no substitutes ; they must be adjusted
according to directions, trusting to the wisdom of the Great Artist who
has given us our lessons that the final effect will be as He has said. Thus
walking by faith and not by sight we may now "behold what manner
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of love the Father hath bestowed upon us that we should be called the
sons of God," and while "it doth not yet appear what it shall be," we
may be sure that when he—the Holy One, the Urim and Thummim—
"shall appear we shall be like him, for we shall see him as he is."
Then, as with the stars, though one star may differ from another star
in glory, all combined will manifest the Urim and Thummim and "then
shall the righteous shine forth in the kingdom of their Father."'
command. It is said, "Gather my
servants together, those who have made
a covenant with me through cutting off"
see by July ADVOCATE that the (Ps. 1: 5). Now the only way we can
fraternal gathering at Chicago is make covenants with God is by believannounced. It will be impossible for me ing into His institution, and this we
to attend. Poor health, declining years cannot do unless we know what His
and much depression and sorrow keep institution is.
me away.
If I make a testament all my heirs
On the first page of July ADVOCATE are recipients, not contracting parties.
I see a writer is out on covenant. It is My testament is a covenant without the
necessary to know what a covenant is slightest consultation with my heirs.
in order to write intelligently on the The writer above referred to says that
subject. A few here and there still "one is a land grant covenant and the
cling to Dr. Thomas' interpretation of other a sin covering covenant," and
Heb. ix: 16. * * * God's covenants that "'one is confirmed by God alone."
are not mutual compacts, but stern and Now right here let me ask, Who would
inexorable decrees, made and brought confirm God's covenant but Himself V
into force without the slightest consul- The writer continues, "the other by a
tation with man. Brother Williams mediator between God and man." Here
and Brother Hudson could not make a let me ask, Who is the mediator? We
covenant without its being a mutual answer, "God with us" (Matt, i: 23).
compact; but God does not make cove- Paul says, "God is one" and that a
nants this way. God's covenants are "mediator is of two"—God and man.
covenants whether man receives them Then God became two did He? He
or not. God does not consult with man did. This is abundantly evinced in all
when He makes a covenant. When the New Testament, where the word
the promise was made to Abraham God Father occurs more than one hundred
stood alone, and Abraham was merely and twenty times with a capital F.
a recipient, not a contracting party.
The apostle Paul says that where a
All Abraham was required to do was covenant-testamental arrangement exto believe; this is the only way Abraham ists there must of necessity be the
or any body else can make a- covenant death of that which ratifies it. Now
with God. God makes his covenants who can ratify God's covenant? Can
and ratifies them Himself. It is said man? We answer no. Who furnished
in Gen. xv. that God made a covenant the blood that sprinkled the covenant
with Abraham. Does that mean that and people? Man? No; see Acts xx: 28God entered into consultation with No, the objector says, Jesus Christ furAbraham? By no means. If Abraham nished it. Very well, who was Jesus
did anything it was by express order or Christ? Here comes the question the
A FEW WORDS FEOM BEOTHEE
HUDSON.
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world has been trying to answer for the
last eighteen hundred years. * * *
"This is the blood of the new covenant,"
says Jesus on the eve of His crucifixion.
* * * But more anon. I expect to be
writing on another phase of this subject
soon. In conclusion I would ask, Will
it be possible for you to come this way
in any of your journeyings to Canada ?
If so, please by all means let me know.
I am expecting Brother Irwin and
family with us shortly from Manistee.
He expects to settle in Detroit, twentythree miles from this place.
I am as ever in the only hope on
earth,
H. W. HUDSON.

testament would be of no force, for it
would not deprivehimof his title. Now.
how can we think of God entering into
an arrangement that would require an
impossibility'!1 It is no honor to Him
to suggest the thought that He would
entangle Elimself in an arrangement
that would require His death. And to
claim that, having made such an arrangement and rinding it impossible of
accomplishment because of the impossibility of His dying, He substituted His
Son to die in His stead is to make a
bad matter worse. Adopt the idea of
covenant and all is clear. It is true that
God prepared His covenant without
consulting man, but everything is of
REMARKS ON THE FOREGOING.
Him. The creature is not consulted
In nearly every instance, except in by the creator in the work of creation,
Heb. vii, the translators have given us nor in determining His plan to be folcovenant for the Greek word diaikeke. lowed in developing the new creation,
The Hebrew word is berith, and covenant but this fact must not be allowed to deis always the thought conveyed by the prive man of his God-given power of
word. We have the "old covenant'1 and free volition. Man must not be reduced
the "new covenant." In the old we to a mere machine, or his responsibility
find God making the offer, and Israel will cease and reward be without merit
accepting. In this covenant there was and his punishment an injustice. God,
a mediator and a sacrifice. All these without consultation, having arranged
are essential to a covenant, while none His plan or covenant, invites man to a
of them belong to a testament or to a voluntary acceptance. If no man rewill. It is a question if anything sponded the covenant would fail; but
answering to our idea of testament or God knowing that there would be rewill is to be found in the scriptures; and sponse, knew that failure was imposto think of God making a will is to re- sible, even though the covenant deduce the matter to an absurdity. In a pended upon man doing his part. The
will no one is consulted. It is a gift gospel, or everlasting covenant, is not a
that stipulates no conditions and is an decree in the sense that an act of law
instrument having no force or meaning is. It is an invitation; it is gospel.
apart from the death of the testator. Hence the beautiful words, "Ho every
No such a thing was ever heard of as a one that thirsteth, come ye to the
testator substituting another to die for waters, and he that hath no money.
him to bring his testament into force. * * * Incline your ear and come
Were such an attempt to be made it unto me; hear, and your soul shall live;
would be without value, for a testa- and I will make an everlasting covenment is of no force while the testator ant with you, even the sure mercies of
liveth. A thousand other deaths would David" (Ps. Iv: 1-3.
not be the death of the testator, and
In answer to Brother Hudson's inwould not bring his testament into quiry as to the prospect of a visit to
force. Further, should the testator die Canada, we will say, It is not long since
and in three days be restored to life his we were there, and at present we can-
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not say when we shall go east again.
Our hands are full now and will be for
some time, unless some extraordinary
event should demand a change of programme, in which event we will advise
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ever He may lead us, there is a test to
be made of our fidelity to Him, and it
comes sometimes in the form of afflictions, or persecutions, whichever is best
calculated to stir up that antagonism
Brother Hudson.
EDITOR.
that exists in the human heart, resulting in that enmity which God said he
THE FELLOWSHIP OF HIS SUFFEE- would put between the serpent and the
woman and between his seed and her
INGS.
seed. This antagonism was early deHE apostle Paul in his letter to the veloped between Cain and Abel, resultPhilippians, in the third chapter ing in the death of Abel, who was a
says, "Yea doubtless, and I count all faithful worshiper of God. Jesus says,
things but loss for the excellency of the in Matt, x: 16, "Behold I send you
knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord; for forth as sheep in the midst of wolves,
whom I have suffered the loss of all be ye therefore wise as serpents and'
things,and do count them but dung that I harmless as doves;" and in his denuncimay win Christ, and be found in him, not ation of the Pharisees, in Matt, xxiii: 34,
having mine own righteousness, which He says, "Behold I send unto you
is of the law, but that which is through prophets and wise men and scribes, and
the faith of Christ, the righteousness some of them ye shall kill and crucify,
which is of God by faith ; that I may and some of them ye shall scourge in
know him and the power of his resur- your synagogues and persecute them
rection, and the fellowship of his suffer- from city to city, that upon you may
ings, being made conformable to his come all the righteous blood shed upon
death, if, by any means, I might attain the earth from the blood of righteous
Abel unto the blood of Zacharias, son
unto the resurrection of the dead."
of
Barachias, whom ye shall slay be"The fellowship of his sufferings" is
an expression indicating a willingness tween the temple and the altar. This
to share in the reproach, iu the pain, in testimony shows us that persecutions
the afflictions, yea, even death itself— endured for the Truth's sake were not
"being made conformable to his death." peculiar to this dispensation. The
In Rom. vi: 3, 4 he speaks of our bap- writer of the epistle to the Hebrews, in
tism into Jesus Christ as a baptism his 11th chapter, enumerates some that
into His death, and that as we are dead were tortured, and others who had
to sin we should live no longer therein; "trial of cruel mockings and scourgings,
and in Gal. vi: 14 he says, "God forbid yea moreover of bonds and imprisonthat I should glory save in the cross of ments ; they were stoned, they were
our Lord Jesus Christ, by whom the sawn asunder, were tempted, were slain
world is crucified unto me, and I unto with the sword; they wandered about
the world." From these testimonies it in sheep-skins and goat-skins, being
would appear that to be made con- destitute, afflicted, tormented. They
formable to the death of Christ is not wandered in deserts and in mountains,
in the single act of baptism alone, but and in dens and caves of the earth.
in a life-long obedience to His com- Alas! what a category of the sufferings
mands. The apostle John says, chap, of God's people I The Lord was cogniv: 3, "His commandments are not zant to all these troubles and sufferings.
grievous;" but whilst it may be pleasant Job, chap, v: 6, says, ' Affliction cometh
to the determined follower of Jesus, not forth of the dust, neither doth
strictly to follow the Lamb whitherso- trouble spring out of the ground." But,
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as Paul, in I. Thes. iii: 3, says, no man
should be moved by these afflictions,
for "yourselves know that we are appointed thereto." The Psalmist says,
"Many are the afflictions of the righteous, but the Lord shall deliver him out
of them all (chap, xxxiv: 19). Paul endorses this in II. Tim. iii: 10-12—"Thou
hast fully known my doctrine, manner
of life, purpose, faith, long-suffering,
charity, patience, persecution, affliction,
which came unto me at Antioch, at
Iconium, at Lystra, what persecutions I
endured; but out of them all the Lord .
delivered me. Yea and all that will
live godly in Christ Jesus shall suffer
persecution." The apostle Paul practiced what he preached. After having
been stoned and it was supposed that
he had been dead, he rose up and came
into the city, and continued his preaching, confirming the souls of the disciples and exhorting them to continue
in the faith, saying, "that we must
through much tribulation enter into the
kingdom of God" (Acts xiv: 19-23.)
Now we might stop to inquire, Did
not Christ suffer and bleed and die for
us, that we should be benefltted by His
sufferings and His death ? Why then
should we have to suffer? Christ verily
has suttered for us and become perfect
through suffering, and has brought in
an age lasting righteousness ; hence he
has become a Saviour in a sense that
we cannot attain to, no matter what we
endure for His sake. God has made
him a name above every name, that
his disciples, being introduced into that
name, can bow the knee acceptably
before God. Jesus overcame the world
in his own individual person, and has
by the favor of God perfected a plan
by which all those that come to Him
and bring forth the fruits that he requires of them shall be delivered from
the thraldom and dominion of sin, and
shall become partakers of the Divine
nature, and attain to glory, honor, and
immortality.

The fruits that are required are an
unswerving faith, purity of conduct,
patience under trials and persecutions,
meekness, self-denial, fervency of devotion in the service of Jehovah, diligent in business, ever ready to give a
reason for the hope that is within us
with meekness and reverence; casting
our cares upon Jehovah, being witnesses
for the Truth, reflectors of the light
which God has given us. God having
called us out of darkness into his
marvelous light, asks us to shine as
lights in the world, to be separate from
the world, "a peculiar people zealous
of good works;" and if in the wisdom
of God he asks us to be put to a test on
trial, let us not think the way is hard,
for all the Lord's people have been put
to the proof.
Abraham wasput to the proof whether
he would give up his only son in obedience to God. Joseph was put to the
test whether to sin against God and do
so great wickedness or be put in prison.
He chose the latter. The dreams which
he dreamed were from God ; the recital
of those dreams to his brethren caused
them to hate him, and although he was
innocent, yet on account of the enmity
his brethren harbored against him, he
was sold a slave and carried to Egypt,
where he was subjected to the great
ordeal of suffering unjustly until
Jehovah vindicated him.
Again in Moses is seen an example
of fidelity, of patience under affliction ;
and not only so but having come to
mature years "he refused to be called
the son of Pharaoh's daughter, chosing
rather to suffer affliction with the people of God than to enjoy the pleasures
of sin for a season; esteeming the reproach of Christ greater riches than
the treasures of Egypt. For he had
respect unto the recompence of the
reward."
Elijah, another of the Lord's people,
was sorely persecuted by Jezebel, and
why? Was it not for his faithfulness
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in the service of Jehovah, when Israel
was almost all gone over to serve Baal ?
Elisha was mocked by forty-two children, saying, "Go up thou baldhead, go
up thou baldhead."
In the days of Ahab there was a
faithful prophet named Michaiah, who
testified differently to four hundred
false prophets, and as a consequence of
his fidelity to Jehovah he was punished
witli imprisonment and to be fed with
the bread of siffliction and water of
affliction ([. Kings xxii: 27). Jeremiah,
another faithful witness for God, was
put into prison without a proper floor,
and he sank down into the mire up to
his arm pits, and was delivered from
that perilous situation by Ebed-Melech,
the Ethiopean (Jer. xxxviii: 13). These
are a few notable instances of suffering
affliction for the Truth's sake; and that
these were not the only instances of
suffering persecutions is shown by
Stephen in that memorable discourse
recorded in Acts vii. In verse 52 he
asks, "Which of the prophets have not
your fathers persecuted ? and they
have slain them which showed before
of the coming of the Just one, of whom
ye have been now the betrayers and
murderers." For this faithful testimony they should stone Stephen, Jesus
had already accused the Pharisees that
they were the children of those who
had killed the prophets, by saying of
them, "If we had been in the days of
our fathers we would not have been
partakers with them in the blood of the
prophets, wherefore be ye witnesses
unto yourselves that ye are the children
of those who killed the prophets. Fill
ye up then the measure of your fathers."
The iniquity of the Amorites had been
filled up and running over at the time
of Israel's entrance into Canaan. The
iniquity of Israel was filling up in the
days of Jesus in the death of John the
Baptist, and lastly in the crucifixion of
Christ; which measurement leads us to
another enquiry about the measure-
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ment of the endurance and the suffering of the Lord's people, who will constitute the multitudinous Christ.
Paul, in writing to the saints at
Colosse, chap, i: 24, says, "who now rejoice in my sufferings for you, and fill
up that which is behind of the afflictions
of Christ in my flesh for his body's
sake, which is the church." The apostle
John, having been banished from his
country to the Isle called Pattnos, says,
Rev. i: 9, "I, John, who am your brother and companion in tribulation
* * * for the word of God and for
the testimony of Jesus Christ."
This reminds me of a conversation
which Jesus had with the two sons of
Zebedee. They had desired each a
place in the kingdom very near to Jesus
—one to be on his right hand, and the
other on his left. Although this request
was left unanswered, it showed great
faith and confidence that the royalty of
Chrisfs kingdom would be established,
and that it might be allowable as an
incentive to get as near to the King as
possible, Paul says, "Covet the best
gifts"; and although it is preferable to
be even a doorkeeper in the house of
God than to dwell in the tents of
wickedness," yet in striving for the
mastery over sin and in the use of the
talents those more active will receive a
greater share of eminence and authority.
But, to return to these two apostles,
Jesus asked them, "CouJd they be baptized with the baptism that He was
about to be baptized withy" Or, in
other words, could they endure persecution, and be overwhelmed in sufferings even to death ? and they said they
were able. In this reply he foretold
that they should indeed drink of His
cup; and history verifies the truth of
their declaration, for James the brother
of John suffered death at the hands of
Herod the King, and John, as we have
seen, endured tribulation in captivity;
and if history can be relied upon, he
submitted to their attempt to scald him
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to death in a caldron of oil, but, like
the three Hebrew children,was delivered
from death.
Jesus, in John xv, compares himself
to a vine and his disciples to branches,
saying, "Every branch that beareth
fruit he purgeth it, that it may bring
forth more fruit." I suppose he means
pruneth it, cutting away some of its
appendages or woody fibres that it may
be healthier and that its increase may
be of the right development. So the
apostle in speaking of spiritual application says, in Heb. xii, "For whom
the Lord loveth he chasteneth, and
sconrgeth every son whom he receiveth.
If ye endure chastening God dealeth
with you as with sons, for what son is
he whom the father chasteneth not V
But if ye be without chastisement
whereof all are partakers, then are ye
bastards and not sons. * * * Now
no chastening for the present seemeth
to be joyous, but grevious; nevertheless,
afterward it yieldeth the peaceable
fruit of righteousness unto them which
are exercised thereby." He testifies in
chap, x: 34 that "they took joyfully the
spoiling of their goods, knowing in
themselves that in heaven they have a
more enduring substance. "They evidently had learned the lesson taught by
Jesus in Matt, x: 28, "Fear not them
which kill the body;" and in Luke xii:
32, "Fear not little flock, for it is your
Father's good pleasure to give you the
kingdom." They were required not to
resist evil, to submit to every ordinance
of man for the Lord's sake, where these
ordinances or laws of men did not
interfere with the commands of Christ;
but where the laws of the state came in
collision with Christ's commands then
the example of Peter and John, recorded in Acts iv: 9, should be taken:
"But Peter and John answered and
said unto them, Whether it be right in
the sight of God to hearken unto you
more than unto God judge ye." After
this the apostles were put in prison

(Acts v: 18), "and the angel of the Lord
opened the prison door, and spake to
them authoritatively, Go stand and
speak in the temple all the words of
this life," so the apostles obeyed and
were again brought into custody, but
upon a disagreement arising in the
council their punishment was reduced
to a minimum, and when they had
called the apostles and beaten them,
they commanded "that they should not
speak in the name of Jesus, aud let
them go. And they departed from the
presence of the council, rejoicing that
they were counted worthy to suffer
shame for His name." The apostle
Peter, in his first epistle iv: says,
"Beloved think it not strange concerning the fiery trial which is to try you,
as though some strange thing happened
unto you, but rejoice inasmuch as ye
are partakers of Christ's sufferings,
that when His glory shall be revealed
ye may be glad also with exceeding joy;
if ye be reproached for the name of
Christ happy are ye, for the spirit of
glory and of God resteth upon you; on
their part He is evil spoken of, but on
your part He is glorified. * * * If
any man suffer as a Christian let him
not be ashamed, but let him glorify God
on this behalf." Paul says in Rom.
viii: 17, "And if Children, then heirs,
heirs of God and joint heirs with Christ,
if so be that we suffer with Him, that
we may be also glorified together. For
I reckon that the sufferings of this
present time are not worthy to be compared with the glory which shall be
revealed in us." The Psalmist, • in
cxix: 71, says. "It is good for me that I
have been afflicted, that I might learn
thy statutes;" and in verse 67 he says,
"Before I was afflicted I went astray,
but now I have kept thy word." Paul
says, in II. Cor. iv: 17, "For our light
affliction, which is but for a moment,
worketh for us a far more exceeding
and eternal weight of glory." Let us
see what this light affliction is from his

THE FELLOWSHIP OF HIS STTFFEBINGS.
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Jesus says, "If they have called the
first epistle, chap, iv: 9, "For I think
that God hath set forth us the apostles master of the house Beelzebub, how
last as it were appointed to death, for much more shall they call them of his
we are made a spectacle unto the world, household;"'(Matt, x: 25). Jesus says
and to angels and to men. We are in John xv: 20, "Remember the word
fools for Christ's sake, but ye are wise that 1 said unto you, The servant is
in Christ; we are weak, but ye are not greater than his Lord. If they
strong; ye are honorable, but we are have persecuted me, they will persecute
despised. Even unto this present hour you. These persecutions have been
we both hunger and thirst, and are visited upon the Lord's people. To
naked, and are buffeted, and have no the church in Smyrna "says the first
certain dwelling place, and labor, work- and the last, which was deadend is alive.
ing with our own hands; being reviled I know thy works and tribulation and
we bless, being persecuted we suffer it, poverty, but thou art rich. * * *
being defamed we intreat, we are made Fear none of those things which thou
as the filth of the world and are the shalt suffer. Behold the devil shall
offscouring of all things unto this day." • cast some of you into prison that you
This is the " light of affliction." One may be tried, and ye shall have tribuof the most vexing epithets that can be lation ten days; be thou faithful unto
called upon a person is to denominate death, and I will give thee a crown of
him a fool. Paul says of himself and life (Rev. ii: 9).
companions, "We are fools for Christ's
The Revelator relates a scene of vicsake." When he was preaching the tory; one of the elders asks, "What are
resurrection from the dead in Athens, these which are arrayed in white robes,
some of his hearers said, "What will and whence came they, and I said,
this babbler say?" When he was mak- Thou knowest. And he said to me.
ing his defence before Agrippa, Festus These are they which came out of the
said with a loud voice, "Paul, thou art great tribulation and have washed their
beside thyself, much learning doth make robes in the blood of the Lamb; therethee mad" (Acts xxiv: 26). John the fore are they before the throne of God
Baptist, because of his abstemiousness, and serve Him day and night in His
was accused of having a devil. Jesus temple; and he that sitteth on the throne
was accused of being a wine bibber, a shall dwell among them." "These had
friend of Publicans and sinners.
washed their robes in the blood of the
It was not alone in the days of Christ Lamb," while in Rev. i: 5 the washing
and the apostles that God's people were is ascribed to the Lord; "Unto Him
stigmatized. We find an expression of that loved us and washed us from our
contempt in the days of Elisha; a mes- sins in His own blood, and hath made
senger sent from the prophet came to us kings and priests unto God and his
Jehu; he was sent to anoint Jehu to be Father, to whom be glory and dominion
king over Israel. The young man, son forever and ever, amen."
of a Prophet, commissioned by Elisha
The double application of the washunder the direction of- Jehovah, went, ing is interesting. Jesus said to Peter,
carrying the box of oil in his hand, and "If I wash thee not, then thou hast no
performed the duty, anointing Jehu to part with me" (John xiii: 8), and in
be king of Israel, with a commission to chap, xv: 3 he says, "Now we are clean
visit punishment upon the apostate through the word." The spirit through
house of Ahab. Notice the epithet that Isiah says, "Wash you, make you clean
was jeeringly spoken of him : "Where- (chap, i: 16); and Annanias said to Saul
fore came this mad fellow to thee?"
of Tarsus, "And now why tarriest
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thou? Arise and be baptized, and
wash away thy sins, calling upon the
nameof the Lord" (Actsxxii: 16). From
these quotations we find that when the
Lord works in a saving process, there
must be a co-operation, an appreciation
of what He is doing for us. When the
word is received into the heart there is
a quickening process, it produces an
operative faith that purifies the heart,
and responds to the Lord's requirements.
The history of the last 1800 years has
been a period of affliction, persecution,
and endurance, also a period of tribulation for the house of Jacob, the natural seed of Israel. The interests of
both classes of Israel are mutual to a
certain extent. The tribulation of
those days spoken of by Daniel the
prophet, concerning the destruction of
Jerusalem, have continued from that
time to the present. Weeping has endured during the night of Gentile rule.
The curse imprecated upon themselves,
saying, "His blood be upon us and upon
our children" has been visited upon
them to the utmost. Our hearts are
grieved for their calamities. We also
deplore the sins of those who profess to
know the Truth and do not conform to
their profession .The pride and thoughtlessness of the Lord's people who are
looking for the near coming of Christ
is something inexplicable. The fashions
of the world, with its allurement, are
very fascinating, and where prosperity
and peace have been enjoyed for long
periods, the Lord's people, in great
measure have succumbed to evil surroundings. Paul admonished the Philippians to be followers of Him. "For
many walk, of whom I have told you
often, and now tell you even weeping,
that they are the enemies of the cross
ofChrist,whose end isdestruction,whose
God is their belly * * * who mind
earthly things (Phil, iii: 17). In writing
to Timothy he says, "Demas hath forsaken me having loved this present

world." The apostle John says, "Love
not the world, neither the things that
are in the world; if any man love the
world the love of the Father is not in
him (John ii: 15). Brethren, let us be
careful to keep our separation from the
world ever in mind, that we are not our
own, remembering that Christ gave
himself for us, that he might redeem us
from all iniquity and purify unto himself a peculiar people zealous of good
works (Titus ii: 14), and let us not be
disappointed if in the purifying process we are subjected to trials and
afflictions; for it is written concerning
Israel, in Isaiah xlviii: 10, "I have
chosen thee in the furnace of affliction."

JAMES WOOD.

Love to Christ.
Love to Christ smooths the path of
life. It is the bow which impels the
arrow to obedience; it is the mainspring
moving the wheels of duty; it is the
strong arm tugging the ore of diligence.
Love is the marrow of the bones of
fidelity, the blood in the veins of piety,
the sinew of spiritual strength ; yea,
the life of sincere devotion. He that
hath love can no more be motionless
than the aspen in the gale, the sear leaf
in the hurricane, or the spray in the
tempest. As well may hearts cease to
beat as love to labor. Love is instinct
with activity, it cannot be idle; it is
full of energy, it cannot content itself
with littles ; it is the well-spring of
heroism, and great deeds are gushings
of its fountains, it is a giant—it heapeth
mountains upon mountains, and thinks
the pile but little; it is a mighty
mystery, for it changes bitter into
sweet; it calls death life, and life death;
and it makes pain less painful than enjoyment.—Spurgeon.
Abuse the devil, and there are men
who will think you mean them.—Hani's
Horn.
Why should't they V—Ed.

THE JEWS, THEIE LAND AND AFFAIES.
SCATTEKED.
"And the Lord shall scatter thee i\.noii<j all
people, from the one end of the earth even
unto the other. * * * And among- those nations Shalt thou find no ease, neither shall the
sole of thy foot have rest"—Deut. 28: 64, 65.

GATHERED.
"Behold, I will take the children of Israel
from among the nations, whither they bo gone,
and will gathe-r them on every side, and bring
thorn into tl>eir awn land"~Ezek. 37: 21, 22.

JEWS IN INDIA.

1662 the Dutch made their first endeavor to wrest Cochin from the Portuguese. The Jews were inclined to
favor the Dutch invaders, but had to
suffer severely for that participation.
The number of Jews now domiciled
in the rajah's domain comprise about
1,800, which are designated under three
classes: The white Jews, who resemble
the aborigines of southern Europe ; the
black Jews, descendants of proselytes
and the iower Indian castes, and the
brown Jews, who have a pronounced
Jewish physiognomy and are undoubtedly the descendants of white Jews by
aboriginal mothers. They are the menial
class and under complete thraldom.
The white and brown Jews are unimportant tradesmen and traffickers, the
black Jews are mechanics and artisans.
If the circumstances are more favorable
to the Jews in recent years their conditions were far more comfortable under
the Hollander's rule.
In 1806 Dr. Buchanan, the celebrated
English archseolegist, visited Cochin
and directed the English Christians to
these Jews. He began examining and
searching among them for manuscripts
and after a six weeks' investigation discovered in the synagogue of the black
Jews a collection of parchment, goatskins and cotton paper, which he purchased. Among the more important
works was an unfinished pentateuch in
the Hebrew language, written on a reddyed goat-skin, 22 inches wide by 48
feet long, besides a 150-year-old translation in Hebrew of the new testament.
Both of these are now to be seen in the
public library at Cambridge.

RITING from Bombay, India, a
W
correspondent tells of a settlement known as Bene Israelites, located
in the lower coast near the environs of
Cochin, The Jews of this section
assert that shortly after the destruction
of the second temple at Jerusalem they
had emigrated to this country near the
city of Codungalaon, which is known
by the Portuguese as Crongonore, situated about fourteen miles from Cochin.
They were cordially received by the
aboriginal chiefs and the Indian kings;
acquired great prominence and were
accorded many privileges and concessions. They are to-day in possession of
three copper plates with the ancient inscriptions detailing the conditions of
privileges accorded them. When the
Portuguese in the sixteenth century
conquered Crongonore the quiet and
peace heretofore enjoyed by this settlement suddenly ended. The Jesuits
settled themselves along the Malabar
coast and as early as the year 1557 they
instituted the inquisition, as is recorded
i;i the Roman history, because certain
derogatory papers had been placed in
the contribution boxes of the leading
church of Cochin, which they charged
were put in by the Jews and Mohammedans. Eight years thereafter
the Jews emigrated from Crongonore
because of the persecution by the Portuguese and Jesuits. They settled in the
possession of the rajah of Cochin about
a mile south of the palace at Muttancherri, where they were permitted
to erect their homes. About the year
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LETTER FROM JERUSALEM.
JERUSALEM, Aug. 20, 1895.

Dr. D. Arbela told me to-day that he
had treated at the hospital two hundred
and thirty cases, one hundred and ten
of which were treated for bad eyes, the
others for internal diseases from bad
air, want of water, and starvation. One
child died of starvation last week.
There were several families of Yemen
Jews who started in a ship to come to
Jerusalem Some of these people had
money to commence a little business
and had with them all their clothing.
There was a collision with another
steamer and the ship sank in a few
minutes. The people were picked up
and saved, but all their belongings went
to the bottom of the sea. They lost
everything. Some money was raised
to help them to Jaffa where they arrived sick and discouraged. There are
now three families in the Rothschild
Hospital who are nearly naked, with
nothing to pay for a shelter one day.
Dr. D. Arbela and his wife are doing
all they can to relieve them, but the
doctor's money goes faster than he gets
it. He is called upon continually.
Through the kindness of your Christadelphian brethren I have been able to
relieve several families by paying rents,
and Dr. D. Arbela has used the rest of
the money to put roofs on three rooms
which were roofless all last winter. The
money which comes from this source
seems somehow to be like the "widow's
cruise." There is much good done
with it. Dr. D. Arbela is very judicious
in spending money. I am sure that 1
could not do as much with the small
amount.
I think and feel sure that the Lord is
blessing the means which is so unselfishly given, and it seems to be given
according to the command, "not to let
the right hand know," etc. Neither do
I wish to know as to the agent, and
this is the reason why I choose that Dr.

D. Arbela only should be known as the
agent, to give out the clothing and
money for water and rents.
I have much work on hand, and I
trust through the mercy of God to be
able to earn quite a sum before winter.
My wants are very few indeed. I have
not long to live and I hope I may be
useful every day that I may live. All
the happiness that I have is to earn
money to relieve the hungry people who
would be so glad to be able to do the
same work that I do. But they, poor
souls, have no home, no skill to make
flower pictures, and no friends to help
sell them.
Dr. Bliss is still excavating on Mount
Zion, and he will extend his excavation
to Opbel where lie is expecthig to finti
David's tomb. The Jews are greatly
interested in these excavations, and
believe with Dr. Bliss that Ophel is
the burial place of the Kings. We
have had about three hundred German
visitors this month. The Germans
are building and doing more for
Jaffa and Jerusalem than any other
nation. We have German coined money,
made especially for Jerusalem. It is
good everywhere. The people have responded very kindly and liberally to my
call for stamps and they have done
much good. The craze for stamps will
probably benefit somebody. I am not
yet as strong as I was before my illness.
My head feels strange sometimes and
perhaps I may never be the same again.
I see by the papers that many people
never recover from la grippe. I see by
my letters that Brother Williams is
much beloved by his brethren and
sisters. This is as it should be, I am
happy to know this. May God bless
you more and more for your brave defence of His truth.
Yours in hope,
A. E. DAVIS.
Holiness is immortality in the bud,
immortality is holiness in the bloom.

THE ADVOCATE SUNDAY-SCHOOL CLASS.
"Remember now thy Creator in the (toys of thy youth, while the evil days come not, nor the years draw
nigh, ivhen thou shalt say, I have no pleasure in them."—SOLOMON.
RULES.

1.—Answers must be your own and in your own writing.
2.—Write on one side of the paper only.
3.—State which class you belong to, and give your age on each paper you send.
4.—Answers must reach the examiner, Mr. Leask, by the 25th of each month.
to pass that Cain brought of the fruit
of the ground an offering unto the
Lord. And Abel, he also brought of
in September ADVOCATK:
the firstling of his flock and the fat
thereof."'
CLASS NO. 1.
3.—No; Cain's offering was not acMaria Laird (10), Innerkip, Ont., 100;
because the Lord God did not
Ezra Cocke (11), Creal Springs, 111., 95; cepted,
require the fruit of the ground, but He
Homer I. Byrnes (11), Wauneta, Kan., required a sacrifice; also Cain's offering
95; Elsie Hahn, Riverside, la., 90; May was not offered in faith. Proof—Gen.
Spencer (11), Avondale, 111., 90; Mabel iv: 5, Heb. x: 14. "But unto Cain and
his offering the Lord had no respect."
Clark (10), Hilton N. J., 90.
"By faith Abel offered unto God a more
CLASS NO. 2.
excellent sacrifice than Cain, by which
he obtained witness that he was rightBessie Williams (13), Englewood, 111., eous."
MAKIA LAIKD.
95; Pearl Eblen (16), Robards, Ky., 90;
Maud Cocke (16). Creal Springs, 111., 85; SECOND BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 1.
Ethel Cocke (14) Creal Springs, 111., 85;
1. The names of the first two sons
Harpending Eblen (14), Robards, Ky., of Adam were Cain and Abel. Proof—
85; Ruth Blake (13), Wilson, Ky., 85; Gen. iv: 1, 2.
2.—Cain's offering was of the fruit of
Leah Epperson (18), Mossy Rock,Wash.,
the ground. Proof—Gen. iv: 3. Abel's
85; Daisy Franklin (12), Elgin, 111., 85.
offering was of the firstlings of his flock
JAS. LEASK.
and the fat thereof. Proof—Gen. iv: 4.
3.—No; Cain's offering was not acLESSON NO. 30, CLASS NO. 1.
cepted. Proof—Gen. iv: 5. By faith
QUESTIONS.
Abel's offering was a more excellent
1.—What are the names of the first sacrifice than Cain's. Proof—Heb. xi: 4.
EZRA COCKE.
two sons of Adam ?
2.—What did they bring as offerings
LESSON NO. 30, CLASS NO. 2.
to the Lord ?
QUESTIONS.
3.—Were both offerings accepted and
if not why?
1.—What are the first words of promise after the transgression ?
ANSWERS.
2.—What is meant by the seed of the
BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 1.
woman and the seed of the serpent ?
3.—What is the meaning of "brusing
1.—The names of the first two sons
of Adam were Cain and Abel. Proof— the head" and "brusing the heel 5"'
Gen. iv: 1-2. "And Adam knew Eve his
ANSWERS.
wife; and she conceived, and bare Cain.
BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 2.
Aud she again bare his brother Abel."
2.—Cain brought fruit as his offering,
My answer to the first question is
but Abel brought the firstlings of his that the first words of promise after the
flock and the fat thereof. Proof—Gen. transgression are to be found in Gen.
iv: 3-4. "And in process of time it came iii: 15, where it says, "And I will put
Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions appearing
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enmity between tbee and the woman
and between thy seed and her seed; it
shall bruise thy head and thou shalt
bruise his heel."
My answer to the second question is,
"The serpent was more subtle than
any other beast;" and he tempted Eve
to sin, and because he did that he has
been cursed by God and has been used
as a figure of sin all through the scriptuies; and the seed of the woman,which
was Christ, who was righteous, has
moved away the curse that sin brought
on Him and He will do it for His
people.
My answer to the third is, The serpent's power only triumphed over Christ
a short time when it crucified Him on
the cross, but it could not hold Him,
because He was righteous. So in that
it only " bruised His heel," but when
Christ comes and puts down all sin and
iniquity and has destroyed death, then
He will have bruised the serpent's
head.
BESSIE WILLIAMS.

2.—What was his punishment ?
3.—Where in the scriptures is the
first expressed law against murder ?
LESSON NO. 31, CLASS NO. 2.
QUESTIONS.

1.—Who were the progentors of Noah
from Adam down ?
2.—How long a time was it from
Adam to Noah, and what was the condition of the world in the days of
Noah ?
3. —In what will the day of Christ's
coming be similar to the days of Noah?

I he (£hristadelphiar(

«Ad\?ocate.

OCTOBER, 1895.

JHS\ GAIN sad news from across the
.J^Ss, sea has plunged the editor's
SECOND BEST PAPER, CLASS NO. 2.
household in grief, especially Sister
1.—The first words of promise were Williams During our absence in the
that God would put enmity between West a letter came with tidings of sickthe woman and the serpent, and her ness. A cablegram asked, Is it serious?
seed should bruise its head and that
the serpent should bruise the heel of and in a few hours an answer came,
" Mother dead." Father, then sister
the woman's seed. Gen. iii: 15.
2.—The seed of the woman are the and now mother, passed into the sleep
righteous, sometimes called servants of of death, and the wild waves of the
righteousness or the good seed. The deep forbidding a farewell word and a
seed of the serpent are the wicked, parting kiss. Hard, hard for a tendersometimes called the servants of sin or
the tares. Matt, xiii: 23-28, Rom. vi: hearted daughter and sister to bear,
but then, what can we do ? "Thy will
17, 18.
3.—The serpent's lie caused our first be done" is all we can say, and then be
parents to sin, so the serpent became a silent and weep and hope. There is
representation of sin and sin was called only One who can bind up broken
a serpent. The way to kill a serpent is hearts, and He is not here yet. How
to crush its head ; then "bruising the many are crying out, "Lord, if thou
head" means the destruction of sin's
power to hold the woman's seed in hadst been here, my brother, my sister,
death and the grave; so ressurection is my father, my mother had not died."
here promised. "Bruising the heel" of In death's gloomy presence even "Jesus
the woman's seed means the putting to wept." He will not frown upon us if
death of Christ, but not the destruction
of Him, as a means of redeeming man we weep; but let us not despair. "Thy
from sin's power. Heb. ii: 14, Isa. Iii: brother shall rise again" are words of
10.
PEARL EBLEN.
soothing solace from Him who has
declared, " I am the ressurection and
LESSON NO., 31 CLASS NO. 1.
the life; he that believeth in me though
he were dead, yet shall he live."
QUESTIONS.
These are portentous times. Clouds
1.—What did Cain do after he found
that his offering was not accepted ?
many and thick are in the heavens. It
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cannot be long before the storm breaks
upon this world of wickedness. During
the month there seem to have been
many efforts to tantalize the sullen discontent of revengeful hearts. The papal
power has been forced to witness demonstrations by Italy that must be most
exasperating. Garibaldi highly honored
and the entrance of Victor Emmanuel
into Rome to take away the last vestige
of temporal power from the Pope made
the subject of a great national celebration, and a monument of the victory
unveiled, right under the very eyes
of the man who represents the power
that at one time made the world tremble
and kings cringe at its feet. Now it is
helpless. Its bishops ordered prayers
to be offered for the restoration of the
temporal power; but while they have no
power except their prayers they may
well despair. When they had swords
they abused their power and reaction set
in. iSTow they have nothing but prayers;
but their gods are asleep and will never
awake, and their prayers are but a
"sounding brass or a tinkling cymbal."
Angry and revengeful France has
been compelled to witness a mighty celebration of its downfall at the feet of
Germany, the very event that caused
the downfall of the Pope's temporal
power. She must stand still and grind
her teeth, while her hated foe makes an
exhibition of strength and stratagem.
But all this will hasten desperation and
then look out.
.
The Sultan's answer to the powers
on the Armenian question is only an
aggravation, and cannot but hurry the
long-hoped-for crisis, when the miserable thing will die, and, as Brother
Washburne says, no body-snatcher will
meddle with the polluted carcass.
It would seem that England's hands
are getting about as full as those of
Franklyn's baby with three apples; and
in this may be seen the formation of a
situation that will afford Russia and
France their opportunity to form an-

other situation, one that will open the
opportunity for the Man- of Jehovah's
right hand to break the powers in
pieces preparatory to the grandest reconstruction the world has ever witnessed.
SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

"WT seems evident that the drying up
A of the political Euphrates is nearly
complete. The powers that have guaranteed the independence of the Ottoman
Empire have been brought face to face
with facts that expose the disgrace it is
to them to support such an abomination any longer. Brother G. T.
Washburne, in sending us the clipping
from the New York Sun given below,
says:
"You will please find enclosed a clipping from the N. Y. Sun of yesterday.
It deals with a matter of much interest
to those who know what the destiny of
'the worst of the heathen' is as assured
by divine decree. The Turk is so unspeakably vile and villanous in all his
evil way as to render his removal most
desirable even from a merely human
point of view. That our God is not
unmindful of His creatures is evident
from the seemingly certain doom
toward which the Ottoman power is
hastening. One day the 'sick man'
will need the services of the gravedigger, and no body-snatcher will ever
disturb his unholy remains. 'He will
sleep a perpetual sleep, and not awake.'"
IS TIIE SULTAN DOOMED?

The almost complete unanimity of
English public opinion with regard to
the Armenian question offers at least
a promise of deliverance to the Christian populations which, to the disgrace
of Europe, still languish under the rule
of the Turk. The menacing declaration of Lord Salisbury, soon after the
opening of parliament, backed as it
was by the remarkable speech of Mr.
Gladstone, shows that the great politi-
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cal parties are determined to co-operate
for the rescue of their co-religionists.
The time has gone by when leaders of
the Conservatives strove to palliate the
shocking record of the Bulgarian atrocities, and by frustrating the treaty of
San Stefano thrust back the unhappy
Macedonians under the heel of their
age-long oppressor. It turns out that
one of the two statesmen who went to
the Berlin Congress for the purpose of
shielding the Sultan from the full
penalty of defeat has become the most
inflexible champion of the Christian
victims of Turkish savagery, and that
Abdul Hamid had much less to fear
from the wavering and insecure Lord
Rosebury than he has from the unyielding head of the new Tory government.
It looks as if the Ottoman power, the
survival of which up to near the close
of the nineteenth century is due to the
despicable jealousiesof Christian States,
were now destined to speedy dissolution.
How is it possible for the Sultan to
escape impalement upon one or the
other horn of the Armenian dilemma'?
It has been distinctly recognized at
Constantinople since 1890 that the eastern frontier provinces of Anatolia constitute by reason of their Christian inhabitants a grave source of danger to
the Turkish empire, and it was precisely
on that acount that the policy of extermination was adopted in the year
named. If now, in obedience to the
joint demand of England, France and
Russia, that policy is renounced and
the provinces in question are placed
under the control of a Christian governor, responsible, not to the Porte, but
to the three great powers just mentioned, not only will the eastern half of
Anatolia be irreparably lost to Turkey,
but the process of disruption, thus
begun, cannot be checked. In Thrace
and Macedonia, in Crete, on the coast
and in the islands of the iEgean, wherever in the Sultan's dominions considerable bodies of Christians exist, the

word would fly from mouth to mouth
that the hour of redemption from the
hated infidel had come, and that a bold
stroke for freedom would be at last certain of success. Especially would the
Christians in the region between the
Bulgarian border and the Bosporus proclaim by a vigorous uprising that they,
too, have a right to independence, nor
would the powers refuse to Macedonia
the protection which Armenia would
receive.
Such, as is perfectly foreseen by Abdul
Hamid and his advisers, would be the
inevitable consequences of conforming
to the will of England, France, and
Russia in the matter of placing Armenia
under a Christian governor owing no
accountability to the Porte. Should,
however, the Sultan persist in refusing
the joint demand of the three powers,
he would, apparently, only accelerate
the collapse of his empire. No other
deduction can be drawn from the words
spoken in the House of Lords by Lord
Salisbury under the sense of high official
responsibility.
The adominition to the Sultan was
couched in terms more threatening than
Mr. Gladstone ever employed, and perhaps stronger than have ever been
addressed by an English Prime Minister to a foreign power. Replying to
the plea,which is of course well founded,
that the appointment of a Christian
governor over the eastern provinces of
Anatolia would impair the independence
of the Porte, Lord Salisbury bade the
Sultan remember that his so-called independence was of a peculiar kind,
resting as it did solely on the agreement
of the Christian powers. The powers,
he continued, had come to feel that
there was a danger lest, in giving an
artificial stability to Turkey, "they
should be upholding a mechanism which
did not work for human happiness and
progress."
Lord Salisbury admitted that it
seemed to him more doubtful than it
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did sixteen years ago how long the
present state of things in the Turkish
dominions would be suffered to go on.
" If," he said, "for generation after
generation cries of mercy come up from
various parts of the Turkish empire, I
am sure the Sultan cannot blind himself
to the probability that Europe will at
some time or other become weary of the
appeals that are made to it, whereupon
the factitious strength that is given to
his empire will fail it.'' This was sufficiently explicit and alarming, yet still
more ominous were the concluding
words of the Prime Minister. "The
Sultan," he said, "will make a grave
and calamitous mistake if, for the sake
of maintaining a mere formal independence, for the sake of resisting a possible
encroahment on his nominal prerogatives, he refuses to accept the assistance and listen to the advice of the
European powers in extirpating from
his dominions an anarchy and a weakness which no treaties and no sympathy
will prevent from being fatal in the
long run to the empire over which he
rules." Such a warning from the mouth
of one who but sixteen years ago went to
Berlin to save Turkey from the ruin
threatened at San Stefano may well
sound at Constantinople like the knell
of coming doom.
It is almost exactly four hundred
years since the united Christians or
Castile and Aragon expelled from southeastern Europe the last vestige of a
Moslem domination, which, compared
with the hideous misrule of the Ottoman
Turks, was a model of enlightenment
and toleration. The signs are that men
now living may behold the more memorable deliverance of the unfortunate
Christian descendants of the subjects
of that Byzantine empire which stood
so long the bulwark of European civilization and imposed on Christendom a
debt which still remains unpaid.—From
the Neiv York Sun.
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NOTES, NEWS AND COMMENTS.

Some one has sent us several copies
of an eight page tract on "Joshua and
the Filthy Garments," by Geo. Cornish,
late of England, now of Melbourne,
Australia. It is an attempt to prove
that Dr. Thomas is wrong in his exposition of Zeeh. iii, in which he shows
that the change of raiment from "filthy
garments" to holy is a sign of Christ's
change from sin's flesh to spirit
nature. The tract labors to prove that
the chapter in Zech. is historical, and
seems to infer that the fact of its being
so is proof it does not refer to Christ.
There is sufficient in the chapter to
show that, while it is first natural, it
has a spiritual significance.
The only other matter the tract deals
with is the question of whether Brother
Roberts did not teach the sinlessness of
the flesh of Christ in his discussion with
Edward Turney. The writer claims he
did, in his dealing with the Turney
theory; and to support his claim he
quotes from "The Slain Lamb" the
words, "Now what is character, brothers ? Is it not the manifestation of
the qualities of the flesh V * * * It
is a marvelous piece of new-born wisdom to say that 'sinful' applies to the
character but not to the substance that
produces that character." By reversing
this the author of the tract, attempts to
uphold his claim, thus: "It is a marvelous piece of wisdom to say that sinlessness applies to the character and not to
the substance that produces that character." This is, of course, logical; because if sinful character is proof of
sinful nature, then sinless character is
proof of sinless nature ; and if the subject of Christ's nature depended upon
the quotation the author of the tract
would make his point. The subject of
Christ's nature, however, is not to be
decided by any man's statement or
mistatemenfc. It stands upon more
solid ground; and those who are concerned about the truth of the matter
will simply say to Geo. Cornish, The
statement you play upon was a mistake, which all fallible men are liable
to make; but the truth still stands.
Adam's character became sinful, but
not from a sinful "substance" or
nature; for his nature was not sinful
before he sinned. So Christ's character
was sinless; but not from a sinless
nature; for in nature He "partook of
the same as His brethren."
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INTELLIGENCE.
BOSTON, MASS.—We have had a visit, during- the month of August, at the breaking of
bread from the following members of the one
body: Bro. and Sister Mowry, of Worcester;
Sister Farquhar, of Quincy, and our brother
H. H. Rich, who is in isolation in Washington,
N. J.
The lectures for the month have been as follows: August 4th, "Man's Inventions versus
God's Intentions." Bro. F. C. Whitehead. Hth,
"The Opening of the Gates of Hell." Bro. Jos.
McKellnr. IRth, "Ye Must Be Born Again"
(John 3: 7). When? Bro. A. Pinel. 25th, "Palestine and the Jews." Bro. F. C. Whitehead.
We have a fair attendance each Sunday at
our lectures, but the ears are dull; yet we know
the time is near for the seal to be removed and
the Truth made manifest in all the earth, and
we pray that it be at the door.
Bro. Charles L. Grasshoff has been withdrawn
from by thisEcclesia for conduct unworthy of
the name of Christ.
Your brother in hope of eternal life,
JOHN B. RKLEIGH,

Recording brother to the Boston Ecclesia.
BUFFALO, N. Y.-We are pleased to report
that another of the alien has entered the race
for life, in the person of David Killen (age 88),
who became a fellow heir on the evening of the
Sth inst., at 10 P.M. The solemn observance
was unusually impressing to the few who witnessed it, owing to the conditions under which
it was observed. After our Bible class was
over. Mr. Killen expressed his desire to be immersed, his examination having been satisfactory. It was considered by some of us
advisable to wait until daylight; but Bro.
Strickler called our attention to Acts xvi: 23,
and from this evidence delay was not thought
proper, "and the selfsa,me hour of the night"
we went thorough the fields to a convenient
place and he was baptized and went on his way
rejoicing.
We have again increased in number by the
addition of Sister Riches, wife of Bro. Riches,
whoso removal from Mahanoy City was noted
last month. Also Bro. Chas. E. Kirchner and
wife of the same place. Bro. Grasshoff, of
Boston, Mass., is also among us, and expects to
locate here. Bro. Harmon and wife, of Niagara
Falls, have decided to locate among us. Bro.
Harmon, we are pleased to state, has almost
entirely recovered from his recent severe illness, and is able to attend to his daily duties.
Bro. George McMillan, of Manistee, Mich.,
spent a short time among us last month. Our
meetings are very well attended by the brethren and sisters, which is important. For is it
not a commandment ?—"Forsake not the assembling of yourselves together."
Z. A. COOK, Sec'y.

EASTON, PA.—Bro. and Sister William H.
Lowe are in deep sorrow by the sad loss of
their oldest boy Eddie by drowning, on July
10th. He was a very promising lad of 13 years,
physically, intellectually, and morally, and the
very sudden event caused a deep shadow of
grief to fall on all who heard of it. tiro. Rich,
of Washington, N. J., was called on to speak
words of sympathy and truth to the neighbors
and friends there assembled, and an attentive
hearing was given to the words of comfort.
Yours in truth,
H. H. RICH.
JONESBOKO, VA.-We enjoyed a lecture delivered by Bro. Jas A. Robins, of King William
Co., at our school-house last Sunday. Ho is
well read in the Bible and the lecture was enjoyed by all. Wo have also enjoyed a visit
from Sister M. L. Morrison and Sister Bessie
Biscoe, of Little Rock, Ark. They are intelligent and strong in the one faith and hope. We
are sorry that their stay was so short among
us, but hope they may come again next summer and stay longer. We would like to have
you come and lecture for us. We are always
glad to have a true brother in the one hope
come and see us and lecture for us. Bro. A.
Packie and bride, of Baltimore, gave a shorf
visit in July, and Bro. Packie lectured six
times and baptized seven during his stay. He
is a true Christadelphian; one calculated to do
much good. I am sorry that he is occupying
his time book-keeping instead of proclaiming
to dying man, the plan of redemption. 1
want to build us a meeting-house and get
some good intelligent brother to lecture for us
often. Bro. Packie had just married Sister
Janie Qascoyn, of Baltimore, and brought her
to Virginia to let us see what a pearl of great
price he had found. She is a true follower of
Christ. With Christian love to you and to the
brotherhood the world over,
I am yours in great hope,
M. A. JONES.
P. S.—One of the seven persons baptized by
Bro. A. Packie was my little sou Charlie, aged
eleven and a half years. He is young, but of
his own will made an honest confession. I did
not know what better to do than to go to Bro.
A. Packie to bury him by baptism into Christ.
I do hope that he may continue faithful to the
end. Bro. Packie talked with him and said he
thought that he was a fit subject for baptism.
LONDON, ONT.—Will you please send two of
the "Great Salvation." It is a line work to
put into the hands of the stranger. The Ecclesia here is striving to set forth the truth,having a hall for Sunday evenings, called Hard's
hall, Wellington St. If any brother or sister
should be passing this way, it would bo with
joy that we would welcome them to meet with
us. We are in hopes of seeing you again, if it
be theLord's will; and we trust that if we do
not meet in this life we shall all be united in
that grand and loving family, when Jesus returns and makes up his jewels.
Your brother in hope of eternal life,
J. A. WYATT.

THE TRUTH IN THE SWEDISH LANGUAGE.
There is quite a demand for the literature of the Truth in the Swedish language, especially in Worcester, Mass. A brother has nearly completed the translation of "The Great Salvation" and the Worcester Ecclesia desire to publish it;
and they ask that all who are willing to help bear the expense will please remit
their contributions to
-BROTHER A. W. CARLSON,

Box 140, Worcester Mass.
For further particulars see Worcester intelligence in February
page 48.
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LETTEKS.
W. H. Wood, J. B. Eileigh, G. T. Washburne, M. L. Brooks, A. E. Davis,
G. Taylorr William Dolph, J. F. Dozier, Evan Rees, S. W. Pilkington, Mrs.
Bickley, H. D. Jones, Geo. Ellis, J. M. Lively, W. B. Sublett, G. W, Banta,
S. T. Blessing, J. Matthews, Geo. W. Owen, C. H. E., Edward A. Parson, A. H. R.,
J. B. Rileigh, John Banta, J. J. Andrew, J. W. Peake, Jno. MacKellar, X). T.
Aston, J. W. Tease, M. H. J., J. Campbell, I. Harlan, C. F. O. Onokirk, R. G.
Higgins.
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B. F. Doziar, J. M. Rawlings, M. A. Mason, J. G. Bruce, Thos. Livesley,
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Gibson, E. B. Greene, E. V. Melborne, H. Robertson, J. W. Bruce.
CHRISTADELPHIAN MEETING-PLACES.
BALTIMORE, MD.—N. W. Corner Baltimore
and Green Sts. Every Sunday at 11 A.M.
BERLIN, ONT.-Berlin and Waterloo Eccle„
,, „••
J^
0* i r. ,i
sia. Corner of King and Queen Streets, Berlin.
Every Sunday at 10:30 A.M.
BOSTON, MASS.—Arcade Hall, No. 7 Park
Square, Every Sunday at 10:30 A. M., for the
proclamation of the gospel, and at 12:45 P.M. for
breaking of bread.
BUFFALO, N. Y.-Equitable Aid Union Hall,
Mohawk Street. Every Sunday at 3 P. M.
CARBONDALE, PA.-No. 142 Archbald
Street, corner 8th Avenue. Every Sunday at
10:30A.M.
CHICAGO.—No. 309 Masonic Temple. Every
Sunday at 10:30 A. M.
DENVER, COLO.—No. 216 Charles Building,
15th and Curtis Streets. Every Sunday at 13
A.M.
ELMIRA, N. Y.—Knights of Honor Hall,
No. 112 Lake Street. Every Sunday.

JERSEY CITY, N. J.—Corner of Erie and
Sixth streets. Every Sunday at 10:30 A. M.
Lo W B
. J l L ' M A S S ' T , B a y , Statf, H 5 U - N o - l o a
Central Street, Lowell. Every Sunday,
N O E F O L K , ^ C o r n e r of Brambleton and
Maltby Avenues. Every Sunday at 11 A. M.
Also Bible Class Thursday at 8 p. M.
PROVIDENCE, R. I.—Mount Hope Hall,
Eddy Street, South Providence. Every Bunda a t n A M
y
- ROCHESTER, N. Y.-Christadelphian Synagogue. No. 127 East Main St., Hoom 18. Services
at 10:30 A.M.
TORONTO, ONT.—Avenue Hall, northeast
corner of College and Spadina Avenue. Every
Sunday.
WORCESTER, MASS.—Franklin Hall, No. 560
Main Street. Every Sunday at 10:30 A. M. and
7 P . M.
SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND.-California Hall, Clay Street, every Sunday at 11
,
A M
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NOTES.

C. F. C.—We know of no brethren near Dinuba, Cal.
E. C.—Postage stamps for small amounts are acceptable.
ANONYMOUS—Your contribution will be duly applied as you direct.
LATE.—We are several days late this month, caused by the editor's
absence in the South. We visited Marion, Creal Springs, 111., and
Little Rock, Ark. Particulars of our tour next month, Ihe Lord willing.
Notes, News and Comments, making mention mostly of death's busy
hand among our brethren in various parts, had to be left over till next
month. It will be seen by the "solid" matter our pages are crowded
this month.
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SUNDAY MOENING ADDRESS.
(BY THE EDITOR )
" I have no man, when the pool is troubled, to put me into the pool; but while I am coming
another steppeth down before me"—John v: 16.

R words and thoughts of the chapter read this morning (John v.)
are beautiful indeed; and in all the scriptures there is scarcely to
be found more touching words than those of the impotent man: "I have
no man, when the pool is troubled, to put me into the pool; but while I
am coming another steppeth down before me." How strikingly this
resembles the hopeless condition of the groaning millions of sick and
afflicted of Adam's race ! I am not going to dogmatically claim that
this narrative was intended to represent man's fallen and hopeless state
and the help that is to come to "him that hath no helper," but the striking analog}' makes a comparison excusable, and, I believe, profitable.
There are narratives of scripture that, in themselves, are not so
impressive as this that have been shown to be allegorical of truths which
reach much higher and deeper than themselves; for example, the history
of Sarah and Isaac and Hagar and Ishmael; "which things," says Paul,
'•are an allegory; for these are the two covenants," etc.
Is it not frequently the case that in reading what some regard as
"stale history" it becomes strikingly suggestive of truths yet to be realized, truths far more lofty and beautiful than the history itself ? When
in this way the mind instructed in the fundamental principles of the
Truth, and fastened to the foundation that God has laid, soars into higher
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spheres, basking in the light and heat of the sun's invigorating beams, is
it to be pulled back and tied down and fenced inside a high wall of mere
literalities and to be confined to problems in the sphere of mathematics ?
While literalities and mathematics are right and proper and essential in
their place, and while, perhaps, they may be entitled to the largest place in
the field of the Truth, there is also poetry and pathos in the same Truth.
While our work requires the compass, the hammer and the saw, it is not
all hammer and saw and compass. There is also music in the Truth, yes
music that hath charms to soothe the sighing soul, and to thrill the
fagging mind with ecstacies that will give it wings to soar above and
over many of the perplexities of a rough and rugged road. It seems to
me this narrative is of that kind that entitles it to a wider scope than
one of mere historical curiosity. The real history is cip ible of being
transferred to a picture embellished with Truth yet to be more grandly
realized ; truth that shines in the light of the sun's raise and opens out
before us a scene the most beautiful and enchanting.
Let the scone spread out before us and what do wo see ? We
see Jerusalem, the city of peace, whence are to proceed words of
healing for all the ills and evils of the crying, helpless, impotent
masses of mankind. There is a pool, or more properly a bath, there, and
that, too, by the sheep gate; a bath with cleansing waters, about whose
properties there are superstitious notions. While the stronger are
rudely and selfishly forcing their way, the infirm,Ithe impotent, the
helpless are crying out in despair, having been in that state a long time,
I have no one to help me; but another steppeth down into the waters
before me. At last help comes, not in the manner superstitiously
expected, but from the only source that real help can come. Without
going into the troubled waters the helpless and bedridden takes up his
bed and carries it away. The man is made whole. It is on the Sabbath
day. Of course, there are fault-finders there (wolves around the sheep
gate) and they begin to quibble about technicalities. They care
nothing about the good that is done by a good man to a poor, helpless,
suffering creature, but prefer legal charges against the one whose
wonderful power to do good ought to be sufficient evidence to them that
He is higher than and out of the reach of their quibbling legal technicalities regarding the day upon which the good deed is done. But they
go on with their quibbling, while He declares his right to do a good thing
upon a good day. Here is the scene. Now shall we be upon forbidden
ground if we look out with pitying eyes upon the "whole creation
that groans and travails in pain together till now after so long a time ?
Shall we resist the temptation to look through this narrative and see the
sheep and wolves of a wilderness world, pretending to be in Jerusalem ?
May we not take a look at the impotent superstitiously striving to attain
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to the impossible while might is roughly and rudely pushing them aside
and they are left hopeless and helpless, yet crying; out for some man to
help them ? While they are suffering and crying their leaders feel not
and hear not; they are too busy discussing technicalities of various
theories, among them "Christian Sabbath" and "the great test of the
age—the Sabbath question," etc. Did this act of the Lord, in making a
sick man whole on the Sabbath day—doing good on a good day—did it
merely happen ? Shall we not see in this the earnest of the inheritence'(
the '"powers of the world to come," the "taste of the heavenly gifts."
powers and gifts that arc yet to "strengthen the weak hands, and confirm the feeble knees" in a day when it shall be said to "them that are of
a fearful heart, Be strong, fear not, behold your God will come with
vengeance, even God with a recompence; He will save you." In this
coming glorious day "the eyes of the blind shall be opened, and the ears
of the deaf shall be unstopped. Then shall the lame leap as an hart,
and the tongue of the dumb shall sing; for in the wilderness shall waters
break out, and streams in the desert." And this day, my brethren and
sisters, will be a Sabbath day—a Sabbath day did I say ? Rather the
Sabbath, the very day in which good is to be done—good done upon a
good day, a Sabbath day about which there is as much ignorance among
the Scribes and Pharisees of the nineteenth century as there was among
those of the first century regarding the Sabbath they quibbled about.
Jesus did good, and nothing but good, and He taught His disciples to
do the same. There was no day too good for the good work He did.
Indeed, if everybody would have imitated Him in everything He did and
upon every day, every day would have been a good day. But the good
day, composed of many good days, is yet to come, and since "the Sabbath was made for the man, the Son of man is Lord of the Sabbath"
(Mar. ii: 27, 28).
The first we read about the Sabbath is that "God rested on the seventh
day and hallowed it." Here is the thought of rest before ever man
knew what it was to be weary. The day is sanctified, or set apart for a
purpose, what purpose ? By implication it teaches man's fall and his
becoming "weary and heavy laden by sin," and therefore his great need
of rest. It teaches that many days would pass in which God would be
forgotten, man be unholy and therefore bad things be done in days
that would be bad. It teaches also that the day of rest for the weary,
the day of the Lord, would come, which would bo a hallowed day, a day
set apart for good, when the Lord of that day would heal the impotent
and helpless, and with His disciples go about doing good, when the
quibbles of faultfinders would be silenced, and those made whole would
know that He who had the power to make them whole had the right to
do it on the Sabbath day, he being the Lord of the day—a good day for
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doing good. For the Lord all things have been made. In God's great
purpose in the earth Christ is the Alpha and Omega. He is "the man.,"
a phrase that docs not appear in our English translation of the text
referred to (Mar. ii: 22, 28), the word " t h e " being left out. It is not as
some suppose that the Sabbath was made for every man; for if it was,
it has and will forever fail of its object; for many have passed away and
never known of the Sabbath either as a typical or anti-typical day. In
the same sense as it is said that the "Sabbath was made for the man," it
would bo true to say that the tree of life was made for the man, paradise
was made for the man, etc.; and you may with the same sequential
force add the "therefore" to these statements. Thus: The tree of life
was made for the man, therefore the Son of man is Lord of life. Paradise was made for the man, therefore the Son of man is Lord of Paradise;
but in these the mind is carried back to the tree of life and to Paradise
to see them only as typos pointing to the grand end in view when the
Lord of life is the tree of life in the midst of the Paradise of God.
So it is with the Sabbath. But this was too high for the law-quibbling Pharisees of the first century as it is for their class in the nineteenth
century, and the result is a splitting of hairs on legal technicalities,
while the poor and impotent are crying out, " I have no man, when the
pool is troubled, to put me into the pool." These judaizers will go on
with their day-worship, trying to pervert the gospel of Christ, and some
will bo made "foolish" and "bewitched;" but those from whose faces the
vail has been taken awa}' will pierce through the darkness of this Gentile
night and see the hallowed day that was made for the man and rejoice
that he is Lord of that Sabbath upon which it shall be lawful to do good;
a day when the crying impotent millions shall no longer be rudely
pushed aside by selfishness, but when they shall hear the gladdening and
health-giving words, "Arise, take up thy bed and walk," and "immediately they shall be made whole." Holy day, sweet day of rest, haste
thy coming and let man be blest. Amen.
DID CHRIST "FIEST OFFER FOR
HIMSELF ? "
j g l f OME think this belief dishonoring
2t0
to Christ, but that is not the
question for us to decide. Our duty is
to search the scriptures for the truth
and accept it. Knowing it is never
truth, but always error that is dishonoring to Christ and to God. Peter, no
doubt, thought it dishonoring to the
Lord that he must suffer at the
hands of the chief priests and die an

ignominious death as he had foretold:
so he began to rebuke him, saying, "Be
it far from thee, Lord; this shall not be
unto thee." But what did the Lord say
to him? "Get thee behind me Satan:
thou art an offence unto me; for thou
savorest not the things that be of God,
but those that be of men."—Matt, xvi:
21-23.
We find by referring back to Lev. xvi.
that under the law of Moses the high
priest must offer a sacrifice to make an
atonement for himself as well as for the
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possible that he could be "holden of
death" or "see corruption," all the race
must have perished. But "in that he
died unto sin once" ("having been
made in the likeness of sinful flesh"1)
"death hath no more dominion over
him." It must be then that before he
died death did have dominion over him.
If it had not why did he "offer up
for the people's; for thin he did once when prayers and supplications with strong
crying and tears to be saved from
lie offered up himself."
Again, by readingLev. xii. andxiv. we death?" (Heb. v: 7). "Having been
see that the people must offer sacrifice touched with a feeling of our infirmity,
on account of personal vmcleanness and "suffered being tempted," lie is
inherent in the flesh, as well as for per- able to succor those who are tempted,
sonal transgression. Of what could and is a merciful and faithful high
this be a type, if not that Christ must priest and able to save to the uttermost
offer on account of the unclean nature those who come unto God by him,
inherited from his mother? for she was seeing he ever liveth to make interno exception to this rule (See Luke xi: cession for them.
22-23). Also by reading Ex xxix: 36-37;
The words, "He shall be cut off, but
Lev. viii: 15 we see that the altar, which not for himself" (Dan. ix: 26)'seem, as
was a type of Christ,had to be cleansed they stand in our version, to oppose the
by blood. "And almost all things are thoughts expressed in the foregoing.
by the law purged with blood." "It was But in view of all the plain testimony
necessary that the patterns of things in given, was it not wise in Dr. Thomas
the heavens should be purified with to examine other translations and see
these: but the heavenly things them- if some other thought could not be got
selves with better sacrifices" (Heb. ix: out of this text that would be in har22-23), "even with the precious blood mony with other portions of the word?
of Christ as of a lamb without blemish
ANNA M. BYRNES.
and without spot." Yet a lamb of the
sftme nature as his fellow lambs, except "THE NIGHT COMETH WHEN NO MAN
CAN WOEK."
without the blemish of sin. "Made of
a woman, made under the law," "made
HEBE is a tinge of sadness and
in the likeness of sinful flesh," "made
regret in these beautiful words
in all things like unto his brethren," of Jesus. They disclose an eagerness
"tempted in all points like as we are." characteristic of Him who from childBaptism or circumcision could do no hood was ever "about His Father's
more for him than for his brethren, for business." He realized intensely how
the altar must be cleansed by blood. short was the period allotted to his
Not by the "blood of bulls and goats," task. Not a moment could He waste,
but by the blood of one of the race to because He "must work the works of
which Christ belonged. To this race Him that sent Him while it was yet
God said, "Dustthou art and unto dust day." Soon would come the hour of
thou shalt return." God's word could darkness.
not be broken. And except a repreWhat an exhortation there is in this
sentative of the race had been raised up
for us, who are so prone to become
who by a holy and sinless character and
weary and faint in our minds. Is the
perfect obedience would make it imway in which the lowly Jesus so dili-

people (Lev. xvi: 6, 11, 24, 34). Now is
it reasonable to believe that the high
priests and all they did officially were
typical of Christ except the one thing
of offering for themselves, and that
that had no antitype ? It is plainly
said in Heb. vii: 27, '-He needeth not
daily as those high priests to offer up
sacrifice first for his own sins and then

W
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gently walked become intolerable to us?
Have we ceased to possess our souls in
patience? Or, contrariwise, are we so
engrossed in our Father's business that
we fear lest while there is work to do
we leave it undone? If we lift up our
eyes and look upon the fields they are
white already to harvest.
We labor under aversity, and it is
but natural that in the moments of
weakness we would fain lay down our
load, and cry out in anguish of spirit,
Oh, that thou would'st hide me in the
grave; that thou would'st keep me
secret until thy wrath be past. Let us
banish such thoughts as they come.
God is faithful and will not suffer us to
be tempted above that which we can
bear. Cast all your care upon Him, for
He careth for you.
There is strength anil courage in the
knowledge that our destinies are bound
up in the great purpose of the Most
High; that the grandest gift Omnipotence can give is within our grasp; that already the High and Lofty One who
inhabiteth eternity hath signally and
graciously favored us, and will not
cease to cherish us while we hope in
Him.
How often we hear the weary and
footsore traveler exclaim, "All is vanity
and vexation of spirit." Nay, my
brother, not so. You are depriving
yourself of comfort and consolation by
too lightly esteeming your present
privileges. Ere your course is run
would you lay down the yoke which is
easy and the burden which is light.
The things of vanity we have cast away,
to allay ourselves with things that are
not temporal but eternal. Adversity,
tribulation and tears are the divinely
appointed footpaths to God and glory;
do not find fault wfth them. Would
we wear the crown? Then we must
not shun the cross. Though the burden
oft be heavy and the hill is hard to
climb, yet soon the rosy sunbeams shall
tint the morning sky, and the day will
break, and the shadows flee away.
C. J. B.

THE MINSTEATION OF BAPTISM.

A brother in the tropics writes to a
brother in the north as to the ministration of baptism, to which the brother
answers as follows:
DEAR BHOTHEU:

•

Your letter of
was duly received.
Regarding your question. I do not
understand that it is necessary for one,
when baptizing another, to go also in
the water, unless it be more convenient
to accomplish the immersion.
The one to be baptized is the one
who, having come to the knowledge of
the gospel and believes it, seeks to
render this first act of obedience, and
is supposed to know the meaning and
significance of the act.
All men, naturally by virtue of their
relation to Adam, are under condemnation, and also on account of their
personal sins, consequently punishment
and death are their dues. (See Rom.
v. and vi.)
All who approach to God through
Jesus Christ crucified (crucified because
of sin's flesh), buried and risen, know
and confess these things, and testify in
their baptism that they are reckoned as
crucified, buried, and risen with Christ,
by God's favor revealed through him;
and in this way their faith and obedience is counted to them for righteousness, and they are no longer legally
related to Adam, but to Christ their
Saviour, whom now they love to serve;
and as long as they walk in their newness of mental and moral life they
continue in the favor of God and may
hope for eternal life at the coming of
Him who is "the resurrection and the
life."
So those who are truly baptized into
Christ are sharing in the good work of
redemption, and partakers of the fruits
of the Lord's perfect and spotless
obedience.
The one assisting the applicant is the
instrument of the immersion, and as
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long as he buries the one who is dead
to sin, it does not matter whether he is
in or out of the water himself.
With kind regards, and to all the
faithful with you, and in earnest desire
for the great salvation which is in
Christ, the great High Priest and merciful intercessor at God's right hand,
Yours truly.
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different families or nations.—Granville
Penn.
By Rosh is most probably meant the
Russsians. descendants of the ancient
inhabitants on the river Araxes or Rosh.
See Bochart, Phaleg., lib. ILL, cap. 13,
etc. Michaelis, Spicileg. Geog. part I.,
p. 34, etc., D'Herbelot and others.
According to our common English
translation, the prophecy is addressed
PKINOE OF EOSH-EZEK, XXXVIII: 2. to "Gog, the chief prince of Meshech and
Tubal."
So the English translators of the
editor, giving Dr. Thomas'
translation of Ezek. xxxviii: 2 in a Bible have rendered that important
lecture,was once asked for his authority title, following the interpretation of
for the translation. He could only give the Vulgate, or Latin version of Jerome,
Dr.Thomas, and while he had the utmost used in the western church; which inconfidence that the doctor was right, he terpretation rests upon a criticism of
felt his case would have been stronger that same ancient writer. But the first
had he been able to give authority from translators of the Hebrew Scriptures,
an outside source. Through Brother the Septuagint, or Seventy Jews of
Phillips, of Kansas, he has now in his Alexandria, who translated the prophepossession "Dissertations on Unac- cies of Ezekiel into the Greek tongue
complished Prophecy, by W. Snell about six hundred years before the age
Chauncy," published in London in 1838, of Jerome, and about two hundred
and found by Brother Phillips on a years before the birth of Christ, rensecond-hand book stand in Wales. This dered this passage with a very notable
and essential difference, viz:
is what the author says:
Rather Gog the prince of the land of
Gog, the chief of Ros, Mesoch and
Magog, the prince of Rosh, Meshech, and Tnobel. The difference between the
Tubal. By Magog is most probably two interpretations turns upon this one
meant the Scythians or Tartars, called point: The Hebrew word rosh or ros,
so by Arabian and Syrian writers. used as an appellative noun, signifies
Josephus is the earliest Hebrew author- indeed, " head," " chief," or, " prince.''
ity of weight and learning1 to which we But the ancient Jews were sensible
can address ourselves; and he distinctly that in this place it was not an appellainforms us "that Japhet, the son of tive, but a proper name; and they thereNoah, had seven sons," whose names fore rendered it by the proper name
as recorded in Gen. x: 2 were Gomer, Ros.
and Magog, and Madai. and Javan, and
Ezekiel makes mention of otherproper
Tubal, and Meshech, and Tiras; who, names of nations besides Ros, which
proceeding from their primitive seats, yet are nowhere to be met with in the
in the mountainsof Taurus and Amanus, writings of Moses; and the question has
ascended Asia to the river Tanusi (or, long been set at rest by the concurring
Don;) and there entering Europe, pene- judgment of the learned, who have
trated as far westward as the straits of adopted decidedly the primitive interGibraltar, occupying the lands which pretation of the Alexandrian Jews. And
they successively met within their pro- although our common English version
gress (all of which were uninhabited); has not derived the benefit of the deciand bequeathed their names to their sion, yet the title of the prophecy has
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been generally received among the
erudite portion of the western nations
for nearly two centuries, according to
the ancient Greek interpretation; that
is to say, as uniting the THREE proper

names of nations, Ros. Mosc, and Tobl.
Vitringa observes, that "the Seventy
interpreters, Symmachus, and Theodotion, perceived Ros in this place to be

valiant man who delivered his nation
from the yoke of their tyrants. This is
the identical name which the first interpeters of Ezekiel found in the text
of that ancient prophet; upon the peculiar form of which name Mr. Gibbon
has this remark: "Among the Greeks
this national application has a singular
form, Bos, as an indeclinable word; of

which many fanciful etymologies have
been found." Moskwa, or Moscow,
the ancient capital of the Russian
the three names Bhos, Meshech, and Tu- empire, derives its name from the river
bal, in liis English translation of Moskwa, which runs on the south side
Ezekiel; following Michaelis in the of it.—Bnsching's Geography, vol. I.,
orthography of these words. And p. 452. The river Tobol gives name to
David Levi, the most learned Jew of the city of TOBOLMM, or TOBOLSK, (ut
our days, thus determined the significa- supra, p. 506, 483), the metropolis of the
tion of the word Ros: "As to this extensive region of Siberia, lying immeword I must observe, that it is not an diately eastward of the territories of
appellative, as in the common translation Moscovy, or Mosc. "Tobol and Moso
of the Bible, but a proper name."—Dis- are mentioned together in a former
sert, on the Prophecies, vol. II., p. 308. chapter of the same prophet, xxviii: 13,
The word "prince" in our common where they are characterized as nations
translation ought therefore to be re- trading in copper; a metal which it is
placed by the proper name Ros. The notorious abounds in the soil of Siberia.
celebrated Bochart has observed that And thus the Three Denominations.
lios is the most ancient form under united in the prophecy, point out, with
which history makes mention of the equal capacity and conciseness, those
name of Russia; and he contended that widely extended regions, which, at the
the two first of those names properly presentday, wedenominate collectively,
denote the nations of Bussia and Mus- THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE. It is true that
covy. "It is credible," says he, "that in I. Chron. v: 4, we find the same Gog
from Itlws and Mesech, that is the Bhossi in our English Bible as a Hebrew
and Moschi, of whom Ezekiel speaks, name among the Reubenites; but the
descended theRussians and Muscovites, ancient Greek inteipreters teacli us
nations of the greatest celebrity in that in that place it was properly enEuropean Scythia." We have, indeed, ounced Ooug, and not Oogue. But the
ample and positive testimony that the name in Israel's prophecy is not a
Russian nation was called Bos by the Hebrew, but a Gentile name. " If," as
Greeks in the earliest period in which Michaelis says, "Gomer was the Hebrew
we find it mentioned.
name for the Gauls, it is not improbable
"The Bos are a Scythian nation, that the Trocmi, a nation of the Gauls,
bordering on the northern Taurus." were Togarmah."—Penn's Prophecy of
This testimony is given by Cedrenus, Ezekiel.
Zonarus,LeoGrammaticus,andTzetzes.
Age of Punctuation.
And their own historian thus reports:
The punctuation marks are less than
"It is related that the Russians, whom four
hundred years old. The comma
the Greeks call Bos, and sometimes was first used in 1520 and the semicolon
Bosos, derived their name from Ros, a in 1670.—Selected.

the proper name of a people."

Comform-

ably to this corrected interpretation
Archbishop Newcome has expressed

THE TUBE OF KNOWLEDGE OF GOOD AND EVIL.
DID THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE OF
GOOD ATJSD EVIL REPRESENT SIH?

•WN the answer in the Sunday-school
JH Bible Class lesson for September
ADVOCATE to the question, What do
the trees in the garden of Eden represent'? I noticed that the answers given
were that the tree of knowledge of good
and evil represented sin. This I do not
quite understand, in what sense the
children arrived at such aconclusion. In
order to understand the question it is
necessary to understand the nature of
man. When he was created he was
"very good" with all other animal creation (Gen. i: 31), but as soon as placed
under law ("The law is the knowledge
of sin," Bom. vii: 7-21) his flesh and
blood nature was found -to be sinful, or
in opposition to Deity, that is, it had
the lusts of the flesh, the lusts of the
eyes and the pride of life, and as soon
as he had listened to the serpent's
reasonings he gave way to those desires
(Every man is tempted when he is
drawn away of his own lusts and
enticed—Jas. i: 14). His lust having
conceived it brought forth sin in intention, and this being perfected in action
caused death to insue. He crossed the
line and became a sinner or a dying
creature. It was the effect produced
by the eating of the tree that caused
him to know good and evil, for after he
had eaten he knew he was naked. It
was not the eating of the tree that
caused death, but by the disobedience
of Deity's law he failed to establish a
character whereby he might have been
permitted to have eaten of the tree of
life and have lived forever. The tree
did not represent sin or death, but
showed that his nature was sinful or in
opposition to Deity.
In all truths of the scriptures we have
first the natural or literal, afterwards
the spiritual, type and anti-type.
Through the disobedience of Adam
Paradise was lost, and by the obedience
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of the second Adam, or Christ, Paradise
will be restored, and in order to i'.s
restoration the same laws will have to
obtain, that is, the tree of life, the tree
of knowledge of good and evil, and all
trees good for food will be restored. The
tree of life represents Christ; the tree
of knowledge of good and evil represents the faithful saints, for they are
all to be trees in the Paradise of Deity,
of the knowledge of good and evil, for
they have all learned to know good and
evil by knowledge and experience while
on probation, and it will be by those
trees of the knowledge of good and evil
that the people in the age to come will
learn righteousness; and those who will
be obedient during that time will be
permitted to eat of the tree of life and
live forever.
In this also we have the truth brought
out that in Paradise restored man, if
faithful, will not die and be resurrected
at the end of the thousand years. If
such will be the case, then Adam, provided he had been faithful, could not
have been allowed to have eaten of the
tree of life without death; but such an
idea cannot be entertained. The same
law must obtain in Paradise restored.
This truth does not conflict with the
truth taught in Rev. xx: 5, in regard to
the rest of the dead who are to come
forth to a resurrection at the end of the
thousand years. If this reasoning is
not in harmony with the mind of Deity
will you kindly show wherein it is not
and oblige.
Yours ii) the one faith,
WILLIAM DOLPII.

Rochester, N", Y.
ANSWER.

The sense in which the "tree of
knowledge of good and evil" represents
sin and death is that to "take of it"
was to sin and thereby bring death.
Adam's intention was not sin until it
was acted out, and that action was
"taking of the tree," and therefore the
taking of the tree was the sin. Since
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the tKe was there for this and (so far
as is revealed) for no other purpose, it
was there to make sin possible as a test
of Adam's faithfulness. The use of
this tree was forbidden and hence its
use was sin and nothing else. In
this sense it is safe to say it represented
sin and death, and in this sense the
children's answers were quite correct,
a id they manifested a discernment of
the difference between obeying God and
disobeying—the very object of that
question of the lesson. We cannot
think that Brother Dolph would expect
them to have seen the tree as a representation of the faithful saints in the
kingdom of God; for although he says
this is what it does represent he gives
no proof, depending only upon the
suggestion of a questionable analogy,
not to say an objectionable one. There
really seems to be ground for objection
to comparing a tree, whose partaking of
was fraught with such evils, with the
immortal and righteous saints wh ) are
to represent good, not evil, and life, not
death, in the age to come. Instead of
being trees of knowledge of good and
evil they will be trees of life. Christ
and the saints will be one multitudinous
man, to use another figure; and lie and
the saints in the aggregate will constitute the " wood of life," a wood composed of trees of life. This we can be
quite sure of, and thus find the analogy
between the tree of life and the saints
in the future, rather that between the
tree the eating of which brought death,
not life. In Kev. xxii: 2, we have the
wood of life on either side of the river.
Of course, one tree could not be on
'•either side of the river " Dr. Thomas'
translation of this verse shows that the
saints and Christ are the wood, composed, of course, of trees of life.
To say that "in Paradise restored,
man, if faithful, will not die and be
resurrected at the end of the thousand
years," and to base this upon the claim
thatthesaintsvvill betreesof knowledge

of good and evil seems contrary to all
analogy. Upon the principle of -'first
the natural ami afterwards the spiritual"
we should reason that, since the act of
eating of the tree of knowledge of good
and evil was the act of sin, and brought
death, to eat of the antitypical '-trea
of knowledge of good and evil"
would yield similar results. This
would be a very objectionable situation to put the saints in in the age
to come. We have Christ as our tree
of life now, but we are not permitted to
eat of the tree to become immortal
until the e«(l of the Gentile age. Our
death in the meantime in no way interferes with our eating of the tree of life
when the proper time shall arrive. So
in the thousand years, Christ will be the
tree of life for the faithful, but they
will not be permitted to eat of the tree
to become immortal till the end of that
age; and their death in the meantime
will not interfere with that grand end.
"Tlie dead" to be raised are all the dead
amenable to resurrection from the
beginning of mortality to its end. All
of "tfte dead" up to Christ's coming will
be judged "at His appearing and His
kingdom." The rest of the dead therefore can only be those who die during
the thousand years.
EDITOR.
LETTER PROM JERUSALEM,
JERUSALEM, Sept. 21, 1895.
DEAR BROTHER WILLIAMS:

I feel somehow as if I were addressing a brother when I am writing to you.
One of the Christadelphian sisters
writes me that if I only knew Brother
Williams personally I should like him
more. I can believe it. I thank you
so much for the ADVOCATE and Gleaner.
I am still very weak from my severe
illness, but work all the time. The
weather is very cool and pleasant.
Dr. Me Arthur, from New Y ork, is here.
We met him at the consulate last Sunday. He is enjoying his visit, but feels
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sad to see the condition of our poor
Jews. Water is very scarce. Many
families are obliged to use but one or
two quarts a day. Poor souls ! It is a
mystery how they survive. There was
not as much rain last year as usual.
Many cisterns are quite dry. The
Turks are very suspicious and regardall foreigners as enemies.
I' hope our dear friend Roberts is
having a pleasant and profitable visit.
His trials have been very hard to bear,
but I am sure that lie will come through
well refined
He is pure gold; this we
all believe. How glad we should be to
save those whom we love from sorrow
and trouble, but the Lord is wiser than
we are, and,
"God nothing wills or suffers to bo done,
Hut what thou would'st thyself, eould'st thou
but see.
Through all events of things as well as He!"

I have lived in .Jerusalem fourteen
years and have never been farther away
from the city than I could walk. I
never feel like spending money for this
purpose, when so many dear people are
suffering for a little water. Of course,
I can do but little to relieve, but I know
that if I am not faithful in the small
things, I cannot be trusted with greater
things. This is the day of small things.
The Pasha has sent word to Mr.
Hickson, the English consul, telling
him that "the English were taking too
much liberty in the Sultan's dominion."
It looks warlike more than ever. The
Missionaries are expecting some great
calamity. Arabs hate the Turks, and
Turks hate Christians and Jews. . A
few days ago I saw as I was passing a
little shop an aged Jew with long,
white beard. I was asking the price of
some small wares when two Turks
passing stopped and spit right in the
poor old man's face, and on his beard.
I think I never felt so indignant before
in my life, but the poor old man never
returned one word nor a gesture. It
was a lesson of patience and self-control
to me and I was benefitted by it. Such

scenes are of daily occurrence in this
city.
There are thirty-one American tourists on the way overland from Ueyroot
to Jerusalem. There are now five hotels
ready for guests, and there was but
one poor one when I came here.
Our daily newspapers have been detained by the government officials,
both English and American. No papers
reach the interior.
The Mt. Zion excavations, managed
by Dr. Bliss, are growing very interesting. As soon as I am able I will go to
see them and give you the particulars.
He expects to find the real tomb of
David, I hope he will.
I am suffering from catarrh, and it
seems almost impossible to get rid of
it. I am praying night and day. May
God help us all.
Yours most sincerely,
A. E. DAVIS.

EDITORS TOUKS.
fNDER the above headingour last
writing was on our visit to various
parts of the State of Arkansas and the
necessity of our return home instead of
going io Kansas and Missouri.
After
renewing our strength and catching up
with office work we started for Longton, Kansas, a distance from Chicago of
650 miles, which we traveled on the
great and commodious Santa Fe railroad. From Chicago to Kansas City
we had the comfort of a reclining chair
car and was able to sleep quite well
most of the night; almost it might be
said that we went to sleep in Chicago
and awoke in Kansas City, cities 460
miles apart. After twenty minutes for
breakfast at Kansas City we were spinning away toward the southern part of
the State of Kansas where Longton is
located when the conductor called out,
"Tickets please." Looking at ours he
shook his head, saying, " I am doubtful
if we can get you into Longton, that
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country is all under water. They have
had a flood down there. I will iind out
as we go along and let you know."
Thank you, I hope the way will be
clear, we replied. Having some recollection of the lay of the country, and
remembering that the brethren lived
out from the town in a direction that
would be liable to be cut off by a creek
that becomes very turbulent during
heavy rains, we felt quite anxious, fearing we may not be able to meet them,
and that the place appointed for the
lectures might be beyond our reach.
Our anxiety was increased when, after
a couple of hours, the conductor informed us that the bridge was washed
out between Chanute and Longton and
it would be impossible for us to reach
Longton by the usual route; "but," he
added, "I have telegraphed to Independence to find out if we can get you
in by way of that city, which is the
only hope. I shall receive answer a
station or two ahead and I will report
to you." It was not long till promptly
and considerately the gentleman—for
he was a gentleman—brought us the
good news that we could go to Independence and a special train would
take us from there to Longton, a distance of twenty miles, and it proved to
be just so. The result was we arrived
at Longton sooner than the brethren
expected us. In the neighborhood of
Elk Falls our train ran quite a distance
through water, and in that town boats
were being used to reach the houses, or
rather to get away from them, we
should think, for the water was higher
than the floors of the houses.
By going quite a distance around, the
brethren were able, after the water had
fallen, to reach town without encountering the turbulent creek. So the meetings, which had been arranged for in
Longton, were held at the time appointed. Our first visit to Longton,
about eight years ago, was by the invitation of Brother and Sister Samuel

Cook, whose acquaintance we had made
in South Wales, now about twenty-five
years ago. It was through them the
Truth was planted, and, until recently,
kept growing in and around Longton;
and by their help we were able to make
several visits and do considerable work
in the Truth's behalf. Many a pleasant
hour was spent with them, talking over
the vicissitudes in our ''old country experience," where we had come to a
knowledge of the way of life. But
"time and change have been busy ever"
in Longton, and upon this visit, when
we looked on the front seats of the
house some familiar and friendly faces
could not be seen. Brethren S. Cookand
McDonald, another sterling brother,
now lie down in death. Our aged and,
now infirm, Sister S. Cook is receiving
the care of an affectionate daughter in
Salt Lake City, waiting the hour of
release-from worn-out mortality, either
in the sleep of death or in the thrilling
joy of everlasting rest at the hands of
our coming Lord. Brother and Sister
James Cook are in British Columbia,
having gone there in search of health,
and, we are pleased to hear, having
found it, so far as such a boon can be
expected in this uncertain life. So
time has made great changes in this
place, and still the Truth is not left
friendless, .for several brethren are
manifesting a zeal in its interests that
is having a good effect and promises
fruit in due season.
The attendance at the meetings was
quite small at first, but kept getting
larger, till at the close it was fairly
good for a small town. A few manifested special interest and gave reason
for hope of good results.
Prom Lougton we went to Scammon,
Kansas, where there is a good sized
Ecclesia. As usual, we make our home
here with Brother and Sister Graham,
whose doors are wide open to all the
brethren; a fact that seemed to be wellknown and appreciated while we were
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there, for we had plenty of company
whenever we had time to entertain and
be entertained. The lectures were well
attended and the interest quite encouraging. A resident Presbyterian
minister, who seems to have felt the
force of our little book, "The Great Salvation,"' helped to arouse interest by
reviewing in his sermon on Sunday
what the little book has to say on the
question of the Trinity. Two of our
announced lectures were thrown into
one and handbills were issued announcing thiic we would reply to the
gentleman's criticisms. It was manifest that the Truth had many friends
and that instead of criticism being a
hinderance it was, as it always is, a
help.
The Scammon Ecclesia has not been
without its troubles. The foolish and
pernicious name trouble that floated
in the air like a bubble a few years
ago charmed a few, and they followed it, noi knowing where they were
going, till they were in a labyrinth. By
request of those whose interests in the
ecclesia would, if possible, prevent a
rupture, we went, and after hard work
broke the charm, and those affected
came to themselves and felt they had
learned a lesson that would make them
more careful in the future. But, alas!
the same few have now fallen into
mysticisms of an invented and confused
speculation on the covenant question,
which, as will be remembered, Brother
Baker tried to explain in our columns a
few months since. Prompt action has
prevented disastrous results that inaction might have allowed. Still, a
few are astray, and what little we did in
their behalf seemed to be without effect,
so far as the few were concerned, but
others were more fully persuaded of the
soundness of the position upon which
the ecclesia stands. One cannot help
feeling sorry to see brethren and sisters
fall into the snare of foolish speculation
and become severed from the one body;
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but when we have done what we can to
extricate them and they refuse the
release we are left helpless and must go
on with other work promising better
results.
Apart from the unpleasantness of
this trouble, our visit to Scammon was
very pleasant and not without profit in
the Truth's interests. Though our
train left well along towards midnight
a numberof brethren refused a good-bye
till they could see us safely on board.
Receiving a "Godspeed" that could
come only from hearts moved by that
brotherly love that the Truth alone can
inspire, we were off toward Kansas
City, where we were due at seven
o'clock in the morning in time for a
train to Chillicothe, Mo., where Brother
Brooks was to meet us and by carriage
convey us to Cavendish, ten miles in
the country.
Arriving at Chillicothe at noon, and
going to the hotel, as per Brother
Brook's directions, we found there Sister
Moberleyandherdaughter, Mrs. Parker,
from Trenton, and Sister Thompson,
from Kansas City, and soon we were
all off for Cavendish, where, from past
visits, we knew we could feel at home.
Here again familiar faces had disappeared since our last visit, death
having temporarily claimed our aged
Brother and Sister Kelly, Sister Brook's
father and mother.
Our lectures were to be given in the
school-house near by, except that a
•'basket meeting" was to be held in a
grove on Sunday. This meant that a
lecture would be given in the morning.
Then all would eat their dinners on the
ground, after which another lecture
would be given. A goodly company
was on the spot and everything was
made ready, but we soon found th<tt it
would be impossible to have a "basket
meeting." The wind blew, and the
dust and leaves flew, depriving us of
two very essential things—sight and
sound—that is, sound of the kind we
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wanted. Fortunately the school-house
was close by and thither we went.
Our meetings were well attended, but
what the results may be we cannot
foresee. Many in attendance are not
far from the Truth and yet they are not
in it They belong to what is called
'•The Church of God," probably better
known as Restitutionists. In their
ways they are not unlike the so-called
orthodox churches. In doctrine they
are right in some things, but wrong in
others. Especially are they loose in
the matter of fellowship, a result
always found where the hireling system
of "preaching" is in use. One cannot
help feeling glad to meet persons who
have even a little truth, in this day
when darkness is the rule, but still it
is questionable of a people hanging
around the outskirts of the Truth are
not more harmful than those who stand
afar off. The Truth suffers from the
seeming similarity upon the principle
that the genuine coin suffers the more
in proportion as the counterfeit resembles it. Not that those referred to
are counterfeits in the sense of intentionally deceiving; for many of them
have good intentions. But no amount
of good intentions will make saving
truth out of that which is not true; and
the gospel to be the '-power of God unto
salvation to every one that believeth"
must not be adulterated with any of the
mixtures that come from Home—such
as preexistence of Christ, immortal
emergence, etc.
Our work done in Cavendish, we are
homeward bound. To reach the nearest
station of the great Santa Fe railway
we must travel by carriage twenty-five
miles very early in the morning; and
by doing this we could be at home by
eleven o'clock that night. Then again
this road had and would give us rates
that another road running parallel with
it had refused. Brother Brooks willingly
offered to convey us the twenty-five
miles, if we could stand the early rising

and the long drive after lecturing
the night before and for many nights
and days up to that time. It would not
be easy, but it would not be hard in
the same line of things in which we had
been working hard, and many times
such a change is the very best rest- At
three o'clock in the morning we are up,
and through the kindness of Sister
Brooks and Sister Lilhe Thompson, of
Hannibal, Mo., who had been in attendance at the lectures, a nice breakfast was provided, even at that early
hour. A hearty good-bye to all and we
are off through the darkness, in which
with us it is faith and not sight,
but we had a good driver and a good
horse, and to them the road was familiar.
Carrolton Junction was safely reached
twenty minutes ahead of train time;
our train is on time and we are off for
the last run in this journey, a distance
of four hundred miles. Again we have
acomfortable recliningchair, adjustable
to any position the body desires. The
train flys on, the day flys by, and at
eleven o'clock at night we are safely at
home, sweet home, witli a heart full of
gratitude to Him in whose hand is
everything.
QUICKENED OE MADE ALIVE.

above is the title of a fourpage tract signed "A Christadelphian." If -'A Christadelphian"
had the kindness to send us a copy it
was lost in transit, and we came into
possession of one in an indirect way,
and we notice it is substantially given
in the columns of the Chritttadelphian.
It uses, or rather misuses an argument
we made in our debate with Dr. J. II.
Thomas an immortal emergence; but it
is mostly aimed at those who have
taken an active part in the late discussion on the responsibility question.
Whoever the author is he shows a good
example to some who, when that question was dealt with across the waters,
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became abusive and sophist ie. He does
not kick and bite, but he reasons,
calmly and to the point. If all our differences could be so dealt with, we
might conclude that the power of the
Truth was governing, and we should
not be made to blush before the Truth's
enemies by the spirit of anger and
wrath that often manifests itself to the
exclusion of reason and scripture. .
The first part of the tract points out
the difference between being in Christ
nominally and in Christ morally, upon
which no issue can be taken. The disputable ground upon which the author
steps is when he assumes
1.—That the phrase "in Christ" in
I. Cor. xv: 22 must be taken in the
moral sense.
2.—That they that are Christ's are
those only who are His morally.
3.—That the Greek word mrmoirn, rendered "made alive" and quicken, means
immortalization generally, and therefore that is its meaning in the verse in
question.
4.—That the Greek word paroasia
rendered "coming," in relation to Christ
means in his actual personal presence.
If the assumed premises upon which
the author basis bis argument were
capable of positive proof his conclusions
would be impregnable. His reasoning
is quite skillful and ingenious—rather
too ingenious to escape a suspicion that
would impel a cautious man to look
well to the foundation.
This is the way the author makes
his case: The phrases "in Christ" and
"they that are Christ's" in I Cor. xv:
22-23 mean only those who are in
Christ morally, and are His in the sense
of being faithful. The Greek word
zoopoieo, rendered "made alive," means
to make immortal. The word parousia,
rendered coming, means only actual
personal presence, therefore the resurrection of the unjust in Christ or the
rejector out of Christ is not dealt with
in this passage.

Now, suppose this were all well
founded upon facts, how would it stand
as against those with whom the author
takes issue i> It would simply rule out
this evidence from the case on the
ground of irrelevancy, and leave both
parties to argue their cases from other
evidence. So that both would stand
upon equal footing so far as this passage
is concerned. The author claims no
support from the passage for his side of
the question in dispute; and surely his
opponents do not depend upon this one
passage alone, though it must, to say
the least, have the appearance of strong
support, judging from the strenuous
efforts to rule it out of the case, our
author's being the most ingenious we
have seen.
Here are four props upon which the
author of the tract has risked the safety
of a conclusion whose " importance,"
he says, "is far-reaching " Let us see
if they are safe and solid.
1.—Can it be proved that the phrase 'Hn
Christ" in the verse in question means the
worthy saints only f The author shows

that the phrase is used in both a nominal and moral sense in the scriptures.
This is mutually admitted. Hence
there is nothing in the phrase intrinsically to justify the assumed meaning in
the verse in question. There are cases
where the phrases "in Christ" and
"into Christ" include both faithful and
unfaithful saints. For example, "The
dead in Christ shall vise first" (I. Thes.
iv: 16); a case which our author puts
under the heading of "nominally in
Christ," strange to say; "as many of
you as have been baptized into Christ
have put on Christ." Those referred
to in these passages consist of both
clases. Now, how can it be determined
when the phrase means the righteous
only, since the mere phrase itself does
not determine it? May we not safely
answer, By the context. Let us try
this in the passage in hand. Since the
verse begins with " for," it must be a
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sequence or an explanation of what had
gone before, and what was that? Here
it is: ''For since by man came death, by
man came also the resurrection of the
dead." The Greek word here for "resurrection" is anastasis, a word that is
used for the resurrection of both good
and bad (John v: 29; Acts xxiv: 15).
Anastasis, then, is what Paul is writing
about —anastasis through or by man.
By what man will "aJJ" have an
anastasis and who are the ''all," Paul ?
He answers, '"For * * * in Christ
shall all be made alive" This makes
it complete; for the word in tells us who
the all are and '-made alive" in verse
22 is the synonymn of '•resurrection"
in verse 21, and Clirist in verse 22 tells
us who the "man" is in verse 21. If
the apostle had not added the explanatory words of verse 22 the vagueness of
his argument would have left an
open tield for universal resurrection;
but with the explanatory words that is
shut out,
2.—is it safe to assume that those who
ure Christ's must all be faithful t The

author has given a list of texts that
speak of being in Christ nominally. If
they are in Christ at all they must be
related to Him to some extent; and
this is not interfered with by the fact
that others are in Him and thereby related to Him in a more important sense.
All who are in Christ are His in a
sense—one class in a higher and the
other in a lower sense. Therefore the
phrase "they that are Christ's" of itself
will not justify our author in asserting
the sense in which they are His; and
the fact that he risks his case upon an
assumed meaning of these words is
where the weakness is manifest.
3.—Is there any reason for making the
Greek word zoopmeo, rendered " made
alive," not only express the giving of life,
but in addition perform the task of defining the nature of the life given f Does it

not seem that a theory that would find
it necessary to so overload a poor little

Greek word must feel itself quite
heavy-laden and anxious to find other
shoulders for a galling burden V Of
course, if this woid means to immortalize and not to impart any other kind of
life the author has the case; for then it
would be "even so in Clirist shall all
be immortalized." But when the author
of the tract affirmed that "It is only
such as Christ will confess before His
Father and His angels that are His
and the recipients of zoopoieo," he must
have overlooked the use of this word in
other scriptures. The same apostle
that wrote to the Corinthians wrote
Timothy, "I give thee charge in the
sight of God, who quickeneth (zoopoieo) all
things" (I. Tim. vi: 13). In the word
zooyono. to preserve life, the zoo or life
part of the word is applied to the
present life and the future: "Whosoever
shall seek to save his life shall lose it;
and whosoever shall lose his life shall
preserve it" (Luke xvii: 33). The word
is also used for moral quickening: (God)
"hath quickened us together with Christ"
(Eph. ii: 5); "The uncircumcision of
your flesh hath he quickened" (Col. ii:
13). Let our author read immortalize
for zoopoieo in these cases and he will
have Paul writing of God immortalizing
all things, and to the Ephesians he
would make Him say that God "hath
immoralized us."
The author says that his view is
"confirmed by the learned," but he
surely cannot mean this; for in the
Lexicons the meaning of zoopoieo is
given as "to make alive, to animate,
vivify; to restore to life; to breed
worms, breeding of animals," etc. We
cannot determine by the word what
life is given, nor to what kind of creature it is given. Hence its use in scripture
must be understood by the context.
Since in the verse in question it is given
as an equivalent of anastasis, and since
all in Christ, nominally and morally,
will be subjects of anastasis, it follows
that zoopoieo in the verse cannot be
used for immortalization.
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4.—Does the Greek word parousiu mean
only actual personal 'presence? Our

author's eagerness to establish this
claim arises from the fact that if those
'in Christ" are "made alive" in His
actual presence, it will follow that
"made alive" must mean immortalization, for the being made alive from the
grave will take place before actual
personal presence with Christ. Here
again the conclusion would be right if
the premises were sound. An examination of the scripture use of panmsiii
will show that it cannot be limited to
actual presence. While it is used for
this some times, at other times it has
wider scope, and hence this again is a
case depending upon the context for the
meaning in any given case, the verse in
question included. Our author, therefore, has, with all the Greek words
upon which he has based his argument,
assumed the tiling that should have
been proved and that cannot be proved,
but the reverse of which is easily
proved.
Now let us see if paroiisia always
means to be in the actual presence of
Clirist. '"Tell us, when shall these
tilings be? and what shall he tlie signs
of thy coming (pavousia). To make the
word mean here actvial presence of the
disciples with Christ woidd reduce it
to an absurdity; for when there is
actual presence they will not need
signs. The signs they asked about are
the signs we are now so anxiously
watching; and they are not signs that
He is personally here, but that His
coming is not far off. Verse 27—"Tor
as the lightning cometh out of the east
and shineth even unto the west, so
shall also the coming of the son of man
be." Verse 27—"But as the days of
Noe were, so shall also the coming of
the son of man be." Also verse 39.
The word parousia in these cases involves the epoch in which Christ shall
do the marvelous things prefigured by
the "days of Noah."
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A word in conclusion on the author's
misunderstanding of our argument with
Dr. J. II. Thomas in the Rochester
debate. He says, "It will be noticed
that Brother Williams has spoken on it
(•zoopoieo) and brought out the correct
idea: 'When these mortal bodies are
in existence again, then he sa s he
shall quicken your mortal bodies,
quicken them into immortality'"—
Rochester debate, p. 28.
"He will first raise the dead and then
those he wills to quicken, after they are
raised up, he will quicken"—p. 30
Now there is not a word here to show
that we based our argument on the
word zoopoieo, meaning in itself immortalization. We never thought of
drawing upon a simple word to the extent of declaring a giving of life and of
defining the kind of life given. Our
argument is not based upon the meaning of zoopoieo. for we never alluded to
the word; but it is based on the facts
that mortal bodies are to be quickened;
and that it is said, "He raisetk up the
dead AND quickeneth whom he will."
We showed that mortal bodies would
have to be in existence to be quickened,
and that the dead would be raised up
first, then He would quicken into immortality the worthy ones. So we
claim for the text in question, all in
Christ will be made alive for judgment;
for the dead in Christ shall rise first"—
before the living or quick—quick with
mortal life—are gathered. Then all
will go to judgment.
In regard to verse 23 of the passage
in question, there is good reason for the
thought that immortalization is there
introduced, not simply in the words
"they that are Christ's," but in the
introduction of the type of the firstfruits. Hence verse 21 speaks of ressurrection broadly as a truth; verse 2'2
defines who and in whom it will take
place; and verse 23 introduces the
harvest of the wheat after tlie tares
have been gathered. So that in verses
21,22 there is anastasis or making alive
for judgment, and in verse 23 the grand
result is reached.
EDITOR.

THE ADVOCATE SUNDAY-SCHOOL CLASS,
"Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth, while, the eoil days come not, nor the years draw
niyh, when thou shalt say, I have no pleasure in them."—SOLOMON.
RULES.

1.—Answers must be your own and in your own writing.
2.—Write on one side of the paper only.
3.—State which class you belong to, and give your age on each paper you send.
4.—Answers must reach the examiner, Mr. Leask, by the 25th of each mouth.
Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions appearing
in October ADVOCATE:
CLASS N O . 1.

Maria Laird (10), Innerkip, Ont., 95;
Mabel Clark (10), Irvington, N . J., 85;
Homer I. Byrnes (11), Wauneta. Kan.,
85; May Spencer (11), Avondale, 111., 85;
Elsie Ilahn. Riverside, la., 85; Arthur
H. Magill (12). Mossy Bock, Wash., 80.
CLASS N O . 2.

2.—Cain's punishment was that he
should be cursed from the earth, and
when he cultivated the soil it would not
yield unto him her strength, and also
that Cain would be a fugitive wandering in the earth. Proof—Gen. iv: 11-12.
"And now art thou cursed from the
earth which hath opened her mouth to
receive thy brother's blood from thy
hand. When thou tillest the ground it
shall not henceforth yield unto thee her
strength; a fugitive and a vagabond
Shalt thou be in the earth."
3.—The first expressed law against
murder is found in Gen iv: 15, where
it is said that God pronounced sevenfold vengeance on the slayer of Cain.
Proof—Gen iv: 1-5. " A n d the Lord
said unto him, "Therefore whosoever
sluyeth Cain, vengeance shall be taken

Pearl Eblen (16), Robards, Ky., 90;
Ruth Blake (13), Wilson. Ky., 90; James
S. Magill (13). Mossy Rock, Wash., 90;
Ben. Epperson (18), Mossy Rock, Wash.,
90; Leah Epperson (14), Mossy Rock,
Wash., 90; Rosina Reynolds (12), Wau- on him seven-foJd." M A R I A L A I B D .
SECOND B E S T P A P E R , CLASS N O . 1.
conda, 111., 90; Harpending Eblen (14).
Robards, Ky., 85; Bessie Williams (13),
1.—"When Cain found that his offerEnglewood, 111., 85; Gertrude L. Judd ing was not accepted he rose up against
Abel his brother and slew him." Proof
(13), Lowell, Mass., 85.
—Gen. iv: 8.
JAMES L E A S K , 532 62d St.
2.—And the Lord said unto Cain,
"And now art thou cursed from the
QUESTIONS.
earth; when thou tillest the ground it
LESSON N O . 31, CLASS N O . 1.
shall not henceforth yield unto thee
1.—What did Cain do after he found her strength; a fugitive and a vagabond
shalt thou be in the earth." Proof—
that his offering was not accepted ?
Gen. iv: 11-12.
2.— What was his punishment V
3.—The first place I can see an ex3.—Where in the scriptures is the
pressed law against murder. Proof—
first expressed law against murder ?
Exod. xx: 13. "Thou shalt not kill."
ANSWERS.

1.—After Cain knew his offering was
not accepted he talked with Abel in
the field, likely about his offering not
being accepted, and as he was talking
he rose up and slew Abel. Proof—Gen.
iv: 8. "And Cain talked with Abel his
brother: and it came to pass, when they
were in the field, that Cain rose up
against Abel his brother,and slew him."

MABEL CLARKE.
QUESTIONS.
LESSON N O . 31, CLASS N O . 2.

1 —Who were the progenitors of Noah
from Adam down ?
2.—How long a time was it from
Adam t6 Noah, and what was the condition of the world in the days of
Noah V
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3.—In what will the day of Christ's
coming be similar to the days of Noah?
ANSWERS.
BEST P A P E R , CLASS NO. 2.

1.—Selh, Enns. Cainan, Mahalaleel,
Jarefl.Enoch,Methuselah, and Lantech.
Gen. v: 3-39.
2.—One thousand and fifty-six years.
The world at this time was very corrupt. The people were wicked, living
contrary to the will of God. Gen. vi:
1-6.
3.—The earth will be in a similar
state of wickedness, and Christ will
come to destroy the wicked, unexpectedly to the unrightous, just as the flood
did in the days of Noah. Matt, xxiv:
4-16, 37-40; Mark xv: 32-35 (wrong
leferenoe).
PEARL EHLEN
SECOND

BEST P A P E R , CLASS N O . 2.

1.—Adam, Seth, the son of Adam,
Enos the son of Seth, Cainan the son
of Enos, Mahaieieei the son of Cainan,
Jared the son of Mahaieieei, Enoch the
son of Jared, Methuselah the son of
Enoch. Lantech the son of Methuselah,
Noah the son of Lamech.
2.—From the time of the creation of
Adam untii Lamech begat Noali was
1056 years. The world in the days of
Noah was very wicked, for all flesh had
corrupted God's way upon the earth.
Gen. vi: 12.
3.—The world will be wicked like it
was in the days of Noah. There will
be eating and drinking, marrying and
giving in marriage. They will not believe in Christ's coming. But whosoever is faithful like Noah (for there
will be a few) will be, like Noah, looking and waiting for their redemption.
RUTH BLAKE.
LESSON N O . , 32, CLASS N O . 1.
QUESTIONS.

1.—Who filled the place of Abel V
2.—From which of Adam's sons did
Noah descend ?
3.—In what way did God favor Noah,
and why v
LESSON N O . 32, CLASS N O . 2.
QUESTIONS.

1.—From which of Adam's sons did
Noah descend ?

2.—Name the son of Noah, of Abraham and of David in the line of descent
to Christ.
3.—What does an apostle say Noah
and the ark prefigured, and in what did
the figure consist ?

I he
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NOVEMBER, 1895.

J3K S we near the end of the year
Ja^Sk 1896 great things are happening
in the world in all directions. The
whole earth is in a state of unrest. As
we glance over the newspapers of both
the European and American continents,
the mind is swiftly carried from placeto place to hear of nothing but trouble
and turmoil that surely must soon
bring down the walls of Jericho and
break open the two-leaved gates of
Babylon, The great eastern question
is paramount above the many others,
and all others are but auxiliaries to
hasten its culmination in Armageddon's
great and terrible war, the war that will
end in the defeat and destruction of the
kingdoms of men when "swords will be
beaten into ploughshares and spears
into pruninghooka, and nation, shall
noc lift up sword against nation, and
they shall learn war no more."
Everything seems to be turning up
now-a-days to kindle the hate of man
against man and nation against nation,
and to fan it into a burning flame of
jealousy and revengf ul anger. Between
the United States and Great Britain
are the Bettering sea seal question, the
Nicaragua and Venezuelan question,
and there is a small threatening cloud
hanging over a border line question in
Alaska. Spain and Cuba are fighting a
deadly battle and the United States is
meddling in a manner to add to the
general aggravation and consequent
hatred. Italy has been taunting the
Papacy by honoring Garibaldi, who is
made, in the form of a bronze statue,
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to look right down upon the "Eternal
Oity; and by the patriotic celebration of
the downfall of the Pope's temporal
power. Germany has been busy tantalizing France by a wonderful display of
power and military skill in memory of
France's humiliation at her feet and
the capture of Alsace-Loraine ; while,
in turn. Fiance has been, as a writer in
the London Chronicle puts it, "exhibiting the efficiency—It may be the unrivalled efficiency—of the revived
French army, or, to speak more accurately, (if the armed French nation."
Servia, Bulgaria, Macedonia. Armenia,
Crete, the Pamirs, Japan, China, etc.,
etc., are all names one must read in the
daily papers now and all of them
fraught with trouble of many and various kinds. Newspaper writers can not
now call us pessimists; for we can answer
ihern by telling them to read what they
write. Fuels are before us, and we
need not be afraid of saying to the
world, "We told you so;"' for Christadelphism literature for forty years will
bear usout so far thai the prophecies can
be relied upon; and coming events will
yet more fully stop the mouths of optomistic vanity
The eastern question has now become
dual; for the London papers (for numerous clippings from which we are gratefully indebted to Bro. J. J. Andrew)
have bold head-lines, "The Far East,"
and "The Near East;" and present indications are that England and Russia
are to be the great gladiators in the
arena of the "far East" as well as in the
"near East." They are the two great
champions that must ultimately come
together to decide the championship of
the world, when, just as the illgotten
laurels are being placed upon the
wicked victor's brow, a righteous and
strong arm shall strike him and all his
supporters and admirers to the ground.
In a letter from Bro. J. J. Andrew
to the editor, under date of October 7,
lie says:
"The Gentile heavens are now full of
signs -especially in the East. But as
there are two Easts the papers have to
distinguish them as the "near East"
and "far East." Japan and China are
both disturbing factors in the general
situation. And European statesmen
are very much concerned as to the ultimate effect of this recent conflict. The
intimate relationship between the two
Eastern questions is shown by the
recent rumor that France had agreed

to help Russia in expelling Japan from
Corea on condition that Russia helped
France to oust Britain from Egypt.
France, it is said, is the great disturbing element in European politics. This
is doubtless necessary, that she may
fulfill her part as the frog-like spirits,
which are to gather the nations to the
war of Armageddon. It is admitted
that France and Russia are very lukewarm in their co-operation with Britain
in remonstrating with Turkey. And
to this is no doubt due the Armenian
riots in Constantinople. There is already talk of the great powers intervening; probably they may very soon
be compelled to parcel out Turkey to
prevent anarchy throughout the dominion. If so. we cannot have long to
wait for the heir to the throne of David.
The condition of Constantinople, as revealed in to-day's papers, is terrible.
About 400 Armenians are reported as
missing—either slain or in prison —
since the riots commenced; and upwards
of 1.000 have taken refuge in the
churches and patriarchate. The decision to present a petition in a body—
the ostensible cause of the street conflicts—was evidently the result of despair arising out of the delay and
inaction in introducing reforms in the
treatment of their Asiatic co-religionists.
This proves the truth of what Lord
Salisbury said before he came into
power, that it is useless, and positively
mischievious, to make representations
to Turkey.unless the powers are prepared to supplement them, if necessary,
with action. He has doubtless found,
ere now, the difficulty of taking sucli
action with two lukewarm partners.
But the ruled sometimes make history
as well as the rulers."
Who would have thought that such
horrible crimes and cruelties as were
forced upon the attention of the socalled Christian nations from Armenia
would have been left unavenged so
long V While demands have been made
on paper and time wasted in waiting
for the Sultan's red-tape antics upon
the most flimsy and silly excuses, the
very powers making the demands have
been quarreling with each other over
the question of what shall be done if
the worst come. And, taking advantage of this jealousy among his intimidators, the "Sublime Porte" has been
busy torturing and killing off the people
in whose behalf the demands are made.
Give the Turkish government time
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enough and it will settle the Armenian
question by killing all the Armenians,
while the indignant (?) powers are
quarreling among themselves about
their own prestige and power. Great
peace-makers are these " Christian"
powers. Great protectors of their own
religionists are they.
But what can they do when they
have each other handcuffed'!1 "The

Most High ruleth in the kingdoms of
men;" and He is now allowing the
wicked to fill the fats to overflowing,
and to gather the '•multitudes, multitudes into the valley of decision." when,
before all the earth, He will be magnified in them, and "make bare his
holy arm in the eyes of all the nations,
and all the ends of the earth shall see
the salvation of God."

INTELLIGENCE.

preached. Some time was spent in closing
two of the lectures to show that the signs
of the times indicate that we are nearing
the time when the kingdom will be established.
The fifth lecture was on the nature of man.
showing that he was mortal, being subject to
death, and that the doctrine of the immortality
of the soul is a heathen myth and not found in
the Bible.
The sixth lecture was u summing up of the
argument of the others, and showing how we
can escape from our lost condition.
Sister Moberly, of Trenton, Mo., and her
daughter, Mrs. Parker, Sister May ThompRovi,
of Kansas City, and Sister Lillie Thompson, of
Hannibal, Mo., visited us at the time Bro.
Williams was here and all felt they had a
pleasant and profitable time.
Your brother in the truth,

BALTIMORE, MD.—During the month of
September we had the pleasure of adding to
our number Percy Sampson, who will be
quite an acquisition to the body, as lie is well
informed in the Truth and of good character.
I feel confident he will show his faith by his
works, as he seems to realize entirely his position. He has been interested in the Truth for
a long while, but would not be immersed until
he felt he could carry out the requirements of
God to the letter, as all true followers should.
With heartfelt sympathy for Sister Williams
and love for you both,
I remain yours in the one hope,
CARKIB WILLIAMS.

BOSTON, MASS.—I have the pleasure to announce the good news that two more have been
taken out of the Gentiles in Boston for the
name. On July 31st Mrs. Mary Mclver, wife of
Bro. Mclver, of Scotland; and on September
2d Miss Jessie L. Creed, of Halifax, N. S., were
baptized into the sin-covering name.
We have had the following visitoi-s during
the month: On the 1st Bro. A. Thompson, of
Lowell; on the loth, Bro. Walter Finch, of
Quincy; and on the 29th, Sister MeDumaid, of
St. John, N. B. The lectures in Arcade Hall,
No. 7 Park Square, during* the month have
been on the following subjects: On the 1st,
"Immortality a Conditional Gift," Bro. C. J.
Falrbrother. 8th, "Christ is Coming, the work
He will do and the reward that is with Him,"
Bro. Joseph McKellar. 15th, "The only refuge
from the coming storm," Bro. B. F. Mitchell.
32d, "The truth vindicated or the theory exposed," Bro. A. Pinel. 29th, "The world as it was,
as it is, and as it will be," Bro. F. C. Whitehead.
Your brother in hope of eternal life,
JOHN B. RILEIGH,

Recording brother to the Boston Ecclesia.
CAVENDISH, MO.—We have been greatly
encouraged by a visit from Bro. Williams, who
delivered six lectures for us. The first four
were principally on the gospel of the kingdom,
showing that the world was very much in need
of a good government, and that God bad
promised it in his covenants with Abraham
and David and also in other parts of the scriptures, and that this is the gospel that Christ

M. L. BROOKS.

CHICAGO, ILL.—Since our last intelligence
from this ecclesia we have sustained a loss in
our number through the removal of Bro. and
Sister Nungasser to Denver, Colo., where they
have gone with the hope of enjoying better
health from the change of climate. We trust
their hopes will be fully realized. Also Sister
Emma Clark, who has moved to Irvington,
N. J., and will meet with the Jersey City
ecelesia as of ten as circumstances will permit.
Recent visitors who have met with us at the
Master's table have been, Bro. McDaniel,
El Dorado, Ark.; Bro. Burbridge, Quincy, 111.:
Bro. C. Bennett, Waterloo, la.; Bro. and Sister
J. G. Bickley, Waterloo, la.; Bro and Sister
Kerwin, Hamilton, Out.; Bro. Reynolds, Wanconda, 111. Our meetings continue to be attended by a few friends who appear to be
interested in the Truth, and we trust before
long some of them may embrace it. Recent
lectures have been as follows:—"Turkey to
Fall, but what then?" Bro. T. Williams. "The
Purpose for which Christ is Coming to the
Earth Again," Bro. J. Leask. "The World's
Saturday Night," Bro. C. Williams. "What
Must 1 Do to be Saved?" Bro. J. Wood.
JAS. LBASK, Sec'y.

ELMIRA, N. T.-We are pleased to report
the obedience ot George B. Swainson, son of
Bro. George Swaiuson, of New Jersey, who
used to meet with us in Elmira some years
ago. Our young brother was baptized August
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4th (age 22). He has made a good, start and has
acquired more knowledge of the things of the
kingdom and the name than many of his age in
the new life. He makes a diligent study of the
word of God; also of all Dr. Thomas' leading
works and others. We hope and pray that he
may be made a partaker of Christ by the holding on the beginning of his confidence, steadfast unto the end, and striving lawfully in the
race and gain the crown. Our young brother
meets with us to break bread in our house, B(r»
South Main St., Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
The meetings have been kept up in our house
a number of years, consisting (when all together) of nine persons, who are avoiding all
strife arid contention. Seeking spiritual life
by worshiping God in spirit and in Truth.
Vours in the one hope,
GEOKGE WALKER.

GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA, BRITISH
GUJANA, S. A.—TheChnstadelphian Out-door
Lecturing Society, of Georgetown, is doing a
revolutionizing work in this city of Georgetown. Organized by the Father's grace in January this year with a total of eleven brethren,
we have been forcing our way through the
tangled weeds of orthodox superstition with a
persevering steadiness, which, contemplating
now, causes us some astonishment and surprise. The hard theological earth having
been upturned and moistened by the stirring lectures of our Bro. Blenman, and a
controversy having been created on the current dogmas of popular Christianity, it was felt
that out-door support should be strongly accorded the brother, and the benign influences
of the Truth be more widely disseminated, as
in lifting up our eyes and looking on the field,
they were white already to harvest. Scattered
individual effort met with but little success,
hut after the organization of the society, with
a better appointed procedure, two of the more
advanced brethren (Brethren Alen and Melburne) started out, strongly supported by
junior brethren, and began the contention.
Starting with "the subject of the kingdom,"
Bro. Melburne collected an audience of about
£10 persons, a very encouraging beginning, for
which we gave thanks to the Father. We continued on the spot until one evening about 9
o'clock the police were instructed by an influential personage in the district to turn us off. The
police gave us this information and we quietly
took down our lamps and left. Difficulties in
many ways stared us in the face. Adverse
criticisms were advanced by foes. Lectures
were frequently interrupted to ask questions
which ended in short debates, but thanks to
the Father the Truth always vanquished. We
have now five speaking brethren and many
young" ones arising. Additional interest is
being manifested in the welfare of the society
day by day, and we are securing the most
popular corners convenient for presenting the
Truth to the people. This being our intro-

ductory chapter of mission work iu the vineyard for the columns of the ADVOCATE, and
not wishing to trespass any further upon your
space, I shall stop here for the present, hoping
that the continuation may be found bright and
encouraging to our brethren over the waters
as it has been to us.
JONATHAN KINO, Seo'y.

JERSEY CITY, N. J.—Two more good and
honest hearts have betm found in the persons
of Mr. John Golder and his wife Alice, who
put on Christ in the waters of baptism, on
Sunday, Sept. 22. Bro. Golder had long been
familiar with the Truth, after a manner, but
the love of it not having been aroused, the
obedience which he has now rendered was put
off. They are both young? in years and have
started well in the great race in which we all
run, but may not all receive the crown. The
hope and prayer is that they may be able to
adorn the doctrine of God in all things. While
two more have lhus come into a new spiritual
life, we have to "mourn with those who
mourn" in the loss of the infant daughter of
Bro. and Sister Sidney Keener. She was about
two years at a#e, and a ponderously bright
child. Her beauty faded in a day. The buddingflower withered in a moment, and left only a
wreck of human hearts. Now it is that the
Truth becomes our strength, and helps us to
remember that such as little Pauline was a
blessing in life, and a sweet and beautiful
memory in death; and that God helps us to
realize our dependence is upon Him alone, in
an experience like this.
C. C. VBEDENBUBOH.

LONGTON, KAN.—To the faithful in Christ.
We have been refreshed and encouraged
by a series of six lectures most ably delivered
by Bro. Thomas Williams, on Sept. 11th, 12th
and 13th. The meetings began with but few in
attendance, owing partly to the bad roads,
washed out bridges, etc., incident to the recent
floods in this part of the country, and partly to
the fact that "spiritual wickedness dwells in
high places," and the common people are deluded and intoxicated with the wine of ancient
Rome.
The lectures closed with a fair attendance,
and we feel that we have done our part. We
are thankful that since the removal of six of
our brethren and sisters to the far west, in the
spring of 1894, five have been added to our
number; the last two being Bro. and Sister
Hoden, of Longton, whose immersion has never
been reported, owing to the neglect of the
writer. Bro. Roden was formerly a member of
the Christian Church, Sister Roden neutral.
We all rejoice together in the hope of our calling and approval at the Lord's return.
Fraternally,
A. C. EDWARDS.

INTELLIGENCE.
M00S1C, PA.—We wish to notify the brethren and sisters of our removal from Oarbondale
to Moosic. So you see that the arrangoments
mentioned in the Carbondale Intelligence for
July have been changed. This proves that
man's will is not God's will. If any brother or
sister should be passing this way we would be
glad if they could make a call on us, as we are
in Isolation.

DAVID T. ASTON.

NEW ORLEANS —I have been sick for over
three weeks and partly blind. If you deem me
worthy pray our heavenly Father forgive me
my sins and restore me to health and sight,
at your meetings and privately.
May God bless you in this life and give you
an inheritance in the everlasting kingdom is
the prayer of your brother in Christ.
S. T. BLESSING.

Per daughter.
[Let us hope and pray that our dear brother
may not be deprived of sight, and that he
might be restored to health. Whac a world of
calamity this is? But it will not last long now.
The day is close at hand when sight will be
given to the blind, hearing to the deaf, and the
binding up of broken hearts will take place.
Let us hope and pray and be faithful.—Ed.1
RICHMOND, V i . - W e would like to know
something in regard to Mrs. Davis who writes
those letters to you from Jerusalem. What
would be the prospect of obtaining" a couple of
mementos, say of pressed flowers. We would
like to bo able to tell our friends when speaking of these things that these came from that
wonderful country in which we are so deeply
interested, and from which we expect such
great things shortly. If you can give us some
idea of the cost and how to obtain them you
will confer a great favor on two brethren.
Our Ecelesiais doing well. We number somewhere in the neighborhood of one hundred
members, with an average attendance of forty
or fifty. We have the privilege of reading the
ADVOCATE and the Chrixtadelphian which cause
our hearts to rejoice, feeling well assured that
the time is near at hand for the return of our
Lord.
May the Lord bless you and your labors in
the Truth is the earnest wish of your brother
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RIVERSIDE, IA.—On the 2id day of Oct. our
esteemed Bro. Jesse B >yd of Riverside, la , fell
on sleep. He had been suffering for many
months from a combination of diseases which
finally proved fatal. Owing to his persistent
will-power and \rw\ constitution h« ovit-lWecl
by several months the most sanguine expectations of his attending physicians, but the
enemy of all mankind finally triumphed fora
season, and now holds in his icy grasp another
of Deity's satisfied ones. Hut his triumph will
be short. Christ, who has the keys of death
and hades, will soon appear on the scene, and
exercise that "almighty power" which was
wrought in Christ ny the Father when He
raised Him from the dead. Bro. Boyd became
interested in the Truth and was Immersed in
the sin-covering name of Jesus about thirty
years ago- Since that time he has been a
zealous, untiring worker in the Master's vineyard. Not being a public; speaker his work has
been confined to individual labor from which
he never tired, Viis motto being, "Truth first,
business last." But his busy life has ceased
for a time. He is at roflt, awaiting the appointed time for the Father, when he will be
called forth from the dust of death to a life
which knows no end. Bro. Boyd leaves a
Sister wife, two daughters a,nd one son in the
Truth to mourn his loss; but their sorrow is
not as those who have no hope, knowing that
he will "rise again in the resurrection at the
last day."
The writer was called, in the absence of Bro.
Williams in the South, to speak words of comfort to the mourning- friends, and to press
home upon the minds of those present the importance of giving heed to the glorious Truth
so firmly believed and so often pressed upon
them by him who was now silent in death.
The large number of people who congregated
at the residence of Bro. Boyd afforded conclusive evidence of their love and respect for
him who had been for many years iu their
midst. Being in the world but not of it, he had
won from them that respect and esteem which
true fidelity alone can earn.
Waterloo, la.

J. M. PAUL.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.—Greeting in the name of
him who is the " Branch." It is with hearts full
of gratitude to the Father of all goodness, and
in Christ.
JAMES 8. BUTOER,
mercy, and with love to man that we have the
No. 610 Spring St. (Station A),
pleasure to announce to the faithful of Deity's
household that the leaven of Truth has been
Richmond, Va.
[We cannot give any information as to the working since 18D2 in the case of now our Bro.
Cortland
M. Chester (45), of Gaines, N. Y., who,
cost of Mrs. Davis' flower pictures, but if she
after a searching examination into the requiis told how much you wish to pay, she can be
sites preparatory to immersion, put on the sindepended upon for sending the value. Of
bearing name by being immersed (not "bapcourse, she only can tell the value, it being
work of art to make the piclures. Anything tized"). Having died to sin he was typically
received from her can be depended upon as a buried by immersion iawater and raised to walk
in newness of life. And just here permit us to
r^al Holy Land memento.
say, we have been much pained to see brethren
Mrs. Davis' address is, care of II. S. Consul,
reporting obediences so oiten use the word
Jerusalem, Palestine, Asia.—Ed./)
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"baptized" instead of "immersed." as though
the battle for the Truth on the subject had
been accorded to the enemy. Should not "our
pure minds be stirred up by way of remembrance" in this aud cease to commit this error
against known light? In addition to the foregoing we admit negligence in omitting to report
the following in our last: Our esteemed and
faithful Bro. Henry J. Culross and likewise
Sister Ava A. Wentworth, of Seneca Falls, N.Y.;
two hearts desiring to be made one, one of
our brethren performed the beautiful scriptural ceremony of the marriage at the home of
the bride's parents. We also omitted to
mention the names among our visitors of Bro.
Zephaniah Cook, of Buffalo, N. V., and Sister
Mclimsey, of Port Hope, Ont.
For the Ecclesia.

J. D. TOMLING, Sec.

[Brother Tomlin, you are obliged to do some
confessing. You must atir up. On the word
htiptize- we would say, No surrender to the
enemy is made by its use. Not one of the
enemies' scholars have ever dared to translate
it by sprinkle or pour. They know very
well that the Greek word baptn means to dip,
us it is rendered in Luke xvi: 23; John xiii: 2t>;
Rev. six: 13. It was the word used by
dyers, in which case it meant more than immerse. It meant to immerse for a certain purpose, that of producing a change. Many are
immersed in our day. andthatisall; the change
of relation is not effected because it is only
immersion. Those who are baptized (which, of
course, is immersion), like the garment in the
hands of Greek dyers, are baptized, dipped, or
immersed for a specific purpose.—ED.]
ROUGH ROCK. TEX.—Our ecclesia has
great rejoicing and bitter weeping. It reminds
me of the rebuilding of Jerusalem after the
return from Babylon. On Sept. Kith our
daughter died after being sick five weeks. She
intended to be immersed and spoke of it once
or twice during her sickness, but we delayed it
thinking she would recover, and fearing that
her understanding- might not be sufficient.
She ba,d been from home visiting and had been
sick two weeks with typhoid fever when we
met her at the Fairland gathering. The doctors
said she was doing very well until the day
before her death, when she was taken with a
severe congestive chill from which she never
recovered. It was then too late to attend to
immersing. What could we do but to send up
prayers mingled with grief to our All-powerful
Father, beseeching Him it' it was His will to
grant her recovery that she might be adopted
into the one body, but He did not grant me my
request. I don't know why, but He knows, and
so we say, "Thy will be done." But it is hard
for weak flesh to say when it lays a loveJy
face and willing mind and ready hands toevery
caii hopeiess in the grave. Where shall we go
for comfort? Is there none? If none in the
word I know not where to go. There have
been a few cases where the children of the
righteous have been brought from the dead,
and who can knowingly say that it will not be
done again ? But we will not contend, but say,
"His will be done." Our daughter's age was
nineteen years, three months, sixteen days.
On the fourth Saturday and Sunday we held
a two day's meeting at (name not written
legibly) which time Mr. and Mrs. James Walker
were buried in the symbolic grave and became
new creatures in the Lord. If this causes
angels to rejoice in heaven, why should we
not ?
On the first Sunday in October, Frank Kirk,
son of Bro. G. F. Kirk, put on the name by

which only we can be saved. Pray for us, dear
Bro Williams, that we may hold out faithful
to the end.
Your brother in hope of eternal life.
W. J. GHEEH.

[Try and bear your sorrow and loss, clear
brother. It is hard, but remember Job and all
his loss and affliction. The day when sickness
and death shall end is close at hand.—ED.]
SEARCY, ARK.—I am now passing through
the saddest period of my life. M,y dear sister
wife passed away on Sept. 3. Her suffering fopseveral days before was intense She or 1
never spoke of her demise in her last moments,
from the fact that the doctorassured us all the
time that she would recover, even on the
morning of the 3d he assured me she was not
dangerously ill, and he did not give up until a
very short time before she died. But as far as
she was concerned she was ready She lived
the Truth in her daily walk and conversation.
She loved the Truth dearly a.nd rejoiced in the
prospects of the coming kingdom. I am so
lonely. I miss her at the table and after our
day's work is done. I miss our social talk side
by side. She always had something cheerful
to say to me. We read the Bible together by
the Companion and commented as we read.
She had a very clear conception of the Truth.
She was horn in Tennessee, May 24, L834, of
Methodist parents, and reared in their faith.
On Dec. 3, 1851, was united in wedlock to S W.
Pilkington, and in Dec. 23, 1853, located in
Searcy, where sjie has lived since; she was baptized into the liaptist uhurch (as the Baptists
say) in which she lived a consistent member
till Sept. 1890, when, after n severe struggle,
she was brought to see the Truth, and at. once
embraced it, obeye I it and Jived it. She was
assisted in putting on Christ by Bro. Teas.
We have had a long and pleasant walk hand
in hand. We have had our sorrows, but we
were together a comfort to each other. Thus
ends the life of a good and pure woman, a
loving wife, a kind and affectionate mother
and a good neighbor.
Bro. Williams, I ask you to remember me in
your devotion to the Father, and also every
brother and sister that may see this notice.
Hoping you and family are in good health,
I remain your brother in Christ,
S. W. PILKINGTON.

[We sorrow with you, dear brother, but hope
soon to rejoice with you and Sister Pilkington.—Ed")
WORCESTER, MASS.—It again becomes my
duty to inform the household of faith that one
more has come out of Gentitedarkness into the
light of the gospel, namely, Francis Joseph
Macaree, aged 21, formerly Roman Catholic.
After a. good confession of the faith and a
thorough knowledge of the promised kingdom
on the earth he put on Christ by baptism Sept.
5th, and received the right hand of fellowship
by Worcester Ecclesia Sept. 8th.
Yours in Israel's hope,
J. HOLLOWS, Seo'y.

WORCESTER, MASS.—The Worcester ecclesia has again increased its number by the
addition this time of Sister lola Spaulding
(aged 19), after a good confession of faith and a
clear knowledge concerning the promised
kingdom of God on the earth. She was immersed Oct. 14tb, and was yesterday received
into fellowship by the ecclesia,. Sister Spaulding is one of our Sunday-school scholars and
raised from our own ranks and is the daughter
of Sister Sherman. We have also had added to
our number Sister Ellen Barker and James
Stokes, from Kidderminister, England, both
having been examined by our committee aud
found worthy of fellowship.
I remain yours in Israel's hope,
JOHN HOLLOWS, Sec.
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THE WAY OF HIS COMING.
BY BROTHER T. TURNER.

grand divisions of the ''forty
year's" judgment period must
be taken into account in considering
the "way" of Christ's coming, and the
work he has to perform—first, in conjunction with his '-mighty angels," and
afterwards with the saints of the Most
High.
During the first division the "•Son of
man" comes in a cloud, with power
and great glory (Luke xxi: 27). The
dead are raised, and judged and gathered, while Divine vengeance angelically administered, is meted out to
those who know not God, and who
obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus
Christ (II. Thess. i: 9).
At the same time the battle of Bozrah, and the destruction of the Gogian
hosts take place, resulting in the
"little door" being opened in the
heaven, and the throne being set therein (Rev. iv: 1). At this time a transitional period transpires. The ''power"
and authority vested in, and exercised
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Intelligence
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by, the "angels of his power" is transferred to the saints, who shall, during
the second dmswvra! period, %x«c\Aft
the judgments written (Psalm cxlix).
It is the ending of the old creation
and the beginning of the new. The
old has been under the ministration of
angels for six thousand years, and the
"harvest" isthevt eTO-WTnug'woTTK., alter
which the new regime will begin, under the rulership of the saints, for "unto
the angels hath he not put in subjection
the world to come, of which we speak"
(Heb. ii:
"Know ye not that the
saints shaYl judge ttie SVOT\&"'}
So that as it was said six thousand
years ago, "Let there be light," so now,
"the true light"—"the Son of righteousness" hath arisen and become a
permanent fixture in the heavens of the
new world, and every man "born into it
shall be enlightened thereby, for—
"The beam that shines from Zion's hill,
Shall lighten every land."

. The first period, reaching up to the
ending of the old world, is characterized by the "harvest," which is reaped
by the angels. After this, and during
the time of transition, and before
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the reaping of the •'vintage," the antitypical feasts are held, and the gospel
is preached to the world by the saints,
who warn them of the impending
"hour of judgment" which they are
going to inflict upon the great harlot, as a righteous retribution of her
iniquities, which have reached up to
heaven. It is a momentous work the
saints have to perform during this
epoch; and it will be a time of probation and fiery trial for the world in
punishment for its sins, resulting in
the complete destruction of the Papacy, and the consequent inauguration
of the thousand years '"day of rest."
Just six thousand years since the fall
of the first Adam, and the beginning
of the reign of sin and death. His
Satanic majesty will be now bound or
restrained, and the people consequently
will be all righteous, and they will all
know God, from the least to the greatest, and they '"will walk in his ways."
Enoch represented this class of people, and also this time; and he prophesied concerning the judgments of the
Lord previous to the "day of rest."
The characteristics of Enoch were—
He was the seventh from Adam.
He was 365 years old when he was
translated that he should not see
death.
He prophesied, "Behold, the Lord
cometh with myriads of holy ones, to
execute judgment upon all," etc., see
Gen. v: 22; Heb. xi: 5; Jude, 14th verse,
(Emphatic Dia.). It is when the Lord
comes that the world is cleansed, when
all things that "offend and that do iniquity" shall be rooted out of the
earth, that the righteous might inherit
the earth, and delight themslves in
the abundance of peace. It is "when
the wicked are cut off (in the time of
judgment) thou shalt see it." (Psalm
xxxii). This is the seven thousandth
year, the "day of rest" prepared for
God's people.
Now 355 years of Enoch's life repre-

sent this day, when all the people will
walk with God, when "all nations shall
say. Come, let us go up to the mountain of the Lord to the house of the
God of Jacob, and he will teach us of
his ways, and we will walk in his paths,
for out of Zion shall go forth the law,
and the word of God from Jerusalem."
At the expiration of this day all
shall be translated that they shall not
see death; for "the last enemy that
shall be destroyed is death."
"And pains,and groans, and griefs and fears,
and doath itself shall die."

With this brief preliminary outline,
let us consider the matter more thoroughly and look into the manner of the
work of the judgment period more in
detail, although we do not propose to
say one tenth of what might be said on
the subject.
The first thing affirmed of the Lord
in relation to this question is that he
"comes," and that he "comes as a
thief," and "with the clouds of
heaven;" and because he comes as a
thief he leaves certain signs by which
his servants may know about the time
of his approach, and, furthermore, exhorts and warns them to wutch at every
season (Luke xxi: 36, II. V.).
We are furthermore instructed that
he is accompanied by a multitude of
heavenly hosts, numbering not less
than one hundred millions. The
Apostle John says they were "many,"
and that they surrounded the throne
and the saints, and the number of
them was ten thousand times ten thousand, and thousand of thousands
(Rev. vi: 11). Jesus says (Matt, xxv:
31), "WHien the Son of man shall come
in his glory and all the holy angels
with him, then shall he sit upon the
throne of his glory." Again (Matt.
xvi: 27), "When the Son of man shall
come in the glory of the Father, and
all the holy angels with him, then shall
he reward every man according to his
work." Paul says (II. Thess. i: 9),
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'•Ye which are troubled rest with us
when the Lord Jesus Christ shall be
revealed from heaven with his mighty
angels, in flaming fire, taking vengeance on them who know not God,
and who obey not the gospel of our
Lord Jesus Christ." This innumerable company of angels constitute
"a cloud" with which the Son of man
comes. Rev. i: 9—'Behold he cometh
with the clouds, and every eye shall
see him." Luke xxi: 27—"Then shall
they see the Son of man coming in a
cloud with power and great glory."
Matt, xxiv: 21—"Then shall they see
the Son of Man coming in the clouds
of heaven with power and great glory."
They constitute the "white cloud" of
Rev. xiv: 14. "And I saw. and beheld a white cloud, and on the cloud I
saw one sitting like unto the Son of
man. having on his head a golden
stephan, and in his hand a sharp sickle,
and another angel came out of the
temple crying with a loud voice to him
that sat on the cloud. Send forth thy
sickle and reap, for the hour is come,
for the harvest of the earth is ripe.
And he that sat on the cloud cast his
sickle upon the earth, and the earth
was reaped."
That he is accompanied by the host
of heaven indicates that there is a
mighty work to be accomplished, in
which they are to bs actively engaged,
and such indeed is the case, and all
things will be done orderly and methodically according to the written
word.
Keeping in mind the aforementioned
divisions, viz: The reaping of the
"harvest" by Christ and his holy angels, then the anti-typical feast, and
the "voices" of saints and angels in
the "new heaven," celebrating the
event in the time of transition; then
the reaping of "vintage" by Christ and
the saints of the Most High, we perceive that it is in perfect harmony with
the whole tenor of scripture teachings
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on the subject, and contrary to the
commonly received belief that the
good, bad and indifferent are compelled
to go to Sinai to be judged, which
view is not supported by a single text
of scripture; it is all inferential and
conjectural. But, that the angels are
to gather the sheaves of the first-fruits,
(that they may be anti-typically
"waved" before the Father on the holy
hill of Zion) and reap the harvest of
the earth is amply supported by the
word of God. Jesus says, "The reapers
are the angels (Matt, xiii: 39).
"And the Son of man shall send forth
his angels, and they shall gather out of
his kingdom all things that offend and
.that do iniquity, and shall casi them
into a furnace of tire. So shall it be
in the end of the world; the angels
shall come forth and they shall separate the wicked from among the righteous, and shall cast them into a
furnace of fire" (Matt, xiii: 49-50).
"Then shall the righteous shine forth
in the kingdom of their Father" (verse
28); "and he shall send forth his angels,
and they shall gather together my chosen ones from the four winds, from one
endof heaven to the other" (Matt, xxiv:
31). "Gather my saints together unto
me, those that have made a covenant
with me by sacrifice (Psa. 1:5). These
few quotations are sufficient to show
that the angels are invested with the
"power" and authority to separate the
"wicked from the just" in far off countries, and that they are instructed and
commanded to cast the unjust away
to suffer vengeance and bring the just
to Christ. The almighty "power" with
which the angels are invested is represented by the "sickle" by \vhich the
earth is harvested, and the declaration,
"He shall send forth his angels," is
equivalent to the saying of the angel
of the symbol (Rev. xiv: 15), "Send
forth thy sickle and reap." So that the
multitude of angels as the "white
cloud," in which the Son of man comes
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(Luke xxi: 27), are distributed over the heard? Many, I think, would have a
whole world, and radiating from his long tiresome, weary waiting and
personal presence (we infer) from Sinia, "standing" for their turn to come. It
they shall be formed into many clouds will not do to try and evade the diffior companies, described as the "clouds culty by saying that ten, twenty, or a
of heaven," upon which they (all eyes) hundred cases will be heard at once, or
shall see the Son of man coming in that they will be judged in bulk, bepower and great glory (Matt, xxiv: 36; cause Christ is infallible and immortal.
Eev. i: 9).
It is not the Divine order, nor in acThe next thing requiring our atten- cordance with the written word. It
tion is the inspection of the household; isn't a question of what Christ is able
of the just and the unjust at the tri- to do, but what he is going to do acbunal of the ^Anointed, "who shall cording to the testimony, and in harjudge the living and the dead, at his mony with scriptural precedents.
appearing and his kiugdom." There These precedents illustrate the methods
can be no question as to the character of God, and show that His judges,
of the judgment—an individual verbal whether they were men or angels, acaccount must be given by all just and commodate themselves to the situaunjust persons, out of all nations and tion of the persons to be judged. Adam
all ages. The few following selected and Eve and Cain each gave an indipassages unmistakably show this: vidual account and confessions to God
Rom. xiv: 10—"For we must all stand through the angels, and by their own
before the tribunal of the Anointed." words were condemned. And so must
Rom. xiv. 12—"So that every one must every one in like manner render acgive account of himself to God." II. count and make confessions for good
Cor. v: 10—For we must all stand be- or ill. But those who insist that the
fore the tribunal of Christ, that every just and unjust out of all ages and
one may receive the things done in his out of all peoples must stand before
body whether it be good or bad." Matt, and pass the individual scrutiny of
xii: 37—"By thy words shalt thou be Christ insist on an impossibility That
justified, and by thy words shalt thou the angels will discriminate between
be condemned." Luke xix: 22—"Out the wicked and righteous is a matter
of thine own mouth will I judge thee, of scriptural demonstration, and is in
thou wicked servant." Every one will harmouy with Deity's ways and prinbe made manifest by his own verbal ciples in His past dealings with indiconfessions. This will take time and viduals, cities and nations.
if all (as usually believed) are to pass
It is a recognized principle that what
an individual examination at the per- is done by the "authority" and "power"
sonal judgment seat of Christ it will of God, through man or angel, is as if
take a very long time indeed. For just it were done by the Lord himself. The
consider for a moment that the "few" angels could say, "Let us make man in
who are chosen are apocalyptically re- our own image." "I am Almighty God."
presented a*s a number which no man "I am the God of Abraham, and the
can number (Rev. vii: 9). What then God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob."
must the number of the "many" be? This is because they are authorized by
"For many are called, but few are God whose "name" is in them. "Bechosen," and if the numberless multi- hold I send mine angel before thee to
tudes of the "many" and "few" are to keep thee in the way, and to bring thee
pass by an individual judge, how many into the place which I have prepared.
thousand years will it take for all to be Beware of him and obey his voice, pro-
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voke him not. for he will not pardon
your trangressions for my -name is in
him" (Ex. xxi:23). It was the angels
who discriminated between the good
deeds of Abel and the evil deeds of
his brother; they delivered ''just Lot."'
and recompensed vengeance upon the
Sodomites; they passed over the Israelites in Egypt and discovered the firstborn of the Egyptians and slew them;
and all things that were done by the
angels are spoken of in the scriptures
as being done by God. So also with
man in this matter. The judges of
Israel appointed by Moses were distributed throughout the tribes in accommodation to the situation of the people,
and in all places where the tribunal
was established the judgment rendered
was the same as if God himself had
judged, for these judges were solemnly
charged and warned to judge rightously iu. the fear of God. Deut. i: 16—
"And I charged your judges at that
time saying, Hear the causes between
your brethren, and judge righteously
between every man and his brother,
and the stranger that is with him.
Ye shall not fear the face of man, for
the judgment in the Lord's."

Jehosha-

phat, many years after, sets forth the
same thought in II. Chron. xix: 5-6,
'•And he sent judges in the land
throughout all the fenced cities of
Judah, city by city, and said to the
judges, Take heed what ye do, for ye
judge not for man, but for the Lord,
who is with you in the judgment/'
Peter says to Annanias, "Thou hast not
lied unto men but unto God" (Acts v:
4). It is upon the same principle that
the world is to be judged in the future
age, as it written, "I will restore thy
judges as at the first and thy counsellors as at the beginning" (Isa. i: 26).
These judges will be the saints, and
judgment rendered by them will be as
though it were given by the Lord himself, and by him as though by God
himself upon the principles already
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laid down and enunciated by Jesus,
"He that heareth you heareth me, and
he that heareth me heareth him who
sent me." In such a manner and upon
the same principle is Christ going to
judge his servants, good or bad; for although it is said that we must all stand
before the tribunal of God. it does not
necessarily follow that we have to go to
the Father's dwelling place in heaven
to stand before Him, any more than it
is necessary for people in California
to repair to the city of Washington to
be judged there. The Father hatli
committed all judgment to the Son.
and he is coming to the earth to do the
work, but not alone. The people of far
off countries are not required to come
to his established headquarters (presumably in Sinai) for that purpose;
but the chief judge or chief shepherd
will direct his subordinate judges or
shepherds to go to them where ever
they may be in the fields of the whole
world. They will go forth with the
great sound of a trumpet and wake
the dead that they with the living may
give account of themselves to Christ
through them. They will be compelled to appear before God's tribunal,
established according to the various
and numerous jurisdictions from the
four winds, and to the uttermost parts
of the earth in accommodation to the
situation of the people. For so it is
written, Matt, xiii—"And he shall
send forth his angels and they shall
separate the wicked from among the
righteous," or just. "And he will say
to the reapers (the angles), Frst bind
the tares in bvmdles, and cast them into the furnace of lire." The great
sound of a "trumpet" and the "voice"
of the archangel constitute the call of
Psalm 1: 5. And the order of the
Psalm is the same as is taught by
Jesus and the Apostle Paul as the following analogies will show:
First—Our God will come; SecondHe shall call to the heavens and the
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earth; Third—That he may judge his
people, for God is judge of all; Fourth
—Gather my saints together unto me,
those who have made a covenant with
me by sacrifices; Fifth—The results,
"And the heavens shall declare his
righteouness" (Psa. iii: 6).
The order laid down by Jesus is as
follows:
First—The Son of man comes; Second—With a great shout of a trumpet;
Third—All who are in the graves shall
hear his voice and shall come forth,
they who have done good unto a resurrection of life; and they who have done
evil unto a ressurection of condemnation; and "my judgment is just;"
Fourth—And they shall gather together my chosen ones from the four
winds, from one end of heaven to the
other; Fifth—The results, "Then shall
the righteous shine forth in the kingdom of their Father" (John v 28-3 0;
Matt, xxi: 31).
Paul, by the word of the Lord
affirmed and taught the same order:
First—"The Lord shall descend from
heaven;" Second—With a shout, with
the voice of an arch angel, and the
trump of God; Third—The dead shall
then rise, that they with the living may
be judged (II. Tim. iv: 1). For we
must all stand before the judgment of ,
Christ (II. Cor. v: 10); Fourth—Then
we (the righteous only) shall be hurried,
or conveyed away, in clouds of heaven
(or companies of angels); Fifth—The
consequence, "To meet the Lord in the
air" or kingdom "and so shall ever be
with the Lord" (I. Thess. iv: 16-17).
The air of I. Thess. iv: 17, and the
kingdom of their Father" of Matt, xiii:
43, and the "heavens" which "shall
declare his righteousness" of Psa. 1: 6,
are the same, and are identical with
the "new heavens and the new earth"
of II. Peter iii: 13. So also the "we" of
Paul, and the "righteous" of Jesus are
identical with the "my saints" of
David.

They are those who have made a
sacrificial covenant, and have kept it;
who have not defiled their garments
and are such an God will "preserve."
They will prevail to escape the harvest
judgments and will be accounted
worthy to stand before the Sou of man
in his kingdom (Luke xxi: 36); whereas tliose who have been separated from
them will fail to escape the indignation
and wrath, tribulation and anguish
which will be angelically inflicted upon
tliose who know not God and who obey
not the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ.
Because they have neglected the
"great salvation" and broken his holy
covenant, and defiled their garments,
they merit the severe punishments.
They had been bought with a price, but
had sold themselves to Satan and had
become the servants of sin. They were
once holy, just and righteous, but had
become unsanctified, and no longer
true saints. These will not be gathered
to Christ and cannot stand before the
throne, but as the "tares, wood, hay
and stubble" they are cast into the furnace of tire and burnt up. As the bad
fish they are not put into the basket, but
are thrown into the sea from which they
were drawn by the gospel drag-net.
But the good fish and the fruitful
boughs and wheat are as the "chosen
ones" gathered into the kingdom. They
are as the gold and silver and precious
stones conveyed to Mount Zion to be
incorporated in the spiritual "house
not made with hands eternal in the
heavens"—the new heavens.
After the analogy of the building of
Solomon's temple they were all ready
prepared before they were brought
thither. "And the house was built of
stone already prepared before it was
brought thither; and there was neither
hammer nor axe nor any tool of iron
heard in the house when it was in
building" (I. Kings vi: 7). So that the
living stones that are not prepared
will be left with the general debris in
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the quarry from which they were hewn,
and suffer the "many" or "few" stripes
according to their knowledge of the
Lord's will (Luke xii: 47-48). The
saints are, to use another figure, the
Spirit's dewdrops (Isa. xxvi: 29), which
will be caught away with "the clouds
of heaven" to meet the Son of righteounesss, whose action upon them will
convert them into the rain-bowed
cloud invested angel of Rev. x: 1,
whose face is as the sun, and whose
feet are as pillars of tire, who go
forth to execute the judgments written
as a fire unfolding itself (Ezk. i;
Rev. iv: 18). They constitute collectively, the perfect man (Eph. iv: 13); the
body of the anointed (chap, i: 23); the
bride, the Lamb's wife (Rev. xix: 7);
the temple of God (I. Cor. iii: 16); the
four and twenty elders, and the four
living creatures (Rev. iv: 11). They
are also represented as the symbolic
Son of man of which Daniel speaks in
chap, vii: 13—"I saw in the night
visions, and behold, one like unto the
Son of man came with the clouds of
heaven (or angels) and came to the
Ancient of days, and they (the angels)
brought him (the saints collectively)
near before him. And there was given
him dominion, and glory, and a kingdom, that all people, nations and languages should serve him; his dominion
is an everlasting dominion, which shall
not pass away, and his kingdom that
which shall not be destroyed." That
the Son of righteousness here spoken
of is the saints is proved by verses 18,
22 and 27, and is explanatory of verses
9 and 10, which show us the saints
ministering unto, and standing before
the throne of the Ancient of days, and
judgment is given unto the saints of
the Most High; and the time came that
the saints possessed the kingdom (verse
32); "and the kingdom and the dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom
under the whole heaven shall be given
unto the people of the saints of the
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Most High" (verse 27). The Ancient of
days is Christ, who is the Mighty God
and everlasting Father of the age to
come (Isa. ix: 6).
At the beginning of the harvest period, "the Ancient of days came, with
the clouds of heaven," and he sent
them to bring his saints to the place of
rendezvous—Mount Zion. He meanwhile had "cast the thrones down" at
Megiddo, and sets up his glorious
throne upon which he as the Ancient
of days did sit, while the clouds of
heaven bring the saints before him
who opens the books and gives the
judgment into their hands. These
judgment books have no reference to
the judgment of the household, for
their judgment had taken place before
the harvest, and this scene takes place
after the harvest is reaped and during
the transitional period. The written
judgments placed in the hands of the
saints have reference to the little horn
of the Papacy and the ten horned beast,
whose kingdom and dominion in consequence are taken away. All of which
takes place after the saints are brought
to Zion and glorified, when the 149th
Psalm will be fulfilled: "Let the saints
be joyful in glory; let them sing aloud
upon their beds; let the high praises of
God be in their mouth, and a twoedged sword in their hand, to execute
vengeance upon the heathen, and punishment upon the people; to bind their
kings with chains, and their nobles
with fetters of iron, to execute upon
them the judgment written; this honor
have all the saints."
Now, while the angels have been doing the work allotted to them during
the first division of the judgment
period, in raising the dead, and separating the wicked and righteous that
they may gather the elect to Zion,
Christ as the chief judge and chief
shepherd has been doing a personal
work in Zion, according to the radius
of his own allotted jurisdiction round
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about, while at the same time he was
directing the operations of his subordinates over the field of the whole world.
Christ's tribunal therefore is the central
one. from whence the angels radiate to
earth's uttermost bounds; and it is at his
individual tribunal the local characteristics of those parables that appertain
to this judgment time will find their
exemplifications in a special way. But
they will also find their exemplification at his tribunal presided over
by his subordinates, for in any case
the judgment is the Lord's.
Christ judges the people in Sinai
simultaneously with his holy angels
over all the world. The result of his
personal discrimination yields a myriad
of holy ones with whom he proceeds
northward from Mount Paran to personally inflict vengeance upon the
people round about, when it will be
very tempestuous (see Exek. xxiii: 38).
The "angels of his power" will, at the
same time, be meting out vengeance
upon those who know not God, and
upon those who have been separated
from the righteous, who did not obey
the gospel.
The harvest of the earth is now being reaped. The vengeance inflicted
by Christ locally, and by the angels
universally, is a preliminary corrective,
and those who are exercised by these
judgments over all the earth will be
ready to learn the righteousness of
God, when the saints proclaim the everlasting gospel and warn the people of
the impending hour of judgment; when
the sheep and the goats in a national
sense will be separated, and the "my
people" exhorted to come out of her
that they may not be partakers of her
plagues.
The saints that come from Paran
with Christ and those who are brought
from every land by the angels take no
active part in the first judgment period.
Their time for rendering vengeance
does not come until it is officially put

into their hands by the Ancient of
days when he sits upon his throne.
Although the saints have been approved at the tribunal, they do not immediately enter into the inheritance,
nor are they immortalized until they
come to the place where eternal life
and all the other gifts and rewards are
bestowed. As the harvest is reaped
by Christ and his angels who are his
co-laborers, the saints will be passive
spectators, covered and protected under
the shadow of Deity's wings; whereas
the conditions will be reversed under
the vintage period, for the saints will
do the work "in the presence of his
holy angels and in the presence of the
Lamb." The saints therefore take no
active part in the battle of Bozrah, but
Christ as the Almighty shall go forth
in his own invisible strength and destroy the enemy, and pour out his indignation against the Gogian hosts.
"I have trodden the wine press alone\
and of the people there were none with
me: for I will tread them in mine anger,
and trample them in my fury, and
their blood shall be sprinkled upon my
garments, and I will stain all my raiment. For the day of vengeance is in
my heart, and the year of my redeemed is come. And I looked, and
there was none to help, and I wondered
there was none to uphold; therefore
mine own arm brought salvation unto
me, and my fury it upheld me (lsa.
lxiii: 3-5).
It is by this Divine means that "the
little door ts opened in the heaven,"
and the throne of the King of glory set
thereon. The time to favor Zion is
now come, and upon the holy hill the
King is now set, before whom the
angels bring their precious charges
from every land, of every tribe and
nation; a palm bearing multitude which
no man can number, which stand before the throne surrounded by the
celestial hosts.
They are apocalyptically represented
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by one hundred and forty-four thousand, the redeemed (irst fruits complete
They now realize as a fact what they
anticipated by faith in the days of their
probation. As the Apostle Paul wrote
(Heb. xii: 18), "For ye are not come
unto the mount that might be touched,
and that burned with fire, nor unto
blackness, and darkness and tempest.
Hut ye are come unto Mount Zion, unto the city of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, and to an innumerable
company of angels. To the general
assembly and church of the first-born,
which are written in heaven, and to
God the judge of all. and to the spirits
of just men made perfect," etc.
Surrounded by the innumerable company of angels the saints stand upon
the holy hill of Zion which they have
been permitted to ascend, and '"stand
in bis holy place," because they have
bad "clean hands and a pure heart,
who hath not lifted up their soul to
vanity nor sworn deceitfully.
They
shall receive the blessing from the
Lord, and righteousness from the God
of their salvation" (Psa. xxiv: 8-6).
"For there the Lord commanded the
blessing, even life for evermore" (Psa.
exxxiii: 3). It is in Zion where they
receive "the white stone" and are
made "pillars in the temple of Deity,"
and have their names written that they
may be sons of Zion born from above.
"And of Zion it shall be said, this and
that man was born in her, and the
Highest himself shall establish her.
The Lord shall count when he writeth
up the people that this man was born
there" (Psa. lxxxvii: 5-6). It is in
Zion where all Deity's springs are, including the well-spring of everlasting
life, and where they will have access to
the tree of life in the midst of the
paradise of God; where the saints put
on immortality, and are all glorified
together, and to which center they
shall come with "everlasting joy upon
their heads; where they shall obtain
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joy and gladness, and sorrow and
sighing, shall flee away." It is also in
this mountain where the Lord shall
destroy "the covering cast over all
people, the veil that is spread over all
nations. He will swallow up death in
victory; and the Lord will wipe away
tears from all faces" (Isa. xxv: 7-9).
Paul, speaking of this time and place,
quotes from the above in [. Cor. xv: 54.
"So when this corruptible shall have
put on incorruption, and this mortal
shall have put on immortality, then
shall be brought to pass the saying that
is written (in Isaiah), Death is swallowed up in victory." This is the time
and place when we shall be made like
him, for we shall see him as he is;
when we shall be partakers of the
Divine nature.
When the saints as
the bride shall put on all the Spirit's
embroideries, and bedeck herself in her
bridal array by the changing in a moment her vile body, and fashioning it
like unto his own glorious body. When
she shall behold him who is altogether
lovely, chief among ten thousand,
while he looks upon her as of superlative excellence. Many glorious and
rapturous scenes will transpire during
this transitional period, and also after
the saints execute vengeance upon the
heathen and punishment upon the people, and destroy utterly the shepherds
of the goats, and the whole system
represented by him upon whom "the
blood of his servants hath been avenged
at her hands." Then the redeemed
shall raise their immortal voices as the
voices of mighty thunderings and say
with united heartiness, Alleluia! for
the Lord God omnipotent reigneth!
Let us rejoice and be exceeding glad,
and let us give the glory unto him;
for the marriage of the Lamb is come,
and his wife hath made herself ready.
And it was given unto her that she
should array herself in fine linen,
bright and pure, for the fine linen is the
righteous acts of the saints." "Then
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shall the earth bud forth into a holy
and pure state of blessedness, when
the wilderness and the solitary place
shall be glad for them, and the desert
shall blossom as the rose."'
A WOKD BY THE EDITOR.

This is an interesting article and
throws out some beautiful gems of
thought. In some things it runs on
different lines from those generally accepted; but since it is presented in a
manner no seeker after truth can object to it deserves consideration. I see
that 1 have used the phrase "seeker
after truth," and this reminds me that
this phrase has become quite offensive
to some, and perhaps this would be a
good place to say a word about it,
which we will do by asking, Is there a
brother on the face of the earth who
will say he has found all truth and
needs to seek for no more ? If there is
such a personification of conceit to be
found in our ranks all we can say of
such a one is, "Let him become a fool
that he might be made wise." Now,
when we walk right up to this thing
and ask, what do these brethren mean
who are hinting and insinuating about
somebody here and somebody therenobody knows where—who are seeking
after truth, while they pretend not to
be doing so? Is it that they are not
doing what those they are hinting at
are doing? Nonsense! The hints are
false, and those who make them dare
not reduce them to words and names.
The difference between a false hint and
a false statement is not in their falsity,
but in the fact that the former admits of,
"I did not mean that." "I did not mean
you," and thus often a false hint necessitates a false word.
Now I do not know of a single brother in our body in any part of the
world who, when he says he is a seeker
after truth, means that be does not
believe he has found the truth that will
save—the gospel. What is meant is

that we are "going on to perfection"
in seeking after truth in the deep
mines and lofty heights of Divine wisdom. Is there a brother under the sun
who claims to have gone on to the end
of perfection in this respect? I do not
believe there is; and if this hinting
were stopped and its authors would go
and ask, In what sense do you claim to
be a seeker after truth? it would be
found that there is nothing to hint and
blink at, that we are all seekers after
truth.
Now Brother Turner's article deals
with a subject that in no way affects
the fundamental principles of the
truth. It is one of those subjects that
could be profitably considered in a Bible
class; and if all should not see alike in
the details as to to the way of His coming it would not affect their belief that
He is coming; and if all could not see
alike as to whether immortalization
will take place at Sinai or Zion, it
surely would not affect their belief that
they will be immortalized. So let this
article be calmly considered, and let no
one condemn it because it is not
strictly in line with a former belief,
for had that course been followed we
should all be in the darkness of superstition to-day.
So far as we are concerned we take
exception to some things our brother
says, while others, we confess, seem
to us to clear up a few difficulties. We
may have something to say on it after
a while, but for the present withold
comments, leaving our readers to think
and speak for themselves. Brother
Turner says he holds himself hi readiness to answer any questions on the
subject.
EDITOR'S TOUE SOUTH.

E started from Chicago about
W
eight o'clock at night, as traveling in the night saves time, and in a
sleeper we can always rest quite well.
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At seven o'clock the next morning we
arrived safely at Carbondale, in the
southern part of Illinois, where we had
to wait four hours for a train to Marion,
twenty miles distant. Arriving at
Marion, many familiar faces appeared
to give us a hearty welcome and we
were soon conveyed to comfortable
quarters to spend the few hour that
must pass before our first lecture to be
given in this town. Marion is the
county seat of Williamson County and
the arrangements for a few lectures
there was the result of a desire the
brethren had had for a long time. It
will be remembered that about nine
years ago we had to fight four battles in
public debate in and around Creal
Springs—about ten miles from Marion.
The first was with a Baptist, then a
Campbellite, then a Mormon, then a
Baptist. The result was that the
county was pretty well shaken up; for
some of the best members of the
churches came out and are valiant for
the Truth. Many in Marion knowing
of this, expressed a desire to hear of
these doctrines that had with-stood the
shot and shell of big guns. The result ii
this course of lectures in the Court
House. A fair audience greeted us and
treated us with the very best of attention. Several of the descendants-of Abraham were present, and, as we learned
from personal interview, were much
pleased. One of the daughters of the
patriarch was regularly in attendance,
in company with a sister-rn-law of the
late famous General Logan, and we
were informed, both seemed to manifest much interest.
Brother B. G. Cocke had requested
that we send notice of our visit soon
enough to admit of widely advertising.
The results of this were seen on Sunday
morning at the meeting-house near
where most of the brethren live—about
three miles from Creal Springs whither
we went from Marion. About nine
o'clock in the morning the people began
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to come on horse-back, in wagons and
in carriages. When the meeting time
arrived the house was full and many
unable to get in. Out there in the
country where most of the brethren live,
being farmers, they have a very nice
meeting house, having a capacity, we
should judge, of between two and three
hundred. It is the second they have
built since the power of the Truth
began to be felt in the county, the first
one being built of logs and was thought
all-sufficient for a time. Now, on these
special occasions, the new house is
hardly equal to the demands.
The brethren were much encouraged
to see the interest shown, and already good results have manifested
themselves. Some who attended the
meetings at Marion were present at
those in the country, among them the
husband of Sister Pulley, the only one
in the Truth in Marion (intelligence
herein announces the obedience of her
neice). Mr. Pulley has been '"a man of
the world," not entertaining any of the
so-called orthodox theories, but having
a crude religious idea of his own invented in a way, as he thought, calculated to get a little harmony out of the
confusion he found in the religious
world. His interest in the Truth during these lectures was an agreeable surprise to all; and being a man of considerable intelligence there is reason to
hope for his obedience, which will be a
comfort to Sister Pulley.
Three lectures were given in this
meeting-house Saturday night, Sunday
morning and afternoon—the people
having dinner on the grounds and
spending the interval between the
two meetings in conversation on what
they had heard. At the close of the
first lecture the brethren partook of the
memorials, Bro. B. G. Cocke presiding
and offering appropriate remarks, and
the larger part of the audience remaining and seeming to feel the solemnity
of the occasion.
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On Sunday night we went to ureal
Springs, where we expected, according
to arrangemen's. to speak in the Masonic Hall. Upon our arrival we were
informed that we must repair to the
Congregational Church. Among those
in attendance at the meetings in the
country was a physician of the town
(his name we cannot recall), who is one
of the trustees of the Congregational
Church, and who, upon discovering
that the Hall would not nearly accommodate the people kindly tendered
the use of their house —the best in the
town, it seems. The house seemed full
when we entered, but others kept coming until it was packed. The lectures
continued four nights, with an interest
that was indeed refreshing, and that
indicated the best results for our efforts,
results already manifested, as will be
seen by the intelligence from Creal
Springs in this issue.
Among the brethren we were well
cared for, as we always are, and from
them came a hearty and liberal wherewith to help us on in our work. By the
way, this is a matter the people there
do not understand. "Why don't you
take up a collection'!1 "How do you
bear Mr. Williams' expenses all the
way from Chicago without saying a
word about money matters?" "We
cannot understand you folks.'' No, it
is odd, compared to what the people are
used t o ; for the churches are great
begging institutions, a fact that condemns both priest and people—the
former because they have made merchandise of the people; the latter because they remain wedded to an institution that has no heart in it to keep
life going. The hand is not forced into
the pocket by the heart, only under the
pressure of novel schemes to arouse
competition, or under the animal excitement resultant from the mesmeric influence of so-called evangelists. This
is getting pretty well known, and still
it goes on, notwithstanding the jokes

and jeers it receives, some of them
being quite pointed. At Creal Springs
we heard a lady give an account of a
number of men who. in great danger of
their lives, asked that one of them
should pray, or rehearse scripture—
something to help them face the inevitable. There was no one that could
respond. "Well, well," cried one. "if
you cannot quote scripture, preach nor
pray, do say something that you have
heard them say in Church." "Well,""
responded another, "the only thing 1
can remember is,"Let us take up a collection."
Prom Creal Springs we were to go to
Liltle Rock, Ark. By a short drive
across the country to Parker City we
can get a train to Cairo, which seems
the shortest route. Brother Albert
Dugger kindly volunteers to put us on
the train and so we adopt this course,
starting about seven o'clock in the
morning. We are on the platform at
Parker City waiting a few minutes for
our train, when an old gentleman steps
up and expresses his approval of what
lie had heard at the lectures in the
country and at Creal Springs and says.
'•I hope my wife and I will be one with
you when you come next." The wife
is already one with us, as we are glad
to learn from intelligence this month.
We are off for Cairo, down in the
Egypt of America, and in three hours
we are there, and must wait till 2 p. M.
for a train for Poplar Bluffs, Mo., where
we connect with the main line of the
Iron Mountain road for Little Rock.
Cairo stands in the fork of the Ohio
and Mississippi rivers, and to get to
the Missouri side the trains are run on
to ferry-boats and taken down the Ohio,
round the point and across the Mississippi. But the water is so low that
this cannot be done now—something
very unusual. However, a steamboat
is provided and the passengers conveyed across without much inconvenience. On the Missouri side conductors.
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EDITOR'S TOUIt SOUTH.

brakemen and porters are on hand to
assist in passing from boat to train,
and soon we are on rail again. We
make "close connections" as the "runners'1 say, at Poplar Bluffs, and arrive
at Little Bock about two o'clock in the
morning, where, by previous directions
from Brother Teas, we take a cab for
the home of Sister Biscoe. Upon
entering our bed-room the first thing to
catch our eye is a telegram, which is
handed to us by Brother Teas. This
has the sad news of the death of our
beloved Brother Jesse Boyd, of Riverside, Iowa, and asking, "Can you
come?'' When we bade our brother
farewell on our last visit to him in his
sickness he asked us to come if possible
and witness for his faith when he
would "be laid away" as he expressed
it. We promised we would, and hoped
the demand for it would come (if come
it must) at such time as would admit
of our going. But it came at a time
when it was impossible, on account of
arrangements that could not be ignored
and of the distance to be travelled. So
we were compelled to sadly say no, and
we sent a few words of comfort to our
sorrowing Sister Boyd, but Sister Williams hastened from home to Riverside
to weep with the weeping and sigh with
the sighing.
Here we are in a characteristic southern home, where everything runs
orderly and pleasantly at the tap of the
bell, to which there is quick and respectful response by the "colored folk"
who seem to like to serve as their
employers like to be served. There
seems to be such a mutual adaptation
that we can scarcely credit the reports
of the cruelty of the times of slavery.
But then, we are among people who
have hearts and human feelings, and,
no doubt, there were many slave owners
destitute of these. Mr. Biscoe is a
gentleman who could not be otherwise
than kind; and while he is not in the
Truth, we are sorry to say, yet he is

very friendly and hospitable to those
who are.
Brother Teas is here from Oonway,
Ark., helping Sister Biscoe prepare for
the lectures. Brother J. D.Martin and
Brother Roberts came the following
day, also Sister McDaniels, from Eldorado, Ark, There were also several
acquaintances of Sisters Biscoe and
McDaniels who are fviewlly to thw
Truth and for whom hope is entertained. A cosy little church is rented
for the lectures, and all tilings are ready
with everybody, Sister Biscoe especially,
anxious and hoping there will be a
good attendance. They are doomed to
disappointment, and if the matter were
to be judged from a mere human point
of view the returns in the way of encouraging attendance were not worth
the out-lay. But the brethren who
took part in the arrangements, and
Sister Biscoe who did her best to make
it a success declared that the result in
their own spiritual profit and the hope
engendered by the attitude of one or
two friends more than made up for the
disappointment of not seeing a better
response in the matter of attendance;
and, from a letter just received from
Sister Biscoe, we are assured that our
labors were not in vain, at least so far
as it concerns the spiritual welfare of
those in the Truth.
Our work being done, we started
homeward Sunday night, arriving at
St. Louis at seven o'clock Monday
morning, where we missed the pleasure
of a short chat with Sistev LiHie
Thompson, of Hannibal, Mo., who, we
learn since, had just removed there and
who had written us asking the time of
our arrival. The letter was forwarded
to our office a week after. At nine
o'clock we left St. Louis for Chicago
where we were due at seven o'clock the
same evening, but failure to connect at
Emngham, 111., belated us and we did
not arrive till the awkward hour of two
o'clock in the morning. The street
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cars had stopped running and no ordinary means of conveyance was to be
had by which to reach home, a distance
of tlnee miles from the depot. It just
happened, however, that we ran across
a cab —the only one to be seen—and
soon we were home again, having been
permitted to escape all dangers to
which travel is liable, and feeling
thankful to God for His goodness and
mercy.
ABE WE UNDER THE ABRAHAMIO
COVENANT ?

E must be under the Abrahamic
W
Covenant if we are children of
God, for there is no other covenautgiven
us, "Forye are all the children of God by
faith in Christ Jesus. For as many of
you as have been baptized into Christ
have put on Christ. * * * And if
ye be Christ's then are ye Abraham's
seed and heirs according to the promise.''
Heirs of what? Heirs of the land promised to Abraham. "For the promise
that he should be heir of the world was
not to Abraham or to his seed through
the law, but through the righteousness
of faith." "Therefore it is of faith,
that it might be by grace; to the end
the promise might be sure to all the
seed; not to that only which is of the
law, but to that also which is of the
faith of Abraham"—Gal. iii: 26-29;
Horn, iv: 13-16. Paul's whole argument
through the fourth chapter of Romans
and the third and fourth of Galatians
is to convince the Jewish believers
that they were under the Abrahamic
covenant instead of being under the
covenant made at Sinai as some thought.
Paul in speaking to those who had been
under the Levitical priesthood (Ileb.
vii: 12) said, "The priesthood being
changed, there is made of necessity a
change also of the law." But we are
under the same order of priesthood
that Abraham was when the covenant
was made with him (the Melchisidec);
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therefore there is no necessity for a.
change of law. The word promise is
used in- the plural in Gal. iii: 16. So
there must have been more than just,
the one promise—I he promise of the
land. We find that there was the
promise to multiply the seed, the promise, "In thee and thy seed shall all
nations of the earth be blessed,'1 and
"Thy seed shall possess the gate of hiss
enemies"—three promises beside the
one of the land, and as these are called
the covenant made with Abraham, they
must have been included in the covenant. In Acts iii: 25 the promise, "In
thy seed shall all kindreds of the earth
be blessed," is called the covenant made
with Abraham. Zacharias, in his
prophecy at the birth of his son, speaks
of ''the oath which he aware,1' and
calls it the covenant (Luke i: 72-74).
And this oath included the three promises mentioned above. See Gen. xxii:
16-18. The fulfilling of a covenant
does not make it a different covenant,
only we are enabled to understand the
details of it, which we did not know
before. The promise to multiply the
seed was made to Abraham, but how it
was to be multiplied—by calling the
Gentiles and making them the "seed of
Abraham'1 through faith in Christ—
was not revealed until the one seed to
whom the promise was made appeared.
Paul calls it in Eph. iii: 4-6 a "mystery,
which in other ages was not made
known." And the promise of the land
for an everlasting possession implied
forgiveness of sin; for there could be no
everlasting possession without eternal
life, and no eternal life without forgiveness of sin; for "the wages of sin is
death." But how sins were to be forgiven, thus insuring eternal life and
everlasting inheritance, was not revealed until the "body prepared" (Heb.
x: 5) for a sacrifice for the final confirmation of the covenant was brought
into the world (John i: 29; Rom. xv: 8).
Paul says (Gal. iii: 23) "We were shut

ARE WE UNDER THE ABRAHAMIC COVENANT '{

up unto the faith that should afterwart's i.e revealed." Under the old
covenant Isvae was only promised long
life and prosperity in the land in case
they obeyed God's command: but the
new covenant is established upon better
promises, even the promise of eternal
inheritance insured to us through the
death of Christ (tleb viii: 6; ix: 15).
It is difficult for some to understand
why the Abrahamic is called the new
covenant when it was made 430 years
before the one called the old. But this
need be no difficulty if we know why the
one made at Sinai was called the "first
covenant" (Heb. ix: 1). It was not
because it was the first God had ever
made, because there was the covenant
made with Abraham, and the covenant
made with Noah, and the one made
with Adam, all before this one. But
that was the first that had ever been
made with the house of Israel and the
house of Jndah. Paul said in his day
it was "old and ready to vanish away."
What could be more natural then than
to call that which took its place "the
new covenant?"
Tliere are others who say the new
covenant referred to by Paul in Heb.
viii: 8 has never been made; that it is
the covenant that will be made with
Israel when they are gathered into
their own land again. Let us examine
this a little. The promise that is called
in Acts iii: 25 "the covenant made with
Abraham" is called in Gal. iii: 8 "the
gospel preached to Abraham." This
m ust have been the same gospel preached
by the apostles; for when Paul was a
prisoner for preaching the gospel he
said, "Now I stand and am judged for
the hope of the promise made of God
unto our fathers." This gospel was
preached first to the "house of Israel"
(Matt, x: 5-6; xv: 24); therefore the
covenant was made with them. "The
law and the prophets were until John,
since that time the kingdom of God is
preached" (Luke xvi. 16). The old
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covenant was only added until the seed
(seed of Abraham) came to whom the
promise was made (Gal. iii: 19). After
that the Abrahamic covenant, being
confirmed by his sacrifice (Rom. xv: 8)
comes into force. "He taketh away
the first that he may establish the
second" (Heb. x: 9). And this covenant reaches all the way down through
the thousand years reign of Christ.
There being no change of the priesthood
there is no necessity for a change of
law; and it is written of Christ, "The
Lord sware and will not repent, Thou
art a priest forever after the order of
Melcbisidec.""
But Israel as a nation would not
accept the terms of thja new covenant.
Some did, and they, together with those
from among the Gentiles who were
called to be the "seed of Abraham,"
entered unto the bond of the covenant
when they passed through the waters
of baptism. But when "the deliverer
shall come out of Zion to turn away
ungodliness from Jacob" (Itom. xi: 26)
he will bring the whole nation "into the
bond of the covenant" after the rebels
are purged out (Ezek. xx: 37-38). It is
plain from the reading of the quotation
from Jeremiah in Heb. viii that the
covenant extends down to the time
when the kingdom of God is on the
earth, for what is contained in Heb.
viii: 1 could not be fulfilled before
then. In verse 19 it is said, "I will put
my laws into their mind and write them
in their hearts." By comparing this
with II. Cor. iii: 3-7 we see that the new
covenant of which the apostles were
"able ministers" was written in the
heart in contrast with the old, which
was written on tables of stone. The
Abrahamic covenant is the everlasting
covenant referred to in Heb. xiii: 20,
just as the priesthood of Christ is an
everlasting priesthood. One lasts just
as long as the other.
ANNA M. BYRNES.
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stand the ADVOCATE has taken in relation to truth found and truth to be
searched for. We do not presume to
claim that we have found all truth, but
DECEMBKR, 1895.
we do claim to be in possession of all
truth essential to salvation—that is, the
wo n a v e
come to the end Truth, or the gospel. For this the
of the year. The present issue ADVOCATE does not and never did
completes volume eleven of the ADVO- claim to be seeking. It was a fact and
CATE, and in obedience to the injunc- a foundation when the ADVOCATE
tion, "Occupy till I come," we have started, as it was when every other
entertained no other idea but to go on Christadelphian paper, now in existwith our work in 189(>, that is, if the ence, started. Let this be understood,
ADVOCATE still has friends enough to
and let there be no insinuations to the
keep it alive, and, another considera- contrary. If the ADVOCATE differs
tion, if the friends are able to supply from some on the matter of seeking
the necessary means to that end. after truth, it is therefore in seeking
Numerically, there are friends enough, for advanced phases of the Truth, just
but hard times have made the financial as a mathematician, after becoming a
question one that creates anxiety to mathematician, seeks out and learns
some extent. Some have already sent many problems that are capable of
in their subscription for the coming being worked out in the advanced
year, and in the wrapper with this will stages of the science. Scripturally exbe found an order blank as a reminder pressed, this is "goingon to perfection,"
and convenience to others, with the increasing the power to "spiritually
hope that prompt attention will be ac- discern spiritual things." If there are
corded, as this is necessary to enable us any who have finished this work and
to make calculation according as cir- have nothing more to learn, we confess
cumstances require.
they have left us far behind; and we
During the past year quite a number beg them not r,o pass resolutions of
have been supplied with the ADVOCATE contempt for us, but bear with us while
by the help of a few who have been we try to catch up, remembering that
generous in this respect; and others we there is such a thing as the "last being
have supplied freely to the full extent first, and the first being last."
we were able—perhaps we have overThe ADVOCATE, during the eleven
reached a little and the pinch is what years of its work, has tried to live in
has made it necessary for statements of peace with all those who are really in
account to be sent to all delinquent the Truth, keeping the fear of God and
names on our books. We hope these not the fear of man before it in all
will not misunderstand our action in things. It had a few friends at the
this particular; but write us if any mis- start; it gained many more by precept
takes have been made and they will and example. It turned a few who
cheerfully be corrected; and write us if seemed not friendly to become so. If
payment is really a great burden, and among any of these there has been diswe will do our best as circumstances appointment because the ADVOCATE
may admit of. Enough so far as busi- could not be used except as it for itself
ness matters go.
saw its use would be truthful and
In view of some strange insinuations honorable it has no apologies to make.
in some places it may not be out of While it desires to heartily co-operate
place here to say a word about the with every and all just movements in
I he
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behalf of the Truth and the welfare of
its supporters, and while it is willing to
acknowledge its indebtedness in many
respects to those of riper years, its
aim is to be independent of influence
and prestige when matters of truth and
honor are involved, and if its life is
risked by a maintenance of such stand
so let it be. If it ever dies at the hands
of those who think prestige is power, it
will die a martyr; it will not be frightened; it will not beg; it will not cringe.
It will always try to be sure it is right
and then go ahead.
We are leaving 1895 in the past, in
many respects a sorrowful past. It
seems to us that some things are being
left crooked that might be made straight
—if the true spirit of Christ were allowed the sway it is entitled to. It is
the duty of every brother with every
brother, and every "party" with every
party to at least try—yes, try and try
again—to right all wrongs and mutually
endeavor "to gain thy brother." Likes
or dislikes, friend or foe have no right
to stand in the way of doing this duty.
And since we are about to enter a year
fraught with tremendous possibilities,
"what manner of persons ought we to
be" in this respect 'i Have we a brother
or sister from whom we are estranged?
Then let us go and try at least to be
reconciled. If a brother or a sister—or
a party either—refuse to be reconciled
we cannot help it; we cannot but grieve
and wait; but we shall have done our
duty, and shall be better prepared to
wait for the great day of trial. "Gain
thy brother" is, we fear, an injunction
often subjected to whims and ways of
the flesh rather than given the attention it so richly deserves.
We are all anxious about the coming
year, most of us wondering if the longlooked-for coming of our Lord will take
place. A few declare themselves positively sure He will come at a given
time, and seem to intimate that readiness depends upon an acceptance of a
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certain date when He will come. This
is a mistake, we may be sure; for readiness for that day will be determined for
all by the same law—that of compliance
with the requirements of the gospel
mentally and morally. All the faithful
who have done this and now lie in death
are ready, though they knew nothing of the exact time now being set by
dogmatism nor of the data and ingenuity by which such time is set. It is
not necessary for us to know the exaci
hour of a friend's visit, especially if the
visit is to be a long one, in order to
have things ready. It is possible that
the matter of time may so dazzle the
eyes of some as to obscure the real
meaning of readiness. Let us be ready;
that is the requisite—yes, ready all the
time; and if the coming does not take
place at the time fixed by those who
assume to know exactly when, our
readiness will do us no harm, but good.
if we were certain the coming of the
Lord were still a thousand years distant, we should seek to be ready just as
if we were certain it was close by; for
we are all quite near to the end of our
probation, and that will settle our
destiny. In any event "Be ye ready."
In Advance of the Times.
Among the many clippings from the
London papers recently sent us by Bro.
J. J. Andrew is one marked that seems
strangely out of place in these times of
greed on the part of large companies:
"Messrs. R. H. & S. Rogers, of Addle
St., E. C, who employ over 1,500 hands
in the shirt and collar trade, have just
issued their fourth annual circular to
their employees under their co-operative
scheme, informing them that the surplus profit of the year's trading enables
them to pay a bonus of five per cent, on
wages and salaries." This seems like
a force-taste of the fair dealings in
behalf of the working classes that will
characterize the coming day of justice
and equity.
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NOTES, NEWS AND COMMENTS.

Brother L. Edwards, of Lanesville,
Va., is out' of those wVio worked with
Dr. Thomas in the early days of the
Truth's development. He is now in
the seventy-ninth year of his age, but
judging from his letter just received,
his mental faculties are still serving
him well. Although at one time we
were compelled to take issues with
Brother Edwards on some things,
which, after much trouble, were settled,
it is pleasing to know that he holds no
ill will against us. He says, ''You
have done a noble work for the Truth,
and 1 cnri truly say, notwithstanding
the conflicts in the past, I expect there
are few brethren who appreciate your
labors more than I do."
A marked copy of the Oonway, Ark ,
Lay Cabin announces the death on
Nov. 21 of Sister J. VV. Teas' mother,
and also the death of the little twenty
month's old son of Brother and Sister
Teas on the 21st of Nov. If our memory
serves us, Sister Teas' mother was in
the faith. Our brother and sister
have onr sincere sympathy in their
bereavement.
Sister Williams expresses her sincere
thanks to the many who have sent
words of sympathy in her sorrow over
the death of her mother. Words from
friends at home have helped to sooth in
that they have given assurance that her
mother received the attention of kind
and tender hands through her sickness
and in her dying hours. She is at rest,
waiting the coming day of life, and we
must not sorrow as those who have no
hope.
While we were at Little Rock, Ark.,
a telegram from Riverside, Iowa, announced the death of our beloved Brother
Boyd (See Intelligence), and asking us
to go to speak at the funeral on the

faith he died in. It was impossible,
our lectures at Little Rock having been
advertised and all preparations made
for our work there. Brother Paul, of
Waterloo, Iowa, kindly responded, and
Sister Williams went to mingle her
tears with our sorrowing Sister Boyd
and the bereaved family, and we tire
pleased to learn that everything that
could be done for the sorrowing- and
for the honor of the Truth was well
done; and so our dear Brother Boyd is
now numbered with the dead, but his
name is enrolled in heaven. Death's
cruel work goes on, but it will soon be
at an end.
We have been made sad by the news
of the sudden death of our beloved
Brother W.' Mills, oft Bristol, England.
Having resided in Chicago for quite a
while, some six years ago, we had the
pleasure of a personal acquaintance.
Since his return to Bristol he has been
an indefatigable worker for the Truth in
that city, and the ADVOCATE has had
the help of his friendly hand in various
ways. We had a standing pressing
invitation from him to visit Bristol in
the Truth's behalf whenever we might
realize our hope of visiting England.
But he is at rest now. A neat folder
gives on one page Brother Mill's favorite
hymn, No. 66 of our Hymn Book. On
another page are the words, "In loving
memory of William, eldest son of J. II.
& S. Mills, 23 Sydenham Road, Gotham,
who fell asleep September 17th. 1895,
aged 41 years. Then follows quotations
of John xv: 14 and Col. iii: 3-4.
SIGNS OF THE TIMES.
THE LAST DAYS OF SUI/FAN ABTHTJ>
HAM1D.

The above is the heading of a lengthy
letter from the special correspondent of
the London Daily Chronicle of Nov. 2.
He starts with a Turkish proverb—
"Barlouk bashdan kokar," which he

SIGNS OF THE TIMES,

says means, "'Fish stinks at the head,"
and which, it is thought, will be a password among the revolutionary party in
removing the Sultan. "All this," says
the correspondent, "will no doubt be
taken at first sight for a bit of picturesque exaggeration. It is nothing of
the kind. It points not only to a truth
—to iin actual existing state of things,

Mere follows a rehearsal of the many
dishonest and cruel acts of the terrorstricken ruler, of which the correspondent says. "My note-book is so full of
examples that I do not know where to
stop." So he adds, "It is natural ttiat
this Palace government should have
evoked a widespread revolutionary
sentiment. The greatest surprise of my
but to a truth which is pregnant with visit has been to discover the depth anil
tremendous possibilities for the whok of
strength of this * * * The army
Europe."
of active and determined discontent is
After showing what a perilous thing here, and all that is most enlightened
it is for the few men, who he thinks are in Turkey forms part of it. Everybody
not so bad as the general run, to give in- is disgusted to the point of desparation
formation on what is behind the scenes, with the spying tyranny which makes
a risk which, it seems, they had taken their lives unbearable and is ruining
in his behalf, the correspondent con- the country. The Sultan himself is
tinues: "The whole present administra- alarmed; the embassadors regard the
tion and public life of Turkey is rotten situation as extremely critical. Both
to the core, and for this one man is re- these things are facts. Nobody speaks
sponsible. The Sultan has centralized of the Armenian question any more;
in himself all national authority. There everybody is speculating what will
is a council of ministers—they are happen when the Sultan goes. * * *
puppets. There is a Grand Vizier—he I am convinced, in any case, of one
is the mouth-piece for his master's thing: The days of Abdul Haiuid II. are
whims. One Grand Vizier is changed counted. He is a piteous object as he
for another—if it is not a freak, it is drives to his mosque at each Friday's
mere throwing of dust in the eyes of Salmlek, bent with anxiety, white with
Europe. * * * Except himself (the terror, glancing nervously hither and
Sultan), nobody has any authority, no- thither through the several ranks of
body has any rights, nobody can per- his guards like a criminal on his way to
form the duties of his position. nobody's execution."
liberty and life are safe for an hour.
I K . SALISBURY ON THE SITUATION.
And the rotten whole is cemented toAt an address at Walford the premier
gether by one huge and all embracing tried to console himself a little with tlLe
system of espoinage. Everybody sus- thought that his party "inherited a
pects everybody else of being a spy, and policy," and in the course of his reTurkhardly ventures to express thought marks gave expression to the serious
view of the present status of the Eastto Turk."
ern Question. He says, "1 will not
This is the state of things the Sultan dwell upon it, but to express my regret
has created by trying to protect himself that any man, however eminent, should
from the assaults of conspirators, but think it his duty to add to the difficulties
how vain; for, as the correspondent with which the nations of Europe have to
adds, "In spite of this despotic author- contend in dealing with countries in
ity Abdul Hamid lives in a state of which difference of race and creed are
terror. I am sure that nobody in the traditional, and are bitter beyond alPalace ever knows where he will sleep most any experience that mankind has
at night."
had. The difficulty is enormous."
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has now separated from England on
the Armenian question, and that her
line will naturally be a contrary one to
The London Daily Chronicle strongly that of England; in" short, that Russia
advises England to make terms with is now going to assume the role of proRussia, that will admit of an alliance tector of Turkey against the destructive
in relation to the Eastern Question; intentions imputed to Lord Salisbury."
This isolation of England is just as it
but this cannot be; for the "merchants
of Tarshish" must play their part in the should be; but to talk about Russia
coming tragedy, and that is one of con- protecting Turkey is absurd. Like a
flict with the "king of the north" when whirl-wind she will soon descend upon
he overflows and passes over to the her, and then England's isolation will
her into direct conflict with
extent of "planting his tabernacles be- bring
Russia
to decide the Eastern Question.
tween the seas, in the glorious holy Man may
hope and plan; but God's
mountain." The mutual good-will that purposes must and will prevail.
manifested itself between the Czar and WHAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN MIGHT YET ISE.
the Prince of Wales at the funeral of
The special correspondent of the Lonthe late ruler of Russia was taken as an don
Daily Chionicle writes a very giaphic
indication of the possibility of an alli- account
of what might have been had
ance; but the rulers cannot have things England proceeded in earnest against
to their liking. There are army officers Turkey if her demands and actions
and officials behind even the Czar, and (which are now called a bluff) had been
then, over and above all human con- consistently followed up. In this
siderations, "There is a God in heaven "might have been" may be seen what
who ruleth in the kingdoms of men." might yet be. As a result of the action,
So when the Armenian trouble arose or rather inaction, of Russia and France
and a triple protest was made by Eng- after uniting with England in demandland, Russia and France there was soon ing reforms in Armenia, the corresfound cause for a rupture, resulting in pondent says, "The game was up" and
continues as follows:
England being isolated. Mr. Salisbury then
"For what was the alternative to
followed up the paper protest by a con- withdrawal?
Obviously, the passage of
centration of battle ships, and that was the Dardanelles by the British lieet.
the very thing Russia did not like; her The time of bluff was past, and only
joalous eye was offended; and she saw stern deeds remained. * * * And
a good chance to make a move to her what then? It is quite likely that the
own advantage and to England's dis- whole Moslem population would have
advantage. Her move was to step back risen against the Christians the
and take her seat, while England's very next night, and the streets of Pera
threatening movements in the face of and Galata have run with blood. But
the Sultan and in defiance of his re- let that supposition pass, for there is a
quests threw Turkey "into ( Russia's more immediate probability. As the
British fleet entered one end of the
lap'' as it is pointedly put by one cor- Bosphorus,
Russian fleet would
respondent. Then the "semi-official" have enteredthe
the other. The Black Sea
Vestnik made an assault upon England fleet consists of nineteen vessels, and it
that created a great stir, the result of has been in perfect readiness for some
which is thus given by a correspondent time. Moreover, I think it may be
from Vienna: "The main features of taken for granted that Russian troops
the situation are regarded here as the would have entered Armenia—to propolitical isolation of England, on the tect the Christian population, of course,
one hand, and on the other the falling Russia is quite ready in those parts.
asunder of Armenian Triple Alliance, The agent of an English powder-making
namely, England, Russia and France, firm tells me that his company has exeorder for 20,000 gun-cotton
when hardly a step had been made cuted an
to be delivered at Odessa and
towards the practical execution of the shells,
Batoum; and that to his knowledge a
reforms extracted from the Sultan for Belgian firm is filling another order for
Armenia. The Vestnik article is taken 20,000,000 smokeless cartridges, in clips
for a solemn announcemeut that Russia or magazine rifles, for the same destinations.
A KUSSO-ENGLISH ALLIANCE CANNOT ISE.

THE ADVOCATE SUNDAY-SCHOOL CLASS.
"Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth, while the evil (lays come not, nor the yearn drair
nigh, when thou shall nay, 1 haw no pUamn in them."—SOLOMON.
RULES.

I.—Answers must be your own and in your own writing.
2.—Write on one side of the paper only.
3.—State which class you belong to, and give your age on each paper you send.
4.—Answers must reach the examiner, Mr. Leask, by the 25th of each month.
Below is given the result of examination of answers to questions appearing
in November ADVOCATE:

Christ descended, and one of these
failed to give the sons of Noah and
Abraham in the line of descent, all the
others gave Solomon through whom
CLASS NO. 1.
Joseph the husband of Mary the mother
Elbert L. Ferrell (11), Redmond, of Jesus was descended. Jesus being
Wash., 100; Homer I. Byrnes (11), Wau- the Son of God by begettal, the line of
neta, Kan., 100; Ezra Cocke (11), Creal descent through Joseph is excluded,
Springs, 111., 100; Fanny E. Arvin (11), and that of Mary who descended from
Pou, Ky., 95; Arthur H. Magill (12), David through Nathan is correct, see
Mossy Rock, Wash., 80; Elsie Hahn, Luke iii: 23-31. In second answer pubRiverside, la., 80; Maria Laird, (10), lished in Class 2 proofs for first and
lnnerkip,Ont.,100.
2nd answers are not given, which re[The last named was received late, duces the marking.
by the ADVOCATE being mis-sent, or it
JAMES LEASK, 532 62d St.
would likely have been second, if not
[We
must
say a word in behalf of
first. Maria will please forgive our
those
referred
to by Bro. Leask, and
mailing clerk.—ED.]
take the blame on our own shoulders.
CLASS NO. 2.
The question was hardly definite
Maude Cocke, (16), Creal Springs. 111., enough, and left it open for the con90; Ben. Epperson (18), Mossy Rock, clusion that the more direct line geneaWash , 85; Leah Epperson (14), Mossy logically was meant, as Bro. Leask has
Rock, Wash., 85; Pearl Eblen (16), taken it. It was Solomon, however, we
Robards, Ky., 80; Harpending Eblen had in mind, with the view that he, in
(14). Robards, Ky., 80; Chas. Mason (14), his official capacity, stands out as a
Erie, 111., 80; James S. Magill (13), type of Christ. We will take the blame
Mossy Rock, Wash., 80; Bessie Wil- in this case and try and be more exliams (13), Englewood, 111., 80; Ethel plicit in the future.—EPITOK.] •
Cocke (14), Creal Springs, 111., 80; Daisy
QUESTIONS.
Franklin (12), Elgin, 111., 80; Gertrude
LESSON NO. 32, CLASS NO. 1.
L. Judd (13), Lowell, Mass., 80; Eusibia
T. Arvin (13), Pon, Ky., 80.
1.—Who filled the place of Abel ?
In class 2 this month there were only
2.—From which of Adam's sons did
three scholars besides the two whose Noah descend '(
3.—In what way did God favor Noah.
answers are published who gave Nathan
as the Son of David through whom and why ?
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ANSWERS.
BEST P A P E R , CLASS N O . 1.

1. -Seth took Abel's place. Proof—
Gen. iv: 25.
2.—Noah descended from Seth.
Proof—Gen. v: 3-29.
3. —God favored Noah by letting him
know that the flood was coming, and
telling him to build an ark. Proof—
Gen. vi: 13-14. God favored Noah because he was a righteous man. Proof—
Gen. vi: 9; vii: 1.
ELISEUT L. F K R R E L L .
SECOND BEST PAPISII. CLASS N O . 1.

1.—Seth filled the place of Abel.
Proof—Gen. iv: 25.
2.--Noah descended from Seth. Proof
—Gen. iv.
3.—God favored Noah by telling him
to build an ark to save his family and
and himself as He was going to send a
Hood to destroy the wicked. He did it,
because he was a righteous man and
because he believed what God told him.
Proof Gen. vi: 18-19: vii: 1; Heb. xi: 7.
HOMER BYRNES.
LESSON NO. 32. CLASS N O . 2.
QUESTIONS.

1.—From which of Adam's sons did
Xoali descend ?
2.—Name the son of Noah, of Abraham and of David in the line of descent
to Christ.
3.—What does an apostle say Noah
and the ark prefigured, and in what did
the, figure consist ?

ADVOCATK.

2.—Shem was the son of Noah, Isaac
the son of Abraham and Nathan the
son of David in line of descent to
Christ. Proof—Luke iii: 31-36.
3.—Noah and the ark prefugured
baptism into Christ. The ark is a
representation of Christ. The figure
consists of salvation for those who are
in the ark. Proof—I. Pet. iii: 20,21.
M A U D COCKE.
SECOND

BKST P A P E R , CLASS N O . 2.

1.—Noah descended from Seth.
2. - 1 would say that Seth, Isaac and
Nathan were in the line of descent to
Christ.
3. —We find in I. Pet. iii: 21, "The
like figure were unto even baptism
doth also now save us, by the resurrection of Jesus Christ." and the figure
consisted in the salvation of Noah and
his family, "wherein few, that is eight
souls were saved by water."—I. Pet.
iii: 20.

BEN EPPERSON.

LESSON N O . , 33, CLASS N O . 1.
QUESTIONS.

1.—How long- was Noah and those
with him confined in the ark V
2.—By what means did Noah discover
that the waters were passing off the
earfh ?
s.—How were the various kinds of
animals saved from total destruction in
the flood ?
QUESTIONS.
LESSON N O . 33, CLASS N O . 2.

L—What covenant did God make
with Noah after the flood V
2.—What sign did He give of the
ANSWKKS.
covenantv
BEST P A T E R , CLASS NO. 2.
3.—What other remarkable men did
1. —-Noith was H descendant of Set!). God make covenants with, and what:
P r o o f - L u k e iii: 38.
w ere the coven t l . > i > > L , '

INTELLIGENCE.
ACrillRN, N. Y. We have no additions of
membership to our Ecclesia since our last report, though we have continued our efforts to
present to the aliens the unmistakable tokens
ol the near approach of the end of the times of
th<>GentilcH. But it is not known to the people
of this world, though a matter of great rejoicing for any one who has believed in the kingdom of God. Of those who know that our
Kedeemer is so near at hand, we can s:iy.

Happy are they who, by continuance in welldoing", seek for honor and glory, and if we are
on our watch, we shall hear from our Judge
the welcome invitation, "Thou good and faithful servant," enter thou into the kingdom
which was prepared. Let us then faithfully
execute all the commands which God has given
us, that not one may be excluded from the
presence of our Lord.
Our numbers have been increased by the re-
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INTELLIGENCE.
rnoval of Sister Moyer, nee Sister Turner,
formerly of Spencer, Mass., but lately of the
New Jersey Ecclesia, who has now decided to
make her home in Auburn, and meet with us
every first day of the week, to participate in
loving remembrance of our Lord and Saviour's
suffering1, resurrection a,nd coming- again.
H. Ross, Seo'y.
HOSTON, MASS.-We are pleased to be able
to report the obedience of one more of the sons
of Adam in God s appointed way, through a
belief of the gospel and a burial in water, on
October 8th, namely, Mr. John B. O'Brien (28)
formerly Koman Catholic; then Baptist. Meantime we have lost by the removal of Bro and
Sister Win. Gray, who have gone to Sister
Gray's former home, Bermuda, to remain, and
Sister S. C. Way, who has gone to Brunswick,
Georgia. Our Bro. Frank M. Getliro has lost
his wife, leaving" him with a family of three
small children to care for.
Visitors during the month have been, Sister
Cranshaw, of Quiucy, and Bro. Turner, of St.
John, N. B.
The lectures delivered in Arcade Hall, No. 7
Park Square, have been on the following-subjects: Oct. 6th, "The One God of Israel," Bro.
Joseph McKellar. 13th, "Salvation on Easy
Terms, lielieve on the Lord Jesus Christ and
Thou Shalt be Saved," Bro. E. F. Mitchell.
20th, "The Plain Truth or a Dying" Man's Request." llro. A. Pinel. 27th, "The Holy Spirit,
what it is, and who has it," Bro. Joseph Me[Cellar.
Your brother in hope of eternal life,
JOHN B. RILEIGH,

Recording brother to the Boston Ecclesia.
CREAL SPRINGS, ILL—We have the pleasure of reporting another visit from our beloved
Bro. T. Williams. He arrived at Marion (our
county seat) October 17th, where ho gave four
lectures in the court-house, the first we have
given in Marion. We had a very fair avidienee,
and <.good feeling was manifested towards the
Truth.
On the following- Saturday night Bro. Williams lectured at our meeting-house, and gave
two lectures on Sunday, one at 11 A. M. and one
at 2 P. M. The people brought their dinners
and remained for both lectures. We had better
attendance and attention than ever before at
our meeting-place.
On Sunday evening we went to Creal Springs,
where the brethren there had the Masonic Hall
engaged: but finding it would not accommodate the people and having- been kindly ottered
the Congregational Church, they accepted it.
When the lecture began at 7:ii0, the house,
though quite large, was filled. Three more
lectures were given on the nights following
and the people seemed very eager to hear. We

feel sure that the words ol Truth that, have
been sown will prove fruitful; indeed the work
has already begun to manifest itself in the obedience of one, Mrs. Lee Strauss, who was immersed today (Nov. 3). She was raised a Roman
Catholic, but is quite intelligent in the first
principles of the Truth and is one that is not
ashamed of what she believes to be the truth.
We have evidence that others will soon follow
her example. We have been greatly eneout-Mg'ed
by this visit from Tiro. Williams.
Yours in the patient waiting for the comingkingdom,

B. G.COCKK.

LATER.—We have the pleasure of reporting
the obedience of one more. Miss Anna Recce,
niece of Sister Pulley. She was immersed
Sunday morning (Nov. 17) at 10:00 A. M. and was
received into fellowship at 11:00 A. M., Sunday.
She was formerly a member of the Campbell ite
Church. There are others still that are interested.
GEORGETOWN, DEMERARA, BRITISH
GUIANA, S. A.—In continuation of our first
intelligence. After we were driven away by
the police, the society began seriously to consider the separation of speakers, for sevenil
districts. We had been assembling together,
but the expediency of a division pressed itself
upon us continually. Several obstacles presented themselves to us, for instance, we had
not many speakers The brethren on whom
(he labors fell were Brethren Elm and Melbourne. * * * Weeks rolled on and the two
brethren labored and inured themselves to
out door lecturing, drawing large audiences.
As it is always summer with us, we generally
open our meetings at 7 p. M. and end at !l:30.
Suddenly a change was experienced, arid thai
within the last three or four months. Brethren
of the ecelesia began to take a little more
interest in the welfare of the society. Old
brethren of the eeelesia began to throw in their
energy to the great relief and satisfaction of
the two engaged. Almost every week brought
re-enforcements. * * * Interest is more and
more evinced in the out-door work. Our able
lecturing brethren now number eight. The
many hundred tracts distributed have done
their work. There is now a great demand for
the American publications, as their general
get-up seems to be thorough, and they reach
home to the mind wherever they are read,
especially "The Great Salvation."
JONATHAN KIN<!,

Cor Secretary.
GftEENE, 1A.—We received our November
ADVOCATE. It is always a welcome visitor. We
are glad our heavenly Father blesses you with
health and strength to proclaim the Truth to
so many people. We sympathize with SisterWilliams in the loss of her mother and sister:
but the time of waiting will n )t be long. V\V
still try to keep our light burning by meeting

THE CHKISTADELPHIAN ADVOCATE.
every'flrst day (that is. when the weather permits,! to remember our Lord and Saviour till
He comes again, ttro. Strickler is young in
the faith/but as he is the only hrot^erwith us,
he fills his p]aco at the Lord's table and reads a
lecture trom the ADVOCATE or Seasons of
comfort. We have been cheered by visits from
Sister G. G. and J. G. Dickley, of Waterloo,
and Sisters Dunn and Harronn, of Portland,
Ia.;aiso Bro. George Ellis spent last Sunday
with us. He was on his way to Minneapolis
where.he has been for some time hoping to regain his health. Brother Striekler was immersed in Waterloo last February. We supposed it would be mentioned in the Intelligence
from there but it was over-looked.
Yours in the one hope,
M. F. S.NEATH.

KANKAKKE, ILL.—Wo are pleased to report
that three more have put on the sin-covering
name of Christ, namely, Cora Chester, age 14,
daughter of Bro. F; Chester; Jessie McGregor,
age 16, youngest daughter of Sister McGregor,
and Willie Pottenger, age 14, second son of
Bro. W. T Pottenger.
yours in the one hope,
ZOPPOKAH POTTENGER.

LAWRENCE, MASS. — Another year has
nearly passed away. Man is still mortal and
Israel is scattered. Wbiit will 189(5 bring- forth?
We shall see.
For the last six years I have tried in my
humble way to show people the true light. I
learned of one person who aaid he was searching for the Truth, and 1 made it my business
to go to his house and we talked for about two
hours, taking- the Bible for our standard He
seemed delighted. I met him some months
after and we talked again. Then he asked.
What is it that makes you people so confident,
are some of you inspired ? I answered, No,
but we have an inspired word, and we believe
it, that word is the Bible. He thinks there
must be some kind of an entity in man. How
wedded they are to their ideas. But at last
there is one man who is actually contending
for the Scriptures in this: "The dead know not
anything." Heaven not promised TO the righteous; no torment in hei!; Christ to reign in
Jerusalem; resurrection of the dead; righteous
to be rewarded after judgment. How pleasant
it is to hear one contending- for these truths.
Do 7 have hopes of him ? I cannot say at
present. 1 will keep on watering the plant and
watch and wait.
Your brother,
JOSHUA EASTWOOD.

LONDON, CAN.—We have encouraging news,
two more have been added to the family of
Christ, by being buried with Him in baptism,
after making- a good confession, answering1 all
ijiiestions that are necessary to ask on account

of the errors that are abroad. Both are wives
of brethren—Annie Gualchmai, aged 37, wife
of Bro. J. Gualehmai, and Jane Whiting, aged
34 wife of Bro. Whiting. I need not say.that
these brethren were almost overflowing with
joy, knowing now that when Christ returns
their companionship will be extended in the
age to come.
Things took as though the Gentile times are
about fulfilled. The Great Biver is getting
very dry. The "way of the King" is just aoout,
prepared. The seventh angel is about to sound,
causing the kingdoms of this world to become
the kingdom of our Lord and His Christ. May
we all meet in the glorious kingdom is our
earnest prayer.
We would be very glad to have a visit from
any brother or sister who might happen this
way. No. 294 York St. will find some of the
brethren.
I remain your brother in hope of eterna) life,
J. A. WYATT.

LATER.—We have more encouraging news of
one more corning- out of Adam, Last Wednesday, the 20th inst., Alice Ambrose (aged 35) was
immersed into Christ after a good confession,
answering all questions well and being anxious
to come among us. We hope more will soon
come. We can only cast out the net and God
will send the fishes The time is short. Christ
will soon be here to take His bride. "Blessed
is he that watcheth and keepeth his garments
lest he walk naked and they see his shame."
May we all be found ready, having: our lamps
trimmed and burning-, then He will not come
as a thief. That we may all meet in His kingdom is our earnest prayer.
LOWELL, MASS.—Since our last report we
have received an addition to our numbers by
the removal from Glasgow, Scotland, of Bro.
William Frame. We have also changed1 our
meeting-place from Bay State Hall, Central St.,
to Welles Hall, 173 Merimack St., a much more
commodious and lighter hall than the old one.
I hope soon to be able to report further additions to our mi mbur from the ranks of the alien
as there are several manifesting considerable
interest. Judging from current events and the
times of Daniel, but few more reports will lie
written for the ADVOCATE, that is, if I read
them aright. Coming of Christ, 1896. Armageddon, 1901. Daniel stands in his lot (allotment or portion) 1941. "Surely I come quickly."
Are we ready? There is no time to loiter on
the way. Forward, march.
HOBEKT JtTDD.

WATERLOO, IOWA—Bro. J. M. Paul writes
that he intends going east again this winter.
He spent his time last winter at Orange, Mass.,
which will be his address this winter. He visited
the brethren in Boston and, we believe, in some
other parts, during his last winter sojourn in
the East, and hop»9 to extend his visits this
time.

books. Send your order only, and then wait for an answer before
y remit the price. If you receive no answer you will know that your
order is too late. Address the Editor.
Another sister would like to sell the following volumes of the "Christadelphian." unbound: For 1875, '77, '78, '79, '83, to '91. Address the
Editor and you will be put in communication with the sister, who will
quote prices.
A brother in Scammon, Kansas was the first to apply to us for Eureka
and Adam's Chart, as advertised last month. Hence the reason others
did not hear from us.
LETTERS
G. A. Thilow 2, C. Davies, G. W. Harp, A. C. CasHe, T- W. Hill,
R. Hall, W. B. Blanton, J. Zimmerman, H. H. Eich, B. R. Cannefax,
Lucy Overstreet, L. J. Zander, H. R. Wilker, J. Shittrall. R. Ross, J.
Decker, J. Turner, C. F. O. Onokerk, L. Thompson, J. Hetherwick 3,
D. Andrews, H. J. Moore, A. W. Carlson 2, C. C. Flemings, L.
Edwards, J. A. Wyatt 2, J. M. Paul, J. Black, H. E. Hardy, J. Eastwood, A. Shaw, J. D. Tomlin 2, J. T. Beadle, E. G. Bickley 2, W. S.
Cocke 2, R. Judd, J. Dufty, S. E. Lester, J, McKellar, W. F. Jones,
RECEIPTS.
J. Eastwood, A. Panel, B. F. Dozier, B. E. Shott, G. Ellis, T. Ward,
W. E. Smith, M. D. Yates, C. L. Hanson, ,7. M. Paul, G. A. Thilow,
A. Erickson, F. E. Crowell, W..G. Priest, G. W. Owen, D. A. Hutchins,
E. E. Spencer, J. M. Connaway, G. C. Towle, J. M. Laird, H. Cornman, J. S. Adams, J. O. Walker, Z. Pottenger, E. V. Melbourne, F. C.
Hindmarsh, W. E. Daniel, T. Gilmore. E. K^Biscoe, H. Willis, W. S.
Cocke, M. O. Mitchell, W. Spargo, D. T. Aston, A. De Butts.
M. Sneath, S. Robinson, K. Bradley, W. F. Jones, J. W. Tichenor,
R. H. Hall,E. Gregory, J. W. Peake, J. W. Edwards, A. C. Thompson, D. Wickes, W. M. Sellick, P. A. Blackwell, W. S. Cocke, B. G.
Cocke, C. S. Allen, T. Gilmore.
A worthy sister, daughter of a loug-tried and worthy brother and sister, has
for month's been at death's door, but now promises recovery. Her mother is
quite sick —panly the result of attention to her daughter—and her father's means
of livelihood are reduced so that the daughter is deprived of the necessaries to
help her on the road to recovery. A small amount has been sent in advance to
help till others can respond. We have asked Brother Leask to receive and forward all contributions, which he will do. He or we will give further particulars
if requested.
ANOTHER CASE.

A sister, whose husband is permanently an invalid, has been struggling to
make a livelihood for herself and family by dress-making, and by an appeal in
the ADVOCATE was once helped a little by the brethren. She has passed through
a severe sickness which the doctor says was aggravated by continuous work on
the sewing machine. She is in great need. Iti this ease, too, Brother Leask will
receive, and forward, and give all particulars if asked.
We have thought best to ask that contributions pass a brother's hands, not
only because of a delicacy we know would be felt by those concerned'in publishing
their names, but because our experience is that in cases where we have given
names and left the matters open to fill, the contributions have been unequal —
that is, they have been insufficient in some cases,*and, perhaps, more than necessary in others, while there have been no means of these results being known. We
think it would be better to have a brother, or more than one if thought best, act
in all cases of public appeal between the givers and receivers, in order that a
more equitable distribution might be made, and to aid us in determining the
merits of any case; for it is necessary, sometimes, to refuse a case entirely—a
responsibility we have felt rather heavily.
Brother Leask's address is. No. 532 62nd Street, Englewood, 111.
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